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Authority to Control the School Curriculum:

An Assessment of Rights in Conflict

I

PREFACE

Pursuant to a grant issued by the National Institute of Education,

we have undertaken the study of the laws of five states as that law hez,--s

upon the control of the curriculum in the public and private schools of

those states. The states are:- Arizona California, Florida, Massachusetts

and New York. These five were selected after a review of the statutory

code of perhaps twenty states in light of several criteria. First, we

wanted to obtain states that ranged along a continuum measured in terms of

the extent of state control over curriculum. Under this criterion Arizona

and California represent fairly centralized states; New York falls in the

middle of the spectrum, and then come Florida and Massachusetts. Second,

we were interested in states with different sociological backgrounds because

we hypothesized that these differing conditions would give rise to different

problems with regard to the curriculum in the schools, which in turn would

provoke different legal solutions to those problems. Taken together, these

two criteria pointed toward a sample of five states which would be markedly

different from each other. The comparisons between the states hopefully

would be a source of insights with regard to the law and the control of the

school curriculum. Just as we sought states that were different from each

other, we applied a third criterion, namely, that the states selected should

be as much as possible representative of other states in the union--the

states should reflect problems and approaches that could be found in other

states. In this way some of the findings of the report could be generalizable

if appropriate caution were taken.
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The study of these five states began with the assumption that there

were a dozen possible claimants to authority to control the schools'

curriculum: the state legislature, the state board of education, the chief

state school officer, the state courts, the local school boards, local

administrators, teachers, teachers' unions, parents, students, and taxpayers.

And, in the private sector, we assumed the private school and parent also

claimed a right to control the curriculum in the private school. Each of

these claimants in the public and private sector we assumed could establish

at least a plausible case for having an effective voice at some point in

the decision-making process dealing with the school's curriculum. Whether

each claim should be recognized and to what extent it should be recognized

raises one of the most difficult questions of governance of the schools.

This study was undertaken to examine how five, different states have responded

to these claims. In other words, the study was intended to provide an

analytical picture of the allocation of authority to control the school

curriculum in each of the five states. Additionally, each chapter was to

outline the substance of the school program required in each of the states

as imposed by state law and regulations.

Several purposes are served by the study. First, the study establishes

a framework for analyzing state laws on education with regard to the allocation

of authority. That framework is used in each of five chapters without exten-

sive comment upon the conceptions underlying the framework. in the intro-

duction to the report, however, we elaborate on the framework. It is hoped

that the framework will be of use to those who wish themselves to study the

laws of other states.

A second purpose of the study was to enhance our understanding of the

present state of the law with regard to the allocation of authority to

control the school curriculum. We illuminate (i) some of the alternative

6



patterns as to how authority has been allocated -:song the claimants;

(ii) the techniques and devices used for establishing the shared authority

to control the curriculum; and (iii) the mechanisms for resolving disputes

over the curriculum. Recommendations on these questions are to be found in

the last section of the report.

Third, the report provides an insight into the extent to which control

of the curriculum has been left to the discretion of the political and

administrative processes and the extent to which it has become subject to

the control of binding rules and regulations. Increasingly the establish-

ment of curriculum policy is being undertaken at the legislative level

through the adoption of laws which constrain the discretion of the other

participants in the policy-making process.

Fourth, it was hoped the study of the politics of curriculum formation

would be improved if political scientists first came to an understanding of

the legal framework in which that political process went forward. This

study establishes an approach for understanding that framework and should

help political scientists become more sensitive to the role law plays in

shaping the political processes and the extent to which the political

process shapes the law.

Fifth, the study was designed to contribute to the definition of the

domain of curriculum law. We hope to show that curriculum law is basically

a body of law concerned with the allocation of authority and secondarily

a body of substantive principles spelling out what the content of the

curriculum should be.

'14
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INTRODUCTION

In reading the five studies it is important to understand what thy

are and are not. These are legal studies which attempt to describe and

analyze the authority of the various participants in the system established

for formulating curriculum policy. Occasionally the studies reflect upon

the actual political processes in the state as they occur under state law.

The study of Arizona contains fairly extensive political commentary which

is there to show how the centralization of authority in a state with poorly

articulated rights and duties can result in excessive politicization of

curriculum decision making. Basically, however, these studies are analytical-

descriptive studies of the legal structure, not of the political processes

within the states.

It is also important to note that these studies concentrate upon state

law to the exclusion of U. S. Constitutional law. Only occasionally are

references made to Supreme Court opinions, and the reader should be aware

that the U. S. Constitution provides another source of law affecting both

the allocation of roles and the scope of authority of governmental officials.

For a discussion of some of the U.S. constitutional issues with regard to

curriculum see the separate essay which was produced under the same grant

as this study of state law, entitled "Constitutional and Philosophical

Perspectives on Political Education in the Public Schools," by Tyll van Geel.

As a guide to the reading of the five studies, the following comments

are offered. Each study begins with a discussion of the state's constitution

as it bears upon the allocation of roles for controlling the curriculum.

A state constitution establishes the framework within which the legislature

acts in further designing the governing system for education generally and
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for controlling the school curriculum in particular. In this regard it is

important to note that it is primarily the legislature which allocates the

roles to the claimants for authority. Thus, the bulk of each study is an

assessment of the legally defined role and, authority of the various claimants

listed above. This concern of each study is reflected in the organization

of the studies: each study is broken down into sections dealing with state

officials, the courts, local school boards, local administrators, teachers,

unions, parents, students and taxpayers. Each study also includes a discussion

of state control of the curriculum of the private schools in the state.

Some refinements in the approach taken need to be added at this point.

It is not possible to discuss, for example, the authority of the state

board of education, without also understanding the authority of the local

boards of education. Authority to control the curriculum in most states is

shared among many-participants and each may play a different role in reaching

a final authoritative decision. Thus, the local board may enjoy the initia-

tive to propose a new course, 13,;t the state board may have the right to

approve or disapprove that proposed course. In short, we are dealing with

a system of interrelated participants and understanding the authority of one

depends upon understanding the authority of other participants. Another

example underlining the importance of this interrelationship is the inter-

relationship between the courts and such other units of government as the

state and local boards. The scope of authority of the state and local boards

is importantly defined by the courts, but how much of a constraint the

courts represent depends upon the rules the courts follow in interpreting

statutes and assessing whether these other units of government have abused

their discretion.
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A. Types of Authority

Understanding the pattern the allocation of authority takes in a

state depends upon an understanding of several doctrines and how they affect

the allocation of authority in the state in question. To get to these

doctrines it is necessary to draw several distinctions with regard to dif-

ferent kinds of authority that are found in the states. First, there are

certain decisions and rules that only the state legislature is competent to

make. Consequently the power to enact this kind of policy or law may not

be delegated by the legislature. A good example of such a power is the

power to formulate criminal laws. The power to decide whether or not there

will be publicly supported schools is another power that apparently cannot

be delegated consistentl/ with the constitutions of most states. A second

sort of power is one which may be delegated to some bodies and once having

been given the power; the delegatee, e.g., local school district, may take

the initiative on the subject. At any time, however, the state may withdraw

the power or preempt it. A third sort of power is that which local districts

might be able to exercise even without a delegation of authority from the

state legislature. This sort of power might be termed "inherent" powet

which is established by the argument that if there is a local school district

it must necessarily have this power to operate. However, the power inherent

in the local district is subject to legislative constraint and even pre-

emption. In the studies undertaken here no clear indication was found that

any local districts in any state had this sort of authority. All

local district authority was of the second kind discussed above. However,

in one state, Florida, the possibility exists of interpreting the state

constitution as creating inherent authority within local districts

which is subject to legislative control and manipulation. The California

1.0
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State Constitution, Article 9, Section l4, Paragraph 2, however, indicates

the extent to which school districts in California must rely on obtaining

all their authority from the state legislature: "The Legislature may authorize

the governing boards of all school districts to initiate or carry on any

programs, activities, or to otherwise act in any manner which is not in

conflict with laws and purposes for which school districts are established."

A fourth kind of authority which, it seems safe to say, no school district

in the country enjoys, is a constitutional grant of authority which the

legislature may not regulate, limit or withdraw. Typically only certain

municipalities in certain states enjoy such an "inherent right of local

government." Sometimes one is tempted to say, however, that legislative

grants of general authority have been so broadly interpreted that in effect

an inherent right of self-government has been created by the legislature.

In Massachusetts prior to a spate of legislative activity in 1965, so much

discretion was found within the general enabling acts that it was tantamount

to the establishment of an inherent right of local self-government. Since

1965 the legislature has been busy adopting various kinds of laws dealing

with racial imbalance in the schools, special education and bilingual

education, hence a portion of that legislatively created inherent right of

self-government has been withdrawn. This development only goes to underscore

that what the districts in Massachusetts enjoy is not a true inherent right

of self-government.

B. Delegation

An ability to understand and analyze the second type of authority des-

cribed above depends upon an ability to understand and work with several

interrelated legal doctrines and concepts. These concepts and doctrines

are briefly introduced here to assist in the reading of the individual
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studies of the fi..! states. We begin with the doctrine known as the delegation

doctrine which states that the legislature may not delegate its legislative

authority to other units of government. The legislature may delegate some-

thing less than its actual legislative authority, but its own authority

which has been given to it by the state constitution may not be given away.

To give its authority away is an abdication of responsibility that has been

-placed in the hands of the legislature as the most representative body in the

state. laving been given the task of legislating, it and no one else must

exercise the power. Anything less shifts control of policy to something other

than the state-wide connunity which has been deemed the most appropriate

community for controlling basic educational policy in the state.

The doctrine against the delegation of authority, thus, establishes, in

theory, a limit on the extent to which control over education in the state may

be decentralized politically or administratively. Basic or "legislative"

decisions, other words, may not be turned over either to other elected

units (e.g. state board of education, local boards of education) or to

administrative officials who may be appointed (e.g. state board of education,

chief state school officer, loca superintendents).

Other related doctrines affect the possibilities for decentralization.

First, there is the prohibition against the delegation of public authority

to private groups. In brief, this doctrine means that delegations of authority

will be struck down as unconstitutional when the presence of certain factors

create the possibility for an abuse of power so great it cannot be tolerated.

The factors looked for are the following: (a) The kind of power delegated --

is it z power to coerce others and to do real injury to them; (b) The scope

of the discretion -- are there standards to guide the exercise of the power;

!,..........A.t .,..r.o.nimr,,,,,..,,. .4.1"...................-- ....."---
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are their procedures which must befollowed which tend to protect individuals;

is there a mechanism for reviewing the exercise of the power so that individuals

will once again be protected; are those who exercise the power accountable to

elected officials; (c) The nature of the group granted the power when con-

sidered in the light of the authority granted to it -- how self-interested is

the group in terms of the power granted? For example, a rent control scheme

which delegated the power to control rents to the landlords of the city would

involve the delegation of coercive power to a group that had considerable

self-interest in the power granted to them. (d) The delegation of other powers

to the group. Groups which have been delegated a broad range of powers over

a variety of matters -- rents, licensing of cabs, zoning -- will be pushed

into a kind of decision-making process in which those who- form a majority on

the rent issue will be forced to bargain with those others which form the

majority on the zoning issue. This bargaining will serve as an internal check

on the group diminishing the chances for a coherent permanent majority

abusing its power.

A further restraint on the deceotralization of authority are the

limitations on the sub-delegation of authority. Subdelegation occurs when

an agency which has itself been the recipient of delegated authority dele-

gates its authority to another body. Whether an agency may subdelegate

depends upon whether the legislature has given it the authority to sub-

delegate and whether the sub-delegation itself is consistent with the state

constitution.

(The precise content of these delegation doctrines will vary from state

to state, hence each state study takes up these issues again.)

C. Scope of Authority and Presumptions

Once it is decided that a grant of authority can withstand challenges

13
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based on one or another of the delegation doctrines, then the question arises

as to the scope of the authority granted. (Note, that one can avoid having

a law struck down as an unconstitutional grant of authority by narrowly

construing it so that it does not amount to the grant of "legislative" authority.

Putting the point differently, in order to avoid having to strike legislation

down under the delegation doctrine, a court may construe that authority narrowly

to avoid reading the statute as granting "legislative" power.) An important

part of the analysis in the studies of state law is an assessment of the scope

of authority of the various participants in the decision-making system for

curriculum. Thus, we ask what is the scope of authority granted by the various

statutory provision to the state board of education, chief state school

officer, local boards of education etc. The state studies importantly are

an exercise in statutory interpretation.

One important assistance one looks for in deciding the scope of a grant

of authority, is whether there exists in the law of the state a presumption

with regard to the permissiveness or restriveness of the statutory code. If

there exists in state law a presumption that a statutory code is restrictive,

that means we must assume an agency lacks the authority to do "X" unless

that authority has been expressly granted to it by the legislature. Whenone

works under a presumption that the code is permissive we need not find an

explicit grant of authority in order to conclude that the agency has the

power. Instead, following certain canons of statutory construction, one can

imply the existence of an authority to do "X" from a grant of authority which

may make no explicit reference to the authority in question.

Now there may in a single state be both a permissive and restrictive

presumption at work; a permissive persumption may be applicable to grants of

14
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authority to state agencies while a restrictive presumption may be applicable

when interpreting grants to local authorities, or vice versa. This point can

be illustrated by the following diagram.

Local

Permissive

Local

Restrictive

S,tate State

Permissive Restrictive

1 2

3 4

The diagram is to be read in the following way. A state whose grant of

authority to both the state and local educational agencies is to be read in

light of a permissive assumption falls into the first quadrant, and so on.

Analyzing a state's laws in these terms can assist in interpreting the

scope of specific statutory provisions. For example, assume the legislature

to
has delegated authority/both the state and local boards to control the curriculum

in the public schools. To the state board is given authority to establish

minimum standards and to the local district is given the authority to prescribe

the course of study. A first reasonable guess as to the scope of the provisions

would be that they fall either into quadrant 2 or 3 as it is in these quadrants

that one finds the most rational or orderly relationship between state and local

levels of government. Assuming the legislature attempted to establish an

orderly rel ationship in which the relationship of state and locality was

reasonably well defined these are the likely choices a legislature would make.

States that fall into quadrant number 2 would have established the following

4 5



relationship. A certain quantum of authority expressly would have been given

to the state and that authority could not be expanded through judicial inter-

pretation but only by legislative amendment of that authority. However, as

regards the local unit of government the grant of authority would be expand-

able through a generous interpretation of the grant of local authority. Now it

may be that the express grant of authority to the state was conSiderable thereby

creating at first blush a centralized system for controlling education. But

over time the system might become less centralized as ways are found to inter-

pret the local grant of authority so that it is expanded without coming into

conflict with state authority. Of course, the initial grant of authority to

the state might have been meager, thus over time as the grant to the localities

is given an ever broader interpretation, the state would become increasingly

decentralized.

A state that was placed in quadrant three might have a different historical

development. Here the legislature might have started out with a general grant

of permissive authority to the state agencies and a generous grant of explicit-

restrictive authority to the localities. The system would appear at first to be

decentralized but as the authority of the state is given a broader and broader

interpretation, the relationship would change and the system would become

increasingly centralized. Of course the initial grant of authority to the

locality might have been narrow and, thus, the system would have started out

as

as

a centralized system and over time it would become increasingly centralized

broader interpretations are given of the state's permissive authority.

States that fall into quadrant number-one could develop in a number of

directions without legislative intervention to change the relationship between

state and locality. This state might become either increasingly decentralized

16
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or increasingly centralized. If the state agencies restrain themselves and

broad interpretations are made of the local authority, the state would become

increasingly decentralized. However, if the state agencies exercise their

authority with increasing sweep, the state agencies would preempt local authority

and the state would become increasingly centralized.

Those states which fall into quadrant four might start out either centralized

or decentralized and would not change over time, absent legislative intervention.

A danger exists under this arrangement which does not exist with regard to the

other quadrants: if the legislature has not expressly granted authority to

either the state or the locality to deal with a problem, then the possibility

exists of a vacuum of authority having been created with neither the state nor

the locality being able to deal with the issue.

What evidence does one look for in deciding whether a permissive or

restrictive assumption is at work? Sometimes the legislature will declare

explicitly that a statutory code ought to be liberally construed suggesting

that a permissive assumption should be used. Of course, other indicia may work

to counterbalance this inference. For example, if the enabling act is marked

by extensive detail and the precise specification of powers and duties,

such a code is usually interpreted with a restrictive assumption. One can,

however, safely assume a code is to be viewed permissively if the grant of

authority is in general and broad terms and if the legislature has declared

that the agency has all implied powers necessary to carry out its purposes.

Similarly, a legislative statement that a local district has all authority not

in conflict or inconsistent with state law is suggestive of a permissive code.

Apart from the question of presumptions, the interpretation of the scope

of authority of an agency is also influenced by the "plain meaning" of the

statutory language; and the purposes for which the agency was establlshed. One

17
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might interpret a grant to local authority more narrowly if it were thought that

to interpret the legislation broadly would lead to diverse behavior among the

districts on an issue the legislature would seem to have preferred greater

uniformity. Finally, a narrower interpretation of authority might be warranted

if the authority touches upon a fundamental interest or right; in that way

greater protection is afforded the individual. In this regard it is worth

noting that courts in several of the states studied as part of this project

have moved toward an interpretation of their own state constitutions which

establishes a right to an education.

D. Preemption

When we are dealing with as we are with public schools -- the second

type of authority discussed above (see Section A. Types of Authority), the possibility-

exists of the legislature or a state agency preempting an area. For example,

if the legislature adopts an extensive code dealing with student discipline that

area may be preempted and local districts may be wholly constrained from adopt-

ing any policies whatsoever in this area. Preemption can also occur when a state

agency promulgates regulations which have the force of law. In any event, pre-

emption is another way of going about trying to argue that a local district

lacks authority to deal with a certain question. Hence, an attack on local

district authority can take place in terms of a charge of improper delegation;

a failure of the legislature to delegate the authority in the first place; an

abuse of discretion; and preemption, not to speak of the various constitutional

arguments relying on the federal or state bill of rights.

Deciding whether the state has preempted is no easy matter as many factors

must be taken into account in reaching a conclusion. One important element in

the analysis is revealed by asking the same question we asked when discussing the

18
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problem of delegation: is this a subject that, if it is to be under governmental

control, should be controlled by the state-wide community as represented in the

state legislature? if so, then we can conclude that when the state legislates,

it did in fact preempt the area. (Note, if the state does not totally preempt

the subject but explicitly delegates some control to a local agency, this

delegation itself may be deemed improper absent constraints on the discretion

of the local authority -- constraints which assure that all the authority

given away is only "administrative" authority.)

We might try to determine if the state preempted the subject by asking

if the area in question traditionally has been in the control of the state

legislature? In education, there are few subjects which traditionally

have been in the exclusive control of the state: one of those areas is the

creation of rights of tenure for teachers. It is the legislature which

determines the scope of that right.

An inquiry related to both of the previous questions is whether the

subject matter is such that uniformity throughout the state is to be desired?

We might more readily presume the state has preempted an area if such uniformity

is warranted, say, in the name of equality and fairness of treatment of individuals.

However, if diversity and experimentation is not merely tolerable, but desirable,

then we should not so quickly infer that there has been preemption.

Finally a piece of evidence indicating that the legislature has not intended

to preempt is an explicit statutory grant of authority in the area to local

districts. Matters become more difficult if the local district derives its powers

only by implication: whether the implication of such authority is warranted

depends on whether one concludes the state did or did not preempt the subject.

It might be noted here that preemption has played an unimportant role in

settling disputes over authority in education. Generally education is so

19
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legitimately a matter of local concern few have argued that local districts

lack authority because of state preemption. Nevertheless, as legislatures

increasingly adopt new educational laws and increasingly give new powers to the

state educational agencies, lawyers and courts mast be alert to the possibility

that preemption may become as live an issue in education as in municipal law.

E. Abuse of Discretion

Another way of challenging an action of either state or local officials

is to claim they have abused their discretion. This is not an argument that

they have exceeded the scope of their authority, or that the authority granted

them was delegated improperly or that, in the case of the local district, they

lack authority because of state preemption. Rather, the claim is that the

action taken was arbitrary and capricious, irrational, or based on reasons

unrelated to education. One is not attacking the law on its face but as applied

by the local or state official. In that sense, the attack is narrower and

not so sweeping in its implications ara-n attack on the statute itself. In

other words, one is not saying, for example, that the district lacks all authority

to prescribe a dress code in the school; one is arguing that this particular

dress code represents an abuse of the school's authority.

The abuse of discretion claim can take several forms. One might argue the

means chosen to achieve a legitimate educational end within the purview of the

agency is so unrelated to the ends that the action is irrational. Or, one

might argue that the justification provided by the agency for the action cannot

be accepted because it is a non-educational justification. Or one might argue

the action taken is so far beyond accepted community educational purposes and

standards that it is irrational; it is just the product of unreasoned will and

emotion. Or, we might say the action touches upon such important interests and

20
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rights (important because the federal or state constitution or state legislature

may have declared the interests to be important; or the interests may be impor-

tant from a social, cultural and/or economic perspective) that the action can

only be justified by some compelling state interest: absent such a justification

the discretion must be deemed to have been abused. Or, an action may be

deemed irrational if, for example, one group of people is treated one way while

another group, similar in all relevant respects, is treated differently. Thus

it might be concluded there is no rational justification for the distinction

being drawn. Or, we might argue that discretion was abused because the agency

failed to take into account a clearly stated legislative policy -- failed to be

guided by that policy.

There are many ways of articulating or arguing that discretion was abused.

Hew courts respond to these claims has an important impact upon the allocation

ofauthority within a state.

F. Conclusion

The introduction has attempted to describe the framework used by the

studies of the five states. A typology of different kinds of authority to be

found in state law was described. It was there pointed out that authority in

education generally takes only one form -- type two in the typology. In order

to understand this kind of authority it was then necessary to analyze several

related concepts: delegation, scope of authority, permissive and restrictive

assumptions, preemption and abuse of discretion.
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I. Arizona Constitution

The Constitution's impact on authority to control school

curriculum cones in three forms. First, there are the provisions of

Article 11 which mandate the establishment of a public school system,

and thereby create for the state's children, an implied right to an

education. The Arizona document says little about the convent of this

right, and it gives to the legislature tremendous discretion for

shaping the public school system. Thus, a fundamental problem in

interpreting Article 11 is determining in any given case to what

extent the duties owed to a child are defined by constitutional prin-

ciples or by statutory law.

The second area is allocation of authority. Some pavers are

reserved for the electorate to be exercised by referendum and initia-

1, tive. More directly relevant to education is-the constitutionts

creation (in Article 11) of state and local institutions for governance

of the public schools, plus the delegation to the legislature of the

jab of prescribing the rights and duties connected with these offices.

Another important provision is Article 3, "Distribution of Powers."

Its limitations apply to legislation purporting tocitlyA discretionary

powers to public bodies, and to subsequent sub - delegations. Also,

delegations by public bodies to private persons or groups sometimes

will violate this prohibition. S are especially interested in pur-

ported delegations to parents, or to teacher organizations, of control

over curriculum.

The third area is protection of individual rights. Scae school

official actions violate the rights of students, teachers, parents,
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or others, to freedom of speech, or religion' to dm process or equal

protection.

A. The Right to an Education

The constitution mandates the establishment of a public school

system, without describing its functions. Thus, it is the Arizona

Supreme Court's task to translate that requirement into a description

of the services which each school child is entitled to receive.

In recent years, the Court has decided two cases in which

plaintiffs claimed educational entitlements. In Shofstall v. Hollins,

110 Ariz. 88, 515 P.2d 590 (1973), the Court stated that the con-

stitution made "basic education" a fundamental right of every.dhild

of ccvpulsory attendance age. A few months later the Court of Appeals

held that the constitutionally required ninimmn did not include

issuance of free high school textbooks. Hcwever, the Court concluded

that denial of free textbooks to indigents would violate the Equal

Protection Clause, because it prevented them from having an equal

opportunity with non - indigents to make use of the basic educational

services which Hollins had declared to be a fundamental right in

Arizona. Carpio v. Tucson, 21 Ariz. App. 241, 517 P.2d 1288 (1974).

Hollins and Caipio only begin to flesh out the abstract concept

of a basic education. In the balance of this section/ we will

summarize the constitutional provisions on which the decisions were

based, and we will analyze the courts' handling of the right-to-

education issue.

Article 11 establishes the framework of the public school

system. Section 1 provides, in part:
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"The Legislature shall enact such laws as shall
provide for the establishment and maintenance of
a general and uniform public school system, which
system shall include kindergarten schools, =iron
school, high schools, normal school, industrial
schools, and a university." [emphasis added]

Section 6 is complerentary:

"The University and all other State educational
institutions shall be open, to students of both
sexes, and the instruction furnished shall be
as nearly free as possible."

"The Legislature shall provide for a system of common
schools by which a free school shall be established and
maintained in every school district for at least six
months, in each year, which school shall be open to all
pupils between the ages of six and twenty-one years."

[emphasis added]

There is no mention cf the content of instruction in the schools.

Although few state constitutions go into any detail on that point,

many do make a general: reference which is a suitable starting point

for judicial interpretation, e.g. promoting "diffusion of knowledge"

or making the public schools into places where "children may be

educated."' On the other hand, the requirement that a "general and

uniform" system be maintained indicates that there must be statewide

quality control.

In Hollins, the Court both declared the right to a "basic

minimum," (its own phrase) and interpreted the "general and uniform"

requirement. The case was a challenge to Arizona's school financing

system. Plaintiffs lost, with the Court citing approvingly the

statement in Rodriquez2 that relative differences in spending for

schooling are not by themselves of legal significance. What each

school child was absolutely entitled to -- and here the Arizona
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Supreme Court decided a question that the U.S. Supreme Court did not

directly confront -- was a definite quantum of educational services

called the basic minimum. The school financing system (despite its

disparities in spedding) did not contradict the basic minimum because

that right did not comprehend a guarantee that each student receive

an educational opportunity sUbstantially equal to that of his

competitors in the economic market place.

the Court recognized the general right in these terms:

"[T]he state constitution does establish education as a

fundamental right of pupils between the ages of six and

twenty-one years. The constitution, by its provisions,

assures to every child a basic education."

[emphasis added] 515 P.2d at 592.

How does one tell if a basic education is being served up? The Court

quoted apart of the Rodriguez opinion which defined the minimum as

that which enabled one to effectively utilize his political rights.

Each student must have the opportunity to acquire,

"'the basic minimal skills necessary for the

enjoyment of the rights of speech and of full

participation in the political process."'

515 P. 2d at 592, quoting Rodriguez, 93 S.Ct. at 1298-99.

Plaintiffs had argued that the requirement for having a "general

and uniform public school system" prohibited substantial disparities

in spending for education. The Court held that although "a basic

education must be uniformly provided, unequal spending still was

lawful." In its analysis, the Court touched on the applicability of

the uniformity requirement to curriculum content control.

"The present school laws do provide for a system which is

statewide and uniform. The minimum length of the school

year is provided in the constitution, and the legislature

has provided for a means of establishing required courses,
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qualifications of teachers, texthooks to be used in

common schools, and qualifications of professional

nonteaching personnel." [emphasis added] 515 P. 2d at 592.

The Court did not say that centralized textbook selection, state-wide

course prescriptions by the Board, or any other single "'leans" of

enforcing uniformity was constitutionally required. However, a sudden

legislative change from Arizona-style centralization to Massachusetts-

style decentralization could violate this provision.3 Still, the

infirmity would be easy to cure. The legislature could rely on state-

wide testing, output standards, and other mechanisms to pronote

uniformity in educational services without dictating textbook selections

and course prescriptions. In fact, recently passed statutes requiring

achievement testing lay a foundation for uniformity without detailed

content control.

Only three nonths after Hollins, the Arizona Supreme Court had

occasion to apply its "basic education" standard to a case in which

indigent public high school students claimed that the Constitution

entitled them to free textbooks. In Carpio, the plaintiffs argued that

the Constitution required the furnishing of free textbooks to all high

school students under Section 6, supra, and under Section 9, which

provides in part:

"The laws of the State shall enable cities and towns to

maintain free high schools, industrial schools, and

ccvnercial schools."

Both of these clains were rejected -- the first because the term

"cannon schools" in Section 6 did not include high schools;
4
the

second because)
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"[T]he natural, obvious and ordinary meaning of S9
is that cities and towns can, if they so desire,
maintain free high schools." [emphasis added]

517 P. 2d at 1293.

However, the Court decided that the plaintiff's complaint did state

a claim under the equal protection clause of the 14th Amendment:

"[W]e hold that indigent high school students who cannot
afford textbooks must be provided as adequate an educational

opportunity [to receive a 'basic education'] as students
who can afford to buy their own textbooks." 517 P.2d at 1295.

The Court presented this holding as an application of traditional equal

protection principles and modelled its analysis after Griffin v.

Illincis.5 .Given the state's commitment to give

every student the opportunity to obtain a basic minimum education,

there was no rational reason related to a legitimate objective for

making access to this opportunity significantly more difficult, if

not impossible, for indigent students. Because textbooks are an

integral part of the educational process for which Cheaper substitutes

are usually unavailable, indigent students must have a substantial

opportunity tot-use appropriate textbooks and may not be penalized for

failing to purchase any text. It is not necessary for the state to

furnish free textbooks to everyone, or for that matter to furnish them

to anyone on a full time basis while enrolled in a course. Arrangements

could be made for short term borrowing by indigent students or a

similar system so long as it did not put a significant burden on

indigent students who were trying to obtain a basic education.

After Hollins and Carpio one still cannot state precisely the

content of the right of each Arizona student to a basic education. We

only know that the public schools must offer instruction adequate for

110
preparing students to participate in democratic political processes.
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Unless unavoidably confronted with a dispute requiring more detailed

constitutional interpretation, the Arizona courts are probably content

to leave it for the legislature to define the rights of students to

educational services. For example, if a handicapped child were now.

to sue for provision of instructional services, the case would almost

certainly be decided on the basis of the Special Education Act, without

reaching state constitutional issues. Meanwhile, C12rtiodemonstrated

the important legal consequences that can ultimately result fran the

declaration (in Hollins) of a fundamental right to a basic education.

It was unnecessary to know exactly what the right consisted of, in

order to find that a student without textbooks would be in a substan-

tially worse position to take advantage of the opportunity than would

a student with textbooks. Thus, establishing the right gave a foothold

for an equal protection claim.

B. Allocations of Authority

In this section we examine hcw the constitution distributes

authority to control curriculum among various institutions and actors,

and hcw it limits the prerogative of the original holders of these

powers to transfer them to others. In other words, the first problem

is to describe the constitutional starting position. The second

question is what kinds of delegations and subdelegations are con-

stitutionally permissible.

Delegation is the more complicated problem, and it will consume

most of our analysis. The Arizona legislature cannot run a school

system. It has delegated virtually all of its decision- making

prerogatives to state and local bodies. These delegatees, in turn,
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have sametimes shared their authority with public and private persons

in arrangements that run the gamut from the mere solicitation of advice,

to the virtual abdication of any independent decision-making role. In

many states, sharing 9f curriculum decision-making prwers with parents

(and/or parent organizations) or with teachers (and/or teacher groups)

has been a focus of legal dispute. The issue is usually framed as a

case of delegation of legislative authority to private persons. In

Arizona, however, neither the legislature nor the courts have directly

dealt with these problem. Consequently, we save for the end of this

section a discussion of how the case law as it now stands might apply

to procedures for parental control of curriculum or to collective

bargaining agreements that include prescriptions about course content.

1. Square One: Original Constitutional Allocations

The Constitution reserves some powers for the electorate; it

limits the powers of the legislature (which otherwise are considered

to be plenary6); it establishes an institutional framework for manage-

.

ment of the public school system; and it impliedly grants some minimal

powers to the institutions it creates.

The main reservations of popular control are the provisions for

initiative and referendum,
7
and for recall.

8
"Every public officer . .

holding an elective office" is subject to being recalled. This includes,

of course, school board members. It appears, however, that recall

elections for school officials are infrequent, and we know of no case

in which a board member had to stand for special election because of

opposition to his position on a curriculum issue.9

The education article of the constitution can hardly be said to

impose many limits on legislative discretion over the school curriculum.
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Although the document obliges the legislature to establish a school

system which is general and uniform and which has a free common school

in every district, nothing is said about methods for discharging the

obligation. As we noted in section (A), the Arizona Supreme Court

has declared that the services provided must be sufficient to enable

any student to get a "basic education."

Sections 2 and 4 of Article 11, outline an institutional frame-

work for conducting public education.

"Section 2. The general conduct and supervision of the
public school system shall be vested in a State Board of
Education, a State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
county school superintendents, and such governing boards
for the State institutions as may be provided by lads."

[emphasis added]

"Section 4. The State Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion shall be a member, and secretary of the State Board
of Education, and, ex-officio, a member of .any .other board
having control of public instruction in any State institu-

tion. His powers and duties shall be prescribed by law."

[emphasis added]

The underlined phrases, "provided [prescribed] by law" affirm the

dominant role of the legislature in deciding what kind of school system

the state will have.

Despite its skeletal nature, this institutional structure im-

pliedly puts some general constraints on the legislature. No statute

can contradict the role of Superintendent and Board as carrying on

"general conduct and supervision" of the system; the brief description

of the office of Superintendent shads that it is intended to be an

executive office; the reference to common school districts implies that

there must be sate local organization and supervision of schooling.

Admittedly , this exegesis is vague. The important and practical

problems of authority distribution center around actions by the
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legislature or by persons claiming power derived from statute. If

state constitutional issues are raised, they are most likely to involve

a claim that the purported derivation of authority violates the Dis-

tribution of Powers article of the constitution, or that the action

constitutes an infringement of constitutionally protected individual

right.

2. Squares Two, Three, Four etc.: Delegations and Subdelegations

First we survey the kinds of disputes that raise delegation

problems. Then we analyze the decisional law on the subject. It is

impossible to construct a ccaplete and coherent doctrinal system. The

Arizona holdings do, haaever, fit into a pattern. After noting the

doctrinal language used by the courts, we isolate the major factors

which appear to explain the decisions (more logically than the

supposedly doctrinal judicial phrases). We apply our form of analysis

to several leading Arizona delegation cases, and then to hypothetical

situations in which parents or teachers have been delegated authority

over curriculum.

In classifying the delegation cases, it helps to distinguish

between delegations and subdelegations, and between delegations to

public actors and delegations to private persons. The legislature's

enactment of a statute empowering the Board to prescribe 3-5 basic

textbooks for each mandated subject is a delegation to the Board of

part of the legislature's powers over curriculum. The Board each year

appoints a Textbook Evaluation Committee (established by its own

regulation, not by statute) to make recommendations about the textbook

adoptions. If the Board had bound itself in advance to accept the

comittee's recommendations, that would have constituted a subdelegation.
10
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The Arizona courts say that they follow the }vie; a delegated power

may not be delegated. Consequently, "sub-delegation" is a conclusory

term, stating that the arrangement so labeled is unlawful. In many

situations, however, "sub-delegation" seems to be the most appropriate

term to describe a pager sharing, even though it is found to be legal.

We sometimes use the term in that non-conclusory sense.

In the above examples, the Board and the Textbook EValuation

Committee are public bodies.
11

By comparison, a teachers' association,

or a self-constituted group of parents petitioning a school district

to offer a particular course, are private actors. Some entities have

both public and private aspects -- the board of a special purpose water

district, a quasi-official parent/teacher/student governing board --

and classifying one as "private" is just away of stating the con-

clusion that it may not be delegated the paver it purports to exercise.

Many cases, however, involve clearly private decision-makers, and the

question is whether they have actually been delegated substantial

authority, and if so whether that offends the state constitution.

Arizona legislators and school officials have shown relatively

little interest in sharing their authority to control curriculum with

private persons, with the result that we have no cases and no real

examples. Apparently, the furthest the Board has gone in this direc-

tion is in a textbook regulation and in sex education guidelines. The

former requires that interested persons be allowed to inspect (but

that is all) curriculum materials that are proposed for adoption.12

The common school sex regulations provide that a child can attend sex

instruction only with explicit parental consent; both the common school
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and high school regulations urge local districts to consult with parents

in the process of deciding on the content of the lessons." These

examples are miles away from a delegation of substantial decision- making

authority. By caparison, a Massachusetts statute requires that a high

school offer any course which is requested in a petition signed by

twenty parents of students in the school.

There are two main sources of law for claims of unlawful delega-

tion. The federal due process clause (or a parallel state one) can be

invoked -- a person whose life, liberty, or property is being affected

by the decision of a body imbued with governmental pacers argues that

it is unfair for that body to exercise those powers.
14

Second, many

state constitutions, including Arizona's,have a separation of powers

article which limits the shifting around of powers. Most important is

the idea that the legislature absolutely may not delegate any.of its

intrinsically legislative powers. (These are sometimes referred to as

"core police powers.
"15

A third element which should be kept in mind, although it is

not a doctrinal matter, is that there is a general spirit which animates

the delegation decisions, although rarely is it explicitly expressed.

Courts appear to be influenced by the potential in any given arrangement

for government powers to be utilized by biased, self-interested, or

exploitative groups of persons. This is especially relevant to cases

involving private entities -- handing over the power to license photo-

graphers to their competitors (already established and licensed photo-

graphers) is suspect; adopting the standards of a chiroprac.tory

association for state licensing of chiropractors is less suspect, be-

llcause of professional constraints on imposing purely economically
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related guidelines; letting teachers participate in establishing

evaluation procedures for certification (as provided for in a recent

Arizona statute) probably lies somewhere in-between.

We have found that court decisions of delegation issues appear

to depend on had three variables are evaluated. Turning now to the

more specific delegation doctrines, they can best be organized under

these three headings.

(1) What kind of transactions does exercise of the decision-

making power effect?

(a) If general taxation; or immediate conditions of public

health, safety, and welfare; then core legislative

powers are involved. These never can be delegated by

the legislature. Pavers which may or may not fit into

this category are zoning; determining wages of public

employees.

(b) Some pavers which the legislature y delegate to

public agencies, may not thereafter.be sub-delegated

to non-official entities. A simple-minded rule to this

effect is "delegated powers may not be delegated." A

more refined approach (though still plagued by many

ambiguities) distinguishes between policy-making and

proprietary decision-making. The former powers are

non-delegable. General control of teaching materials

and methods is surely a matter of policy which cannot

be handed over to teacher associations. ( the other
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hand, there is no constitutional . bar to a district

binding itself cn the question of teacher salaries.

(However, in Arizona there are statutory problems with

enforcing the contract, if the district breaks it. See

ikfra, at 2t .) A borderline case is deciding on a

pupil/teacher ratio. It can be considered a proprietary

question (teacher working conditions) or it can be

classed as a policy decision regarding distribution of

available revenues among salaries, plant, and materials.

(2) Haw much discretion has been delegated?

(a) The advisory role theory. So little discretionary

authority has been given up by the original decision-

maker that there has been no real delegation. For

example, because the Board still has the final say on

guidelines for textbook adoptions after the Course of

Study Committee has made its recommendations, it can be

said that no Board powers have been delegated. So

long as the theory is not belied by practice, it should

hold up; thus, the Board's decision in February 1975 to

substantially modify the recommendations of its

Language Arts Course of Study Committee demonstrates

the reality of the "advisory" label. When a statute

or agency policy "adopts" the standards of some

private organization, the advisory role theory is a

misleading fiction if there is no practical alternative

to accepting those standards. We argue below that the

Court of Appeals wrongly applied the "advisory" theory
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in Quimby, infralcd.

(b) The adequate (substantive) standards thdoky. "The

delegatee shares in the final decision, but its participa-

tion is allowed so long as it is kept within the relatively

narrow bounds enunciated by the delagatbr. The claSsic

situation is legislative delegation to an administrative

agency of score of its powers to regulate an area of

commerce. The test is whether there are statutory

standards which are clearly and narrowly enough drawn

that the agency is said to be "filling in the details"

of.the legislative scheme.

According to the Arizona courts, this test is the

appropriate one.16 It is an overly flexible doctrine,

one which often lets courts easily justify any of several

conclusions. Statutes frequently lack clear and can-

prehensive standards -- sometimes courts will strike down

the arrangement for absence of adequate standards; other

tines the court will "imply" from the overall statutory

scheme enough details to uphold the delegation.

(c) The administrative standards (or procedural safeguards)

approach. Very broad statutory grants of pager to

administrators will be upheld when the administrators

have limited their own discretion through the promulgation

of agency policies, rules, and regulations by means of

fair and comprehensive administrative procedures. The

leading advocate of the view has been Professor Davis.

It has been gaining adherents among the states. The
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'Arizona Court of Appeals explicitly rejected.this sub-

stitute for the adequate standards rule,-however,irr

State Compensation Fund v. De La Fuente.17

(3) What is the nature of the party to which decision waking

pacer is delegated?

(a) The public /private distinction. The major characteristic

separating the public decision-maker from the private

one is that the former is "accountable" through political

processes to the persons affected by its decisions,

whereas the latter is not. Determining whether or not

there is accountability can lead to circular reasoning,

because of the intervention of Fourteen Amendment doc-

trine. The more governmental pacers that are exercised,

than the stronger the contention that this is an

instance of "state action," which invokes a whole

panoply of constitutional restrictions which make the

body relatively accountable after all. The delegation

itself may be a factor turning the "private" body's

acts into state action, and then the state action finding

may be a reason for considering the body public, and

therefore a suitable recipient of the delegatee authority.

The difficult question is, what characteristics allow

an entity to remain in the private domain, yet to

exercise delegated powers.

(b) The general/special purpose distinction. This differen-

tiates between kinds of public entities. Plenary pagers

may not be exercised by a special interest group, but
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specially interested persons may be delegated authority

to deal with their special interests. when voting in

school board elections was at stake, the U.S. Supreme

Court treated school districts as if they were bodies

exercising plenary governmental powers.
18

It may still

be possible, however, to lawfully give parents a weighted

vote in curriculum decisions that peculiarly effect

their interests through their children.

The results in a delegation case can best be understood in terns

of findings of the court in respect to these three basic variables.

The decision of the Court of Appeals in Quimby v.-School District No.

21 of Pinal County, 10 Ariz. App. 69, 455 P.2d 1019 (1969), illustrates

the effectiveness of this analysis, and shows the sorry, ,.state

Arizona decisional log in the delegation area. The reasoning of the

opinion can be abstracted as follows:

(1) Making rules governing participation on school sports teams

was educational policy-making; therefore the local board

could not delegate that function.

(2) The role of the so-called delegatee was merely "advisory,"

therefore there was no delegation.

(3) The so-called delegatee clearly was a "private" entity, but

that is inconsequential because, as stated above, it was

delegated no policy-making powers.

We Will show that point (2) is clearly wrong. The only way for the

court plausibly to reach the result that it did -- upholding the exercise

of discretion by the private delegatee -- was to change its conclusion

in point (1), and find that the power exercised was not a policy matter,
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and could be delegated to a private group. Otherwise, the only way

to continue the challenged decision-making arrangement was through

legislative action reconstituting the delegatee as a public entity.

Mike Quimby enrolled in Coolidge High School and went out for

football. He practiced with the team for two weeks, until the coach

informed him that he was ineligible to participate in interscholastic

athletics under the by-laws of the Arizona Interscholastic Association

(AIA). The AIA was a non - profit, voluntary association to which

Coolidge High School belonged.19

Quimby sued the school district to enjoin it from enforcing the

AIA elegibility regulations against him. He claimed that the school's

membership in AIA constituted an illegal delegation of the authority

of the governing body of the school, and that enforcement of the

regulation violated his rights under the Equal Protection Clause. The

Court of Appeals rejected both contentions.

The decision-making paver at stake was that of the school board

to make rules governing participation of its students in school pro-

grams. The court noted the Arizona Supreme Court's holding in Alexander

lq A
v. Phillips that both interscholastic and intramural competitive

athletics were part of the curriculum. The power to set educational

policy was undeniably involved. Therefore the court directed its

attention away from the kind of decision-making to the scope of

authority exercised by the AIA.

"[I]f the district here has turned over control as to
any appreciable portion of its athletic program to the

Association, there might very well be a violation of
the rule that dele ata testes non test del- ari

[delegated paver may not be delegated .

[first emphasis added]. 455 P.2d at 1021.
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In determining the scope of the MA's powers, the court did not

discuss the presence or absence of standards to guide its rule-making,

but relied solely on the theory that the school board had adopted the

AIA's rules as its own, i.e. that the AIA's role was strictly advisory.

This argument is hard to accept. Its premise is that membership in the

AIA is voluntary, because the board can withdraw at any time. But to

go from that premise, to the conclusion that the MA's powers, in

practice, were only advisory, assumes that retention o2 membership

status by the school board was inconsequential.

In fact, almost every public and private high school in Arizona

belonged to the AIA. Before a member school could compete with a non-

member, it had to obtain the permission of AIA's executive Board.

Almost all of these waivers were sought for the purpose of playing out-

of-state teams, or the teams of small Arizona private schools.20 ''!'he

willingness of the AIA Board to approve competition by its members with

a school that has recently withdrawn from membership in order to avoid

the effect of AIA. by-laws would have been questionable. In short, if

the defendant board had left the AIA, because it did not want to apply

the eligibility rule to Quimby, in all likelihood that action would

have destroyed the high school's program of interscholastic =petition.

In other words, the AIA rules were not merely "advisory" because

membership in AIA was not strictly voluntary -- a school could withdraw,

but it could-still be sanctioned afterwards by being excluded from

interscholastic competition in the state. The heart of the membership

arrangements was a bargain. Each school district gave up some of its

control over its own interscholastic athletic program because it

recognized that statewide uniformity was nedessary for interdistrict
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competition to be carried on. The overall agreement was reasonable

enough-- the court's main oclice-rngliaad-Wie-b-een whether it:

a) exposed students to the potentially arbitrary exercise

of government power (by a private body) ; or,

b) delegated important policy-making responsibility to a

.non- accountable entity.

Actually, the court addressed itself to point (a) in its dis-

cussion of the equal protection claim. Its reasoning there illustrates

the paradoxical interaction of state action doctrine and delegation

doctrine. The delegation discussion assumed all the way that the AIA

was a private entity. Then, in the equal protection section, the court

turned around and found that the AIA was directly enough involved with

governmental functions that its actions were subject to review under

the Fourteenth Amendment.

"Rules adopted by this Association have the direct effect
of granting or denying participation in a part of the pro-

gram of a tax-supported institution."
[emphasis added] 455 P.2d at

Although we disagree with the court's conclusion that the AIA actions

did not violate Fourteenth Amendment standards,21 its finding of enough

state action to make the constitutional tests applicable partly remedies

our objection that the AM powers were more than advisory, and should

not be exercised by a private entity. That entity's actions had to

meet constitutional standards of rationality and fairness.

Finally, the Quimby holding can be shored up by shading that

non-accountability (point (w) was not a fatal problem. Zhe strongest

.argument would be that the AlA was performing a function that no

single school district could perform by itself. It made rules that

were immediately effective throughout the state, creating the uniformdty
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necessary for interscholastic conpetition. Here a distinction can

be made between athletics and other aspects of the curriculum. Every

board is capable of prescribing the content of its social studies

courses without delegating authority to, say, a statewide private

association of social studies teachers. Such a delegation would be

unlawful. Hcwever, there should be no objection to a school district

binding itself to certain rules of that same association for the

purpose of participating in a state-wide social studies "College

Baal" cc petition. Conversely, if a district bound itself to AIA

rules (if such rules existed) pertaining to physical education instruc-

tion and having no relation to interscholastic competition, that would

be considered an unlawful delegation. A further element of accountability

is that the AiA Board is composed of school officials -- principals,

410 superintendents, district board members.

The way we would summarize our alternative rationale for the

Quimby holding, using our analytical framework is as follows:

(1) The rule-making authority affected "curriculum", and

therefore involved policy; haaever, interscholastic cour

petition is a fringe area of curriculum, and the rule-

making authority was tailored to performing a special

function that could not be performed by the local board

by itself, therefore the authority was not inherently

non-delegable (but certain safeguards would have to

be satisfied).

(2) The role of the so-called delegatee was not merely advisory,

because it could sanction members after they withdrew from

.nembership. Therefore, there was a delegation.
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(3) The delegate.ewas private in some respects and public in

others. Its invcavement with a government function was

great enough to warrant a finding of "state action," with

the consequence that persons were safeguarded by the

Fourteenth Amendment against unfair decision- making by the

AIA. Also, there was a trace of political accountability

because the AIA Board consisted of public officials.

Stated in this form, the delegation issue in Quimby is not easily con-

cluded, but at least the real considerations are brought out. On

balance, we think the delegation, should have been upheld (which it

was).
22

However, the opposite result would be defensible. Such an

opinion would probably include a statement that the AIA could resume

its functions as soon as appropriate legislation.constituted it as a

more public body.

The Quimby analysis shwas that the three parts of our analytical

framework are interrelated. However, there are cases whose holding

apply more to one or another point. Thus, we will organize our summaries

of the cases under the three headings.

(1) Object of decision-making

(a) The pacer and duty of school officials to "manage and control"

educational institutions may not be "diluted or delegated" by school

boards. Board of Education of Scottsdale High School District v.

Scottsdale Education Association, 17 Ariz. App. 504, 498 P. 2d 578,

584 (1972); See also, Communication Workers of America v. Arizona

Board of Regents, 17 Ariz. App. 398, 498 P. 2d 472 (1972). In Scotts -

111 dale, it was held that a district could not enter a oollective bargaining
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agreement containing any terns of employment that could not be "in-:

cluded in a standard contract for individual teachers." 498 P. 2d at

586. The holding, however, was based on statutory, not state constitu-

tional grounds. The constitutional delegation question need not be

decided unless and until Arizona enacts a professional negotiations law.

(b) Taxation. It is unconstitutional for the legislature to

delegate both the power to fix a rate of taxation according to a

standard, and the power to prescribe the standard. Duhane v. State

Tax Commission, 65 Ariz. 268, 179 P. 2d 252 (1940. That doctrine

was strictly applied in Climate Control, Inc. v. Hill, 86 Ariz. 180,

342 P. 2d 854 (1959). Where a power other than taxation is involved,

Arizona courts are more flexible in implying standards from the

statutory scheme, when none are specifically described.

(c) Licensing professions. Statute giving private photography

association paver to license photographers struck down in Buehman v.

Bechtel, 114 P. 2d 227 (1941). Opinion used substantive due process

language in support of holding, but its reasoning would also be basis

for a finding of an unconstitutional delegation. Emphasis on the

special interests of the delegatee, and the absence of any good reason

to give the association discretionary authority.

Requirement that applicant for chiropractic license have

graduated from school whose standards were recognized by National

Chiropody Association (NCA) upheld, and Buehman distinguished, in

State V. Hynds, 61 Ariz. 281, 148 P. 2d 1000 (1944). We agree that

cases are distinguishable, for reasons stated in next section, under

"advisory role," and "adequate standards."
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(2) Scope of discretion.

(a) Advisory role.

(i) In Hynds, supra, the private organization did not actually

make licensing decisions, as did the photographers' organization in

Buehman. In addition, the statutory language does not preclude licensing

of a person who graduated from a school not actually endorsed by the

association, but whose training was found to meet the NCS standards

anyway. Thus, although there would be a relationship between the

standards set, and the number of persons eligible to enter into practice,

the relationship would be indirect enough that the association members

could not easily exploit their selfish private interests. The associa-

tion can therefore be said to stand in an advisory position in relation-

ship to the state agency's licensing decisions.

(ii) School board adopting rules of Arizona Interscholastic

Association, puts latter in advisory position. Quimby, supra. We

argued above that this finding in Quimby ignores vital facts.

(iii) Fair Trade Act (non-signer provision) upheld, Skaggs

Drug Center Inc. v. U.S. Time Corp., 101 Ariz. 392, 420 P. 2d 177

(1966). The Court rejected the argument that the legislature had

delegated a per to fix the price of goods; it pointed out some

options the retailer had which permitted him to avoid the price

restriction. The concept here is not really one of "advice", but

rather that the complainant can choose not to cone under the power of

the delegatee.

(b) Adequate standards.

(i) The greater the need of the legislature to rely on expertise
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of the delegatee, the more discretion can be given the latter. Thus,

in Buehman, there was little need to rely a the judgment of the photo-

graphers, but in Hynds the medical expertise of the chiropractors was

essential. Also, there was some assurance that the chiropractors'

commitment to professionalism would reduce the chances that the

association's standards would be manipulated to serve selfish economic

interests.

Professor Davis has suggested a test along these lines. One

asks whether the actions taken by the delegatee are taken in response

to the delegation. If not, the delegator should usually be allowed to

incorporate those actions into its standards. Thus, in Hynds, the

argument should be that the association would set its standards

according to its best professional judgement regardless of the licensing

law.

(ii) The adequate standards test has been so stretched that

it is rarely used to strike down a delegation, and when it is, one is

led to wonder -- why in this case and not in others? A recent and rare

example of its use is State Compensation Fund v. De La Fuente, 18 Ariz.

246, 501 P. 2d 422 (1972). There, a statute had omitted mention of the

amount of compensation for a particular kind of beneficiary. The

court struck dawn the Commissioner's attempt to fill in the gap, and

would not supply a standard itself. It is more common, however, that

when it is pointed out to the court that the statutory language leaves

an administrator considerable discretion, that the court implies some

limitations from the statutory scheme.23

(c) Administrative Standards (Procedural Safeguards)

The Court of Appeals explicitly rejected this approach, advocated
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by Professor. Davis, in De La Fuente, supra..

(3) Nature of the Delegatee

(i) A private entity may still be so involved with governmental

decision-making as to make its decisions state action under the Four-

teenth Amendment. Quirrioy, supra.

(ii) Some kinds of public organizations are sufficiently

specialized and proprietary that for them to share decision-making power

with employees is not an unlawful delegation of sovereign power. Local

226 v. Salt River Protect, 78 Ariz. 30, 275 P. 2d 393 (1955). An

agricultural improvement district could enter into collective bargaining

agreements with their employees -- the latter were considered to be in

the private sector as compared to teachers, police, and firemen, who

are in the public sector.

"The nature of the District's operations and purposes
are not designed to 'serve the whole people' as we

commonly conceive the role of government."

275 P.2d at 401.

The opinion is better than many in the delegation area because it gets

down to analyzing the interests at stake in the particular situation,

and deciding what safeguards are or are not constitutionally required.

Can authority to control curriculum be delegated to students?

to parents? to teachers? The short answers to this question are "yes"

and "maybe." Yes, the legislature could enact laws making these actors

participants in the curriculum-making process. Maybe, under current

law, the Board and local boards could delegate some powers to these

groups; in the case of delegation by these agencies, however, one

would have to say that there was actually no delegation, but only a

"consultation" with the delegatee.
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To look at the problem in more detail, we discuss several

examples, which follow.

a) A statute (like one enacted in Massachusetts) providing that

a high school must offer any course requested by 20 parents.
24

The

object of the decision-ralking,
25

-- course prescription -- is one that

the legislature has, in the past, included in delegations to state and

local agencies without any constitutional infirmities being found.

However, the nature of the delegatee26 is very different -- private

persons would exercise the power. Whether an Arizona court would find

that the statute violated the Distribution of Powers article would

depend on specifics in the arrangement, for example:

(i) If the statute designated circumstances which would

permit the board to refuse to offer the course, it could be said that

the parents had merely an advisory power, even though the board usually

adopted their recommendations. Cf. Quimby, supra. An "advisory"

situation might also be created through judicial interpretation, if the

court declared that the board had the final say on such characteristics

of the requested course as -- how many hours of instruction, what

materials, what topics covered, what instructors taught it; or if the

board could decline to offer the course on the ground that existing

courses sufficiently covered that subject matter.

(ii) The statute could contain explicit standards narrowing

the exercise of the course selection powers. The board might only be

bound to create the new course if it wouldn't drain substantial resources

away from the regular course of instruction; if the course was not

inconsistent with the board's general policies about course content
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and instructional methods; if there was no great likelihcod that the

course would have a segregatea enrollment (by self-selection) on the

basis of race, ethnicity, or economic status (and there could be

exceptions for instruction in the history or culture of minority

groups); and so on. Such strict statutory standards would neutralize

the dangers of exploitation and unaccountability that otherwise would

be feared from a delegation to a private group.

b) Without any statutory changes, the Board enacts a regulation

permitting any local board to adopt a procedure like that in (a), That

is, the board binds itself to offer any course requested by 20 parents.'

If the Arizona courts were serious about the rule, "delegated powers

may not be delegated," then this arrangement would be struck down,

MESS the procedure was shaped to fit into the advisory role theory

O(in which case it would be said that there really was no delegation at

all).

c) A statute provides that the Board may delegate some of its

duty to prescribe subjects of instruction to local boards and parents.

Although there are no precedents on this point, this enabling provision

should at least eliminate the subdelegation problem in example (b).

That is, so long as the legislature could have originally delegated

course selection powers to parents (our first example) then it should

be able to allow the same result through a series of authorized sub,

delegations.

d) A statute creating a parent organization in each common

school; prescribing democratic procedures for election of representatives

and internal governance; and requiring each board to offer any course

requested by the organization. This variation of the hypothetical
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statute allaying ad hoc parent petitions, is designed to transform the

delegatee, parents, from a private into a public or quasi-public entity.

The decisions of the organization would be state action subject to

Fourteenth Amendment scrutiny; and the governance procedures would

assure accountability to the parent constituency. However, the account-

ability problem would not be solved if the pacers exercised by the

organization had a substantial inpact on the interests not only of parents,

but also of other electors. The authority must be specialialized enough

to avoid the applicability of Kramer v. (.61C4ci U.S.

(3.2A ( ,69) and to core within the rules of Salyer t6iNicorAt. 1410 arS;

and Local 266 v. Salt River Project, 78 Ariz. 30, 275 P. 2d 393 (1955).

e) Delegations and subdelegations of curriculum pavers to

students would undergo much the sane analysis as in the first four

examples, but would be harder to uphOld. Students are especially sus-

pect as private decision - makers because of their self-interest in

curriculum matters; moreover, it is difficult to constitute them as a

"public" body since they are not (usually) qualified electors. Thus,

student decision-making will have to be in advisory form for matters

of general importance. However, itlaould not violate the separation of

powers article to place a voting student representative on a board or

agency exercising substantial curriculum- making powers.

Federal and state guarantees of individual rights will sometimes

operate in away that gives students a final say over some aspects of

curriculum -- usually its informal conponeJts. The First Amendment can

prevent a school official from censoring the content of a student news-

paper, or from forbidding expressions of political opinions through

non-disruptive forms of communication.
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f) A 1974 statute providing for teacher assessment requires

that "the governing board shall avail itself of the advice of its cer-

tified teachers." A.R.S. sec. 15-268 (A). If a governing board went

further, and in a collective bargaining contract agreed to give a

teachers association a veto power over any assessment system it pro-

posed for adoption, the Arizona courts would probably consider that

to be an unlawful delegation of policy- making paders.27 The self-

interest of the private group is especially suspect, and is not over-

ridden by an expectation that its decisions would be primarily guided

by objective professionalism. In other words, the example is closer

to Blehman, supra, (striking down licensing procedure for photographers)

than to Hynds, supra, (upholding chiropractor licensing.)

g) A collective bargaining agreement with a teachers association

includes a limitation on class size.
28

The crucial issue is in part

(A) of our general analytical framework. Is the object of decision

making a policy matter, or merely a proprietary question of working

conditions of employees? Our guess is that the presently constituted

Arizona Supreme Court, if forced to decide this question, would find

that a substantial policy decision had been delegated to a private

group and the arrangement violated the distribution of powers article.

*

The working out of these exanples was intended to give some sense

of had the Arizona courts would be likely to treat arrangements which

gave students, parents, and teachers an increased role in shaping

curriculum. We think that our three-part framework for analyzing

delegation problems more effectively isolates the central problems and
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clarifies the interaction of different doctrines, than do any of the

approaches taken in opinions of the Arizona courts. However, the

framework is, at this time, a methodological tool suggested by.

commentators, not a legally required set of tests. So long as rules

such as "delegated pacers may not be delegated," and "adequate stan-

dards," continue to be summarily announced and ambiguously applied,

one has to be prepared for surprising results or unreasoned opinions.

C, Individual Rights

There are three main ways in which constitutional protection

of individual rights can affect curriculum control. First, these rights

limit the power of school officials to exclude children from school.

Obviously; the student who is-mg:oiled for,igearing long hair -has .no

curriculum. In this respect, protection of civil liberties has the

effect of affirming the right to an education. Second, to the extent

that the speech of students or teachers is protected, there is an

"open curriculum" within the school. Officials cannot predetermine

what will be said about every topic. Third, when a court upholds the

enforcement of a ccftrcive rule against a civil rights challenge, it is

saying that the form of control has an important educational purpose.

Implicit in the Arizona Supreme Court's decision to uphold the suspension

of a student for wearing long hair is a judgment that teaching children

to abide by conventional standards of personal appearance is so important

a pert of the curriculum that it may be carried out not only by instruc-

tion, but also by coercion.

In addition to these main themes, there sometimes arise other

relationships between individual rights and curriculum control. The



Arizona Constitution has a "Right to Privacy" section, which states:19

"No person shall be disturbed in his private affairs,
or his hone invaded, without authority of law."

This provision probably requires teachers to exercise unusual caution

before asking children to talk about family background, activities and

attitudes.
30

Another possibility is that the interpretation of the

First Amendment to include a "right to hear" places an affirmative

duty on the school to include diverse political viewpoints in its

curriculum. This idea is treated more fully in the chapter on con-

stitutional lag. [See. alLo) cA:f.(13)

Our concern at this point is how the Arizona Constitution's

guarantees of individual rights fit into any of these curriculum-

411

related categories. The decisions of the Arizona Supreme Court indicate

that if one wants to affect curriculum through assertion of individual

rights, one had best go to federal court and rely on federal constitu-

tional claims. This picture is slightly confused, however, by some

liberal decisions of the Arizona Court of Appeals which were not

appealed to the Arizona Supreme Court.

The Arizona Supreme Court most recently revealed its theories

of individual rights in the school setting in the "long hair" case,

Pendley v. Ningus Union High School District, 109 Ariz. 18, 504 P. 2d

919 (1972). The Supreme Court, reversing the Court of Appeals, upheld

a school board regulation (and expulsion of a student under it) re-

quiring male students to have their hair off the forehead, collar and

ears. The plaintiff had based his claim on Fourteenth Amendment due

process, Fourteenth Anendtent equal protection, First Amendment Speech,
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Ninth Amendment reserved rights, and the penunbra of the Bill of Rights.

His equal protection argument challenged two classifications -- treating

male and female students differently as to permissible hair length;

treating long- haired students and short-haired students differently by

excluding the former from public education.

The majority opinion explained that individual rights had to be

balanced against the discretionary authority vested in elected school

officials to manage public education.

"[W]e believe that this duty [protecting individual
rights] can be discharged while at the same time
paying deference to the authority of the school
board in the day-to-day operation of our schools."
[emphasis added] 504 P.2d at 926.

In embracing the deference doctrine, the opinion specifically rejected

the more scrutinizing approach that has been advocated by Professor

Goldstein.31 His view has been adapted, at least in part, by four

Circuit Courts of Appea1.32 Thus, although

"a student does not lose the protection of the

Constitution when he enters the schoolyard"

504 P.2d at 925,

he must, as plaintiff, prove a "clear violation"33 of his rights by

official action, and prove that the rule or action has no rational

basis, and has no direct relation to a vital state interest.
34

The

Court held that hair styles, were not clearly protected by any provision

of the Bill of Rights, and it agreed with the jury and trial court

that the record demonstrated a connection between the rule, and the

maintenance of order in the schools.

Holohan, J., dissenting, disputed both points.

On the Constitution:
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"The student is denied the privilege granted to
similar students based upon a standard to be
measured by the length of his hair.... To ne
this is a denial of that liberty reserved to the
people by the Ninth Amendment and protected from
state interference by the Fourteenth Amendment."
504 P.2d at 927.-

As to the record, the portions quoted and relied upon by the majority

showed no disruption of school operations.35 Apparently, the only

injury was to the feelings of the administrators. The school psycholo-

gist testified that it was reasonable to assume that it is beneficial

for students to be made to imitate standards of behavior or appearance

"democratically arrived at by the majority." He later refined the

majoritarian concept to stress the desirability of imitating a particular

segment of the population, the "best of the professionals."36 Holohan

concluded that the disruption argument had no merit, and the case

boiled down to the question

"whether a school district may order conformity
by all students to the standard of good grooming
prescribed by the school board?"
504 P.2d 928.

His answer, of course, was "no."

Holohan's refutation of the "disruption" argument is stronger

than the majority's opposite conclusion. Thus, on the facts of the

case, the majority opinion demonstrates the Court's willingness to let

schools go to considerable lenghts in coercing uniform appearance of

their students. This affects curriculum, because dress codes and

grooming codes set a tone of conformity which is a "lesson" in values.

In Pendley, the Court also passed up an opportunity to use a claim of

individual right as away to enforce the student's right to an education.

Pendley's choice was to cut his hair or go to a private school (one
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which permitted long hair). While the Court held, in samis, supra,

that a high school had to furnish free textbooks to indigents because

otherwise they would not have an equal opportunity to obtain an

education, it held in Pendley that a school could totally deny an

education to long-haired students while it continued to furnish it to

shorter haired students. The Court appears to have no clear or con-

sistent theory of the relationship between equal protection and the

right to an education.37

Although, in Pendley, the Supreme Court rejected the claim that

long hair was protected by symbolic speech, there are a few Court of

Appeals decisions and a federal district court opinion which lay a

strong basis for freedom of speech claims. A word of caution is in

order, however, before we summarize those holdings. If the Arizona

Supreme Court chose to take the position that the Arizona Constitution's

freedom of speech clause did not add to.the protections of the federal

constitution, it would have textual support. First, the free speech

clause has an addendum saying that every speaker is "responsible for

the abuse of that right."38 Second, the freedom of conscience clause

states:

"[T]he liberty of conscience hereby secured shall not
be so construed as to justify practices or conduct
inconsistent with the good order, peace, morality, or39
safety of the State, or with the rights of others."

In 1970, the Arizona Federal District Court held that burning

a United States flag wz. protected symbolic speech. Crosson v. Silver,

319 F.Supp. 1084 (D. Ariz. 1970). The focus then changed from

patriotism to sex, when the Arizona Court of Appeals held that topless

and bottomless dancing was a protected form of expression (so long as
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it was not obscene as a matter of law). Yauch v. State, 19 Ariz.App.

175, 505 P.2d 1066 (1973). The Court stated that nudity, Ease,

neither was protected by the Constitution nor could be deemed obscene.

Cdnstitutional rights became involved, however, when nudity was made

part of a dance. Ncnspeech expression, even when it is merely

entertaining, is protected.

Freedom of speech may be limited when it inflicts harm On

others. Injury to children can be singled out for special attention.

In Cactus Corp. v. State ex. rel. Murphy, 18 Ariz. App. 38, 480 P,2d

375 (1971), the state was trying to enjoin the showing of a particular

film at a drive-in theatre, claiming that projections of it there were

a public nuisance. The screen was easily seen from the surrounding

residential neighborhood and from a nearby highway. in fact, it was

411 hard to avoid seeing it. The film depicted nudity and various hetero-

sexual and homosexual acts. While the court found that the movie was

obscene, and therefore a nuisance per se, it stated that under the

rule of Ginzber% v. U.S., 383 U.S. 483 (1966), such a finding was not

necessary for the holding, since non-obscene materials may be regulated

so as to protect children. In the instant case, a child psychologist

testified that children would be harmed by viewing the film.

* * *

In conclusion, the Arizona Supreme Court has added little or

nothing to federal guarantees of individual rights, insofar as they

might be used to redistribute some control over the curriculum from

officials to students, parents, teachers, or others. With theexcep-

tion of its Carpio decision, (denial of free textbooks to indigents

violates equal protection clause) the Court has not used the individual

,Rights provisions of the Arizona Constitution to protect and expand the
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right to an education, nor to establish an "open curriculum" by

protection of speech; nor to prevent coerced uniformity of appearance

or behavior of students. However, there are decisions of the Court

of Appeals and the U.S. District Court, District of Arizona, which

are favorable to speech and therefore to the "open curriculum"
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II. Legislature

31

Article 11 of the Arizona Constitution gives the legislature plenary

authority to manage public education. Although the State Board (hereafter,

Board) and the Superintendent of Public Instruction (hereafter, Superin-

tendent) are named in the document, their duties are left completely open

for legislative definition. Tb find limitations on legislative authority,

one must look beyond Article 11 to other state constitutional provisions

(e.g. the Declaration of Rights and the Separation of Powers article) and

to federal law.

As regards curriculum, the legislature has exercised its powers in

a variety of forms. One form is authority allocation. For example, there

is the legislature's delegation to the Board of power to prescribe the

subjects to be taught in all =mon schools.1 This provision states no

substantive criteria for Board action. At the other extreme we can find

legislation that is almost entirely substantive. The free enterprise law,

for example, makes it mandatory for high schools to give a required course

in the free enterprise system. The statute provides a fifty word defini-

tion of "free enterprise."2

Most curriculum- related statutes combine authority allocation and

substantive standards. The Special Education Act." authorizes local school

districts to provide services for children with special needs. However,

the locality may only place in its programs such children as fit into one

of the legislatively defined categories of gifted and handicapped children.

The Act includes a general definition of what constitutes "special" in-

struction,4establishes sorre rules binding on all programs; (e.g. that
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they be conducted in a facility housing regular education classes)
5

and

provides for rule-making and for oversight of local programs by a state

division of special educaticn.6

This intermixing of authority allocations and substantive standards

appears frequently in the education code. The Special Education Act in-

cludes an added feature -- one which appears less often in Arizona than

in other jurisdictions. It subjects the grant of decision-making author-

ity to explicit procedural safeguards. (Each evaluation of a child Rust

include consultations with administrators, medical personnel, and parents,

and each placement must be approved by the parent or guardian; meanwhile,

the program as a whole is subject to review by a state official.)?

We have grouped the legislature's actions under four headings:

1) Authority allocations

state v. local

officials*v. private parties (parents, teachers)

[professional /administrative v. political]

2) Student classification

3) General curriculum standards

4) Expressly mandated courses

These categories move along a spectrum from role allocation to direct,

substantive control. As in the case of the Special Education Act, how-

ever, almost every statute contains traces of each characteristic.

Before moving into an analysis of particular statutes, a few

background comments about the education code as a whole are in order.

First, Arizona's code is short. A 1971 paperback edition filled only

411
182 pages. A document of this size could adequately guide the par-

ticipants in a decentralized education system -- one which left
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important decisions in the hands of local boards, parents, teachers, and

students. But for a system of law which entrusts centralized agencies

with considerable power, it is a very brief operating document, and is,

in fact fraught with ambiguities and omissions. fitTeover, Arizona has

no official legislative history to help with filling in the gaps.

Second, because of a scarcity of court decisions of record, and of an

apparent reluctance of disputants to litigate school ccnflicts,8 the

county attorneys and the state attorney general play an unusually active

law-interpreting role, both formal and informal.
9

Finally, one would expect the absence of detailed statutory law

to increase reliance on secondary aids to construction, such as using

legal presumptions, or referring to traditional educational practices

as indicia of legislative intent. When curriculum commissions formed

411 by the State Board began to develop detailed course syllabi for the

common'school mandated curriculum, outraged advocates of local control

could not deny that the commission actions were consistent with the

literal terns of the statutory delegation to the Board of per to pre-

scribe courses. They asserted, however, that those actions contradicted

the essential role of local school districts, a role evidenced by the

failure of any previous state board to invade the province of the

localities in managing the details of course content during the several

decades that the statute was on the books. It could also have been

argued that the code's restrictive presumption (see infra, at 173 )

negated the Board's new claims of authority to control curriculum.

Neither argument is in the crisp, deductive form that courts are best

411

equipped to handle. The brevity of the code, however, gives this kind

of argumentation an important role in Arizona discourse.
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1. Allocations of Authority.

a) State v. local

With exceptions noted under the other headings in this section,

the legislature has delegated to the State Board of Education virtually

all of its discretionary authority to control common school curriculum.

The crucial provisions are paragraphs sixteen, seventeen, and eighteen

of A.R.S. sec. 15-102.
10

The text of these provisions appears unequiv-

ocally to establish Board dominance over cannon school curriculum. How -

ever, if the language is interpreted in light of traditional educational

practices, then they can be said to Conte lace a certain amount of con-

current state/local supervision. Before the early 1970's, state agencies

had provided curriculum frameworks, but had allowed congcn school district

officials to put a local imprint on the final product. The local people

made choices of methodology and emphasis; they supplemented mandated

texts with other materials and activities. Did they have a right to

play this role, or were they merely benefitting from the permissiveness

of the state officials? There are a few court cases and attorney general

opinions which have found legal basis for some kinds of local autoncgy.
11

But there has been no adjudication of a head-on clash between state

officials trying to mandate the details of curriculum under the coior

of their sec. 15-102 pavers, and local officials asserting the right to

continue exercising their historic prerogatives to fill in the details

of instructional content.

There was a sharp dispute on this precise issue in the early 1970's,

but it was resolved by political rather than judicial action. The Board

established curriculum conmissions which began to write detailed syllabi

and lesson plans which some Board members, probably a majority, intended
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to adopt under A.R.S. sec. 15-120, thereby giving each excruciating

detail the force of law. After several months of tense public hearings;

of petitions, protests, and lobbying; the commissions began to pare down

their reports and the Board announced that the commission syllabi would

be only recoarrendatory insofar as they purported to be lesson plans.

During these controversies, in February 1974, Senate Bill 1300 was

introduced. It would have transferred most Board powers to the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction, or would change them from mandatory to

advisory status. The bill was approved by the Senate Education Comnittee

but failed to pass in the full chamber.

There was, however, one amendment made to sec. 15-102(18) during

1974. It added this clause:

"(A) school district may substitute a textbook for a"

,prescribed textbook .upon approval by thestateboard
gg: education of an application for such substitution."

(emphasis added)

Although the provision adds flexibility to the regulatory scheme, it

confirms the premise that the state agency is decidedly senior to local

districts in determining curriculum content. Until a measure like

Senate Bill 1300 (1974) becomes law, the burden will be on the local

actor in any particular dispute with state officials, to demonstrate his

right to act without their approval.

b) Officials v. private persons

If local officials are at a disadvantage when they seek legal

support for their opposition to state curriculum regulation, then private

persolis are all but absolutely deprived. Repeated campaigns by state

411

teacher organizations have failed to achieve passage of a professional

negotiations law. The Arizona Supreme Court has held that local districts
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may collectively bargain contracts on a voluntary basis, but has also

said that it will not specifically enforce the terns of any such con-

tract.12 Since the breach by a school board of a contract agreement

pertaining to curriculum could not be adequately cured by a judgment for

damages it is fair to say that teachers (as a group) have no legally

protected role of any significance in making curriculum policy. Simi-

larly, parents have no notable legal role as policy makers by virtue of

parental status itself. They are relegated to trying to influence events

as electors or as elected officials.

c) Professional v. political

Arizona's authority structure has a relatively strong bias towards

politicizing educational decision-making. The legislature recently

moved further in this direction by revising the form of local school

elections.
13 Prior to 1972, the election of school board members was a

discrete activity, the voting took place on the first Tuesday in October

of each year, and the term was three years. Now, the school campaigns

coincide with general elections, board members being chosen for staggered

four year terms. Some observors say the new arrangement encourages

partianship and appeals to side issues which detract from reasoned con-

sideration of educational problems.

The Board is appointed by the Governor, but the legislature struc-

tured Board membership in away that seems to value political account-

ability at least as highly as collegial consultation among educational

experts. Three seats are explicitly reserved for "lay members." TWo

others are held by elected officials (the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion, and a county superintendent). The remaining four seats are
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designated in such a way as to suggest that the appointees are expected

to represent specified organizational perspectives. These members are:

a nenber of the state junior college board;

a superintendent of a high school district;

a classroom teacher;

the president of a public university or state college.

The question of a proper balance between political accountability

and professional expertise was vigorously disputed during the early

1970's. For example, Superintendent Shofstall tried to reduce the nurber

of academic credits in the field of education required for teacher cer-

tification. Be believed that incremental amounts of formal professional

training did not substantially inprove teaching capabilities. Also, the

Board, with Shofstall's backing, tried to develop a performance-based

nethod for certifying teachers. Both of these proposals were stymied

by the resistance of professional groups and local officials. The Board

expressed its notion about the proper balance between lay and professional

participation in curriculum decisions when it provided that each of its

textbook advisory committees (also known as curriculum cormissions) con-

sist of nine lay persons and eighteen educators, i.e. one-third lay

membership.

2. Student classification

The legislature has taken steps to control the conditions under

which public schools can discriminate between children with different

nental and physical characteristics in giving them educational services.

The education code defines nearly twenty categories of children. The

consequence of a child fitting into any one category might be that the
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school can segregate him from regular programs, excuse him from school

attendance altogether, or, on the more constructive side, provide him

with services especially designed to help him overcome his handicaps or

exploit his special abilities.

The anti-discrimination element of these rules is more developed

than the right-to-services side. The Special Education Act, for example,

imposes extensive procedural conditions on any attenpt by a school to

categorize a child. On the other hand, the law imposes no duty to seek

out and identify children with special needs, nor to actually provide

them with special services. It permits the districts to offer special

services, then establishes a scheme for regulating the programs which

are offered, and offers partial reimbursement for program costs.

We have grouped the legislative classifications under three general

headings: normal children in public schools, children identified by

involuntary characteristics, and children who are in a category at

least partly by choice.

a) Normal children in public schools. The usual presumption is

that a child belongs in this category. The legislature has delegated

to the State Board the authority to determine the general program of

instruction for cannon school children, while leaving local school

officials a greater amount of discretion to develop high school curric-

ulum.
14 Because of this difference, we denote two separate categories:

1. Common school children (grades one through eight)

2. High school students (nine through twelve)

b) Involuntary characteristics.

Here, children are classified according to characteristics which

nature, neglect, and accident have imposed on them. Most of these
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categories are governed by the provisions of the Special Education

Act15 which was enacted in 1970.

1. Handicapped children

(i) physically handicapped.16

(ii) emotionally handicapped.17

(iii) educably mentally retarded.
18

(iv) trainable mentally handicapped.

(v) speech handicapped.2°

(vi) .multiple handicapped.21

(vii) specific learning disability.
22

(viii)homebound or hospitalized.23

2. Gifted children.
24

19

3. Students of limited English language ability.25

411 4. Children who are excused from schoOl attendance because their

physical or mental condition makes such attendance "inexpedient

or impracticable."25

Categories one and four represent contrasting approaches to dealing

with handicapped children. The former, a modern statute, encourages

local districts to provide services suitable for nor-normal children.

The latter provision, part of a vintage compulsory attendance law, allows

parents to be excused. from the obligation of sending a child to school

if the child does not benefit from hormal instruction. By implication,

the district is under no obligation to provide an expedient and prac-

tical curriculum for such special children. As special education ser-

vices beccae more prevalent in Arizona, the fourth category will approach

obsolescence, because schools will make available worthwhile programs

to children with most kinds of disabilities.
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The anti-discrimination theme mentioned in our earlier comments

comes through clearly in this collection of statutes. A local district

may treat any child the same as a "normal" child. If the district

wishes to identify a child as exceptional, it cannot impose a label

without complying with statutory procedures for pupil evaluation. Fi-

nally, if the district does legitimately identify a child with special

needs, and intends to place him in special instruction, the special

services must comply with the general statutory standard and with Board

regulations promulgated to implement that standard.

c) "Voluntary" classification

The common feature in these categories is that the defining

characteristic is, or could be, the result of a choice of instructional

programs made by the child or his parents. The student's aptitude and

health are not in issue.

1. Students being instructed at hone by parents.27

2. Children over fourteen years old and employed (with consent

of parents) .
28

3. Students attending non-public schools.29

4. Students in work training, career education, vocational or

manual training programs.
30

5. Students in Indian schools(?).

We place a question mark after the Indian schools category because it

is unclear whether the legislature permits separate standards to govern

curriculum in those schools. Under A.M. sec. 15-1161, the Board may

contract with the U.S. Department of the Interior for the welfare and

education of Indians in Arizona public schools. Probably, this provision

impliedly authorizes the Board to agree to curriculum objectives for the
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joint programs which depart from regular state requirements.

The first three categories are exenptions from copulsory school.

attendance. To qualify for an exemption, the alternative instruction

mast Meet the standard stated in the law. This standard is examined in

the final section of the Arizona chapter, Private Education.

The fourth category is a partial exemption from the compulsory

attendance laws -- it allows students who are enrolled in specific,

statutorily authorized programs, to credit certain outside work activi-

ties towards hours of school attendance. The on -job experience must

meet curriculum standards imposed by the relevant enabling statutes.

3. General Standards'

The legislature has not enacted an authoritative model of the

"educated" Arizonan. As we shall see in the following section, the

411 legislature has from time to time mandated instruction in particular

subjects that it thought all pupils should study but for the most part

it has delegated control of content to state and local officials. On

the input side, for example, educational spending is largely in the

hands of local bodies, although state aid has an important impact;

teacher certification standards are promulgated by the Board; the Board

prescribes conmcn school subjects and promulgates book lists fran which

local educators must choose.

Recently there has been legislative activity on the output side.

In 1969, a law was passed requiring that all third grade children take

a uniform reading achievement test each year, and empowering the State

Superintendent to make older students take similar tests. In 1974, the

legislature added the requirement that each year all fifth grade students
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take a mathematics achievement test. These tests have been given, and

the results have received wide publicity. In areas having large numbers

of law-income families, non-English speaking children, and other condi-

tions that are known to increase instructional burdens, educators mar

plained that the publishing of bare test results caused unfair comparisons

between districts.

During his term in office, Superintendent Shofstall urged a greater

use of output standards, such as criterion reference tests. (In a cri-

terion reference test the student is asked to perform integrated, prac-

tical tasks, such as writing a check, or filling out an income tax return.)

He argued that these devices were useful tools for measuring teacher per-

formance and a moans for ensuring that students were learning practical

skills. There has been no legislative follow-up on the idea. Shofstall's

advocacy, however, has not led to any further legislative action in this

area.

4. Specific Courses.

The Arizona legislature has mandated a few unexceptional courses

in history, patriotism, and health. Also, in 1971, it passed a unique

.

statute, requiring instruction in the "essentials and benefits of the

free enterprise system." Implementation of the free enterprise require-

ment by the Superintendent ran up against stiff opposition by many local

school officials, teachers, parents, and students. They opposed the

course for a variety of reasons: it was dishonest, they said because it

only presented the good side of free enterprise; it crowded more popular

courses out of high school curriculums; it diminished local control of

curriculum content. This chapter includes a case history of the free
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enterprise inpleuentation battle. That study traces the evolution and

resolution of the dispute, and concludes that the legislature over-

reached its ability to control events in the classroom when it enacted

the free enterprise law in its present form. (See irscrct a+ Z 3 0.)

Another legislative development worth noting is the interest

Arizona law-makers have shown in "career education." The legislature

encourages and finances career education programs and allows cooperation

with the federal career education program; it recently passed a statute

requiring that career education, when offered, must be integrated into

regular program offerings.
31

a) Miscellaneous mandated courses and activities:

(i) History, governgent32

"All public schools shall give instruction in the
essentials, sources and history of the constitutions
of the United States and Arizona and instruction in
American institutions and ideals and in the history

of Arizona."

The State Board prescribes the teaching materials; at least one year of

instruction given in grammar school and one year in high school.

(ii) Health33

"Instruction on the nature and harmful effects of
alcohol, tobacco, narcotic drugs and dangerous drugs
(including marijuana) on the human system . . . "

This instruction may be combined with related subjects and needn't be

a separate course. The State Board plays no part in determining the

curriculum unless "requested" by the local district.

(iii) Reading34

"(E)adh public school shall devote reasonable amounts
of time to oral and silent reading in grades one through

eight."
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(iv) Flag display and patriotic exercises.35

b) Conpulsoxy free enterprise instruction:36

"All public high schools shall give instruction on
the essentials and benefits of the free enterprise
system."

"'(F)ree enterprise' means an economic system
characterized by private or corporate ownership of
capital goods, by investments that are determined
by private decision rather than by state control,
and by prices, production, and the distribution of
goods that are determined in a free manner."

The law also provides that the instruction occupy at least one semester,

the equivalent of one-half unit of credit. In 1972 the Superintendent

issued a free enterprise syllabus setting out twenty-one basic course

concepts. As of July 1974, the policy of the Superintendent's office

was to consider a school to have satisfied the statute if it saw to it

each student was instructed in the basic concepts at some point in

their high school experience; a discrete free enterprise course did not

have to be offered. Also, students were permitted to demonstrate their

knowledge of the concepts by passing a standardized test, and thereby

place out of free enterprise classroom instruction.

c) Optional courses, career education

Inbetween the courses mandated by the legislature, and the

courses made mandatory or optional by the Board, lay a group of subjects

which, because it is so provided by statute, may be offered by local

districts at their discretion. These include:

(i) manual training, household econcarics, kindergarten.37

(ii) use of firearre.36
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(iii) adult educaticn.39

(iv) education.°

(v) special educaticn.41

There are several other statutes which authorize optional subjects

pertaining to occupational counseling and training.42 It is not easy

to sort out the overlap in these provisions because they do not use a

uniform terminology. The Department of Education attempted to fashion

a coherent policy out of the laws in a position paper, "Arizona Work

Education" (undated). Within the general concept of work education it

distinguished among three levels of instruction:

a. Work exposure -- opportunity to visit job sites; non-

productive and non-paid.

b. Work experience -- students in grades 9-12 perform tasks

on actual job; school assists in supervision; pay or no pay; no related

school class required.

c. Cooperative education -- students in grades 11-14; on-the-

jcb training coordinated with required classroom instruction; attempts

to put together a comprehensive course of study and work preparing

student for a career.

The career education statute, A.R.S. sec. 15-1199, combines all

three levels. It is the most rodern.and comprehensive work education

program. It's concept has been developed and promoted by the National

Institute of Education. By the end of 1974, twenty-five state legisla-

tures had authorized career education and appropriated funds for them.

Arizona has appropriated over $10 million in four years.
43

The reason for drawing special attention to the career education

statute is that some proponents oonsider career education to be not
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merely another good supplementary program, but rather, the framework for

restructuring public education. The program, according to former

Superintendent Shofstall, is that

"[B]oth our high schools and our liberal arts
colleges have become practically sterile because
educators have failed to accept the fact that the
'rigid separation between general-academic educa-
tion and vocation-technical education' is no longer

functional."

According to Shofstall, the most inportant role of the public education

is to prepare young people to make the best of the labor market.

"There
is no other legitimate reason for

education than preparation for a career."

"Career education is away of . . . enabling
the student to take his place in society. . . .

(I)t provides for increased awareness of self Ag

and for positive attitudes towards others. . .

If the legislature were to adopt Shofstall's views cn career education,

it could lead to a substantial change in Arizona school curriculum.

One would expect protests from persons defending the intrinsic worth

of academic study, and those who thought that it was as inportant for

schools to teach young people how to criticize and improve existing

institutions as to prepare them to fit into whatever occupational niche

might be available for them. In its present form, however, the statute

makes no revolutionary pretenses.
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III. State Agencies

At the statewide level, supervision of public education is vested

in a Board of Education (Board), a Superintendent of Public Instruction

(Superintendent), and a Department of Education (Department). The

Governor appoints Board members with the Senate's consent. The Superin-

tendent is elected to a four year term that runs concurrently with the

governorship. The primary job of the Superintendent is said to be the

effectuation of Board policy; the Department is his administrative arm.

This gov6rning structure creates a tension between the Superin-

tendenes,adMinistrative function as the executive officer of the Board,

and his political role as a holder of a statewide elected office. For

example, he may be elected in November because he campaigned against sex

education, and then find himself instructed by the Board in January to

develop a sex education curriculum. As an ex-officio member of the Board

he has a for for trying to persuade his co-members to abandon the idea,

and he has one vote to cast against it. But he has no right to veto,

to
subvert, or decline to helpijmplement the course of study.

The Board, on the other hand, has no right to fire the Superinten-

dent if it is dissatisfied with his performance. Thus, as a practical

matter, the Superintendent can bias his management of the Department's

resources to serve his own purposes without fearing that a death blow

may fall on him at any moment.
1

These confusingly juxtaposed institutions are charged with

administering a grant of supervisory authority over curriculum which is

as broad as any in the nation. The statutes conferring these powers have

been in for since Arizona attained statehood in 1911. Only recently
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did the Board try to exercise this control in a comprehensive and pur-

poseful manner. This new. stance aroused bitter opposition from:

a) teachers and other educational professionals,
their regular organizations, and ad hoc
organizations formed to contest specific issues;

b) "liberals," especially members of the%Arizcna
Civil Liberties Union;

c) moderates and conservatives concerned about
2

infringements on local autonomy.

The controversies generated by the Board's sudden activism repeatedly

raised questions about the legal prerogatives of state agencies vis-a-vis

cne another and vis-a-vis the districts. Men these disputes were re-

solved at all, it was by political processes, not by judicial action.

Consequently, at several places in this chapter we use narrations of

current events in lieu of case citations, because they are, as yet, the

closest approximations of what the law is.

*

The balance of this section is divided into four parts:

A. General powers of state agencies;

B. State control of school personnel;

C. State prescriptions of courses of study;

D. State selection of textbooks.

For more discussion of how state per is sometimes limited by statutory

grants of power to local districts, see Section V.

A. General Powers

The interlocking powers and duties of the Board, Superintendent and

Department of Education are set forth as follows:
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1. The Board shall,

"14. Exercise general supervision over and regulate
the conduct of the public school system." A.R.S. §15-102.

Delegate to the superintendent of public instruc-
tion the execution of policies decided upon."

§15-102.

2. The Superintendent shall,

"1. Superintend the public schools of the state." A.M. §15-121.

1,7. Direct, under general rules and regulations adopted
by the state board of education, the work of all
employees of the board who shall be employees of
the depart rent of education." §15-121.

§15-121.01, entitled "Executive Authority", was added to

the Code in 1970, and provides:

"A. The superintendent of public instruction. shall
execute, under the direction of the state board
of education, the policies which have been
decided upon by the board."

"B. The Superintendent . . . shall direct the per-

formance of executive, administrative or
ministerial functions by the department of
education or divisions or employees thereof."

3. The Department of Education is "administered through" the

Board and Superintendent. A.R.S. §15-111.

a. The Board is the "governing and policy determining
body of the department."

b. The Superintendent is the "executive officer" of
the Board, and in him are vested all "executive,
administrative and ministerial functions of the

department."

These sections hardly describe the prerogatives of the state

agencies; rather, they let those powers hang on the definitions of such

terms as "superintend", "regulate conduct," "executive function." Over-

lapping authority patterns can have the virtue of forcing institutions

charged with similar responsibilities to try to achieve consensus an
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impoe_ant policy questions. However, if no one body has the ultimate

say when consensus fails to materialize, disputes can fester indefinitely.

Arizona is vulnerable to interminable conflicts between the Board

and Superintendent because the supposed ultimate authority of the Board

is not exercisable in any direct and practical form.
3

The Board could

try to lock-in the Superintendent to the proper execution of its policies

by enacting extremely detailed rules. Too much detail, however, would

arguably invade the Superintendent's legally protected role as executive

officer and manager of state level educational activities. Since the

Board cannot dismiss the Superintendent, its most extreme discipline

option would be to institute a mandamus action against him under its

authority to see that the school laws are properly enforced.4 The Board

could not 3awfully circumvent the Superintendent, purporting to assume

direct control of some or all Department programs, because of A.R.S.

sec. 15-111(D) , which provides,

"The department shall be conducted under the control
of the state superintendent of public instruction."

Putting aside the question of internecine feuds at the state level,

what authority could a united front of Board and Superintendent use to

keep a recalcitrant local board in line? According to the Attorney

General, state officials cannot close down schools run by a local dis-

trict. However, they can:

a) withhold state aid funds if after notice and hearing

before the Board it is determined that the district

is not complying with statutes or binding policies, and/or

b) institute court proceedings against local officials.5

The use of either option requires that the state demonstrate the un-

lawfulness of specific local actions. If a board resists a state policy



through a pattern of technically legal conduct, the Board or Superinten-

dent might try to find a political remedy. Gerrymandering districts is

one possibility. Recently, supporters of local autonomy charged that

the Department was using redistricting (or the threat of it) to dis-

member districts that had been especially effective champions of local

control.
6

Arizona's constitution and education code do not state a theory

about the institutional competencies and representational functions of

state and local agencies.7 There has been a discernible movement, how-

ever, towards building into the governance of education more control by

lay persons. A 1964 constitutional amendment designated three Board

seats to be reserved for lay members only. It also allowed the legis-

lature to ccupensate members for their services.
8

(This is of benefit

to lay persons because professional educators almost always will be

given paid leave from their work to perform Board functions, but a

factory manager or a self-employed businessman frequently will have to

sacrifice income to serve as a member.)

In the early 1970's there was a continuous battle between "lay"

and "professional" viewpoints in. Arizona school politics. The 1964

amendment may have made it easier for an anti-professional faction to

gain control of the Board, but it probably would have happened anyway.

The elected Superintendent, himself a professional educator, was one of

the most vociferous proponents of increased lay control of school

curriculums. Governor Williams, who appointed the Board, had similar

views. Among the ideas proposed by the Board and Superintendent were

these:
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a) reducing the amount of college and graduate study

required to be certified as a teacher;

b) making continued certification contingent on passing

"performance" tests;

c) appointing commissions to write detailed curriculum

guidelines which rejected many of the premises of the

social sciences;

d) appointing curriculum commissions whose members were

intent on mandating the use of traditional teaching

methods (especially in reading) and prohibiting

instructors and their supervisors from using more

modern methods.

The lay V. professional conflict can raise interesting prcblems

of statutory interpretation. Increasingly, the legislature is using

terminology which can be said to have a precise technical meaning, which

is incorporated into the statute by implication, and it is relying on

professional tools, like standardized achievement tests. For example,

a recent amendment to A.R.S. sec. 15-102, adds paragraph 25, which

provides:

"The board shall assist in the development of alternate
learning procedures to help pupils attain their individual
learning expectancy levels [in reading, writing and com-
putation skills] based on intelligence factors, achievement
factors and teacher evaluation." [emphasis added]

The paragraph is full of technical terms, and phrases which have,

arguably, a technical meaning. An example of the latter is the wording,

"alternative learning procedures." The language arts curriculum

commission appointed by the Board in 1974 was dominated by a traditionalist
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faction which stated its intention to recommend guidelines which would

only allow the adoption of reading textbooks using the conventional

version of phonics instruction.9 If the Board had adopted such guide-

lines, objection could have been rade that this purported exercise of

the Board's pavers under paragraphs 16-18 of A.R.S. sec. 15-102, was

actually ultra vires because of the above-quoted phrase in paragraph 25

of the same section. That is, it would be argued as a matter of pro-

fessional knowledge that there were many valid and valuable methods for

teaching reading besides the conventional phonics approach. Therefore,

the Board violated its duty to develop alternate learning procedures when

it prohibited or hindered instructors from using any modern reading

methods.

B. Control of school personnel

The Board has the per and duty to establish qualification

standards for professional and non-professional school personnel. By

denying, suspending, or revoking teaching certificates, it can directly

affect classroom -level activities. In the few situations in which such

actions have been challenged, the Attorney General and the courts have

upheld the Board's discretionary actions.

The statutory basis for control is found in these provisions:

1. A.R.S. §15 -102:

"The state board of education shall:

20. Supervise and control the certification of teachers
and prescribe rules and regulations therefor. 'Teacher'

. . . means a person engaged in instructional work direct1::,
as classroom, laboratory or other teacher, or indirectly

as supervisory teacher, speech therapists, principal or

superintendent, in a public =non or high school.
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21. Supervise and control the qualifications of professional
ncnteaching school personnel and prescribe standards relating
to qualifications.

*

23. Revoke all certificates or life diplomas for immoral or
unprofessional conduct or for evident unfitness to teach.
[enphasis added]

2.) A.R.S. S15-201.

"Every teacher shall:

*

3. Enforce the course of tidy, use of adopted textbooks

and the rules and regulations prescribed for schools.

4. Hold pupils to strict account for disorderly conduct
on the way to and from school."

3.) A.R.S. 515-208.

"A teacher who fails to conply with any provision of
this chapter is guilty of unprofessional conduct and
his certificate shall be revoked."

In 1971, the Board requested advice on the question whether it

could revoke the certificates of striking teachers, on the ground that

striking was "unprofessional conduct." The Attorney General's answer

first limited itself to a specific fact situation -- where striking

teachers are presently under contract to provide services to the dis-

trict, and that the dispute is ,over the terms of the next year's con-

tract. Finding no statutory right to strike under those circumstances,

the Attorney General reviewed the cose. law and concluded that such a

strike was unlawful. As to whether the unlawful behavior was "un-

professional," the Attorney Gener0 said:



(22

"We feel that in addition to the statutory grounds for
revocation [under g15-201 and 15-208] the Board has
inherent power, by the terms of A.R.S. §15-102, to
define what shall constitute unprofessional and immoral
conduct or evident unfitness to teach, and may discipline
holders of teaching certificates accordingly.... [T]he
Attorney General may not invade the jurisdiction of the
Board by attempting to define unprofessional acts as a/0
matter of law." Cp. Att'y Gen. 71-12, at 28-29.

The definition of "teacher" in A.R.S. sec. 15-102(20) includes

administrative personnel. In a recent case involving a district super-

intendent, the Court of Appeals upheld a Board order revoking the

person's administrative certificates and indefinitely suspending his

teaching certificates. Kimball v. Shofstall, 17 Ariz. App. 11, 494 P.2d

1357 (1972). The court foand that there was substantial evidence that

Kimball had acted dishonestly and ineffectively in the course of his

official duties. He had secured the employment of teachers' aides to

41, be paid out of Title I funds when there was no pending application for

such funds; he had made representations to the School Board that such an

application existed; and finally, he had made a late application which

iLlluded representations that were not based on fact. At another tire

Kimball had represented that he had a master's degree when in fact he

had ncne.11

There are as yet no cases or advisory opinions which reject a Board

construction or application of the controlling terms in the statutes quoted

at the beginning of this discussion. Nor is there any mention of

defenses that might be relied on by teachers. Suppose, for example,

that a teacher teaches a lesson with tin approval of the local school

board, and the State Board institutes revocation proceedings inquiring

into whether teaching the lesson was immoral or unprofessional. Is the

board's approval a defense? Can the board "take the heat" in disputes
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with state agencies, or is the option open to the latter to try avoiding

a direct confrontation with the district board by striking out directly

at teachers?

Even if the district could intervene in the revocation proceeding,

the problem remains for the teacher that if it is determined that the

board's approval of the lesson was unlawful, then she may lose her

certification -- a powerful sanction. There seems to be room in this

area for a construction of "unprofessional" which excludes- actions

taken by an enployee who reasonably believed a) that the action was

approved or would be approved by her supervisors and/or the local school

board, and b) that such approval would be a lawful exercise of authority

by those officials.

Although the rule-making and quasi-judicial powers of the Board in

111 certification matters appears very broad, there are limits to its ability

to implement policy by promulgating rules and deciding cases. Thus, a

major state effort to change the method of teacher certification and

renewal has recently foundered on the rocks of non-cooperation among

local agencies and professional organizations. Superintendent Shofstall

and the Board were eager to cverthrad formal education as the primary

determinant of one's ability to teach and to replace it with an evalua-

tion of what a teacher's students had learned. A teacher would be con-

ditionally certified, pending proof of on-the-job competence.

The state's first step in this direction would have been to reduce

the number of academic credits required on applicants' records. This

proposal triggered a furious outcry. Professionals argued that Arizona

would be lowering the quality of its teaching corps at a time when-other

states were upgrading theirs, and that the state should take advantage



of the current teacher surplus by only accepting the most qualified

applicants. (This argument assumed that an extra year of formal educa-

tion almost always significantly upgraded one's teaching abilities, a

premise rejected, at least in part, by Shofstall. Also, one could make

the cynical argument that scare of the opposition was motivated by the

desire of those who had already acquired graduate training to protect

their competitive position in the job market.) Eventually, the Board

abandoned its plan to cut back on academic credit requirements.

Theoretically, the Board could have damned the torpedoes and changed

the credit requirement despite the opposition. The execution of the change

would have been simple and swift -- applications for teaching certificates

would have been accepted from persons who would not before have been

qualified. By contrast, implementation of the Board's second reform --

IIIperformance-based certification -- would have been much more difficult

both id theory and practice. To begin with, no one knew how such a

system would operate. Consequently, the Board instructed the Department

to design a procedure; and to test it in pilot programs.

No governing board of any size agreed to be a test site for a nodel

evaluation program. Frustrated Department officials (who had been trying

to set up the pilot program) charged that the plan had been "sabotaged."

They accused the Arizona Education Association of being the instigator of

the obstructionism.12 In July 1974, Superintendent Shofstall one, of

the earliest proponents of the plan -- announced that the experiment was

dead. Surprisingly, the Board refused to accept Shofstall's verdict,

and stated its intention to somehow move ahead with performonce certifi-

cation.
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The legislature put in the final word in the debate. In 1974 it

enacted a statute13 which required that each school district in the,

state develop and adopt,

"objective assessment and evaluation guidelines for the

improvement of instruction."
A.R.S. sec. 15- 268(A)

The Board is given no role in this program other than to report to the

legislature by January 15, 1978, that each local district has complied.

Apparently, a district complies by filing a description of its system

with the Board by June 30, 1977. Unlike other recent statutes instituting

new programs in public education (e.g. the Special Education Act, the

Bi-lingual Education Act) which expressly authorize the Board to enact

guidelines and standards binding on local boards, this statute grants

no such power. The statute itself does contain two general guidelines.

Presumably, the Board could reject a board filing which clearly violated

these standards. The statute requires that the locally developed pro-

cedur3s contain these elements:

"1. The establishment of criteria of expected teacher
performance in each area of teaching and of techniques
for the assessment and evaluation of that performance.

2. Assessment and evaluation of competence of certified
teachers as it relates to the established criteria."
A.R.S. sec. 15-268(D).

The statute follows the views of those who opposed the Board in

the performance-certification debate. The key points are these:

1. The evaluation is not directly connected to the certification

process. There is no period of provisional certification

pending the outcome of a performance evaluation.14

2. Copies of assessment reports are confidential, and cannot

be released except in the case of certain official actions.
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Parents, for example, would have no right to see the

evaluations of the teachers of their children.

3. The governing board must "avail itself of the advice of its

certificated teachers" in developing its system.

4. There is local autonomy to develop any procedure it deems

suitable to its needs, so long as it satisfies the very

general statutory guidelines.

C. Control of subject natter, materials and methods

The law examined in this section is at the heart of Board authority

to control curriculum content. It involves the nature and extent of the

powers delegated by statutes providing that the Board shall prescribe

courses of study, optional courses, subjects of instruction, and text-

books. The general issues are:

a) How far may the Board go in determining the details of class-

room instruction? (Exanples: Can it require what methods must be used

to cover a given subject? what topics may or may not be discussed?

how much time must be devoted to one or another subject? what textbooks

and supplementary materials can be used at all, and hoe heavily they

can be relied cn?)

b) What is the role of the local school board and local educators

in the statutory scheme of curriculum control? To what extent is the

historical role of Arizona school boards -- filling in the details of

very general curriculum frameworks promulgated by the Board -- also a

legally protected function?

c) How creatively can the Ward exercise its statutory powers to

achieve results that are not specifically mentioned in any silotute?
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Examples: Can the Board prescribe so many mandatory subjects that the

local board, as a practical matter, has no opportunity to fill out the

state curriculum with topics of its awn choosing? Can the Board make

conditional mandates -- e.g. "If you teach evolution then you must also

teach the creationist theory"?

There are many intricate interrelationships among the materials

that bear on these issues. Also, the process of interpreting them

raises several methodological problems. Because of the difficulty of

keeping so many issues in mind at one time, we have tried to outline or

diagram the main points made in each part of this section. Subsection

one deals with the use of course descriptions, syllabi and the like, to

control what goes on in the classroom. Subsection two examines textbook

selection -- state authority to affect the curriculum by regulating the

materials that teachers use. The discussion in subsection two of the

politics of textbook selection illustrates the challenges that have

recently been made to the historic curriculum- determining role of local

boards. It is relevant not only to the question of the Board's textbook

selection powers, but also to the powers (to prescribe courses) analyzed

in subsection one.

So far as substantive law is concerned, any purported exercise of

authority by the Board is subjected to three tests:

a) Is there an express or clearly implied grant of this power

to the Board? A grant of authority must be found because the Board has

no inherent authority. This is because the courts have interpreted the

Arizona Education Code so that it includes a restrictive presumption

of Board authority. (Arizona presumptions are analyzed in this chapter

at 113 ; the general question of education code presumptions is
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examined in chapter 5 . at 173 .)

b) Even if there is an explicit or colorable claim of Board

authority, is there also a countervailing grant of authority to local

boards (or oth4perscns) which will be interpreted as limiting the

Board's power?

c) Irregardless of the state law foundation for the Board's action,

does the federal constitution render it unlawful?

In short, the three basic propositions used to upset a Board action

area that it is ultra vires, it is contrary to the statutory authority of

a local hoa7:d, or it is unconstitutional. In the course of formulating

and proving any one of these propositions one is likely to encounter

several methodological problems. Among them are:

111 a) The important Arizona statutes are brief, ambiguously

worded, and without adequate judicial elaboration. Consequently, many

of the arguments used in our analysis rely on statutory interpretations

which are logically sound but not definitively authoritative. The

problems compounded by the fact that these provisions, in their

majestic simplicity, can be rationally interpreted to support or deny

many key arguments. If we did not speculate about interpretations,

however, we would have nothing to discuss. The reader must keep in mind

which interpretations are ours and which are those of the courts or the

Attorney General.

b) Because of the brevity and ambiguity of the statutes, the

courts and Attorney General have often grounded their decisions on

supposedly "key" phrases, or on inferences of legislative intent drawn

from statutes which are not very closely analogous. When a judge must

decide a case, or a state attorney answer a question, he prefers using a
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shaky authority to none at all. Otherwise his decision appears to be

nothing but a guess or a policy judgment. One phrase which bears a lot

of weight in our analysis is "other special subjects." It is used as a

semrce of local authority to give instructic'x of a kind not mentioned in

the Board's mandatory and optional lists.15

c) In order to develop a theory of the role intended by the

legislature for the local board in curriculum regulation, it is necessary

to piece together the past practices in the education system, and phrases

and inferences from asserted statutes.

d) In the present discussion, we note constitutional issues when

they are relevant, but forego detailed analysis, because that is reserved

for a separate chapter dealing only with constitutional issues.

The Board's per to regulate curriculum in the common schools is

much broader than its authority over high school instruction. Whereas

the Board prescribes the course of study for the conaon schools, each

high school board of education prescribes its own course of study --

"subject to approval by the state board of education." A.R.S. sec. 15-545.

Any attempt by the Board to take the curriculum planning initiative away

from the high school board by using its power of "approval" would contra-

dict the clear intent of the legislature to give the Board a primary role

in common school curriculum and a secondary role in the high school

curriculum. Exceptions to this legislative scheme are explicitly embodied

in statutes. For example, when the legislature: passed the free enterprise

law, it charged the Board with developing and prescribing a course of

study.
16
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Thus, both the planning and execution of high school instruction

are concentrated at the local level. By contrast/ common school

curriculum is planned, to a great extent, by the Board, and is executed

by the local officials and educators. It is the latter arrangement

which has given rise to the most legal confusion and political discord.

Consequently, the focus of this section is the common school curriculum.

As a general rule, the Board has the authority (and duty) to pre-

scribe curriculum guidelines for the common schools. It may not, how-

ever, impose detailed instructional formats. What is the dividing line

between "guidelines" and "details"? Ordinarily,the most detailed, for-

malized description of classroom instruction is the individual teacher's

lesson plans. It is usually required that they be complete enough that

a substitute teacher can step in and conduct most of the day's lessons.

If the Board mandated lesson plans which trivialized the discretion of

the teacher -- in effect turning the regular teacher into a "substitute"

for the Board -- that would certainly be more than a guideline.

Above the lesson plan there are a variety of curriculum planning

tools. Whether one is properly said to contain guidelines, or details,

must be decided on a case-by-case basis. A school's fourth grade pro-

gram might provide for eighty minutes of science each week; the science

syllabus, (or the table of contents of the adopted science textbook)

might suggest a six week unit on biology within the science program; the

teacher's lesson plans might break down the biology unit into a two -week

study of the life cycle of the salmon, a three-week study of plant re-

production, and a one-week study of human nutrition. Clearly, the Board

can make science a part of the fourth grade course of study. Also, it

would probably include same minimum time requirements, so long as they
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were reasonable and were not part of a scheme of regulation designed to

further sore unauthorized end (e.g. occupying every minute in the school

day so no time would be left for optional subjects). Once the Board

started saying (as in the syllabus) how much time within a course had

to be devoted to a subtopic, it would probably be in a forbidden area

of detail. And lesson plan detail, as we have said, would definitely

be out. Analogous spectrum ranging from "guideline" to "detail" could

be made up for other elements of instruction. Instead of time, for

example, one could focus on methods of classroom organization, ranging

from "open" to self-contained. There is an enormous number of variables,

and in the absence of legal precedents there is nothing definitive that

can be said about the guideline/detail distinction, except to point out

its importance, and the difficulty of applying it.17

II/ In addition to its authority to mandate instruction, the Board

has a limited paver to prohibit the teaching of certain topics. it can

prevent the use of partisan or sectarian materials, and in some circumr

stances, it can exclude a topic by a) systematically omitting any

mention of it from its guidelines, and b) adopting no textbooks that

cover it. The scope of this pa der is restricted by the absence of any

direct statutory grant of prohibitory powers. In addition, federal con-

stitutional lad plays a multifaceted limiting role. On the one hand,

the state can be obligated to prevent the teaching of a sectarian sub-

ject because having such a course would constitute an establishment of

religion. On the other hand, preventija the teaching of sane other

topic, e.g. evolution, can be a forbidden establishment of religion or

an infringement of freedom of speech.

411
Besides being able to mandate some subjects and prohibit others,
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the Board probably has some authority to promulgate procedural rules

regulating the way in which local educators exercise whatever discretion

has been allowed them in filling out the curriculum. For example, the

Board might adopt a rule stating that whenever a controversial subject

is studied, that all the major points of view in that area be fairly

represented in the instructional materials.

We refer to probable autlioriL.y as the power to establish "rules

of discourse." We say "probable," because the per is grounded in

neither grant of power, nor court decisions, nor political experience.

In our constitutional law chapter, we note that a respectable argument

can be made that the free speech clause of the First Amendment imposes

an obligation on the Board to treat controversial issues "fairly." If

there is such a constitutional requirement, 'it.would, of course, also

attach to other state actors -- e.g. the legislature and local districts.

This is the source of one argument against the constitutionality of the

free enterprise law.

We will nag examine in more detail these three kinds of curriculum

control -- mandating subjects; prohibiting subjects; establishing rules

of discourse. The discussion can be broken dadn into six topics, which

are shoran in the acccupanying diagram. These topics are summarized in

a set of six outlines.

Applicable Law

Nature of Authori.` Stag: First Amendment

Mandate courses and subjects I II

Prohibit courses, subjects,
topics of discussion III IV

Establish rules of discourse V VI 98
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Curriculum Control by State Board of Education

Outlines of Six Legal Issues

I. Board authority to mandate courses: State law

A. Sources of authority

1. General legislative scheme -- a few statutorily prescribed
courses and a broad delegation to the Board of authority
to determine curriculum framework.

2. Basic enabling provisions:

sec. 15-102, paragraphs 15 and 16.

3. Obedience to Board required by law

a. local board duty to enforce course of study,
sec. 15-442, par. 2.

b. teacher's duty to enforce course of study,
sec. 201, par. 3.

B. Limitations on authority

1. Local board authority to offer "other special subjects"
sec. 15-448(A)(3).

Att'y. Gen. Op. 61-16 (1961).

2. State Board must prescribe not only mandatory, but also
optional subjects. sec. 102, par. 17.

3. Statutory provisions which point to legislative intention
that there be some diversity and choice within the Board
framework. sec. 102, paragraph 18:
a) no less than three textbooks must be adopted

for each subject.

b) recent amendment allows district to substitute
for prescribed textbook with Board permission.

c) although no more than five textbooks to be adopted
for each subject, legislative purpose may well have
been economic, rather than intention to severely
limit local choice. (See, "Economics of Textbook
Selection," infra at 100 ).

4. 'Statutes require obedience to Board's course of study, but
silent about obedience to "subjects of instruction."
sec. 15-102, par. 16, sec. 15-442, 15-201.
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5. Essential role of local districts in legislative scheme --
takes part in shaping curriculum and deciding details.
Board may not mandate so many subjects that no local choice
is left; may not act to render statutory right to offer
special subjects meaningless.

6. Restrictive presumption of state agency authority.

II. Board authority to mandate courses: Constitutional issues

A. Board mandates can be supportive of constitutional rights
and values

1. Fundamental right to basic minimum education. Board pre-
scribes suitable subjects, establishes achievement level
standards.

2. Possible federal rights to special educational services
which provide access to public instruction to children who
otherwise would not benefit, e.g. special education, bi-
lingual education.

B. Constitutional limits on state power

1. Establishment Clause. (remedy is to root out the un-
constitutional practice)

2. Free Exercise Clause. (remedy is to excuse from participa-
tion those persons whose religious beliefs are offended)

3. Free Speech Clause
Board may not indoctrinate in controversial areas.
(remedy: hear other side? excuse students from courses?)

III. Board authority to prohibit courses: State law

A. Sources

1. Duty to eliminate partisan or sectarian ideas.

sec. 15 -442 (A) (5)

sec. 15-203 (teachers)

Att'y Gen. Op. 72-27-L (1972)

2. Power to make a general ban on sexual and ethnic stereo,
types is doubtful. (However, can establish a policy
binding on adoptions of textbooks.)

3. Indirectly prohibiting a subject by manipulating powers to
mandate subjects and adopt texts in such away as to
systuratically omit mention of that topic.

Att'y. Gen. Op. 64-2.
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B. Limits

1. No explicit authority to prohibit (Att'y. Gen. Op. 64r-2)

plus restrictive presumption.

2. Statutory protection of local discretion -- "other
special subjects;" intention that tra:.e local dis-

cretion implied from optional courses.

IV. Board authority to prohibit courses: Constitutional law

A. Board action supportive of constitutional values -- restrictions
on partisan or sectarian material

Establishnent Clause

Equal Protection Clause

B. Limitations

1. Establishment Clause -- if course is prohibited for pur-
pose of advancing a sectarian doctrine. Epperson, majority

opinion.

2. Free Speech Clause

a. state cannot prevent mention of major system of ideas."

Epperson, Stewart concurring opinion

b. least restrictive alternative argument -- even if a
legitimate state purpose, prior restraint of ideas is

not usually a necessary means of achieving it.

3. Substantive Due Process. right to learn. yer v. Nebraska.

V. Board powers to promulgate "rules of discourse:" State law

A. Sources

1. General supervisory powers. sec, 102, par. 14,

2. Derived from power to mandate specific courses and sub-
jects. Instead of prescribing, "teach X," or "teach Y,"

rule says:
"If you teach X, then you must also teach Y"
("If you teach Marxism, you must also teach one
theory critical of Marxism.")

B. Limitations

1. Restrictive presumption of education code. Even though

the conditional rule, "If X, then Y," is logically derived
from the powers to prescribe courses, it is still a sur-
prising interpretation of the language of the enabling
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provisions. Therefore cannot assume it was intended by

legislature.

2. The rules cannot impinge on independent authority of
districts over "other special subjects."

3. Rules can't impose on general role of districts in
legislative scheme to fill in the details of curriculum.

4. Rules of discourse would operate as ad hoc state super-

vision of local curriculum statutory scheme contemplates

very deliberate form of state action,'with clear warning
to local districts about what is required of them.

VI. Board powers to promulgate "rules of discourse:" Constitutional law

A. Board action supportive of constitutional values -- rules of
discourse are method of guarding against indoctrination in the

schools.

B. Constitutional limitation

Free Speech Clause. If Stewart's view is taken, then Board

cannot prevent rrention of, for example, Marxism, in school.

It follows, that neither can the Board attach so many con-
ditions to the mention of Marxism that the conditions amount

to a de facto prohibition. However, reasonable conditions

can be attached. A condition is probably reasonable if it

acts as a guarantee that the subject will not be taught in

an indoctrinatory manner.
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I. Board authority to mandate courses: State law (see outline 7i

The Backdrop to the Board's prescriptive powers includes: a)

statutorily mandated instruction in history, civics, economics, and

health, and b) the legislatively imposed duty of the Board to create

local curriculum options. Besides the optional courses that the Board

may designate, the legislature haS directly authorized boards to offer

instruction in manual training, household economics, kindergarten, special

education, bi-lingual instruction, career education. The Board's dis-

cretionary authority to shape the balance of the curriculum is relatively

broad, but still is subject to this framework.18

A.M. sec. 15-102 provides in part:

"The state board of education shall:
* * *

15. Prescribe and enforce a course of study in the

common schools.
16. Prescribe the subjects to be taught in the

common schools." [emphasis added]

The widest reading of paragraph sixteen is that the Board can (or must)

map out one hundred per cent of each pupil's school day, The clause

directs the Board not merely to prescribe some subjects, but "the"

subjects. Furthermore, the legislature has backed up the Board's pre-

scriptive pavers by imposing on local actors clear duties of compliance.

Local boards must enforce the course of study. A.R.S. sec. 15-442(2).

Teachers must enforce the course of study. A.M. sec. 201 par. (3).

These provisions at first appear to supply the Board with per to

determine what we have called curriculum "details." However, that

broad a construction of the basic enabling provisions cannot stand.

Other enactments make it clear that the legislature did not intend to

authorize the Board to prescribe a curriculum straight-jacket. first,
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1410
paragraphs fifteen and sixteen of sec. 15-102 must be read in conjunction

with paragraph seventeen. The latter commands the Board to

"(p)rescribe a list of optional subjects. . . "

Thus, the Board's mandatory scheme of instruction must leave time for

teaching subjects chosen from the optional list. If the Board made the

mandatory requirements so sweeping, and the options so limited, as to

make a rockery of the idea of local choice, a court could interpret

paragraph seventeen to require the Board to adopt an optional list of

reasonable length, and a mandatory list that left time for a reasonable

number of optional courses. To determine what constituted a "reasonably

broad" selection of alternative subjects, the court could look to

educational practice and trends in the nation (perhaps with special

attention to school systems similar to Arizona's).

Second, the right to local options finds support in A.M. 15-102(18),

the textbook selection provision. The Board may not adopt just one

textbook for a given subject. Rather, it rust adopt at least three (and

not more than five) for each subject and each grade. That requirement

would be meaningless if the Board were allowed to adopt three (or four,

or five) virtually identical texts. The legislature had in mind giving

local educators some discretion in shaping course content -- in this

case by giving a choice among different kinds of textbooks. The initial

Board screening enforces a state-wide minimum quality standard, and keeps

books purchased with state funds (oormon school purchases of mandated

textbooks are reimbursed) synchronized with the general state-ide course

guidelines. The purpose of the five book maximum may have been to give

Arizona market power vis-a-vis publishing co panes by concentrating

its orders in a relatively small number of large purchases. (See sub-

section two of this section, part B, The Economics of Textbook Selection,
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infra, at le° ).

Further evidence of a legislative intent that state textbook adop-

tion powers should not be an unnecessarily difficult obstacle to local

initiatives, is contained in a recent amendment
19

to paragraph eighteen.

It provides,

"that a school district may substitute a textbook for a
prescribed textbook upon approval by the state board of
education of an application for such substitution."

Unfortunately, the failure to rrention any criteria for evaluating an

application for a textbook substitution keeps alive most of the guess-

work about the precise scope of the Board discretion.

Third, local boards have direct authority to offer "special sub-

jects," under A.R.S. sec. 15-448 (B). It allows them to:

"[e]mploy special teachers in drawing, music, domestic
science, training, kindergarten, commercial work,
agriculture and other special subjects." [emphasis added].

The Arizona Attorney General has construed this section to give district

trustees the right to hire a person to teach foreign languages in the

elementary schools. The opinion Anted that the hiring power was not

contingent on the foreign language course appearing on a state approved

list. Rather, it states that the right to give the course is "in addition

to the powers conferred upon [the Board]. . . "20 In a 107 case,

(Alexander v. Phillips, 31 Ariz. 503, 254 P. 1056 ) "other special

subjects" was held to include physical education. The phrase lends

itself to a judicial interpretation that takes into account'terious

trends in educational thinking and practice. The legislature's use of

the term "special" strongly suggests that it was interested in protecting

innovative efforts. (By comparison, the requirement that the Board
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prescribe "optional" subjects would not prevent the Board from systemat-

ically excluding experimental courses from its so long as it still

gave a choice among several conventional courses.)

Fourth, the three statutory provisions that create duties to' "en-

force" state curriculum requirements mention the "course of study," with-

out stating a correlative duty to enforce the "subjects of instruction."
21

The omission is especially apparent in paragraph 16 of sec. 15-201,

because paragraph 15 is strictly parallel in form and includes the words,

"and enforce."
22

At the most, the failure of the statutes to mention

enforcemnt of the subjects of instruction can be interpreted to man

thFt the legislature intended that the Board's list of subjects be

recrmendatory rather than mandatory. That view, however, does violence

to the ordinary meaning of the term, "prescribe," and of the phrase

410 "the subjects." It is more likely that the drafters intended "the

course of study" to refer to general curriculum guidelines, and meant

"subjects of instruction" to refer to more discrete and detailed com-

ponents of the curriculum. Since the Board's authority to determine

details was to be shared with the local boards, the lawmakers did not

enact any compliance statutes which would appear to make teachers and

boards entirely subservient to Board decisions in the realm of detail.

As long as the Board defines its prescribed subjects in general enough

terns, the governing boards and teachers will have a legal obligation

to "enforce" them This is clearly implied by the statutory scheme.

Cn the other hand, they would have no duty to enforce overly detailed

content specifications.

Fifth, the Board may not prescribe curriculum content in such a

form that there is no room left for the exercise of local discretion.
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This proixsition is deduced from a) our earlier points about the legis-

lative intent that there be real options from which boards choose,

and b) the direct statutory protection of local choice included in the

"other special subjects" clause.

Sixth, and finally, the education code's restrictive presumption

can be thrown in the balance'in any diffiCult case, as a grounds for

deciding against the Board's claimed authority. For example, the pre-

sumption strengthens the argument that the Board may not indirectly

eliminate virtually all local discretion. Such an extreme wooer will

not be implied from a general enabling provision. It is also possible

to use the restrictive presumption offensively, imposing a duty on the

Board. For example, it can be argued that since there is no statute

giving the Board the authority to indoctrinate students, the Board-must

411 prescribe curriculum in a manner that brings out all major points of

view on controversial subjects.

40,

II. Board authority to mandate courses: Constitutional issues

(see outline II)

Although the United States Constitution is not a source of any

specific Board powers, some Board mandates can at least be said to be

supportive of constitutional rights and values. For example, the Supreme

Court has hinted that every child has a claim against the state to re-

ceive a basic minimum of educational services.23 Also, if the state finds

the child in circumstances that make it virtually impossible for him to

take advantage of public instruction in its ordinary form (e.g. because

the child cannot function in the thglish language) then the state may

have to provide special services (e.g. bi-lingual instruction) that
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enables the child to partake of the basic curriculum.
24

When the Board

prescribes a course of study or prbaulgates guidelines for special

English language training programs, it can be said to be discharging

sore of the state's constitutional obligations.

The Ccnstitutioh can limit Board authority. If the Board were to

mandate school prayers or a sectarian subject of instruction, that would

lika

violate the Establsihment Clause. ditionally, to a religious group

with special sensitivities, Board- ted instruction which in most

eyes is secular and neutral can take on a religious character. To the

Amish, for example, merely sending a child to an organized secular school

after the completion of grammar school violates religious tenets. Con-

sequently, it has been held that the Amish's right to free exercise of

religion outweighs the state interest in compulsory education for children

between the ages of fourteen and sixteen.25The remedy for a violation

of the Establishment Clause is to root out the partisan practice. The

Free Speech Clause, on the other hand, can be vindicated by excusing the

injured party from a state requirement which remains in force for others.
26

Thus, where school curriculum is concerned, the simplest accamodaticn

of a free exercise claim is to allow the student to opt out of particular

activities or subjects.
27

Another First Amendment guarantee which limits Board discretion is

the Free Speech Clause. For example, the free enterprise statute requires

a course in the "benefits" of the free enterprise system, and instructs

the Board to prescribe suitable materials. If the Board's syllabus

required teaching as a fact that free enterprise was the "best" economic

111
system, that might be found to be unlawful state indoctrination. This

area of ccnstituticnal doctrines is not well developed, hmever. Our
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Chapter on constitutional law discusses the possible evolution of that

clause insofar as it pertains to curriculum.

III. Board authority to prohibit courses: State laa (see outline Tin

The Board has been delegated no statutory authority

"to affirmatively act in preventing teaching of any topic
in the common schools. . . . " Att'y Gen. Op. 64-2, at 3 (1964).

However, under its power to exercise general supervision over and to

regulate the public schools, the Board could,

"act to prevent the teaching of any subject that violated
the Constitution of the United States or the Constitution
or laws of the State of Arizona." Id.

Consequently, the Board can prohibit partisan or sectarian instruc-

tion, because such teaching violates Arizona law. The Arizona Constitu-

tion, Article 20, Par. 7, guarantees that the public schools must be

free from sectarian control. Among the schcol laws which the Board must

enforce are A.R.S. secs. 15-203, and 15-442(A)(5). The first provides,

"A, teacher who uses sectarian or denominational books
or teaches any sectarian doctrine or conducts any religious

exercises in school is guilty of unprofessional conduct and
his certificate shall be revoked."

The second requires that local boards,

"[e]xclude fam,schcols all books, publications or papers
of a sectarian, partisan, or denominational character."

What is the test of partianship or sectarianism? The only Arizona

precedent is Attorney General Opinion 72-2-L (1972).

"The problem of what constitutes denominational or
religious instruction is less rigorously defined than the

ban against such activities.

*
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A book or course to be prohibited must have as its basic
purpose either the establishment of religious belief or
the promotion of one religious faith at the expense of
others. Within this framework the subjects taught and
the books used are within the sound discretion of the
appropriate education agencies of the state." (at 102)

A ban on racially or sexually biased instruction is not mentioned

in the statutes. Arguably, a Board power to directly prohibit such'

instruction is within the penumbra of the "sectarian or partisan" clauses.

We think, however, that the restrictive presumption of the Arizona code

precludes finding that authority. (See, however, subsection IV, below,

as to the bearing of the Equal Protection Clause on the question.)

The Board can exercise its powers to mandate courses and adopt

textbooks in a manner which makes it difficult if not impossible for

some subjects to be taught in the cannon sohools. This form of indirect

prohibition can extend to topics that could not be reached by the Board's

dirict powers. For example, even though the Board could not legitimately

promulgate a rule, "No sexual stereotypes in any common school lessons,"

it could systematically exclude from its textbook adoptions any materials

containing sexual stereotypes. Also, the mandatory course of study might

include an item such as this: "Social roles: recognizing sexual stereo-

typing."

The Attorney General has affirmed that these proscriptive powers

are clearly implied by the legislature's grant of prescriptive authority.

"[Me Board may prescribe and enforce a course of study
in the common school; prescribe subjects. . . and prescribe

textbooks. . . . It is clear that within the sphere of these
powers the State Board of Education in the exercise of its

discretion prevent thethe teaching of evolution or other

topics. . . . the Board may prescribe the subjects which have

no reference to evolution." [emphasis added] Att'y (en. Op. 64-2,

at 3 (1963).

This opinion was rendered prior to the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in

Epperson V. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97 (1968). The Court held that an
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Arkansas statute, which made it a criminal offense to teach the theory

of evolution in the public schools, violated the Establishment Clause.

Epperson clearly overrules the Attorney General Opinion to the extent

the latter would uphold an intentional Board policy to prevent the

teaching of evolution. The scope of the Epperson rule depends on two

factors. First, what makes a subject "religious," therefore activating

the First Amendment religion clauses? In United States v. See9er,28 the

Court interpreted the statutory term, "religious training and belief,"

broadly enough to include atheistic philosophies. 29 On the other hand,

Chief Justice Burger, in Yoder, said that the state's interest in com-

pulsory education would only be subordinated to a claim arising from

adherence to a religion with a long history, and a clearly defined doc-

trine. Since Epperson involved an establishment of fundamentalist

Christianity, it did not test the borders of the establishment concept

in the curriculum area. We cannot be sure of the constitutional status

of a Board policy which prevented the teaching of any economic theory

other than Ayn Rand objectivism.30

A second question is whether Epperson can also be read as a free

speech case. Justice Stewart takes that view in his concurring opinion,

where he says:

"It is one thing for...a State to determine that "the
subject of higher mathematics, or astronomy, or biology"
shall or shall not be included in its public school cur-

riculum. It is quite another thing for a State to make
it a criminal offense for a public school teacher so
much as to mention the very existence of an entire system
of respected human thought. That kind of criminal law,
I think, would clearly impinge upon the guarantees of free
oomnunication contained in the First Amendment, and made
applicable to the States by the Fourteenth." 393 U.S. at 276.

Stewart's rule would cut even deeper into the Attorney General's descrip-

tion of Board authority to prevent the teaching "of evolution or of other

topics."
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411 IV. Board authority to prohibit courses: Constitutional Lad

(see outline IV)

We have seen in the preceding discussion that the Establishment

Clause is a double edge sword. Statutes making it unlawful to teach

sectarian subjects further First Amendment values. On the other hand,

a Board attempt to prohibit teaching a religious or anti-religious

topic where the ban would have the affect of furthering belief in a

particular creed, is an unconstitutional establishment of religion.

The Equal Protection Clause prohibits unequal treatment of persons

for reason of race, color or national origin. The Attorney General has

applied the clause to curriculum regulation:

"While there is no specific statutory authority in
this state, it is our opinion that a course of study or
textbook which intentionally promotes racial bias is pro-
hibited. We believe that such conduct or texts would
constitute a flagrant violation of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, and would therefore be an abuse of discretion by
any agency permitting such actions." Att'y Gen. Op. 72-27-L,
at 103 (1972) [emphasis added]

The focus on intention as the test of the lawfulness of the material is

borrowed from the New York case, Rosenberg v. Board of Education, 92

N.Y.S. 2d 344 (1949), which the opinion quotes approvingly. Rosenberg

is criticized in our chapter on New York law,

The Free Speech Clause will invalidate flagrant indoctrination in

controversial areas, but the reach of the doctrine is debatable. Justice

Black, concurring in Epperson on void-for-vagueness grounds, said that

trying to avoid discussion of controversial subjects in schools was a

legitimate motivation for state action.

"[T]here is no reason I can imagine why a State is
without per to withdraw from its curriculum any
subject deemed too emotional and controversial for
its public schools." 393 U.S. at 113.
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In the majority opinion, written by Justice Fortas, there was a finding

that the legislature intended to further fundamentalism; that opinion

rested the holding squarely on the Establishment Clause. However, in

a case without a religious dimention to it, the outcome could depend on

whose interpretation of the Free Speech Clause would prevail, Black's

or Stewart's.

Another source of authority for challenging a prohibition of a

course is substantive due process, i.e. the personal liberty Tv4calftteel

Fourteenth Amendment. Meyer v. Nebraska
31

can be said to protect the

"right to learn."

V. Board pavers to promulgate "rules of disclosure": State lac

(see outline V)

Implicit in the Board's authority to mandate some subjects and

prohibit others, may be a pacer to regulate the way instructors approach

theoretical and/Or controversial topics. The Board has undertaken no

major policy in this area, so our examples are hypothetical.
32

There are two basic forms in which rules of discourse could be cast.

First, the Board could promulgate abstract, procedural guidelines, such

as: "When instruction touches upon controversial issues, all major

points of view must be presented." The per to enforce that regtilation

might be derived from the Board's pacer to exercise general supervision

over the schools.
33

However, that is a weak basis for authority. Local

boards also are given managerial and supervisory authority over the

schools, and the Board's attempt to substitute its judgment for that of

the local officials must find an affirmative basis in law. Furthermore,

the code's restrictive presumptLon militates against deducing so much
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authority from a very general statutory provision.

The argument that authority for enforcing abstract rules is "in-

cluded" in the Board's power to prescribe courses and subjects, is also

unconvincing. The prescriptive pavers have always been interpreted as

referring to Board designation of substantive areas of study. The Board

can adopt general principles of fair presentation of ideas, but to have

legal force they must be tied to sone exercise by the Board of its

authority to prescribe content. For example, the Board has adopted a

"Textbook Content Policy" which provides, in part:

"Textbooks prescribed by the State Board of Education
shall be objective in content; REFLECT A MINIMUM OF
BIAS IN INTERPRETATIONS: AND SHALL NOT REFLECT AD-
VERSELY UPON PERSONS BECAUSE OF THEIR RACE, COLOR,
CREED, NATIONAL ORIGIN, ANCESTRY, SEX OR OCCUPATION.
Violence shall be treated in the context of cause of
consequence ..." [Underlining enphasis added;
capitalization in original] Policy Book, Rule 7(B)(10).

The Board's authority to adopt a policy of this kind in the context of

exercising its duty to adopt textbooks is clearly implied from the

enabling statutes. If, however, the Board purported to adopt these

standards as a "Curriculum Content Policy" which it would apply to all

aspects of public instruction, the action would be ultra vires.

The second way for the Board to express rules of discourse would

be to prescribe subjects in conditional form. The Board can include

biology in its common school course.of study; it can specify coverage

of the topic, the origin of man. Once it has gotten to that level of

detail, can the Board go a little further? Can it require:

"If the theory of evolution is taught, then the
creationist theory rust also be taught;"

The answer to this question requires a complex analysis drawing on

conclusions we have reached earlier in this section. We will illustrate
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the discussion with the following set of hypothetical rules:

1. If French (as a second language) is taught, then Spanish

(as a second language) must be offered.

2. If Spanish is taught, then at least half of the course must

be devoted to conversational practice.

3. If Central American history is taught (in a common school),

at least as much time must be devoted to the culture and achieve-

ments of Indian civilizations as is given to studying the Spanish

conquests and explorations.

4. If the history of Soviet Russia is taught, (in high school)

representative selections from (or a summary of ) Gulag Archipelago

must be assigned.

5. If Marxism is taught, then Ayn Rand objectivism must be taught.

(Alternative formulation: If Marxism is taught, then at least one

critique of Marxism must be taught.)

6. If evolution is taught, the creationism must be taught.

7. Sex education must be offered as an elective in any common

school in which twenty parents petition for the creation of such

course.

The first factor distinguishing the legal status of these examples

from one another, is whether the subject or topic in question is one

that the local board has independent authority to offer under the pro-

vision for "other special subjects." In example #1, that is clearly

the case. Under Atty. Gen. Op. 61-16(1961), a foreign language taught

in a common school qualifies as a special subject. Since the local

board has an independent right to offer its French course, the Board
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may not burden this choice (absent clear statutory authority) Ly forcing

the board to hire a Spanish language teadher if it wants to h

French language teadher. If the Board thinks that the most

second language for the average Arizonan to learn is Spanish,

ire a

Thant

it !mist

find other means of establishing Spanish as a high priority optional

course. Rule #1 is invalid.

Rule #2 is invalid for similar reasons. The legislature gave

board the power to offer Spanish instruction under the "special sub

clause. If it had wanted the Board to write guidelines for the sh

of that course, it would have said so, as it did in the Special Edu

each

jects"

Act, the Career Education Act, and the Bilingual Act. Each of those

tic

statutes created a curriculum option for the locality but also gave the

Board supervisory authority through the per to issue guidelines.

Example #3 is meant to represent a situation in which Central Amer).-

can History is on the Board's optional common school course list. It

is assumed that this subject would not qualify as a "special subject,"

because it has frequently been included in comentional common school

curriculums. Under these assumptions, if the Board had chosen not to

put the subject on the optional list, schools could not have offered

it. Included in the Board's authority to decide whether to list the

course is the power to include some reasonable specifications about course

content. The specifications became, unreasonable when they are so de-

tailed that they no longer can be considered guidelines.(The guidelines/

details distinction is discussed supra, at 70 ). The condition in this

example impinges little enough on local discretion to be considered a

guideline. Therefore, Rule #3 is valid.34

Example #4 is similar to #3, but two new elements make it invalid.

First, it applies to high school instruction, an area where Board authority
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is very limited.35 There is no clear statutory source of authority for

the rule, and because of the code's restrictive presumption, neither an

attenuated argument for an implied power, nor a claim of inherent Board

power, will suffice. Second, even if this rule were for the common

schools (and we assumed that it was an optional course which was not

otherwise a "special subject"), the mandate of a particular reading

would fall in the area of detail, rather than guidelines. (The Board

could, however, put Gulag Archipelago on a supplementary book list during

its textbook adoptions. See infra, at lei ).

Ti.e preceding examples give us the tools for analyzing Rule #5.

The first question is whether the local board has independent authority

to give instruction in Marxism. In a high school,*the answer is yes.

By our reasoning in example #4, the Board has no state law authority to

tie teaching about Marxist theory to teaching about objectivism. (Of

course, the legislature could enact Rule #5, as a statute. Also, if

Marxism were being taught in an indoctrinatory manner, violating the

Free Speech Clause, an appropriate court order could require that the

school could only continue the course if certain theories critical of

Marxism were also discussed.)

In a common school, to determine whether the local board had in-

dependent authority to teach about Marxism we look first to the "other

special subjects" provision. Teaching about Marxism in the common

schools is unusual enough to be called "special." However, Marxism must

be treated differently from French, or Central American History, because

it is ordinarily considered to be a threat to prevailing American in-

-stitutions. The legislature which enacted A.R.S. sec. 15-1021, requiring

instruction in "American institutions and ideals," probably did not
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intend for Marxism to be one of the "other special subjects", along

with drawing, music, domestic science, agriculture, and the like. The

Board's authority to prescribe courses and subjects cones from a broader

delegation than special spbjects. It probably has the power to include

teaching about Marxism in a mandatory or optional course. As we said

in our discussion of Rule #3, that power includes a Board prerogative

to attach a condition to its authorization of the instruction, so long

as the condition is neither unreasonable, nor excessively detailed. A

rule that would surely pass muster would be, "If Marxism is taught, then

at least one serious critique of Marxism must also be taught." The

singling out of Ayn Rand objectivism is too detailed a specification to

be valid.
36

Constitutional questions aside, the evolution/creationist rule is

sinpler than Marxism/objectivism. "Special subjects" does not apply,

because these are topics in biology, a subject that is included in most

common school science courses. The Board can prescribe biology, and it

can specify that the course must include teaching about evolution,

creationism, or both. Therefore, its guidelines can condition teaching

about one of these topics on also presenting the other one.

There is a counter to this argument. One could say that the key

question is not whether the Board can prescribe a biology course and

include evolution in the course guidelines, but whether the Board has

the power at the same time to prescribe biology and to exclude evolution.

Once biology was prescribed, wasn't it out of the Board's control to

determine exactly how it would be taught? But while the Board cannot

preclude the teaching of evolution if there is an independent legal right

to include it in the curriculum, as long as the claimed source of
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authority for teaching the subject is the Board's prescription, the

Board's guideline has effect. There is no burden of showing that the

Board could, if it wished, have affirmatively prohibited the teaching

of evolution in the curriculum. The burden is on the school to shad a

source of its authority to teach the course.

Rule #7 raises a different set of legal issues, but it is presented

here because it is an interesting use of the form of conditional pre-

scription. If the rule is invalid, it must be cn the ground that it is

an unlawful delegation by the Board of its pacers to prescribe optional

courses to private persons (parents). Delegation doctrine is analyzed

in our section on Arizona constitutional law.

VI. Board powers to promulgate "rules of discourse": Constitutional law

(see outline VI)

The basic constitutional question is this -- If the Board cannot

constitutionally prohibit all teaching about sane subject X (e.g.

evolution, Marxism), can it nevertheless attach a condition to the

teaching of that subject, namely, "If you teach X, then you must teach

Y ?

The answer first requires our making a distinction between a school

in which subject X is merely mentioned from time to tine, and one in

which there is an extensive unit of study in X. That is, the Board's

lack of authority to absolutely prohibit mention ofz topic does not

rob it of all of its state law authority to set priorities in the

curriculum. The Board may not prohibit a teacher from responding to a

410

child's question about evolution with a five minute summary of the

theory, nor may it condition this minor, constitutionally protected
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dialogue?on the teacher taking another five minutes to talk about

creationism. However, if the teacher wants to give a three week unit

in evolution, he must show either that the local board has independent

authority to allow him to do it, or that it is part of the Board's pre-

scribed mandatory or optional subjects. If the latter authority is

relied on, then the condition is valid.
37

The second'issue is determining which subjects cannot, constitu-

tionally,be completely excised from the curriculum. The majority

opinion in Epperson says that an exclusion made for the purpose of

advancing a sectarian religious doctrine cannot stand. The reach of

the Free Speech Clause, however, is less defined than that of the

Establishment Clause. If the rule suggested in Stewart's concurrence

is followed, then it would be held that the state could not absolutely

prohibit teaching about Marxism, or any other major system of thought.

Our conclusion is that the condition is generally valid in a

situation where fairly extensive instruction in subject X is being

given; that the condition is invalid if a) subject X is only discussed

to a small exten , and b) subject X is one that the state cannot pro-

hibit mention of in its school, under the First Amendment.

There is another way for the state to show the constitutionality

of a rule of discourse. There is dictum in Epperson to the effect that

Arkansas could have made it a crime to teach in the public schools that

evolution is the truth. (That proposition was unnecessary for the

holding as it was explained in Fortas's opinion, since Fortas found an

intention to establish religion; it was not essential to the concurrences,

because they were L.:Jed on the void for vagueness doctrine.) The Board

rule, "If evolution/then creationism," can be justified as a means for
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assuring that evolution will be taught as a theory, and not as the un-

questioned truth. Similarly, the rule If MarxismVthen objectivism,"

can be said to assure that Marxism will not be taught as truth. In the

latter case, however, there are two further grounds for objecting to the

rule. First, there is a less restrictive alternative to requiring "then

objectivism" The purpose of avoiding teaching the controversial theory

as true could be fulfilled by requiring, "If Marxism/then a critique of

Marxism, sucn as objectivism." Second, unless there is a correlative

rule, "If objectivism/then a critique of objectivism, such as Marxism,"

the Board would be treating objectivism more favorably than Marxism.

If these philosophical beliefs were equated with religious belief for

the purposes of the Establishment Clause, as applied to curriculum, then

this favoritism would be an unlawful establishnent of the sectarian

doctrine, objectivism. Alternatively, the classification might be sus-

ceptible to an Equal Protection challenge. "Equal protection for ideas"

has not become part of constitutional doctrine. Hadever, the Board's

rule could be characterized as a discrimination against socialists and

camiunists, on the grounds that the state has taken less care to protect

their children from being subjected to instruction biased taaards ob-

jectivism, than it has taken to protect the Children of non-Marxists

from instruction biased tadards Marxism.
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D. State Textbook Selection

Introduction

The most tangible exercise of Board control aver instruction is

its designation of the books and teaching materials that will be used

in Arizona's common,schcol classrooms. While the general locus of

decision-making authority regarding textbcoks is much more state-

centered in Arizona than in most other states, one would be mistaken

to conceive of Arizaia textbook selection as a relatively straight-

forward enterprise bounded by clear-cut rules. Rather, it is a pro-

cess in which formal statutory and decisional law play roles of widely

varying importance from year to-year.

To determine the scope of the Board's paver, one must Consider

two phases in the adoption process. First, there are the events

leading up to voting by the Board on proposed textbook lists. Because

the legislature has given the Board the power and duty to prescribe

textbooks but has been virtually silent about the appropriate standards

and procedures for selection, the Board enjoys broad discretiOn. Con-

sequently, the primary way for interested persons to affect the outcome

is not by suing the Board, but by trying to control its membership, or

to persuade it to make decisions favorable to one's point of view.

Members are appointed by the Governor; adoptions are made only once

in five years for each subject. The two foci of open public participa-

tion are, then, the gubernatorial election, and the hearings (required

by Board rules) prior to voting on adoptions.

Few gubernatorial campaigns are made or broken on an issue like

science textbooks. The pointed curriculum debates occur during

adoption periods. During the early 1970's, the proceedings of several
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curriculum commissions (Basic Goals Committees) -- appointed by the

Board to recommend to it stmdards for textbook adoptions -- was front

page news.36 Many educators, local school officials, and parents

were displeased and threatened by the actions taken by the commissions.

At crowded hearings, they challenged the commissions' recommendations.

They formed organizations to press their cause. We have summarized

these events below, under the heading, The Politics of Textbook Selec-

tion. Our conclusion is that the centralization of control over text-

books generated a large amount of wasted energy and The

curriculum controversies were not constructive dialogue, but an all-out

battle between groups trying to capture the prize of the adoption.

In addition to the discussion of the politics of textbook selec-

tion, our coverage of "phase 1" includes an analysis of the legal

111
standards for choosing textbooks. The legislature has said little

directly on this subject, so the analysis is mostly based on inferences

from related statutes. We also explore the economic purposes that

partly underlie the textbook statutes. To the extent that it can be

shown that centralized textbook selection was originally conceived by

the legislature as a means to drive dcwn textbook prices and win

editorial concessions from publishers, one can argue that the machinery

cannot properly be used to force local school instruction to operate

within a very narrow band of values, political theories, and pedagogical

methods.

The second phase is enforcement. Here, a fundamental problem is

knowing the legal effect of the lists of state-adopted books. If a

principal finds teaching materials which he would like to purchase for

use in his school, he can't take action until he has worked through a
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set of questions, many of which lead into legal snarls. His threshold

inquiries are:

1. Do I (or the district board) have authority to purchase

the materials?

2. Will the board of trustees be especially reluctant to

approve this purchase order because these materials

belong in a budget category which is subject to a

statutory limitation?

3. Even if I have the authority to obtain the materials, will

I then have the authority to require (or permit) that

they be used in the classrooms with as much emphasis

as I would like?

Answering question #1 requires categorizing the materials in

terms of two statutory frameworks -- the laws that empower the Board

to prescribe courses and subjects, and the textbook adoption laws.

Because these two sets of statutes have neither a common plan nor a

uniform terminology, this task may involve a lot of guesswork. Some

of the important questions will be:

Are the materials textbooks or teaching aids?

Which state list(s), if any, do they appear on?

For teaching what subject will they be used -- is the subject

Board- mandated? Board-optional? independently authorized

by local board?

The legal materials that must be worked through in this analysis are

discussed under the heading, Categories.

Question #2 draws us into problems of local school finance.

There is a single form of budgeting which the legislature has imposed
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411 on all districts. It makes a curcial distinction between Maintenance

and Operation & 0) expenses, on the one hand, and Capital Outlays

(CO) on the other. When the board of trustees appropriates funds for

CO, that decision does not have to be submitted to a vote of the dis-

trict electors;
37 when funds are designated for M & 0, that decision

is final only if the amount budgeted in that category does not exceed

the previous year's M & 0 by more than 7 %. 38 If the increase exceeds

the 7% limitation, the appropriation is only binding if approved by

the electorate.
39 Naturally, the board will make strong efforts to

stay within the per cent increase limitation, so its own decision will

be final. Depending on the circumstances, teaching materials may be

classified in the budget under M & 0, or'under CO. Our principal will

have a better chance of having his order approved if it will be

budgeted as a Capital Outlay. The confusing intricacies of this

classification are discussed under the heading, Categories.

Question #3 introduces the "supplantation" problem. The appearance

of a textbook or teaching aid on a Board list not only determines

whether it can be used at all, but also how much it can be used. For

example, a supplementary book cannot be relied on so heavily that it

supplants the prescribed main textbook. The application of this rule

is discussed under the heading, Compliance: Rule Against Supplantation.

A more traditional aspect of the enforcement phase is finding and

correcting violations of the Board adoptions. So far, we have only

considered the problem of knowing whether a particular purchase and

use of a textbook is legal. What if our principal obtains the

materials because of a mistaken conclusion about their status, or out

of disregard for the question of the lawfulness of his action? The
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Board and the Department have not had the resources to closely monitor

the actions of local districts. Unless violations were brought to their

attention (which is what happened with Man: A Course of Study MOOS)

see case study, infra, at lam) state officials rarely extended their

scrutiny beyond looking at budget reports and purchase orders. In the

latter case, deviations from Board mandates could be disguised in

sheaves of papers. The protective camouflage was that much harder to

pierce because of the confusing legal terminology already mentioned.

In the early seventies, the state agencies tried to tighten up what

control measures were available to them. The Eoard required that

district officials sign affidavits certifying that their schools were

in compliance with the textbook laws. Superintendent Shofstall, nem:-

while, established a procedure for substantive review of district pur-

chase orders (to replace the usual practice of rubber- stamping). These

new policies are described in more detail under the heading, Compliance:

Rule Against Supplantation.

PHASE I: Pre-adoption

1. The (unclear) legal standards guiding the Board's exercise of its

adoption powers.

a.) Economic purposes behind centralized textbook selection.

An important and ideologically neutral purpose for centralizing

selection and purchasing of textbooks, is to create a disciplined

buyer cooperative able to exert market power against publishers. Of

course, building up market paler was not the only reason behind

enacting the textbook selection laws. The legislature also wanted to

establish a minimum level of state-wide uniformity in curriculum.
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this end, it gave the Board's judgements about instructional policy

an important role. The extent of that role, however, should not be

exaggerated. Understanding the economic rationale of the adoption

statutes helps one to determine when a Board textbook policy has gone

beyond the discretion intended by the legislature.

The adoption of a textbook is an almost certain guarantee of high

volume orders for the text's publisher. From the earliest phases of

planning a new text, the editors will try to foresee the characteristics

which will please the Arizona Board and thereby lead to capturing a

large chunk of that state's market. A single school district would

be in no position to pressure a publisher to change his materials, but

the State Board, backed by a system of textbook adoption, can sometimes

elicit from the industry the kinds of books it wants. This phenomenon

is more pronounced in a large centralized state like Texas. Publishers

frequently put out special Texas editions in order to satisfy state

curriculum guidelines and to therefore have a crack at capturing that

market.

When Arizona became the first state to require a course in the

benefits of the Free Enterprise system, the Board was concerned that

it would be some tine (if ever) before three satisfactory textbooks --

the statutory minimum for adoption -- would be on the market. The

Attorney General was asked whether a smaller number could lawfully be

adopted for the new subject. He answered that if fewer than three

bids were made, then fewer than three textbooks could be adopted.

Meanwhile, the board and department undertook an unusually active role

in developing materials. Naa that Texas and Florida have adopted Free

Fnterprise laws, one can expect more commercial texts in the field.
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Centralized textbook selection may also help to drive down prices,

at least in centralized states as oonpared to decentralized ones. The

common school boards of trustees make their selections from the man-

.datory and supplementary lists, and send their orders to the state board.

The board then negotiates with the publishers and contracts for pur-

chase. The agreement must guarantee that the price of the books will

be no greater than that paid by any other buyer, and that in the event

of a subsequent decrease in another buyer's price, reducing it below

the Arizona price, that decrease will be passed on to Arizona. It

would be more difficult for local districts negotiating separately to

purchase, say, twenty or thirty different editions of fifth grade his-

tory texts from a dozen publishers to secure agreement by the publisher

to such stringent price terms, than it is for the Board in its position

of negotiating large orders for at most five such texts.

There are two important differences between textbook finance in

the common school districts as opposed to the high school districts.

To begin with, A.R.S. sec. 15-1101 imposes on common school trustees

the duty to furnish books in required courses free of charge. High

school trustees may impose reasonable rental fees, and in some situa-

tions may be required to charge a fee. Att'y Gen. Op. 56-1(1956).

The original legal theory was that the state owned the textbooks used

in the common schools, and the districts held them in trust. But that

formulation merely served to harass local trustees since they had to

pause before they could undertake such simple actions as trading in

worn and virtually useless books. See Att'y Gen. Op. 62-3-L(1962).

The legislature amended the law, Raking all books that have been and

will be purchased through the Board the property of the district. Sec.

15-1107.
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The second difference is more symbolic than real. Because almost

all common school instruction is subject to mandatory textbook regula-

tion, its purchasing of books is done almost exclusively through the

Board, whereas the high school districts only order mandated books in

that manner. Even though basic state aid distributions go directly

into both common and high school district treasuries without any ear-

marking of use for textbook purchasing, the dependence of common dis-

tricts on the Board's purchasing activities, the issuance of free

textbooks in the common schools, and the old concept of state held

title to the books have fostered the notion that the state government

supplies and pays for books in the common schools but not in the high

schools. As a corollarg, it is felt that there is some rough justice

in the state retaining more content control over materials it pays

for, as compared to those purchased from local funds.

Senate Bill 1079 (1974), introduced by Senator Ulm, exemplifies

this brooding theory. Sec. 15-102 would be amended to read:

"The state board of education shall:

18. Prescribe textbooks AND ANY RELATED SUBJECT MATTER
MATERIALS for the common AND HIGH schools. . ."

(additions to previous law in capital letters)

The changes represent a two-fold intensification of state control.

Pavers of prescription are extended beyond mere "textbooks," thereby

ratifying the state board's flexible definition of that term, and the

board is given new pacer to prescribe materials for use in required

high school courses. The bill later refers to high school courses,

"REQUIRED BY LAN OR BY RULE OR REGULATION OF THE STATE

BOARD OF EDUCATION. . ." page 3, lines 30-31.

This is somewhat puzzling since there is no antecedent statutory

authority for the Board to mandate high school courses by rule or
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regulation. Anyway, the feature of the proposal that most concerns us

here is the provision that,

r FOR SUCH P. :WS AND RELATM MATERIALS SHALL
BE MADE BY THE SUPERINTENDENT FROM FUNDS MADE AVAILABLE
FOR SUCH PURPOSE BY LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATION."
page 3, lines 33-35.

This is unprecedented. The high school district, unlike the cohuOn

school district, would not have to pay for the books out of its general

budget, nor would its share of basic state aid be reduced by the cost

of the state purchases. The quid pro quo is purchase of books from

special state funds in return for greater control by the Board over

the content of high school education.

A current statutory provision that balances state control with

local fiscal interests is the last sentence of sec. 15-102, par. 18:

Textbooks selected pursuant to the provisions of this
title shall not be Changed during the next five Years.

This is an old rule which is universally understood to be intended to

protect the districts against having investments in textbook inven-

tories rendered valueless by unexpected changes in state lists. When,

after five years, a new list is adopted, the district must purchase

a text for each student from that list; the district cannot continue

using a book that only appeared on the old list, except as supplemen-

tary material. Att'y Gen. Cp. 69-8-L (1969).

These economic factors add a new dimension to the meaning of the

textbook selection statutes. The law empowering the state to adopt

three to five texts for each required subject can be seen as a com-

promise between the economic efficiency of organized high volume

purchasing, and the interests of districts in making book choices

appropriate to perceived local needs and tastes. Undoubtedly, the
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legislature also wanted to promote some degree of uniformity in the

content of instruction throughout Arizona, but it probably did not

contemplate a situation in which the Board would adopt a list of five

almost identical texts for a diverse subject, or for an area in which

there is intense professional disagreement about appropriate methods

of instruction.

A court test of this proposition may have been narrowly averted

in 1974-75. The old Board
40

had appointed a language arts commission

which was dominated by a "phonics only" faction. Unlike some of the

other commissions, e.g. Science, this one refused to moderate its

position despite vigorous criticism of its statements. It recommended

a language arts adoption including only reading textbooks utilizing a

traditional phonics approach. The new Board, however, rejected the

phonics-only recottitendation (favored by the old Board) in January 1975.

It approved an adoption that included both phonics texts and books

using other methods.

b.) Other standards

According to the Attorney General, the agency charged by the

legislature with the duty of selecting books in any single context

can only be reversed for "gross abuse of that duty. "41 Whether the

choice is vested in the Board, or in local officials, is decided by

the laws examined in our discussion, Categories, in Phase II. In

this section, we are assuming that the Board has authority to select

books, and we are trying to find legal standards that limit its dis-

cretionary powers.

Explicit limits are hard to find. As the above-quoted section

indicates, the Attorney General has recently interpreted A.R.S. sec.
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15-102(18) so as to give the Board a carte blanche for selecting

textbooks.

The choice of textbooks is . . . within the sole

discretion of the State Board. State v. Hendrix,

56 Ariz. 342, 107 P. 2d 1078 (1940).

The Board is limited only by specific prohibition
or flagrant abuse of discretion. [emphasis added]

Att'y Gen. Op. 72-27-L, at 102 (1972).

Nevertheless, paragraph 18 itself gives a foothold for finding an

implied limitation on Board actions. While the Board is empowered to

adopt mandatory textbook lists for certain subjects, the lists must in-

clude a minimum of three choices. This suggests that the Board may not

impose total uniformity on the curriculum, a principle that would be

violated if the list consisted of three, four, or five almost identical

textbooks.

A second basis for limiting Board discretion can be implied from

the essential role of local districts in the legislative scheme of

curriculum development. In our discussion of the limits on Board

powers to mandate subjects, we made several arguments which would

negate Board authority to exercise its adoption powers in a manner

that prevented district actors from filling in the details of instruc-

tion and from having minimal choices among teaching methods. See,

Control of Subject Matter, Board Authority to Mandate Courses, supra,

at 73)77.

There is one explicit legal limitation on textbook content, but

it is of narrow scope. Article 11, Sec. 7 of the Arizona Constitution

prohibits the choice of textbooks which advance a specific religious

belief. In addition, the Legislature has imposed on school districts

the duty to exclude from schools and school libraries,
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all books, publications and papers of a sectarian,
partisan or denominational character. Sec. 15-442,

par. 5, Sec. 15-450 B, par. 2.

To give effect to these provisions, the statutory grant of the general

powers of the State Board over curriculum cannot include authority to

impose on districts any materials having the above-mentioned Character-

istics. Applying these criteria, however, is another problem. There

are no cases in point. The Attorney General has endorsed the test used

in Rosenberg v. Board of Education, 92 N.Y.S. 2d 344 (1949), which re-

quires a showing that the materials in question were intentionally

selected in order to promote racial bias. Att'y Gen. Op. 72-277L (1972).

The Rosenberg test is criticized 'h ov4i. cl-mri-e.r. on New Vor-k

A more tenuous approach for squeezing standards out of statutes is

to pick up on the values emphasized in various places in the Education

Code. For example, the Board cites the following provision in the

"Legal Basis" for its textbook policy:

"Continued open defiance of authority or habitual
profanity and vulgarity, constitute good causes

for expulsion. Sec. 15-305 B." A.C.R.R. R7-2-301, p. 90.

These provisions are slim reeds on which to base challenges to

state or local board actions. More plausible bases for limiting dis-

cretionary power are to be found in:

1. Arizona constitutional law regulating delegations of

legislative power. See supra, at 7 .

2. The Bill of Rights of the United States Constitution,
especially insofar as it prohibits instruction in the

nature of indoctrination.

3. Self-limitation in the form of:

(a) Adherence to internal regulatory procedures.

(b) The Board's customary (before 1970) deference
to local school decisions.

(c) Deference to perceived "professional" standards.
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Curriculum Ccaadttees of State Board*

1) State Textbook Committee (Advisory)

A. Functions:

This committee has a general watchdog function; it does not
participate in the regular adoption procedure:

It designs and evaluates adoption procedures.
It studies legislative changes in textbook adoption
procedures.

It accepts requests for special evaluations, and copes
with unusual problems arising apart from the regularly
scheduled adoptions. An example given in the regula-
tions is that it evaluates requests to substitute re-
vised texts for the older editions. Presubably, if a
board asked to substitute a non-listed textbook for a
basic text, under the application procedure newly
enacted in amended A.R.S. sec. 15-102(18), this
committee would process the application, evaluate the
application and make a recommendation to the Board.

It acts as an appeal board for cases in which the Depart-
ment has found that a textbook purchase order would
supplant a basic text.

B. Establishment: Each Board member appoints one committee
member to serve at his pleasure. A committee member must
be an "experienced educator." (Total: nine members)

2) Basic Goals - Course of Study Committees (Advisory)

A. Function:

Whenever the Board wants to revise the "Course of Study"
(the minimum syllabus) for a prescribed subject area,
it convenes one of these advisory committees to work up
a document for submission to the Board. At any point

in time there may be in existence several committees, or
none, depending on how much revision the Board wants done.

The work of these committees is a basic component in the
textbook selection process, because their reports, to
the extent they are adapted as courses of study, become
the "educational content criteria for the selection of

textbooks."

*Included are the three committees most directly related to
curriculum content, those which make recommendations on subjects and

textbooks. These are non-statutory committees, i.e., they are con-

stituted by the Board and governed by its regulations. See A.C.R.R.

R7-2-201.
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Basic Goals - Course of Study Comnittees (cont.)

B. Establishment:

27 members: 9 educators, 18 lay members.

Each Board member nominates 2 lay members and 1 educator
member, and the whole Board approves the nominations.

3) State Textbook Evaluation Committee (Advisory)

A. Function:

Regular adoptions occur in five year cycles for each

subject.
Each year, a committee is convened to evaluate the

available materials for the subjects due for adoptions

in that year. It recommends 3-5 basic textbooks for
each subject, and also recommends a list of supplementary
books.

B. Establishment:

27 members. 9 educators chosen from these categories:

Principal -- elementary
Content Specialist -- university based (in content being

considered)
Curriculum Specialist-- elementary based (in content being

considered)
Teachers from k-3; 4-6; 7-8; 9-12
18 lay members.

Geographically balanced representation is required.

Each Board member nominates one educator and two lay
members, but all the nominations are considered
together as a slate to be approved by the Board only
after it is determined that all of the distribution
requirements are met.
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2. The Politics of Textbook Selection (See outline of curriculum

comittee functions).

The more discretion delegated to a particular office, the more

important it is who holds the office, and haw he can be influenced.

As we have Eden, the legislature's delegation to the Board of textbook

selection authority appears to grant broad discretionary powers. Until

the early 1970's, Arizona state officials had not pressed this authority

to its limits. However, the appointment by Governor Williams of con-

servative members in the late 1960's, and the ascension to per of

Superintendent Shofstall, created a working majority of activist-

minded state officials with coinciding educational and social-political

philosophies. (As time passed, Shofstall opposed the position of the

most conservative Board faction on an increasing number of issues.)

For example, several members were opposed to all federal education

grants, on principle. (Previously, these had been routinely approved by

the Board.) In 1972, they created a furor by rejecting a grant to the

Mesa School District to fund an artist in residence.42 A revealing

display of both the politics of the conservative faction, and its

appetite for supervising all facets of education in the state, occurred

at a Board session at which members directed the Department to "de -

emphasize" a peace sign that appeared in a Department exhibit at a

state fair. lIt was merely part of a modernistic design including

religious symbols, the signs for male and female, and the two-finger

victory sign. )43

The decisions of the Board and Superintendent since January 1975,

indicate that the intense curriculum battles of the 1970's are over.
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Those disputes are beginning to fit together as a discrete episode, a

period in which a coherent group tried to exert the curriculum powers

of the Board to the fullest extent. In the previous section (and at

various places throughout this chapter) we noted the legal limits of

the power to select textbooks. In this section we examine the political

limitations on Board authority that manifested themselves in the

curriculum disputes of the 1970's. We find that a severe disadvantage

of a centralized textbook selection procedure is that it can generate

unproductive controversy by encouraging groups to "capture" the levers

of control and to impose their educational and political beliefs on

all of Arizona.

* * *

It is hard to quarrel with centralized textbook selection if it

pulls a state's low-achieving schools up to a minimum standard of

instructional quality, or if it pushes the best teaching in the state

past new frontiers by sponsoring working committees of high-powered

thinkers whose recommendations are heeded by publishers wanting to

capture a part of the state textbook market. Once the Board accepts a

set of guidelines, publishers will produce materials which follow them

in order to be able-to submit strong bids at adoption time.

But this promising scenario assumes agreement and on what is good

-.
instruction and on where the frontiers of learning are located.

Establishing criteria frequently requires choices among controversial

values. Should Arizona public high schools teach all of their students

about the use of contraceptives? Should history be taught as a set of

"basic facts," or as a body of theories? What is the basis for an

assertion that the free enterprise system is the most "successful"
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economic system known to man? Or that "U.S. remains the envy of the

civilized world and the last best hope of mankind?"44

Is it better to have questions like these thrashed out at the

state level and the answers imposed on. every public school child in

Arizona, or to have them resolved independently by district-wide forums,

by small meetings of faculty and parents, or even by classroom dis-

cussions among students and teachers? If the Uclited States is a

rapidly changing society in which many important values are in transi-

tion, then good faith discussions among persons with varying interests

and values is a positive good. Anyone accepting this premise will want

to know -- before deciding whether centralized textbook selection is a

net gain or net loss -- whether the political process by which decisions

are made approximates one of the following models.

A. Consensus Model.

It is assumed that all constituencies of any size are repre-

sented in the decision - making body. Every element of a course of

study or adopted textbook is acceptable to every committee member.

Variant 1. The consensus is achieved after a period of

dialogue during which many of the decision-makers alter

their original positions. Many citizens might oppose

the consensus product, but that controversy may burn

itself out as the process of persuasion that occurred

in the committee repeats itself in the larger community.

Public school instruction is, of course, a part of the

process.

[1] In this variant, the textbook selection machinery

operates as a forum which promotes the sharing of
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values without resort to manipulations of political

paver or to other forms of domination.

[2] However, when the committee's selections are

made binding cn all public schools in the state, is

that leadership or indoctrination?

Variant 2. Mere is little or no dialogue;. the committee

avoids controversial issues. It prescribes instruction

which represents the lowest common denominators of the

opinicns of the calamity. The resulting curriculums

would need not be ideological, but they will probably be

excruciatingly dull, and they will exert a conservatizing

influence because of the exclusion of controversial

subjects.

B. Bargaining, or Propositional Representation Model.

It is assumed that all constituencies of any size are repre-

sented in the decision- making body. The curriculum guidelines

and textbook adoptions inclndP concepts and materials of a varied

and sometimes conflicting nature. Consequently, local decision-

makers enjoy considerable leeway in shaping the content of

instruction without violating state law or policy. at makes

this variety possible is that many members have assented to the

inclusion of provisions which they do not like in return for a

like toleration of their cwn ideas by other mothers. This is

what primarily distinguishes the bargaining from the consensus

model -- almost every nenber is opposed to some element of the

recommended curriculum. When this process prevails one would

expect that centralized textbook control would not greatly change
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classroom instruction from what it would be like under local

autonomy.

C. Winner-Take-All Model.

It is not assumed that all constituencies of any size are

represented in the decision-making body. Politically organized

factions try to obtain a working majority on a given committee for

the purpose of adopting a curriculum conforming exactly to their

awn philiscpby and educational theories. Centralized curriculum

control is seen as an instrument for propagation of one's values.

There are no concessions to minority views, no boda fide attempts

to achieve dialogue. Avoiding controversy in the operation of

the ccaufttee is not seen as an independent goal, though it

may at some times be of practical importance.

Persons playing this power game have no qualms about using

the force of law to enforce their idea of instruction on the

entire public school system. In fact, they may be motivated by

a belief that such action is necessary to counteract another

group's disproportionate oontrol.of public instruction. (One may

want to test the theory that centralization of selection favors

the development of a winner-take-all process because it raises

the stakes for winner and loser. This is an incentive for

concentrated political effort.)

Before approximately 1968 the politics of state textbook selec-

tion in Arizona apparently varied between Variant 2 of Mbdel A, and

Model B. From 1968-1974 there seems to have been a transition to the

third model. The state board began to construct a legal and institu-

tional framework for developing detailed curriculum guidelines that
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would become mandatory syllabi in addition to being criteria for text-

bcok selection. Several advisory commissions were created to examine

particular courses of study. There were severe, unresolved internal

battles, and when some of the commissions began to release their pre-

liminary guidelines and hold public hearings, they were net with

expressions of outrage.

Notwithstanding state board regulations governing the membership

and conduct of the commissions, it was not clear what their job was

supposed to be.45 Conflicting public statements by commission members,

public officials, and interest groups, plus various cosmetic changes

(like twice renaming the social studies commission) added diversity

to the confusion. The main issues were how detailed the commission

guidelines were to be and what legal force they were to be given by

Board adoption. The controlling faction in the social studies

commission set to writing a report that amounted to a program of

lesson plans, and this group expected those plans to be legally binding

on classroom teachers. A mass resignation of members did not sway the

controlling group. There could be no purer exanple of winner-take-all

politics than Board acceptance of the rump °omission's report.

The most dramatic event in the social studies commission furor was

the 28 October 1972 resignation of eight commission members. Subsequent

public discussion revealed many ways in which persons thought that the

commission's deliberations potentially affected their interests. Among

the issues raised were these:

a) local autonomy v. state control

b) "basic education" approach v. "behavioral" approach

c) factual approach v. problem solving approach
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d) incloctrinatory v. politically neutral curriculum

e) Tucson v. Phoenix

f) right wing ideologues v. moderates, liberals, and professional

educators

g) obligations of a courittee nenber, i.e., abiding by a majority

of commission v. appealing to the public through the press.

Three useful documents are the 30 October 1972 Statement of George

Archibald, Chairman of the Basic Goals Commission; the "white paper"

of the Arizona Coalition on Educational Policy; and the 30 October

1972 quasi-public letter of Robert W. Klingenfus, Coordinator of Social

Studies for the Tucson Public Schools. The depth of the schism within

the commission was reflected in the inability of post-resignation

oonnentators to agree on what was at stake. Sore illustrations follow:

Coalition:

Historically, local districts have been provided general
curricular goals and have been allowed flexibility to meet
local demands by adjusting curricular schedules and by
varying the emphasis placed upon the specifics of courses
taught. p. 2.

Since 1969, the State Department of Education has em-
barked upon a power grab which is destroying the natural
balance of educational control in Arizona. p. 1.

Archibald:
Obviously the real issue is not centralization of

schools or infringement of local control of public educa-
tion. Arizona law requires the State Board of Education
to do what it has asked this Comnission to accomplish....

The issue is not control of the 27-nember Commission
by any faction concentrated in Phoenix...

that controversy has obtained during Commission meetings
has centered on the traditional philosophical dichotomy between
those who believe in the behavioral or attitudinal approach to
social studies instruction...and those who believe in a more

fundamental approach... p. 2.

Klingenfus:
[I]n too many cases a very small group is determining
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what shall be taught in the K-12 program. p. 1.

If the commissions are given the power to construct de-
tailed courses of study then there is no role for teachers or
the State Department except as technicians...

I believe...that Mr. Archibald has misinterpreted the
intent of the definition of a course of study. [original

emphasis] p. 2.

If social studies cannot be taught in the schools at any
level and only the separate disciplines of geography, govern-
ment, history and economics can be taught then I am afraid
that the clock has been set back 50 years. p. 3.

Political pressure caused some commissions to beccue more general

and more eclectic in their reports. Also, Superintendent Shofstall

and sore Board members increasingly talked about claiming only recommen-

datory authority for accepted commission reports. A document which

exemplifies these trends is the final report of the Basic Goals

Commission for Science.
46

It is subtitled, "Course of Study/Criteria

fa lextbook Selection," and the preamble states,

The principal function of the Basic Goals Commission
of Science is the development of a course of study to
provide the criteria for textbook selection...No attempt
has been made to prescribe any specific approach to the
teaching of science..." p. 1.

The text fulfills this promise. Curriculum for grades K-8 are outlined

in 20 pages. Large crowds of people had lambasted the science, health,

and history commissions when they presented much longer and more de-

tailed preliminary reports in the first few months of 1973.47 Finally,

dropping an earlier idea of requiring equal tine for teaching the

creationist theory of life, the commission rejected the use of the

guidelines as a means to advance any particular scientific or anti-

scientific theories:

1 4 3



The students should have access to the various scientific
interpretations of even the most controversial theories of
science, i.e., those dealing with the origin and adapticn
of terrestrial life forms, the origin of celestial systems
and their sub-systems, the existence of extraterrestrial
life, and the absolute nature of matter and energy. p. 18.

So the next step was for publishers to submit bids on materials that they

think satisfy the guidelines, and from which the Textbook Evaluation

Committee would reoarmnd three to five textbooks from among the bids.

The early 1970's has shown that controlling factions within text-

book advisory carmissions can have their gains neutralized by pressures

based outside the commissions and the board. During 1972-1974, opposi-

tion to various actions of the curriculum commissions included:

1. Legislation introduced that would strip Board of powers to

prescribe courses of study and textbooks.
48

2. Superintendent Shofstall's shift to a position in support of

local control of curriculum.
49

3. "Parents' Bill of Rights" movement.5° (conservative group,

favored some commission actions, opposed others.)

4. Arizona Coalition on Educational Policy.51(author of "white

paper").

5. "Bill of Rights" for local control submitted by Arizona School

Administrators, Inc.; similar policy urged by Arizona School Boards

Assoc.
52

6. Annual Conference of Arizona PTA's calling for "return to

local control of schools and a limitation placed on the powers and

duties of the Arizona Board of Education."
53

7. Tucson District #1 voting support for a teachers' resolution

calling for disbant.,ment of all state curriculum commissions.54
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8. Concerned Citizens for Local Control threatening lawsuits.
55

There is no evidence of significant countervailing pressure.

State Senator Ulm introduced a bill that would have strengthened Board

control over curriculum,
56

but he soon withdrew it. The conservative

Arizona Breakfast Club disputed the argument that the actions of the

curriculum commissions were a threat to local control, and clefe-v%cia-A

having 1/3 lay representation on the commissions.
57

(The

Arizona PTA convention, on the other hand, resolved that more scholars

should be on the commissions.)
58

A review of the files of the Phoenix

Gazette and the Arizona Republic (jointly awned newspapers of very con-

servative bent, one of whose editors was George Archiblad, chairman of

the social studies commission) reveals little else worth mentioning.

By the summer of 1974, it was apparent that none of the first

four commissions, and no majority faction of any commission, was going

to be able to make decisions that would dictate the intimate details of

instruction for a five year period (there are five year intervals

between textbook adoptions). The changed positions of cc:mission have

already been discussed. Health education had been controversial since

August 1969, when it was made a required course, but in March 1973 the

Board issued a policy clarification stating that sex education was not

required as a part of the health course, and that eliminated most con-

tention over the health ccandssion. The same month it became apparent

that the history commission had moved towards a consensus position. It

cut its report from 31 to 10 pages, and it discarded language calling

cn teachers to "stress the positive rather than negative aspects of the

past," and to "emphasize continuity more than conflict" in the nation's

past. The social studies commission had the ground cut out from under
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it when, on Shofstall's urging, the board voted (in November 1973) that

its guidelines were not "minimum requirenents which must be taught," but

suggested requirements which "should be taught."59 Consequently, the

December hearings on the fifty-five page social studies guidelines were

quiet.

This is not to say that during the period of public backlash the

state board reconsidered its general goal of asserting greater control

over local schooling. As described elsewhere in the chapter, when

Superintendent Shofstall took steps to implement procedures guarding

against supplantation of mandated textbooks, the Board and the Depart-

ment trie to establish performance-based teacher certification, and

the legislature and Board focussed on the use of standardized tests to

define minimum student performance levels. However, the ultra-conservative

111 agenda for state-wide curriculum control suffered two severe set-backs

early in 1975. It appears that the newly constituted Board° is moving

away from active and detailed intervention in instructional practices in

the districts. First, the Board had established a moral guidelines

committee in the summer of 1974, whose job it was to consider adopting

standards for moral education patterned on the California =del. The

Board abolished the committee in February, 1975, at the request of its

chairperson, Merle Platt, who said,

"I have concluded that the teaching of values has no61
place in a compulsory, secular school system."

The other Board turn-around was its rejection of the phonics-only

approach to teaching reading which was recommended to it by the

language arts conaission.62 The Board endorsed district use of various

411 approaches to teaching reading, and said that the state textbook adoption

in language arts would make available materials for more than one

reading method.
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PHASE II: Post-adoption

1. Categories

The impact of the state adoptions on local curriculum planning

depends on the classification of materials with respect to these sets

of categories:

a) Courses Mat kind of course would the materials be used in?)63

b) Textbooks (Is the choice pre-empted by a state adoption?)

c) Budget (How will the purchase be classified in the local

budget?)

To take a clear-cut case, consider a principal ordering a textbook

for fifth grade mathematics. His intention is to use it for the basic

coursebook. Because a prescribed, mandatory, commil school subject is

involved, there is a state adoption of 3-5 basic textbooks. The prin-

cipal must choose from this list. Itihatever his choice, the terns of his

district's contract of purchase will already have been determined by

negotiations between the Department and the publisher. The purchase

order must be approved by the Department, but the actual order, sale,

payment, and receipt of materials is handled by local officials. The

expense is tabulated in the budget under "Capital Outlay -- Textbooks,"

where it has no effect on the per cent budget limitation.

Few cases are so simple. Quite aside from the intrinsic conceptual

difficulties of coordinating the functions of the three categories,

problems are created by the lack of uniformity in language among the

students, and in the Board regulations implementing them. It often

seems that each of these provisions was drafted with reckless disregard

A041/
for the need to apply ;I" in conjunction with the others.
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Some examples of interpretive problems are these:
64

1. Purchase order for set of math games for fifth grade math

course, with intention of using it to occupy 5-20% of student work time.

Not an basic or supplementary textbook list. Can it be purchased?

What budget category?

2. Purchase order for math book to be used by average fifth grade

student for 30% of his assignments. Intention to give discretion to

teachers to allow pupils making particularly good progress in that book,

as compared to basic text, to use it for up to 100% of their work. Can

the book be used as intended?

3. Purchase order for illustrative charts to be used in conjunc-

tion with basic text (in fifth grade math course) but not issued by same

publisher; they are equally suited for use with non-listed books. What

budget category?

4. Purchase order for booklets for journalism, an optional sub-

ject by Board regulation; the Board has issued no book list. May

booklets be purchased? What budget category?

5. Purchase of textbook for common school course in anthropology.

Not on Board optional subject list; no relevant textbook adoption. Is

it a "special subject"? If yes, is local discretion absolute? Budget

category?

Neither the legislature, nor the courts, nor the state agencies

has given us a consistent set of interpretations harmonizing courses

and subjects; textbooks; and budgets. In this section, we try to

present the relevant laws in as clear a form as possible, and we dis-

e-74110

cuss how they have been or might be applied to situations such as those

in the above examples. Figures. 1-A and I chart, the relationship
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FIGURE 1-A (Explanation of terminology in Figure 1)

TEXTBOOK ADOPTIONS

(a) basic textbook lists

(3-5 texts per subject

per grade level) A.R.S.

sec. 15-102(18)

sec. 15 -442(A) (2)

(b) supplementary book lists

(Individual purchases

must be approved* by

Board)

A.R.S. sec. 15-1101

sec. 15-442(A)(A)

(c) ad hoc Board approval* of

411 substitutions for prescribed

basic textbooks

A.R.S. sec. 15-102(18),

(as amended, 1974)

(d) ad hoc Board approval* of pur-

chases of supplementary books not

appearing on approved lists. (Ask-

ing for Board approval is the

administrative practice. Board

authority to require such clearance

is implied from sec. 15-1101 --

power to approve purchases of listed

supplementary books).

SUBJECTS OF INSTRUCTION

(i) mandated subjects

(Mandated by legislature, or by

Board pursuant to A.M. sec.

15-102(15-16))

k

(ii) optional subjects

(Duty of Board to promulgate list,

under A.R.S. sec. 15-102(17))

(iv)

"special subjects"

(Independent authority of districts

to offer them under A.R.S. sec.

15 -448(A) (3). Several are named

in the provision, but also dis-

trict may add on "other special

subjects". In other words, these

optional subjects that legislature

has specifically named, or has given

districts independent authority to

present.)

optional high school subjects

(Prescribed by district with Bcerd

approval A.R.S. sec. 15-545(B).

State Board has no authority to

prescribe high school subjects) .

*Statutory standard for approval in (b) and (d) is that supplementary
books cannot "supplant" prescribed basic text. A.M. sec. 15-102(18).
In (c), however, the very purpose of the ad hoc approval procedure appears

to be to Change the basic text.
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FIGURE 2, 4ONTINUED

FOOTNOTE

There are special rules for applying the budget limitation to

federal grants. The two normal channels for federal funding are: a)

grant is made to the Board, and it apportions it among districts according

to stautotry guidelines (A.R.S. sec. 15-1141 et. sm.); b) grant made to

and accepted by local board (Attorney General's Office Letter, September

10, 1969.)

In the first case, federal monies received by the district fran

the Board are not subject to the limitation if several conditions are

met. The basic requirements are that the money be used for a particular

educational purpose, and that expenditures of federal funds in excess of

the annual budget have the approval of the County Board of Supervisors.

Also, quite aside from the budget question, the funds must be used as

designated by the Board. Att'y Gen. Op. 68-9-L (1968).

In the second situation, although the district may apply for and

directly receive federal grants, they are only exempted from the budget

limitation if the district seeks and obtains the Board's approval of the

program. Part and parcel of this approval is submission to the same

degree of Board supervision as outlined in A.R.S. sec. 15-1141 et. Eel.,

applicable to the first kind of grant. (Attorney General's Office Letter,

September 10, 1969).

A 1972 conflict between the Board and the Mesa district illustrates

both the impact of the budget limit in the federal grant situation, and

the uncertain status of the Attorney General's letter, cited above. The

National Endowments for the Arts (a federal entity) granted Mesa funds to

hire an artist-in-residence. The Board "vetoed" the program. Lacking the

111
approval required for avoidance of the limitation under the Letter, the

district superintendent reported,
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"This forced us to shrink our budget within the six
per cent [former statutory limit] by $26,700."
Phoenix Gazette, Nov. 7, 1972.

But there was another problem-- even though the Letter clearly implies

that the board could receive the funds, albeit within the budget limita-

tion, the Board acted as if the veto cut off the grant altogether. The

district threatened to take the Board to court, but it subsequently

managed to have a state agency act as conduit for the federal money. At

that point, the Arizona Republic editorialized that although the rerouting

appeared to be technically legal, the Board should take the district to

court, trying to enjoin the use of the federal money. The Board, which

was under fire from Superintendent Shofstall and other critics for its

"out of habit" rejection of federal funds, did not file suit. Meanwhile,

the Mesa board resolved to seek legislation that would make it unlawful

for the Board to veto federal grants unless their use would be "contrary

to existing state board courses of study, politics, rules or regulations."

Phoenix Gazette, Nov. 7, 1972; Arizona Republic, Oct. 9 and Oct. 22, 1972.

(End of footnote to Figure 2)
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110
between course prescriptions and textbook adoptions. Figure 2 shows has

different kinds of materials are categorized in the local budget.

A. Relationships Between Textbook Adoption Categories and
Subject of Instruction Categories (Figures 1 -A and 1).

Our first problem is to correlate two sets of rules -- those

dealing with textbooks and those dealing with subjects. There are four

'kinds of subjects:

(i) specifically required by a statute, or prescribed by
the Board pursuant to statutory authority

(ii) prescribed by the Board as optional subjects

(iii) offered by the district under the independent authority
of the statutory phrase, "other special. subjects" in

A.R.S. sec. 15-448

(iv) optional high school subjects, i.e., not required directly
by statute, but prescribed by the local board and approved
by Board (not uniform statewide)

On the textbook side of this scheme of curriculum regulation,

there are two general kinds of books -- basic textbooks, and supplementary

books. The classification of films, games, activity cards, laboratory

sets, programmed tapes and other non-book materials pose special problems.

Because these problems are primarily related to budgetary practices, our

discussion of them is put off until section (B), which follows. The

enabling provisions for the Board's authority regarding selection of basic

textbooks and supplementary books is found in two enabling provisions:

A) "(The Board) shall prescribe textbooks for the common
schools, and shall prepare a list of not less than
three nor more than five textbooks for each grade and
each subject taught in the common schools for the
selection by the school district of one book from such

list for each student . . . "(emphasis added] A.R.S. sec. 15-102(18)

B) "(The Board) shall annually prepare lists of approved
and supplementary books from which the board of
trustees of a school district may, with the approval of

the state superintendent of public instruction, purchase

supplementary books." [emphasis added] A.R.S. sec. 15-1101B
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The drafters of these sections did not confront the fact that they had

to be applied in several different legal contexts, each of which created

its an set of interpretative problems. As we have just noted, there

are at least four kinds of "subjects." The balance between state and

local control is different in each one depending on the meaning of the

textbook statutes. For example, where Board authority is at its weakest,

(special subjects and high school subjects) a broad reading of the

textbook provisions is least tenable.

In our chart, in Figure 1, we have laid out all possible pairings

of textbook powers and course prescription powers. A number of legal

issues are identified, and practical constructions -- implied by

administrative practice are noted. Perhaps the most important of

these practical constructions is that the Board has only prescribed

basic textbook lists for mandated65 subjects. Taken literally, the

language of sec. 15-102(18), "each subject", could be taken to mean that

the Board can prescribe a basic text for each optional subject, or for

each special subject. Although the latter reading would probably not

hold up, (it would run directly counter to the independent local

authority granted by the "other special subjects" provision) applying

the phrase to optional subjects would have been reasonable (though not

beyond serious legal challenge).

The main effect of this interpretation is to weaken Board control

over materials used in optional courses. When a principal plans to

purchase materials fol. an optional course, he still asks the Superinten-

dent for clearance.
66

However, the Superintendent does not have the

staff resources necessary to keep a close watch over supplementary book

orders, to the extent of carefully shaping the content of optional
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courses. By comparison, the requirement that a basic textbook be pur-

chased for each mandatory course, and the legal prohibition against

supplanting that text with supplementary books, makes the Board's con-

trol of the mandatory courses largely self-executing.

We have not yet explained the third and fourth textbook categories.

Ad hoc approval of substitutions for prescribed basic textbooks is

authorized in a portion of sec. 15-102(18) not included in what was

quoted above. It says:

"(1) school district may substitute a textbook for a pre-
scribed textbook upon approval by the state board of
education of an application for such substitution. . . "

The legislature's failure to include guidelines for the Board's passing

cn applications creates some doubt about how this procedure is supposed

to be used. At the least, the law means that the Board should allow sub-

stitutions when a district can show a responsible educational purpose in

using a non-listed book, a purpose which does not undermine an important

state policy (e.g. a specific policy about substantive content of a

subject, or a general policy of uniformity, or of acquiring market power

against textbook publishers.)

Ad hoc Board approval of purchases of supplementary books not

appearing on approved lists is a category created by practice, rather

than by statute. This category may not be legally required. Arguably,

whenever the Board does not bother to issue a list, the field is wide

open for local purchases, so long as these purchases do not otherwise

violate a law or binding regulation (e.g. by supplanting the basic text

for the subject).

Besides direct statutory interpretation and administrative practice,

official Board policy is another factor that affects the relationship
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between textbook selection and the prescription of subjects. The Board

has. appointed "Course of Study Committees" to drag LT, curriculum frame-

works for various subject matters. The report of one of these advisory

committees, when adopted,67 becomes the content criteria for textbook

selection by the Board's Textbook Evaluation Committee. These criteria

are not intended to prevent local educators from enhancing the curriculum,

however. The Board Regulation A.C. R.R. R7-2-301
68

states:

"The Course of Study prescribed by the State Board of
Education provides the basic minimum course content in
each prescribed subject area to insure a minimum quality
education in conpliance with Article XI, Section 1 of
the Constitution.

The State BoaJA of Education reaffirms that the Board
is not limiting local districts and/or teachers from en-
riching and enhancing the minimum course content but
rather encourages local districts to excel way beyond
these basic standards." [emphasis added]

Many Board nenbers and committee nenbers acted contrary to this

policy in the 1970's. They tried to adopt courses of study that were so

detailed, and textbook lists that were so narraaly tailored to their own

philosophies, that if they had succeeded there would have simply been

no room for local districts to "enrich," "enhance," or "excel." Complying

with all of the lesson plan details would have left little time for any-

thing else, and ordering materials to go along with the local instruc-

tional variations would have been difficult.

The official policy concept of a basic minimum, however, makes

good sense in the statutory framework. Together with the rule against

supplantation, and the economic objectives for centralized textbook

selection, it provides away to determine the scope of Board curriculum

410 powers: The Board's affirmative curriculum enactments must meet the

test of contributing to a reasonably defined basic minimum. (Excessively
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detailed rules and learning objectives which are not "basic," but required

by a peculiar system of values, do not pass the test.) -The Board's 2127

hibitions on local curriculum actions must meet the test that those

actions would otherwise result in a supplanting of the basic minimum, or

would seriously jeopardize Arizona's bargaining power with publishers.

The Board's practice of not issuing supplementary book lists for optional

courses is consistent with this scheme of basic minimum plus local

initiative.

B. Relationships Between Textbook Adoption Categories and
Budget Expenditure Categories (Figure 2)

It's not enough for a district board to have the right to purchase

a set of curriculum materials -- it also needs money. The governing

board has the final word on expenses and local appropriations for

capital outlays. Under A.R.S. sec. 15-1202.06, the board notifies the

county superintendent of its CO budget, and the superintendent notifies

the county board of supervisors, who must,

"make a levy on the property of the school district
sufficient to produce revenues for the payment of

these expenses."

These revenues pay for "textbooks" and for some "teaching aids," because

the statutory budget format classifies those items under CO.

Left out, however, are other "teaching aids," and "supplementary

books." These belong in the category, Maintenance and Operation (40).

The board's fund raising powers are more limited in that area. The

district is bound to appropriate funds to cover the M&O budget only if

current year M&O has increased over the previous year's amount
69

by

less than 7%.
70

If the per cent limitation is not met, the budget is

not official until approved in a special budget election, by a majority

of those voting.71 It makes planning much easier for the board members
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411
if they can keep within the per cent limitation and therefore avoid the

risk of a budget rejection at the polls.72 Given the rates of inflation

in the late sixties and early seventies, however, it is difficult to

meet that goal. The purchase of curriculum enrichment materials is the

kind of "marginal" expenditure that is most likely to be slated for

elimination.

Given these budgetary pressures a school principal ordering

supplementary materials will ask, how can these be budgeted as CO rather

than as MO?

To qualify for CO treatment, the materials must be either "text-

books," or "teaching aids related to textbooks." The Board has defined

"textbook" as:

"The total instructional materials selected as the basic
source of instructional materials for use in teach-ET-
pupils in the subject areas as established by the State

Board. This may include materials, equipment, and
illustrative material as well as the more traditional

textbook." [emphasis added] A.C.R.R. R7-2-301, p. 87.

The definition appears in the regulations establishing procedures for

the State Textbook Evaluation Committee. As the underlined language

suggests, only material6 adopted as prescribed texts for prescribed

subjects can be textbooks. Other equipment, illustrative material and

traditional textbooks can be "supplementary books." These are defined

by the Board as:

"Any textbook (as defined above) (referring to above-quoted
passage) intended to serve, but is not limited to, one or

more of the following purposes . . .

"1. To provide more complete coverage of a subject or
subjects included in a given course.

2. To provide for meeting the various' learning ability

levels of pupils in a given age group or grade level.

3. To provide for meeting the diverse educational needs

of pupils with a language disability. . .
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4. To pro- de for meeting the diverse educational needs
of pupils caused by a condition of cultural disparity."
A.C.R.R. R7-2-301, p. 87.

Because these definitions eliminate. the distinction between tra-

ditional textbooks and other forms of instructional materials, th:

classification of a purchase order can turn on subtle differences. Take,

for example, the purchase of a "lab kit" containing test tubes, chemicals,

electrical parts, etc., which is designed for use in a science course:

(a) It is textbook and gets CO treatment if it is named in

the description of one of the 3-5 basic science texts

adopted by the Board for the grade level and subject for

which it is purchased (provided, of course, the school

has actually selected a textbook which includes the kit).

(b) It is not a textbook, but can get CO treatment nonetheless,

if it is not named by the Board as part of a basic set of

source materials but it is related to a set of such

materials and the board is purchasing them. However,

there is a special limitation on the amount of the capital

budget which can be spent in this way:

"One-fourth of the amount budgeted for
textbooks may be expended for teaching aids
relating to the textbooks selected."

A.R.S. sec. 15-442(A)(2)

Thus, if the science textbooks cost $7,500, an additional

$2,500 can be spent on related aids in the capital budget.

When the entry is finally made, the expenditure for aids

will not exceed 25% of the total item.

(c) If the conditions in (b) are satisfied, except that the

expense exceeds the 25% limitation, the excess spills over

into MO.
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(d) If the laboratory chest was not "related" to the selected

basic textbook, but the district nonetheless had the right

to purchase it for enrichment purposes (under Att'y Gen.

Op. 61- 138 -L), the expenditure is M&O. A standard for

"relatedness" is nowhere spelled out. A lab set, for

exanple, could be adapted for demonstration of the con-

cepts being taught in virtually any general science text-

book. Therefore, under a common sense notion of related-

ness, it would almost always fit into category (b) or (c).

A more narrow, technical interpretation could require that

the use of the laboratory materials be spelled out in the

basic materials, or even that the kit be marketed by the

same publisher as the basic materials and represented as

being part of the same program. Since there is no authority

requiring the application of a technical definition, one

can assume that the common sense meaning of the term applies.

Thus, any tine local officials acting in good faith and

exercising reasonable professional judgement (or ratifying

the judgement of their agents) classify a purchase as M&O

because it is related to a basic textbook, state officials

should not be able to substitute their judgement about the

classification.

Supplementary books are budgeted under MO. The above-quoted

definitions appear to allow for some purchases to fit the definition for

a supplementary book (M&O) or for a teaching aid related to textbooks

(C0). For exanple, suppose the laboratory set was to be used by pupils

as an advanced activity whenever they had mastered the concepts in the
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basic text ahead of schedule. The chest would fit into the "more cam-

plete coverage" provision of the definition of supplementary book. But

it also would be a teaching aid related to the basic text. We think the

statutory provision for budgeting related teaching aids as CO should take

precedence over the administrative definition. There is nothing in the

legislature's few references to supplementary books which indicates an

intention to limit the budgeting flexibility confered by sec. 15-442.

Rather, the legislature already built a limitation into that very

section -- the 25% requirement.

So far, we have only talked about the situation in which local

educators try to include materials in the capital outlay budget in order

to avoid the per cent budget increase limitation. There can, however,

be countervailing incentives. If there is a desire to purchase materials

which state officials may not favor, budgeting them under M&O may de-

crease the likelihood that the purchase order will be closely scrutinized

in the Department. Similarly, when a given material can arguably be

classified either as a supplementary book or as a teaching aid unrelated
4-At ieee't For

to the basic textbook, treating it as an unrelated aid obviate'ep5ard

approval for the purchase.73 Budget-wise, there is nothing to lose,

since in either case the expenditure is M&O. The Attorney General has

held that the districts have independent authority to purchase unlisted

teaching aids -- subject to the statutory limitation that they not be

purchased in such quantities that they supplant the basic textbooks.

(Att'y Gen. Op. 61-138-L).

2. Ccapliance: Rule Against Supplantation

After probing the many subleties in prescribing courses of study,
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adopting textbooks, and classifying purchases of :materials for budgetary

purposes, one can see that the question whether a particular local action

has violated a statute or a valid Board regulation can be multifaceted.

The only statutory reference to a standard of compliance, appears in

sec. 15-442(A)(2), which states:

"District school funds may be budgeted and expended by the
board for supplementary books, as contained in the lists
pwepared by the state board of education . . . provided
that supplementary books shall not be purchased in such
quantities as to take the place of the textbooks pre-
scribed by paragraph 18 of §15-102." [emphasis added]

Despite the reliance on quantity as a criterion for compliance, the under-

lying concern here is haw instructional materials are to be used. The

purchase of a large quantity of supplementary books creates a presumption

that they will be used as substitutes for the prescribed textbooks.

What makes the standard awkward is that it is only geared for

intervention at one stage in curriculum development -- when purchase

orders are sent to the Board for approval. This forces the Board to

ertov
exercise control through restraints. The statute relies oneupirical

assumption that the greater the quantity of supplementary materials pur-

chased, the more likely they will be used to supplant the basic text.

The Board might consider factors additional to this simple recipe -- e.gr.

any prior history of use of the materials in the district; the willingness

of officials to give assurances that the materials will be used properly.

Dissatisfied with this one-shot regulatory procedure, the Board

+ke.
has tried to fashion supplantation restriction into a handle for con-

tinuing control over the use of teaching materials. Hence, it drafted

the following affidavit, and then enacted a regulation requiring that

local educators sign it under oath.
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"This is to certify that each school in the
school district no. has purchased state adopted text-
books as prescribed by ABS 15-102.18 and ARA 15-442A.2 and
as published in the current official list of state adopted
textbooks. These state adopted textbooks are being used
as the basic source of instructional materials and other
books and/Or materials are not being used to supplant the
state adopted texts."

SIGNED
SUPERINTENDENT, PRINCIPAL, OR HEAD TEACHER

NOTARY
IF APPROPRIATE PLEASE LIST AREAS AND REASCNS FOR
NON-COQ PLAINCE

[emphasis added).

The affidavit creates a juncture between authority over materials and

cantrol of school personnel -- refusal to sign, or waking a false cer-

tification would be grounds for the Board to revocate teaching and

administrative credentials. Additionally, the Board's regulation warns

that failure to comply with the textbook prescriptions is a violation of

A.R.S. sec. 15-442, which will result in suspension of funds.74

The affidavit was promulgated in November, 1973. It is a fitting

synbol of the state-local antagonism and distrust of the early 1970's.

More enforcement machinery was put in place by Superintendent Shofstall

in March 1974.
75

He set up a dual procedure. First, the deputy super-

intendent was charged with examining orders for non-textbook teaching

aids; he was to approve them once he determined they were not "intended

to supplant the approved textbook." Second, there was established a

(poorly articulated) system for reviewing purchase orders for supplemen-

tary textbooks in subject areas where the Board had not adopted any

supplementary book lists.76 Under this system, the deputy superintendent

is supposed to make a close examination of any order. Then --

When quantity appears to supplant . . . the district will
be contacted and the purpose clearly established and
documented. [emphasis added]
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When the content/quality is questionable, a review committee
(three Subject Matter Specialists) will adjudge the materials
as requested for purchase.

In the situation of suspect quantity, there is no mention of any appeal

from the deputy's findings. In the case of suspect content/quality, the

review committee's findings can be appealed to the State Textbook Commdt-

tee.
77

The latter "will be requested to review the material for a second

time." It is not clear from this clause -- a) whether the textbook

committee is obliged to adjudicate the appeal or b) whether the committee,

if it does consider the case, must review the questionable materials de

ncvo. The committee makes a recommendation to the State Board and that

report "constitutes closure of the appeal procedUre."

Research for this report was completed too soon after the establish-

ment of these procedures to permit an evaluation of their impact. One

II/
eleaentary school principal gave a summary of the situation before the

attempted crack-down. He said that he had permitted teachers to teach

entirely out of "supplementary materials" in instances when they had

persuaded him of the educational advantages of their approach. In his

school, the core of reaming instruction was a program not adopted by the

state. It was this principal's understanding that to "supplant" the

official texts was to use other materials more than half Of the tine.

He estimated that about two-thirds of the schools were in substantial

compliance with that standard.

An important factor in the success of the scheme would have to be

the amount of staff resources the Department threw into the project. So

far, there has been no practice of on-site state inspection. Meanwhile,

the districts, especially larger ones, can throw up smokescreens of

paperwork that hide expenditures inconsistent with state curriculum
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Ilkpolicies. To pore over hundreds of line items in purchase orders, pro-

ject their combined effect on curriculum, and then follow up suspicious

entries with letters and field investigations, would be an ambitious

undertaking.

Besides investigatory resources, another unknown is the substantive

standard against which patterns of purchase and instruction are to be

measured. The term, "supplant," relates to the quantity and quality of

supplementary materials, and to the amount of time they are used in the

classroom. But concrete examples are lacking. Superintendent Shofstall

delegated authority to evaluate one class of materials to his deputy

superintendent and he let the State Textbook Committee adjudge another

category. But whatever rules these adjudicators might develop on a case-

by-case basis would be reviewable in the courts.
78

The closest the Attorney General came to defining supplantation

was in an opinion where he said that the Board had authority to prescribe

and enact guidelines for either a mandatory or optional course in sex

education. Answering a question about local district authority to present

such a subject he stated,

A local elementary school district may enrich and expand
upon the course of study and curriculum prescribed by the

State Board of Education and this may be accomplished
through the use of supplementary materials and books. The

supplementary materials and books used in the expansion
of the adopted textbooks must relate to and come within the
sphere of the prescribed course of curriculum. [emphasis

added) Att'y Gen. Op. 69-17-L at 99 (1969).

The Attorney General's opinion makes note of the right and role

of the elementary district to exercise substantial control over the details

of curriculum. The evolving Board compliance procedures, on the other

hand, tend to make one lose sight not only of the protected area of local

discretion, but also of the brief and ambiguous statutory phrase about
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supplantation which is the very basis of all of the Board's review



was a good chance that the request would be granted and the hearing would

be fairly conducted.1 In fact, the Court of Appeals had held that when a

statute expressly provides both for administrative and judicial appeals,

there still is no exhaustion requirement unless the law also states that

administrative review is a condition precedent to judicial review.

Campbell v. Chatwin, 4 Ariz. App. 504, 421 P.2d 937, reversed on other

grounds 102 Ariz. 251, 428 P.2d 108 (1966).

A full complement of administrative review procedures usually leads

to an exhaustion doctrine which is a significant obstacle to a plaintiff

who knals that the education agencies will view his claim unfavorably

whereas a court might grant him relief.

r,-oceali;i8s

phm46a- mud" expend time nu resources on the administrative

process. /21ci-eo ver a court's review of a detailed

administrative record will be more restrained than a de novo hearing.

Consequently, in a state like New York, picti;Ittftes fry fizd escx(re ct eiktf lerdie

th-pit -l)teretSetiA'S (Ander e>cceptioos 4, fr:eo!'"a"11416
important
` '14`"l'e-

f the most exceptions

is the distinction between a claim alleging a clear statutory violation

by the agency, and a claim alleging abuse of discretion. It is generally

held that, because courts are more expert in interpreting law than are

administrative agencies, an exhaustion doctrine cannot bar a court from

taking jurisdiction over a case turning on issues of law rather than of

policy. Since the exhaustion doctrine is relatively unimportant in the

Arizona school cases, it is not surprising to find that this exception- -

the law /policy distinction -is hardly discussed in the cases.

exhaustion is less of a problem for the Arizona plaintiff

than for his counterparts elsewhere, he must surmount two other obstacles
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S before a judge will overrule a school official. First, many administrative

decisions are either a) unreviewable, b) reviewable only within a short

period of time, or c) reviewable only by petition of a narrow class of

persons. Reviewability is discussed generally in subsection A, and

standing problems are focused on in subsection C.

Second, Arizona courts have very narrowly defined the scope of their

review of decisions of school officials. This problem is discussed in

subsection B.

A. What official acts are reviewable?

In Allen v. Graham, 8 Ariz. App. 336, 446 P.2d 240, 243 (1968), the

Court of Appeals stated,

"[A) right of appeal is not essential to . .

due process of law."

Arizona courts are reluctant to find a right of review (in non-constitu-

tional cases) except where a statute clearly provides for it. In school

cases, one ordinarily looks to one or more of these statutes:

1. JIAicial Review of Administrative Proceedings Act
(JRA), A.R.S. § §12 -901 et. seq.

2. Mandamus Act, A.R.S. §12 -2021 (a writ of prohibition or

another special action is sometimes used in analogous

fashion).

3. Declaratory Judgment Act, A.R.S. §12 -1831 et. seq.

4. Teacher Tenure Act, A.R.S. §15 -251, et. sEi.

1. The Judicial Review Act

The JRA provides for review of final decisions by public agencies.

The complaint must be filed within thirty-five days after a copy of the

decision to be reviewed has been served on the petitioner. The
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availability of this right depends heavily on the definitions of "cigency,"

"decision," and "final."

AGENCY
"means every agency, board, commission, department

or officer authorized by law to exercise rule-making
powers or to adjudicate contested cases . . ."

"does not include an agency in the judicial or
legislative department of the state government, and

does not include any political subdivision,
municipal corporation, or agency thereof."

DECISION
"means any decision, order or determination . . .

rendered in a case which affects the legal rights,
duties or privilTICies of persons and which terminates
the proceeding before the administrative agency."

"does not mean . . . rules, regulations, standards

or statements of policy of general application . . .

nor does it mean . . . regulations concerning the
internal management of the agency not affecting private

rights or interests." [emphasis added]

FINAL
"Men a statute or rule] requires or permits an

application for a rehearing or other method of administra-
tive review, and an application . . . is made, no
administrative decision of such agency is final as to
the party applying therefor until the rehearing or review

is denied, or the decision on rehearing is rendered."

If review is not sought within the thirty-five day time limit,

"the parties to the proceeding before the administrative agency
shall be barred from obtaining judicial review of such decision."

A.R.S. Sec. 12-902(B).

State and local school boards have rule-making powers, and are

considered agencies under the Act. The Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion, in exercising some of his duties, makes decisions which can fairly

be characterized as the deciding of contested cases. In Kimball v.

Shofstall, 17 Ariz. App. 11, 494 P.2d 1357 (1972), JRA review was allowed

on a complaint by a local superintendent that his administrative credentials
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had been impraperly revoked by the Superintendent and the Board.

Arguably, when a principal, teacher, or other low echelon school official

exercises a quasi-judicial power which is directly authorized by statute,

the JRA will apply. For example, A.M. §15-204, vests the power to

suspend pupils in various persons. (In schools which do not have a

superintendent or principal, this Per vests in teachers.) Ordinarily,

one would expect an aggrieved student to appeal first to the local board,

after which appeal under the JRA would be a matter of course.

In one reported case, however, a pupil suspended by a part-time

administrator successfully brought a mandamus action without first

appealing to the local board.2 The only question in the case, as the

appeals court saw it , was statutory interpretation--whether an assistant

administrator in that school could ever suspend a pupil cn his cwn

authority. The writ was directed at the board, which was indict to rescind

a clearly unlawful order. In a different case, where the authority of

the official to suspend pupils was conceded and the claim was that he had

abused his discretion it could be argued that a mandamus action

could not lie--even if the hoard had' a legal duty to reinstate

the student, it is not on these facts a ministerial duty. Rather,

it is a duty lying at the not easily discernable intersection of

law and policy. This argument, though logical, runs against

the customary use of the mandamus action to challenge suspensions

in Arizona (see 470 P.2d at 117). If the mandamus action were

held to he improper, however, the student could petition the board

for a hearing, and then seek review of the hearing under the JRA.

The JRA excludes from its coverage any agency whose decisions, under

a separate act, are subject to review by a "definite procedure. "3 There

can be a partial exclusion. For example, while teacher dismissals are

covered by the Teacher Tenure Act, other local and state board actions

remain under the JRA.
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Once it is determined that the defendant has sufficient authority

to be an "agency", for purposes of the JRA, the plaintiff must additionally

show that the particular act he is challenging is, under the JRA, a

"decision." In State Board of Pardons and Paroles v. Superior Court,4

the Court of Appeals analyzed a joint decision-making mechanism. The

governor had sole authority to commute a sentence but he only could act

after receiving a recommendation from the Board of Pardons. The court

held that neither a failure of the Board to consider a request for commuta-

tion, nor its decision not to recommend one, was a "decision" for purposes

of the JRA. However, the appeals court ordered the trial court to give the

plaintiff leave to amend his pleadings, substituting an action by special

writ for the JRA claim. The principle of "essential justice," it was

said, justified that alternative under the facts of the case. (The

scope of the trial court in hearing the special action was limited to

determining whether the Board's treatment of the plaintiff's request had

satisfied the requirements of procedural due process; the court could not

substitute its judgment for that of the Board an the issue of commutation.)

Board of Pardons may limit the applicability of the JRA in areas

where authority is jointly exercised by a school board aid a superintendent.

Shared decision-making is not uncommon under state law and local rules:

It has been especially popular in recent reform proposals, where it is

probably intended to prevent recurrence of extreme and irratic behavior

by the State Board of Education. For example; Senate Bill 1071 (January

1975) alters the power of the Board, in part, as follows:

"(The Board has authority to:]

13. Recommend, after receiving recommendations from the

Department of Education through the Superintendent of

Public Instruction, the nuRber of credits necessary for

graduation from high schools.
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14. Adopt upon recommendation of the Superintendent . . .

rules and regulations for the certification of teachers . . ."
Proposed revisions for §15-102, page 3.

The class of reviewable "decisions" was narrowed on another dimension

in Arizona Commission of Agriculture and Horticulture v. Jones, 91 Ariz.

183, 370 P.2d 665 (1965). The narrow issue in that case was whether a

board could treat its renewal of a regulation as a denial of a party's

request to be exempted from that regulation, and at the same time keep .

immune from JRA review because the form of its action was rule-

making. The broader issue was the extent to which the JRA could bar a

challenge to a board order which survived the original period of review

(petitions filed within 35 days) but which, it is alleged, based on

facts which changed. Jones will be described in some detail because

of its potential applicability to challenges to the State Board of

Education's new Policy Book. As each chapter of the Policy Book is

adopted, it is filed with the Secretary of State, in order to start

running the 35 day appeal period. Theoretically, any challenges made

subsequent to that period will be untimely, and the rules will be immune

from judicial review under the JRA.

In Jones, the Agriculture Commission had put restrictions on the

use of cotton-growing land, under a statute authorizing such measures

when the Commission has determined (after notice and hearing) that a pest

or disease threatens the state's agriculture. Such a determination was

made in 1958. In 1961 the respondents filed a statement with the Commission

asking to be excepted from the restrictions. The statement was read into

the record, and the commission stated that it would consider the petition

before re-enacting the restrictions. The commission, however, took no

formal action on the request, and when it issued a decision supplementing
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the regulation the respondent sought review under the JRA. Three justices

decided, however, that the supplementing of the regulation was not an

action subject to JRA review, because of the phrase in the statute saying

that "decision" --

"does not mean . . . rules, regulations, standards or
statements of policy of general application . . .

A.R.S. sec. 12-901.

Justice Jennings, dissenting, insisted that the commission's action

in issuing the regulation did amount to an adjudication of the

respondents' complaint:

"[R)espcndents were absolutely correct in assuming that
such action constituted a denial of the redress they were

seeking . . . " 370 P.2d at 670.

The disagreement between Jennings and the majority as to whether

a §12-901 "decision" had been made was itself a function of a dispute

about the meaning of the JRA's rule that final decisions are unxeviewable

after thirty-five days. The majority characterized the request filed by

respondents as a collateral attack on the Commission's 1958 finding that

a condition of danger existed. As such, there was no authority for

judicial review because

"[n]o means has been provided by the legislature by

which an interested party may compel such a

determination." 370 P.2d at 669.

The majority quickly added that due process and equal protection of law

required that persons have the right to directly challenge, within a

reasonable time, the factual predicate on which a regulation affecting

their interests is based. The constitution obligated the agency to hold

a hearing under these circumstancet, even though the statute provided for

no suitable procedure. In the present case, however, there was no direct

attack with a timely petition.
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Jennings, cn the other hand, argued that the only logical way to

interpret the statute authorizing the regulations was that it kept the

question of the factual predicate "open forever." He noted the section

of the law which says the connission "shall revoke the order establishing

the zone" when it finds the danger no longer present. This, he says,

means that

"whenever by suggestion of any:kind it appears that there
may be a question on this point, the . . . commission [must]
specifically make a finding." 370 P.2d at 670. [emphasis added]

The phrase, "suggestion of any kind," would vitiate the majority's

distinction between direct and collateral challenges.

The Jennings interpretation of the JRA, and his mode of harmonizing

that Act with the agricultural quarantine statutes, makes judicial review

of certain kinds of administrative actions much more available than under

the majority's rule. To sum up the differences, the majority states that

so far as the JRA and the agricultural statutes are concerned, the factual

determination made in 1958 was a decision reviewable under the JRA, but

only for thirty-five days. Under some circumstances, the constitution

would nevertheless oblige the agency to reassess its fact finding in a

later proceeding, and that proceeding would then be subject to court

review under the JRA by a complaint filed within thirty-five days of the

final decision. It was not necessary to reach this constitutional issue,

however, because the complainants in this case had never petitioned the

agency for direct review of the 1958 decision.

On the other side, Jennings says that - -as a matter of statutory law

-- each successive rule-making based cn the continuing validity of the

1958 finding was a redetermination of the 1958 finding. Any party who

had formally petitioned the agency for a contrary finding, and whose
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interests were affected by the redetermination, was an aggrieved party

with a right to review under the JRA.

The holdings in Board of Pardons and in Jones can determine when a

plaintiff will be denied review on one of these grounds:

a) There is no "decision" cognizable by the JRA to which the

complaint relates. The challenged administrative action must be

characterized as:

(i) a recommendation,

(ii) a rule-making proceeding, or

(iii) a discretionary avoidance of an adjudication.

b) The complaint asks for review of a decision made more than

thirty-five days previously, and therefore is too late. In this

category, we are interested in the situation in which there was

some administrative action (or calculated inaction) within thirty-

five days. However, the court deems the factual finding underlying

this action to relate back to an earlier agency decision. (For

example, in Jones,the challenged agency rulemaking in 1961, which

effectively denied the plaintiff's petition to the agency, was

deemed to relate back to the 1958 factfinding. Jones also fits

under category (a)(iii), above. The 1961 rule-making was a dis-

cretionary failure to decide. But for the 1958 hearing, the Jones

court would have found that the agricultural statutes entitled

plaintiff to a reviewable adjudication in 1961.

We will examine two settings in which these rules can apply to

decision-making by education agencies. First, we consider the reviewability

issues that are latent in the Board's promulgation of its new Policy Book.

Second, we look at the connection between the right to a hearing and the
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right to court review. Examples used in the second part are: a) a suit

against the Board to restore textbook funds to a local district, and b)

the suit by a student against a local board to have his educability re-

evaluated.

Reviewability and the Policy Book

The Policy Book is supposed to set uniform goals for instruction

in the state and to bring local practices in conformity with them. Its

text ranges from broad philosophical statements, to specific orders, to

lengthy quotations from statutes and attorney general opinions. Before

the Board started composing the book, and filing its sections with the

Secretary of State, compilations of its rules and policies were so dis-

organized that rarely could a complainant be charged with constructive

notice of them. Consequently, unless actual notice was proven, the Board

could not set up the thirty-five day limit of the JRA as a bar to judicial

review of the validity of prior dec.is on w/1/ Seen.) lo con4-ol the Ms1401i

Here is an example of a reviewability question involving the Policy

Book. On 26 November 1973, the Board approved the following rule:

"[E]ach student shall demonstrate ability to read-at a
ninth grade level of proficiency as shall be established
by the local district, prior to graduation from high
school."

The rule was filed on 22 January 1974, and appears under section five,

"Graduation Requirements."6 Under the Board's view, if a student was

refused a high school diploma in June 1974, he could obtain a hearing on

the question whether the rule had been properly applied, but,he had no

right to an administrative or judicial review of the validity of the rule
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cn its face. The student had constructive notice of the rule effective

22 January 1974, and if he was aggrieved by that decision (and a party

to proceeding) he had thirty-five days to appeal it.

Assuming that the student has no constitutional ground for in-

validating this rule, his best bet for defeating the Board's door closing

strategy would be to bring himself under the Declaratory Judgment Act (DJA).

He would say that the rule was not the product of a JPA "decision." That

is, the Board had not made a decision which had become immune from attack

after the thirty-five day period; rather, it had made a regulation which

the student -- who was involved in a justiciable controversy -- could

challenge under the Declaratory judgment Act.7 This argument is especially

strong in the context of education regulations. There is little assurance

that high school students are adequately represented during Board rule-

making proceedings (and rarely are any of them parties to the proceeding,

which is a condition for being a JPA plaintiff.) However, a student may

be willing and able to pursue his individual case with vigor. By comparison,

the difference between policy-making by4rule-making and by adjudication

is not as significant when large economic regulatory agencies are involved

-- the persons primarily affected by SEC and FTC actions are likely to be

adequately represented In Adel/11;4i- adC'eeLliAlChrele(4)4$ Consequently,

LL:fo gig,'
are ctasL4cta4ric,1 c,

- $44 gig,' g

a ruling that the statement of graduation policy was a "ZURA" decision immune

from challenge in a declaratory judgment action would be unusually harsh.

The above exanple was based on a concrete and specific policy state-

gent. A more general policy would call for a different kind of plaintiff's

argument. Here is abroad rule which appears in the Policy Book:

"Textbook Content shall not interfere with the School's legal
responsibility to teach citizenship and promote patriotism."
Rule 7, 0(10)

A student who becoues aggrieved by an application of this policy may, as
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an alternative to trying to use the DJA, argue that the rule is so vague

that it is virtually without content until applied. Thus, he is entitled

to judicial review under the JRA of the validity of the rule as applied

in the proceeding affecting him (if he files his complaint within thirty-

five days of notice).

Hearing rights and reviewability

When an education agency's decision, or avoidance of a decision,

seems to be based on a specific factual premise, the Janes holding may be

applicable. For example, suppose the Board voted to cut off textbook funds

to a cannon school district after making a finding that the district has

"supplanted" the state prescribed curriculum with outside materials.

Five months later the district peti'dons the Board to hold a hearing where

it offers new evidence of compliance, and petitions the Board for a formal

hearing to review the fund c.± -off. If the Board holds a hearing at which

the district directly attacks the first factual determination, an adverse

Board decision clearly is reviewable under the JRA.
8

But what if the

Board ignores the petition, or rejects it sub silentio in a rule-making

preceding that decides the relevant issue (as in Jones)? Unless an

education statute expressly required a hearing in this situation, Jones

would appear to apply. Petitioners would have no right to a hearing

unless they could show that the constitution guaranteed one. By contrast,

a lawyer trying to press the Jennings form of analysis would argue to the

court that the policy of the education code was to leave this kind of

factual determination "forever open." He could rely, for example, on

statutes providing for the delivery of educational services and an the
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state constitutional provision which requires that public education be
"as nearly free as possible."9

The persuasiveness of a "forever open" arquemnt will depend cn the

nature of the issue in dispute. If the dispute is about the instructional

needs of a particular child, allowing a school official to rely indefinitely

on one factfinding would be unconscionable, given a child's capability
,

for rapid changes in attitude and performance. The Legislature is originally
in the best position to strike a reasonable balance between a child's

interest in receiving services based on current evaluations, and the

school's interest in efficient management of its instructional programs and

diagnostic services. Planning is an element of efficiency; to plan the

school must be able to rely for some time on prior factfindings. In the

..Special .education Act, the legislature simesto children who are in "special"

placements the right to be re-diagnosed two times each year. Unfortunately,

rarely has the legislature provided so express a solution to a conflict

between the policies favoring repose and those favoring re-evaluation.

Consequently, Arizona courts will continue to be called upon to find that

particular plaintiffs have a constitutional right to a hearing, or an

implied statutory right to one.

The logic of Jones, and Board of Pardons, makes the right to judicial4

review under the jRA turn on the right to an administrative hearing.

Because the term "decision" is narrowly defined as a formal adjudication

which expressly addresses and finally decides the complainant's grievance,

there is no right to review under the act absent a proceeding which

amounts to a hearing. This interpretation forces litigants to make claims
411 of constitutional entitlement to administrative hearings. This pressure

for constitutionalizing an area that would best be governed by carefully
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delineated state educational policies could be alleviated by a) legis-

lation comparable to the Special Education Act; b) judicial willingness

to find implied hearing rights in education statutes, using the sort of

analysis Justice Jennings applied to the agricultural statutes in Jones;

c) re-interpretation of "decision," to permit review of administrative

actions which lack the form of an adjudicatory hearing, but have virtually

the same effect on the petitioner.

2. The Mandamus Act

A.R.S. §12-2021 provides in part:

"A writ of mandamus may be issued . . . on the verified

complaint of the party beneficially interested, to compel,
when there is not a plain, adequate and speedy remedy at
law, performance of an act which the law specially imposes
as a duty resulting from an office, trust or station . . . "

Mandamus may be an alternative basis for judidial review of the actions

of school officials when the JRA either affords inadequate relief or does

not apply. The courts, however, have stressed the extraordinary nature of

this remedy, and the strict conditions limiting its use. The relevant

holdings are summarized below.

First, mandamus may not be used to control the discretionary actions

of officials. The writ may compel performance of a ministerial act, that

is, a duty which an official must perform upon the occurrence of conditions

which are outside of his control. The courts, however, have no authority

under the mandamus statute to create, by implication from an ambiguous statute,

a ministerial duty. State ex rel. Williams v. S rior Court, 18 Ariz. App.

92, 500 P.2d 352 (1972).

A statute which authorizes an official to exercise discretion in

reaching a decision may, at the sane time, impose an absolute duty that he
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actually render a decision. (That is, under some circumstances it is not

within his authority to decide not to decide the question.) Thus, a court

may issue a writ of mandamus ordering an official to render some decision

that is within his discretion to Make.

Similarly, if an official makes a decision that is not within his

authority to reach (and if there is no adequate remedy at law) rracfricAstitsmay

be used to undo the damage. However, the court still must refrain as much

as possible from substituting its own judgment for that of the designated

decision-maker. In State Board of Technical Registration v. Bauer, 84 Ariz.

237, 326 P.2d 358,361 (1958), the Supreme Court stated:

"The court may not by mandamus invade the discretionary
power of an administrative board unless it clearly

appears that in its exercise it has been guilty of an

abuse thereof [citations omitted]."

The second requirement is that there clearly be no adequate remedy

at law. Thus, if an official, has contracted with teachers to consult with

them, and then he refuses, the teachers may not obtain a writ of mandamw

ordering him to meet with them. Their sole remedy is on the contract, even

if it is unenforceable. Board of Education of Scottsdale High School District

No. 219 v. Scottsdale Education Association, 109 Ariz. 342, 509 P.2d 612

(1973). On the other hand, if a statute requires an official to enter into

a contract with employees, a writ of mandamus will be issued to compel

performance of that duty. Board of Education, Tucson High School District

No. 1 v. Williams, 1 Ariz. App. 389, 403 P.2d 324 (1965).

The availability of review under the JRA is ordinarily considered to

be an adequate and speedy remedy at law. Rhodes v. Clark, 95 Ariz. 31,

373 P.2d 348 (1962).
10 However, plaintiffs are not required to rely on the
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411
JRA in place of equitable remedies when the defendants have failed to

adequately publicize the existence of administrative review procedures.

Board of Regents v. Harper, 108 Ariz. 223, 495 P.2d 453 (1972).

3. The Declaratory Judgment Act.

Arizona has adopted the Uniform Declaratory Judgment Act which pro-

vides, in part,

"Courts of record within their respective jurisdictions
shall have power to declare rights, status, and other
legal relations whether or not further relief is or

could be claimed." A.R.S. § 12-1831.

"Any person interested under a . . . contract, or whose

rights, status or other legal relations are affected by
a statute, municipal ordinance, contract or franchise,

may have determined any question of construction or
validity arising under [it] and obtain a declaration
of rights, status or other legal relations thereunder."
A.R.S. § 12-1832.

The most important limitations on the use of this action are that

there must be an actual, justiciable controversy, and that the plaintiff

must have a present legal right against the defendant with respect to which

he is generally entitled to some form of relief. In Riley v. Chochise

County, 10 Ariz. App. 55, 455 P.2d 1005 (1969), the county and county

supervisors sought a declaratir.i that they were authorized to pay private

attorney's fees in connection with certain litigation. The defendant was

the county counsel who had threatened to sue the county if the private

attorneys were paid. The court ruled that it had no jurisdiction over trio

dispute because the requisite adversity necessary for a declaratory action

was lacking. The county attorney, acting in his own right, had no basis

for a claim against the plaintiffs.
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"[T]he renters of a county board of supervisors may be
jointly and severally liable for payment of unauthorized
expenditures . . . . This claim, however, whether the
action be instituted by the county attorney or by a tax-
payer . . . belongs to the county and not the county
attorny. [A controversy could arise between the' county
and the board renters as individuals but the] county
attorney . . . has no real interest in opposing the
declaration sought."
[first emphasis added]. 455 P.2d at 1010.

In short, the complaint merely alleged a difference of opinion arong

public officials, which was not a sufficient basis for declaratory relief.

The usual practice in Arizona is for disagreements between officials to be

referred to the Attorney General's Office for advisory opinions, even when

a declaratory action would be available.

In Arizona Board of Regents v. Harper, 108 Ariz. 223, 495 P.2d 453

(1972), students at a state college (who had been classified nonresidents)

asked for a declaratOry judgment that the Regents' policy setting higher

tuition rates for nonresidents was unconstitutional. The Regents had

created a procedure by which students could appeal their classification as

far as a Residency Committee. However, few if any students were told

about this administrative appeal, and some were given misleading information

by lcwer echelon officials. Under these circumstances the court adjudicated

the declaratory judgment action, but it also ordered the Regents to appro-

priately publicize the appeal procedure, making clear that any future court

actions would have to be conducted pursuant to the Judicial Review Act,

after administrative hearings before the Residency Committee.

4. The Teacher Tenure Act.

The Teacher Tenure Act, A.R.S. § 15-251 et sea., establishes job

security rights for teachers (predominantly procedural ones). It contains

the only judicial review provision in the education code. A.R.S. § 15-255

provides in part:
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"A. The decision of the board shall be final unless the teacher
aggrieved files, within ten days after receiving the notice of
termination, an appeal with the superior court . . . ."

"B. On appeal, the court shall hear and determine the matter
de novo, not less than twenty or more than forty days after
the. date the appeal was filed. Pending the determination of
the appeal, the decision of the board shall remain in full
force and effect, and may not be superseded."

Although only a "termination" is reviewable, the court will take

jurisdiction over board decisions that seem intended to force a teacher's

resignation. (In some states, a reduction in a teacher's rank, combined

with a salary reduction is deemed to be a "dismissal" for purposes of review.

The Arizona Supreme Court has declined to adopt this rule, stating that

its purposes are already accomplished in the provision of the Arizona statute

prohibiting reduction in a teacher's salary except as part of a district-wide

reduction. Williams, supra, 403 P.2d at 329.)

As for the meaning of "teacher", counseling duties are considered

to be teaching, or at least to be a function of no higher rank than teaching;

Williams, supra, 403 P.2d at 329. A school administrator is not entitled

under the Act to obtain review of his dismissal by the State Board of

Education, Kimball v. Shofstall, 14 Ariz. App. 11, 494 P.2d 1357 (1972).

A party who may take a §15 -255 appeal is usually found to have an

adequate remedy at law, thus making unnecessary the issuance of writs of

mandamus or certiorari. But not always. In Forman v. Creighton School

District No. 14, 87 Ariz. 329, j51 P.2d 165 (1960), a teacher was dismisSed

after a hearing by the district board. The teacher by-passed the route of

appeal to superior court, and petitioned the Supreme Court for a writ of

certiorari for review of the board's decision. The Supreme Court er

Justice Phelpsogranted thewrit for the reason that the board's proceedings

411
had been such a flagrant abuse of the due process rights of the teacher
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that the §255 sppeal was not a plain, speedy and adequate remedy. That

section, it was noted, prohibited the superior court from superceding the

board's decision until the determination of the appeal. Phelps called

attention to the injury that would be suffered by loss of income to the

petitioner during the time of the appeal.

Phelps was not specific, however, about the amount of time that was

saved by certiorari as opposed to review in the superior court, especially

in light of the requirement of §15-255 (B) that the appeal be decided

between the 20th and 40th days after filing. Justice Udall dissented,

saying that the superior court remedy appeared adequate. He argued that

the decision of the majority' must be based either on an assumption that

the superior court would not comply with the time limitations in §15-255,

or else that the lower court would decide the appeal wrongly, (Udall agreed

with the majority that the dismissal proceeding was clearly unlawful) making

the petitioner wait out another appeal. Udall argued that for the Supreme

Court to act on either of these assumptions would be a violation of its awn

rules and precedents.

B. Scope of Review

Arizona courts rarely disturb the decisions of public school officials,

a policy which has been variously described as "deference, "11 "laissez-faire,"12

"not mixing in,H13 and upholding decisions not made in "bad faith."14 The

general administrative law standard relied on is that a reviewing court may

only reverse an agency action if it finds that the decision was "illegal,

arbitrary, capricious or involved an abuse of discretion."15 As regards

schools, in particular, there is much language in the cases to the effect
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that school officials must have a broad range of discretion if they are to

properly carry out the difficult task of managing an education system.

An official has not abused his discretion if there is room for two

opinions, and the trial court disagrees with the one he has chosen. In a

mceht cases involving expulsion of a student, the Court of Appeals elaborated

on this test:

"The terms 'arbitrary, capricious and unreasonable
conduct' so as to constitute a manifest abuse of discretion
calling for judicial intervention means unreasoning action,
without consideration and in disregard for facts and
circumstances; where there is room for two opinions, the
action is not arbitrary or capricious if exercised honestly
and upon dm consideration, even though it may be believed
that an erroneous conclusion has been reached." Tucson
Public Schools, Dist. No. 1 of Pima Co. v. Green, 17 Ariz.

App. 91, 495 P.2d 861 (1972). (emphasis ad3g3T-

The quoted pasS-age cones close to stating a good faith standard of review.

Although some logic must support the ckrlyv;nistrafive.. chimist'on>

the petitioner has the burden of proving an abuse of discretion, so

it is initially presumed that the decision is supported by logic. 495 P.2d

at 863.

If a trial court cannot find that a decision as a whole is unlawful,

then it has no authority to modify the agency's order. In Green, supra,

the trial court modified the school board's decree of permanent expulsion,

to allow the student to return to school after several months of exclusion.

The Court of Appeals held that this was error.

"The tran script [shows that the trial court] merely disagreed

as to thepropriety of permanent expulsion vis a vis limited

expulsion. We believe that modification of theSchool board's
order constituted a substitution of the court's judgment for
that of the board's in a matter entrusted to the latter body's

discretion. ." 495 P.2d at 864.

When the role of the court on review is as limited as in Arizona

school cases, the distinction between the threshold question, what actions
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are subject to judicial review, and the later question, what is the scope

of review, can be academic, since plaintiffs almost always lose. Actions

of school officials are presumed so strongly up be lawful, as to virtually
solposci

eliminate many of thedbenefits of review ter C"A rit vid ray+y.

Two prerogatives of school boards which are not subject to judicial

review are a) reassignment of teacher and b) the issuance of a warning

to a teacher (without notice) that he is on probation and that if his

performance does not improve his dismissal will be recommended. That is,

they are unreviewable so long as they do not become part of a "dismissal"

covered by the Tenure Act. Williams, supra.

The reviewing court usually hears no new evidence if there was a

stenographically recorded administrative hearing. However, the Teacher

Tenure Act (A.R.S. § 15-255) does provide for trial de novo in superior

court. The court weighs all of the evidence presented and treats the matter

like any other civil case. Tucson School Dist. No. 1 of Pima County v.

Soder, 7 Ariz. App. 244, 437 P.2d 996 (1968) In certain circumstances,

one can obtain a trial de novo under the JRA:

"No new or additional evidence . . . shall be heard by the
court, except in the event of a trial de novo or in cases
where in the discretion of the court justice demands the
admission of such evidence.
B. The trial shall be de novo if trial de novo is
demanded in the complaint or answer of a defendant other
than the agency and if no hearing was held by the agency
or the proceedings before the agency were not steno-
graphically reported so that a transcript might be
made. . . ." § 12-910 [emphasis added].

The trial court is given additional discretion for developing the

record under g 12-911:

"A. The superior court may: . . .

6. Specify questions or matters requiring further
hearing or proceedings and give other proper
instructions.
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7. When a hearing has been held by the agency, remand
for the purpose of taking additional evidence when from
the state of the record of the administrative agency or
otherwise it appears that such action is just."

When the Supreme Court reviews superior court decisions in S12-901

actions, it inquires whether the record contains evidence of a "substantial"

nature to support the lower court's judgment. Schade v. Arizona, supra;

Welsch v. Arizona State Board of Accountancy, Ariz. App. 432, 484 P.2d 201

(1971).

C. Standing

Both Arizona statutory law and case law put relatively narrow limits

on the class of persons eligible to obtain judicial review in cases that

are otherwise justiciable.

The JRA does not contain a general section analogous to 5 U.S.C.A.

§ 702, which gives statutory standing to persons adversely aggrieved or

affected by agency action within the meaning of a relevant statute. A.R.S.

S12-904 states that "An action to review a final administrative decision

shall be commenced, . .," without saying who may commence it. It says

that the filing period commences from service of a copy of the

decision upon "the party affected." And A.R.S. S12-902 states:

"Unless review is sought . . . within the time and in the
manner provided in this article, the parties to the
proceeding before the administrative agency shall be
barred from obtaining judicial review of such decision."
Emphasis added)

So much is left unsaid that it is alncst entirely up to the courts to

deterr.Lne who had standing under the JRA. The Court of Appeals, in Roer

v Superior Court, 4 Ariz. App. 46, 417 P.2d 559 (1966), opted for a very

restrictive interpretation. Persons who were affected by a decision of the
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State Department of Health to approve an application for a sewer system,

but who were not parties to the application proceeding, filed suit for

judicial review under the JRA. The court held that only persons who had

appeared before the department in relation to the application (prior to

the decision) had standing to appeal to the courts. The court specifically
Vc.l ctskeel

rejected the conclusion of a law review article,olthat Arizona did and should

have a liberal view of standing,and it stressed that a party seeking judicial

review must stand on a "positive enactment of law." As mentioned earlier,

the Roer court did not say whether the parties, lacking

a remedy under the JRA, could qualify for a writ of mandamus.

Arizona courts have takeha dim view of suits by "private attorney

generals." In Skinner v. City of Phoenix, 54 Ariz. 316, 95 P.2d 424 (1939),

several citizens claim l that an election held in connection with the

annexation of territory to the city was unlawfully conducted.. The court

stated that the situation presented was one in which the only party which

could be aggrieved was the state.

"[The state] may condone or overlook, for the public good,
any irregularities or errors of its agents [in this case

city officials). . . " 95 P.2d at 427.

In other words, the state may let sleeping dogs lie. Interestingly, the

plaintiffs did have standing to bring a declaratory action, claiming that

the annexation statute was unconstitutional. The court tried to distinguish

the two actions by saying that the first one was to "determine the existence

of controverted facts", whereas the latter was "to construe the meaning of

a law." 94 P.2d at 427. The distinction is difficult to comprehend. A

more plal.isible argument might be made by applying the formula. stated many
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years later by the United States Supreme Court in Barlow v. Collins, 397

rims is,
U.S. 159 (1970).4 the Arizona court seemed to be saying that the plaintiffs

made allegations which placed their interests within the zone intended to

be protected by the constitutional provision they claimed was violated, but

their interests were not intended to be protected by the relevant sections

of the annexation statute. The statute was intended to protect the

plaintiffs' interests only indirectly, by protecting, the interests of the

state government.

Taxpayers /electors were allcsawfto press a claim that a bond election

being held by a board of school trustees and a board of supervisors violated

oonstituticnal limitations on indebtedness, in Morgan v. Marioope County

Board of Supervisors, 67 Ariz. 133, 192 P.2d 236 (1948). The court stated

that standing was based on the plaintiff's property interests. It noted

411 the nexus between their pecuniary interests as taxpayers and the apparent

intent of the indebtedness limit to protect pecuniary interests. There is

no indication in the opinion that plaintiffs could have obtained standing

solely in the capacity of being citizens, or parents of children in the

public schools. "'-xpayer standing was also allowed in Secrist v.

Diedrich, 6 Ariz. App. 102, 430 P.2d 448 (1967). But there, too, there

was a nexus of pecuniary interests -- the claim was based on a competitive

bidding statute that was obviously intended to prevent wasteful pruchasing

practices.

Standing to intervene in a suit that has already been commenced can

be an important right. In Mitchell v. City of Nogales, 83 Ariz. 328, 320

P.2d 955 (1958), the city attorney sued city officials on behalf of a

taxpayer (the manager of a utility) to enjoin payment of money under a
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contract for surveying the city's gas and electric requirements. Under

statute, the taxpayer originally could choose between bringing suit with

a private attorney, or asking the city attorney to bring the action, Here)

he chose the latter. He had second thoughts, however, and sought to

intervene. The court noted that the intervention statute should be construed

liberally to obtain justice, yet denied the taxpayer's motion.

The opinion stressed that the taxpayer was already adequately represented

in the action. Just because the city's law department was both prosecuting

and defending the-case, it could not be assumed that the prosecution was

not vigorous. Also, the city attorney had amended his complaint to include

every issue of fact and law pressed by the taxpayer in his intervenor's

complaint, and it was possible for the taxpayer's attorney to act as amicus

curiae in the proceedings. Furthermore the taxpayer could make a new motion

to intervene or attack the judgment in the future if he could present

evidence that the city attorney's representation was a sham.

In Saunders v. Superior Court, 109 Ariz. 424, 510 P.2d 740 (1973),

private parties were permitted to intervene in a case in which a city was

suing the state to declare a statutory retirement system unconstitutional.

The intervenors were firemen, and police and fire associations (whose nembers

were affected by the retirement law). Mitchell was distinguished on two

grounds:

1) The intervenors were not adequately represented, because their

interests were in some respects adverse to the city's.

2) In Mitchell there was a statute requiring the city attorney to

prosecute if requested by the taxpayer; to give effect to the purposes of

that law the courts should try to let him prosecute without interference

or unwanted assistance,
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Conclusion

The Arizonan who calls upcn a state court to overrule a school

official's decision faces an unusually difficult array of obstacles.

First, he may lack standing either generally, under the state's narrow

standing-justiciability doctrine, or specifically, because of a zfrict

construction of the statute he relies upon for statutory standing.

Second, he must show that the decision being attacked is reviewable.

Unless he makes a clear showing that his constitutional rights have been

violated, or that a statute has been flagrantly disregarded, the basis for

reviewability usually must be found in the JRA. This act, however, has

been construed to apply to a restrictively defined class of "decisions,"

and the right of review is lost if not exercised within thirty-five days

of the challenged decision.

It is particularly hard to know what posture to take in trying to

obtain review of a policy. In Harper, the court adjudicated a declaratory

judgnent complaintchallending a Regents policy, but indicated that in the

future that policy could only properly be challenged incident to an appeal

of a case in which the policy has been applied. In Jones, on the other

hand, an agency failed to respond (as promised) to an individual complaint,

and then promulgated a rule effectively denying the petition. The court

would not allay the plaintiff to characterize the rule-making as a decision

or his petition, and would not review the action under the JRA. Would the

court have heard the case if it had been pleaded as a declaratory judgment

action?

Especially difficult pleading problems await persons who become

aggrieved by decisions based on applications of rules in the State Board

of Education Policy Bock. The document has such a range of statements --
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from philosophical to detailed -- that one will note always knc whether he

is dealing with a "rule" or a "decision." Apparently, the Board intended

to characterize as many as possible of its pronouncements therein as

decisions, so that they would only be reviewable under the JRA, and then

only for thirty-five days after filing with the Secretary of State. That

is a questionable strategy. Much of. the book contains rules that will be

subject to challenge by declaratory judgment actions at any time there are

real controversies involving them. In addition, specific .decisions based

on the book will be appealable under the JRA by proper-parties. However,

the Janes case suggests ways that officials might be able to respond to

the petitions and avoid the applicability of the JRA (e.g. by ignoring

petitions, which is legally if not practically possible in almost all cases,

since there is no statutorily created administrative review procedure; by

basing present decisions on factual determinations made in earlier decisions

that are no longer subject to review.)

It is hard to understand the rationale behind the_confusing decisions

and the seemingly artificial distinctions in the Arizona cases. Admittedly,

Arizona's judicial review act is much less liberal than many of its federal

and state counterparts, which indicates that the Arizona legislature wanted

judicial review of administrative action to be frfreclusql.

The courts, however, seem to have gone further than this

its
intent requires ineidenyingeetiticns for review, especially when one

considers that the sane legislature passed the Declaratory Judgment Act.

Mandamus and special actions are available in special circumstances,

and mandamus has become the customary action for challenging student

expulsion and suspensions. The Teacher Tenure Act provides the only

statutory review prcedure in the education code.
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Third, if cne does obtain court review, one has to convince the court

that there was an egregious abuse of discretion; otherwise the court -- paying

deference to school officials -- will uphold the administrative action.

The Arizcna litigant is spared one problem often facing his counterparts

elsewhere. Because there are few regularly established administrative

remedies in the public school system, he rarely need exhaust such remedies

nor need he convince a court that he should be excused from exhausting

them.
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V. Local Districts

The statutes and cases which deal with the prerogatives of

district level actions are few and unconclusive. Most of them have

already been examined. The first part of this section organizes these

authorities according to how they bear on the legal prerogatives of

seven foci of authority -- boards of trustees, superintendents and

principals, teachers, dealers' associations, parents, students, and

citizens/taxpayers. We devote the second part of this section to case

studies of two major curriculum disputes. In one situation, educators,

parents, and students tried to find ways to avoid implementation in an

indoctrinatory form (as they saw it) of a new statute requiring instruc-

tion in the "benefits of the free enterprise system." In the other, a

group of parents, backed by a newspaper and the State Superintendent,

tried to prevent a Phoenix school district from adding a social studies

course entitled, Man: A Course of Study.

The studies will address these questions:

1) How did the actors perceive their de jure and de facto control

over curriculum?

2) How successful were their attempts to exercise control?

First Part: Foci of Authority

A. Boards of trustees

Considering how hemmed in the districts seem to be because of the

power of state agencies to prescribe courses and textbooks, it is sur-

prising to discover substantial institutional autonomy. To begin with,

Article 11, sec. 2 of the Arizona Constitution provide's that the general

supervision of the public schools will rest with local governing boards.

The elected trustees are more than mere agents Of the state board.
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Seed:idly, the districts are almost entirely free of cwz-rol by municipal

corporations. The boundaries of common school and higll school districts

may overlap each other, and may cross municipal bordels. County super-

intendents and county supervisors work out the resulting administrative

conflicts. It is the supervisors, not municipal officials, who handle

the local school levies, and their duties are ministerial. They must

assess property in amounts necessary to fulfill the budget submitted by

the trustees unless:

a) Some of the expenditures listed on the budget are unlawful,

b) The levy would have to exceed thirty cents (304) per one hundred

dollars ($100) of property.
1

If the operational expenses budgeted for the district exceed those

of the previous year by more than a certain amount, computed by a statutory

formula, then the budget must be approved by a vote of the district

electors.
2 These limitations on the aggregate fiscal policy - making of

the board are self-activating; there is no authority for discretionary

actions by municipal, county, or state officials.

Thirdly, Arizona lacks any formal system for appealing local board

decisions to state officials. In New York by comparison, one can appeal

aNvi local board action to the Commissioner. He has authority not only

to overturn unlawful decisions, but also to substitute his policy '14g-

went for that of local officials (absent a specific statutory provision

,

to the contrary).
3

This is not to say that Arizona trustees have, overall, more control

over curriculum than New York boards -- the latter, for example, choose

110 textbooks independent of state guidelines. The point is that Arizona

legislature dealt out control over various aspects of the public schools
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to state and local entities, sending them more or less on their separate

ways.

There is no general theory of inter-organizational relations. If a

party to a state-local dispute wants it adjudicated, he goes to court..

In fact, there are few reported cases. In none of them, however, is a

question ever raised about the standing of a local board to sue.
4

By what means may state officials challenge or sanction local district

actions? Superintendent of Public Instruction Sarah Folsom posed the

following question to the Attorney General, in 1969:

"If, after a thorough investigation [by the Department], a

school district is found to have serious deficiencies in

the curriculum, school plant, equipment, teaching, sup-

plies, etc., does the State Superintendent . . . or the

State Board . . . have the authority to close the school

or schools within such district?"

The answer was "NO." There was no statute clearly authorizing any state

official power to close down a local school. A.R.S. 55102 (%14), and

121, vested general supervisory powers in the Board and in the Superin-

tendent, but these provisions were not strong or focused enough to over-

ride A.R.S. 5 15-442, which, in the Attorney General's words,

"vests in [the local boards] complete administrative
control and management of the listrict . ."

It was pointed out that the following other options were open to state

officials: a) After a hearing (with notice) on the alleged violations,

to cut off state aid, b) To petition the Attorney General for a writ of

mandamus against local officials, and c) To file criminal complaints under

A.R.S. 08-443, if the facts warranted it. A.G. Op. 96-4-L (1969).

As they relate to local board autonomy, state education codes can

4111
usually be classified-as "permidsive" or as "restrictive." In California,

for example, a board is presumed powerless to act on a matter unless there
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is statutory authorization. This presumption is one reason why California's

code is excruciatingly detailed. Enumerated powers give peace of mind

not only to school ,officials; but also to their suppliers, who do not want

to risk bad debts resulting from public contracts voided on grounds of

ultra vices. Californians recently amended their constitution to enable

the legislature to reverse the presumption. The legislature can now enact

a blanket authorization pursuant to which boards could take any action not

inconsistent with state law and state board policy.
5

Massachusetts is at the other extreme -- permissive. For centuries,

school committees have dominated the public education system. Their powers

can only be derogated by specific statutory enactments (or exercise of

constitutional rights). Such laws can generate substantial political fall-

6
out.

The permissive/restrictive distinction can be murky. As a practical

matter, an education code cannot anticipate every action which it will

reasonably be necessary for a district to undertake in the course of ful-

filling its statutory duties and exercising its lawful discretion. In-

evitably, some powers will be implied from the express grants of authority.

In addition, general enabling statutes can be seedbeds for bountiful

harvests of implied, powers. Thus, a jurisdiction which ascribes to a

restrictive theory can, through application of an implied powers doctrine,

allocate as much actual authority to the local boards as one might find in

a -- formally -- permissive state.

If Arizona has any presumption, it is a restrictive one. But restric-

tive not only as to local boards, but also as to the state agencies. (Be-

cause of the absence of any statutory statement, this result follows from

the form of reasoning practiced in the state courts--devout legal positivism.
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In Board of Education, Tucson High School District No. 1 v. Williams,

1 Ariz. App. 389, 403 P. 2d 324 (19 ), the Court of Appeals admonished

the Superintendent of Public Instruction and the Arizona Board of Educa-

tion from "mixing in" at the local level, i.e. directing administrative

affairs. (A school employee claimed that his- demotion from guidance coun-

selor to classroom teacher was unlawful.) The Arizona Supreme Court, in

Harkins v. School District No. 4, Maricopa County, 79 Ariz. 287, 288 P.2d

777 (1955), struck down as ultra vires, a state board policy. The Board

said it would not give state aid to districts for pupils who had not

reached their sixth birthday by December 31 of a school year. Tice court

held that the statute requiring public schooling to be available for

children between six and twenty-one years of age implied the authority of

boards to admit younger children, and to receive state aid on the same

basis as for other children.

On the other side of the ledger are decisions which apply this doc-

trine:

"School boards have only the authority granted by statute
which must be exercised in the mode and within the limits

permitted by the statute." School District No. 69 of Maricopa

County v. Altherr, 10 Ariz. App. 333, 458, P.2d 537, 542 (1969).

The Court of Appeals declined to find an implied board power to hire pri-

vate counsel in School District No. 1 of Pima County v. Lohr, 17 Ariz.

App. 438, 498 P.2d 512 (1972). The relevant statute was amended in

1972 to permit such an arrangement with the approval of the county counsel.

,See also, Atty. Gen. Op. 66-23-L (1966), stating that board could not pay

travel and subsistence expenses for prospective candidates fcr job of dis-

trict superintendent. Similarly, that court held tightly to the precise

wording of A.R.S. sec. 15-204, and overturned the suspension of a student

by a part-time administrative assistant. Burnkrant v. Saggau, 12 Ariz. App.
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310, 4'70 P.2d 113-U970). The statute gave suspension power to the

principal, or, in schools having no principal, to teachers. in the

instant case, the school had a principal.

Judge Eubank, dissenting in Burnkrant, argued that a local board has

substantial plenary powers over disciplinary problems. He traced them to:

a) general supervisory powers of "governing-boards" (Arizona Con-

stitution Article 11, sec. 2), b) the designation of high school boards

of education as "governing boards" (A.R.S. sec. 15-541), and the gen-

eral rulemaking powers of these boards (A.R.S. sec. 15-441). Without

reaching the-question whether the administrative assistant's action was

lawful, he urged that the plaintiff was required to appeal to the dis-

trict before b3ing heard in court. He invoked the exhaustion of adminis-

trative remedies doctrine--notwithstanding the absence of any formal appeal

mechanism.

Notice that Eubank, while trying. to give legal significance to the

potential for an ad hoc appeal at the local level, does not hint that

an unfavorable board decision could then be appealed to a state official.

But if he can insist on a local appeal, he probably also could bootstrap

a state appeal, using sec. 15-441, which provides that the board's rules

cannot be inconsistent with laws or rules prescribed-by the state board

of education. Thus, if there is a state discipline policy, Eubank's

approach would probably compel the student to perfect an administrative

appeal to some state official before he could be heard in court. One can

certainly question the fairness of a doctrine which makes a student guess

what administrative appeal mechanisms he must call into existence before

he can litigate.

The actual extent of board plenary powers to deal with discipline
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problems is unclear. The courts have stated in strong terms the riShts

of students to hearings with due process guarantees prior to sus
penion

for any substantial period of time, but they have not yet held that a

particular hearing failed to meet that standard. See Carpenteiro,y.-

Tucson School District No. 1 of Pima County, 18 Ariz. App. 283,
501 P2d

459 (1972); Kelly, v. Martin, « first ..4. 7) /90 R2,4 *34 01F;

Pendley v. Mingus, Union H.S. Dist, No. 4, 109 Ariz. 18, 504 P.2d 919 (1972);

Goss v. Lopez, 43 .W. 4181 (1975).,

In short, the response of Arizona courts to claims of implied powers

belonging to state agencies or local boards is--"A curse on both Y01.1
r houses.'

This reluctance to parcel out authority leaves us with little positJAre

guidance. But at least it indicates that there is no basis for a doctrine

of local pre-emption by state board policies. (There are no decisions

directly on point.) The recent work of the State Board in writing the

Policy Book (supra 453 ) may soon test this proposition. It is worth

recalling that, despite the considerable powers of the Board to
prescribe

courses and textbooks, the Arizona Supreme Court and the AttorneY
General

have treated the statutory phrase "other special subjects" as an
inclepend.r

ent source of local board authority to hire physical education inst3uc-

tors.
7 There is one case in which a pre-emption doctrine is speCif tally

invoked to void a purported exercise of board power, but it was
a statute,

(the compulsory attendance law) not a policy, which ousted the board of

authority. Local officials required that every summer school studellt

pay a five dollar deposit that would be forfeited if he were absent without

good cause for more than three days. The court held that the rule 114aa

pre-empted by the statutory scheme furthering free education,
and by the

compulsory attendance law. In re Arizona Southwest Bank's Estate,
Al
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Arizona 507, 19 P.2d 1063 (1933); Ellery v. Board of Education of Tucson

High School District, 41 Ariz. 507, 19 P.2d 1063 (1933).

Finallyla board versus electors conflict has been adjudicated. It

was held that although a local board could not sell a school site without

the approval of the electorate, once- that approval was secured it could

not be revoked by a second referendum. The court mentioned the practical

need for the board to have enough continuing authority to plan for the

future. Garrett v. Tubac -Amado School District No. 5, 9 Arii..App. 331,

451 P. 2(909 (1960).

General authority of trustees summarized: Arizona education law has

jat4.4411 toci
a estrictive presumption. Because the presumption is applied just as

Cckawkzti veD

stringently against state/as against local claims of authority, itlas not

spawned a doctrine of pre-emption of local power by state policy making.

When local rules are involved, however, such a doctrine could be rooted

in A.R.S. sec. 15-441:

"((the local board] ehall prescribe and enforce rules

not inconsistent with law or rules prescribed by

the state board of education." [emphasis added)

As one would expect even in a restrictive state, the Arizona courts have,

in some instances, found implied local board powers. But there is no

discernable pattern of decision.

The preceding analysis showed how theories of local board power can

differ from state to state. What follows is six summaries of substantive

areas of local board authority: selection of courses, methods of instruc-

tion, constraints on innovation, assignment of pupils, neutrality and

indoctrination, acculturation.
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1. Selection of courses

(a) The interaction of the Board's authority to prescribe courses

and select textbooks (A.R.S. 15-201) with the district's general adminis-

trative powera (A.R.S. S15-442), and the latter 's authority to hire teach-

ers of "other special subjects" (A.R.S. .5-448; Op. Atty. Gen. 61-16;

Alexander v. Phillips, 31 Ariz. 503, 254 P. 1056 [19 ]), is described at

lEngth in section III(C), supra at 72-77.

(b) The proposition that the district, in structuring its curricu-

lum, is subject to a First Amendment "fairness doctrine", is examined in

section III(C), supra at 87 .

(c) The legislature has mandated instruction in state and federal

constitutions, American institutions, Arizona history, alcohol and other

dangerous drugs, oral and silent reading, and the free enterprise system

(A.R.S. S15-1021-1025). See section II(D), supra at 50 ; and see dis-

cussions of issues raised by the frpe enterprise course, supra at 49,

51 , and 82.

(d) The district may establish a variety of career education

(A.R.S. §15-1199) and work experience (S15-1015[D][2]) programs, but they

must conform to standards prescribed by the Board (S15-1199.01; S15-1010)

as applied by the State Superintendent (S15-1199.02; a5-1012). Problems

of interpretation are examined in section II(4), supra at 51 .

(e) All school districts must plan for, and, by September 1976,

must provide special education services for all handicapped pupils, except

for the emotionally handicapped. (A.R.S. §15- 1010). The programs are

subject to scrutiny by: a newly created division of special education, by

the Superintendent, and by the Board.

(f) The districts may provide special educational services for
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gifted and emotionally handicapped children (A.R.S. sec. 15-

1015[D][3].

(g) The districts may provide special courses of bilingual

instruction for common school children, subject to Board regulations as

to the qualifications of participating'students and teachers, and to the

suitability of the facilities. (A.R.S. secs. 15-1097-1099).

(h) Miscellaneous--district option for extended school year

(A.R.S. sec. 15-1137); district may not approve released time for ieligious

instruction (Op. Atty. Gen. 59- 9_[1959]).

(i) Residual authority? It is not clear to what extent the

statutory schemes relating to special education, career education, and

bi-lingual education pre-empt the authority of the local district to offer

courses not conforming to state regulations. Because each of these

schemes provides for categorical state aid to approved programs, one can

argue that although a non-conforming program is ineligible for a special

grant, the district may still lawfully conduct it, albeit without the

special state aid.

2. Methods of instruction

(a) Assuming that state authorities have authority to describe

whether a particular course must be taught, or must not be taught, the

extent of state authority to prescribe how the mandated or optional sub-

jects will be taught is in dispute. May the Board use its textbook selec-

tion powers to impose detailed instructional syllabi on classroom teachers?

Or to narrow the choice of approved materials so as to practically man-

date one method of, say, teaching reading? May the Board enforce a policy

that history and current affairs instruction must be built around a

"basic facts" rather than a problem solvingII approach? See section III,

(C) and (D), supra at 66 and 96,
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(b) An increased emphasis on state-wide standardized achbve-

ment testing is bound to influence teaching methods in many districts.

The legislature has told the Board to develop uniform performance object-

ives in "reading, writing, and computational skills", and to implement

an evaluation system, by June 30, 1975. This project is to be undertaken

"in cooperation with all local school districts" (A.R.S. sec. 15-102,

¶25 [emphasis added]).

(c) May a district deem students as being in attendance when

they are engaged in approved off-site experiences? The work experience

and career education statutes give the concept legitimacy, but the issue

has not to our knowledge been squarely faced in any adjudicative pro-

ceeding.

(d) Can Free Enterprise be taught as a comparative economics

,612

course? See supra at 49.51/ and infra at 1g9 230.

(e) Miscellaneous. Districts may "enrich" the prescribed

state courses, but may not supplant them. (See section III(C)(2), supra,

at . A high school may not incorporate the materials from a corres-

pondence course into its curriculum if the books are not state-approved

(Op. Atty. Gen. 57-7 [1957]).
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3. Constraints on./nnovation

Apparently, no Arizona law has the objective of

encouraging innovation by local officials. At most,

there are a few statutes, like the- Career Education Act,

which invite localities to participate in new programs

designed by the legislature or by state administrators.

This section describes the kihds of obstacles that

may lie in the path of a district which wants to

try a new "instructional approach.

Part (a) briefly discusses course content and methods

of instruction. Part (b) dears with constraints on-district

authority to marshall resources for implementing new

curriculum. After looking at -decision -making about financing an

physical plant, attention is focused on the using of

-unconventionally ,Analitieel,inatcuctors,in the face of

laws relating to certification and job security.

The Arizona education code; unlike sane others,

lacks statutory procedures for waiver of curriculum

mandates, teacher credentials, and similar standardized

quality controls. Oh the other hand, the weak legal

position of teacher and administrative "organizations

and their consequential lack of bargaining strength reduces

the pressure on districts to contract away whatever flexibility

they do have. (We are assuming a district that wants

to innovate. Where that premise does not hold, or where

teachers and administrators have"better" reform proposals

than the district officials, strong professional organizations

can be responsible for bringing about Midcessful innovation.)
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(a) The points just made about courses and methods of instruction

show how limited, or at least doubtful, is district authority to develop

curriculum--and those obstacles can stand in the way of both conventional

and innovative course offerings. Some state legislatures have given

waivers or special grants of authority to local schrol officials, enabling

them to experiment with new programs. Such a statute might limit the

210
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permission to projects directed at special problem areas (e.g., reading

instruction in districts with far below average achievement levels); it

might limit it to a certain period of time; or it might require that the

local officials persuade a state school official of the merits of the

program (and the official is empowered by the statute to waive other-

wise conflicting code requirements or state regulations). In Arizona,

however, one can point to virtually no evidence of a legislative enacted

(or state administrative) policy favoring educational experimentation

via local initiative. (A small crack in this wall is the recent statu-

tory provision authorizing the Board to approve a district application

to offer a course which is not on a state list. A.R.S. sec. 15- 102.18.)

(b) To implement an innovative program it is often necessary

to acquire or reallocate physical, financial, or human resources. If a

board of trustees wants to--(i) locate or relocate a schoolhouse, (ii)

purchase or sell a schoolhouse, or build one, or (iii) issue bonds to

raise money for various capital outlays, it must hold an election and

secure the approval of a majority of those voting in it.
8

As for financial resources, the trustees may not increase the dis-

trict's operating budget from one year to the next beyond a percentage

determined by a statutory formula unless the increase is approved in ref-

erendum. (Until 1974, the statutory figure was a flat 6%.) The impact

of this provision on local purchases of textbooks and teaching aids is dis-

cussed supra, at 134 . In 1974, the Arizona Legislature passed a set of

school finance reform measures, St. 1974, c. 3. The new laws preserve

the local board authority to enact budgets that are kept within certain

growth limitations, but they replace the 6% figure with a series of form-

ulas which relate the acceptable rate of increase to the rate of increase
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in general state school aid, to changes in district enrollment, to ex-'

pected categorical aid for the district during the budget year, and to

other relevant factors. The new formulas are primarily aimed at harmon-

izing two new (or renewed) state policies--establishing an adequate state

guarantee of basic financial support for every public school classroom,

and equalizing public school spending by local districts.9

Finally, a district's ability to innovate can depend on its freedom

to manage human resources. What are its prerogatives for creating or

eliminating teaching and administrative positions? for changing job

descriptions? for promoting andchmoting? For hiring and firing? Stat-

utes and state administrative regulations impose limitations primarily

in two areas--certification, and job security. In addition, trustees

can tie their own hands by contractual agreement with employees or em-

ployee unions.

Innovation is impossible without innovators--if not the actual in-

ventors of new programs at least persons who accept the new instructional

methods and objectives and who are both technically qualified and psycho-

logically predisposed to carry them out. A certification system can make

it easier Or harder to pull together an innovative staff. The key

question is, "What kind of education, experience, and training, qualifies

one for a certificate ?11 Ctirrently, the Board sets the criteria for certi-

fication,
10 and there is no indication that the criteria encourage future

candidates to explore experimental and unconventional instructional

methods during their preparation for teaching. Thus it is left to the

initiative of the education schools and future teachers to develop such

programs. And, of course, a school district may choose to hire one cer-

tified applicant over another because of his or her training in new methods.
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Can a district hire an instructor whom it believes is highly qual-

ified to teach a particular subject, notwithstanding that person's lack

of a state certificate? This question has arisen in connection with

hiring professionals in non-teaching fields to work with students. For

example, members of a theatre company could teach dtamatics, or a lawyer

could teach a consumer law course, or a doctor could teach a course in

health careers. At the other end of the spectrum, schools have sometimes

sought to hire non-professionals- even persons without college degrees-- -

because they seemed to be unconventionally qualified. For example, if

the principal of an inner city school believes that the alienation of

students and parents from the school is a serious impediment to attend-

ance, motivation, and achievement, he may seek to add to his teaching

staff a neighborhood adult who may not be conventionally "qualified" to

teach, but who the pfincipal believes could perform as well as many

certified teachers and could contribute in many positive ways to im-

proving the school's learning environment. Or the principal might believe

that a factor which ordinarily disqualifies a person from certification- -

e.g., serving a prison sentence--has in a particular case enhanced that

parson's ability to motivate and. instruct children--and to lend special

authority to his warnings against anti-social behavior.

Some state education codes have certification waiver provisions to

deal with the non-teacher professional, or the unconventionally qualified

instructor. Arizona does not. Rather, the district is faced with A.R.e.

443(B):

"No teacher shall be employed who has not received a
certificate for teaching, granted by the proper author-

ities."
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4. Assignment of Pupils.

(a) A.R.S. sec. 15-442(B)(3) authorizes the local district to

devise pupil groupings, thereby implying the power to assign individual

children to the groups.

"The board may:

* * *

3. Make such segregation of groups of pupils as it deems
advisable."

(b) The district's prerogatives, however, are limited by approk-

imately a dozen statutory classifications of students. These are described

in section 111(C), where they are subdivided, into those applying to "normal"

pupils; those applying to children disadvantaged by nature, accident, or

past neglect; and those which are self-classifications (e.g. students

taught at home by parents.)

The Arizona legislature has shown particular concern about both the

standards and the procedures for labeling children "normal" or "special."

Definitions of the main categories of children with special needs appear

in A.R.S. sec. 15-1011. Mandatory placement and evaluation procedures

are laid out in sec. 15-1013. They include evaluation by at least one

professional specialist, and consultation with--the principal: an adminis-

trator of the program under consideration; a teacher; a professional advisor;

and a parent or guardian. At the end of the road,

"no child shall be placed or retained in a special education
program without the approval of his parent or guardian."

sec. 15-1013(E).

What limits are there on a local board's power to classify and, assign

"normal" children? As the above discussion shows, there are statutory

obstacles to a board's trying to classify a normal child as a special child.
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The abuse which led to the enactment of laws of this sort in many states

was the cavalier labeling of non-cooperating or culturally different

children as emotionally or intellectually deviant, and diverting them

from regular classrooms into special placements where instructional services

were ill-suited to their real needs and abilities. The legislature hasn't

spoken, however, to the question of tracking and otherwise grouping the

"normal" students.

But the issue has been raised in two suits against the State Depart-

ment of Education. In Pima-Santa Cruz Headstart v. Arizona Board of

Education, Civ. 71-126, USDC, Tucson, Filed 10/5/71, plaintiffs claimed

that making a score on a reading test a pre-condition to promotion violated

the rights under the equal protection clause of children who were left

back. In this group of children was a disproportionate number of children

from non-mainstream cultures and from non-English-speaking families (e.g.

Hispanic and Indian children). The case apparently was settled on the

basis of a directive from the State Superintendent. He "clarified" the

state reading policy, stating that its purpose was to encourage children

to develop reading standards, not to make promotion impossible for students

scoring below the state-suggested levels. (Department of Education files).
D

In the other case, Guadeloupe,. Organization Inc. v. Tets Elementary Sen.

Civ. 71-435,
i'U.S.D.C., Phoenix, Stipulation dated 9/9/71, plaintiffs claimed that

intelligence tests which underrated the intelligence of non-native English

speakers were being used to assign students to special classes, in vio-

lation of the rights of non-native English speakers wrongfully labelled

retarded." This case was also settled."8

(c) Suspension, expulsion, and use of compulsory attendance laws

to take children out of private placements they or their parents have

chosen, are all forms of pupil assignment. On suspension/expulsion, see
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section V(F) infra, at 219 ; compulsory attendance, see section V,

.--
(d) In some situations, students may have a right to selectively

"opt out" ofO ordinarily required courses. Obviously, the exercise ofz

such a right negates a pupil assignment designated by local or state

officials, or the legislature. Situations in which opting out,may. be

available as a judicial remedy are examined above, section III(C)(1),

supra at

5. Neutrality and Indoctrination.

The corresponding section of the chaptet on New York develops

these concepts in its analysis of legislative, administrative, and

judicial action in that state. One rule that seemed to emerge from New

York was that the schools may take sides on "fundamental issues of

political philosophy", but not on "sub-issues," such as socialized medi-

cine or foreign policy. (Chapter 4 page lit. Also, the point was

made earlier in that section (page 105) that instruction can take sides

on an issue, without being indoctrination. For example, a

course of study ending with the conclusion that it is necessary to put

national patriotism ahead of internationalism, could have presented con-

trary evidence and arguments, and could have (at least) implied that a

contrary belief--though it may be wrong?-would not be irrational.

(a) The Arizona Legislature has mandated a high school course

in the "essentials and benefits of the free enterprise system." The

course, as described in the statute sec. 15-1025), is definitely

one-sided, thereby giving rise to these questions:

(i) Does it take sides on a subject in which non-neutrality is

permitted?

(ii) Even if the course passes the neutrality test, does it
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fail the indoctrination test?

The answer to the first question depends on how "free enterprise"

is interpreted. Colloquially, it approximately refers to the American

mixed economy, where private ownership and private market decisions are

the preferred means of economic activity, but where government regula-

tion is seen as necessary to achieve certain goals of efficiency, justice,

and allocation. This viewpoint is both so general, (at one end it over-

laps with some theories of socialism) and so widely accepted, that an

instructor's merely taking sides in favor of it could-not fall to legal

attack. On the other hand, if free enterprise is taken to mean strict

laissez-faire economic system which does not and has not ever existed

in the United States,
12

one with virtually no government rolem economic

decision-making, then it would probably be impermissible under New York

law.aut.if-the laissez faire course is mandated by the Arizona Legis-

lature, it could only be challenged on constitutional grounds (state or

federal). The sponsois of the free enterprise law, and Superintendent

Shoftall, had this latter interpretation in mind. See infra at

Assuming that it is otherwise lawful to teach a course whose content

extolls free enterprise (either definition) over other economic systems,

certain methods of presenting that point of view may constitute indoc-

trination (as defined in the New York chapter). For example, the law's

directive to teach the benefits of free enterprise may lead to a course

in which no disadvantages of free enterprise are mentioned, only the

problems of alternative systems are studied, and in which it is taught

that there is no rational position one can take in support of another

economic theory. There is, as yet, no Arizona authority for striking

down such a course as "indoctrination." One would have to turn to the
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state or federal constitution, to authority in other jurisdictions, or

to the argument that allowing an indoctrinatory form instruction-was

not a purpose of the lawmakers in passing the statute.

(b) Arizona has several statutes which, in effect, require the

public schools to take a position in favor of patriotism and against

communism. A.R.S. secs. 15-1021 (wandated courses in history, civics,

etc.); secs. 15-231-2 (loyalty oaths); sec. 15-233- (civics courses

required of instructors); sec. 15-1031 (observance of patriotic holidays).

(c) After disputes about.instructionin sex education and

biology -(evolution), state actors have tried to find neutral ground.

Sex education is permitted, but not mandatory. As for evolution-related

courses, the Basic Goals Commission in Science recommended:

"The students should have access to the various scientific

interpretations of even the most controversial theories

of Science. . . Fact and theory should be kept separate.

Dogmatism should be avoided . . ." Course of study:

Criteria for Textbook Selection, p. 18. See supra,

at

6. Acculturation

(a) The Arizona authorities in this area are few, and they do'

not add any new strands to the analysis of acculturation which is found_

in the chapter on New York State. The relevant points can be noted briefly,_

except for the more complicated subject of Indiana and bilingual education,

which are discussed in subsection (b).

(1) Acculturation by coercive rules.

"The board of trustees shall prescribe and enforce

rules for the government of the schools, not inconsistent

with law or rules prescribed by the state board of educa-

tion." A.R.S. sec. 15-441(A) [emphasis added].

Complementing this general rule-making power is the sanction of expulsion

"for misconduct." A.R.S. sec. 15-442 (B)(1). (See also sec. 15-305 (B),
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infra at ). Boards frequently pass rules that define sex roles

(short hair for men; no women in auto mechanics); that sanction certain

marital or sexual decisions (married students expelled; pregnant women

suspended); or that enforce conventional norms of appearance (dress

codes). Most, if not all, of the adjudication in this area has involved

male grooming regulations. One can mount a non-constitutional attack on

such a rule by finding that it is beyond the rule-making authority of

the board because not reasonably related to "the government of the

schools." The Arizona Supreme Court paid lip service to this limitation

in Pendley v. Mingus Union High School No. 4 of Yavapai County., 109 Ariz.

18, 504 P. 2d 919 (1972), but in his dissenting opinion Justice Holohan

shows that the factual record on which the majority upheld the regulation,

and its 'application, was so frail that the holding virtually reduced

the statutory limitation (and the constitutional rights he thought were

violated) to a nullity. See section I(C), supra at 31 , (Civil Rights);

section IV(B), supra atj6j. (Scope of Judicial Review); and section V(F),

infra at219 (Students).

(2) Acculturation by instruction

As a practical matter, local school officials are in a position

to impart social/cultural values of their choosing, through variations

of tone and emphasis; and by their selection of lectures, activities,

aad (supplementary) materials. As a legal matter, it would be difficult

if not impossible to challenge the local practice, unless it can be thoran

to be partisan; sectarian; intentionally disparaging of a racial, ethnic

or religious group; or contrary to state law or policy. (A.R.S. secs.

15- 203, 15-442(a)(5)1 Op. Atty. Gen. 72-27-1. (July 28,1972),
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The State Board of Education Textbook Policy xequires that text-

books "mandated to be chosen by the State Board" (which account for a

very large segment of common school teaching materials, see section III

(C and D)) must support certain values--

"Textbook Content shall not interfere with the school's
legal responsibility to teach citizenship and _promote
patriotism.... Violence shall be treated in the context

of cause and consequence: it shall not appear for reasons

of unwholesome excitement or sensationalism. Coarse, vulgar,

profane expressions or terms shall be avoided in-all text-

book content."

And they must be neutral as to other values:

"Textbooks ... shall be objective in content; reflect a
minimum of bias in interpretations; and shall not reflect

adversely upon persons because of their race, color, creed,

national origin, ancestry, sex or occupation." Policy Book,

Rule 4(b)(x), at 143.

The rules, on their face, do not seem to pose much of a threat to local

prerogatives. But the process of interpretation and application is en-

tirely outside control of the local boardsas a part of state textbook

selection, and will therefore limit the ability of boards to obtain booki

which in its opinion satisfies these criteria, but about which some text-

book commission or State board member had a different idea. The local

officials are not without any recourse, however, since the policy

"does not apply to library books or any other books chosen

by the school districts under their statutory powers."

Just what that "statutory power" consists of, is the very confusing

issue examined in section III(C and D), supra at 66, 96.

(b) Treatment of ethnic and cultural minorities. One in every four'

public school students in Arizona is either a Mexican-American or an

Indian.
13 This fact would be a revelation to anyone whose only knowledge

about Arizona came from reading the Education Code. There is no evidence
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of a state legislative policy of curricular adaptation to meet the need

of school children coming from Indian cultures. The legislature merely

has authorized the State Board to enter into contracts with the federal

government to provide services for Indian students A.R.S. sec. 15-1161.

A contract may provide that payments be made directly to individual

school districts. Op. Atty. Gen. 57-127-(1957). Thus, the Board alm

turn itself into a conduit, leaving it to the local districts to nego-

tiate with the Bureau of Indian Affairs about the content of educational

programs financed with the federal money, but it may also decide to

closely scrutinize any potential grants and overrule local plans. The

Bureau of Indian Affairs has developed curriculum materials which are

designed to enable Indian children to learn about their cultures and to

respect them, and to help them understand the differences between their

cultural heritage and the values of mainstream American society.

R.Ross, "Cultural Integrity and Atherican Indian Education," 11 Arizona

L. Rev. 641, 669-672 (1969).



In 1969, the Legislature finally passed an act which

encouraged and aided districts in providing language

instruction for non-English speaking children. A district

may,

"Provide a special course of bilingual instruction
for common school pupils, not to exceed an
accumulated period of four years per pupil. "

A.R.S. § 15-1098(A) (1).

A district providing such a program is eligible far a

special state grant not exceeding $50.00, for each pupil

participating in said program. A.R.S. SS15-1099, 1212.
scUohws

What makes a program "bilingual"? Education use

the term to refer to a model in which classes are conducted

in a language other than English to the extent necessary

for pupils to comprehend the subject matter. As students

master English, they make a transition into regular,

English-only classes. The bilingual approach can be con-
col btker

trasted with model, English as a second language (ESL).

In 411K ESL pricrol$ non-English speaking children attend

classes designed to teach them English, but neither this

special course nor their other courses are taught in their

native tongue. Other variations in these models willbe

discussed below, when the explicit and implicit cultural

components of bilingual instruction are examined.
14

Arizona's bilingual act appears, on balance, to

express a legislative purpose to encourage programs closer
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to the bilingual model than to the ESL approach. But this

conclusion is not beyond challenge. The original act had

the following statement of intent:

"The purpose of this act is to provide a
special program for teaching the use and
understanding of the English language . . . ."

Laws 1969, c. 95, Si.

Moreover, the act was then entitled, "Special English

Training", and not until 1973 was the label expanded to:

"Special English ,Training and Bilingual Instruction."

Laws 1973, c. 169, §4.

In 1972, the legislature re-articulated its objectives

in terms that would include the academic profession's

notion of bilingual instruction:

"The purpose of this act is to extend special
courses of instruction for school children who
are having difficulty in speaking or under-
standing the English language." Laws 1972,c.124, §1.

Presumably, "courses of instruction" includes not only

teaching children English, but also teaching them science,

math, and other basic subjects, using whatever "special"

means are appropriate for the comprehension of the instruc-
CO.% sulk.

tion by non-English speakers. arm also A a strong argu-

ment that the

bilingual model was the legislature's choice. A.R.S. S

15-1098(A), paragraph 1, grants to district boards the

authority to offer "a course in bilingual instruction."

The following paragraph of the section gives the boards

authority to:
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"2. Provide a special course of instruction for

-common school children who are having difficulty

in speaking or understanding the English language.

This special course of instruction in the English

language shall be in addition to the regular

course of instruction prescribed in all school

districts." [emphasis added]

Paragraph two obviously refers to ESL. Following the

canon of construction that statutory language should not

be construed so as to render it meaningless, the first

paragraph's reference to "bilingual instruction" must be

read to authorize instruction more far-reaching than ESL.

The revised title to the act, the 1973 statement of

purpose,and our interpretation of the above-quoted section,

all point to the conclusion that the act authorizes truly

bilingual programs. This tells one Wile about

the exact content of ,such programsr however. Alley...can be

cast in a variety of forms, with the distinguishing features

being hotly disputed issues. In this discussion, we are

particularly concerned with those features of a bilingual

course which give it an express or an implied cultural

message. We now turn to an examination of the potentially

cultural aspects of bilingual instruction, after which we

will examine the allocation of authority between state and

local actors to control the content of these programs.

A bilingual course may have the effect of encouraging

a child: to assimilate into mainstream society; to sub-

stantially retain his mother culture but to try adapting it

to prevailing American mores; to separate himself from the
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mainstream in order to proc44.e his native culture; to

revolutionize the established society in order to accommo-

date his cultural values. While this list does not exhaust

the alternatives, it demonstrates a wide range of "less?!!s"

*.a.f wilat ark clearly recognized by many of the

persons exercising authority over the programs.

For example, when Superintendent Shofstall addressed

the Bilingual Bicultural Institute in Nogales, Arizona, in

March 1974, he said,

"The State Department of Education wants to lead
the bilingual, bicultural parade." p. 6.

The Superintendent's speech evidenced a belief that agree-

ment on providing some bilingual bicultural education

implied substantial agreement on the content of such pro-

grams. He spoke of a collective "vision I

"to instruct our non-English speaking children in
a manner in which they will have the opportunity,
at long last, to take their places in successful
mainstream living." p. 6. [emphasis added]

He also spoke about educating "happy and productive American

citizens" with "pride in their mother culture," "who can

communicate adequately in two languages and function

happily in two cultures." pp. 2-3. There undoubtedly are

many local officials and many teachers and parents who

would consider that characterization to be assimilationist.

We would consider the following factors in determining

to what extent a bilingual program tended to acculturate

children into Anglo society:
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a. Are Spanish (or Indian, or other non-English

speaking) children instructed in the literature and

language arts of their native tongue?

b. Are English speaking children, Anglo and non-

Anglo, encouraged (or required) to take Spanish (Indian)

language courses?

c. Are Spanish (Indian) children taught about

Spanish (Indian) culture and history?

d. Are English-speaking children encouraged (or

required) to loam about Spanish (Indian) culture and

history?

e. What are the state regulations or district

policies governing pupil assignment -- in particular, how

strong an emphasis is there on transferring a child into

English-speaking classes as soon as possible? (The

Arizona bilingual act puts a four year limit on a child's

participation in bi-lingual classes. Presumably, even if

after that time a pupil still lacks a mastery of English

he will have to attend only English-speaking classes.)

f. Finally, one should attempt to make these more

complex and subjective judgments:

1. Does the bicultural curriculum as a whole con-

vey the idea that -- judged abstractly- -the non-Anglo culture

has as much integrity and richness as the Anglo one? (Or

that it is decidedly inferior or superior?)

or-
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2. Even if abstract equality is suggested, does

the curriculum suggest that the child realistically can

choose either :

a) to live in that culture, or

b) to establish for himself a way of life
in the mainstream which allows him sub-
stantially to abide by the values of his
mother culture? (Or is a life style
based on that culture's values portrayed
as colorful anachronism?)

Who has authority to determine the characteristics of

bilingual bicultural programs? The answer is not to be

found on the face of the bilingual act. Consequently, it

4:11?'St"

is necessaryA
to assess the precedent authority of local

districts to maintain bilingual bicultural courses, and to

evaluate the possible changes wrought by the new law.,

At its inception, the Arizona Education Code contained

this provision, adopted from California law:

"All schools shall be conducted in the English
language." Laws 1912, c. 77, S73; A.R.S. §15-202.

It remained intact until amended by the bilingual act in

1969. However, even before 1969, local districts could

have made a strong claim for an authority to offer bilingual

education, a claim buttressed,by two Attorney General

opinions.. In 1956, the Attorney General delivered an

opinion stating that students could not be subjected to

censorship and punishment under Arizona law for engaging
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in "purely social" conversation in a foreign language in

public school. Atty Gen. Op. 56-60.(1956). He found that

to construe A.R.S. S15-202 otherwise would render it uncon-

stitutional under the doctrine of Fourteenth Amendment

personal liberty enunciated in Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S.

-390(1923). He implied, however, that such conversation

could be prohibited to the extent that the school made a

strong showing that it

"disrupt[ed] or impede[d] the orderly conduct and
government of the school, or endanger[ed] the
safety of the nation."

In 1961, the Attorney General was asked whether a

local district had authority to employ teachers to instruct

children in foreign languages, under A.R.S. S15-448.

(This is the "other special subjects" provision which is

cited throughout this chapter, and which was interpreted

by the Arizona Supreme Court, in Alexander v. Phillips,

31 Ariz. 503, 254 P. 1056(192:1), to authorize the employ

of physical education teachers.) The Attorney General

decided that the statute served to delegate to the boards

the power to provide foreign language instruction. There

was no mention in the opinion of A.R.S. 5157202.

These two opinions are not conclusive on the question

of bilingual courses. The 1956 opinion only covered non-

academic use of foreign languages. The 1961 opinion,

although it expressly covered instruction in a foreign

language, involved the authority of a district to'use said
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language incident to the language itself being a subject

of instruction. In a bilingual program, on the other hand,

the foreign language is used as the medium of instruction.

Notwithstanding this posSible distinction, we believe that

if the bilingual question had been raised prior to 1969,

it would have been decided in favor of local district

authority.

What effect did the 1969 act have on local authority?

The enabling provision for the local boards, A.R.S. 15-

1098, is broad and inclusive. Thus, if there is any

narrowing of local authority it must be a consequence of

the grant of rule-making authority to state officials.

Under A.R.S. 15-1097, the Board establishes rules and

regulations pertaining to:

"1. Testing standards and qualification require-
ments for students to qualify for each grade level
under this article prior to and after completion of

each program.
2. Minimum qualification for instructors to teach
under this article.
3. That schools seeking support under this article
have suitable facilities."

School districts may only operate bilingual programs after

receiving certification from the Superintendent that they

have complied with the Board rules.

This rulemaking authority may enable the state to

make a cultural imprint on the bi-lingual program. For

example, if the Board wanted to minimize the non-Anglo

tone and content of the courses, it could set teacher

qualifications which required fluency in English, but a
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lesser mastery of the non-English language (hereinafter,

Spanish will be used as an example). Thus, most "bilingual"

teachers probably would be Anglos who learned Spanish in

high school and college, and there might be few qualified

native hispanics. (Credentialing that required fluency in

Spanish but not in English would tip the balance in the

opposite direction.) That rule would create difficulties

for a district that wanted to hire native hispanic (or

Indian ) teachers for their bilingual programs, in order

to coordinate them with a bicultural curriculum.

Although the pedagogical connections between bilingual

and bicultural curriculum can be subtle, it at least is

possible to break down the legal issues into eight com-

ponents. tey are:

(1) local authority/bilingual programs/pre-1969

(2) local authority/bicultural programs/pre-1969

(3) state authority/bilingual programs/post-1969

(4) state authority/bicultural programs/post-1969

(5) local authority/bilingual programs/post-1969

(6) local authority/bicultural programs/post-1969

(7) state authority/bilingual Programs/pre-1969'

(8) state authority/bicultural programs/pre-1969

We have already concluded that (in category 1) local

districts had authority to offer bilingual programs. It

also appears that (in category 2) localities could offer
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bicultural programs -- if physical education and foreign

language instruction are "special subjects" under A.R.S.

S15-448, then bicultural courses should qualify as such.

Alternatively, the district, instead of offering a

separate course, could include bicultural lessons within

the state-adopted common school courses.

State authority (3) is derived from the bilingual act,

especially the above-quoted grant of rule-making power.

Assuming that the Board and Superintendent did not have

nearly so broad (if any) rulemaking power before 1969 (in

other words, if we assume that there was no authority in

category (7)) then what new balance did the act strike

between state and local officials? Since the act

expressly,confers authority on local districts, and nowhere

expresses the idea that what on face is a grant is really

a limitation, the state rulemaking power is impliedly

limited by the essential role of the districts as the

initiators and the primary supervisors of Arizona's bi-

lingual education programs. Though it is difficult to

draw a boundary with exactitude, there must be a point at

which state regulations could become so detailed as to

amount to an intrusion into that role, and they therefore

would be ultra vires.

The foregoing analysis is the basis for answering the

key question, to what extent may state officials control
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the cultural content of bilingual bicultura 1 programs

This issue

s. First,

through its regulatory powers under the act.

can be expected to arise in two kinds of case

the Board may pass regulations that are, undeniably,

reasonably related to its intended role in setting stan-

dards for bilingual programs, but the regulation

cultural overtones (e.g. the example, supra, abo

s have

t lan-

guage competency teacher qualifications which favor Anglos

findor non-Anglos). It would be very difficult here to

a violation of the bilingual act.

Second, the Board may adopt rules that are not, on

their face, reasonably relatedto its role in administ

the bilingual act, and which impose an express or hidd

cultural curriculum. The Board must find an alternativ

authority for such rulemaking. But while the Board argu

ering

n

ably

had some (category 8) authority to adopt a course of stud

in biculturalism (under A.R.S. §15 -102, 1(115, 16, 17), tha

did not entitle it to use bilingual regulations as a means

to restrict existing local board authority (category 2) to

have cultural offerings. There is,then, no alternative

ground on which to base the regulations.

What will ordinarily determine whether a given regula-

tion falls into the first or second model will depend on

the test applied to determine whether the rule is

"reasonably related" to the legal role of the state

agency as defined by the act. A conventional judicial

las
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approach would be to fashion the test in terms of purpose

and effect. The test might take one, or some combination;

of these criteria to be grounds for invalidating the

regulation:

a. The primary purpose of the Board in promulgating

the regulation (or of the Superintendent in his

manner of enforcing it) is to control the cultural

content of instruction. Proof of intent ordinarily

is difficult. A showing of powerful impact on

cultural education might be accepted as a showing

of constructive intent.

b. the absolute amount of spill-over effect on

cultural content is unacceptable;

c. whether the spill-over is, in absolute amounts,

high or low, it is unacceptable because it is not

justified by a corresponding important interest in

the bilingual program; i.e. the primary effect is

upon bicultural rather than bilingual education.

Conclusion

Arizona's policy of encouraging local districts to

provide special educational services for non-English

speaking children cannot avoid having a cultural dimen-

sion. In addition to any explicit cultural instructional

objectives, there is a hidden cultural curriculum within

the structure of any bilingual program.
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Though its boundaries are far from certain, there is

local district authority to initiate bicultural instruc-

tion and to challenge any state actions which would impose

a strong cultural imprint on state-certified bilingual

programs. Before the passage of the bilingual act, dis-

tricts could have offered bilingual or bicultural courses

under the statutory proviso for "other special subjects,"

and they could have incorporated culture-related activi-

ties into state-adopted courses. The act may have

restricted, to sore extent, local autonomy in determining

all the details of bilingual education, but the new law

can hardly be read to diminish local authority over cultural

curriculum. If the Board or the Superintendent, in the

process of setting standards for, and certifying bilingual

programs, was to seriously effect the cultural content of

the curriculum, these actions could be challenged on a

theory of ultra vires. Since the act does not mention

cultural education, the restrictive state presumption (see

supra, at ) of the education code would work in favor

of the local boards.
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B. Superintendents and Principals

1. County school superintendents

County school superintendents are glorified clerks. If any of them

are influential policy-makers, the. success must result fran moral

le of
authority and persuasive force -- they have- no discreticnary.authority.

The county superintendent meets with the state superintendent once a

year; he receives a yearly report fran the boards of trustees within his

jurisdictions; he provides certificates for graduating eighth grade

students; he calls elections; he acts as a liaison between the governing

boards and the county board of supervisors on such matters, as distribution

of school funds and redrawing of district boundaries. There was a time

when the county superintendent would hear appeals by teachers challenging

discharges, but the Legislature withdrew that small realm of cl

in 1960. Laws 1960, Ch. 127, S61.

It might seem that an ambitious county superintendent could at least

watch out for violations of the Education Code, and institute suits when

he thought. it, desirable. But he only has standing to litigate a narrow

range of actions -- those affecting his supervisorial control, his rulings,

or his jurisdiction. Harris V. Hoelzen, 16 Ariz. App. 74, 491 P.2d (1971).

The office of the county superintendent is no more than a handy

device for organizing transactions and carrmainications between local

governing boards and-higher officials. Because there is so much territorial

variety and confusion in the boundaries of common school districts, high

school districts, and municipal districts municipalities,01county focus

is a logical choice.
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2. The district superintendent.

The board of trustees of a common or high school district may employ

a superintendent for a contract period not exceeding four years if the

district enrolls three hundred or more pupils. A.M. S15-444. Aside

from a requirement that the superintendent hold state certification

credentials (S15-102,120), the terms and conditions of his employment

are a subject of bargaining between him and the board of trustees. The

Legislature and the courts have said nothing further about the duties

and powers of this officer, about the maximum amount of authority that can

be delegated to him by the board of trustees, or about his standing to

bring actions against his employers or other school officers on matters

of policy.

3. Principals

A district having five or more teachers can employ a principal.

S15-442(A). He must be state certified. The only statutory authority

he wields is the per to suspend students. (S15-204) He is not covered

by statutory provisions referring to teachers. Aside from these few

points/his role in Arizona heretofore has been defined by custan,

practice, and politics.

C. The Teacher

The Arizona school teacher has no legally protected area of discretion

in determining school curriculum. The teacher is directly subject to

state curriculum policy through three statutes.

I) "Every teacher shall:
* * *

3. Enforce the course of study, use of adopted textbooks

and the rules and regulations prescribed for schools,"
A.R.S. 15-201, ¶3.
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II) "The state board of education shall:

*

21. Prescribe rules and regulations and supervise
and control the certification of teachers.

* * *

22. Revoke all certificates of life diplomas for
immoral or unprofessional conduct or for evident
unfitness to teach." A.R.S. §15 -102, 1$21,23.

III) "A teacher who fails to conply with any provision
of this chapter is guilty of unprofessional conduct
and his certificate shall be revoked." A.R.S. §15 -208.

Although no state official has the authority to directly discharge a

teacher employed by a local board, the local board may only hire teachers

who have valid state certificates. A.R.S. §15- 443(B) Thus, one scenario

for state sanctioning would be:

a) State Superintendent finds that teacher primarily taught out of

non-state-adopted texts -- violation of §15 -201.

b) Superintendent finds that the violation of §15 -201 is "un-

professional'conduct" as defined by §15 -102, and by §15 -208.

c) State Board revokes teacher's certificate.

d) Local board discharges employee.

clefliprotS

The Arizona . Court and the Attorney General have both stated that

the Board has very broad discretionary authority to determine what con-

stitutes unprofessional conduct. Kimball V. Shofstall, 17 Ariz. App. 11,

494 P.2d 1357 (1972); Op. Atty. Gen. 71-12 (1971).

At the local level, the teacher must follow the directives of his

supervisors, otherwise face zion- renewal (if probationary) or .discharge,

on the grounds of inccopetency, insubordination, or lack of cooperation

.071..."11,10, _
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(the Arizona Supreme Court has called the latter behavior, "a subtle form

of insubordination" School District No. 8, Pinal County v. Superior Court

of Pinal County, 102 Ariz. 478, 433 P.2d 28 (1967)). The Legislature has

implied, however, that the high school teacher deserves at least slightly

more autonomy than the cannon school teacher. A.R.S. 515-543(D) states:

"The board shall prescribe up to five textbooks for each
course of study and the teacher, with the consent of the
board of education, may use any one [of them]."

The provision saying that the teacher makes the initial choice is unusual.

The only way to give it any neaning is to construe it to make the teacher's

choice presumptively correct, and the local board must therefore have a

good reason for withholding its consent, thereby overruling the teacher.

Any teacher who disobeys an articulate and otherwise lawful

curriculum directive from one of his superiors, can be dismissed for

insubordination. Complaints against teachers frequently arise, however,

after the teacher has acted. Prior to the challenge, the school may have

had no specific policy covering the disputed acticn.Even if the system

had a detailed syllabus for the course, it may have fallen into disuse,

and could not fairly be deemed adequate notice. In these situations, at

least, the Teacher Tenure Act can accord significant protection to the

teacher.

A leading case involved the dismissal of a teacher whom the school

board chargedtv!IN 6) several counts of misconduct, and a) generating

"controversy." When the teacher appealed, the trial court did not review

the school board's findings on the specific charges, because it found that

the controversiality of the teacher was, likitself, cause for the

termination. The case worked its way up to the Arizona Supreme Court, which

strongly criticized the trial court's action, holding that when a teacher
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did not seek controversy, the fact that her actions had caused controversy

in the community did not constitute "good cause" under the Teacher Tenure

Act. Kersey V. Main Consolidated School District No. 10, 96 Ariz. 266,

3194 P.2d 201 (1964).

Three years latet. the Supreme Court stated the objeCt of the tenure

lad in terms which could potentially become a foothold for teachers resisting

curriculum policies which they can show to have strong political overtones.

The Court said:

"[T]he broad purpose of teacher tenure is to protect worthy
instrucEcrs from enforced yielding to political preferences
and to guarantee to such teachers employment . . . regardless
of the vicissitudes of politics or the likes or dislikes of
those charged with the administration of school affairs."
School District No. 8, Pinal County v. Superior Court of
Pinal County, 102 Ariz. 478, 433 P.2328, 30 (1967),[emphasis added]

This language could also protect a teacher against whan local school

Officials have built up a technically adequate case for good cause dis-

missal, but who can shad that the primary motivation for the action is

dislike for the "too liberal" or "too conservative" tone of his instruction.

Finally, the Supreme Court's barrier against dismissing teachers for

"violations" which they may have reasonably thought not to be violations

at the time they acted, was slightly strengthened by a 1972 opinion of the

Attorney General, where it was stated:

"The teacher is an arm of the school board and must follow
board policy . . . If no policy is provided, the teacher
must then use his awn judomt." Op. Atty. Gen. 72-29-L,
at 106 (1972). [emphasis added]

Taken together, Kersey, School District No. 8, and the Attorney

General's °pinion reduce the chilling oA;teacher decisions in

areas which are covered by vague policies or by no policies at all.
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School board actions against probationary teachers, however, will be

reviewed more casually than sanctions against tenured ("continuing")

teachers, School District No. 8, supra, at 211 (A teacher achieves-

tenure when his oontract as a full time certificated instructor is renewed

for the fourth consecutive year, A.R.S. §15-251.)
15

D. Teachers Associations

Arizona teachers may not strike, and they have no right to consult

collectively with their employers about the terns and conditions of their

employment. Approximately fifty state school districts have voluntarily

established professional negotiation on arrangertents.16 The Attorney

General and the Supreme Court have stated that this practice is legal so

long as a board does not:

a) recognize one organization as an exclusive representative,

b) delegate any of its statutory powers and duties, or

c) make any agreement which extends beyond the term in office

of any current board member.

Generally, school boards. confine negotiations to salaries and working

conditions, but some of the larger districts have been negotiating a wide

range of issues including class size and academic freedom.
17

Since no

board has a duty to negotiate, school officials have the right to arbitrarily

halt negotiations or refuse_to discuss particular subjects, and there are

some districts which do refuse to negotiate with teachers and which hold

their meetings at times when teachers are unable to attend.
18

A PN bill was

passed in the Arizona Senate in the first half of 1975, but it was

decisively defeated in the House.

The prohibition against striking has teeth. A striking teacher not

only may lose his current job. His career as an Arizona educator is put
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on the line because of the power of the State Board to revoke his

certification en the grounds that striking is "unprofessional =duct."

The Legislature has foreclosed the tactic of staging a technically legal -

en masSe7
strike by the subni.ssicn of pro forma resignations, with A.R.S. 515-258:

"A probationary or continuing teacher shall not resign after
signing and returning his contract, unless the resignation
is first approved by the school board. A teacher who resigns
contrary to this section shall be deemed to commit an
unprofessional act."

According to the Attorney General, the Legislature intended to balance

the hardships of the no-strike rule with the protections of the Teacher

Tenure Act. "The Act provided

"statutory job protection in lieu of the right to strike."
Op. Atty. Gen. 71-12, at 28 (1971).

Even if a teachers' association manages -- without striking -- to

persuade a board to voluntarily enter into collective bargaining, and

even if negotiations produce an agreement, the board can still breach

any of the provisions of the contract, knowing that no court will order

them to specifically perform their duty. The Arizona Supreme Court so

held in Board of Education of Scottsdale High School District No. 212

v. Scottsdale. Educaticn Association, 109 Ariz. 342, 509 P.2d 612 (1973).

In its contract the Scottsdale board had agreed to participate in an impasse

procedure when negotiations were unsuccessful. The panel was authorized

to make non-binding findings and reccanendaticns on salaries and other

conditions of employnent.19 The Association had sought a writ of mandamus

cearelling the board to enter into the impasse procedure. The Court

stated that the Superior Court only had jurisdiction to issue writs,

"to compel the performance of an act which the law specifically
imposes as a duty resulting from an office."
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No statute required the board specifically to enter into *passe pro-

ceedings, and no statute imposed on it the duty to refrain from breaches

of contracts. The association would have to rely on other possible

remedies for the breach.

In fact there was no other remedy, because the court would not order

specific enforcement of the contract. The cpinion is poorly reasoned.

It addresses the policy issues and the peculiar context of the contract

when it finds that a mandamus action is inappropriate, but it does not

consider the bearing of these policies on the question of enforcing the

contract. It would seem that enforcement:would have -furthered the state

education policies -- it would have led to the issuance of an unbiased

and expert evaluation of the labor dispute. The report would have helped

the constituents of the school officials to inform themselves about the

issues, and to evaluate the performance of their representatives. At the

same time, the report would be non-binding, so that no board pagers would

have been delegated. The United States Supreme Court discovered years

earlier that a collectively bargained labor agreement "is more than a

contract."20 The Arizona court, however, failed to undertake the analysis

that that recognition implies.

Given the restrictive presumption of board authority, the right of

local officials to enter into collective negotiations must be traced to

a source. The Court of Appeals opinion in Scottsdale makes an implied

powers argument which was recently cited approvingly by the Attorney

General, in Cp. Atty. Gen. No. 75-8-C' (1975).

"(T]his power to hire teachers, fix their salaries,
(A.R.S. S15-443] and to control the operation of the
school district, (SS15-441, 545] necessarily carries
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with it the implied power or authority, if the Board
so desires, to consult and confer with an individual

teacher. . . [Me see little difference between 1200
teachers individually making known their desire to
the Board concerning their wages and working conditions,

and a representative of those 1200 teachers making

known the same desires."--17 Ariz. App. at 508.

Teachers associations have no right to compel or coerce the Board to

bargain collectively against its better judgment. However, if the board

is persuaded to adopt certain policies regarding terms and conditions of

employment, there is no inpropriety in embodying those decisions in a

contract ratified by the teachers organization.

The terns of the contract must, of course, be within the statutory

authority of the board, and must contain no terms which could not be

included in a standard contract for an individual teacher. Scottsdale,

411

supra (Supreme Court opinion). It follows from this rule that no authority

can be delegated to an association which could not be delegated to a single

teacher. Thus, the teachers organization has no special legal status

regarding the statutory and state constitutional limitations on delegating

policy making powers (2.3.curriculum decision-making) to private

persons.

E. Parents

A parent who sends his child to public school is entitled to same

participation in the process of evaluating, assigning, and recording the

performance of the child. However, parents have no greater right to help

shape curriculum policy than do other citizens and taxpayers.
21

As a practical matter, parents often make a disproportionate impact

on official decisions about decision-making because they participate with

extra vigor in political processes, and because having their children "on

the line" enhances the cridibility of their opinions. When the Madison
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Board of Trustees had to decide whether to retain the curriculum, Man: A

Course of Study (see case study, supra at 230 ) it took into account

two polls that tested the opinions of parents with children in that

particular course. At the same time, supporters of NACOS did not fail to

point out that the course's foremost critic had no children who were in

the course.

The parent is constitutionally guaranteed the right to send his

child to a private rather than public school. However, if he does use the

public schools, the parent must send his child

"with instructions to obey all the proper rules and

regulations of the school." State v. Davis, 58 Ariz.

444, 120 P.2d 808, 812 (1942).

In Davis, the Arizona Supreme Court sustained the prosecution of Jehovah

111

Witness parents who instructed their child not to salute the American flag.

A year later (in West Virginia v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624 (1943)) it became

the law that such a prosecution abridged the free exercise of religion.

However, the case still stands as a precedent for the general proposition

that a parent must cooperate with the school in disciplining his child.

Parents have statutory rights to participate in or oversee the

evaluation and assignment of their children. If requested, a school

district must permit a parent to inspect his child's records. The parent

may bring one person of his choosing to participate in the review. If

the parent believes there is an inaccuracy, he may give notice to the

district and shall have a right to attach a written response to any item

in dispute. A.R.S. 015-151-154. The participation of parents in student

placement under the Special. Education Act was discussed, supra at

In particular,
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"[N]° child shall be placed or retained in a special
education program without the approval of his parent

or guardian." A.M. §15-1013; See also S15-1014.

There are no statutes or cases pertaining to a) haw a parent might prove

the damage its child has suffered from incorrect records, evaluations, or

placements; nor to b) what remedies could be awarded to the parents if

such proof were made (e.g. money damages, corrective placement in

private facilities with state paying tuition.)22

Although there was a lot of talk about parental participation in

decision-making during Superintendent Shofstall's term in office,23 there

was little noticeable action in that direction at the state level. The

State Board's Policy Book establishes and recourends certain procedures

that would make it easier for parents to inform themselves about current

courses of study and proposed textbook adoptions, and to make their

opinions known to responsible officials. Parents or guardians shall, on

request,

"be provided with a copy of the current state adopted

course of study in the subject of their interest and

a list of the current state adopted textbooks in that

subject area . . . "

Also, parents, guardians, or patrons

"(a) View all instructional materials considered for adoption

at the Department of Education after the publishers file copies;

(b) Purchase from the publisher such proposed books;

(c) Testify at the hearings held by the Board for consideration

of the state adopted textbooks and approved supplementary books,

prior to final adoption of such books."

Finally,

"It is highly recommended that district school boards

develop procedures:
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(a) For parental review and participation in textbook
selection:

(b) For parents or guardians to view all instruction materials
upon request." Policy Book, Rule 4(e)(5). [emphasis added]

Given the predominance (at least in the ccmmon schools) of the state-

centralized textbook selection, these rules are all but meaningless except

for parents organized into broad-based lobbying groups. Moreover, the

"rights" being given are so fundamental that the failure to extend them to

citizens who are not parents is striking. Compare these "participation"

procedures with the Massachusetts statute requiring that a high school

offer "any" course which is requested by twenty petitioning parents.

Mass. G.L. c.71)S 13.

The only reference in ate Educaticn Code to rights of parents

organized into corporate groups is found in A.R.S. §15 -541, which authorizes

a district board to allcw a parent teachers' association (ar certain other

civic groups) to use school facilities for several wholesome purposes.

rf(See also, Op. Atty. Gen. 57-70 (1970)).

F. Students

Arizona public school students have no specific authority to participate

in control of school curriculum. TO the contrary, the legislature has

explicitly commanded them to accept whatever is handed down to them

"Pupils shall comply with the regulations, pursue the
required course of study, and submit to the authority
of the teachers and the governing board." A.R.S. S15-305(A)

And to accept it gracefully --

"Continued open defiance of authority or habitual profanity
and vulgarity24constitute good causes for explusion."

S 15-305 (B)
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A student who wants to challenge a school board curriculum policy

is usually in a better position to obtain an administrative hearing and/or

judicial review than other persons. In Section IV of this chapter, we

examined the standing and reviewability hurdles facing a potential plaintiff

wanting to press a declaratory judgment action or to secure judicial review
. .

under the JRA. A student who refuses to abide by an allegedly unlawful

policy can provoke his own suspension or expulsion, or attract other sanc-

tions. At least in the case of suspension or explusion, the student is

being der 'Ned of property and liberty, which cannot be done without according

him due process of law.
25

Although it is not always clear exactly what

process is due, the student certainly must have a right to a hearing on the

question whether the policy on which his suspension is based is unlawful.

Accordingly, Arizona courts adjudicating suspension cases26 have

regularly reviewed the validity of school regulations. In Komadina v.

Peckham, 13 Ariz. App. 498, 478 P.2d 113 (1970), the Court of Appeals

invalidated a grooming regulation on the ground it was arbitrary and un-

reasonable because it had no relation to safety or discipline. Later, the

Supreme Court overturned a similar Court of Appeals ruling, in Pendley

Mingus Union High School District No. 4 of. Yavapai County, 109 Ariz. 18,

504 P.2d 919 (1972). In one case the Court of Appeals found that a

suspension was invalid because it was ordered by an official having no

proper statutory authority, Burnkrant v. Saggau, 12 Ariz. App. 310, 470 P.2d

113 (1970); in another case the same court found that the school rule on

which a suspension was grounded did not apply to the alleged behavior of

the student, Nunez v. Superior Court, Pima County, 18 Ariz. App. 462, 502

P.2d 420 (1972).
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Pendley is a reminder that whatever advantage a student might have

for getting into court, the rule of "deference" still remains to narrow

the scope of judicial review. Moreover, in order to get his chance to

challenge the policy, the student has to take the risk that his suspension

or expulsion will be upheld. Although plaintiffs prevailed in Burnkrant

and Nunez, neither case involved a finding of abuse of discretion -- in

Burnkrant the official misconstrued a statute; in Nunez the official ignored

the clear language of the rule he purportedly applied. In Pendley, by

comparison, the official decision rested on a factual premise about the

likely effect of grooming styles on school discipline, and on a policy

judgment about the relative importance of individual student freedom as

opposed to perceived institutional interests.it
To

itis exercise of judgment +ke

deferred,
v. Lopez. Cfolikott stets)

An expansion of the Goss doctrine by federal or state courts could

increase the ability of students to influence aspects of their instructional

program. Future court decisions may expand the category of actions which

constitute deprivations of liberty and property to include:

confinement in the principal's office several hours each week; assignment

to a class in which instruction is so out of phase with the student's

capabilities that he cannot benefit from it; refusing to issue a diplana

to a student who refused to take a required course of study that he

alleged was illegally mandated; refusing to furnish transcripts or letters

of recommendation to colleges and employers. If the law required an

administrative hearing in each of these cases, then the hearings would sub-

sequently be reviewable under the JRA. Under current law, as was pointed

out in Section IV, the school is under no legal obligation to hold a
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hearing in most cases. Petitions for relief an be ignored, with the

result that there is no "decision" to be reviewed

aggrieved person is in the difficult position of

under the JRA, and the

trying to obtain review

under the declaratory judgment act or mandamus act

constitutional right to an administrative hearing

procedure for judicial review of administrative acti

available
?GA

. Recognition of a

es the statutory

n more readily

iNbether Goss will be expanded in these directions is open to doubt.

Justice Powell, dissenting, warned against the inevitable

extend this finding of a liberty and property interest to

pressure to-

lso include the

consequences of official actions which are more "routine" than

It is possible that one or more of the justices, voting in the

suspension.

majority

predicated their votes on the belief that suspension could be presered as

a special case, and the holding would not be stretched to apply to other

official actions. Even if Goss is not specifically made to apply in the

kinds of situations we have postulated, the decision may cause Arizcna

courts to reconsider its doctrine of extremely lenient review of the

decisions of school officials. Goss is part of a trend running through

both constitutional decisions and state legislation to recognize the right

of students to certain kinds of educational services.' As more and more

student interests become rights, the school official's expertise and

political accountability become less compelling reasons for according him

virtually untrammeled discretion in weighing individual student interests

against his perceptions of institutional interests. It is the court's role

to see that the official pays due deference to these rights. .

* * * *
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Whatever rights Arizona students have, can they only be asserted

with the consent of the parent or guardian of the minor? Rule 17(g) of

the Arizona Rules of Civil Procedure provides:

"Whenever an infant . . . has a representative, such as
a general guardian, or similar fiduciary, the representative

may sue or defend on behalf of the infant. . . The court

shall appoint a guardian ad litem for an infant . . . not

otherwise represented in an action or shall make such other
order as it deems proper for the protection of the infant. .

16 A.R.S. Rules of Civil Procedure, rule 17(g).

A juvenile court judge may appoint an attorney to serve as a guardian

ad litem when

"The court finds that there is a conflict of interest
between the child and his parents, guardian or

custodian." 17 A.M. Juv. Ct. Rules of Proc., rule 22.

At least as a procedural matter a state court has some flexibility in

appointing representatives. Parents, however, are the general representatives

of the child, and to some extent this role is constitutionally protected.

Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923). On the other hand, there are

situations in which the interests of parent and child may be in conflict,

and the state has legislated to protect the child's interests. Wo common

areas are neglect and guardianship proceedings; and adjudications of wills,

trusts, and estates. For example, in proceedings involving the trusts or

estates of minors, A.M. S14-1403 allows a parent to represent his minor

child

"if there is no conflict of interest."

Title 14, Chapter 5, Article 2, deals generally with protective proceedings

in superior court. It provides that any person interested, or a child over

fourteen years old, can petition for removal of that child's guardian.

A.M. S14-5212. The requests of minors over fourteen are also accorded

legal status in SS14-5203, and 14-5206.
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It is much harder for a court to discern "conflicts of interest"

between parent and child in regard to school curriculum than it is in the

distribution of property. It at least appears that if a person petitioned

a court asking to be appointed representative of a student in a specific

legal action, and if the parents, after being notified of the petition, did

not object, then the court would have authority to appoint the representative.

However, if the parents objected to the course of action contemplated by

student and representative, the court would have to find a legally cognizable

conflict of interest between parent and child before having authority to

appoint the representative. On the constitutional dimensions of this problem

see, Wisccnsin V. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972), Douglas, J. dissenting in part,

G. Taxpayers and Citizens

As a citizen or taxpayer, one's only legally protected channel for

influencing school curriculum is through electoral politics, except in

rare cases when taxpayer status may be deemed sufficient ground for standing

to obtain judicial review of an official action. (That is, standing to

press a state law claim. Constitutional standing is a separate issue.)

See section W(0).

There are some special electoral mechanisms designed to permit direct

participation in certain local school decisions. A.R.S. §15 -1302 (:1070

issues, purchasing or selling school sites, buildings, capital equipment);

A.R.S. S15-1202.01 (budget increase 1:x7mi:1-certain statutory level). Recall,

intitative, and referendum are examined in section I(B)(2). The Special

Education Act establishes an advisory committee on special education with

lay members. A.R.S. §15-1012.
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VI. Private Education

There is no direct public regulation of the curriculum in Arizona's

private schools: In a recent opinion, the Attorney General stated

unequivocally,

"[T]he State Board of Education has no statubory
power over the private schools of this state and

may not, therefore, accredit or in any way
attenpt to regulate such schools."
Op. Atty. Gen. 73-26-L (1973)

The compulsory attendance law, however, enables local officials

to exert indirect pressure on the content of private education. A

parent who places his child in private instruction in lieu of public

school is guilty of a misdemeanor, unless this private education satis-

fies one of the exemptions in the compulsory attendance law, A.R.S.

sec. 15-321. The statutory standard for instructional quality is ex-

111
pressed in the general terms, "competent teachers," and "common school

subjects." Satisfactory compliance with the standard is judged by the

local board of trustees and the county superintendent.

one scenario for indirect regulation of private education would be

a board refusing to grant a parent an exemption for his child on the

ground that the child's private school teacher was not corpetent. Un-

less the schoolOould get a court to overrule the determination, it

would have to remove the teacher or else face an exodus of students.

(The exanple assumes a private school most of whose pupils live within

the jurisdiction of the board that rendered the adverse decision.)

Two statutory exemptions of particular relevance to private

education are these:.

"B. A person shall be excused by the board of trustees . . .

when it'is Shown to the satisfaction of the board and the

county school superintendent that:
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1. The child is instructed at home by a competent
teacher in the subjects given in the common
schools of the state.

2. The child is attending a regularly organized
private or parochial school taught by competent
teachers for the full time that the public
schools of the district are in session."
(enphasis added)

The hare instruction clause is relatively liberal. Some states refuse

to recognize home instruction at all as a substitute for public school

instruction; others impose extra stringent standards on hometeachers.

(California requires that home but not private school teachers hold

state licenses.) Arizona hone instruction is subjected, however, to

the requirement that it cover the common school areas, a standard not

imposed on organized private schools. A large number of states demand

that have instruction and private school instruction be "substantially

equivalent" to what the child would otherwise receive in the public

schools.

In practice, the statute's formulation of the curriculum quality

standard is probably less important than its procedure for enforcement.

The law appears to vest considerable discretion in the board members

and county superintendent. The "competent teacher" guideline can support

a variety of interpretations. Ch the other hand, the "competent teacher"

-standard is less localized than "substantially equivalent" to instruction

in the public school the child would otherwise attend. That is, local

school officials are more expert at assessing the quality of instruction

available in their Cr'l schools, than they are in formulating a state-wide

standard of teacher competence. All other things being equal, a court

is less likely to defer to a board's finding that a teacher is not

competent than it is to defer a board's finding that instruction in

private school Y is not substantially equivalent to instruction in public
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school Z (which the child would otherwise attend).

The scope of discretion of the board and superintendent is also

clouded by the juxtapositicn of the phrase "shall be excused" and "to

the satisfaction." If the legislature had intended a quasi-objective

evaluatiai procedure, it could have stated:

"A person shall be excused if it is shown to the board . . . "

And a more discretionary test could have been suggested by the language:

"A person Ea be excused if it is shown to the board . . . "

The actual language, however, is ambiguous -- "A person shall be excused

if it is shown to the satisfaction of the board . . . . " A person

urging a more objective standard would argue that the phrase "to the

satisfaction" contains an implied canditicn that the board and super-

intendent be satisfied by whatever circumstances would satisfy a

reasonable person. The advocate of greater official discretion would

contend that an adverse finding by the officials was legally binding

so long as made in good faith.

Our discussion has focused on the first two exemptions in the

conpulsory attendance lag. There is another exemption, however, which

is almost standardless. It reads:

"[The parent is excused if]

5. The child has presented reasons for ncnattendance
which are satisfactory to a board consisting of the
president of the local board of trustees, the teacher
of the child and the probation officer of the superior
court of the county." (emphasis added)

There are no cases stating what "reasons", if any, were not contemplated

by the statute. The third, sixth and seventh exemptions are mentioned

in section II, Legislature, under the heading, Student Classification.
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Finally, one should note an cuissicn in the Arizcna law which gives

parents an important procedural advantage. Sane states require that a

parent obtain advance approval before placing his child in private

instructicn. Massachusetts has such a provision, and in Ccarconwealth

V. Renfrew, 332 Mass. 492, 129 N.E. 2d 109 (1955), the highest court of

that state held that failure to secure advance clearance was an indepen-

dent violation of the statute. The quality of the instruction the child

was receiving, no matter how excellent, was no defense to the charge.

Thus, the trial court was upheld in its decision to deny the defendant

parents the opportunity to introduce evidence which they said would shad

that their child's education program was clearly equivalent to the public

school program the child would otherwise attend. They were ccnvicted.

Uhe Arizcna statute has no advance approval requirement. Consequently,

parents are never precluded from introducing evidence shading the

quality of their child's private instruction.
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ADDENDUM TO SECTION V: TWO CASE STUDIES

A. Free Enterprise- -Local Resistance to a State Mandate
page 230

B. Man: A Course of Study (MACOS)
page 248
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Case Study: Free Enterprise, local resistance to a state mandate

Formal authority to control curriculum is no guarantee of actual

control. In 1971, the Arizona Legislature mandated a course of instruc-

tion in the "free enterprise system." The Superintendent of Public

Instruction, Dr. Weldon Shofstall, greeted the directive enthusiastically,

and moved to implement it. Three years later Shofstall's commitment to

the idea of the course was hardly diminished,1 but he admitted that what

was being taught in Arizona high school classrooms to satisfy the legal

requirement was not what he, or the law's sponsors, had in mind --

"CW]e have not been very successful." Teaching, at 11.

Long before Shofstall made this statement, the Department of Education

had given up trying to enforce a detailed course in the public high schools.

sclool5

To the contrary, it was permitting "T- to teach the basic concepts of free

enterprise in any way they chose--even in comparative courses which in-

cluded study of Soviet and Chinese economics. It even allowed schools to

place out students who showed comprehension of the concepts by passing an

examination. What happened between 1971-1974 to bring about this result?

The answers to this question reinforce a theme of Arizona curriculum

law-- centralized authority over school curriculum is a powerful, but a

relatively blunt instrument. The state legislature, the Board, or the

Department can squelch many local plans and policies, but it cannot effec-

tively carry out its own policies without persuading local officials and

educators of their value. The free enterprise dispute foreshadowed later

events in the battles over the basic goals commissions, (See supra, at

in that the Department was forced to make the details of its course

syllabus "recommendatory", rather than mandatory. And the shift from can -

mend to persuasion was institutionalized in the creation of a division
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within the department that devoted itself to training teacher volunteers

and to giving support to anyone trying to improve free enterprise

instruction.

"I am not a spy," said Dr. Carolyn Conrath, who was hired as a consul-

tant to direct that project. Eager to prove that the state agency was not

trying to achieve the goals of the free enterprise statute through any form

of pressure, Conrath pointed out that she had never visited a high school

without being invited, and that she had not even observed a free enterprise

class in progress.
lA

Legislative Purpose

What many Arizona legislators had in mind when they voted for the

Free Enterprise law is a matter of dispute.
1B The sponsors of the legis -

lation, however, were consistent in stating their objectives. The problem,

as they saw it, was that the United States was drifting taaards socialism.

Arizona schoolteachers added non ntmn to the drift by encouraging students

to question the social value of private ownership, by attacking the profit

motive, and by propounding the necessity of having a mixed economy.

As Tim Barrow (whop as speaker of the House) helped to pess.the act)

put it:

"[S]chool systems today are teaching socialism, not necessarily

as away of life but as a historical thing.... [T]eaching the

free enterprise system with the sane zeal would be giving them

a choice." [enphasis added) Arizona, at 8.

"Them" must refer to the school children. Jim Skelly, chief sponsor of

the bill, said a key element oetheir choice" is,

"that a youngster will have sate foundation to stand on when

he does came up against professors that are collectivists or

socialists."
Arizona, at 6.
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Clearly, the sponsors had in mind a course that would teach only the

arguments for free enterprise. It would be one sure counterweight to the

pervasively liberal bias of public school instruction.

Critics of the bill testified that the tenor of high school teaching

in Arizona was not indoctrinatory, but that the proposed curriculum stat-

ute most certainly was. They stressed the provision for teaching the

"benefits" of one economic model. The sponsors understood this to mean

that only the benefits, and not alleged draWbacks, would be taught. For

example, Theodore Mote2 recalls Senator Conlon making a statement to the

effect that,

"We don't want a corporative economics course like Mote

taught at Camelback High School. [Interview with Theodore

Mote, July 1974]

An amendment, which would have struck out the word "benefits," failed to

pass.

As enacted, the statute is codified as A.R.S. sec. 15-1025, and reads

as follows:

"A. All public high schools shall give instruction on the

essentials and benefits of the free enterprise system. In-

struction shall be given in accordance with the course of

study prescribed by the State Board of Education for at

least one semester, equal to One-half unit or credit. The

State Board of Education shall prescribe suitable teaching

material for such instruction.

B. The costs of such instruction, except those of the State

Board in prescribing the course of study, shall be an expense

of the school district involved.

C. As used in this section "free enterprise" means an economic

system characterized by private or corporate ownership of

capital goods, by investments that are determined by private

decision rather than by state control, and by prices, produc-

tion, and the distribution of goods that are determined in a

free manner."

In April 1973, the House Education Committee voted down a proposed

amendment which would have given localities much more discretion in
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shaping course content. Rep. Anne Lindeman, in opposing the amendment,

said she thought the course, even under the present law, was not being

taught in a "meaningful way." Pep. John Wittlaw similarly camplained the

course had been watered down far too much already:

"Just because you pass a test
3
doesn't mean you believe

in the concepts." [emphasis added)

Phoenix Gazette, April 26, 1973.

Plans for a lawsuit

Having failed to convince enough legislators to reject the bill be-

cause of its alleged indoctrinatory characteristics, scare opponents of the

course began planning a suit to challenge the constitutionality of the

statute.

The leading attorney in this effort was Kenneth Reed (a member of a

private firm in Phoenix). The potential plaintiffs consisted of a cross

section of persons arguably affected by the statute-- a high school teacher,

parents of school age children, a high school senior (who alleged, among

other things, that having the free enterprise course cn his transcript

hurt his chances at being admitted to an Ivy League college) .

Reed considered the state courts to be an inhospitable forum for

bringing claims of infringement of rights of speech and dissent.' So

inhospitable, that they might even contrive a holding to create technical

obstacles to U.S. Supreme Court Review. Thus, if he went forward, it

would have been with a complaint in federal district court asking for

formation of a three - judge panel.

The potential litigants were not wedded to the goal of having the

111

statute declared unconstitutional cn its face. They would have been

pleased with a holding construing it--in order to save it from unconstitu-

ticnality- -to allow teaching free enterprise in a comparative or critical
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perspective. That is why the complaint was never filed. In practice, the

litigants thought they got the "relief" they wanted. It resulted fran

adninistrative)and from informal political processes. The teacher in the
lahr

group, for example, concluded that he could, under the department;OTer-

pxetation of the statute, teach an intellectually honest economics course

under the free enterprise banner.5

The suit never went far enough for Mr. Peed to refine a theory of the

case. His basic idea was to analogize the free enterprise course to reli-

gious instruction, to maintain that it was indoctrinatory, and to rely

primarily on Epperson v. Arkansas6 for authority. His model for relief was

similar to that in the Establishment Clause cases--an injunction against the

teaching of the course at all (or else against the teaching of it in the

indoctrinatory form desired by its sponsors). He had not considered the

possibility of individnalized relief for different subclasses of plaintiffs,

e.g. giving the right to opt out to students who could show that participa-

tion in the course prevented their free exercise of religion, as in West

Virginia v. Barnette? and Wisconsin v. Yoder.8

Implementation in theory: Can the objectives of the sponsors be

achieved with a course which is not indoctrination?

As a part of his advice to Texans who were thinking about how to

implement their new free enterprise law, Arizona Superintendent Shofstall

stated:

"Finally, you cannot emphasize too Ruch that this should

not be a propaganda course but a course which seeks to

contrast free enterprise with the mixed economy; with

the. controlled economy or with a system of government

intervention. There is'no doubt about the results of an

honest comparison." (emphasis added] Teaching, p. 10.

It is hard to know what to make of this statement. Cn the one hand,

Shofstall seems to be advocating a very open approach to the subject.
9
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But the second sentence makes one wonder what concept he has of an "honest

comparison." If, as he implies, an "honest ccrparison" always results in

one believing in free enterprise, it is hard to see how an "honest" course

cannot be based on an indoctrinatory premise. That is, the premise that no

one can rationally conclude that a free enterprise system is inferior to a

mixed or a controlled economy.

Shofstall's "honest comparison" also shads his concerns about curricur

lum sabo ge. Even if the truth were beamed out fran the statehouse,

liberal teachers were in a position to jam the signals. He wanted a teacher-

proof course. But had much subtlety can one build into a curriculum dealirq

with controversial political and social issues but which leaves virtually no

discretion in the hands of the teacher? Consider the difficulties of formu-

lating a judicially manageable standard of indoctrination in this context.

Had much weight do you put on the materials? Had much on the teacher? Had

much on the classroom product? In one case, state or local school officials

might mandate the use of materials strongly biased for free enterprise, but

only because they believe it necessary to balance the opposite biases of

teachers. Is a judicial examination of the materials alone) diapositive of

an indoctrination claim? Or should the court primarily consider the class -

roan outcome? Or =St it look at the total context, and rest its decision

on wildhar or net "'At. cr4;,;./s 74-Ao( n; spec) 4.4

with a basis in reason to produce an honest comparison in the classroom?

An alternative to using "teacher-proof" materials is to put the

course in the hands of teachers who believe in free enterprise. (As de--

scribed below, Conrath was retained by the toepartn-ent to develop just such

*a free enterprise teacher cadre.) Thus, another factual variation for pass;44-

judicial scrutiny would be one in which:the materials are balanced; the

teachers are biased; and the classroom experience is believed by some but

not all students to be a biased one.
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Returning now to the hidden premise behind Shofstall's "honest compari-

son," there is considerable evidence in the Superintendent's public statements

of a belief that no American can rationally prefer any other system over free

enterprise. For example, Shofstall's Texas speech repeats the metaphor of

battling with the "enemy." He enumerates the dishonest motives of intellec-

tuals and teachers, the primary foes of free enterprise. He says that

intellectuals advocate economic equality because they envy the wealthy; they

smart at being snubbed by elite social clubs. What they don't understand is

that in a free market the best producers get material rewards that enable

them to buy these things but the rest of society, even though its rewards are

less lavish, is still better off because of the efforts of their betters.

Anti-capitalists (primarily intellectuals)--

"are socialists because they are blinded by envy and
ignorance.'" Teaching, at 6, quoting approvingly from
L. Von Mises, Planned Chaos, at 46 (1947).

Other reasons cited by Shofstall for opposition to the course were

a) teachers automatically opposed any innovation that could threaten their

jobs or make them work harder,144b) some persons will oppose any curriculum

that is state-mandated. And, finallyttherewas simple arrogance to blame:

"[I]ntellectuals don't have much respect for the choices
of the great mass of consumers." Teaching, at 6.

Nowhere in the speech is there any hint that an opponent of free enterprise

might have a basis in reason, one untainted by envy, ignorance, laziness,

arrogance, or self-interest.

The hidden premise also has conceptual roots. Shofstall simply does

not accept the idea that the so-called mixed economy is an independent model.

TO put this another way, he does not think the economic arrangements that

111 have been called mixed economy represent a stable equilibrium. Rather, this

nAsecht,
form of government intervention is) socialism in disguise; it is a stretch
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0
of ground along the slippery slope to a totally government ntrolled econcany.

Shofstall notes that the conventional wisdom taught in public school is that

the Amarican mixed economy stands in an advantageous position midway between

capitalism and socialism; it enjoys the benefits of each system but manages

to cancel out the disadvantages of each. This premise sets up the following

argument:

a) no one who values political, economic, and personal freedom can

rationally favor socialism;

b) mixed economy is merely an early stage of socialism, therefore an

advocate of the mixed economy is (perhaps unwittingly) an advocate of socialism;

c) liberals value freedom;

d) because freedom and socialism are inccupatible, it is irrational

111

to say one believes both in freedom and the mixed economy.

e) therefore, one cannot rationally support the idea of the nixed

economy unless one favors socialism (and loss of freedom);

f) the public school is under no obligation to teach socialism, be-

cause its tenets contradict the Constitution; the public school cannot very

well promote the concept of the mixed economy, because it is irrational to

simultaneously support the Constitution and that theory; to promote the con-

clusion that free enterprise is the appropriate economic system for the United

States is not indoctrination because it is the only economic system consistent

with the` preservation of constitutional rights.

The argument is laid out to show that when Superintendent Shofstall

calls for an honest comparison, he may be referring to a comparison that many

persons would consider indoctrinatory. Could a court, on review, find judi-

cially manageable standards to grapple with the intangible complexities of

claims of indoctrination in this context? If judicial review is limited
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to whether state school officials tried, in good faith, to promote "honest

comparisons" and to avoid "propaganda," in the free enterprise course, then

it would be hard to judicially overturn any decisions of the Department based

cn charges of indoctrination. Disgruntled citizens would be left to exercise

their political remedy, electing a different Superintendent and electing a

Governor who would appoint Board members with different views. As has already

been noted, Arizona courts never came close to deciding such questions.

Implementation in fact: Free enterprise backers forced to scale down
their objectives

Superintendent Shofstall and Dr. Conrath shouldered much of the state

level responsibility for transforming the law into an active course of instruc-

tion. In their view, they continuously battled against two strong forces:

opposition to state curriculum mandates in general; particular opposition to

pro - capitalist instruction. They apparently concluded that the formal,

bureaucratic means of control at their disposal were not suitable instruments,

by themselves, for installing free enterprise courses that would be taught in

the spirit of the statute's sponsors.

A personalistic stra emerged. Shofstall and Conrath focused on

finding free enterprise instructors who were "enthusiastic," "interested,"

and "dedicated." In order to give attitude the priority it deserved, Shofstall

decided that prior experience should be dawnplayed as a teacher selection fac-

tor.

"We do not' mean' hat teachers should be certified only
through the usual procedure of taking a certain number
of prescribed college courses . . . [E]nough literature
[is] available that if teachers are willing to learn
about free enterprise, they can do so . . . [O]ne of the

best ways to learn about anything is to try to teach it
to somebody else." Teaching, p. 9.

That was not the first time the Superintendent expressed his interest in
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reducing reliance on academic credentials for selecting Arizona'4 teachers.

He has also advocated performance based certification, and has favored drop-

ping the certification requirements for a year of graduate study. see supra,

at 63
.11

The Department of Education's main role in supporting this policy (which

might be called "enthusiasm first") was to train and provide back-up services

for newly selected free enterprise teachers. When Conrath joined the Depart-

ment, she set her sights at developing a "cadre" of 292 teachers. In the

summer of 1974, she had trained 70 teachers (55 of them in summer workshops),

and with her contract ending the following January, she was running well be-

hind her goal. To understand the reasons for this setback, aie needs to knew

something about the earlier evolution of the implementation strategy.

The statute went into effect without anyone knowing exactly what a

free enterprise course should look like. The only existing syllabus was the

text of the statute. There were no textbooks. Tensions ran high during the

year after enactment. Many educators perceived--fram the statute and from

some of Shofstall's public statements-- that they were going to have a detail-

ed, inflexible, and %in their eyes) inteliectually dishonest course shoved

down their throats. The absence of ccnuercially available materials may have

seemed particularly ominous. If the State Board's adopted textbooks were to

be written by the Department of Education, the already narrow choice of dis-

tricts in selecting materials would be circumscribed even further. The Depart-

ment secured an Attorney General's opinion stating that the statutory require-

rent that the state textbook list for a mandatory course include a minimum of

three books did not apply to a situation where less than three bids were

received flan publishers.12
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The publishing by the Department of Education of its "Free Enterprise

Syllabus," in 1972, was reason for some relaxation of tensions. The heart

of the course was twenty -one "basic concepts." Almost all were relatively

non controversial one could just as well use them as the building blocks

+he cuo..64.4,1, off

of a "liberal" course in microeconomics asfagan ultra-conservative course

in free enterprise.13 The syllabus was certainly less doctrinaire in form

than many of the statements that were later to emanate from state curriculum

ccrmissions. (See section III, D, 4.) Contrast the firm beliefs of the

statute's sponsors, about the relationship between economics and politics,

with this statement:

"Democratic societies are generally associated with

the market system, and economic freedom and political

freedom usually go hand in hand. That it is not

totally a straightforward relationship can be explored

by examining British experimentation with socialism

after World War II and Sweden, as examples."

Free Enterprise Syllabus, at 17.

The greatest cause for relief among those fearing an attempt at out-

right indoctrination was the important role reserved for the teacher. This

role was implicit, in the relative brevity of the syllabus, and explicit,

in the following statement:

"[T]he organization of materials, selection of

learning activities, selection of resources, and

the techniques of evaluation remain within the

purview of the teachers' professional judgment

as he provides for individual differences."

Free Enterprise Syllabus, at 7.

Another loosening of the reins of state control occurred when Shcfstall

approved a testing-out policy in Fall, 1972. The Department prepared an

objective test on the twenty-one free enterprise concepts, and any high school

student who passed it was excused from actually taking the course. In a con-

temporaneous newspaper article, Shofstall is quoted as explaining this policy
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as a way to prove that free enterprise was not, as teachers had charged,

merely a "patriotic economics course." Tasting out, he reasoned, demonstrated

that the object of the course was to teach generally recognized economic con-

cepts, not to inculcate a narrow set of values. According to Conrath,

another reason for instituting the test was to minimize the disruption of the

academic programs of high school seniors who had planned their courses before

the lad was passed.

Local control of the testing was almost complete. The Department did

not designate a passing grade, nor did it prevent districts frOm substituting

their can tests. In the Phoenix Union High School District, 2394 students

took the Department's test in the fall of 1972. The passing rate was 3604

In at least one high school15 in that district, the social studies teachers

thought the test was much too simplistic. Although they were not enthusiastic

about the free enterprise course, these teachers wrote what they considered

to be a more challenging and sophisticated examination. They wanted to uphold

the general academic standards of the high school.
16

Fewer students passed

.

the local test than passed the state test, and those who did_ usually were.

students who have seriously prepared for it (e.g. by reading chapter summaries

in the textbooks, by expanding cn what they have learned in business courses

or in junior- achievement projects). The social studies chairman at Carelback

says that most students there strongly prefer elective courses to free enter-

prise, but she is confident that the free enterprise instruction in her school

is competent, with substantive coverage of economics concepts and issues. To

a large extent, it has been taught as a comparative economics course, using

textbooks with comparative materials, and some supplementary materials on the

Soviet Union and China.

Camelback's policies may not be typical of Arizona free enterprise

oourses.
17 What is more significant than the prevalence of the Carelback
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110 approach, is that Conrath, speaking on behalf of the Department, vigorously

asserts that the kinds of policies that that school has adopted are consistent

with state law and policy. If the basic concepts are taught to every student,

the school has discharged its obligation. The vehicle for instruction is up

to the school --

"Call the course anthropology/free enterprise!"
Conrath interview, July 1974.

This is not to say that Conrath does not have strong ideas about how

she would like the course to be taught. Calling herself "the Billy Graham

of free enterprise", she expresses her concern in restoring faith in business

and in the profit motive. For example, after the energy crisis began to

strengthen the advocacy of strong government intervention (or ownership) in

energy industries, some oil executives took encouragement that courses like

free enterprise would help to counteract such notions. Apparently, Conrath

would like to see the course play that role.

Though she thinks the content of free enterprise instruction has

improved since the tense period following enactment of the law, Conrath admits

that it is a long uphill battle to make the course into what she and its spon-

sors have in mind. There are traces of bitterness, and condescension in her

depictions of Arizona teachers. She thought it outrageous that a teacher might

agree to teach a course, and then resist its mandates; the time for dissent

is before going into the classroom. Mbreover, a properly enthusiastic

teacher would not insist on being paid for every workshop hour of training.

As mentioned earlier, Conrath was, in July 1974, falling far short of her
has Itt

goal of training a cadre of 292 teachers. Among the reasons for this
of interest in free enterprise in colleges with education programs.
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Conclusion

1. The hiring of Dr. Conrath represented the Department's decision

to "enforce" the free enterprise law through persuasion and support rather

than through command, investigation, and.sanction. Considering the opposi-

tion to and distrustfof the free enterprise course by local educators, it is

unlikely that the rejected approach could have substantially achieved the

goals of the.law's sponsors, even if the Department was given additional

resources to devote tomonitoring and disciplining administrators and

teachers. Notwithstanding the leverage of state textbook selections,

Shofstall's idea of an "honest caparison" will not be widely achieved unless

the course is being taught by devotees of those values. The Board and

Department could only guarantee the installation of "enthusiastic" teachers

in free enterprise classrooms by making politically impractical intrusions

into the authority of local districts. The theoretical alternatives could

have included, for example:

a) A separate certification procedure for free enterprise teachers;

b) A requirement that no instructor be assigned to teach free enter-

prise without being approved by a designated state official. (This could

function by itself, or in conjunction with (a).)

c) Formation of free enterprise teaching faculties within the

Department of Education. Free enterprise would then be taught in local high

schools by teachers under contract with the state. Conceivably, they might

have no connection with the school aside from teaching the course. (Enabling

legislation would be needed if the state teachers were to be imposed on

unwilling school districts. See A.R.S. §15 - ).

It is indicative of the secondary political limits on legal control of

curriculum, that although the free enterprise statute is the most detailed
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Arizona curriculum law, it has also become the first legislatively mandated

course for which the Department has approved large scale testing-out. For

whatever reasons plenary state legislative politics resulted in passage of

this controversial law, the politics of the schools made it impossible for

the detailed objectives of the sponsors of the legislation to be carried out

in the classroom. Not only is this reflected in having the placement exam,

which kept sere students out of the mandated course altogether, but also in

the failure of staunch free enterprise backers to achieve the promulgation

of a detailed and mandatory teaching syllabus to be vigorously enforced in

the schools.

2, It is typical of Arizona school law and politics that at no time during

this vociferous dispute was any relevant action taken by a court. However,

411

the political "solution" to this dispute might someday be a judicially

imposed remedy in litigated case.

Opting out of a potentially value-laden course by passing a substan-

tially value-free examination is akin to receiving judicial permission to opt

out of a course because of a constitutional claim based on the values imparted

by the course. Of course, the prerequisites for judicial opting out would be

scaewhat different,( e.g. the plaintiff probably wouldn't have to take any

exam) but the history of this dispute points to the political acceptability

of that form of judicial relief.

3. Although the law's sponsors did not get exactly the kind of course

they wanted, one should not overlook some side-effects of the law which are

probably to their liking. One body's power to mandate courses necessarily

contains the power to restrict another body's discretionary control of

curriculum. By pre-enpting a portion of every high school student's schedule,

the legislature limited the choices of the Board and of local districts in

trying to develop what is, in the view of each, the best overall course
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content. If the legislative prerogative is widely exercised, warned Kay

Murphy (special services coordinator, Tempe elementary school district;

president, Arizona Education Association) then,

"the curriculum is going to, get so cluttered
that young people won't have time to get a
well-rounded education." Arizona, at 9.

In the case of free enterprise, the collateral effect of the mandate has had

a conservative bias. In Camelback High School, for example, the free enter-

prise mandate forced the social studies department to drop elective courses

in American Problems, Minorities, and Anthropology. Dr. Cbnrath has heard

complaints throughout the state about the necessity of eliminating popular

electives in order to satisfy the law.
18

Eliminating electives is.a.sure way to lower teacher morale

411
and to help push some teachers into other jobs or occupations.

A creative teacher takes great satisfaction in working up a

new course in a subject he or she finds interesting. An interested

teacher is especially likely to excite and involve his students.

By contrast, an imposed, stale course routine will engender the

most frustration in bright and energetic teachers, who, generally

speaking, are also the ones most cppable of leaving the school,

the state, or the profession. The same talents that give root to

their frustrations give them entree to other jobs, to graduate

school, to professional school.

It might be argued that the legislative and state administrative

mandates are broad enough to indulge the creative urges of all

but the most temperamental teachers. But Free Enterprise simply

is not Anthropology, or Minorities, or American Problems. The
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heav y load of social studies mandates for Arizona high schools

severely restricts the possibilities for substantial excursions

into large areas of the social studies, unless local educators

are willing to risk putting themselves in violation of the law.

Also, a fixed menu of courses from year to year imparts

an atmosphere in the school about the nature of learning, knowledge,

and inquiry--one in which "important" or "useful" knowledge

is fixed and stable, and in which there is no premium placed

on exploration, nor on individual responsibility (of students

and educators) to continually reasses what subjects are most

important to study.

We do not assume that schools must have varied and changing

curriculums. Indeed, in some school communities there will

be a broad consensus in favor of traditional subjects and

methods of instruction. A parent has a legitimate concern

when he wants his child to learn a core of historical facts

4-he cAtIci

and social concepts that give--A(--i-relatively stable and

re-assuring notion of who he is and what he is a part of; this

learning is an operating base in an increasingly confused and

fragmented society.

Thus, our point about the -collateral effects" of the

free enterprise mandate is not that one kind of social studies

instruction is necessarily better than another. Rather, it is

to show:

a) The cumulative effect of mandating several courses can

be to change the general character of instruction in a
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way unintended by the successive majorities of legislators or

of Board members which voted in each of the courses.

b) Regardless of the intention of those who promulgate

state-wide mandates,

1) the general public may be unaware of the side-effects

caused by pre-emption, so the decision-makers are

not fully accountable;

2) while the statutes or regulations may be valid on

their face, their cumulative impact of limiting

local choice may he so severe as to amount to an

unlawful invasion of local authority,
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CASE STUDY: MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY ( MACOS)

In September 1971, Man: A Course of Study (MACOS) was

added to the social studies curriculum in the Makson Park

School, Phoenix, Arizona. ( MACOS is an anthropology course

primarily designed for use in the fifth grade, but also

suitable for junior high school instruction. A more detailed

description appears infra, at alria.) Almost immediately, a

group of citizens, backed by a conservative newspaper, began

calling for the discontinuance of the course. The district

board of trustees held open hearings, debated the matter, and

reaffirmed its plan to test MACOS for two years. When the

pilot program ended, however, in 1973,the course was dropped.

Although district administrators and officials still

considered MACOS an extremely valuable curriculum, their

enthusiasm had been sapped by numerous skirmishes stemming

from its "controversiality." Meanwhile, the course had not

had a chance to win acceptance elsewhere in the state, because

the Superintendent of Public Instruction had placed a flat

prohibition on purchase of any MACOS materials by any public

`Na, c.10,14ied

school in Arizona.];f1his ban was within the scope

of his authority to ascertain that local purchasing strictly

conformed to state textbook listings; it was highly unusual,

however: for a Superintendent to intervene so sharply into

fringe areas of local curriculum. The order not only prevented

interested districts from experimenting with MACOS, but also

made it very difficult for Madison Park to continue using the

course because it could not purchase replacement parts for
of

materials that were consumed during teaching the course.
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Our analysis of the MACOS-Phoenix dispute has four parts:

a chronology of events; a description of MACOS; an evaluation

of objections to the course; conclusions. The most important

questions we try to answer are these:

What .as the quality of the debate and decision-making

about using MACOS in Madison Park?

Did a minority impose its curriculum choices on a

majority? If so, was there any justification for this result

-- for reasons of educational policy? for the protection of

individual rights?

Did any participants in the dispute fail to utilize

legal remedies that were available to them and which might

have changed the outcome_ of the dispute?

Was the structure of legal authority in Arizona

responsible for an inefficient or unfair curriculum setting

process?

1. Chronology of events

When school opened in September, 1971, the social studies

curriculum for sixth and seventh grade students at Madison

Park School was Man: A Course of Study.
1 In the previous term,

the board had decided on a two year MACOS pilot progiam. The

county school office and the state routinely approved the

purchase of the course materials apparently without inquiring

into their content. Payment was made out of local funds.

(Subsequent efforts by State Superintendent Shofstall to

tighten up state supervision of local textbooks and instruc-

tional aids acquisitions is discussed supra, at 140 ), Some
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Madison Park teachers spent two weeks in the summer of 1971,

participating in a MACOS training institute.

til A ell saud apes') ed) the Weekly

American News published the opening blast in what was to

_become a two year campaign. The article began;

"While high school sophomores supposedly cannot
survive without sex education, elementary students
will be learning this fall that violence, youth
and power are necessary for survival."

(September 1, 1971. The reference to a prior dispute about

sex education is apparently intended to portray MACOS as the

latest attack by a movement which wants to teach immorality

in the schools). Two weeks later, the Weekly American began

running a series of anti-MACOS articles, authorect by Mrs.

Phyllis Musselman. Musselmaa became the chief organizer and

spokesperson for opposition to the curriculum.

In less than a month, MACOS was a state-wide issue. On

September 23, 1971, Superintendent Shofstall sent a (widely

distributed) letter to Superintendent Hatter, advising him to

suggest to the objectors that they, file a law suit against the

district board, and allege that the teaching of MACOS violates

the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment. Burton Barr,

majority leader of the Arizona House of Representativ,es, went

on the record against MACOS by saying, in reference to;the

course,

"Get back to basic education." Weekly American
October 13, 1971.

The first response of local school administrators was to

ask everyone to give MACOS a chance, judging it by what went
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on in the classrooms and what their A learned. But

politicization of the issue soon called for more formal action.

Parents were informed that they could:

a. withdraw their children from MACOS and have them

take other subjects;

b. have their children bring home any printed material

for inspection;

c. come to school to sit in on classes or to view the

films (before or after they were- shown to children};

d. attend periodic meetings with faculty to discuss the

course.

The administration wrote to teachers and staff, renewing its

support for the MACOS pilot program.

On October 28, the board held a public hearing. Twelve

citizens were permitted to speak in support of MACOS, and

twelve against. Also, the board had before it the results of

two surveys of parental opinion. Persons favorable to MACOS

outnumbered those against it by five to one, and by eight to

one.
2 At the end of the meeting the board voted to continue

the pilot program as planned. By November 11, parents had

removed twenty-two children into optional study.
3

To the best of our knowledge, no county or state agency

conducted a formal proceeding or issued an order banning MACOS

from the public schools. The course's critics predicted that

111

it would be a subject of the State Board's November 1 meeting,

but MACOS was not discussed. It soon becalhe known

to local officials, however, that any new purchase orders for

MACOS would not be viewed favorably in the Maricopa County
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Superintendent's office or in the Department of Education.

This administrative action made it all but impossible for

other districts to acquire the course, and it prevented

Madiscn from even purchasing spare parts to replenish important

course materials that were consumed during simulation games

and other activities.

The drama had ended by January, 1972. Nevertheless,

teaching MACOS was subject to distractions that stemmed from

the protests, and significant administrative energy had to be

expended responding to MACOS-related problems. After completion

of the pilot program in Spring, 1973, the program was dropped.

According to Dr. Rhoton, the experiment confirmed the belief

of teachers and administrators that MACOS was "an exciting

approach to the teaching of social studies." However,

"emotional outbursts" and other continuing problems made the

costs seem greater than the benefits. He thought, too, that

many of the learning objectives of the course could be,

achieved with less controversial materials.

2. What is MACOS?

Man: A Course of Study was meant to be a social studies

analogue to the "new math" and the "new science." A team of

educators and social scientists undertook the development of

06 curriculum which could be understood and enjoyed by

children, but which was, at the same time, true to the most

advanced knowledge in the soclol sciences. For example, units
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on herring gulls, baboons, chimpanzees, and the Netsilik

eskimos feature the noted scientific investigations of Niko

Tinbergen; Irven Devore; Jane Goodall; Bilicki;and

Danish explorer Knud Rasmussen.

The Educational Development Center of Newton, Massachusetts,

a non-profit corporation, worked up the course with funding

from the National Science Foundation (NSF is a federal govern-

ment entity). MACOS was the nation's first comprehensive

anthropology course for elementary school children. It

originated many multi-media concepts, techniques, and materials.

After MACOS took shape, some commercial publishers began

working on similar curriculums.

MACOS becam a darling of educators,

In 1969 it was cited by the American Educational Research

Association and the American Educational Publishers Institute

as

"one of the most important efforts of out time
to relate research findings and theory in educa-
tional psychology to the development of new and
bett. instructional materials."

Extensive surveys have shown a high level of satisfaction

among teachers, administrators, and students who use MACOS.

0
The surveys show that when a district choses to use MACOS,

A

the course usually becomes popular. The surveys do not, how-

ever, test the sentiments of persons in districts that have

shown no interest in MACOS, or who considered but rejected it.



Until recently, opposition to MACOS was infrequent and

localized. Less intense versions of the Phoenix dispute

arose in Lake City, Florida; Seattle, Washington; and Houston,

Texas. MACOS became a minor national issue in 1975, when

the nationally syndicated conservative columnist, James

Kilpatrick, let loose a volley of articles attacking MACOS

with the same themes that have dominated the Phoenix contro-

versy. 4Bee, e.g. "Is Eskimo sex life a school subject?,

Boston Evening Globe, April 2, 1975,at 21; "Bay State fifth

grade teacher calls new study system lethal brainwash," Boston

Evening Globe, April 2, 1975) This publicity coincided with

the efforts of Rep. John Conlan, of Phoenix, to amend the NSF

appropriations bill to prevent funding for the dissemination

of MACOS, and to create a congressional oversight mechanism

which would make it difficult for similar curriculums to re-

ceive developmental funding in the first place. After extensive

debate on the House floor, all ofthe amendments presented by

Rep. Conlan and his allies were defeated, some by a very narrow

margin.

At the time of

this writing, it appears very unlikely that any similar pro-

posals will succeed in the Senate. The Senate Committee

report accompanying the bill will, however, have language

cautioning the NSF against funding any activities which inter-
,

fere in local curriculum decision-making.

It is time to say more about the aspects of the course

that have- provoked these strongly positive and negative
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reactions. The organizing theme of MACOS is the problem:

What makes man human?

How did he get that way?

How can he become more so?

In working through the course, children are expected to

acquire the concepts, information, and experience necessary

for thinking about these fundamental philosophical and

scientific questions. They are cautioned against expecting

any sure or simple answers. The animal studies introduce

these concepts: life cycle; innate versus learned-behavior;

adaptation; structure and function, communication; social

role and organization, conflict resolution; methods of scienti-

fic observation. MACOS's showpiece is an extensive study of

the Netsilik eskimos. The children are introduced to a senalma.

eskimo family, and follow it in color films, through a year's

migration among seasonal hunting places. Students learn how

the eskimos' food and clothing and tools are almo4- entirely

derived from caribou, seal, and fish. They begin to under-

stand the relationship between the Netsiliks' subsistence,

migratory life and their social organization, beliefs, and

moral dilemnas. Thus, the concepts developed in the animal

studies are woven together into the complex notice of culture.

There is no basic textbook. Students acquire information

from a variety of sources -- booklets; filmstrips; records;

narrated films; non-narrated films (which are treated like

fiel trips). An ambitious reader has hundreds of pages /0 duly 0,444
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for assimilating information, that he can be a full participant

in the discussions, role-playing, simulation games, model

building, and other projects that are means for developing the

concepts. Teachers have found that this variety makes it-

possible to accommodate different learning styles within the

same classroom.

In 1975, MACOS was being used in about 1700 schools.

3. Objections to MACOS

The charges against the course were many and varied. The

most frequent complaints are contained in the following list:

(1) MACOS is anti-Christian --
man portrayed without charity, love, beauty

(2) MACOS is anti-Christian --
teaches evolution, that man is just another animal
teaches the Bible as myth

(3) MACOS teaches cultural relativism.

(4) MACOS justifies violence, senil;cide, infanticide,
and other immoral forms of conduct

(5) There are lessons which are upsetting'and shocking

for young children, without compensating benefits.

(6) MACOS lessons encourage disrespect for parental
authority and require spying on family members.

(7) It is more important for children to study history
and traditional social studies than MACOS.

(8) I don't want my child in any experimental course.

(9) MACOS doesn't teach the basic skills ftly child
needs to get a good job.

(10) I don't see what a lot of the MACOS activities have

to do with learning. (I went along with the'new
math, even though I didn't understand it, but I
have a pretty good idea of what social studies is
all about, and this isn't it.)



(11) MACOS is designed by Jerome Bruner, who did
brainwashing in World War II, and by people
who believe in the conditioning theories of
B.F. Skinner. It is an attempt to brainwash
our children.

(12) MACOS is an instrument of the ultra-liberal
federal government and the eastern university
elitist intelligentsia, which are trying to
indoctrinate our children with so-called
progressive ideas.

(13) It is illegal to have MACOS in school because it
is not approved by the State Board.

(14) The district officials sneaked this course into
school without telling me anything about it.
That means they probably have something to hide
and the criticisms against it are true. 2%nd

even if they aren't true, I want to show the
teachers and school officials that the parents
and citizens are in charge.

In their on-the-record statements, anti-MACOS spokes-

persons stressed themes nos. 1-5, and 11. The tone was

sensationalistic. For example, the word "cannibalism" jumps

out from several articles; the eskimo story referred to, how-

ever, appears only in the teacher materials. In order to

drive home the "brainwashing" theme, the critics continually

linked MACOS with the famous (infamous?) behaviorist, B.F.

Skinner. (Also, they have made . unsubstantiated

oxPusgitoiS. that Jerome Bruner's relatively innocuous wartime

intelligence assignments were nightmarish mind control.)

Actually, Skinner has never had anything to do with MACOS, and

his behaviorist theories are very much at odds with Bruner's

developmental theories.

Even though the cour7,, is not, as it would seem from the

criticism, dominated by sex, violence, and cannibalism, the

voluminous materials do include films which show the killing
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and butchering of caribou and seals, andijournals and stories

with frank reference to social/sexual customs. Parents who

wandLtheir children maximally shielded from such references,

regardless of the context, would c-hoc,se. to avoid the

participation of their children in MACOS.

Senilicide, one of the harshest practices of eskimo

society, is more than mentioned in passing. One lesson features

the dilemma of Arfek, who must choose between abandoning his

grandmother, Old Kigtak, or slowing the pace of his family's

trek and thereby all but assuring that he, his wife, and his

children will starve. The family was traveling to a new

hunting ground, had little food left and no sure prospects for

obtaining more even when they reached their destination.

Critics have charged that this lesson teaches cultural relati-

vism. Some parents fear that their children will adopt an

unmerciful, utilitarian, ethic -- the end justifies the means,

individual rights -- indeed individual life -- must be sub-

ordinated to group objectives. There is no objective moral

order, no God, only survival. This outlook prepares children

to accept -- in their own society -- abortion, eugentics, geno-

cide, senilicide.

A parent could also reach the opposite conclusion, that

the lesson heightens the children's moral sensibilities.

Before making his decision, Arfek expresses his pain and

sorrow, and feels compelled to explain to himself why he has

41041-apid of

absolutely no choice. A universal human emotions contrasts

sharply with the final sequence of a movie 14; Me cx.titiica
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sludteS -- a limping babdon IS silently left behind on

the savannah as hii troop races: for the nightime safety of a

wooded area. One aspect of man's human mess, a child might

conclude, is that he cares enough about his fellows to.do

everything possible to help them. In modern society, with its

capabilities for muting the onslaughts of nature, doing every-

thing possible means making a tremendous humanitarian effort.

These examples demonstrate two points. First, many of

the attacks on MACOS seriously misrepresented the course,

making it Jifficult for parents to reach informed judgments.

On the other hand, a person with an intimate knowledge of the

course could reasonably consider the course to be morally

objectionable. At least one articulate member of the clergy

has had serious doubts about the moral content of MACOS.
8

After participating in an intensive MACOS workshop Sister

Dorothy'Ann, of Tucson stated:

"My personal reaction to the course was and still

is one of frustration because of the utter
neglect to have any Christian concept of man

who he is and where he's going."
Letter to Rev. Msgr. William Jones, 7/26/70.

A year later, after observing the teaching of the course in

Catholic schools, and the reactions of children and parents,

her doubts were resolved in favor of MACOS.

"[W]e as religious teachers have no trouble estab-
lishing this course in line with our beliefs
because we do not hesitate to put God into

this whole picture.
"[T]his course is so good because it is so open

ended. Children are forced to think and evaluate,

and here is where the influence of a good teacher

takes place." Letter to Dow Rhoton, 10/11/71.

0 c'
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3, e +1,0144 kmOratify akel parents also could

reasonably conclude that MACOS was not the best social studies

curriculum for their children along the lines of objections

nos. 7, 8, and 9. Charges nos. 11-14 are grounded in a

conspiracy theory the discussion of which is beyond the scope

of this report. (An evaluation of number 6 would also require

prolonged and unnecessary discussion.) The purpose of this

analysis has been to determine which charges made in the MACOS

Controversy were fairly debatable. This enables us to decide:

What was the quality of the public debate?

Did the majority viewpoint prevail?

Were minority rights protected?

4. Conclusions

In this subsection we will a) give the short answers to

the three questions stated above, b) consider the legal/political

actions which could have been but were not taken by the

participants in the MACOS dispute, and c) state final conclusions

about the effects of legal authority on the dispute.

A. Short answers. From a due process persp41:/e the

high point of the MACOS debate was the three hour hearing con-

ducted by the Madison Board of Trustees on October 28, 1971.

Presentations by teachers, parents, residents, administrators,

representatives of teacher organizations, and by the director

of th MACOS project, brought out every point of view.

Petitions and polls showed the weight of opinion in the

community, which apparently ran strongly in favor of MACOS.

A drawback of the meeting was that it was held after only

three weeks of actual use of the course in Madir,on School.
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This early evaluation had been forced on the board by publicity

and protests. MACOS opponents had ample opportunity to press

their views upon their neighbors. In addition to their individual

IFS

efforts, they were given generous coverage in the media, and

at least one newspaper took an editorial position strongly against

the course.

As far as the local authority of the board could reach,

the majority position prevailed. However, subsequent administrative

action at the county and state level made it difficult to continue

using the course. Even more important, this virtual state ban

on purchasing MACOS materials prevented other Arizona public

school communities from having the opportunity to test MACOS

in their schools and reach their own conclusions about its value.

Thus, in the long run, a minority severely disadvantaged the

Madison Park majority, and it aborted the formation of pro-MACOS my*

in other districts where the course might have been tested.

It is at least arguable that the minority had a right to

overrule the majority. If the board did not, under state law,

have authority to offer MACOS in the common school curriculum,

then it as proper for the opponents to call that fact to the

attention of stag officials. While Arizona law is not clear

on this issue, we think the local board did have authority to

offer MACOS as a supplementary course, and could therefore claim

the implied right to have state and county officials approve

purchases of the course materials.

Assuming that the board was authorized by Arizona law to

offer MACOS, we can think of no valid claim of individual right
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by the protesters that would entitle them to having the course eliminated

altogether (in the way that the courts banned school prayers), or to

have their children removed fran that course and given separate instruc-

tion. At the very beginning of the protest, however, the principal of

Madison Park created the second remedy (opting out) as a matter of

policy (and, it might be said, political accountability).

B. Roads not taken

The MACCG dispute had many participants -- pro-MACCS parents and

citizens; anti -MACOS parents and citizens; the Madison Park Board of

Trustees; the Superintendent of Public Instruction; local administrators;

local teachers. There also were some interested by-standers, notably

persons in other districts who were considering using MACOS. What any

interested party could accomplish depended in part on whether a local

district had independent authority to purchase MACOS materials and teach

the course. Many conflicting motives were at work, however, and the

strategy of each person had to take into account both legal and

political considerations.

For example, at the end of its pilot program, the Madison Park Board

discontinued MOOS because both the board and its staff wanted to end

a source of continuing controversy." Similarly, Superintendent

Shofstall had avoided a head-on confrontation with the Madison Park

Board by making no attempt to shut down the pilot program. Rather, he

acted to prevent purchases in the future by Madison or other districts.

Other persons might have preferred a confrontation. Pro-MACCS

parents in Madison Park would want it definitively established that
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the board could purchase the materials and give the instruction, so

that the board could not use the cloud of illegality as an excuse to

give up on NACOS. Meanwhile, people interested in starting MACOS in

other districts would have wanted the legal foundation for Shofstall's

purchase order ban. torn away by a court decision. Cn the other side,

anti-MACOS forces in Madison Park wanted the course stopped immediately.

Shofstall'advised them to sue the Madison board, claiming that the

MACOS course violated the Establishment Clause. However, the Board

never took up the NACOS question (even though it was supposedly placed

on the original agenda of one meeting), and official action against

the course never went further than the ban.

Could these dissatisfied partisans have gotten local or state

school officials to have taken more decisive action? Could any of them

have brought suit themselves? Although the Madison board would have

had to have paid attention to the technical problems of judicial review

in Arizona,'" it could have found a way to get the dispute before- a

court. The surest route -- though inconvenient in sate ways -- was to

defy the Superintendent and draw a law suit in which it would be

defendant. But getting the board to adopt that course of action would

have been a political undertaking.12

An interesting problem is whether anti41ACCS persons could have

gotten a court adjudication of the legality of the giving of the course

under state law.
13 The Arizona courts would probably have denied

standing to a private plaintiff, saying it was up to the Board and

Superintendent to decide whether the school lewd were being enforced,

unless the plaintiff had been affected by an actiai particularly in-

volving its interests. If the board had not permitted opting out of
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MACCS, its refusal to let a parent withdraw his child from the course

411
would probably have been a suitable circumstance to give the parent

standing. 'Thus, while it appears that the opting out procedure was

originally created out of a sense of fairness, it also had an important

legal consequence -- making it more difficult for private persons to

sue the board.

Madison Park teachers ware generally pro-MACCS. If they had been

more committed to the course, to what extent could they have included

that issue in their labor relations with the board? If they had struck

over the issue, all striking teachers could have had their teaching

certificates revoked. by the Board for "unprofessional conduct."14 If

they had gotten a collective bargaining agreement with a term providing

that the board would take all necessary legal action to try to =time

410 the teaching of MACOS, that term would be unenforceable on statutory

grounds,
15 and -- if the issue was reached -- would probably be found .

to be an unconstitutional delegation of policy-haking authority to a

private group.
16

In sum, the teachers would effectively be limited to

trying -- without applying economic pressure -- to persuade the board

to press the matter further.

These examples do not exhaust the political and procedural issues,

but they bring out the high points. Ni c we will analyze the central

substantiire law question, state v. local authority in the NACOS dispute.

The state prospectively blocked purchase of MACCS materials with-

out moving directly against the teaching of the course in places where

materials had previously been obtained. There were two authority

questions -- purchase of materials; use of the materials.

The board's most sweeping argument was that MACCS constituted
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a "special subject," and therefore the district was directly empowered

by the legislature to purchase materials and teach the subjectifuncbr

A.R.S. sec. 15-448(A)(3). In other years, the Supreme Court had held

that physical education was a oommon school special subject which

could be given without state authorization; the Attorney General had

reached the same conclusion about foreign language instruction.17

Eventually, the Board adopted both physical educaticn and foreign

language as optional cannon school subjects.18

Undercutting this theory was an attorney general's opinion

stating that while a district could supplement and enhance the course

of study prescribed by the state, it could not implement an additional

course of study.
19 This formulation of a rule is one of several

attempts made by the Attorney General to interpret the legislative

intention in setting up the scheme of state prescription of courses

and textbooks. A sure proposition is that the legislature intended

for the prescriptions to be a minimum curriculum that must be enforced

by each district. The difficult question was to determine haw much a

district could add to the minimum without contradicting the extent of

statewide control contemplated by the legislature. The important

balancing formulas that have been advanced are the one just stated --

"enhance but not add an additional course" -- and the rule that the

district can purchase teaching aids unrelated to basic textbooks (on

its cwn authority) and supplementary books (with Board permission).so

long as they are not used to "supplant" the basic text. The'"special

subjects" provision, however, is a statutorily-based exceptionto these

410 rules. As interpreted by the Supreme Court and the Attorney General,

it ccntenplates the teaching of additional subjects. A corollary of

that right would be the authority to purchase all necessary materials.
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Mat are the characteristics of the exception, and did MACCS

satisfy them? First, considering the ordinary meaning of the term,

NACOS was "special" because teaching anthropology to common school

children was an uncomron *undertaking. Also, the multi-media format

of the course was unique, as was the insistence of the curriculum's

developers and publishers that it only be sold to districts which sent

teachers to NACOS training institutes. Here was a course that was

not intended to be "teacher-proof;" in fact, its successful use depended

on the abandonment of many conventional teaching habits.

Second, in terns of the general statutory scheme, MAOOS was

special in that it was the kind-of course the legislature intended

that local districts should be free to experiment with -- so long as

the experimentation did not seriously interfere with the local board's

duty to carry out the state-mandated minimum format. The legislature

delegated the Board authority to determine the basic shape of the

ordinary councn school durriculum by prescribing subjects and textbooks.

If a district offered an additional course dealing with traditional

common school subject matter, that would subvert the state-enforoed

minimum, uniform education. MACOS, however, lay in the fringe area

reserved for experimentation by the "special subjects" clause. In

order for the Board to win a court order enforcing its ban on purchases

and stopping instruction altogether, the Board would have had to

affirmatively prove that teaching MOOS prevented Madison Park from

satisfying its obligation-to teach the preicribed subject matters.

Besides the "special subject" theory, there were other possible

legal grounds for the board's purchase and use of MAO. It could
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have been said that this teaching merely enhanced prescribed courses.

MACCG lessons could be parceled out for use in other subject areas

too -- almost any of them would belong in a science course; the explora-

tions of Knud Rasmussen could occupy several geography claises; many

of the booklets and journals could have been used in reading classes;

the eskimo stories and myths would be suitable for literature classes;

a scale model of the African savannah could have been an arts and

crafts project; putting on a production of "The True Play: Haw

Itimagnark Got the Girl He Really Wanted" could have been done in a

drama class; and so on.
20 As long as MACCG was not taught as an

"additional" course, many of its lessons could still be used without

the Board having a right to stop it.

For the district to purchase the materials in the first place,

however, would have raised some additional problem. The Board's

approval of a purchase order would not be needed for materials fitting

into this category: teaching aids unrelated to basic textbooks.21

However, NACOS would probably not be purchased piecemeal, and it

would be hard to characterize such an extensive and integrated set of

materials as a "teaching aid." Even though the term, "supplementary

book" is not clearly on the mark either, it is a closer description.

When the Board has issued a supplementary book list for a subject,

purchases of listed books can only be made with Board approval -- it

will be given if it is found that the purchase will not supplant the

basic text.22 Where the Board has not adopted a supplementary list,23

it has been the practice of local officials to ask for Board approval

of the purchases anyway. It was by this route that Madison Park got

its original rubber-stamped state approval, and it was this route
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Othat Shofstall was closing down by his leak that future orders would

be disapproved. If this administrative practice was legally required,

then the purchases were successfully blocked (assilming that the

special subject exception did not apply). An argument can be made,

however, that when the Board has not adopted a Supplementary-book

list, supplementary books can be purchased by a district without Board

clearance. The argunent is stated in our chart of textbook adoption

pavers, supra at 1214 . If a court accepted the argument, MACOS

materials could be purchased as supplementary books for subjects not

having supplementary book lists.24

In summery, the Madison Park district had a strong case that

NACOS was a "special subject" which it had independent statutory

authority to offer. If that theory failed, it could have stitched

together some bits of discretionary authority in the textbook purchase

law adoption procedures. Its authority to purchase might ultimately

have depended on a rather obscure distinction between Board approval

powers when there is a supplementary book list as conpared to when

there is not one.
25 During the writing of this report, the state

agency personnel and policies have been changing. In a future WOOS

dispute, the lines could be differently drawn. For example, the Board

and Department might not want to adopt NACOS as a prescribed or

optional subject, yet still be open to the idea of letting districts

that have seriously
considered the pros and cons of the course make

use of it. If anti-MACOS persons
objected that such an ad hoc waiver

was not within the authority of the Board, the Board could rely on the

authority of the recent amendment to A. R.S. sec. 15- 102(18), which
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permits it to approve a local application to substitute a different

text for one of the 3-5 on the state list for that subject. Since

adoptions last five years, the waiver procedure also limits the extent

to which a previous Board can limit the discretion of subsequent

Boards. To conplete the scenario, the Board could approve the applica-

tion of Madison Park to substitute MACOS for one of the prescribed

texts in Science. For this to be a proper exercise of the Board's

powers, however, Madison Park would have to show its intention and

ability to see that all of the science concepts in the prescribed

course of study for the relevant grades would be taught, using MACOS

and other materials.

C. Conclusions

We have already stated three canclusory points --

a) The MACOS debate was fairly conducted at the local level, but

nevertheless was relatively law in quality because attention was

directed away from the most substantial objections to the course by

incorrect and misleading charges.

b) The majority prevailed at the local level but a minority

managed to get an overriding decision fran the Superintendent.

c) No individual rights were violated by the use of MACOS in

Madison Park; turning the course into an elective made this conclusion

especially clear.

We will now examine the relationship between these conclusions

and Arizona's legal arrangements for curriculum control.

In a non-litigious state like Arizona, the precise application of

curriculum law to a given subject can be less important than the

2 3



political currents that general perceptions of the law set in notion.

No Arizona court ever decided whether local districts could have pur-

chased MACOS materials without state permission, or whether the state

could have immediately put a stop to MACOS instruction in those sdhools

already owning the materials. Given the relatively centralized system

curriculum control in Arizona, the Superintendent's ban on future pur-

chases was plausibly legal, even though we think a careful analysis of

Pint to
all of the applicable laws would- the opposite conclusion.

Madison Park acquiesced in the decision. The Superintendent had enough

political acumen not to try to stop the course altogether, an action

that would have probably provoked the board to appeal to the courts.

Whether or not the Superintendent's ban would have held up in court,

the centralized Arizona' curriculum system provided enough color, of

authority for him to decisively block the spread of MACOS in Ariicna.

Madison Park's decision to drop MACOS after two years, and the

reluctance of other districts (which might have contemplated using the

course) to get involved in the dispute, illustrate the political use

of controversiality. That is, to step a program it often is unnecessary

to show its lack of merit in any objective way -- if one can merely

make the program "controversial" there is a, good chance both politi-

cians and bureaucrats will back off from it. Besides the energy they

save by avoiding rather_than resolving the problem, the officials

satisfy_ those parents who, without involving themselves in the details

of curriculum debates, feel better if/what their children is being

taught is not "controversial." The Arizona Supreme Court has held

that a teacher's controversiality (if the teacher did not trr to be

controversial) is not by itself "just cause" for,dismissa1.26
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Courses, however, can be discontinued without just cause.

Curriculum law increased the oontroversiality of NACOS in at least

two ways. First, the apparent availability of intervention by state

authorities encouraged the anti-MACOS forces to make as big an issue

of the course as possible, and to persist in their cqppaign of publicity

and opposition even after losing in apinien polls and in a board

decision following an extensive and fair public hearing. Second, the

Superintendent's ban turned the continuing pilot program at Madison

Park into a lane duck project, and opponents knew they could get rid

of it altogether if it continued to be a source of irritation for

local officials.

The state crack -dawn on purchasing certainly lowered the quality

of debate in Arizona about this important curriculum experiment.

II/ Although there were substantial reasons for a person to not want his

child in NACOS, opponents focused the debate away from these corplex

and difficult considerations onto sensationalized factual inaccuracies.

The repeated attempts to lin NACOS to B. F. Skinner, and to link

Jerome Bruner to "brainwashing," was designed to tap the fears, resent-

rents, and frustrations of many parents and citizens who felt that

technology and federalisht had already invaded their family lives.27

In Madison Park, what most effectively neutralized apposition to NACOS

was its actual use -- parents were pleased by the reactions of their

children to the course; it's simple for them to inspect the MACOS

materials, and they could listen to tapes of classes or their children

could explain had the materials were used. The pUrchase ban took away

411 fran educators and parents who liked NACOS the rest effective way of

shaving its worth -- experience.
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The low quality of debate may also have been a consequence of

what we have called the "capture effect." The Superintendent and

Board appeared to have the power to strike out MACOS state-wide, over-

hauling local districts. MACOS opponents probably were aiming to

capture those levers of control. Perhaps their criticisms were more

designed to create symbolic issues that would catch the favor of state

officials, than to convince their neighbors, who had a first-hand

familiarity with MACOS, that the course was bad.

The most striking and disheartening fact about the role played

by state educational institutions in the MACOS dispute, is the contrast

between the decisive impact of the Superintendsnes intervention in

the dispute, and the total lack of any substantial participation by

state officials in public evaluations of MACOS. The Superintendent

411 had (or so it seemed) the per to act unilaterally and without

reasoned explanation; he so acted and that was it. If reducing the

powers of state education agencies would force them to rely more on

persuasion and substantive problem - solving, and less on sheer domina-

tion, that change would undoubtedly raise the level of curriculum

decision-making in the state. Carrying out responsible innovation in

the public schools is a difficult task. It takes the cooperation of

local and state institutions. If any of these ducks the substantive

issues involved, not much improvement is likely to result.

The pressures on innovating districts were aptly described by

Phillip R. Fordyce, who was Dean of the College of Education of

Florida State University when NACOS was a controversial issue in

Lake City, Florida. He wrote, in 1970:
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"The issue at Lake City cannot be dismissed as merely
a local matter. As the record indicates, teachers and
administrators tend to be apprehensive and often prone
to impose sanctions on themselves when such issues as
that at Lake City become public knowledge. Other schools
in Florida tend to lose their enthusiasm for curricular
reform in these sensitive but critical areas."

The occasion for his comments was a letter to the director of

curriculum instruction of the Florida Department of Education. He

was criticizing the Department for failing to send observers to cru-

cial Lake City meetings at which MACOS was being evaluated. It appears

that the Department had indorsed the general idea of curriculum

innovation, but had shown no appetite5in this case,for undertaking some

of the difficult leadership responsibilities it entailed. Fordyce

commented:

"(A) serious question has arisen at Lake City in the minds
of sore citizens regarding the dissemination of materials
developed by Jerome Bruner and other scholars of iupeccable
credentials at the Educational Development Center. I be-

lieve the State Departrent has an obligation at least to
become informed first hand about the dimensions of this
issue. I had hoped that the department would play a .

constructive role in resolving the conflict, for as the
history of American education reveals, schools are highly
vulnerable to pressures which undermine professional
autoncay and adversely affect the morale of teachers and
impair the opportunities of pupils to learn."

In Arizona, the state education agency compounded the fault of

Florida's. Not only did it fail to contribute anything to promoting

an understanding of the content, objectives, advantages and dis-

advantages of MACOS; by imposing the purchase ban it acted under the

color of Arizona's centralized schere of curriculum law in away that

cut short the possibilities for constructive dialogue within the dis-

tricts which might have otherwise purchased the course.

END
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I. CONSTITUTION

FOOTNOTES:

1The Attorney General has said that the constitutional objective

is to promote an educated citizenry. The context of the statement was

an opinion holding that persons over the age of 21 years could be

admitted into the public schools. Att'y Gen. Cp. 59-15 (1959).

2
San Antonio Ind. S.D. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1 (1973).

3For example, Senate Bill 1300 -(February 1974) would have
transformed the prescriptive powers of state officials over courses
textbooks, and qualifications for non-teaching personnel into
recommendatory powers (the Board would retain authority to prescribe
qualifications for teaching credentials). If challenged as a violation

of the Article 11 "uniformity" requirement, the new arrangement would
probably be upheld, since the mix of mandatory and recommendatory
powers still generated effective statewide standards.

4Comm schools include grades 1-8, high school covers 9-12.

5
351 U.S. 12 (1956).

6Hart v. Bayless Investment and Trading Co., 86 Ariz. 379, 346

P. 2d 1101 (1960).

7Article 4, pt. 1, sec. 1.

8Article 8, section 1.

9We sent a questionnaire inquiring about use of initiative,
referendum, and recall, to the Secretary of State's office (which
would handle petitions pertaining to actions by statewide officials),,
and to each county school superintendent (they are charged with
administering special local school elections). The response rate was

low; those answers that were received reported little or no use of
these procedures in recent years. (The low response rate says some-

thing about the efficiency of county superintendent offices.)

10If,however, the committee had been created by statute and
appointed by the Board, its exercise of final adoption powers might
be considered a delegated power from the legislature rather than a
subdelegated authority from the Board.

11In some cases it might be significant that their members are

appointed rather than elected.

12A.C.R.R. R7-2-301, p. 71; See also A.C.R.R., R7-2-302, p. 109,

"Parental Involvement."

13A.C.R.R. R7-2-301, p. 76-7; A.C.R.R. R7-2-302, p. 108-9.
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14
In voting rights cases, similar arguments are based on the

Equal Protection Clause.

15The relevant provision in the Arizona Constitution is Article
III, "Distribution of Powers," which reads:

"The powers of the government of the State of
Arizona shall be divided into three separate depart-
nents, the Legislative, the Executive, and the
Judicial; and, except as provided in this Constitu-
tion, such departments shall be separate and distinct,
and no one of such departments shall exercise the
powers properly belonging to either of the others."

16
One does not get so far as applying the test if the advisory

role theory is found to apply, because then there is said to be no
delegation.

17
18 Ariz. App. 246, 501 P.2d 422 (1972). .

F.eo
,

18
In Kramer v. , 201-U.S.6a1 (1969), it was

held that a childless elector who did not pay property taxes (not
even indirectly as rent) had as much right to vote in a school
election as anyone else.

19The by-laws provide that when a student transfers to a high
school in a district where his natural parents do not reside, he is
ineligible for =petition for two Semesters. The purpose of the
regulation is to remove the incentive for coaches to shop around for
athletes. having them transfer to their schools.

The by-laws recognized scae exceptions to the general rule;
covering situations where athlete shopping was not involved. For

example, when the student's parents live outside the district,'but
he is living with his legal guardian within the district, the student
is eligible if his natural parents

"have been legally declared inccupetent, AS STATED
ON THE COM ORDER." Rule 10, par. 8, AIA 1974-1975
Handbook.

Quirby's situation did not quite care under the literal reading
of this rule, but it certainly had similar factors operating. A court
ordered Quimby to be committed to a reform school unless he should
leave the county where his parents then resided and return to Coolidge,
Arizona, where he previously had attended school. Pursuant to the order,
Quimby returned to Coolidge, where he lived with friends of his parents,
who became his guardians. There could not be a clearer case of a
student transfer that was unrelated to coach - student collusion or other

competition related motives. Nevertheless, the AIAL Board ruled that
the exception did not apply and Quimby was ineligible, a ruling
accepted by the school.

i
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19A 31 Ariz, 5-03) 2,0 P. iD56 (1924),

110

20
Letter, H.A. Hendrickson, AIA Executive Secretary, to Arthur

Block, 8/16/74; telephone conversation with AIA staff person, 8/74.

211sb think Quimby was denied due process, because he was
entitled to an individualized hearing on the underlying issue of
whether his return to Coolidge was even arguably sports-motivated;
as it was, he was victimized by a conclusive presumption that because
his parents remained behind he had moved in order to play on the
Cbolidge team. Alternatively, it should have been, found that the
different treatment of students whose parents have been declared
incompetent by a court, and students who have been ordered to go to
a particular school district regardless of where their parents live,
is not rationally related to a legitimate state end. Therefore, so
long as the AIA rules made the former class of persons eligible, they
also had to allow the latter class to caipete.

22_
-uut as we said in a preceding footnote, we think Quimby

should have, prevailed on his equal protection claim or on a due
process claim, insofar as the particular MA ruling in this case
was concerned.

23
Camerena v. Department of Public. Welfare, 9 Ariz. App. 120,

449 P. 2d 957, vacated 470 P. 2d 111,-106-Ariz. 30 (1969); State
Personnel Commission v. Webb, 18 Ariz. App. 69, 500 P. 2d 329 (1972);
State v. Arizona Ming Supply Co., 107 Ariz. 199, 484 P. 2d 619 (101):
Wells-Stewart Construction Co. v. Martin Marietta Corp., 103 Ariz. 375,
442 P. 2d 119 (1968).

24
Conflicting provisions would, of course, have to be repealed

or amended if thorny problems of statutory interpretation were to be
avoided.

25
Part (A) in our delegation analysis.

26
part in our delegation analysis.

27
Under current law, this agreement would be struck down as a

matter of statutory law, without reaching the constitutional delegation
issue. Scottsdale, suora.

28
Again, this arrangement is ultra vires as a matter of non-

constitutional Arizona law at the present time.

2
9Article 2, sec. 8.

For example, as part of a language arts autobiography or a
lesson an social roles. Also, the Board's sex education guidelines

state that the course shall

"Not invade the privacy of the student by including test,
psychological inventories, surveys or examinations con-
taining any questions about the student's or his parents'
personal beliefs or practices in sex, family life,
morality, values, or religion ;"

3

3,J3



31s
ee, "The Scope and Sources of School Board Authority to

Regulate Student Conduct and Status, ANonconstituticpal Analysis,"
117 U. of Penn. L. Rev. 373 (1969) and "Reflecticns on Developing
Trends in the Law of Student Rights," 118 U. of Penn. L. Rev. 612 (1970).

32
The First, Fourth, Seventh, and Eighth. See citations at

504 P.2d at 922.

33
504 P. 2d at 926.

34504 P.2d at 924, referring to the Ninth Circuit decision in
King v. Saddleback Junior College District, 445 F.2d 4332 (9th

Cir. 1971 )

35A "letterman" testified that students talked about the
students talked about the plaintiff's hair, and that same would like

to cut it.

36
504 P.2d at 927.

37This statement assumes that resting the Pendley holding on

the disruption theory did not fit the facts in that case.

38Article
2, sec. 1.

39Article 11, sec. 7.
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II. LEGISLATURE

FCOTNal'ES

1A.R.S. sec. 15-102(16).

2A.R.S. sec. 15-1025; quoted in part infra at xvia .)

A.R.S. sec. 15-1011 et. ma.

4
A.R.S. sec. 15-1012(4).

5A.R.S. sec. 15-1015(E).

s
A.R.S. sec. 15-1012(D).

A.R.S., secs. 15-1012-1014. .
8For example, no suit was filed in the recent disputes about the

curriculum commissions, the free enterprise course, and Man: A Course of

Study.

9
An example of an informal opinion would be a school trustee asking

the county attorney, off the record, what he would be likely to conclude

about the law pertaining to a particular issue, and being told "you'd

be 'clobbered on that one."

10.A detailed analysis of this grant is contained in section three

of this report, "State Agencies."

11E.g., in Alexander v. Phillips, 31 Ariz. 503, 254 P. 1056 (1927),

the court relied on the phrase, "other special subjects" in A.M. sec.

15-448(B)(1); elsewhere there occasionally appears dictum to the effect

that local powers can be implied from the legislature's creation of a

system in which local educators bear the brunt of planning, implementing,

and supervising public school instruction.

12Board of Education of Scottsdale H.S. District No. 2212 v.

Scottsdale Ed. Assoc., 509 P.2d 612 (1973).

13
A.R.S. sec. 15-471.

14Compare paragraphs 16-18 to paragraph 19, in A.R.S. sec. 15-102.

15"Spec311 Education of Exceptional Children," Leas 1970, Ch. 169,

amended Laws 1971, Ch. 184.

16A.R.S. sec. 15-1011(3) (e).

17
A.R.S. sec. 15-1011(3) (b).

18,A.R.S. sec. 15- 1011(3) (a) .

19
A.R.S. sec. 15-1011(3) (h) .
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20A.R.S. sec. 15-1011(3) (g).
21A.R.S. sec. 15-1011(3) (d).
22A.R.S. sec. 15-1011(3) (f).
23A.R.S. sec. 15-1011(2) (c).
24A.R.S. sec. 15-1011(2).
25A.R.S. sec. 15-202, secs. 15-1097-99.
26A.R.S. sec. 15-321(B) (3).
27A.R.S. sec. 15-321(B) (1).
28A.R.S. sec. 15-321(B) (6).
29A.R.S. sec. 15-321(B) (2).
30A.R.S. sec. 15-321(B) (7).

31R. Berenger, "Career Education: Hcw Big a Change?" 9 Compact

2 (June 1975).
32
A.R.S. sec. 15-1021.

33A.R.S. sec. 15-1023.
34A.R.S. sec. 15-1024.
35A.R.S. sec. 15-1031.
36A.R.S. sec. 15-1025.
37A.R.S. sec. 15-102(17).
38A.R.S. sec.
39A. R. S . sec.

40A.R.S. sec.
41A.R.S. sec.
42A. R. S . secs.

15-1071:

15-1041.

15-1097.

15-1011 et. E29

15-1015(A) (4) 1051, 1199, 102(17).

43
9 Ca pact 2, at 2-3 (June 1975).

44.Career Education - Fad or Fundamental," December 6, 1973, p. 9.
45"Career Education," supra, at 11.

46
"Career Education,"supra, at 5.
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III. STATE AGENCIES

PCOINCTES

1Several board neuters conplained in late 1973 that they were un-
able to get adequate assistance from the Department when they were re-
searching issues cn which their views were kncwn to be contrary to those

of the Superintendent. They proposed the appropriation of funds to
create an educational information office within the Department which
would be under the Board's direct control. Phoenix Gazette, 12/6/73.

2Prorninent in this grow was the Superintendent, Weldon Shofstall

(who retired in 1974); Shofstall, whose speeches and public statements
represent very orthodox conservative viewpoints, distinguished his ideas
from the conservatism or most activist faction on the Board, saying the
menbert of that faction were "radical right-wingers." Arizona Republic,
12/4/73.

31n
New York, by comparison, the Board-of Regents .can fire the

Oomnissioner. Cbviously, frequent use of this prerogative would make
a shambles of the state's activities. The potential for its exercise,
hcwever, makes clear that the Regents can have the final word on any

issue which is important enoguh to warrant undertaking the task of
replacing the Cantnissicner.

4
A.R.S. sec. 15-102(12). The Superintendent would defend the action

on the grounds that the act or omission in question did not involve a
ministerial duty of his, but rather that the laws gave him discretionary
authority to decide as he did.

5Cp. Att'y Gen. 69-4-L.

6
The "White Paper" of the Arizona Coalition on Educational Policy

states: "In 1972, SB 1160 was signed into law, providing $35,000 for
the State Department of Education to study and recomend a plan for
school district boundary reorganization. On January 4, 1973, State
Superintendent Weldon Shofstall indicated his intention to.divide Tucson
District 1 enrollment in half. This district is one in which resistance

to.sone of . . . Shofstall's proposals' has been especially strong."

7The Board is not a legal entity which can sue and be sued. Members

can be sued to correct acts taken in their official capacities, but they

are inTrame from personal liability for good faith conduct. A.R.S. sec.

15-101 (D) .

8As
yet, no conpensaticn statute has been passed.

9The change in Board nenbership resulting from the election of
Superintendent Warner, and an appointment by newly elected Governor

Castro, in early 1975, stymied these plans.

10
See also Op. Att'y Gen. 61-53-L and Op. Att'y Gen. 58-47.

7
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liThere was also a procedural issue in the case pertaining to the

scope of judicial review. Kimball had been given a hearing before the

Board. When he subsequently obtained judicial review, he sought to
introduce new evidence in the trial court. He was refused. Before the
appeals court, he argued that he had had a right to a trial de novo in
the trial court either under A.R.S. sec. 15-255; or under the Judicial
Review of Administrative Proceedings Act (JRA), A.M. sec. 12-901 et.
Ls. Tr.:, appeals court rejected both claims: a) sec. 15-255 only
applies to judicial review of contract disputes between "continuing
teachers" (a term defined in the Teacher Tenure At so as not- to in-
clude superintendents) and local governing boards. (Note: sec. 15-255
was superceded by sec. 15-264, which was added in Lags 1974, CIL 60.);
b) the JRA only provided for de novo review if the administrative
hearing had not been stenographically recorded. A.R.S. sec. 12-910(B).

Kidball's hearing had been recorded.

1Phoenix:Gazette, 10/9/73.

13Laas 1974, Ch. 60.

11
Assessment and evaluation reports can be used by administrators

in personnel matters and in hearings relating to such matters; they
also can be introduced in evidence in any court action between the
board and the teacher if the competency of the teacher is at issue or
if the report was an exhibit at a prior hearing.

15,
A.R.S. sec. 15-448, provided in part:

"B. The (local] board may:
1. Employ special teachers in drawing, music, domestic
science, manual training, kindergarten, commercial work,
v,riculture and other special subjects." (emphasis added)

See, Alexander v. Phillips, 31 Ariz. 503, 254 P. 1046 (1927).

16
A.M. sec. 15-1025(A).

1 7Earlier drafts of recommendations that were prepared by the
social studies and science curriculum commissions included detail on

the lesson plan level. However, the Board did hot adopt on a mandatory

basis any such detailed course of study. Some commissions bowed to
public pressure and revised their repoi6 to read like general syllabi;
when one commission persisted in drawing up a detailed document, the
Board stated that the detailed parts would only have the force of

reoamendations.

18In New York it appears that the Board of Regents, under the New
York Education Code sec. 3204, has score power to modify statutorily enacted

curriculum requirements.

19
Laws 1974, Ch. 146.

20
Att'y Gen. Cp. 61-16, at 29 (1961), [emphasis added].
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21A.R.S. sec. 15-102(15), the Board; sec. 15-422, local boards;

sec. 15 -201, teachers.

22_
Far. 15: "Prescribe and enforce a course of study in the common

schools." Par. 16: "Prescribe the subjects to be taught in all common

schools."

23San Antonio v. Rodriguez, 411 U, S. t (1973).

24 Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563 (1974)

25Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1973).

26
Of course, the resulting difference in treatment must not be

a violation of the Equal Protection Clause.

27,
n West Virginia State Board of Education v. Barnette, 319 U.S.

624 (1943) pupils of the Jehovah's Witnesses faith were excused from

reciting the Pledge of Allegiance.

28
380 U.S. 163 (1965).

29
Seeger was a conscientious objector case.

3IDA similar question is whether the free enterprise course could
successfully be attacked as an establishment of religion, or an ex-

cessive burden on free exercise. See infra, at

31 01(oA U0S. 3CIO Cicia.3)

32The problem of ensuring "fair" treatment of different points of
view has been a subject of intense controversy in the area of broad-I

casting, e.g. right of reply laws, equal time laws, and the Federal

Communication Commission's FAirness Doctrine.

33
A.R.S. sec. 15-102(14).

34
See Att'y Gen. Op. 69-17-L (1969). The Attorney General reached

this conclusion in a similar situation. Asked about sex education, he

said:
1) The cocoon school board did not have independent authority

to establish a sex education course.

2) The Board could prescribe sex education as an optional (or

mandatory) course.
This express authority created an implicit power in the Board to adopt

binding guidelines limiting subject matter, material, aad grade level

for the course.
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35
The legislature has delegated to governing boards

role in determining high school curriculum. A.R.S. sec.

states:
The [local] board shall prescribe the course of
for the high school, subject to approval by the
board of education."

the primary
15-545 (B)

study
state

36Another problem raised by this rule is defining the amount of
classwork pertaining to Marxism which triggers the condition. Certainly,

brief references could be made to the subject without the teacher
having to go into a digression about critiques of Marxism.

37However, the condition could still be struck dawn if it were
proved that the intention and effect of the conditionwas to further a
constitutionally impermissible purpose, such as the establishrent of

religion.



36A typology of curriculum committees appears on P. lOS

37A.R.S.
sec. 15-1202.06.

38
A.R.S. sec. 15-1201, and 15-1202.03(C). 7% applies to the 1974-

1975 fiscal year. The legislature reviews the figure each year, after

receiving a report from the economic estimates commission.

, 39
See .A.R.S. sec. 15- 1202.07/Iwhich provides that at least 10%

of the electorate must vote in the election for it to act as an approval.
This section does not have the force of law, however, until a parallel
state constitutional amendment is passed.

40As constituted before membership changes resulting from the

November 1974 election. In January 1975, a moderate, Raul Castro,

became governor and appointed a moderate Board member; at the same time
another moderate, Carolyn Warner, became Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion and an ex officio member of the Board. The campaigns of Warner and

Castro had backing from professional educator organizations. 1 Arizona

Educator Advocate No. 9, p. 2 (March 2, 1975).

41_
sitt'y Gen. Op. 72-27-L, at 103 (1972).

42
Phoeniz Gazette, Oct. 9, 1972 Shofstall opposes Board's "out

of habit" rejection of several federal-local grants; Arizona Republic,
Oct. 22, 1972 (editorial backing the Board's position); Phoenix Gazette,
Nov. 7, 1972 (Mssa school superintendent criticizes Board but says he

will not sue Board, but press for legislative withdrawal of Board

approval powers. ND such legislation was passed.]).

43
Some of the Board members' comments: "Why don't you have a

hippie up there burning the American flag?" "The peace sign? Isn't

that the footprint of the American chicken?" Phoeniz Gazette, Oct. 22,

1973.

44Quotation from first version of social studies commission report

(Written before public hearings). Arizona Republic, 11/15/72.

45
A.C.R.R. R7 -2-201; Arizona Republic 2/14/73.

"Like many publications of the Department of Education, it is un-

dated. It probably was first issued in Spring 1974.

47
Arizona Republic, 3/1/73, 1/23/73.

48
e.g. S.B. 1300 (1974).

4
9Arizona Republic 10/5/73.

50Arizona Republic, 11/1/73. "Basic goals boards retreat a little."

51Arizona Educator Advocate, March 1973.
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52
Arizcna Republic, 2/1/73.

53
Phcenix Gazette, 4/13/73.

54
Arizcna Republic, 3/29/73.

55Arizcna
Republic, 1/24/73.

56
S.B, 1079; Phoenix Gazette, 2/15/74.

57
Arizona Republic, 3/4/73.

58
Arizcna Republic, 4/14/73.

59
Arizona Republic, 11/27/73.

60The changes are the results of appointments by Gov. Castro, and

the electicn of Superintendent Warner. Castro and Warner were elected in

Nov. 1974.

61-
incenix Gazette, 2/24/75.

62Arizona Educator Advocate, 3/3/75, at 2.

63 Tile, E'-')c,cv-ci Cites cActoe.fea fo itowia8

coo, rs e4

Ch. 2 STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

Subjects to be Tatight Years Taught Optional Subjects

Arithmetic
*Geography
*World History

*/**Ariz. History & Constitution
*/**American History
*/**Civics (U.S. Constitution)
***Handwriting
***Language
*"Reading (including phonics)
***Spelling

Literature
Health
Science
Music

64
Answers to interpretive

1. a. It can be purchased as a
book (if such a relationship can
extent the cost falls within the

1-8

1-8

7-8
7-8
7-8
1-8

1-8

K-8
1-8
6.8
1-8
1-8

1.8

Vvt C SJica I

R7-2-301

Manual Training
Household Economics (statutory)
Arts and Crafts
Band
Chorus
Foreign Language
Journalism
Physical Education
Typing
Drama

problems:
teaching aid related to the basic text-

be shown). Can be budgeted as CO to the

25% limitation.

411
b. Can be purchased as teaching aids unrelated to textbooks, but

then budgeted as M & 0.

c. In both of above cases, the amount of use is too small to support

a finding that the materials are being used to supplant the basic text.
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footnote 64 (cunt.)

2. This is a pure supplantation question. Under Superintendent Shof-
stall's review procedures (March 1974), the deputy superintendent would
approve the purchase if he was satisfied by assurances that the book
would only be used extensively by students who had mastered the basic
book. Under such conditions, even though the basic text would not be
used much, (because quickly mastered by these students) cne could not
say it was supplanted.

3. There is no supplantation problem because the materials involved are
clearly secondary instructional tools. the qtesticn is whether they can
be classified as teaching aids "related to textbook" and therefore fit
under the CO budget. Even though they are put out by a different publisher,
they should be considered "related" so long as they amplify the content
of the basic text (as opposed to introducing and developing new topics or
contradictory ideas.) Of course, the 25% exemption limit applies.

4. Booklets may be purchased so long as within sphere of subject of
journalism, and don't amount to adding an unauthorized subject. Budget
category is M & 0.

5. Teaching anthropolocy to cannon school children is unusual enough that
it should be considered a "special subject." Local discretion over con-
tent is coriplete except where Board can find independent basis for inter-
ference. Budget M & 0.

65Prescribed by statute or Board regulation.
66The Board has not issued supplementary book lists for most

optional courses. However, local officials still ask for approval for
purchases, as if sec. 15-1101(B) applies even when there is no list.
This may be a mistaken view of the law, see Figure 1, box F.

670f course, the Board may amend the report before adopting it,
or reject it altogether. In at least one case -- social studies the
Board adopted a committee report but only on a recommendatory basis.
That is, it did not become binding on the local districts as a curriculum
syllabus. Arizona Republic, 11/27/73. The functions of the textbook and
subject matter committees are outlined on pages 1d4--q. the regulations
governing the committees are printed (in their entirety) at several places
in the Board's regulations. See, e.g. A.C.R.R. R7-2-201.

68At p. 68 of 1975 Secretary of State edition. The Board adapted
the policy, 7/24/73.

69the comparisons are made after an adjustment forthe number of
pupils in average daily attendance.

70After 1974-1975, the allowable per cent increase will be deter-
mined by the legislature after receiving recortrrendations from an economic
estimates coission. A.R.S. sec. 15-1202.03.
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71I'he legislature conditionally enacted a statute further requiring

that at least 10% of the eligible electors vote in the election. The con-

dition is passage of an enabling state constitutional amendment. A.R.S.

sec. 15-1202.07.

72
Also, the figure has a synbolic force staying within it

suggests to constituents that the board members have been good managers

of the district's finances.

73
A.R.S. sec. 15-1101(B). Of course, if the item has been adopted

by the Board as a supplementary bock, it is difficult for the local board

to treat it otherwise. Consequently, the point made here only applies

to the situation where a board is considering following the administrative
practice of asking the Board for permission to purchase an unlisted
material which could be classified as a supplementary book.

74A.C.R.R.
R7-2-301, p. 80.

75"Supplementary Textbook 'Approval Procedure, 25 March 1974".

76147e noted above that it is administrative practice for districts
to ask for approval when there ;.s no list, but that the practice may not

be legally required. See supra, at I a4

77
See supra at /02 .

78Under the JRA, and perhaps under other laws if proper standing
is maintainable, which is more likely when the decision results in a cut-

off of state funds.
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TV. COURTS

FOCENCTES

1See the majority position in Burnkrant v. Saggau, infra; the

dissenting judge wanted to dismiss the complaint for failure to exhaust
administrative remedies, because he thought the school board had a duty
to hold a hearing on the dispute if so requested by the plaintiff.

2Burnkrant v. Saggau, 12 Ariz. App. 310, 470 P.2d 115 (1970).

3A.R.S. 512-902(A); peso, this section specifically mentions the

Depaxtoent of Public Welfare.

412 Ariz. App. 77, 467 P.2d 917, supplemented 12 Ariz. App. 228,

469 P.2d 120 (1970).

5Interview with Assistant Attorney General Ralph Wiley, July 1974.

5(c)(1); see page 196 of the Policy Book, with pagination as

originally filed.

7
The DJA is discussed more fully infra.

8
Unless the Act does not cantemplace suits among governmental

agencies and political subdivisions. The district could avoid this
problem by having a local parent/citizen/taxpayer join in its petition
to the Board, and in its JRA complaint. What if the Board refuses to
make the private person a party to the administrative hearing -- is that
decision denying joinder or intervention itself reviewable under the JRA?

9 Art. 11, 56. This is a fairly oblique reference, since
the quoted clause refers to state educational institutions,
and was probably drafted with tuition at state universities

in mind.

10 But see, State Board of Technical Registration v. McDaniel,
326 P. 2d 348 (1958), in which the court held--under unusual
circumstances--that the remedy of appeal was inadequate) ' _r-

11 Pendley v. Dingus Union High School District No. 4 of Yavapai

County, 109 Ariz. 18, 504 P.2d 919, at-926 (IiibaniTrTnr.

12 Tucson Public Schools District No. 1 of Pima Counts v.
Green, 17 Arzz. App. 9 P. 2 861 9 2 .

13 Id.

14 Secrist v. Diedrich, 6 Ariz. App. 102, 430 P. 2d 448 (1967).

15 Schade v. Arizona, 109 Ariz. 396, 510 P. 2(142 (1973).

Rhodes, supra, 373 P.2d at 353.
in the courts does not make that action, mr se, an inadequate remedy.

Delay in adjudication- caused -bya a general backlog

#5
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V. LOCAL DISTRICTS

FOOTNOTES

1. A.R.S. sec. 15-445.

2. A.R.S. sec. 15-1202.01.

3. e.g., Lockhart, and see supra, at

4. See, School District No. 1 of Pima County v. Lohr, 17 Ariz. App.
438, 498 P.2d 512 (1972), suit against county school superintendent-.

5. The legislature balked at enacting such a law. One concern was
whether the change could undermine the state's anti-teacher union-
ization policy. There was also a general fear of the unknown--unless
the hundreds of statutes were redrafted, there was no telling how
the shift in presumption might make scores of provisions read in ways
that belied the original legislative intent. That could leave it up
to the courts to decide, in many instances, whether the legislature,
in adopting the permissive presumption, intended to override its
(alleged) original intention. Stephen Sugarman interview.

6. A recent statute requiring school committees to provide and sub-
stantially pay for designated services for children with special
needs was widely decried as a violation of customary local autonomy.
M.G.L. St. 1972, c. 766.

7. Alexander V. Phillips, 31 Arizona 503, 254 P. 1056 ( ), Atty. Gen.

Op. 61-16 (1961).

8. A.R.S. sec. 15-1302; Op. Atty. Gen. 58-77 (1957); Op. Atty. Gen.
70-6-L (1970).

9. See A.R.S. sec. 15-1201, et. seq. [Supp. 1974], and especially
secs. 15-1201, 1201.01(A), 1202(G-I), 1202.01(A and D), 1202.02,
1202.03, 1202.06, 1202.07).

10. A.R.S. sec. 15-102, paras. 20-23; see section III(B).

11. Department of Education Files

12. See e.g., Handlin and Handlin, Commonwealth; a study of the
role of government in the American economy: Massachusetts,
1274-1861 (1969).

13. About one in five is Mexican-American; one in twenty Indian. There
are at least fourteen different Indian tribes Who speak different
languages. Shofstall, "Bilingual-Bicultural Education," 3/22/74.
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FOOTNOTES

14For a more detailed discussion of the bilingual
and ESL models, see T. van Geel, "The Right to Be Taught Standard
English: Exploring the Implications of Lau v. Nichols for

Black AMericans," 25 Syracuse L. Rev. 863, at 873 ftn. 30 (1974).

r4

17
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15On the interpretation of "good cause," see also, Board of Education,

Tucson High School District, No. 1 v. John Williams, 1 Ariz. App. 389, 403

P.2d 324 (1965), and Palick V. Ruth Fisher School District No. 90 of Maricopa

County, 13 Ariz. App. 5, 473 P.2d 807 (1970).

16
Letter of Dix Price, Executive Secretary, Arizona Education Associa-

tion, to John Mulkey, Glendale Teachers Assn., March 3, 1975.

17
Joe Stocker (Arizona Education Association) letter, 3/17/1975.

18
A delegation of teachers from Casa Grande Union High School District

testified to that effect at a House hearing on a PN bill. Arizona

Educator Advocate, May 27, 1975, p. 1.

19Me recent decisions of the highest courts of New Jersey and Maine,

in which the state constitutionality of delegation of legislative pacers

to unions and arbitrators was questioned, involved disputes about binding

arbitration. See Dunellen Board of Education V. Dunellen Education Associa-

tion, 64 N.J. 17, 311 A.2d 737 (1973), and City Orfflaaelbrd v. Biddeford

Teachers Association, Na., 304 A.2d 387 (Supreme Judicial Court, 1973).

otnntIgSteehoorkers Warrior and Gulf, 363 U.S. 574 (1960),

Douglas

21_-with one minor exception, noted infra, of a right to inspect text-

books proposed for adoption.

22Cf. Sugarman, "Accountability through the Courts", 82 School Review

233 (1974).

23E.g. the following speeches by the Superintendent: "Education for

Freedom in America," 11/25/73; "The Ebbing Tide of Individual Freedom,"

7/5/74.

24Other statutes stating grounds for suspension/expulsion are, A.R.S.

S15-446 (destruction of property); §15-302(E) (children of filthy or vicious

habits or suffering from infectious diseases); §15-204 ("good cause" require-

ment -- it is not clear whether this compels strict construction of other

categories, or whether it adds a general ground for exclusion). The exclusion

provisions must be interpreted in light of the duties of school officials

to admit Children to the free public schools, Arizona Constitution, Art. 11,

§6, A.R.S. §15- 302(A).

25
This was the rule in Arizona even before the U.S. Supreme Court's

decision in Goes v. Lopez, 43 LW 4181 (1975), see Carpinteiro 17. Tucson

School ristira-ivo. 1 of Pima County, 18 Ariz. App. 283, 501 P.2d 459

(1972).

I
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26They are usually in the form of a petiticn for a writ of mandamus.

270ne exception: A.R.S. 15-1501(B) requires that public and private

school staff and students participating in certin activities we eye

protecticn.

2411' Of cotar te 4-kis e (Via- caw. Oa reverted
spe&e 1fic (e31 /44.+4+e ppova a el a imt1441;1 Cir +Oat"'

Kok at of AecAriv% 3 s A. w, 4-ite J-1?i4. For excilmele)

"Eview of welfare Oa *&...4.K decdaft S

is viet- covered A 7444 (MO

19
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VI. PRIVATE EDUCATION

FOOTNOTES

One of the few official references to a state policy regarding
private education was made in a 1962 case involving a property tax

exemption:

"[I]t has alweys been the policy of this state to
encourage the establishment of private educational
institutions." Verde. Valley School v. County of
Yavapai, 90 Ariz. 180 367 P.2d 223, 225 (1952).

For a lqps harsh interpretation of a similar statutory pro-

vision see, S'ate v. Counort, 124 P. 910 (S.Ct. Washington 1912).



CASH STUDY: Man: A Course of Study

FOCUNOrES

lAt least five other Arizona public school districts were using, or

had ordered MACOS. MAC CS had been taught to fifth .graders duri.ng the

previous school year in the Sacred Heart School of the Diocese of Tucson,
with results that pleased the teacher and the Diocesan Elementary Consultant.
Letter to Daq Photon, by Sister Dorothy Ann, 0.P., October 11, 1971.
Madsen Park was one of eight schools in the Madison Park District. The
district superintendent was M.E. Hatter; the assistant superintendent for
educational services was Dr. Dad Rhotcn, who afterwards became the superin-
tendent of Pinetop- Lakeside School District.

2
Results of a questionnaire distributed by the principal were: 61

favorable; 7 unfavorable; 7 no reaction. Results of a telephone poll
supervised by Mrs. C. Patty were: 81 parents want children to remain in
MACOS; 11 want to put their children in optional study; 5 against MACOS
but not wanting to opt out children; 69 undecided. The latter poll
reached the households of 189 out of 221 children in the course.

3
Dr. Rhoton noted that several parents transferred their children

not because of opposition to MACOS, but to keep the children with friends
whose parents had opted them out. Letter to Ed Martin, Nov. 11, 1971.
In Lake City,Florida, parents were given this sane option under similar
circumstances. Forty-five out of a total of 360 children were withdrawn

410_
framMACCS. Lake City Reporter, December 4, 1970, p. 2.

4 Interview, Jan. 1975; letter to Mrs. Peggy Chausse,
Social Studies Consultant, Houston, Texas, 3/5/73

5 Marin County, Calif., 1968-70; nation-wide poll conducted

by Superintendent of Schools of Montgomery County, Maryland,
1971; survey published in Social Education, January 1975.

6 121 Cong. Rec. 2550-2607 (daily ed. April 9, 1975);

Boston Evening Globe, April 13, 1975, at 15.

'7-Skinner sees a child's mind as a lump of clay, that should be

molded. Bruner, on the other hand, compares the child's mind to a plant

that needs both nourishment and freedom; his instructional theories

stress diversity, not control. As late as March, 1975, a MACOS critic

(Arizona Rep. John Ccnlan of Phoenix) referred to "Bruner and B.F. Skinner"

as "behavioral psychologists" who authored the program. Arizona Republic,

March 22, 1975, at B-18.

Diocesan Elementary Consultant, DicCese of Tucson Schools, Sister

Dorothy Ann, of Tucson.

21
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FOOTNOTIS:

9
The technical legal term is "special subject."

10Given the constraints they were working under, this decision
may have been in the best interests of the district's instructional

program.

11 s ra,at

12
The lad at least makes it a little easier to get things started
sec. 15-439 provides for special advisory meetings of school dis-

trict electors to consider matters of this kind.

13
They certainly would have had standing on an Establishment

Clause claim, as Shofstall suggested, but would have lost on the merits.

14
See supra, at 141-1 .

15
See discussion of Scottsdale, supra, at 214 .

16Under the Distribution of Powers Article of the Arizona Ccn-

stitution, see supra, at

17Alexander v. Phillips, 31 Ariz. 503, 254 P. 1056 (1927),

Att'y Gen. Op'. 61-16 (1961).

18
A.C.R.R. P7-2-301, p. 75.

19Att'y Gen. Op. 69-17-6,

20Geography, Reading, Literature, and Science are prescribed
subjects; Arts and Crafts and Drama are optional courses. A.C.R.R.

R7 -2 -301, p. 75.

21_
Att 'y Gen. Op. 61-138-L; see supra at 121 U 1 e± sige

22
A.R.S. sec. 15-442(A) (2). Superintendent Shofstall tightened

up the approval procedure in 1974, see supra,at 140, .

23
A.R.S. sec. 15-1101

240f course, the Board might react to such a holding by rapidly

enacting several supplementary lists.

25
The rules for the latter situation not being clearly spelled

out in A.R.S. sec. 15-442(A)(2) and 15-1101.

26Kersey v. Main Consol.,S.D. Ne. 10, 96 Ariz. 266, 394 P.2d 201 (1964).

22
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27
One of the developers of NACCS noted that the developers of the

"nee curriculums in the 1960's sometimes adopted an arrogant tone in
their insistence that they knew the best way to teach kids. Although
befuddled parents did not feel qualified to criticize the math or
science programs, the NACCS debate was carried on in a language they
understood and involved images they could relate to. It is possible
that VIA= bore the brunt of new-curriculum frustrations built up
over a long period.

28
Letter, P. Fordyce to J. CrenAlaw, 12/8/70.

23
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CASE STUDY :FREE ENTERPRISE

FOOTNOTES

1. "The teaching of Free Ehterprise in high school can be one of the
most significant changes of the century in the high school curriculum,"
"Teaching Free Enterprise in the High Schools," at 12, Feb. 1, 1974;
hereinafter -- Teaching.

1A. Interview, 7/17/74

1B. One senator says that many of his colleagues had second thoughts
after voting for it, and would have tried to withdraw senate approval
if the House had not moved so quickly to vote the bill into law..
Senator Scott Alexander, Rep., Tucson, quoted in F. Malone, "Teaching
Free Enterprise." Arizona, July 18, 1971, at 6, hereinafter Arizona.
Another observor thinks that some votes were procured in a trade for
conservative votes on a faltering liberallbill. Ed Cornell Interview,

July 1974. There is no official legislative history in Arizona.

2. Mbte (who is now a Phoenix attorney) became a target of ultra-conserva-
tives for several years during his tenure as social studies chairman
at Camelback after it became known that he was serving as executive
director of the Arizona chapter of the American Civil Liberties (A011).
At one point, a board member asked him to either resign as chairman
or drop out of the ACLU. Mbte battled, successfully, for renewal of
his chairmanship for several consecutive years, but finally, "Far Steer' -1 ret`hs,kk
resigned.

3. This refers to the Department's testing-out policy. See supra,

at

4. They were much better on procedural due process claims.

5. Interview with Ed Cornell, September, 1974.

6. 393 U.S. 97 (1968).

7. 319 U.S. 624 (1943).

8. 406 U.S. 205 (1972).

9. On one reading, however, his first statement can be taken as advice
about had the coarse_ should be "packaged" and "sold" to
the public, but not necessarily what it would be like in fact.

10. Teaching, at 7.

2.tt
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11. The general theme is analogous to the "red versus expert" controversy
in Communist China in the 1960's -- the question there being whether
important jobs should be filled by apolitical technicians, or by
relatively unskilled political loyalists.

12. Op. Atty. Gen. ; Interview with Assistant Attorney General,
Ralph Willey, July 18, 1974.

13. The two "heavy" concepts were:

"XI. Concept: Government's principal role is limited
and governmental participation is enlarged only an-4Firi
is proved necessary."

"XIX. Concept: The success of the Western market economics
in raising the level of production is a function of the free
enterprise system and its emphasis on economic freedom."

14. Phoenix Gazette, Nov. 7, 1972.

15. Camelback High School

16. Interview, Jean Watson, Social Studies Chairman of Canelback High
School, July, 1974.

41, 17. In Tucson, there is no placing out examination. It would be
surprising, however, if schools in Tucson, which has been the
hotbed of resistance to the conservative Board and Department,,
does not exercise considerable independence as to course con-
tent. In the Glenndale School District, free enterprise concepts
are taught as part of another course. Jean Watson Interview

18. She singled out this grievance as being one of the few professionally
legitimate ones she had heard. Interview, July, 1974.

2c
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Ch. 2 STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION R7-2-301

Subjects to.be Taught Years Taught Optional Subjects

Arithmetic 1-8 Manual Training-(statutory)

. I
*Geography 1-8 Household Economics (statutory)

*World History 1-8 Arts and Crafts .

*/**Ariz. History & Constitution 7-8 Band

*/**American History 7-8 Chorus

*/**Civics (U.S. Constitution) 7-8 Foreign Language

***Handwriting 1.8 Journalism

***Language 1.8 Physical EducatiOn.

***Reading (including phonics) Typing I

***Spelling 1-8 Drama

Literature 6-8

Health 1-8

Science 1.8

Music 1.8

.

b. Kindergarten Subjects
The State Board of Education requires that each =triton school district

having a kindergarten program include three subjects out-of the prescribed-list of

subjects to be taught for common schools and that Reading including phonics be

one of the three required. The Kindergarten Program shall be addressed to

readiness for all subjects taught in the primary grades. (SCE Approved

11/26/73A.G. Approved 1122/74)
c. Arizona and United States Constitution
The State Board of Ed cation, pursuant to A.R.S. § 15:1021, has adopted as

a major goal that every student in Arizona shall have the equal opportumty to'

understand the essentials, sources and history of the U.S. and Arizona
Constitutions and to understand the principles and ideals of cur American

Institutions.
The State Board, therefore, requires that each common school district

determine that the pupils in their district are knowledgeable in this subject, as

shown by a district Developed method, prior to receiving a certificate of

promotion from eighth grade. (SBE Approved 11/26/73A.G. Approved

1/22/74)
d. Skill in the Basic Subject Areas
The State Board of Education has adopted the goal that every student shall

have the equal opportunity to learn to read and write effectively and to master

the basic computational skills.

*These subjects may be combined into Social Studies.
**These subjects are required by A.R.S. § 15-1021 to be taught at least one

year in the grammar school.
***These subjects may be combined into Language Arts. (SUE Approved

11/26/73A.G. Approved 1/22/74)
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R7-2-301 EDUCATION Title 7

The State Board believes that developing standards for these basic skills is
prerequisite and essential to the learning process of the student. Therefore the

.k'State Board requires that promotion from year to year shall be based upon
yr relleterniined standards for these basic skills as established by the local district.

\off The State Board further requires that each student shall attain at least a sixth

Agrade
competency in reading, computational and written-communicative skills, as

determined by the local district, prior to receiving the standard eighth grade
rtificate of promotion. This policy becomes effective January 1, 1976.
The State Board further requires that each student shall demonstrate ability to

read at a ninth grade level of proficiency as shall be established by the local
district, prior to graduation from high school. This policy becomes effective for
classes after January 1, 1976. (SBE Approved 11/26/73A.G. Approved
1/22/74)

e. Sex Education Guidelines for the Coinmon Sr boots
Sex Education shall not be taught in the common schools of Aritona as a

separate course. The common school, at the district level, may provide a specific

elective lesson or lessons concernin5,,Sex Education as a supplement to the state
adopted Health Course of Study, subiect to the approvaLoilLe_SI tratiloarrt of
plucation. This supplement may only be taken by the student at the discretion
and written reonest of the individual student's parent or guardian. The State
Board will review such elective lesson's proposed by a district and will approve
or disapprove based on the following criteria:

I. Guidelines and Requirements for Qualification
(1) The District Board of Trusms has reviewed the total instructional

materials which include audiovisuals, illustrative matedals, equipment,
supplementary books and pamphlets, as well as the more traditional textbook
teacher manuals and resource materials; and has available alternate elective
lesson's from the state adopted optional subjects for those students who do not
enroll in elective Sex Education.

(2) This supplementary elective lesson's shall:
(a) Not supplant the state adopted Health Course of Study and shall not

exceed six lessons, (a lesson being defined as what is normally taught in one
day);

(b) Be taught in separate classes for boys and girls;
(c) Not include the teaching of specific sexual acts and practices, including

those that enter into the abnormal, deviate or unusual.
(d) Not invade the privacy of the student by including tests, psychological

inventories, surveys or examinations containing any questions about the student's
or his parent's personal beliefs or practices in sex, family life, monthly, values, or
!elision, and it shall not include any moral concepts or acts which arc illegal or
unconstitutional.

(e) Be ungraded: require no homework or tests; and any evaluation
administered for the purpose of self-analysis shall not be retained or recorded by
the school or the teacher in any form;

76
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Ch. 2 STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION R7-2-301

(3) The district, prior to final determination shall:

(a) Determine that the basic state adopted Health Come of Study is. given

first priority and the additional-supplementary lesson or lesspns will not supplant

the course of study. I .

(b) Hold at least one widely publicized public hearing_at least one week- in

advance for the purpose of receiving pareti-i77'--)tit as to the desirability of
adding this elective lesson/s as a supplement to.the basic.health education course

of study.
(c) Determine urertal,sprior to submission of proposed program to

the State Board for approval.
ii. Evaluation Criteria for Approval of District's-Elective LessOn/s

The District Board of Trustees has:
(I) Fulfilled the guidelines and requirements for qualifying;

(2). Submitted the total instructional material selected by the local district

board, which is to supplement the state adopted --Health Course-of Study, to

State Board's State Tett...,)oolviso review and

177,3.1717=onto the Stat'e. Board.

The State Board of Education for review-to parents and/or

guardians the total instructional materials to be used in such supplementary

lesson/s within their district which have received -tile Statel3oard's_approval. This

material shall be available from the office of the State Superintendent of Public

Instruction.
The State Board of Education recommends that district boarcs develop a

procedure for making available to parents, or guardians upon request, the total

instructional materials (as listed above) to be used prior to enrollment. (SBE

Approved I1/26/73A.G. Approved 1/22/74)

f. Drug Education
The State Board of Education, pursuant to A.R.S. §§ 15-102.15 and 15-1023

has includ. ' Drug Education in the state adopted Health Course; of Study for

common schools. (SBE Approved 11/26/63A.G. Approved 1/22/74)

g. Parental Involvement
The State Board of Education believes and suggests that parents should be

involved in educational pursuits and encouraged to participate actively_ with the

teachers in helping children learn. The views of parents should be solicited and-

given serious consideration in the selection of instructional materials and methods.

(SBE Approved 11/26/73A.G. Approved 1/22/74)

Legal Basis
A.R.S. § 15-102.12 states: "The state board of education-shall

ascertain that the school laws are pronerly enforced."

A.R.S. § 15-102.14 states: wine state board of education shall
exercise general supervision over and regulate the conduct of the public

school system,"
A.R.S. § 15-102.15 states: "The state board of education shall

prescribe and enforce a course of study in the common schools."
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R7-2-301 EDUCATION Title 7

A.R.S. § 15.102.16 states: "The state board of educatio i shall
prescribe the subjects to be taught in all common schools." .

A.R.S. § 15-102.17 states: "The state board of education shall

prescribe a list of optional subjects to be taught in all common sc)rools..
The list shall include manual training, household economics,
kindergarten and such other subjects as the board determines."

A.R.S. § 15-102.25 states: "The stateboard of education shall by
June 30, 1975, in cooperation with all local school districts, develop,
establish, and direct the implementation of a continuous uniform
evaluation system of pupil achievements in relation to measurable
performance objectives in basic subjects. The board shall assist in the
development of alternate learnirg procedures to help pupils attain their
individual learning expectancy leVels based on intelligence factors,
achievement facto's and teacher evaluation. Basic subjects shall be
defined for these purposes as reading, writing, and computation skills."

A.R.S. § 15-488 C states: "Each common school district shall
establish a kindergarten program, unless the governing body -of such
common school district files an exemption claim with the state
department of education. A district is exempt from establishing a
kindergarten program if it files, with the state department of education,
an exImption claim which states that the establishment of kindergarten
will interfere with the work of, or maintenance of efficiency in, the
grades and that the kindergarten is not in the best interests of the
district."

A.R.S. § 15-1021 states: "AU public schools shall give instruction
in the'essentials, sources, and history of the constitutions of the United
Str.tes and Arizona and instruction in American institutions and ideals
and in the history of Arizona. The instruction shall be given in
accordance with the state course of study for at least one year of the
grammar and :gh school grades respectively. The state board of
education shall prescribe suitable teaching materiais for such

instruction."
A.R.S. § 15.1023 states:
"A. Instruction on the nature and harmful effects of alcohol,

tobacco, narcotic drugs and dangerous drugs, including the plant
t,annabis and all substances and parts of the plant, on the human
system, and instruction on the prevention of alcohol, tobacco, narcotic
and dangerous drug abuse, including the plant cannabis and all

substances and parts of the plant, shall be included in the courses of
study in common and high schools. The instruction may be combined
with health, science, citizenship or similar stud' 's.

B. The state board of education may, at the request of a school
district, provide the following for use in carrying out the provisions of
this section:

1. A suggested course of study.
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2. A system of in-service training for teachers.
3. A list of available films-and other teaching aids:
C. For the purpose of this section, the definitions.of "cannabis"

and "narcotic drugs" as defined in § 36-1001 and "dangerous drug" as
defined in § 32-1901, paragraph 9, are applicable."

D. Textbooks
1. Powers and Duties of the State Board of Education
The State Board of- Education:
"Shall prescribe textbooks for the common schools, and shall prepare a list of

not less than three nor more than five textbooks for each grade and each subject

taught in the common schools for the selection by the school district of one book
from such list for each student, except that for courses which do not require that
each student have a book other than 41assroom instruction the district need only
purchase one book for each student in the largest group which would be receiving
classroom instruction at any one time. The books 'or instructional matter so
selected shall be purchased by the school district direct from the publisher as
provided in this title. Textbooks selected pursuant to the provisions of this title
shall not be changed during the next five years." (A.R.S. § 15-102.18)

"Shall annually prepare lists-of approved supplementary books from which the
board of trustees of a school district may, with the approval of the state
superintendent of public instruction, purchase supplementary book's." ( A.R.S.
§ 15.1101 B)

"Shall enter into contracts with publishers for the purchase by the school
districts of the textbooks desired from the lists selected by the state board.
Publishers shall give a cash or corporate surety bond payable to the state and
approved by the board indemnifying the school districts in the textbook purchases
in an amount not less than five hundred nor more than ten thousand dollars as may
be determined by the board, conditioned that:

The publisher will faithfully comply with the conditions of the contract and will
furnish to the state the books provided for in the contract at prices not exceeding
the lowest prices then granted to any buyer.

If there is a decrease in the prices given to a person purchasing such books from
the publisher, the state shall have the benefit of the decrease in price.

The publisher shall file with the hoard a statement sworn to before some officer
in the state, shring the lowest prices for which his series of textbooks is sold
anywhere in the United States. If the publisher of a school textbook adopted by
the state issues a special edition of any book so adopted, or essentially the same
book, the state may substitute that special edition at the net price at which it is
sold elsewhere.

Every contractor who enters into any contract with the state board for
furnishing textbooks shall, upon request of a member of the board, mail to the
board a sworn price list of the textbooks which the contractor firrnishes or desires
to furnish to the state." (A.R.S. § 15-1103 A, B, and C)
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May request the Attorney General to institute action for damages on the bond
of a contractor who violates a condition of a textbook contract entered into by him
with the State Board. (A.R.S. § 15.1105 paraphrased)

2. Powers and Duties of the District Governing Boards
The hoard of Trustees shall:
"Enforce the courses of study and select all textbooks used in the schools from

the multiple lists determined and authorized by the state board of education
pursuant to paragraph 1S of § 15-102 and purchase the same from the publishers
under contracts negotiated by the state board as provided in this title. One-fourth
of the amount budgeted for textbooks may be expended for teaching aids relating
to the textbooks selected. District school funds may be budgeted and expended by
the board for supplementary books, as contained in the lists prepared by the state
board of education pursuant to subsection B of § 15-1101, and for such additional
textbooks as may be necessary because of an extraordinary increase in enrollment
or an act of God, provided that supplementary books shall not be purchased in such
quantities as to take the place of the textbooks prescribed by paragraph 18 of
§ 15-102." (A.R.S. § 15442.2)

"Exclude from schools all books, publications or papers of a sectarian, partisan,
or denominational character." (A.R.S. § 15-442.5)

"Exclude from school libraries all books, publications and papers of a sectarian,
partisan or denominational diameter." (A.R.S. § 15-450 13.2)

Sell to a pupil or parent such books as necessary at tile price the Board of
Education pays forthe books. (A.R.S. § 15-1108 paraphrased)

Initiate proceedings for revocation of certificate of any teacher who uses
sectarian or denominational books or teaches any sectarian doctrine or conducts
any religious exercises in school for this unpiofessional conduct and his certificate
shall be revoked. (A.R.S. § 15-203 paraphrased)

"All textbooks now in the possession of the common school districts and those
purchased by districts as provided by this title shall be and remain the property of
the school districts. The school districts shall hold pupils using the textbooks
responsible for damage or loss of the textbooks. When a pupil for any reason
requires a second copy of a textbook, the pupil shall pay for the book at his own
expense." (A.R.S. § 15 -1 107)

3. Duties of Teachers
"Enforce the course of study, use of adopted textbooks and the rules and

regulations prescribed for schools." (A.R.S. § 15-201.3)
4. Duties of Pupils
Pupils using the textbooks shall be responsible for damage or loss of the

textbooks, and if for any reason requires a second copy of a textbook shall pay for
the book at his own expense. (A.R.S. § 15-1107 paraphrased)

5. Policies of the State Board of Education re Textbooks
a. Assurance of Textbook Compliance
The State 13oard of Education, pursuant to A.R.S. §§ 15-102.12 and 15. 102.18,

issues each year an assurance of textbook compliance form to each school district
to be returned no later than September 30 each year. Non-compliance with A.R.S.
§ 15.442 will result in suspension of funds until compliance is accomplished.
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"The board shall prescribe the course of study for the high school
subject to approval by the state board of education:" (A.R.S.
§ 15-545 13)

"All public schools shall give instruction in the essentials, sources,
and history of the constitutions of the United States and Arizona and
instruction in American institutions and ideals and in the history of
Arizona. The instruction shall be given in accordance with the state
course of study for at least one year of the granuhar and high school
grades respectively. The state board of education shall prescribe suitable
teaching materials for such instruction." (A.R.S. § 15-1021)

"The state board of education shall adopt a course of study in the
common schools and high schools." (A.R.S. § 15-1022)

B. Subject areas
I. Powers and Duties of the State Board of Education
The State Board of Education shall:
Adopt a course of study and suitable teaching materials for instruction, for at

least one year in the grammar and high school grades respectively, in the essentials,
sources, and history of the constitutions of the United States and Arizona and
instruction in American institutions and ideals and in the history of Arizona.
(A.R.S. § 15-1021 paraphrased)

Include instruction on the nature and harmful effects of alcohol, tobacco,
narcotic drugs and dangerous drugs, including the plant cannabis and all substances
and parts of the plant, on the human system, and instruction on the prevention of

alcohol, tobacco, narcotic and dangerous drug abuse, including the plant cannabis
and all substances and parts of the plant, in the courses of study in common and

high schools. The instruction, may be combined with health, science, citizenship or
similar studies. § 15.1023 A paraphrased)

"The state board of education may, at the request of a school district, provide
the following for use in carrying out the provisions of this section:

I. A suggested course of study.
2. A system of in-service training for teachers.
3. A list of available films and other teaching aids." (A.R.S. § 15-1023 B)
"For the purpose of this section, the definitions of "cannabis" and "narcotic

drugs" as defined in §36-1031 and "dangerous thug" as defined in § 32-1901,
paragraph 9, are applicable." (A.R.S. § 15.1023 C)

Prescribe a course of study and suitable.teaching materials for instruction, for at
least one semester equal to one-half unit of credit, on the essentials and benefits of
the free enterprise system. As used in this .ation "free enterprise" means an
economic system characterized by private or corporate ownership of capital goods,
by investments that are determined by private decision rather than by state control,
and by prices determined in a flee manner. (A.R.S. § 15-1025 paraphrased)

2. Powers and Duties of the District Governing Boards
The Board of Education of a high school:
"Shall, for the management of the high school, have all the powers and duties

vested in common school trustees." (A.R.S. § 15.5-15 A)
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Provide instruction in the essentials, sources, and history of the constitutions of

the United States and Arizona and instruction in American institutions and.ideals

and in the history of Arizona. The instruction shall be given in accordance with the

state course of study for at least one year of the gramMar and high school grades

respectively. The State Board of Education shall prescribe suitable teaching

materials for such instruction. (A.R.S. § 15.1021 paraphrased)

Provide instruction on the nature and harmful effects of alcohol, tobacco,

narcotic drugs and dangerous drugs, including the plant cannabis and all substances

and parts of the plant, on the human system, and instruction on the prevention of

alcohol, tobacco, narcotic and dangerous-drug abuse, including- the plant cannabis

and all substances and parts of the plant, in the courses of study in common and

high schools. The instruction may be.contbined with health, science, citizenship or

similar studies. (A.R.S. § 15-1023 A paraphrased)

"The state board of education may; at the request of a school district, provide

the following for use in carrying out the provisions of this section:

1. A suggested course of study.

2. A system of inservice training for teachers.

list of available films and other teaching aids." (A.R.S. § 15.1023 B)

"For the purpose of this section, the definitions of "cannabis" and "narcotic

drugs" as defined in § 36-1001 and "dangerous drug" as defined in § 32-1901;

paragraph 9, are applicable." (A.R.S. § 15-1021C)

3. Policies of the State Board of Education re Subject Areas

a. Skill in the Basic Subject Areas

The State Board of Education has adopted the goal that every student shall have

the equal opportunity to learn to read and write effectively and to master the basic

computational skills.
The State Board believes that developing standards for these basic skills is

prerequisite and essential to the learning process of the student. Therefore the-State

Board requires that promotii... from year to year shall be based upon

predetermined standards for these basic skills as established by the local district.

The State Board further requires that each student shall attain at least a sixth

grade competency in reading, computational and written communicative skills, as

determined by the local district, prior to receiving the standard eighth grade

certificate of promotion. This policy becomes effective January 1, 1976.

The State Board further requires that each student shall-demonstrate ability to

read at a ninth grade level of proficiency as shall be established by the local district,

prior to graduation from high school. This policy becomes effective for classes after

January 1, 1976. (SBE Approved 11/26/73A.G. 1/22/74)

b. Sex Education Guidelines for High Schools

A-course M education may be provided, at the distri^t level in the high

schools of Arizona, subject to the approval of the State Board of Education,

pursuant to A.R.S. § 15-545 B. The course of study for such sex education course

will receive the Sive Board's aporoya1 if the diltrirl certifies thnt ttittplinic

h;ve been followed:
i. Guidelines and Requirements for Qualification

(1) The District Board of Education has reviewed the total instructional

,
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materials which include audiovisuals, illustrative materials, equipment,

supplementary books and pamphlets, as well as the more traditional textbook,

teacher manuals and resource material. efts A.1 1""

(2) The sex education course shall: 0.11. ..!:?
(a) Not include the teaching of specific sexual acts and practices, including.q-,c044.

those that enter into the abnormal, deviate or unusual.
(b) Not invade the privacy of the student by including tests, psychological

inventories, surveys or examinations containing any questions about the student's

or his parents' personal beliefs or practices in sex, family life, morality, values,-or

religion;
(c) Not substitute for a course in Health Education.

ii. Evaluation Criteria for Approval of District's Course of Study

The District Board of Education has:
(1) Fulfilled the guidelines and requirements for qualifying;

(2) Submitted the course of study for sex echication to the State Board's State

Textbook Advisory Committee for review and recommendation to the State Board.

The State Board of Education recommends that district boards develop a
procedure for making available to parents, or guardians, trim request, the- total
instructional material (as listed above) to be used in this course; for notification to

,parents whether classes will be separate for boys and aids; for obtaining consent of

parents or guardians prior to enrollment of minor pupils in this course. (SBE

Approved 11/26/74A.G. Approved 1/22/74)
c. Parental Involvement
The iaTriroaid of Education believes and suggests that parents should be

involved in educational pursuits and encouraged to participate actively with the

teachers in helping children learn. The views of parents should be solicited and

given serious consideration in the selection of instructional materials and methods.

(SBE Approved 11/26/73A.G. Approved 1/22/74)

Legal Basis
"The state board of education shall ascertain that the school laws are

properly enforced." (A.R.S. § 15-102.12)
"The state board of education shall exercise general supervision over

and regulate the conduct of the public school system." (A.R.S.

§ 15-102,14)
"The board (of a high school) shall prescribe the course of study for

the high school subject to approval by the state board of education."

(A.R.S. § 15.545 13)
"All public schools shall give instruction in the essentials, sources,

and history of the constitutions of the United States and Arizona and

instruction in American institutions and ideals and in the history of
Arizona. The instruction shall be given in accordance with the state

course of study for at least one year of the grammar and high school
grades respectively. The state board of education shall prescribe suitable

teaching materials for such instruction." (A.R.S. § 15-1021)

X
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"The state board of education shall adopt a course of study in the
common schools and high schools." (A.R.S. § 15-1022)

C. Textbooks
1. Powers and Duties of the State Board of Education
The State Board of Education shall:
Adopt a course of study and suitable teaching materials for instruction, for at

least one year in the grammar and high school grades respectively, in -the essentials,
sources, and history of the constitutions of the United States and Arizona and
instruction in American institutions and ideals and in the history of Arizona.
(A.R.S. § 15-1021 paraphrased) 1 -

Prescribe a course of study and suitable teaching materials for instruction, for at
least one semester equal to one-half unit of credit, on the essentials and benefits of
the free enterprise system. (A.R.S. § 15-1025 A paraphrased)

2. Powers and Duties of the District Governing Boards
The Board of Education of a high school:
"Shall, for the management of the high school, have all the powers and duties

vested in common school trustees." (A.R.S. § 15.545 A)
"Shall prescribe the course of study for the high school, subject to approval by

the state board of education." (A.R.S. § 15-545 13)
"Shall prescribe up to five textbooks for each course of study and the teacher,

with the consent of the board of education, may use any one of the prescribed
textbooks for the purposes of his course." (A.R.S. § 15.545 D)

3. Duties of Teachers
The Teacher:
May use, with the consent of the Board of Education, any One of the prescribed

textbooks for the purposes of his course. (A.R.S. § 15-545 D paraphrased)
4. Policies of the State Board of Education re Textbooks
a. Textbook Content
Textbook Content shall not interfere with the school's legal responsibility to

teach citizenship and promote patriotism. Textbooks prescribed by the State Board
of Education shall be objective in content; reflect a minimum of bias in
interpretations; and shall not reflect adversely upon persons because of their race,
color, creed, national origin, ancestry, sex or occupation. Violence shall be treated
in the context of cause and consequence: it shall not appear for reasons of
unwholesome excitement or sensationalism. Coarse, vulgar, profane expressions or
terms shall be avoided in all textbook content. It should be noted that this applies
to textbooks mandated to be chosen by the State Board, and does not apply to
library books or any other books chosen by the school districts under their
statutory power. (SI3E Approved 11/26/73A.G. Approved 1/22/74)

b. Establishment of the State Textbook Committee and its Procedural

Guidelines
i. Establishment
In order to facilitate the performance of the varied duties relating to textbooks,

adoption procedures, and special evaluations, the State Board of Education shall
appoint a nine(9) member Advisory Committee, all of whom shall be voting
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I. California State Constitution

A. State Responsibility and Role Allocation

Like other state constitutions studied the California Constitution

establishes a general framework within which the legislature and other

educational agencies must work -- a framework which specifies what must

be done, what may be done, and what may not be done. As was the case in

the other states the State Constitution imposes an affirmative duty on the

legislature to do something about education in the state.

Article IX, Section 1 provides:

A general diffusion of knowledge and intelligence

being essential to the preservation of the rights and

liberties of the people, the Legislature shall encourage
by all suitable means the promotion of intellectual,

scientific, moral, and agricultural improvement.

In a subsequent section the responsibility of the legislature is made more

specific: (Article IX, Section 5):

The legislature shall provide for a system of common

schools by which a free shcool shall be kept up and supported

in each district at least six months in every year, after

the first year in which a school has been established.

Beyond these general obligations the State Constitution

establishes that there should be certain institutions involved in the

operation or control of this system of common schools. At the state level

the Constitution provides for an elected state superintendent of schools

(Article IX, Section 2) and a state board of education to be appointed or

elected as determined by the legislature. (Article IX, Section 7). Pursuant

to this power the legislature has established a ten member board, appointed

by the Governor with the approval of two-thirds of the State Senate.

(Cal. Educ. Code,Section 101) The superintendent by statute has been made
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the secretary and executive officer of the board as well as Director of the

Department of Education. (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 105, 353)

An important constitutional duty of the state board is the adoption

of textbooks for use in grade one through eight in the state; the texts are

to be furnished without cost as provided by statute. (Article IX, Section 7.5)

This provision was the basis for striking down a legislative attempt to

influence the selection of textbooks. In State Board of Education v. Levit,

52 C.2d 441, 343 P.2d 8 (1959) the, legislature had adopted a statute barring

the expenditure of textbook funds for two specifically named books, Science

for Work and Play, and Science For Here and Now. The state board challenged

the statute pursuant to Article IX, Section 7.5 and won the case. The court

said the legislature may regulate the process of selection but it may not

make the ultimate selection and that this limitation held even when the state

board was selecting books to be used in courses that were not required by

statute. In dictum the court added that the legislature could, however,

determine in which courses textbooks shall or shall not be used, and could bar

all science texts for science classes or bar science classes in grades one

and two. But if texts were to be used, the court said, they must be selected

by the state board. (Also compare Attorney General's Opinion, no. 60-94,

1960. Whether the legislature could bar science in grades one and two and

not run afoul of the U.S. Constitution is a question raised by Meyer v.

Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923). In that case a state statute which barred,

before the eighth grade, the teaching of any subject to any person in any

language other than English was challenged. The U.S. Supreme Court struck

the statute down as it applied to a private teacher in a private school

on the grounds that it violated the 14th Amendment Due Process Clause in

prohibiting the teacher from pursuing his profession. The Court specifically
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said it did not reach the question of the reasonable regulation of the

curriculum of the public schools. Also in Epperson v. Arkansas, 393JI.S.

97 (1968) in which the Supreme Court struck down a state prohibition against

the teaching of Darwinism in the schools because the statute, said the

Court, had been motivated by religion, the door was left open to the pos-

sibility that the subject of biology as a whole could be barred from the

public schools.)

Beyond allocating authority among state officials, the State

Constitution also establishes certain relationships between, on the one

hand, the state, and, on the other, local districts. Section 3 of

Article IX requires the election of a superintendent of schools for each

county, provided, the legislatdre may authorize two or more counties to

unite and elect one superintendent for the counties so uniting. Similarly

the legislature pursuant to Section 7 of Article IX must provide for the

appointment or election of a board of education in each county.

Below the county level Article IX, Section 14 provides:

The legislature shall have power, by general law, to

provide for the incorporation and organization of school

districts, high school districts and community college districts,

of every kind and class, and may classify such districts.

The legislature may authorize the governing boards of

all school districts to initiate and carry on any programs,
activities, or to otherwise act in any manner which is not

in conflict with the laws and purposes for which school districts

are established.

This provision should be read in conjunction with Article IX', Section 5

which requires the legislature to provide for a system of common schools

by which a free school shall be kept up and supported in each district at

least six months in every year. And Section 6 of the same Article provides

in part:
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The Public School System shall include all kindergarten
schools, elementary schools, secondary schools, technical
schools, and State colleges, established in accordance with
law and, in addition, the school districts and other agencies
authorized to'maintain them. No school or college or any other

part of the Public SChool System shall be, directly or indirectly,

transferred from the Public School System or placed under the
jurisdiction of any authority other than one included within the

Public School System.

Several points about these provisions are worth noting. Section 14

specifically authorizes the legislature to delegate authority to local

school districts not only to carry on programs and activities, but also to

initiate them. That delegated power must be consistent with the purposes

for which the districts were established and presumably an understanding of

those purposes must begin with Article IX, Section 1 quoted above. In any

event, we have in tl,e State Constitution a starting point for understanding

the problems of delegation of authority (taken up below.)

Next, Section 6,quoted immediately above,itself has interesting

implications for any legislative attempts to adopt some of the recently

suggested organizational reforms for education. The provision would seem

to put a severe limitation upon increased parental involvement in the

operation of the schools: Any organizational arrangement which directly or

indirectly placed any part of the public system under any authority other than

the Public School System would be unconstitutional. Not only might this

preclude greater parental control over the public schOol system, it might

inhibit such innovations as those forms of performance contracting under

which a whole school is turned over to a private contractor to operate

pursuant to certain guarantees. Conceivably this provision may place some

limits on the extent teachers, through collective negotiations, may obtain

increased control over the public school system.

An interesting problem involving these provisions was brought to
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the State's Attorney General for his opinion. (Attorney General's Opinions,

No. 70-30, (1970).) To qualify for federal funds pursuant to Title III

of the Elementary and Secondary Educat:on Act (Public Law 85-10, as amended

by Public Law 50-247) a federal grant-in-aid program designed to encourage

educational innoV'etion -- the state legislature created the Educational

Innovation Advisory Commission which had the functions (Cal. Educ. Code,

Section 576): of developing a state plan for use of Title III funds;

recommending to the state board for approval of Title III projects;

adopting les and regulations for its own government; and reporting its

activities to the state board, governor and legislature. Subsequently

Section 32014 of the Educational Code was adopted by the legislature and

it gave the Commission the following powers and responsibilities:

(a) Employ a staff for the commission and for the innovative

schools.
(b) Establish and operate the innovative schools.
(c) Acquire property and equipment to which it shall hold

title.
(d) Receive and expend funds to support the commission and

the innovative schools.
(e) Determine the location of the innovative schools.
(f) Determine the program of instruction and the programs

of research and experimentation to be undertaken by the innovative

schools.
(g) Contract with other governmental agencies and private

persons or organizations to provide or receive services, supplies,

facilities and equipment.
(h) Adopt rules and regulations for its own government and

for the government of the innovative schools.

The first question asked of the Attorney General was whether this

section was consistent with Article IX, Section 6 quoted above. Under one

view of that section only those facilities which were under the cognizance

of the state superintendent or state board were within the Public School System.

The Attorney General did not accept that interpretation pointing out that the

state colleges were not under either the state superintendent or board.
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Further, Article IX, Section 5 (quoted above) laid a basis for the

legislature to establish schools that were independent of the state

superintendent and board.

As for Sections 2 and 7 of Article IX dealing with the powers

of the state supe:intendent and board specifically, the Attorney General

pointed out that both these sections left the determination of the

duties of the superintendent and board up to the legislature. Hence, the

legislature did not have to place these innovative schools within their

control. By implication, however, the Attorney General suggested that

with respect to textbooks the power of the state board remained in tact --

as to that part of the program of these innovative schools the state

board remained in control.

Finally we might take note of one additional portion of the

opinion dealing with Article IX, Section 8:

No public money shall ever be appropriated for the support
of any sectarian or denominational school, or any school not
under the exclusive control of the officers of the public schools;
nor shall any sectarian or denominational doctrine be taught, or
instruction thereon be permitted, directly or indirectly, in
any of the common schools of this state. (Emphasis added.)

With regard to this provision the Attorney General simply noted that the

Commission was part of the Public School System and officials connected

with these schools and members of the Commission are "officers of the

public schools" within the meaning of the provision.

As for Section 8 we might note that it appears to place a major

stumbling block in the way of any kind of state supported voucher system

even if the vouchers could only be used at non-sectarian schools. The

requirement that public money be spent only on schools under the exclusive

control of officers of the public schools could only be gotten around if:
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(i) the voucher, once handed over to the child's parents, was no tonger

deemed to represent "public" money; or (ii) for purposes of this amendment

the officials running the private schools to which the vouchers are brought,

would be deemed officers of public schools. The later way of interpreting

this provision is not warranted for if this were the way the provision were

to be interpreted, it would lose almost all meaning. The first alternative

is also not very promising. This interpretation seems to limit too severely

the notion of "public" money. Under the suggested reading even money handed

over to sectarian schools would become private money once the voucher reached

the hands of the students, and whether the courts would accept such a trans-

mutation of the money seems at best doubtful.

The California legislature in 1973 had to wrestle with the problems

arising out of Section 8 of Article IX, when it adopted the Demonstration

ScholarshipAct of 1973, (Cal. Educ. Code Sections 31175 et seq.) This act

authorizes the establishment of not more than four experimental projects

involving vouchers. Under the Act there would be established as part of a

project a "demonstration board" which might either be an existing local

school board or a new board appointed by a participating local district.

The demonstration board would be authorized to receive money from the

federal government -- it was assumed basic funding for the experiment would

be coming from the federal government -- pursuant to a contract between

the demonstration board and the federal government. This contract would

specify the amount of the "scholarship" or voucher that would be made available

to participating students; among the requirements of the act is that there be

a compensatory scholarship for disadvantaged children with the amount of

the scholarship to be settled in the contract.

Public and private schools could participate but the private schools
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may not be "controlled by any religious creed, church, or sectarian de-

nomination whatever, nor have as their objective the furtherance of any

religious sect, church, creed, or sectarian purpose, either directly or

indirectly." (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 31196.) Further, the private school

must be "under the exclusive control of officers of the public schools

within the meaning of Section 8 of Article IX..." Exclusive control is

defined to mean (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 31196(c):

1. The power to promulgate general rules and regulations
regarding the use of demonstration scholarships.

2. The power to establish the amount of the scholarship.
3. The power to prescribe rules and regulations which are

binding upon participating schools.
4. The power to establish standards for teachers, instructors,

and textbooks.
5. The power to review and approve the suspension or

expulsion of a pupil of a participating board.
6. The power to make any appropriate use of pai.ticipating

school facilities, equipment and supplies.

In short, basic policy control is turned over to the demonstration board

but significant areas of discretion are left to the control of this "private"

school. Actual selection of which pupils will be admitted remains in the

hands of the private school, subject to certain statutory restrictions

applicable to all participating schools as outlined below. Basic control

over which specific teachers will be hired remains in the hands of the

private school as does general control of the overall philosophy and thrust

of the education program.

These provisions "substantially involve" government in the private

school to the point that we might conclude that the private school had become

in effect a public school for purposes of the "state action" doctrine under

the U.S. Constitution. As a result, students in these former wholly private

schools would enjoy the protection of the state and federal constitutions.

3:16
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(Moose Lodge No. 107 v. !rvis, 407 U.S. 163 (1972); Reitman v. Mulkey, 389 U.S.

369 (1967); Burton v. Wilmington Parking Authority, 365 U.S. 715 (1961).)

This possibility that these schools must be deemed to be "public" schools

for purposes of the Constitution, plus the fact of the many regulations

to which they are subjected (to be described momentarily) has a bearing upon

the problem of the doctrine prohibiting the delegation of authority to

"private" groups. We take this issue up below.

The public and. private schools which become part of a demonstration

project are subject to Section 31185(e) which provides in part that com-

prehensive information in written form be available on the course of study

offered, curriculum, materials, and textbooks, the qualifications of the

teachers, administrators, and paraprofessionals employed, the minimum school

day, the salary schedules, the actual amount of money spent per pupil and

such other information as may be required by the demonstration board.

The selection of teachers and the admission of pupils must be on

a non-discriminatory basis. Section 31185(b) privides, in part, the voucher

may only be used at a school which:

...provides that students from disadvantaged racial or

bilingual minority groups be admitted in proporation as such

students make application; and takes an affirmative position

to secure racially, ethnically, and socioeconomically integrated

student body which shall, to the greatest possible extent,

reflect the racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic composition of

the demonstration area. Any school that receives applications

in excess of enrollment capacity shall fill at least 50 percent

of its enrollment capacity by a lottery among the applicants,

to further assure nondiscriminatory admissions procedures,

except when the contract provides that students currently

enrolled and their younger siblings are not subject to the

lottery...

Participating projects must also have an advisory board made up of parents,

teachers, administrators and other appropriate people.

The drafting of this act reflects the care that must be taken in
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establishing experimental programs so that they will comply with both the

state and federal constitutions, as well as The Civil Rights Act of 1964,

Title VI. (42 U.S.C. § 200d)

As noted above, arrangements of the sort just outlined raise

questions with regard to the delegation of authority, and it is to this

question we now turn.

Article 4, Section 1 is our starting point.

The legislative power of this State is vested in the
California Legislature which consists of the Senate and
Assembly, but the people reserve to themselves the powers

of initiative and referendum.

As was true of the other states this general grant of authority to the

legislature implies a limitation of the legislature's authority: it may

not delegate away its powers. The.discussion of this limitation will take

place in four parts: (i) the doctrine- as applied to legislative delegation

of authority to state officials; (ii) the doctrine as applied to the

delegation of authority to local school districts; (iii) the doctrine as

applied to the delegation of authority to private groups; (iv) the doctrine

as applied to the sub-delegation of authority.

(i) California doctrine on the delegation of authority to

state agencies is basically similar to that found in New York in the sense

the doctrine has developed in such a way that it does not usually serve as

a basis for constraining the legislature. The California courts have said

that if the legislature has laid down "basic policy" then a delegation of

authority to implement that basic policy should be upheld. (Younger v.

City of El Dorado, 5C.3d 480, 96 Cal Rptr 553, 487 P.2d 1193 (1971)

Thus even a delegation of authority to do what was is "necessary, convenient

or expedient" was upheld. (Metro Water District of Southern Cal. v. Whitsett,

215 C. 400, 10 P.2d 751 (1932)

3 :1 8
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However on occasion the prohibition against delegation if authority can

have a bite. In one case a writ of mandamus was sought challenging ihe

delay by the California State Air Resources Board of the implementation

of the oxides of nitrogen control program. The agency said it delayed

the implementation of the policy because of the energy crisis, but the

California Supreme Court responded that if the delay were permitted be-

cause of the energy crisis, the agency would be establishing a policy

placing energy consumption as a higher priority to air cleanliness.

Deciding such priorities involved a matter of fundamental policy which

only the legislature could make and could riot be delegated. The legislature,

said a Court, was the most representative form of government a'nd it

should make such decisions. (Clean Air Constituency v. California State

Air Resources Board, 11 Cal. 3d 801, 523 P.2d 617, 114 Cal. Rept. 577

(1974) (in bank).)

No cases were found dealing with the propriety of delegations

of authority with regard to education. This is understandable. The

state legislature in California, as will become clearer below, has taken

some pains to spell out the educational policy of the state, thus there

has been little occasion to attack delegations of authority on the ground

that "basic policy" had not been established.

(ii) Article 9, Section 14, specifically authorizes the

legislature to "authorize the governing boards of all school districts to

initiate and carry on any program, activities, or to otherwise act in any

manner which is not IL conflict with the laws and purposes for which school

districts are established." Again no cases were found which interpreted this

111
provision. Presumably this provision must be read in conjunction with

Article 4, Section 1 so as to avoid a potential conflict. Thus, we might
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find in Section 14 a limitation on the delegation of authority to local

districts which is similar to the limitation established by the courts

with regard to delegations of authority to state agencies. In other words,

Section 14 can be read to say that delegations are permitted so long as

they do not constitute delegations of authority to determine basic educa-

tional policy. Here again we might note that the legislature has not

in practice approached the outer-bounds of its authority as it has, more

than other states, taken pains to specify in the statutory code the basic

educational program that must be provided in the public schools.

(iii) As was found in the other states the basic concern

of the courts with regard to the delegation of authority to private or-

ganizations and individuals is over the possibility of the abuse of such

authority. Thus, in one case the court struck down an arrangement whereby

the timber industry was to regulate its own cutting practices. The court

said that the delegation of such authority to the industry without standards

invited abuse in light of strong pecuniary interest of the companies to

engage in practices that might be inimical to the public interest. The

public which was affected by these practices would have no way of influencing

the policy that was thereby denied due process. (Bayside Timber Co. v.

Board of Sup'rs of San Mateo Cty., 97 Cal. Rptr. 431, 20 CA 3d (1971)

In another case the delegation of authority was upheld because the public

interest had been protected by the arrangements. In this case an ordinance

allowed the police chief to designate taxi stands if the written consent

of the person who occupied the ground floor of the building adjacent to

the proposed stand consented. The court found no improper delegation

because obtaining permission from the occupant of the building was only

one condition precedent for the establishment of the taxi stand. Basic

control over site selection and final approval remained in the hands of
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the police chief. As for the problem of an improper delegation of authority

to the police chief, consistent with the delegation doctrine as outlined

above, the court said there was no improper delegation as the basic purpose

of the ordinance implied the standards the chief had to follow. Basic

policy, in other words, the court said, had been formulated by city council.

(In Re Petersen, 51 C.2d 177, 331 P.2d 24, appeal dismissed 360 U.S. 314 (1958).

This brings us back to a consideration of the legislation per-

mitting the establishment of up to four voucher projects in the state.

It will be recalled that the legislation permitted private school involvement.

Those private schools under the arrangement sketched in the statute retain

significant control over many aspects of the running of a school, thus

they have been given significant control over the expenditure of the public

funds they will get by redeeming the vouchers given to them by the students

enrolled in the school. Does this amount to-an impermissible delegation of

authority to a private organization? The answer would seem to be "no."

First, the act is so constructed that important responsibility

over the private school is given over to the "demonstration board." Thus

a mechanism is established whereby the private school is accountable to a

public body. Aspects of basic education policy are in public hands. Second,

there are a significant number of statutory guidelines built into the

demonstration act that will constrain in many respects the private school

Power to control public funds has not been delegated, without any state

guidance on the matter. Third, as noted above, the government seems so

substantially involved in the operation of these private schools that for

purposes of the U.S. Constitution these schools may be deemed to be "public"

schools, thus the students would be afforded the protection of the U.S.
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Constitution. This protection also helps to constrain the uses to which

the public money will be put. in short, there are sufficient safeguards in

the law to preclude or at least to reduce the chances of the abuse of the

authority given to the private schools, thus we may not want to label the

delegation here as a delegation to a private group with the result it

must be struck down.

(iv) The question of the sub-delegation of authority raises

several related issues: (a) whether the officer or agency sub-delegating

the authority has been given the statutory authority to delegate his/its

discretionary authority; (b) whether this authority to sub-delegate is

constitutional on its face; (c) whether the execution of the authority to

sub-delegate was carried out in accordance with the statute; (d) and, if so,

whether the execution of the authority has been carried out in accordance

with such constitutional requirements as the due process clause. Only the

case involving the designation of taxi stands, discussed above, was found

dealing with this issue. The court in that case seemed only concerned

with issue (d). Thus we have little enlightenment from the courts on the

problem of sub-delegation in California. But unlike the other states

studied the California legislature did anticipate the need for sub-delegation

of authority (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 7):

Whenever a power is granted to, or a duty is imposed upon,

a public officer, the power may be exercised or the duty may be

performed by a deputy of the officer or by a person authorized,

pursuant to law, by the officer, unless this code expressly

provides otherwise.

Here again no cases were found construing this provision as it bears upon

control of the public school educational program. (But see 19 Opinions

of the Attorney General 180)
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In sum, compared to the other states studied we have little

California case law spelling out the parameters of the delegation doctrine as

it bears upon control of the school curriculum. In any event, the California

species of the doctrine does not seem to be a major obstacle to legislative

manipulation of the allocation of authority to control the school curriculum.

But unlike other states the legislature in California has been less prone

to delegate sweeping powers to educational agencies but instead has usually

couched such delegations in directives more specific than found in the other

states studied. The question of the delegation of authority in California

as a practical matter is even a less important problem than it might be in

other states.

B. lndidivual Rights

Regardless of who must be given certain authority or who may be

given authority under the State Constitution there, are certain restraints

imposed upon the exercise of that authority by the rights given to in-

dividuals by the Constitution. Most significant for these purposes is the

emerging notion of a right to an education.

There are two main dimensions of any possible definition of a

right to an education captured by asking two questions: (i) Against whom

does the right run?; and, (ii) what does it ask of the person (institution)

which owes the duty to the one who enjoys the right? There are three

possible answers to the first question -- the government or the parent(s)

of the child, or perhaps both. Very roughly there are at least four possible

answers to the third question. First the child is owed certain inputs --

money, facilities, services to be provided at some minimum level regardless

of the likely affects on achievement; or the duty is that the child is owed
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a provision of those inputs which according to present knowledge is reasonably

calculated to result in a certain level of achievement; or the duty is to

assure each child that his family and social background will not be a major

determinant of the level of his achievement.

The constitutional provisions which provide the basis for this

emerging notion of a right to an education in California are Article IX,

Section 1 and Section 5 quoted above as well as the following provisions:

All people are by nature free and independent and have

inalienable rights. Among these are enjoying and defending

life and liberty, acquiring, possessing, and protecting property,

and pursuing and obtaining safety, happiness, and privacy.

And Section 7 of the same article provides (Article 1, Section 7):

(a) A person may not be deprived of life, liberty, or
property without due process of law or denied equal protection

of the laws.
(b) A citizen or class of citizens may not be granted

privileges or immunities not granted on the same terms to all

citizens. Privileges are immunities granted by the Legislature

may be altered or revoked.

Taken together these provisions have been the basis for important

challenges to the handiwork of the state legislature and local school

districts.

In two early cases the above quoted provisions led to the con-

clusion by the California Supreme Court that the State Constitution assured

all students of a right to a free public education. Thus when a public

school district refused to admit an Indian student the Court ordered the

student to be admitted despite the fact the student had the opportunity to

attend a federal Indian school or a private school (Piper v. Big Pine School

District of Inyo County, 193 C. 664, 226 P. 926 (1924) also'see Ward v.

Flood, 48 C. 36, 17 Am. R. 405 (1874).) In another case a state statute

gave school districts the discretion to design bus routes subject to judicial
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review. A writ of manadmus was sought to require the district to send a

vehicle to an Indian reservation to pick up children who otherwise would not

be able to get to the public schools. The district argued that to provide

the service would cost an average of $375 per year per child compared to

the district-wide average for transportation costs of $49 per year per child.

The California Supreme Court ruled that failure to provide the transportation

denied these children of an education and that the high cost did not justify

the denial of the bus service: There existed a compelling interest to get

these Children into school. (Man ares v. Newton, 49 Cal. Rptr. 805, 411

P.2d 901 (1966) (in bank).)

Second and more recently these provisions have been the basis for

the now famous attack on the constitutionality of the educational finance

scheme used in California. While this is not the place to go into a lengthy

discussion of Serrano v. Priest, 5 Cal. 3d 584, 487 P.2d 1241, 96 Cal. Rptr.

601 (1971) some of the central features of this litigation as it pei-tains to

the notion of a right to an education will be taken up. To begin, the

California system of educational finance at the time of the decision noted

above (and even after, the legislature modified the system shortly after

the decision) relied heavily upon the use of a local property tax for raising

local expenditures for education. Because of wide discrepancies in the amount

of taxable property per pupil available in the various districts in the state,

there were wide differences in the amount of property tax monies available

per pupil from district to district. State aid did not make up these dif-

ferences, hence, the amount of money spent per pupil in the districts was

alleged to be a function of local district property wealth. The plaintiffs

charged that to the extent inequalities in local expenditures were the result
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of these differences in the available taxable property, these inequalities

were unconstitutional under both the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th

Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and then Article I, Section 21, now

Article I, Section 7 quoted above of the State Constitution. The defendants

demurred and the lower court dismissed the complaint.

On appeal from the dismissal of the complaint the California Supreme

Court had to decide, assuming the facts alleged by the plaintiffs were correct,

whether under with the state or federal constitutions a cause of action

had been stated. An initial central question was the choice of a standard

of review and two were available. Under the traditional or old standard

of review in equal protection cases the plaintiff had the burden of showing

the legislation was not rationally related to a legitimate state purpose.

Under the newer standard of review the plaintiff had to establish that the

legislation involved a "suspect classification" or a "fundamental interest."

If that could be established then the burden shifted to the state to establish

that its legislation was necessary to further a compelling state interest.

In this case the California Supreme Court decided that the plaintiffs had

established that the financial scheme involved both the use of a suspect

classification and touched upon a fundamental interest. Hence the Court

said the burden of proof shifted to the state, and that if the facts alleged

by the plaintiff were correct, the state failed to demonstrate why the

existing finance scheme was necessary to achieve a compelling state interest.

Thus, the Court sent the case back to trial for a determination of the facts

alleged by the plaintiffs.

Before turning to the trial court's findings we might elaborate on

some of the important points in the opinion of the Supreme Court. First, as to
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the question of a suspect classification, the Court found that in this case

the suspect classification used was one of wealth. Assuming the plaintiff's

facts were correct, the Court said that the amount of money spent on a child's

education was clearly a function of the wealth of the school district in

which the child happened to reside. Wealth was the determining factor.

Further, assuming for purposes of deciding dismissal of the complaint that

money affects the quality of education, the Court concluded that the quality

of a child's education depended upon where he happened to live. Whether a

child got a high or low quality education was importantly a function of the

wealth of the school district.

Additionally, the California Supreme Court found that this scheme

affected a fundamental interest of children -- their education. Apart from

the findings of this Court that education was important not only from the

self-interested viewpoint of the individual child but also from the viewpoint

of the best interests of the society, the Court noted that in several

earlier California cases, education had been deemed important for those same

reasons. Here the Court cited San Francisco Unified School District v. Johnson,

3 Ca1.3d 937, 92 Cal. Rptr. 309 (1971); Jackson v. Pasadena City School District,

59 Ca1.2d 876, 31 Cal. Rptr. 606 (1963); Man ares v. Newton, 64 Ca1.2d 365,

49 Cal. Rptr. 805 (1966); and Piper v. Big Pine School District, 193 Cal.

664, 226 P. 926 (1924). Beyond this the Court took note of Article IX

Section 1, quoted above, to indicate that the populace of the state had also

itself declared education to be of great importance.

With the conclusion that both a suspect classification and a

fundamental interest were involved in the case the Court concluded that strict

scrutiny of the existing system of educational finance was in order. Unless
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by the present finance system and that this present system was necessary to

achieve that interest, the system must fall. In response the state argued

that local control was the compelling interest being served by the heavy

reliance upon the use of the local property tax. In response the Court said

that, assuming decentralized financial decision-making was a compelling

state interest, the fact was this state interest was not being served by the

present arrangements. Property-poor local districts had no practical free

choice in the amount of money they could raise for education. The existing

system, assuming the alleged facts were correct, served to deprive local

districts of the local choices the state said was such a compelling interest.

Thus, we see that the California State Constitution (as well as

the Federal Constitution upon which the decision was also based) was read

to support the notion that education was such a fundamental interest that

the quality of a child's education could not be conditioned by the amount

of local property wealth of the district where the child happened to reside.

If violin lessons were available in one school district they could not be

unavailable in another school district simply because of the differences in

property wealth between the two districts.

After the decision by the Supreme Court in California had been

rendered two things happened. The state legislature amended the finance system

so that (1) the minimum level of money assured all districts by the state

(based on a combination of local taxes and state aid) was roughly doubled,

with a provision for gradual increase in the foundation over the years and

(2) a gradually decreasing limit was placed on the revenue which could be raised

by a school district through local property taxation, in the absence of
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approval of increased rates by the districts voters (a voter override).

The theory behind these changes was that over a period of years school

spending by wealthy and poor districts would converge, would be squeezed,

provided the voters of the wealthier districts did not approve any over-

rides. (Cal. Educ. Code Sections 17655.5-17665.5 (West Supp. 1974);

Kenneth L. Karst, "California, Serrano v. Priest's Inputs and Outputs,"

38 Law and Contemporary Problems 333, 335 (1974))

The second development was the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in

San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1 (1973),

a case in which the educational finance scheme of Texas had been challenged

on the same theory as in Serrano. Only this time the plaintiffs lost when

the Supreme Court found that the traditional equal protection test should

apply rather than the newer equal protection test, and that under the old

test the state system of finance was found not to be unconstitutional.

The Court concluded that the old test applied because neither a suspect

classification nor a fundamental interest was involved in the case. More

precisely, the Court concluded that classifying children on the basis of

district wealth, as opposed to their personal family wealth, did not

amount to a suspect classification under the Court's precedents and that

education when supplied in at least minimally adequate amounts (as all

parties agreed was being done in Texas at the time despite the inequalities

in the amount spent per pupil from district to district) was not a funda-

mental interest. Applying the old test the Court concluded that the present

system of finance was rationally related to the legitimate state purpose

of providing an adequate education while at the same time preserving local

control. The existence of some inequalities in the ability of districts
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to control their own expenditures -- inequalities arising out of the

differences in local taxable wealth -- did not makethe system so irrational

as to be deemed unconstitutional. These considerations plus the fears the

majority expressed with regard to the chaos that might result if the present

system of finance was struck down, plus its sensitivity to the rights of the

states to control their own system of taxation and finance, led the Court

to refuse to get involved.

Thus when the Serrano case.went back to the trial court for a

determination as to the validity of the facts alleged in the original com-

plaint and assumed to be true for deciding the demurrer by the California

Supreme Court, the lower Court had to wrestle with two new problems. Did

the decision in the Rodriguez case in effect nullify the decision by the

California Supreme Court? Assuming the original Serrano decision remained

good law, did the changes in the financial system in California mean

now the system was in compliance with the original Serrano decision.

the trial court concluded that the Rodriquez decision did not affect

that

Briefly,

the

original Serrano decision because that original decision, while in part based

upon an interpretation of the U.S. Constitution --an interpretation no longer

valid in light of the Rodriguez decision, -- was also based upon the California

State Constitution which the U.S. Supreme Court did not purport to

construe. (Memorandum Opinion re Intended Decision at 33, Serrano v. Priest,

Civil No. 938,254 (Cal. Super. Ct., April 10, 1971).) (It has to be under-

stood that if the California State Constitution provided less protection to

children than did the U.S. Constitution, then the U.S. Constitution would

control -- to that extent the California Constitution itself would be uncon-

stitutional under the U.S. Constitution. But in this instance the California
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Constitution provided more protection than did the U.S. Constitution --

was more royal than the king -- and this is permissible. The U.S. Con-

stitutution provides the minimum level of protection which must be af-

forded, not both the minimum and the maximum.)

Thus the trial Court concluded it must continue to be guided

by the original decision in Serrano, and it turned to the impact of the

amendments to the financial system. Here the Court found that during the

time the amendments had been in effect there was no significant change in

the wealth-based spending disparities to be found in the state and, as for

the future, that "as long as the voted tax overrides are available to the

voters of school districts, there is substantial probability that ... the

present substantial disparities in per-pupil expenditures between school

districts will never be diminished to any significant extent." (p. 74)

In other words, the trial court concluded that the alleged wealth-disparities

had been proven by the plaintiffs to exist.

The remaining factual issue which had not been decided by the California

Supreme Court was the relationship between per pupil expenditures and the

quality of the educational program. If there were no relationship between

the disparities in money spent per pupil and the quality of the education,

there would be no basis for complaining.

The trial court wrestled with two ways of measuring the quality of

the school program -- an output standard based on using standardized tests

to measure how well students are doing in reading and mathematics, and an

input standard which measured the kinds and extensiveness of the school dis-

trict offerings such a class size. These inputs could be viewed as the

environmental conditions which provided students opportunities to learn:
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unequal offerings meant unequal opportunities to learn. The trial court

rejected the use of the output measure because it found that existing

statistical methods of determining the extent to which the child's home,

social class background or school factors made a difference in achievement

were too unreliable. It was not possible with presently'available techniques

to determine the precise part these variables played in determining achieve-

ment hence it could not be precisely determined the extent to which money

was related to quality in this sense. (p. 89) Instead the court accepted

the output measure of school district offerings and concluded that dis-

parities in expenditures did account for significant differences in school

offerings. Money differences affected such things as (1) class size;

(2) teacher quality; (3) curricular offerings; (4) length of the school

day; (5) adequacy of materials and equipment; and (6) supportive services

such as counseling services. (p. 95)

In sum, the California Supreme Court and the trial court con-

cluded that the school program available in local districts was impermissibly

a function of local taxable property wealth. More precisely and most

significantly the trial court declared that disparities between school dis-

tricts in per-pupil expenditures, apart from the categorical aids special-

needs programs, that are not reduced to insignificant differences, which

mean amounts considerably less than $100 per pupil, within a maximum of six

years were unconstitutional. Additionally, variations in tax rates between

school districts that are not reduced to nonsubstantial variations within

the same maximum period were also unconstitutional. As one commentator

noted, these conclusions would seem even to bar the legislature from using

any system of school finance that results in differential school spending
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from district to district which are not based on district wealth. Districts

of equal wealth could not spend amounts that varied more than $100 per pupil

even if one district wanted to support an elaborate and expensive program

and the other district -- which could afford to do so -- did not want to do

so. (Kenneth L. Karst, .92. cit., p. 347) Thus, the trial court seems to

have gone considerably beyond the original decision which only barred wealth-

based differences not both wealth-based and politically-based differences.

Whether this part of the trial court's opinion will stand on review remains

to be seen.

What can be concluded, however, is that chances are the educational

program available in the several districts of California will change. It

might further be predicated that the higher quality programs will in all

likelihood not be down-graded, but instead those districts whose program

is now lower in quality will be improved. Educational offerings in those

districts will become more diverse and those programs already in place

will be more richly supported. Financial reform will mean curriculum reform.

The decisions discussed in this section have taken California

an important step toward establishing a right to an education. A ground-work

has been established for tackling other features of the system insofar as

they impinge upon the emerging right to an education.

We turn now to a quick look at other provisions of the California

State Constitution assuring people of certain rights.

Article I, Section 2:

Every person may freely speak, write and publish his or her

sentiments on all subjects, being responsible for the abuse of

this right. A law may not restrain or abridge liberty of

speech or press.
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Article I, Section 4:

Free exercise and enjoyment of religion without discrimination

or preference are guaranteed. This liberty of conscience does

not excuse acts that are licentious or inconsistent with the

peace or safety establishment of religion.

A person is not incompetent to be a witness or juror

because of his or her opinions on religious beliefs.

Article I, Section 7:

(a) A person may not be deprived of life, liberty, or

property without due process of law or denied equal protection

of the laws.

(b) A citizen or class of citizens may not be granted

privileges or immunities not granted on the same terms to all

citizens. Privileges or immunities granted by the Legislature

may be altered or revoked.

Article I. Section 8:

No publicmoney shall ever be apportioned for the support

of any sectarin or denominational school, or any school not

under the exclusive control of the officers of the public

schools; nor shall any sectarian or denominational doctrine be

taught, or instruction thereon be permitted, directly or

indirectly, in any of the common schools of this State.

The implications of these provisions for the rights of teachers

and students will be taken up below. As will be seen California case

and statutory law does not allow great scope for the exercise of individual

rights within the context of the school: basic control of the curriculum

remains in the hands of the state and local school boards. Teachers, for

example, are specifically required by statute to adhere to the official

curriculum and are subject to dismissal for failure to obey. (Cal. Educ.

Code, Section 13556.)

As for religion in the public schools the Attorney General of the

state opined prior to the famous U.S. Supreme Court prayer decisions that

Bible reading in the public schools was unconstitutional under the California
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Constitution. (Ops. Cal. Atty. Gen. No. 769, 1903; Ops. Cal. Atty. Gen.

No. 53-266, 1955). The state courts did, however, refuse to strike down a

released time program. (Gordon v. Board of Education of City of Los Angeles,

78 C.A. 2d 464, 178 P.2d 488 (1947).)

* * * * *

In sary, the California State Constitution has had an impa...".

on shaping authority to control the curriculum in two ways. The con-

stitutionally mandated arrangements among the state agencies -- legislature,

State Superintendent, and state board -- has importantly affected the

politics of the curriculum as will be taken up below. Secondly, the

emerging notion of a right to an education will necessarily, condition and

affect educational policy-making not only with regard to the system of

finance, but also as regards such matters as who is and is not eligible for

this or that special program, and perhaps eventually which programs must as

a constitutional matter be provided which children. (See Section VI below.)

11. Lezislature

The state legislature is the most important force shaping the

institutional arrangements for controlling the educational program. The

work of the legislature can be divided up into five categories: (1) The

further specification, beyond what the State Constitution provides, of the

relationship of the participants in the educational system; (2) The establish-

ment of administrative procedures according to which the system must operate;

(3) Direct legislative control of the child's education by specification in

statutes of which children should receive what kind of educational program;

(4) The encouragement through many grants-in-aid of special educational
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programs targeted to special children; (5) The establishment of compulsory

education requirements.

(1) The legislature has outlined the following governing arrange-

ments for the state public school system. A ten member State Board of Education,

appointed by the Governor with the approval of two-thirds of the State Senate

has been given general regulatory control over the state system. (Cal.

Educ. Code, Sections 101, 152) The Superintendent of Public Instruction,

who must be elected in a state-wide election as per the State Constitution

(Article IX, Section 2), has been made the secretary and executive officer

for the board. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 105) Additionally the Superin-

tendent "shall superintend the schools of this state." (Cal. Educ. Code,

Section 253)

Beyond these constitutional officers, the legislature has created

a Department of Education which has been given general duties with regard

to collecting and disseminating information (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 371)

as well as other more specific duties which are in provisions scattered

throughout the educational code. The Department is headed by a Director

of Education who is also the State Superintendent of Public Instruction.

(Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 353, 354.)

Below the state level are the county superintendents and boards

which have been given general supervisory duties over the local districts

as well as authority to establish and run several different kinds of

special education and vocational education programs. (Cal. Educ. Code,

Sections 801, 802, 820, 887, 894, 895 (Pocket part).)

At the local level there exist a variety of different kinds of local

districts, e.g., city school districts, high school district, union school
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district. (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 42-48) Subject to state law and the

rules and regulations of the State Board and department of education these

local districts have charge of their own educational program. (Cal. Educ.

Code, Sections 7502, 7503, 8054, 8055.) But as we shall see below, more

than in other states these local districts are told of what their educational

program must consist.

(2) As will be detailed below, the legislature has provided for

the means by which educational policy may be challenged in the courts.

But additionally, more than any other state, the legislature has established

specific procedures whereby which children are to be labeled, sorted, and

classified. These procedures usually require the involvement of the child's

parent at some point in the process, and frequently the parent is given

a veto over whether the child is to be placed in a given program.

(3) The legislature has laid down the basic educational program

for the schools of the state. Section 7502 provides:

The legislature hereby recognizes that, because of the

common needs of the citizens of this state and nation, there

is a need to establish a common state curriculum for the
public schools, but that,:b4ause of economic, geographic,
physical, political and soaal:diversity, there is a need for

the development of education programs at the local level,

with the guidance of competes :and experienced educators and

citizens. Therefore, it is the intent of4Ithe Legislature to

set broad minimum standards and guidelried for educational

programs, and to encourage local districts to develop programs

that will best fit the needs and interests of the pupils, pur-
suant to stated philosophy, goals, and objectives.

Then the legislature states the basic educational goals of the system:

The Legislature hereby recognizes that it is the policy of

the people of the State of California to provide an educational

opportunity to the end that every student leaving school shall

have the opportunity to be prepared to enter the world of work;

that every student who graduates from any state-supported educa-

tional institution should have sufficient marketable skills for
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legitimate remunerative employment; that every qualified and

eligible adult citizen shall be afforded an educational
opportunity to become suitably employed in some remunerative
field of employment; and that such opportunities area right

to be enjoyed without regard to race, creed, color, national

origin, sex, or economic status.

The basic educational program that must be provided in grades 1 through

6 is then outlined in Section 8551 of the Educational Code:

The adopted course of study for grades 1 through 6 shall

Include instruction, beginning in grade 1 and continuing

through grade 6, in the following areas of study:

(a) English, including knowledge of, and appreciation for

literature and the language, as well as the skills of speaking,

reading, listening, spelling, handwriting, and composition.

(b) Mathematics, including concepts, operational skills,

and problem solving.

(c) Social sciences, drawing upon the disciplines of an-

thropology, economics, geography, history, political science,

psychology, and sociology, designed to fit the maturity of the

pupils. Instruction shall provide a foundation for understanding

the history, resources, development, and government of California

and the United States of America; the development of the American

economic system including the role of the entrepreneur and labor;.

man's relations to his human and natural environment; eastern

and western cultures and civilizations; and contemporary issues.

(d) Science, including the biological and physical aspects,

with emphasis on the processes of experimental inquiry and on man's

place in ecological systems.

(e) Fine arts, including instruction in the subjects of art

and music, aimed at the development of aesthetic appreciation

and the skills of creative expression.

(f) Health, including instruction in the principles and

practices of individual, family, and community health.

(g) Physical education, with emphasis upon such physical

activities for the pupils as may be conducive to health and

vigor of body and mind, for a total period of time of not

less than 200 minutes each 10 schooldays, exclusive of recesses

and the lunch period.

411
(h) Such other studies as may be proscribed by the governing

board.
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An additional Section 85551.1 adds that as to subdivision (c) of

Section 8551, the study of social sciences shall provide a foundation for

understanding the wise use of natural sciences. And Section 8553 further

adds:

Instruction in social sciences shall include the early

history of California and a study of the role and contributions

of American Negroes, American Indians, Mexicans, persons of

oriental extraction, and other ethnic groups, and the role

and contributions of women, to the economic, political, and

social development of California and the United States of

America, with particular emphasis on portrayir, the roles

of these groups in contemporary society.

Elsewhere as to physical education in the elementary grades the legislature

provides (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 8572.5):

Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 8551 and 8572,

instruction in physical education in an elementary school

maintaining any of grades 1 to 8 shall be for a total period

of time of not less than 200 minutes each 10 schooldays,

exclusive of recesses and the lunch period.

Apparently this basic program all students must take since the

language in Section 8551 reads the course of study "shall include in-

struction in...," but when we turn to the course of study for grades 7

through 12 the statutory language reads differently -- "course of study

shall offer courses in ..." (Education Code,Section 8571). This dif-

ference between 8551 and 8571 is underscored by the fact that the legis-

lature apparently felt it necessary to specifically require all 7 -12th grade

students to attend upon courses of physical education (Cal. Educ. Code,

Section 8572) suggesting that absent such a specific requirement attendance

would be optional.

At any rate the basic program to be made available in 7th through

8th grades is as follows (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 8571):
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The adopted course of study for grades 7 through 12 shall

offer courses in the following areas of study:

(a) English, including knowledge of and appreciation for

literature, language, and composition, and the skills of reading,

listening, and speaking.

(b) Social sciences, drawing upon the disciplines of anthro-

pology, economics, geography, history, political science,

psychology, and sociology, designed to fit the maturity of the

pupils. Instruction shall provide a foundation for understanding

the history, resources, development, and government of California

and the United States of America; instruction in our American

legal system, the operation of the juvenile and adult criminal

justice systems, and the rights and duties of citizens under the

criminal and civil law and the State and Federal Constitutions;

the development of the American economic system including the

role of the entrepreneur and labor; man's relations to his

human and natural environment; eastern and western cultures and

civilizations; and contemporary issues.

(c) Foreign language or languages, beginning not later than

grade 7, designed to develop a facility for understanding, speak-

ing, reading, and writing the particular language.

(d) Physical education, with emphasis given to such physical

activities as may be conducive to health and to vigor of body

and mind.

(e) Science, including the physical and biological aspects,

with emphasis on basic concepts, theories, and processes of

scientific investigation and on man's place in ecological systems,

and with appropriate applications of the interrelation and inter-

dependence of the sciences.

(f) Mathematics, including instruction designed to develop

mathematical understandings, operational skills, and insight into

problem-solving procedures.

(g) Fine arts, including art, music, or drama, with emphasis

upon development of aesthetic appreciation and the skills of

creative expression.

(h) Applied arts, including instruction in the areas of con-

sumer and homemaking education, industrial arts, general business

education, or general agriculture.

(i) Vocational-technical education designed and conducted for

the purpose of preparing youth for gainful employment in such occu-

pations and in such numbers as appropriate to the manpower needs of

the state and the community served and relevant to the career

desires and needs of the students.
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(j) Automobile driver education, designed to develop a

knowledge of the provisions of the Vehicle Code and other laws

of this state relating to the operation of motor vehicles, a

proper acceptance of personal responsibility in traffic, a true

appreciation of the causes, seriousness and consequences of

traffic accidents, and to develop the knowledge and attitudes

necessary for the safe operation of motor vehicles. A course

in automobile driver education shall include education in the

safe operation of motorcycles.

(k) Such other studies as may be prescribed by the governing-

board.

The physical education provision referred to above provides (Cal. Educ. Code,

Section 8572):

All pupils, except pupils excused, shall be required to attend

upon the courses of physical education for a total period of time

of not less than 400 minutes each 10 schooldays. Any pupil may

be excused from physical education classes during one of grades

10, 11, or 12 for not to exceed 24 clock hours in order to

participate in automobile driver training. Such pupil who is

excused from physical education classes to enroll in driver

training shall attend upon a minimum of 7,000 minutes of

physical education instruction during such school year.

Sections 461-463 require the Department of Education (a) to adopt rules

and regulations securing the establishment of physical education in the

schools, (b) to compile and distribute teachers' manuals, and (c) to

exercise general supervision over the courses of physical education.

As for instruction in the social sciences other provisions provide

that such instruction shall provide for a foundation for understanding wise

use of natural resources (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 8571.1) and (Cal. Educ.

Code, Section 8576):

Instruction in social sciences shall include the early

history of California and a study of the role and contributions

of American Negroes, American Indians, Mexicans, persons of

oriental extraction, and other ethnic groups, and the role and

contributions of women, to the economic, political, and social

development of California and the United States (Jf America,

with particular emphasis on portraying the roles of these

groups in contemporary society.

While it might at first appear that high school students are
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relatively free to develop their own educational program, the legislature

has in yet another section severely limited the area of choice (Cal. Educ.

Code, Section 8573):

No pupil shall receive a diploma of graduation from grade 12

who has not completed the course of study and met the standards

of proficiency prescribed by the governing board. Standards of

proficiency in basic skills shall be such as will enable individual

achievement and ability to be ascertained and evaluated. Require-

ments for graduation shall include:

(a) English.

(b) American history.

(c) American Government.

(d) Mathematics.

(e) Science.

(f) Physical education, unless the pupil has been exempted

pursuant to the provisions of this code.

(g) Such other courses as may be prescribed.

beyond these state requirements the students must also comply with local

minimum requirements for graduation. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 8574).

Beyond these basis requirements other provisions of the code

require that the course of study include instruction in a variety of

special subjects:

§ 8503. The adopted course of study shall provide instruction

at the appropriate elementary and secondary grade levels and

subject areas in personal and public safety and accident pre-

vention; fire prevention; the protection and conservation of

resources, including the necessity for the protection of our

environment; and health, including the effects of alcohol,

narcotics, drugs, and tobacco upon the human body.

§ 8504. Instruction upon the nature of alcohol, narcotics,

restricted dangerous drugs as defined in Section 11901 of the

Health and Safety Code, and other dangerous substances and

their effects upon the human system as determined by science

shall be included in the curriculum of all elementary and
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secondary schools. The governing board of the district shall
adopt regulations specifying the grade or grades and the

course or courses in which such instruction with respect to

alcohol, narcotics, restricted dangerous drugs as defined
in Section 11901 of the Health and Safety Code, and other
dangerous substances shall be included. All persons

responsible for the preparation or enforcement of courses of

study shall provide for instruction on the subjects of alcohol,

narcotics, restricted dangerous drugs as defined in Section

11901 of the Health and Safety Code, and other dangerous
substances.

:drug education gets yet another push in "The Drug Education

Act of 1971." (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 8751) This act requires that

instruction be given in the elemantary and secondary schools on the effects

of the use of tobacco, alcohol, narcotics and dangerous drugs and other

dangerous substances. The instruction is to be sequential through all the

grades. (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 8753 and 8752)

Many other provisions imposing prohibitions with regard to the

curriculum are also included in the code and will be taken up below as will

several sections which grant specific permission to local districts to

provide certain courses and programs. But a good way of rounding out our

understanding of the extensiveness of the legislature's control over the

educational program in the public schools is to take note of the vast

pupil classification scheme which a general review of the educational code

reveals:

1. Students in Grades 1 through 6.

2. Students in Grades 7 through 12.

3. Students classified as non-English speaking or of limited'

English-speaking ability. (Section 5761.2)

4. Students who are educationally handicapped. (Section 6750)

5. Students classified as mentally retarded. (Section 6901ff)
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6. PhySically handicapped students. (Section 6802ff)

7. Students' placed in courses substituted for regular

program. (Section 5801)

8. Children with learning handicaps or behavioral disorders.

(Section 36300)

9. Mentally gifted students. (Section 6421ff)

10. American Indian students. (Section 521)

11. Migrant children. (Section 6464)

12. Students classified as disadvantaged minors. (Section 6452)

13. Autistic children. (Section 6750.1)

14. Children found to be dependent'on drugs. (Section 8766)

15. Students assigned to the following kinds of schools and

classes:

a. Opportunity schools and classes. (Section 6502ff)

b. Adjustment schools. (Section 6653ff)

c. 24 Elementary schools. (Section 6701)

16. Students who have been accepted into the following kinds of

schools:

a. Occupational Centers. (Section 7451)

b. Technical, agricultural and natural resource conservation

schools. (Section 6720)

17. Students exempted from the compulsory education laws.

(Section 12152)

The programs related to these categories of students will be taken up below.

Also taken up below will be the various procedural requirements that legislature

has required when classifying children.

(4) To a greater extent than the other states studied the California

legislature has favored shaping the educational program of the public schools

by the device of the grant-in-aid. Grants are available for the olloWing
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kinds of programs and purposes: reading (Sections 5770, 6490); math

(Sections 6490, 7497); early childhood education (Section 6445ff); school

improvement with community involvement (Section 6499.31ff); drop-out

provention (Section 6499.51ff); disadvantaged youth programs (Section 6499.230);

program evaluation (Section 6499.200); individualized instruction (Section 8075);

and educationally disadvantaged children (Sections 553, 6254, 6472). It

might be noted, however, that these grants did not prevent the educational

finance system of the state from being found to be unconstitutional.

(Serrano v. Priest, op. cit.; Memorandum Opinion re Intended Decision,

Serrano v. Priest, 22.. cit:)

One point which is most interesting about the grant-in-aid

program is that their many requirements can cause difficulties for local

districts. Thus the Supplementary Education Act of 1971 upon approval by

the State Department of Education permits school districts to consolidate

money obtained under the federal statutes, the Miller-Unruh basic reading act,

compensatory education legislation and legislation supporting education for

certain handicapped children, as long as these pupils are included in the

new so-called "supplementary education program." By consolidating the

money the legislature apparently hoped among other things to eliminate the

segregation of these pupils and the plethora of labels which stigmatize the

children. The law seems designed to loosen the definitions of these classi-

fications so as to take into account the many children who are "not adequately

served because they do not fit neatly into one of the existing categories."

(Cal. Educ. Code, Section 36000(d).) But most ominously Section 36013 pro-

vides that:

A school district or county superintendent of schools

establishing a supplementary education program prescirbed in
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this division may waive restrictions or limiting provisions

of this code which relate to special education programs affect-

ing class size, schoolday, eligibility requreiments, placement

procedures, program organization, curriculum requirements, and

teacher-administrator ratio, upon approval of the Superintendent

of Rublic Instruction.

Thus, the many legislative requirements which had been established

in order to protect children, e.g., procedures to be followed in classifying

pupils, may be dropped altogether by a district with the consent of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction. (Written consent of parents before

placement is still required, however.) And as will be described below, this

change is no insignificant step as the legislature has provided for many

important and significant procedures for the protection of children, which

may now be waived. Similarly, it is to be noted all curriculum requirements

may also be waived. In short, what the legislature has done is with regard

to children from minority groups and other children now classified as

mentally retarded, educationally handicapped and physically handicapped,

is to open the door to virtual repeal of the educational code upon agreement

between the local district and the State Superintendent. This striking

power is granted with no guidelines to constrain its exercise and may

itself be unconstitutional as a delegation of legislative authority.

(See Section I.A.(l) above.)

The requirements imposed on this program are minimal: a school

psychologist, or qualified special education specialist, or a special

education consultant must provide four hours a week of consultation with

the special teacher in the program; individual pupil evaluation as well

as program evaluation are called for as well as an educational plan.

(Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 36201 through 36206.) Children are to have

available special services to include teaching, physical remediation and
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psychological consultation. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 36208) ,Parents

are to be involved in planning the program. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 36209)

What we have here then is the possibility of local districts

ehtaining greater control over their program than heretofore was possible.

Along with this 1-ocal discretion is a lowering of the safeguards that had

been built into the law to protect pupils. The program seems to be a

natural response to the complaints districts must have lodged with the

state legislature about the way legislation and categorical aid programs

had begun to restrict their scope.

(5) Finally we might note that as in the other states studied

the legislature has established compulsory education requirements which

affect both the student and his parent. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 12101

et seq.) As will be discussed more fully below, these provisions have

implications for the private schools operated in the state.

In sum, the work of the California legislature is in broad

outline much like that of the work of the legislatures in the other states

with several notable exceptions to be developed more fully below. More

than the other states the California legislature has spelled out the content

of the basic education program to be made available in the schools and

to be taken by the students. The detail of the California code is like

the detail usually found only in the regulations, issued by the state

agencies in the other states. The emphasis upon using grants-in-aid is

greater in California than in the other states. And the procedural re-

quirements that must be followed in classifying and labeling children are

by far and away more detailed than those of any other state'studied. A

feature of those requirements is the extent of parent involvement, and in
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this and other respects parents are given more recognition in the California

code than perhaps any state except Florida with its statutory requirement

for the establishment of parent advisory councils. All this is clear

evidence of the tremendous importance the legislature plays in educational

politics in California.

State Agencies

A. State Agency Relationships

The plan for this section is to begin with a short discussion

of the relationships between the state board, state superintendent and

department of education and then to turn to a more detailed discussion

of the functions assigned to each. As was noted the department of education

is under the control of the state superintendent who is himself a state-wide

elected official. Thus the superintendent is a political figure who may

tend to reflect the educational views of certain segments of the California
. .

population more than other segments. The former superintendent, Max Rafferty,

was a clear example of this phenomenon with his emphasis upon basic education,

traditional teaching methods, and moral instruction.

The state board of education which is appointed by the governor

and confirmed by the state senate may or may not represent the same political-

educational viewpoint of the superintendent. In fact it is unlikely that

the state board will reflect exactly the viewpoint of the state superintendent

for several reasons. The ten members of the board serve four year terms

which are staggered and a complete turn-over in board membership can only

occur over a four year period. (Cal. Educ. Code, Seotion 102) Thus whiie

the governor of the state could within this period reconstitute the board
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so as to bring it into line with the. superintendent, the process takes some

time to accomplish. Further, the governor himself may not r.tflect the same

constituency as the superintendent and for this reason his appointments

may not reflect the preferences of the superintendent. And the governor

must always face the possibility of rejection by the state senate of his

nominees -- it will be recalled it takes a two-thirds vote of approval in

the senate. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 101)

The possibility for the existence of a difference of opinion on

educational policy between the board and the superintendent, thus, is

real and has been in the past the source of good newspaper copy, particularly

during the superintendency of Max Rafferty. The political relationship

between the board and the superintendent is made more complex by legislation.

Not only is the state superintendent the secretary and executive officer

of the board, but he is legally under the direction of the board despite

the fact of his independent political base: (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 252)

The Superintendent of Public Instruction shall execute,

under direction of the State Board of Education, the policies

which have been decided upon by the board and shall direct

under general rules and regulations adopted by the State Board

of Education, the work of all appointees and, employees of the

board.

Furthermore, while he is also the State Director of Education in whom

resides all executive and administrative function!: of the department, it

Is the State Board of Education which "shall be the governing and policy

determining body of the department." (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 352) The

extraordinary difficulties which can arise under this arrangement ip which

the superintendent is a constitutional officer elected by the state populace

but placed by legislation under the direction of the state board is

illustrated in a problem taken to the Attorney General of the state by the
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then Superintendent Rafferty.

The difficulty between the board and superintendent arose over a

bill pending in the legislature which would have required the state board

to maintain a list of recommended textbooks instead of adopting one or more

basic textbooks as presently required by the state constitution. The bill

by its own terms would not have become operative unless the voters approved

an amendment to Article IX, Section 7 of the Constitution. (The former

provision now appears in Article IX, Section 7.5). The board opposed the

bill and'adopted a resolution that "the executive officer of the Board,

Dr. Rafferty, be directed to make known to the Legislature the Board's

opposition to the Winton Bill and its reasons therefor." Rafferty who

opposed the board's position on the bill went to the Attorney General and

asked whether he had the legal right to refuse to execute the order of the

board and in fact whether he could lawfully support the bill which the board

opposed? Rafferty also asked what remedy the state board might have if he

refused to carry out the order? And he asked whose orders must an officer

or employee of the department of education follow if given contradictory

orders by the state board and superintendent?

The Attorney General recognized that the problem of the relation-

ship of board and superintendent was one with a long legal history. He

then turned to the question of whether the superintendent as a constitutional

officer had certain inherent duties and powers and concluded that he did

not. The powers and duties of the superintendent had not been specified

in the Constitution and were subject to delineation by the legislatUre.

Thus the opinion turned to an outline of the various statutory provisions

bearing on the problem. This led the Attorney General to the conclusion that
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the legislature had made the state board of education the ultimate governing

and policy making body for the department of education.

Turning to the specific question at hand a further examination of

the statutes led to the conclusion that the board was well within its

statutory powers publicly to oppose the pending bill. (Cal. Educ. Code,

Section 158) Further, the board being made up of a group of individuals

who serve without pay other than receiving their actual and necessary

traveling expenses could not be expected personally to present its position

to the legislature and it may require the superintendent to carry out its

resolution. But, here the Attorney General side-stepped the ultimate

question. He found that the resolution itself and the minutes of the board

meeting did not reflect an intent on the part of the board that the super-

intendent personally perform the action which might be contrary to his own

personal beliefs. He was only asked in this case to make sure that someone

in the department did go to the legislature with the board's point of view.

The question of whether the board could require the superintendent himself

to go before the legislature was left unanswered. The Attorney General did

go on to say that if the board had designated a particular office, division,

or bureau to carry out its resolution, then the order of the board must

prevail over a possible contrary order of the superintendent.

As for a possible'remedy against a disobedient superintendent the

Attorney General again avoided answering the question on the ground it was

a hypothetical problem. But he did point out that there was no constitutional

way of removing the superintendent other than by recall. Perhaps the only

recourse for the board would be to seek a writ of mandate from the courts

thereby confronting the superintendent with a possible charge of contempt
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of court if he still refused to act. (See Section IV below.)

Finally, however, the Attorney General did say that the super-

intendent was free to express his own opinion on the bill -- but in this

case he would be speaking only at; superintendent and not for the board or

department. (41 Atty. Gen. Opps. 105 (1963).)

We thus have no authoritative resolution of the relationship

between the board and superintendent. The heart of the problem is that,

apparently, the board might be able, if it chooses, legally to force the

superintendent into following its policy lead, but that the superintendent,

all the while, could openly attack and disavow the policy he was being

forced to carry out. The board, in other words, could not "gag" the

superintendent. Further, since the board is made up of part-time lay

people whereas the superintendency is a full-time paid position, it seems

the occupant of the superintendency clearly retains the upper-hand in any

political infighting that may occur. Since he is an elected official too, it

seems likely the legislature would listen more closely to what the super-

intendent is saying than to what the governor's appointees on the board may be

saying. In short, the board may have the legal authority but the super-

intendent probably enjoys more political influence with the legislature.

We should also note, however, that occasionally the shoe is on

the other foot and it is the superintendent who hopes to obtain compliance

from the board with regard to policies that the superintendent favors. This

problem arose in connection with Rafferty's support of new state regulations

on moral education in the schools. Of course in this situation the super-

intendent is in a position to marshal] political support throughout the

state and in the legislature; nevertheless Rafferty was ultimately unable to
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get the board to adopt a position on moral education in the schools that

reflected his conservative-religious viewpoint. The final document to

emerge from the board dealing with moral education was roundly condemned by

Rafferty's supporters and praised by liberal groups. (For a fascinating

account of the battle over moral instruction in the schools, see Dinah

Shelton and Daniel A. Clune, "The Politics of Morality: A History of

California's Guidelines for Moral Instruction," Childhood and Government

Project, University of California, Berkeley, (Mimeo).)

The legislature for its part has assured itself of an oversight

role with regard to education by requiring the board and superintendent

to make periodic reports to it as well as the governor. (Cal. Educ. Code,

Sections 158, 262, 266, 479) Of course the legislature also maintains con-

trol through the annual budget process by which means it can even exert an

indirect control over the kind of textbooks which will be purchased, even

though it cannot constitutionally specifically prohibit that specific books

be bought or not be bought. (State Board of Education v. Levitt, op.. cit.)

Thus in one case that went to the Attorney General for his opinion the

legislature not only placed budgetary limitations on the amount of money

that could be spent on the purchase of new texts but also established a

formula for calculating the maximum amount of money that could be spent on

a series of textbooks. The result of the formula was to preclude the board

from purchasing textbooks from three publishers who were going to charge

prices that exceeded the amounts allowed by the formula. And at the time

the legislature drafted the formula it already knew that the department of

education had planned to buy those textbooks. The Attorney General con-

cluded the limitation was constitutional. (35 Atty. Gen.'s Opp. 152 (1960).)
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Another device that the legislature has developed to influence

state board and superintendent is the development of a system of advisory

commissioners. Section 575 of the education code states the legislative

intent:

The Legislature hereby declares that there is further need

to encourage the adoption of new or improved educational ideas,

practices, and techniques in solving critical educational

problems in preschool, elementary and secondary schools through-

out the state. Recognizing the need for the planning and

developing of new programs involving a wide range of new

approaches designed to improve the quality of education avail-

able in this state, this chapter is expressly enacted to foster

innovation and create change in education, based on research

and proven need. It is the intent of this chapter to bring

purposeful change and experimentation to schools throughout

the state, through the use of all available resources of the

state.

The Legislature further finds that there are in existence

a large number or permanent commissions, committees and

councils, some of which have overlapping duties and functions,

and some of which have been perpetuated beyond the original

need or purpose for which created. In order to provide a

more economical, efficient and logical structure to educational

policymaking, it is the intent of the Legislature to create

three levels of educational advisory bodies: educational

policy advisory commissions, educational advisory committees,

and educational task forces.

Following up on this the legislature created an Educational

Innovation and Planning Commission; the Curriculum Development and Supple-

mental Materials Commission; the Educational Management and Evaluation Com-

mission; the Equal Educational Opportunities Commission; an Advisory Com-

mission on Special Education; and an Advisory Committee on Educational

Research in basic Educational Programs. Those bodies relevant to control

of curriculum will be briefly described.

The Educational Innovation and Planning Commission is to have

one member from the assembly and senate plus 15 others appointed by the

state board of education upon the recommendation of the superintendent.
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These 15 people are to be representative of certain interests -- special

education, higher education, urban education, school boards, private

schools, disadvantaged people, private industry, the counseling pro-

fession are among the interests represented. The members from the

legislature appointed to the commission "shall have the powers and duties

of a joint legislative committee on the subject of educational innovation

and planning..." (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 576, 576.1) The basic function

of the commission is to review and approve projects seeking funding from

Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 as amended.

(20 U.S.C.A. Sections 841 et seq.) The legislature has here intruded into

the commission's work by laying down certain criteria the project must meet

(Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 580 and 580.1):

g 580 Priority for experimental, demonstration, and operational
A

projects shall be given to the following:

(a) A language development program or a mathematics program,

or both, given in the elementary grades. For purposes of this

article, "language development" includes the elements of reading,

writing, spelling, speaking, and listening, and comprehension of

ideas and concepts.

(b) An in-service and preservice training program for

elementary teachers developed with local institutions of higher

education. Such programs shall emphasize the improvement of

specific classroom teacher skills required to instruct language

development and mathematics.

§ 580.1 In order to be deemed an approved project and be eligible

to receive an allocation from the.State Board of Education, an

experimental, demonstration, and operational project shall meet

the foilowinj criteria:

(a) The-proposed activities are not activities presently being

performed by other state and federal programs.

(b) The proposed activities supplement, but do not supplant,

other state and federal categorical aid programs under Title 1 or

Title IV of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965,1

1 20 U.S.C.A. §§ 1001 to 2022; §§ 1061 to 1089.
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the Preschool Educational Programs (Chapter 2.5 [commencing with

Section 16150] of Part 4 of Division 9 of the Welfare and Insti-

tutions Code), the Miller-Unruh Basic Reading Act (Chapter 5.8

[commencing with Section 5770] of Division 6 of the Education Code),

or the McAteer Act (Chapter 6.5 [commencing with Section 6450] of

Division 6 of the Education Code).

(c) Priority shall be given to districts with elementary

schools which have the largest concentrations of pupils whose

reading-achievement scores fall within the first quartile, as

measured by the most recently administered, statewide reading

test, such as the Miller-Unruh Basic Reading Test, or any other

applicable statewide reading test.

(d) The school district is shown to be makinTa reasonable

local tax effort.

(e) A description of methods of evaluation. Priority shall

be given to school districts which indicate a comprehensive

evaluation proposal.

Additionally the state board may reserve a limited sum of money

to support certain experimental projects and the state board may- reserve

not more than 5% of the state's federal allocation for incentive grants

for school districts which have operated exemplary projects. The districts

getting this extra money must use it to expand and adapt their projects.

(Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 580.2, 580.3, 582.1)

The Curriculum Development and Supplemental Materials Commission

must consist of a member from the state assembly and one from the state

senate; a public member appointed by the Speaker of the Assembly and one

appointed by the Senate Committee on Rules; one public member appointed by

.the Governor and 13 to be appointed by the State Board upon recommendation

of the superintendent. At least seven of the 13 public members appointed

by the state board should be experts in English, social science, foreign

languages, science, mathematics, fine and applied arts and conservation

education. The members of the legislature who serve on the commission
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have the powers and duties of a joint legislative committee. The purpose

of the commission is upon request of the State Board to "recommend to the

State Board of Education the adoption of minimum standards for courses of

study in preschool, kindergarten, elementary, and secondary schools.

Courses of study in the public schools shall conform to such minimum standards

when adopted." (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 583-583.8)

The Educational Management and Evaluation Commission structured

in a manner similar to the previous commission is given the task of assisting

and advising the State Board in program evaluation, in determining cost

effectiveness of programs, and in making recommendations as to how the

cost effectiveness of programs might be improved. (Cal. Educ. Code,

Sections 584-584.6)

The Equal Educational Opportunities Commissioner, also structured

like the other commissions, is to formulate policy recommendations to insure

equal educational opportunities for all students and to effect statewide

coordination of programs for education of disadvantaged minors. (Cal. Educ.

Code, Sections 585-585.6)

Following the same organizational pattern is the Advisory Commission

on Special Education which is to provide advice on research, program develop-

ment and evaluation in special education. (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 586-586.6)

All nine members of the Advisory Committee on Educational Research

in Basic Educational Programs are to be appointed by the Superintendent of

Public Instruction. The powers and duties of this committee are those which

the former Educational Innovation Advisory Commission had as spelled out in

Section 32014, and discussed above in Section I, B. (Cal. Educ. Code,

Sections 587-597.17)
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The members of these various commissions and committees all serve

without compensation and are without a staff of their own. The Superintendent

of Public Instruction serves as the executive secretary. These institutional

arrangements make clear that the power of these commissions is bound to be

limited. First, the members of these commissions from the state legislature

and appointed by the governor can act as "diplomats" from these other

institutions of government sent to the state board and superintendent.

Thus these commissions can be an arena in which bargaining over policy can

take place informally. SeconCy, these bodies can serve as sounding boards

for the superintendent if he so chooses to use them in this way. That is,

ideas can be brought to these bodies for reaction before they are made public.

Third, they can serve as legitimating bodies -- giving approval to policies

and proposals d.weloped by the superintendent and his staff. Fourth, they

can serve as a way of placing pressure on the superintendent and the board.

Members of the commission who may be opposed to state policies now have an

official platform from which to express their opposition.

While the commissions may serve all these functions, whether they

in fact serve any or all depends importantly upon the personalities involved.

There are no responsibilities which the commissions must carry out each year

upon pain of some penalty, legal or political, thus if anything happens

with the commissions depends upon the willingness of the participants to

make use of these forums. Any given board and superintendent may find these

advisory bodies useful for furthering their policies or only an annoying

gadfly that can embarrass but not formally block policy.

What we do see in California is that the school curriculum is

deeply involved in the political processes at the state level. In this
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respect California is more like Arizona than and of the other states

studied. Indeed judging by the amount of legislation on the books dealing

with the curriculum itself, the California legislature is more deeply

involved in shaping the school program than any of the states studied.

B. Regulation

Section 152 gives the state board of education the following

authority:

The board shall adopt rules and regulations not inconsistent
with the laws of this state (a) for its own government, (b) for
the government of its appointees and employees, (c) for the
government of the day and evening elementary schools, the day

and evening secondary schools, and the technical and vocational
schools of the state, and (d) for the government of such other
schools, excepting the University of California and the California
State University and Colleges, as may receive in whole or in

-part financial support frcm the state.

The rules and regulations adopted shall be published for
distribution as soon as practicable after adoption.

Beyond this general authorization the state board and department of educa-

tion other statutory provisions empower and require them to issue standards,

regulations and rules with regard to physical education, driver education,

bilingual education, work experience education, and education for the

mentally and physically handicapped. (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 461, 493,

494, 1085, 5761, 5986, 6750.1, 6802 et seq., 6902.05 et seq., 6931.)

The state board has authority to suggest minimum academic standards

for graduation -- standards which local districts may consider in fulfilling

their statutory obligation to develop their own minimum standards for

graduation. (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 8574 and 8575) This authority

only to suggest minimum standards is a change from a prior version of the

section which had given the state board the authority to mandate the minimum

statutory requirements. This change in the law implies some ability on the
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part of local districts to obtain a legislative cut-back in state board

power. As broad as these grants of authority appear there is an important

limitation -- the state board apparently may not prescribe the basic course

of study to be followed in the public schools. That power. is left to the

legislature which as we have seen above has exercised that power with some

vigor. Indeed the legislature has specifically arranged the relationship

between the local boards and the state board in the following way. First,

the legislature itself has imposed the basic curriculum program to be

followed in the state. Second, it has given the state board authority to

regulate, pursuant to Section 152 quoted above, but regulation means in

this context merely prescribing the mimimum standards to be followed by

the local district when carrying out the prescribed program. This point

is underscored by Section 583.8 which provides that the Curriculum Develop-

ment and Supplemental Materials Commission shall recommend to the board

minimum standards for courses of study and, the courses of study in the

public schools shall conform to such minimum standards when adopted. Hence

the board has authority to establish only the minimum standards to be

followed. We get further confirmation of this point by the absence of

any explicit grant of authority to the state board to shape the basic

course of study while we do have such an explicit grant of authority with

regard to the local districts. (Section 8502)

In addition to the course of study requirements Set forth

in this chapter, the governing board of any school district may

include in the curriculum of any school such additional courses

of study, courses, subjects, or activities which it deems fit

the needs of the pupils enrolled therein.

However, the approval for such add;tions in grades 7 through 12 must be

obtained from the state board. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 8055). Thus
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the state board is given the chance to review additions to the course of

study only in grades 7 through 12 and the power granted here is only the

power to approve or disapprove not the power to initiate what the course

of study will be in the first place. This analysis gains further confirma-

tion from the Attorney General of the state who wrote: "It has never

been contended that the authority given the board by Section 152 to adopt

rules and regulations 'not inconsistent with the laws of the State .. for

the government of the day and evening elementary schools...' carries with

it the-power to-prescribe the course of study." (39 Atty. Gen. Opp's 101, 107

(1962))

This discussion of the exact scope of state board power over the

course of study in the public school leads into the question of the permissive

versus restrictive nature of the educational code in California. Section 2

of the entire Education Code states that:

The code establishes the law of this State respecting the

subjects to which it relates, and its provisions and all pro-

ceedings under it are to be liberally construed, with a view to

effect its objects and to promote justice.

The language of this provision suggests that the code is to be taken as a

permissive code, i.e., a fairly liberal approach should be taken to the

finding of implied powers within the code rather than presuming that unless
A

an explicit grant of authority exists, the power does not exist. However,

as indicated the Attorney General's approach to construing the educT ational

code is not so liberal as to lead him to a finding of important new powers

for the state hoard. Yet the approach of the Attorney General in construing

the powers of the state board is not wholly restrictive. In several opinions

construing the scope of state board authority with regard to textbook selection,
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the Attorney General has said that no provision of law prohibits that board

from adopting a textbook covering one or more subjects or adopting a textbook

for several grades and this may be done even in the absence of express

authorization (8 Ops. Cal. Atty. Gen. 92; 39 Ops.. Cal. Atty. Gen. 105 (1962).)

In brief the approach taken by the Attorney General has been "liberal" but not

to the point of implying major new powers on the part of the board.

When we turn to construing the scope of authority of local districts

we find that the tendency in statutory construction is different. With regard

to those provisions the inclination is to construe the law more strictly,

more in line with ayestrictive concept of the code. This difference in

approach is in keeping with the different approach the legislature has taken

with regard to the state and local levels of government.. With regard to

the state, the grants of authority tend to be in general terms and more

limited in number; as for the local level the legislature has taken great

pains specifically and explicitly to authorize everything the local districts

may do. Hence the implication arises that the state agencies have been given

generous implied authority but local agencies may only act if given explicit

authority. This dual approach on the part of the legislature is one way of

reconciling possible conflicts in authority between state and local agencies.

Given that the state board is precluded from prescribing the basic

course of study -- a power which_we found the Board ofAtegents in New York

may have been given -- how has the state board gone about regulating the

local districts? We provide here a brief review of the work of the state

board. The fact is that within its powers the state board has acted with

considerable vigor only in certain limited areas. For example, the state

regulations on one course, driver education, cover four pages of small print
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and outline course content, eligibility of pupils, standards for the auto-

mobiles used, accident report forms and standards for driver education and

laboratory phase of driver education. The regulations with regard to handi-

capped children run for almost eighty pages. (Title 5 Cal. Administrative

Code Division 3, D-97 et. seq.) None of the other states studied had regula-

tions as comprehensive and detailed as the California regulations in these

limited areas.

Further, the list of topics on which the state has issued regula-

tions is like that found in the other states studied. The following

represent some of the areas touched upon: driver education; physical

education; the education of the handicapped; curriculum for pregnant minors;

special reading and mathematics programs; graduation credit; the classifica-

tion of !pupils; state-wide testing; flag rituals; teacher preparation in

the U.S. Constitution; moral supervision; affirmative action; use of state

approved textbooks and regulations for various experimental programs.

(See generally Title 5 Cal. Administrative Code.)

But having said all this we must recognize that the regulations,

as extensive as they are, do not touch upon the basic educational program in

the schools. The regulations concentrate upon such courses as driver

education, physical education and special education but neglect to say much

of anything with regard to English, mathematics, and so on. In these funda-

mental areas the state board has failed to exercise its powers.

C. Grants-In-Aid

As previously mentioned, more than any of the other states studied

California has moved in the direction of relying upon special grants-in-aid.

The list of such grants includes the following: conservation education
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(Section 568.9); early childhood education (Section 64L.%5); reading (Section

110
5770); math (Sections 5779, 7497.7); bilingual education (Section 5762);

education of the mentally gifted (Section 6421); education to prevent potential

drop-outs from dropping out (Section 6499.51); program evaluation (Section

6499.201); vouchers for handicapped children (Section 6770); and for individualized

instruction (Section 8075). Additionally, the state department administers and

is expected and does vigorously administer the federal grants in a manner that

is considerably different from both Massachusetts and New 'lark. In California

the state department has taken seriously the problem of making districts con-
.

form to both federal and state guidelines. (Studies of the administration of

federal grants have been undertaken in California, Michigan, Massachusetts,

Texas, Virginia, and New York, and are reported in Joel S. Berke and Michael W.

Kirst, eds., Federal Aid to Education (Lexington, Mass.: D. C. Heath and

111
Company, 1972).)

Thus, in California at least the grant-in-aid system can contribute

to the shaping of educational priorities of the local districts. This is in

contrast to the findings of other studies which have concluded that grants-in-

aid frequently do serve the purposes of the granting agency but end up being

"misused" to serve the priorities of the recipient. (David 0. Porter and

David C.,Warner, "How Effective Are Grantor Controls: The Case of Federal Aid to

Education," in Kenneth E. Boulding, Martin Pfaff and Anita Pfaff, eds., Transfers

in an Urbanized Economy (Belmont, Ca.: Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1973)

D. Textbook Selection

The control of the selection of textbooks and other instruction

materials for grades one through eight is placed in the hands of the state

while local districts may choose their own materials for high schools.

(The terms elementary school and high school are defined in the code:
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Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 9231 and 9323). We turn first to a discussion

of the selection of materials for high school and then to selection by the

state for the elementary grades.

School districts selecting textbooks for use in high school must

comply with certain requirements when it comes to the selection of "textbooks."

(Cal. Educ. Code, Section 9600) The state board has been given the authority

for designating the kinds of b)oks which are to be classified as textbooks;

as to those materials not classified as textbooks, local districts may

purchase these materials without reference to the requirements imposed on

textbooks. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 9601) This authority in the hands of

the stateboard is considerable because as the board expands and contracts

the definition of the term textboik, it broadens and contracts the range

of materials to which the statutory provisions controlling the definition

of the term is a significant delegation of authority, but the legislature

has provided some assistance with the task by defining the term textbook

as that term is to be used in connection with state selection of materials

for the elementary grades. For those purposes textbook means a book

designed for use by pupils as a source of instructional material, or a

teacher's edition of the same book. (Cal. Educ. Code Section 9223) This in

itself is hardly a limited definition except to the extent it insists on

the materials in question constituting a "book" as opposed to any sort of

pamphlet, or audio-visual materials.

What definition has in fact the state board adopted? No definition

of textbook for purposes of 9601 was found in the administrative code but the

following definition for purposes of Section 10001 of the Educational Code

was found in the regulations (Title 5 Administrative Code Section 9582):
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In accordance with the provision of Section 10002,
Education Code, the State Board classifies instructional
materials used in high schools as follows:

(a) Textbooks. A textbook is a volume intended for use

by pupils and meeting in style, organization, and content, the

basic requirements of the course for which it is intended. The

term textbook shall be construed as including literary works,

collections of literary works and literary selections; col-
lections of musical selections that are designed for instructional

purposes; and laboratory manuals.

(b) Materials Not Textbooks. The following instructional

materials are not classified as textbooks.

(1) Teacher's manuals
(2) Library books of all kinds.

(3) Supplementary books. A' supplementary book is

defined as one covering part or all of the course affected,

that is not intended for use as a textbook but is intended

to supply information not found in the textbooks but is

intended for the course.
(4) Maps, atlases, charts, and similar apparatus.
(5) Test materials, drill and exercise books, forms,

and blanks.

(Section 10001 of the Education Code has been repealed.)

It is interesting to contrast the definition of textbook as it appears in

the regulations dealing with state selection of materials for elementary

schools (Title 5 Administrative Code, Section 18550): " 'Textbook' means

basic textbooks, supplementary textbooks, and teacher's manuals for use in

the elementary schools." The differences in these definitions has significant

implications. First, vast amounts of the materials used in the high schools

are not subject to certain content restrictions to be outlined below, but

almost everything used in high schools would be if the definition in the

regulations for elementary schools were applied to high schools. Second,

the differences in the definitions give an indication of the sweep of state

control over materials in the elementary schools -- supplementary materials

and teacher's manuals are all to be selected by the state board.
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What then are the content restrictions with which the narrowly

defined concept of high school textbooks must comply? Two of the most

important restrictions follow: (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 9240 and 9243):

§ 9240 When adopting instructional materials for use in the schools,

governing boards shall include only instructional materials which,
in their determination, accurately portray the cultural and racial

diversity of our society, including:

(a) The contributions of both men and women in all types of
roles, including professional, vocational, and executive roles.

(b) The role and contributions of American Indians, American
Negroes, Mexican Americans, Asian Americans, European Americans,
and members of other ethnic and cultural groups to the total
development of California and the United States.

(c) The role and contributions of the entrepreneur and labor
in the total development of California and the United States.

§ 9243 No instructional materials shall be adopted by any governing

board for use in the schools which, in its determination, contains:

(a) Any matter reflecting adversely upon persons because of
their race, color, creed, national origin, ancestry, sex or

occupation.

(b) Any sectarian or denominational doctrine or propaganda

contrary to law.

As if these two provisions were not sufficient, Section 9002 also bars the

state board or any local district board from adopting materials which

adversely reflect upon people because of their race, sex, color, creed,

national origin or ancestry. Additional restrictions and requirements are

(Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 9240.5, 9241, 9242, 9244):

§ 9240.5 When adopting instructional materials for use in the schools,
governing boards shall include only instructional materials which

accurately portray, whenever appropriate:

(a) Man's place in ecological systems and the necessity for

the protection of our environment.

(b) The effects on the human system of the use of tobacco,
alcohol, narcotics and restricted dangerous drugs as defined in

Section 119011 of the Health and Safety Code and other dangerous

substances.

1Repealed 1972. See, now, Health and Safety.Code § 11032.
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§ 9241 When adopting instructional materials for use in the schools,

governing boards shall require such materials as they deem necessary

and proper to encourage thrift, fire prevention and the humane

treatment of animals and people.

§ 9242 When adopting instructional materials for use in the schools

governing boards shall require, when appropriate to the compre-

hension of pupils, that textbooks for social science, history or

civics classes contain the Declaration of Independence and the

Constitution of the United States.

§ 9244 All instructional materials adopted by any governing board

for use in the schools shall be, to the satisfaction of the

governing board, accurate, objective, and-current and suited to

the needs and comprehension of pupils at their respective grade

levels.

This last provision needs to be read in connection with Section 9426 which

requires publishers and manufacturers "to develop plans to imprdve the quality

and reliability of instructional materials through learner verification,"

in accordance with regulations of the state board of education. This section

also requires governing boards be encouraged to permit publishers and

manufacturers to have limited access to classrooms for necessary testing and

observation. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 9426) "Learner verification means

the continuous and thorough evaluation of instructional materials for their

effectiveness with pupils." (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 9234)

Only books of publishers which comply with all these requirements

may be adopted by schoOl districts for their high schools.

Several points about these requirements are worth noting. First

the application of these standards, especially Sections 9240 and 9243, is

extremely difficult to accomplish as many of the terms in these provisions

are extremely hard to define in workable terms. For example, when does a

textbook reflect adversely upon a person because of their race, color, creed,

national origin, ancestry, sex, or occupation? Is the depiction of 'Shylock

in the Merchant of Venice an adverse reflection upon him because of his
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Jewish religion? Secondly, it is interesting to note that these requirements

do not apply, if the definition in regulation 9582 is to be used for Section

9601 of the code, to testing materials used in high school. Hence there is

nothing in the code itself which prevents the use of tests which reflect

adversely upon people because of their natural characteiistics. Finally,

the learner verification requirement merely stipulates that the publishers,

from whom books may be purchased, must "develop plans" to improve the

quality and reliability of instructional materials through !earner verification.

The publishers with whom the school district does business need not actually

have subjected his materials to the learner verification process.

Florida has also included a learner verification requirement in

its textbook selection law. As was discussed in connection with Florida

there are many problems with regard to learner verification. With regard to

whose educational goals are the materials to be assessed and developed:

the publishers' goals, the states, the school districts, the teachers?

Further, since different publishers are likely to use different techniques

of learner verification, how can public decision-makers be in a position

to make comparisons between books in terms of their tendency to foster

learning? One would be comparing research results based on very different

methodologies. And can a given textbook be "learner verified" regardless

of the teacher and method of using the materials? That seems doubtful;

there will be so many variables affecting the efficiency of a given book

that to claim this book more than others will produce results seems to be

a claim few could make with any certainty. (We know too little about what

gets children to learn to say the process of learner verification will work.)
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As for enforcement of these requirements apparently the only

statutory word on this question are Sections 9245 and 9246:

§ 9245 Any governing board may conduct an investigation of the

compliance of any instructional materials which it adopts

with the requirements of this article.

9246 In the event that after the good faith acquisition of
instructional materials by a governing board, the instructional
materials are found to be in violation of this article and the
governing board is unable to acquire other instruction,.)
materials which meet the requirements of this article in time
for them to be used when the acquired materials were planned
to be used, the governing board may use the acquired
materials but only for that academic year.

Beyond this, parents or taxpayers objecting to the books selected by the

school board must turn to the courts. As will be discussed below there

is some doubt that much help will be forthcoming from the courts.

We turn now to state selection of materials for elementary

411 schools. All the requirements with which local districts must comply in

selecting textbooks also apply to the selection of instructional materials

by the state board. It is interesting to note, however, that there is no

requirement that only books from publishers who are developing plans to

improve the quality of their books through learner verification can be

purchased. Indeed the statutory provision establishing the information

which must be submitted to the Curriculum Development and Supplemental

Materials Commission before it makes its recommendations to the State Board

does not include a reference to learner verification. (Cal. Educ. Code,

Section 9404) And to date the state board of education has not issued

its regulations on learner verification.

The basic statutory provision regarding the selection of texts

411
follows: (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 9400)
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The state board shall biennially adopt a list of textbooks

and instructional materials for use in the elementary school

grades subject to the following provisions:

(a) The state board shall adopt not less than- five but not more

than 15 of any of the following, per subject, per grade:

(I) instructional materials, (2) instructional materials

systems, (3) instructional materials sets, (4) a combination of

instructional materials, instructional materials systems, and

instructional materials sets. The state board may designate each

instructional materials, instructional material system, instruc-

tional material set, or any combination thereof, as baSic or

supplementary. The state board shall not adopt more than two

instructional materials sets per subject.

(b) Fewer than five instructional materials, instructional

materials systems, and instructional materials sets may be

adopted per subject, per grade if publishers and manufacturers

of instructional materials do not submit a sufficient number of

educationally useful materials or systems, as determinedby the

state board; however, in no event shall the state board adopt

less than two basic instructional materials systems per subject:

per grade.

(c) In the event that a district board establishes to the

satisfaction of the state board that the adoption of basic

instructional materials does not promote the maximum efficiency

of pupil learning in the district, the state board shall authorize

that district board to use its instructional materials credit

to purchase, through the Department of Education, additional

instructional materials specified by the state board in accordance

with standards and procedures established by the state board.

(d) The state board shall biennially adopt lists of instruc-

tional materials for the following subjects: (1) language arts,

(2)- arithmetic, (3) social sciences, (4) reading, (5) science,

and (6) any other subject in which the board shall determine

the need and desirability for instructional materials to promote

the maximum efficiency of pupil learning. The state board may

establish a cycle for adoptions by designating subjects to be

adopted in even-numbered years and subjects to be adopted in odd-

numbered years.

(e) The state board shall, at the time of the adoption,

determine the date upon which state -adopted instructional materials

shall be available for use by district boards.

(f) The state board may adopt instructional materials, instruc-

tional materials systems, and instructional materials sets without

designating a grade or subject and the state board may designate

more than one grade or subject whenever the state board determines

that a single subject designation or a single grade designation
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would not promote the maximum efficiency of pupi/ learning.

Any materials so designated may be placed on a single grade

or single subject list or may be placed on separate lists

including other materials with similar grade or subject

designations; however, all materials so designated shall be

adopted subject to the numerical limitations of subdivision (a).

The terms used in this provision are defined in the sections

quoted below (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 9221 et. seg.):

9221 "Instructional material" means all materials designed for

use by pupils and their teachers as a learning resource and

which help pupils to acquire facts, skills, or opinions or to

develop cognitive processes. Instructional materials may be

printed or nonprinted and may include textbooks, educational

materials and tests.

§ 9221.3 "Basic instructional material" means instructional

materials designed for use by pupils as a principal learning

resource and which meet in organization and content the basic

-requirements of the intended course.

9221.5 "Supplementary instructional materials" means instructional

materials designed to serve, but not limited to, one or more

of the following purposes, for a given subject, at a given

grade level:

(1) To provide more complete coverage of a subject or

subjects included in a given course.

(2) To provide for meeting the various learning ability

levels of pupils in a given age group or grade level.

(3) To provide for meeting the diverse educational needs

of pupils with a language disability in a given, age group or

grade level.

(4) To provide for meeting the diverse educational needs

of pupils reflective of a condition of cultural pluralism.

9222. "Instructional materials system" means a comprehensive

collection of related instructional materials which are designed

to improve learning in one or more subjects and are so designed

that all parts of the system are necessary to produce the

results intended.

g 9222.3 "Instructional materials set" means a collection of related

supplementary instructional materials produced and submitted as

a,set by a single publisher or manufacturer and which are so

'designed that each part of the set is related to the same subject;
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however, not all parts of a set shall be necessary to promote
the maximum efficiency of pupil learning in that subject.

All parts of a set shall have a common educational purpose and

methodology, and each part of a set shall be identified, marked,

or imprinted with a common title or name.

"Textbook" means a book designed for use by pupils as a
source of instructional material, or a teachers edition of the

same book.

§ 9224 "Educational material" means any audiovisual or manipulative

device including, but not limited to films, tapes, flashcards,

kits, phonograph records, study prints, graphs, charts and multi-

media systems. Educational materials do not constitute equipment

as defined in the California School Accounting Manual.

§ 9225 "Test" means any device used to measure the knowledge or

achievement of students.

The scope of authority granted by these provisions to the state

board is considerable. First, these provisions give to the state board

power to prescribe what is authorized with regard to basic and supplementary

materials for courses which are mandated by, state statute and for any other

courses which the school districts may adopt. Section 9400 (d)(6) makes

this last point very clearly. Second, by being able to designate what

constitutes a "basic" text the state can make school districts use certain

materials more than others. This is made clear by the state board regula-

tion Section 9520 which requires from a governing board written certification

that "all basic textbooks adopted by the state board for grades maintained

in the school have been used as a principal source of instruction in the

respective grades and subjects for which they were adopted." But this

last requirement, it should be noted, seems to conflict with a statutory

provision Section 9463 which states in pertinent part: "District boards

may order instructional materials from lists adopted by the state board

without regard to the subject or grade designated by the state board and

may use such instructional materials in any manner which will promote the
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maximum efficiency of pupil learning." Hence, this provision seems to

suggest books designated for use in grade 5 may be used in grades 4 or 6

by the local district. Section 8051 which requires local boards to use

textbooks and other instructional materials prescribed by the proper authori-

ties does not clarify the apparent conflict or what exactly is the obligation

and the power of the state board.

We further note that the state board can prescribe what supplementary

materials must be used, however, this requirement does not seem to preclude

local districts from using yet other supplementary materials not approved

by the state board. The regulation quoted above refers only to basic text-

books and Section 9464 of the Educational Code specifies how instructional

materials not adopted by the state are to be ordered by the school district --

implying authority to use nonauthorized materials. Whether the local dis-

tricts can use supplementary materials entirely of their own choosing

ignoring the state approved materials is not made clear by the statutes or

regulations. Section 8051 of the Educational Code, which imposes the

obligation to enforce use of textbooks and other instructional materials,

makes no reference to the distinction between basic and supplementary

materials. Hence a district might be in full compliance by using approved

basic texts but non-approved supplementary materials.

Some further flexibility is built into this system on behalf of

local districts by the statutory requirement with regard to the minimum

number of adoptions per grade and subject. In this way districts are

assured of some choice and not limited to a single approved text. As

matters work out, in any event, there is a tendency toward more inclusive

rather than selective adoptions.
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Section 9400 and the definitional provisions establish the

ultimate task of the state board, and it is to the process to be followed

in the selection of materials that we now turn. The Curriculum Development

and Supplementary Materials Commissioner mentioned above begins the book

selection process. It has been given the following duties: (Cal. Educ.

Code, Section 9494)

The commission shall:

(a) Recommend curriculum frameworks to the state board.

(b) Develop criteria for evaluating instructional materials

submitted for adoption so that the materials adopted shall

adequately cover the subjects in the indicated grade or grades

and which comply with the provis'i'ons of Article 3 (commencing

with Section 9240) of Chapter 1 of this division. Such

criteria shall be public information and shall be provided

in written or printed form to any person requesting such infor-

mation.

(c) Study and evaluate all instructional materials submitted

for adoption.

(d) Recommend to the state board instructional materials

which it approves for adoption.

To aid its work the commission may set up task forces pursuant to Section

9405:

The commission may, in order to fulfill- its duties pursuant

to Section 9404, appoint task forces ortommittees of subject matter

experts to assist and advise them. Each task force or committee

appointed by the commission shall include classroom teachers as

defined in Section 321 and representatives of the various ethnic

groups and of the various types of school districts. Accurate

records of the advice and recommendations of each task force or

committee member shall be maintained by the commission, and made

available to the state board at its request.

Once the commission has reached a recommendation the state board is required

by Section 9403 to give the commission a public hearing before adoption of

any materials.

Having publicly received a recommendation from the advisory
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commission the state board now must make the final selections. By statute

before there can be a final selection all textbooks proposed for adoption

and not currently listed must be made available for public inspection for

30 days at display centers designated by county superintendents of schools.

The statute also specifies a minimum number of such centers shall exist in

certain counties. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 9402) The board must hold

a public hearing before making any adoption. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 9403)

The state board regulations also provide a mechanism by which any person can

submit to the board a written statement respecting any textbook recommended

by the Curriculum Commission. These regulations also specify the occasion

and conditions under which oral comments can be made by members of the

public. (Title 5 Cal. Ad. Code, Sections 18533 - 18538)

These provisions provide the basic outline of the procedure but

not the political flavor of the selection process. Armin Rosencranz, a

lawyer and political scientist with the Childhood and Government Project,

School of Law, University of California, Berkeley, has studied that process

and concluded there are a handful of important actors in the process:

publishers and other pressure groups. The other participants only react --

state board, Curriculum Commission, evaluators working for the Curriculum

Commission, teachers, parents and school officials. (Letter dated

August 20, 1974, from Armin Rosencranz to Arthur Block.) In an article

written for the Los Angeles Times Rosencranz develops this theme by

describing the massive lobby efforts undertaken by the publishers directed

toward the Curriculum Commission members, teachers and school officials.

His article also recounts that apparently for the first time an active

effort was made by a coalition of minority and women's rights organizations
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to force the Curriculum Commission and ultimately the state board to

comply with Sections 9240 and 9243 of the education code, quoted above.

The efforts of these groups, who were represented by a public interest

law firm, have to be considered a failure as the Commission "time and

again" restored to the matrix materials which had been judged illegal

by the commissions own screening committee. Indeed, while Rosencranz

does not say so directly, he hints that the close relationship that

develops between members of the commission and the publishers creates

opportunities for an abuse of the public trust. Only one Commissioner

has actually refused to see publishers or to accept favors from them.

Regardless of how political the process of selecting materials

for the state list, local districts are required to use only state ap-

proved materials. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 8051) And teachers are by

statute also required to use only legally authorized textbooks. (Cal.

Educ. Code, Section 13,556)

E. Information and Evaluation

California, perhaps more than any other state has taken an

interest in the collection of information and in the evaluation of the

school program. Throughout the code there are numerous provisions

dealing with evaluation, reporting and information collection. Special

programs for Indiana students, non-English speaking, the deaf, handicapped,

mentally retarded, and programs for children with "exceptional" needs

all have reporting and evaluation requirements attached. (Cal. Educ.

Code, Sections 530, 894.2, 5761.8, 6445.5, 6461, 6812.7, 6902.10, 6943,

7025, and 7026)

Beyond these requirements tied to specific projects are other
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provisions relating to the entire educational program. Sections 471 et. seg.

enable the state board to establish a system for collecting information

about the entire school system. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 471 et. seq.)

The purpose of these provisions is stated in Section 471:

It is the intent of the Legislature in enacting this

article to make complete, current, and reliable information

relating to education available to the Legislature and to

all public educational'agencies in California at maximum

efficiency and economy through statewide compatibility in

the development and application of information systems and

electronic data processing techniques insofar as they
relate to data required in reports to the Department of

Education.

The other sections stress that what is to be achieved is a system for

gathering, storing, retrieving, and disseminating information. The

state board and department are given the power to determine what informa-

tion is to be collected and in what format. The data so collected are

useable for educational research, for decision-making, and for facilitation

of preparation of reports, among other uses. As in the case of Florida

these provisions give the s ate the authority to collect building-by-building

information which can be of use in making sure that the right programs

are being, offered to the right children. These laws, in a word, give the

state the authority to monitor and thereby to be in a better position to

enforce state curriculum requirements.

Additionally the code establishes a variety of reporting re-

quirements that are imposed upon the state superintendent, county super-

intendent, local superintendents, principals and teachers. These require-

ments establish yet another system for collecting information. (Cal. Educ.

Code, Sections 866, 803, 5780, 12848, 13529, 13563-1366413566, 13567)

Finally we must take note that California has also adopted a
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state-wide pupil and program assessment system. There exist four kinds of

assessment programs in the state: annual achievement testing in grades 6

and 12; annual physical testing program; annual basic reading testing in

grades 1, 2, and 3; and program evaluation efforts undertaken on an ad hoc

basis. Pursuant to Section 12823 the state board has required that each

year the districts maintaining grade 6 and/or 12 shall administer to all

pupils in those grades an achievement test in basic skills selected by

the state board. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 12823; Title 5 Cal. Administrative

Code, Section 1021) The school districts are required to report on a

school-by-school basis to the Department of Education the results of the

tests. And district-wide results must be reported back to the school dis-

trict. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 12826 as amended by Chapter 930 (1972).)

111 Section 12827 Requires districts in March, April, or May each

school year to administer to each pupil in those grades designated by the

State Board a physical performance test designed to measure physical fitness.

Upon request of the Department of Education the district is to submit once

every two years the results of its physical performance testing. (Cal.

Educ, Code, Section 12827 as amended by Chapter 930 (1972).)

And Section 12840 gives the state board the authority from time to

time to conduct studies of the effectiveness of the courses offered in the

public schools. The results of these studies are to be reported to the

Governor and legislature and the analysis "may" be in terms of type of

district organization, geographic area, socioeconomic data, size of school

district, or other variables that may prove useful. (Cal. Educ. Code,

Section 12840 et. sea. as amended by Chapter 930 (1972).)

Sections 5779 et. sm. require the state board to require that
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uniform tests be administered to each pupil in grade 1 in learning and

memory, attention, vidual perception and auditory comprehension. In grades

2 and 3 the test required is in reading. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 5779)

This provision states that any test used in grades 2 and 3 shall be in

national use and nationwide norms shall have been developed for the test.

But in Section 5780.2 the state is required to develop its own tests.

These two provisions are read together to mean that while the state may

adopt its own, for example, objectives in reading it must select commercial

test items which had been normed on a national sample. Hence in developing

its own tests the state determined its objectives through an examination of

its own curriculum materials and through an examination of reading objectives

submitted to the state by over 200 school districts. Test items were ob-

tained from major test publishers and then screened and selected by a state

committee. (1 Feedback: Newsletter of the New California State Testing

Program no. 3 March 1974) Tests were developed in a similar way for grades

6 and 12. (Survey of Basic Skills, Grade 6 (California State Department of

Education, 1975); Survey of Basic Skills, Grade 12 (California State Depart-

ment of Education, 1575).

The purpose of this systeM of tests is to assess educational

programs and not to assess individual pupils. Further, by collecting base

line data on the pupils as they enter the first grade between district com-

parisons are made possible. Districts which have pupils entering the first

grade at about the same level of achievement can compare how well their

students are doing at grades two and three. The base line data also provides

110

the state with the capability of predicting what the test scores of the pupils

in the first grade in the various districts should be in grade three. Then,
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when those pupils reach grade three it can be determined if they achieved

as predicted or better or worse. These predict

other factors such as socioeconomic factors and

ions will take into account

financial resources of the

community. (1 Feedback: Newsletter of the New California State Testing

Program No. 2 (May 1973).)

Section 12848 requires that the Department of Education submit an

annual report to the legislature of the results of the

grams. The section states that the analysis of the dat

need not be limited to a consideration of the following

various testing pro-

a may include but

variables: demographic,

financial, pupil and parent characteristics, instructional

istics, and special funding. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 128

and staff character-

48) To this end

a variety of background factors were collected by the state, e.g., occupation

of pupil's father; primary language of the child; average clas s size; a' variety

of socioeconomic factors for the communities; and school tax ra

values per pupils and expenditures per pupil for instruction.

The results of the tests in grades 2, 3, 6, and A2 are r

te, property

eported by

school district in one form. Grades 2 and 3 are given one test each in reading;

grades 6 and 12 are tested in reading, language, spelling, and mathe

The form reports the average score for the district on, for example,

matics.

the

second grade reading test. The district's percentile rank in the state

given, e.g., 24th percentile means 24 percent of the districts had a low

is

er

average score on second grade reading. Also given is the predicted range

for the percentile rank, e.g., 28-49 might be the predicted range having to

into consideration the various background factors. Thus a percentile rank

of 24 means the district did not achieve a ranking as high as was predicted.

A letter code then indicates if the actual percentile rank, in this case 24,

ken
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was (A) above, (B) below, (W) or within the predicted range. Next follows a

graphic presentation of where the district fell with regard to the predicted

ranking. Then follows an important piece of information which gives a rough

indication of the variance of average building scores within the district.

The number of buildings in the district falling at each percentile rank is

given, e.g., 2 buildings in the 30th percentile, 11 at the 50th, two at the

75th percentile.

The bottom of the report contains information on the background

factors of this district: average class size, racial composition, etc.

These figures are in terms of average, means, percents, etc. State percentile

ranks on each variable are also listed.

A second form reports similar data for each building in the state

only in this case only the results of the basic reading test for grades

two and three are reported as well as certain background data. Again the

data are reported in terms of means test scores for the nation, state,

district and building. A state percentile rank is given for the building

as well as the predicted percentile rank in terms of a range. But the report

also goes on to break out the results of the testing in terms of the objectives

tested for. One vocabulary objective is stated as follows (California

State Department of Education, "Basic Objectives for California State Reading

Tests for Grades 2, 3, 6, and 12," (Sacramento: 1974)):

"Given a phrase or a sentence with one word underlined and
a set of 3-5 alternatives, the student will select the alternative
that indicates the correct meaning using the semantic content of

the phrase or sentence."

Mean test scores and a percentile rank are then provided for each of these

sub-skills under the general heading vocabulary. Finally this report provides
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data on background factors of the school: entry level test scores, socio-

economic level, percent bilingual, and extent of pupil mobility.

There is a striking difference between the kind of reports issued

in California and Florida. In Florida test results are given item by item

with no overall average figure offered for the state, district, or school

building. The tests were not based on national norms so there was no way

to compare the students with a national sample. In California the tests

rely on test items with national norms and the results are reported only

in averages for the nation, state, district, and building. There is a

further break out on one report in terms of four major objectives but this

hardly approaches the detail of the Florida report which reports test

results on hundreds of objectives. And the California system provides

percentile ranks for districts and school buildings and then compares that

district or building with what it was predicted to have done based on a

consideration of certain background factors.

What these differences point to is the power of the legislature

and state department of education in California to subject local districts

to a system of testing which encourages comparative evaluations. in Florida

every effort was made to avoid such comparisons and in fact the way the data

are reported making comparisons becomes an impossibility. Thus we have here

an indication of the ability of state level agencies in California to shape

educational policy without being checkmated in the process by local resistance.

A further point is interesting to note. While Florida has coupled

its testing scheme with mandatory public reporting requirements -- each year

principals in all schools must issue an annual report covering student achieve-

ment as well as other matters -- such a reporting requirement does not exist
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in California. The data are not secret and are presumably public information

but there is no legislative requirement that an affirmative effort be made

to get the results out to the public. Perhaps this is so because in California

the data in the form reported are politically more sensitive.

If the data do get to the public it is likely to be a catalyst

forcing the districts to concentrate upon improving student achievement as

measured by the standardized tests used in the sate assessment program.

It is unlikely that parents and taxpayers will sit still for long when they

find that they are paying taxes somewhat higher than other places, but

achieving results which are below equivalent districts and perhaps that are

even below what has been predicted for the district. The political pressures

this system build up could be quite strong.

F. Other Activities

There are several other program related activities in which the

state board and department of education engage. First, the department is

expected to provide assistance in developing course materials. Several

sections of the code require the provision of assistance with regard to

conservation education, consumer economics, and drug education. (Cal. Educ.

Code, Sections 567.2, 8113, 8755, 10,000) Secondly, the department in some

instances operates its own educational programs such as innovative schools,

Indian education centers which supplement what is available in the regular

public schools, and pilot programs for handicapped children. (Cal. Educ. Code,

Sections 587.4, 527, 7001 et. seq.) The state superintendent and department

are also expected to carry on educational research and to try out experimental

programs. (Cal. F.duc. Code, Sections 262, 6445)

* * * * *
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The California state agencies are among the most powerful we have

studied if not the most powerful with regard to curriculum. While in New York

the Board of Regents has been given "leg,,lative" power over the public school

system, it does not use the power that has been granted to it. The Florida

state agencies are especially sensitive as a political matter to local sen-

sibilities. In Arizona we saw that the state agencies have had pretentions

to strong control over the system and in some respects have managed such.

In California we see a coming together of both formal authority and apparently

real power as manifested in the strong control over federal grant-in-aid

programs and in the state wide assessment system. But even here complete

use of available authority has not been undertaken as evidenced by the lack

of state regulations over the basic education program.

IV. Courts

A. Writ of Mandate

The writ of mandate which is the California name for the writ of

mandamus is the primary vehicle for obtaining judicial review of administra-

tive actions. (Cal. Code of Civil Procedure, Sections 1084, 1085). The

basic framework within which the courts must operate in determining if the

writ should be issued is provided by Section 1094.5 of the Code of Civil

Procedure. This provision in pertinent part states:

(c) Where it is claimed that the findings are not supported

by the evidence, in cases in which the court is authorized by

law to exercise its independent judgment on the evidence, abuse

of discretion is established if the court determines that the

findings are not supported by the weight of the evidence; and

in all other cases abuse of discretion is established if the

court determines that the findings are not supported by substantial

evidence in the light of the whole record.

The California Supreme Court has interpreted this section to mean that the
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Courts have been given the authority to determine on a case-by-case basis which

cases require the exercise of independent judgment on review and which call

for only a substantial evidence review of the entire record. (Bixby v. Pierno,

4 C.3d 130, 481 P.2d 242, 93 Cal. Rept. 234 (1971) (in bank).) The independent

review presumably means something less than a full trial de novo and 'yet some-

thing more than the sort of difference for an administrative judgment

required by the substantial evidence standard of review. (For an outline

of the substantial evidence standard of review see Kenneth Culp David,

Administrative Law Text, (St. Paul, Minn.: West Publishing Co., (1972)

and Section IV of the review of New York Law.) That is, the court is expected

to conduct what has been termed a "limited trail de novo" in which it exercises

its own independent judgment as to the weight of evidence, and perhaps with

regard to the inferences to be drawn from the evidence of record. (Bixby v.

Pierno, 52. cit., note 10, p. 243 in Cal. Reptr.) Errors of law are reviewed
a-

in the same way in all cases.

The stricter review permitted by Section 1094.5 is triggered if the

reviewing court determines that the agency'sactions affect "vested, fundamental

rights." In determining if the right is fundamental the court considers the

economic aspect, as well as the effect of the right in human terms and the

importance of it to the individual in the life situation. (p. 244) The

extent to which the right is vested means the extent to which it is already

possessed by the individual.

A further factor apparently affecting the scope of review is the

question whether the agency action is quasi-judicial or quasi-legislative.

If the action was quasi-legislative then it is subject to a very limited

judicial review to determine if-the action was arbitrary, capricious, entirely
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lacking in evidentiary support or otherwise unlawful. (Bixby v. Pierno,

a. cit., p. 238, 2 in Cal. Rept.)

It might also be noted that while the statutory language does not

say so expressly, these statutory provisions do apply to local units of

government such as school districts. (Ibid.)

Thus California has not adopted a single formula for the scope

of review in mandamus of state and local agencies. The theory is that this

approach to judicial review will better protect the rights of individuals.

Hence, in California the opportunity seems to exist for obtaining court

intervention into school curriculum matters if it can be shown that a vested,

fundamental right is at stake. And as we have seen, the Supreme Court of

California has already declared that education is a fundamental interest of

children -- a sufficiently fundamental interest to trigger strict judicial

review under the Equal Protection Clause of the California State Constitution.

Of course in -that case the whole of the child's schooling from elementary

grades through high school was involved and affected by the state policy.

Whether the courts would find the existence of a fundamental interest in

a case involving an attack on a single course or program is another matter.

Indeed to the extent any precedent exists reflecting how courts might handle

a question of educational policy, the indications are that they would prefer

not to get involved. Thus, in one of the few cases found that even approached

curriculum policy the court relied upon the usual abuse of discretion standard

of review and declared that the question was a matter within the discretion

of the school. In that case a student sought a reversal of the school's

decision to dismiss him from medical school. (Wong v. Regents of University

of California, 93 Cal. Rept. 502, 15,Cal. App. 3d 384 (1970.) One might have
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argued that a stricter standard of review was warranted in this case than was

forthcoming on the ground that the person's future livelihood was at stake.

Here he had already been admitted to medical school, hence the right in

question was vested in the same way it would be vested in the situation of

a license revocation proceeding. (see Bixby v. Pierno, 22.. cit., p. 245 in

Cal. Reptr.) On the other hand, this case might be viewed as the quintessence

of a problem involving an agency's initial determination whether an individual

is qualified to enter a profession. Hence, in that sense the right has not

vested. (Ibid.)

This last case casts considerable doubt then on how vigorous the

review would be in the California courts with regard to a challenge to a

curriculum policy decision that did not involve a constitutional issue.

For example, a claim that the school had abused its discretion in classify-

ing a pupil would seem to trigger only the normal lenient standard of review.

While something fundamental is at stake here -- the labelling and stigmatizing

of the child -- it seems no more fundamental than loss of access to the

medical school with its consequential stigma and los's of money and time. Apart

from the classification problem, the prospects for getting vigorous review

diminish further if the court construes the case as involving a quasi-

legislative matter, e.g., the adoption of a particular course or failure

to adopt a particular course. That sort of exercise of judgment by the district

is likely to be left by the courts to the district. (cf. Arthur v. Oceanside-

Carlsbad Jr..College District, 31 Cal. Reptr. 177, 216 CA 2d 656 (1963)

What might be the chances of obtaining judicial review under Sections

9240,.9243, and 9002, quoted above, imposing certain anti-discrimination

requirements on the schools. Here we have the legislature spelling out in
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rough terms what would constitute an illegal act in the curriculum area.

For example, reflecting adversely upon a person because of their sex, color,

creed, national origin, ancestry, sex or occupation seems to touch upon

a fundamental interest on the part of a parent and his child not to be

discriminated against by government especially when such discrimination

can hurt the hearts and minds of the children in away that is likely

never to be undone. (Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954).)

It would seem on-balance that in this area the chances for obtaining judicial

review and review with a stricter standard of review are reasonably good.

What the outcome of such a review would be is another matter as the words

of the stztutc "reflecting adversely" are not without difficulty in defining.

Some of the other requirements of these sections may be more

difficult to get enforced. Thus in Section 9243 the word "propaganda"

is also undefined. The terms of 9240 require that school materials

accurately portray the role and contribution of men, women, minority groups,

labor and business to our society; this section opens a can or worms that courts

might try their best to avoid gettirig involved in. But perhaps a failure of

materials accurately to portray the role of men and women, and the minority

groups could be construed as amounting to an adverse reflection on these

groups. If this is so, then perhaps the courts might be more willing to get

involved.

B. Dismissal of Teachers

The educational code in California provides for judicial review

of the dismissal of teachers but there is a sharp distinction between the

protection afforded the tenured and probationary teacher. The tenured teacher

may only be dismissed for one of a number of specifically listed reasons,
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such as immoral or unprofessional conduct, dishonesty, incompetency,

evident unfitness for service, persistent violation of or refusal to obey

the school laws, conviction of any one of several specified Penal Code

violations or of any felony or of any crime involving moral turpitude.

(Cal. Educ. Code, Section 13403.) While many of these grounds for dismissal

are vague leaving the school district with considerable discretion, the

grounds for dismissal of probationary teachers is such that almost anything

can count as justification. Section 13443 (d) provides:

The governing board's determination not to reemploy a
probationary employee for the ensuing school year shall be

for cause only. The determination of the governing board as

to the sufficiency of the cause pursuant to this section shall

be-conclusive, but the cause shall relate solely to the welfare

of the schools and pupils thereof...

The long and the short of these provisions is that even if a

dismissal of a teacher is viewed as affecting a fundamental right triggering

stricter review, the teacher is not likely to be very well protected when it

comes to matters of curriculum policy. The school board and state have the

right to lay down basic policy and teachers are obliged by statute to uphold

that policy. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 13556) Hence any teacher who wants

to formulate policy on his or her own faces dismissal and little court pro-

tection. Thus, unless the case can be turned into a question of a constitutional

right to academic freedom, the teacher remains exposed to rather strong controls.

The California courts are in a position under the state statutes

and under their own doctrines to exercise an important influence over the

curriculum policy in the state. Whether the courts will in fact exercise

the authority they have at their disposal, however, seems more doubtful.

V. County Superintendent and Board
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A county based unit for controlling education is provided for in

the State Constitution as has been previously noted. (Article IX, Section 3,

and Section 7). Pursuant to these provisions there is to be an elected

county superintendent and either an elected or appointed county board as

determined by the legislature. The legislature has provided 'or the

election of county boards. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 601.1) The county

board has the responsibility of adopting rules and regulations governing the

administration of the office of the county superintendent. (Cal. Educ. Code,

Section 653(a).) The general duties of the county superintendent are stated

in the following provision (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 801):

The superintendent of schools of each county shall:

(a) Superintend the schools of his county.

(b) Visit and examine each school in his county, at reasonable

intervals to observe their operation and to learn of their

problems. He may annually present a report of the state of the

schools in his county, and of his office, including but not limited

to his observations while visiting the schools, to the board of

education and the board of supervisors of his county.

(c) Distribute all laws, reports, circulars, instructions,

and blanks which he may receive for the use of the school officers.

(d) Keep in his office the reports of the Superintendent of

Public Instruction.

(e) Keep a record of his official acts, and of all the pro-

ceedings of the county board of education, including a record of

the standing, in each study, of all applicants for certificates

who have been examined, which shell be open to the inspection

of any applicant or his authorized agent.

Beyond this, besides operating several important educational

facilities -- discussed momentarily -- the county superintendent has the

responsibility of enforcing,the basic course of study in the schools. These

responsibilities are provided for in Section 802:
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The county superintendent of schools shall also:

(a) Enforce the course of study.

(b) Enforce the use of state textbooks and of high school

textbooks regularly adopted by the proper authority.

(c) Preserve carefully all reports of school officers and

teachers.

(d) Deliver to his successor, at the close of his official

term, all records, books, documents, and papers belonging to the

office, taking a receipt for them, which will be filed in the

office of the county clerk.

He is also expected to make annual reports to the state superintendent when

required. (Cal. Educ. .Code, Section 803)

Additionally the superintendent is empowered to help promote and

improve the educational program in the districts within his county in a

variety of ways: carry on research; disseminate information; provide

consultative and coordinating services; and help school districts prepare courses

of study and carry on program planning. (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 820,

822, 886, 886.1, 886.2, 6454)

More tangible assistance is also provided by the county superintendent

to the local districts. This can take the form of a contract with local

districts to provide at local district expense supervision of instruction

and attendance as well as health services, and guidance services. (Cal. Educ.

Code, Sections 887 et. seg., 888 et sea.; 889, 890) Apparently these services

can also be provided without charge to the districts, if the county board

approves. Also arrangements can be made for the county superintendent to

provide certain library services for local districts in lieu of those services

being offered by the county library system. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 891

et. seg.) Finally the county can agree to maintain facilities which provide

audial and visual materials which local districts might only have to pay one
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half the cost depending on the agreement reached with the county board and

superintendent. (Cal. Educ. Code. Section 892 et.. seq.) Many of these ser-

vices can only be provided to the smaller school districts within the county.

The county board also is authorized to provide direct services to

children. For physically handicapped pupils the services can consist of, for

example, special schools or classes which are to be centrally located, or the

provision of teachers to the regular schools to teach these children. (Cal.

Educ. Code, Section 894 (1975 Pocket Part).) Similarly the county board is

authorized to provide schools and special classes for mentally retarded children.

(Cal. Educ. Code, Section 895 (1975 Pocket Part).)

And the county is authorized to establish a variety of schools to

handle children who have been committed to these schools by order of the

juvenile court; children who are in danger of becoming habitually truant; and

children who have been committed to the schools by their parents and/or who

are in need of special educational training and discipline because of their

insubordinate conduct. Some of these facilities are only day-care in nature

but one such type of school is termed a 24 hour elementary school. (Cal. Educ.

Code, Sections 6502 et. seq.; 6653 et. seg.; 6701 et. seg.)

Various forms of vocational and technical training and guidance

facilities may also be operated by the county boards. (Cal. Educ. Code,

Sections 6720, 7451, 7467)

Thus the county unit while serving as a supervisory unit to enforce the

regular school program in the local districts, has the primary function of providing

special services and programs which many districts may either be too small to pro-

vide or would find too uneconomical to provide because of the limited number of

children who would be involved in the program. The county becomes a way of

achieving savings in the provision of educational services through economies

of scale.
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VI. Local Districts

A. School Board

The general powers of the local boards of education are set

forth in several overlapping provisions.

§ 921

Every school district shall be under the control of a board

of school trustees or a board of education.

§ 925

The governing board of each school district shall prescribe

and enforce rules not inconsistent with law or with the rules

prescribed by the State Board of Education,'for its own govern-

ment.

§ 1001

The governing board of any school district may execute any

powers delegated by law to it or to the district of which it is

the governing board, and shall discharge any duty imposed by law

upon it or upon the district of which it is the governing board.

§ 1052

The governing board of any school district shall prescribe

rules not inconsistent with law or the rules prescribed by the

State Board of Education, for the government and discipline of

the schools under its jurisdiction.

The provisions just quoted make abundantly clear that the local

districts are expected to work within the statutes, rules, and regulations

to which they are subject. This is a point that need hardly have been

reiterated so many times unless the point is to carry an implied message

that local districts have little discretion.

While these provisions leave such an impression,when we turn to

Section 7502 of the code the flavor of the relationship changes.
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§ 7502

The Legislature hereby recognizes that, because of the common
needs and interests of the citizens of this state and the nation,
there is a need to establish a common state curriculum for the
public schools, but that, because of economic, geographic,
physical, political and social diversity, there is a need for the
development of educational programs at the local, level, with
the guidance of competent and experienced educators and citizens.
Therefore, it is the intent of the Legislature to set broad
minimum standards and guidelines for educational programs, and to
encourage local districts to develop programs_that will best

fit the needs and interests of the pupils, pursuant to stated
philosophy, goals, and objectives.

But when we turn to the provisions immediately following Section 7502

we find the more restrictive language again (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections

7503 and 7503.5):

g 7503

The governing board of any school district, including the
governing board of any community college district, may initiate
and carry on any educational program as defined in Section 7552

which is not in conflict with law and which is not in conflict
with the purposes for which school districts are established.

§ 7503.5

On or after January 1, 1976, the governing board of any
school district, including the governing board of any community
college district, may initiate and carry on any program, activity,

or may otherwise act in any manner which is not in conflict with

or Inconsistent with, or preempted by, any law and which is not

in conflict with the purposes for which school districts are

established.

Any doubts we may have had about the overall tone of relationship

between state and local agencies is, however, resolved when we turn to

those many provisions of the code dealing specifically with the authority

of the local districts over the control of their educational program. Once

again the language strongly suggests state power and local compliance:
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§ 8001

The governing board of every school district shall prepare
and shall keep on file for public inspection the courses of
study prescribed for the schools under its jurisdiction.

§ 8002

The governing board of every school district shall evaluate
its educational program, and shall make such revisions as it
deems necessary. Any revised educational program shall conform

to the requirements of this division.

§ 8051

The governing board of every school district shall enforce
in its schools the courses of study and the use of textbooks
and other instructional materials prescribed and adopted by the

proper authority.

§ 8054

The course of study for preschool, kindergarten, grades 1

through 6, and grades 7 and 8 of those elementary districts

maintaining grades 7 and 8, shall be prescribed and enforced

by the governing board. The governing board of any school
district may cooperate with the county board of education and
the county superintendent of schools in the development of the

courses of study required by this section.

The development of any course of study by a school district
governing board which involves the cooperation of the county
board of education and the county superintendent of schools is
a proper charge against whatever funds the county superintendent

of schools may'have for this purpose.

§ 8055

Except as provided in Section 8054, the course of study for
grades 7 through 12 shall be prepared under the direction of the
governing board having control thereof and shall be subject to

approval as may be required by the state board.

§ 8502

In addition to the course of study requirements set forth in

this chapter, the governing board of any school district may in-
clude in the curriculum of any school such additional courses of
study, courses, subjects, or activities which it deems fit the

needs of the pupils enrolled therein.
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§ 8505

Any course of study adopted pursuant to this division shall

be designed to fit the needs of the pupils for which the course

of study is prescribed.

These general requirements must be read in connection with the

Mandatory curriculum requirements imposed by statute and outlined in Sec-

tion II (3) above. Taking all the provisions together we can see that the

primary duty of the local districts in California is to carry but the state

mandated program which--as we have seen--is sufficiently extensive and

broad that there is little room left in the day and year for many additions.

The legislature has further imposed state control and supervision by the

requirement in Section 8055 that the course of study in grades 7 through 12

shall be subject to approval as may be required by the state board. Fol-

lowing up on this provision the state board has provided that courses in

grades 9-12 must be approved by the state and that courses will only be

approved if the school district offers courses in math and reading stressing

diagnosis and remedial instruction for students whose competence in these

subjects is below the equivalent of 8th grade. This last requirement, how-

ever, can be waived for good cause upon written request. (Title 5 Cal. Ad.

Code Section 10000.) Presumably the requirement that courses be cleared with

the state board applies to courses added to the curriculum pursuant to

Section 8502. There exists, then, at least the potential for rather complete

state control over what goes in the school at the local level. This control

is further increased to the extent the state boards adopt only the minimum

number of books and materials allowed by law for a given subject in a given

grade, thereby limiting the choices available to the local districts. (See

discussion of textbook selection above in Section 111.1).)
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State control can be further assured through section 9300 pursuant

to which the district board must make reports as required by the state super-

intendent concerning instructional materials used in its schools.

Grant, then, that the local district is confined to operating

within the statutes and regulations of the legislature and state board

respectively. What happens if there is a posible conflict between what the

local district desires' and what the state board--assuming for the moment

that the local district appears to have been granted the authority to do

what it is seeking to do. In other words, what is the California doctrine

of preemption? How quickly will California courts find a conflict which the

state must win, or how hard will courts work to avoid finding a conflict to

give local agencies of government as much scope as possible?

First we might note the special situation with regard to certain

municipalities in California. The California State Constitution provides

that chartered cities may make and enforce all law and regulations with

respect to municipal affairs, subject only to the restrictions and limita-

tions provided in its charter. (Cal. Const. Article XI, Section 6; also

see Article XI, Section 8) These provisions have been construed to mean

that ordinances relating to matters which are purely municipal affairs are

not invalid merely because they are in conflict with general state laws or

because state laws have been enacted to cover the same subject. (Bishop v.

City of San Jose, 1 Ca1.3d 56, 81 Cal. Rptr. 465, 4605..2s 137 (1969);

Baron v. City of Los Angeles, 2 Cal.3d 535, 469 P.2d 353, 86 Cal. Rptr. 673

(1970).) Further it is the courts which are to determine which matters are

purely municipal affairs and the mere fact that the legislature has decided

to legislate in the area does not convert the area into one of state wide

and not municipal concern. (Ibid.)
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This kind of protection is not given to school districts since

education so clearly is a matter of state concern--the state constitution

makes this clear--and since school districts are not chartered cities given

the protection of the special constitutional provisions noted above. Hence

the doctrine which applies is formulated in terms of three tests applied

to deterine whether a subject has been preempted by the legislature (and/or

state board): (1) The subject matter has been so fully and completely

covered by general law as to clearly indicate that it has become exclusively

a matter of state concern; (2) The subject matter has been partially covered

by general law couched in such terms as to indicate that a paramount state

concern will not tolerate further or additional local action; or (3) The

subject matter has been partially covered by general law, and the subject

is of such a nature that the adverse effect of a local ordinance on the

IIItransient citizens of the state outweighs the possible benefit to the munici-

pality. (In Re Hubbard, 62 Ca1.2d 119, 128, 41 Cal. Rptr. 393, 399, 396 P2d

809, 815 (1964).)

How restrictive of local authority are these tests? That is,

have these tests in the hands of the courts led quickly to a finding of

state preemption at the expense of local control? The evidence is not clear.

For example, in one ,case despite the fact of finding on the books at least

fifty state provisions dealing with firearms, the California Supreme Court

concluded that the regulation of firearms was not a subject preempted by

the state and San Francisco was free to establish an ordinance requiring

registration of firearms. (Galvan v. Superior Court of City and County of

San Francisco, 70 C.2d 851, 452 P.2d 930, 76 Cal. Rptr. 642 (1969.); also

III see Alta-Dena Dairy v. City of San Diego, 271 CA 2d 66, 76 Cal. Rptr. 510

(1969).)
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In the case of in Re Cox, 3 C.3d 205, 474 P.2d 992, 90 Cal. Rptr. 24

(1970) the question arose as to the validity of a local trespass ordinance

that permitted the owner of a shopping center to remove two young men who did

not conform in appearance to the rest of the crowd. The court found that des-

pite existence of several state laws touching on questions of trespass, the

area had not been preempted as the legislature expressly allowed for local

regulation of conduct in places open to the public and this kind of local regu-

lation had long been a subject left to local control.

In yet another case the issue arose as to whether the City of

Los Angeles could pass an ordinance prohibiting fornication in certain loca-

tions listed in the ordinance. (Apparently the use of the automobile for such

purposes was not prohibited as it was not mentioned among the seventeen other

locations.) The court in reviewing the penal code's extensive list of provisions

relating to sex-related crimes found no provision dealing with simple forni-

cation absent cohabitation, but the court nevertheless concluded that the area

had been preempted by the state and the ordinance was to be disallowed. (In

Re Lane, 58 Ca1.2d 99, 22 Cal. Rptr. 857, 372 P.2d 897 (1962).)

If there is any pattern which emerges from the cases, it is that

the courts are quicker to find state preemption in areas such as sex-related

crimes which have traditionally been matters of state control and regulation

and which touch upon fundamental values in our society, than in areas which

are less sensitive culturally and where there is less need for a broadly

based political decision which will have uniform application throughout the

state. If this distinction is valid, it is not clear where this leaves us

with regard to education. Certainly education has not only traditionally been

a state concern, it has by the state constitution been made a state concern.

Yet the state has in several provisions--Sections 925, 1001, 1052, 7502, 8002
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and 8502 (all quoted above)--made it clear that to the extent local actions

do not conflict with state law or regulations local districts have the authority

to develop their educational program. It seems unlikely that these provisions

are to be taken as mere empty shells without any meaning as they would have

to be if the doctrine of preemption worked to oust local boards of any

authority to act with regard to the educational program. Hence, presumably

the legislature must have assumed the doctrine of preemption did not oust the

local districts of all authority over the curriculum despite the extensive

state regulation of the matter. Or perhaps these provisions are the s ate

legislature's way of telling the courts that in this instance, despite the

appearance created by the extensive legislation in the area of the school

program, the legislature does not want this pattern of legislation to lead to

the conclusion that there has been state preemption. This conclusion finds

some support in Section 8055, which makes adoption of a course of study in

grades 7 through 12 contingent upon state approval as may be required by the

state board. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 8055) In other words, this section is

an indication that while the legislature has not wanted to preempt the field,

nevertheless some state check on what is going at the local level is to be

maintained. This pattern of constraint without total loss of control at the

local level is also found in the state textbook selection law with its built-in

limitations as to the minimum and maximum number of books to be selected by

the state board. Local districts are not to be limited to the choice of less

than five texts, yet they are not to have a wider range of choice than fifteen

texts. Within that range the informal political forces working through the

state board can determine more precisely the extent of state control over the

local district.
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We now turn to a problem closely related to the question of pre-

emption--the issue of the restrictiveness versus the permissiveness of the

statutory code. We saw that with regard to the state agencies the attorney

general was unwilling to imply significant new powers from the statutory code,

yet he was willing to imply a certain authority beyond what was expressly

granted. But with local districts the approach of the courts and attorney

general has not been quite so generous. The general rule appears to be that

school boards have only such authority as is specifically granted by the legis-

lature and this authority is to be exercised in the mode and within the limits

permitted. .(See Elder v. Anderson, 205 C.A.2d 326, 23 Cal. Rptr. 48, (1962);

Hutton v. Pasadena City Schools, 261 C.A.2d 586, 68 Cal. Rptr. 103 (1968).)

An excellent example the network of constraints and the limitations

on the local districts' authority in California is presented by the following

question brought to the Attorney General: Does participation in marching

band classes in high school satisfy the mandatory physical education require-

ments established by the California Education Code? (53 Cal. Ops. Atty. Gen.

230 (no. 70-20) (1970).) Districts raised the question because faced with a

tight financial situation they wanted to save these programs by classifying

them as physical education. To answer the question the opinion began by

recounting the numerous statutes and regulations surrounding the provision

of physical education in the public schools. Section 8573 requires that in

order to graduate from high school students must take physical education, unless

exempted pursuant to provisions of the code. Section 8571 requires that in

grades 7 through 12, physical education be adopted with an emphasis given to

such physical activities as may be conducive to health and to vigor of body

and mind. Temporary exemptions under Section 8702 and 8703 could be granted

for students who were ill or injured where a modified program to meet their
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needs could be provided or to students who were engaged in school-sponsored

interscholastic sports. Sections 461 and 463 of the code imposed upon the

state board the duty to supervise and regulate physical education. And the

state board regulations at the time of the opinion provided as follows

(Title 5 Cal. Ad. Code Section 10060):

"Each school district shall appraise the quality of the
physical education program in each senior or four-year high
school of the district by the following criteria:

(a) The course of study provides for instruction in
a developmental sequence in each of the following areas:

(1) Effects of physical activity upon dynamic health.

(2) Mechanics of body movement.

(3) Aquatics.

(4) Gymnastics and tumbling.

(5) Individual and dual sports.

(6) Rhythms and dance.

(7) Team sports.

(8) Combatives for boys.

(b) Assignment of pupils to physiCai education courses is
made on the basis of individual needs including such factors as
health status, skill development, and/or grade level.

(c) Instruction is provided for pupils with physical limita-
tions including those with inadequate skill development and the

physically underdeveloped. Physical performance tests as required

by Section 1041 are used to identify physically underdeveloped
pupils and to apprake the motor aspects of physical fitness.

(d) Each course includes activities of a vigorous nature
adapted to individual capacities, and designed to permit maximum

development of each individual pupil.

(e) Each class period includes the teaching of the funda-

mentals and techniques of each instructional area conducted during

that period.

(f) Class size is consistent with the requirements of good

instruction and safety.
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(g) Reporting of pupil achievement is based upon all of the

following:

(1) Evaluation of the pupil's individual progress and

the measure of his attainment of the goals specified in each

area of instruction listed in subsection (a) of this section.

(2) Tests designed to determine skill and knowledge.
4

(3) Physical performance tests.

(4) Any other evaluation procedures required by local

governing board regulations.

(h) Teaching stations are of sufficient number and suitability

to provide instruction in activities conducted under subsection (aY

of this section.

(i) Supplies and equipment of sufficient quantity and quality

are provided to allow active participation of each pupil throughout

the class period."

Section 8055 required state board approval of courses in grades 7 through 12,

and state regulations required course approval for courses offered in grades

9 through 12.

Pursuant to all these provisions local districts had been coming

to the department of education for permission to count band activities as

physical education, but the department had consistently refused to approve

these requests, even when the local districts had assigned a music teacher and

physical education teacher to the classes. Upon being asked his opinion of

the matter the attorney general wrote (p. 234):

Despite the Department of Education's long standing adminis-

trative interpretation however, we believe that it may be possible

to structure a physical education program to include marching band

classes provided that the school district is able to show that the

entire program substantially meets the objectivei and criteria

sought by the provisions of section 8571 and by section 10060,

Title 5, Cal. Admin. Code. In addition, such a program would

require the teacher to hold a physical education credential pur-

suant to section 13192, and must adequately prepare students for

the physical performance testing required by the California School

Testing Act of 1969. Education Code, ch. 9, sections 12820 et al.

Absent such a showing, we do not believe that marching band classes

may be used to meet the statutory physical education requirements.
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One can only guess that the attorney general must have written this passage in

high good humor as it brings wonderful images to mind as one imagines a band

class substantially complying with the regulation quoted above requiring

aquatics, gymnastics and tumbling, and combatives for boys.

What all this reflects, then, is the kind of tangle in which local

districts in California can find themselves. Despite general authority to

devise programs which fit the needs of children, they must confront and work

within many specific statutory and regulatory requirements. Another example

of the limited authority of districts and the strict construction given to the

authority of local districts is provided in yet another opinion of the attorney

general. In this case the attorney general was asked if districts have the

authority to provide free lunches to all pupils regardless of need. A relevant

statutory provision provided that school districts could provide free break-

fast and lunch, or either, for pupils who do not otherwise receive proper

nourishment. The attorney general read the provision literally and found

districts had been granted only limited authority to provide lunches to those

who were needy. The strict language of the statute, and the assumption that

only that authority which has been expressly granted has in fact been granted,

both played a part in the conclusion reached. (40 Cal. Ops. Atty. Gen. 226

(1962).) In yet another case the question was raised whether local districts

could offer courses such as automobile driver education, which are required

for graduation, only in the summer or must they be available during the regular

academic year. While the attorney general could find no specific prohibition

in the statutes and regulations against such a practice, he did decide these

provisions recognized a distinction between the summer and the regular academic

year and that there was no explicit legislative authorization for such a prac-

tice. Hence he concluded the district did not have the authority. (43 Cal.

Ops. Atty. Gen. 322 (1964).)
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If the attorney general accurately reflects the legal climate, we

can conclude that while courts might not be too quick to apply the preemption

doctrine in education, they are likely not to be too generous in construing

the scope of authority of the local districts. More than the other states

studied, California has adopted a restrictive educational code. This point

is underscored by the numerous specific authorizations on the books with

regard to the educational program. It appears that absent those specific

authorizations it cannot be assumed the local district has the authority to

mount the course or program in question. In other words, general grants of

authority in California appear not to be sufficient basis for finding local

district authority to carry on its activities. We will illustrate these

points in the next section.

(1) Selection of Courses and Programs

The basic course of study in the public schools has been outlined

in statutory provisions set forth in Section II, 3. There is an interesting

distinction to be found in Section 8551 dealing with grades 1 through 6 and

Section 8571 dealing with grades 7 through 12. Section 8551 requires instruc-

tion in certain subjects and areas beginning in grade 1 and continuing through

grade 6. But Section 8571 talks in terms of offering courses in certain areas

of study. Thus in the elementary grades, schools are required to offer instruc-

tion every year in the same areas and the instruction need not be packaged in

terms of courses. The term course is defined in the code as an "instructional

unit of an area or field of organized knowledge, usually provided on a semester,

year, or prescribed length-of-time basis." (Cal. Educ. Code Section 7556)

Whereas in grades 7 through 12 the areas of study listed in the statute need

not be offered every year but are to be packaged in terms of courses. Thus

it appears that with regard to the high school years there is local discretion
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insofar as the statutes do not prescribe the precise program for each of

the grades 7 through 12. This flexibility is in keeping with the absence

of state selection of instructional materials for the high school years.

But recall that this flexibility is held in check by the statutory and regu-

latory requirements that new courses in grades 9-12 must have prior approval

of the state board. Apparently the most flexible area remains gfades 7-9,

where no prior approval is required. (Cal. Educ. Code Section- 8055; Title 5

Cal. Ad. Code Section 104000) Nevertheless, the constraints imposed on running

of the junior and senior high schools are considerable, as the list of topics

in Section 8571 is long. Besides, even the very content of the courses that

must be offered has been sketched out in sections 8551 and 8571, especially

with regard to social studies.

illSchool districts are also required to ascertain the number of students

of limited English-speaking ability and those who are without English speaking

ability and the districts must,provide each non-English-speaking child with

special assistance. (More about this below.) (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections

5761.3 and 5761.4)

Local districts with more than 8,000 pupils are required to provide

a course of study for mentally retarded students. Those districts with less

than 8,000 pupils obtain services from the county board. (Cal. Educ. Code,

Sections 8052, 8053) Similarly, educationally handicapped pupils must be

offered services or, in lieu of services, tuition'to attend a private school.

The educationally handicapped are those of marked learning or behavior dis-

order, or both, who cannot benefit from the regular program. (Cal. Educ. Code,

Sections 6750, 6751, 6770) Provision of programs for physically handicapped

111 children appears not to be required of local districts.
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Instruction in public health and safety, a lcohol, narcotics and

dangerous drugs is required by Sections 8501 and 8504

Discretion is cut back further in physical and driver education

courses by extensive state regulations. The kind of re ulation in this area

was indicated in the above discussion as to whether part' cipation in marching

band classes in high school would satisfy the mandatory physical education

requirements established by the educational code. Similar]

lations affect driver education.

y, extensive regu-

The appearance of a lack of basic and general discretionary

authority is further reinforced by the presence on the books of numerous

special provisions giving local districts specific permission t

this or that course or program of study. Such provisions would n

undertake

of be needed

if the districts had a general grant of authority to control their

program.

The list of these grants of specific permission as culled

school

from the

Educational Code is lengthy. Specific permission is given to provide

instruction above and beyond that required to be provided pursuant to

bilingual

Sec-

tions 5761.3 mentioned above (Cal. Educ. Code Section 71); permission h

been granted to provide special classes for those not benefiting from th

regular program (Cal. Educ. Code Section 5801); schools are authorized to

provide vocational education classes on Saturday (Cal. Educ. Code Section

5901); authorization exists to provide aviation instruction, outdoor science

instruction, and prevocational instruction (Cal. Educ. Code Section 6001,

-011.1, 6032); programs for the mentally gifted may be offered (Cal. Educ.

Code Section 6423); school districts may offer special programs and schools

for the delinquent and near delinquent student (Cal. Educ. Code Section 6502,

6653, 6703); permission has been granted to provide a variety of special
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education programs (Cal. Educ. Code Sections 6751, 6812.1, 6812.5, 6812.7,

6880.2); permission is available to offer sex education courses and courses

on venereal diseases (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 8506, 8506.1, 8507); and

permission has been granted to provide instruction in bicycle safety (Cal.

Educ. Code Section 8771). And of course permission has been granted to seek

the various special grants that the state offers for promotion of certain

courses of study, such as reading, and early childhood education (Cal. Educ.

.Code, sections 5770, 6445).

Finally, we need to take note of Section 8502, which grants to

the districts the authority to add such additional courses of study, courses,

subjects or activities which it deems fit the needs of the pupils enrolled

therein. With this provision the legislature seems to have attempted to

avoid the problems that might arise under a restrictive code; local districts

have the explicit authority to add to the curriculum above and beyond the

mandatory requirements. But the question arises, if this provision is on the

books, why was it necessary for the legislature specifically to authorize

local districts to carry on those activities outlined in the previous para-

graph? Further, any new courses added to the program in grades 7-12 are

subject to the approval of the state board as may be required by the state

board (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 8055). And as we have seen, the state board

does require prior approval for courses to be offered in grades 9-12. (Title

5 Cal. Ad. Code, Section 10000)

16 short, the legislature has eft the code in a state of confusion.

It has not made clear precisely what discretion local districts have in the

formulation of their program. Many indications point to no discretion except

as expressly authorized, whereas other provisions suggest freedom of choice

above ,end beyond the minimum requirements. It might even be suggested that

Section 8055 cuts two ways and creates more confusion: That is, by putting
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Section 8055 on the books the legislature was saying local districts have

authority to innovate with regard to the high school program, subject to the

approval of the state board, but that as to the elementary school program,

no such authority exists as there is no equivalent of Section 8055 for the

elementary schools. Yet it might be said that 8055, when taken with Section

8502, implies that elementary schools may innovate without prior approval,

but high schools must seek such approval.

Apart from what authority may or may not have been granted local

districts, we still have the problem of abuse of discretion with regard to

the exercise of that authority which local districts 0 in fact enjoy. Here

we rely primarily on the discussion of this issue found in the study of New

York. That study concluded that it is unlikely courts would get involved

in the decision of school districts to offer or not to offer certain courses.

We might only add here that presumably chances for court intervention would

increase if it could be shown that somehow the failure to provide or the

decision to provide a certain course of program touched a child's fundamental

interest in education. In this regard the greatest chance for success would

seem to be in connection with the failure to offer such programs as special

assistance in English for children of limited English-speaking ability.

Without the ability to speak English, these students would be substantially

excluded from effective participation in the educational program in a way

that their fundamental interest in education would be affected. Indeed

failure to provide such assistance would seem to conflict with the goals of

the educational system as set forth in Section 7503 with its stress upon

giving students marketable skills and preparing them to enter the world of

work. (Provision quoted in Section II, 3, above) Further, the schools in

California are expected to offer courses suited to the needs of the students
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(Cal. Educ. Code, Section 8505, quoted above) and the legislature itself has

concluded that "the inability to speak, read and comprehend English presents

a formidable obstacle to classroom learning and participation which can be

removed only by instruction and training in the pupils' dominant language."

(Ca]. Educ. Code, Section 5761). (The theory of this list quoted provision

seems to be that if the student learns his mother tongue he will be in a

better position to learn English.)

Thus it appears that legislative policy would be violated by a

failure to provide special assistance in English and we would have a clear

case of abuse of discretion. One need not tackle the constitutional issues

involved here to have a reasonable chance of success in compellivIg school

districts to provide special assistance in English to those of limited

English-speaking ability. (See Lau v. Nichols, 94 S. Ct. 786 (1974);

Tyll van Geel, "The Right to be Taught Standard English: Exploring the

Implications of Lau v. Nichols for Black Americans," 25 Syr. L. Rev. 863

(1974).)

It might also be noted that a similar line of argument might be

developed with regard to other students who came to school with certain limi-

tations, e.g., the physically handicapped. Failure to provide these students

educational services to help prepare them to enter the world of work also

would seem to affect a fundamental interest and constitute a violation of the

state's educational policies. This last point is explicitly underscored by

Section 7001, which provides in part: "The legislature finds and declares

that all individuals with exceptional needs have a right to participate in

appropriate programs of publicly supported education, And that the existing

educational programs for these persons are in need of revision in order to

assure them of this right to an appropriate educational opportunity."
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Hence we might conclude once again that as a result of legislative

activity the discretion of local districts to ignore these problems is limited- -

indeed it seems more limited than in any other state studied. Only in New York

did we find a statement of legislative policy that was as explicit as that

found in California. But California surpasses even New York in this respect.

(2) Selection of Methods and Materials

Just as it seems possible that suits might successfully be brought

to force school districts to provide certain programs or courses, the possi-

bility exists that suits might be brought to attack the method of instruction

on the ground that it did not suit the needs of the pupils--did not promote

learning. The many provisions quoted above, and especially Section 8505,

which specifically requires that the course of study be designed to fit the

needs of the pupils, seems to open the door to this kind of suit. This

general concern with the adequacy of the programs is given extra impetus by

the legislature through its establishment of such grant programs as the

Miller-Unruh Basic Reading Act of 1965, which is designed to assure provision

of those services which will prevent reading disabilities at the earliest

possible time in the educational career of the pupil. (Cal. Educ. Code, Sec-

tion 5771) In connection with early childhood education programs, the legis-

lature has declared the purpose of such programs is to provide students with

an individualized program to permit development of their maximum potential

and to assure that all students who have completed the third grade will have

achieved a level of competence in the basic skills to assure continued success

in school. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 6445.1)

State board regulations also stress the importance of the effec-

tiveness of educational programs. Thus with regard to the education of edu-

cationally handicapped minors the regulations say the purpose of such programs
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is the amelioration of handicapping conditions to the greatest extent

possible and in the shortest time possible. (Title 5 Cal. Ad. Code, Sec-

tion 3220(d).)

While it might be possible to get a court to listen to a complaint

that a district abused its discretion by using methods of instruction that

did not work, it seems that here we have a more difficult problem than if

the district failed to provide any instruction whatsoever. For a court to

start assessing the actual effectiveness of the program offered could easily

lead into a quagmire of claims and counter-claims, all difficult to sub-

stantiate or disprove. Indeed, the selection of methods of instruction may

be the quintessential example of what is committed to the expert judgment

of the schools and thus free of judicial review. If this area is not largely

left to the experts, there is little the courts would not get involved with.

In any event, given the predilection of California courts not to intervene

too quickly, we can assume that, on balance, getting judicial protection in

this area is unlikely.

The scope of local district authority to select educational

materials has already been discussed in Section III, D, above. As was noted

there, districts may select their own materials for high schools, subject to

certain substantive restraints prohibiting various forms of discrimination.

School districts may not select their own materials for elementary schools,

but are confined to choosing from the state list and to supplementing those

materials with some non-approved materials. The non-approved materials may

not be used in lieu of the state approved materials.

No cases were found involving challenges to textbooks or other

materia's.
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(3) Constraints on Innovation. As had been made clear there

are so many statutory and regulatory provisions controlling the educational

program, we need to ask what the ways are available to school districts to get

out from under the state's requirements. An important way out is found in

Cal. Educ. Code Section 8058:

§ 8058. Course of study requirements; exemptions

Upon request of the governing board of any school district,
the State Board of Education may, for a number of years to be

specified by the board, grant the district exemption from one

or more of the course of study requirements set forth in this

division. The exemption may be renewed. Such exemption may be

granted only if the board deems that the request made is an essen-
tial part of a planned experimental curriculum project which the

board determines will adequately fit the educational needs and

interests of the pupils.

The request for exemption shall include all of the following

elements:

(a) Rationale for the planned experimental curriculum project.

(b) Objectives of the planned experimental curriculum.project.

(c) Plans for the administration and conduct of the planned
experimental curriculum project, including the use of personnel,

facilities, time, techniques, and activities.

(d) Plans for testing and evaluation of the planned experi-

mental project.

(e) Plans for necessary revisions, if any, of the planned

experimental curriculum project.

(f) Plans for reporting to the State Board of Education on the

planned experimental curriculum project.

This provision, coupled with Section 8055, discussed above, which deals with

state board approval of courses of study in grades 7 through 12, opens the door

to a readjustment of the educational program in a way that could violate the

educational scheme adopted by the legislature. While no district unilaterally

could make substantial changes in its offering, districts in conjunction with

the state board could make such changes.
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Another remarkable provision considering the restrictiveness of the

code is found in Cal. Educ. Code Section 5801:

The board of education of any city school district, upon
the recommendation of the city superintendent of schools, or
the board of school trustees of any elementary school district,
upon recommendation of the county superintendent of schools, may

establish and maintain separate classes.for pupils who would
profit more from a course other than the regular course of study

prescribed for the elementary schools, and may substitute for the

regular course of study other types of school work or study approved

by the superintendent of schools as being better adapted to the

mental needs of the pupils.

This provision opens the door to the segregation of pupils by "tracks" or

ability groups. Even the text materials in these classes need not be state

approved: Section 5802 says that these students need only use the state

approved textbooks insofar as the textbooks are adapted to the work of the

classes. Perhaps this section ought to be read in connection with Section

6032 of the code permitting districts to establish pre-vocational programs

in grades 7, 8 and - for children who may drop out as indicated by their apti-"

tude reflected on standardized tests. Similarly, authority to operate work -

experience programs--programs under which students work part time at jobs- -

may be part of the pattern to be found in the code. (Cal. Educ. Code Sections

5985 et seq.)

Further, if section 8502 has any meaning and is not an empty shell

as discussed above, school districts have authority to add courses above and

beyond what is required by the educational cose. In this way, the curriculum

can be made richer and more diverse.

Innovation can be introduced in a limited way by a school district

taking advantage of provisions allowing for experimental programs for handl-

('
capped children and gifted pupils with the approval of the state board. (Cal.

Educ. Code Sections 6802.15, 6812.5, 6904.3, 6947; Title 5 Cal. Ad. Code Sec-

tion 3780.)
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The grants discussed above provide another way of going about

innovating in California. And the specific permissive authorizations dis-

cussed above also open the door to greater diversity in the educational pro-

gram.

Section 1064 et seq. (Pocket Part) of the code gives local districts

authority to contract with universities for the provision of laboratory schools

in which new educational techniques may be tried out. And pursuant to Sec-

tion 6401 boards may permit up to 15% of the 11th and 12th grade students to

attend community colleges as part-time students. Section 6307 allows credit

toward graduation for courses taken in junior college or state college. Sec-

tion 8705 permits the granting of credit toward graduation for courses in

foreign languages taken in private schools "on the basis of their being at

least equivalent to those which would be required for the student in" the

public schools. The state board of education has gone one step further by

permitting the granting of credit toward graduation for courses taken in

private schools on the condition the student can demonstrate by examinations

his capabilities to the satisfaction of the public school. (Title 5 Cal.

Ad. Code,Section 1631) Under similar restrictions credit for correspondence

instruction may be obtained toward graduation. (Title 5 Cal. Ad. Code,Sec-

tion 1633) Credit toward graduation can be obtained from training and classes

taken while in the armed forces. (Cal. Educ. Code 6307; Title 5 Cal. Ad.

Code, Section 1634) And as might be expected, based on what was said above,

credit can be obtained for work experiences. (Cal. Educ. Code Section 5986;

Title 5 Cal. Ad. Code, Section 1635.)

We find then that in a state with a restrictive educational code

there still are numerous provisions on the books which allow for innovative

and novel programs. The style of the California code is thus markedly dif-

ferent from that of other states which tend to grant local districts authority

4 4 6
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in general terms thereby opening the door to innovation and variety. In

California the legislature has restricted the local district but then opened

the door again through other provisions. Which approach leads to more uni-

formity in the educational program and less innovation is an interesting

question we cannot pursue here.

As we did with the other states, we now turn to a discussion of the

extent to which the system for certifying teachers in the state imposes a

constraint on educational innovation. As is the case in the other states

studied, teachers must have a certificate to teach and school districts may

hire only certified teachers. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 13055, 13251)

Emergency certificates can be issued pending completion of academic work

toward a regular certificate. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 13126) There are

several types of regular certificates--those for a single subject, and

multiple subjects; specialist certificates, e.g., reading, and what is called

a designated subject, e.g., trade and technical subjects. Teachers can be

assigned to any grade level but only with their consent and consistent with

their certificate. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 13129) As of June 30, 1975,

certified teachers may with their consent be assigned to teach any single

subject in which he or she has 18 semester hours of course work or to a

multiple subject class if he or she holds at least 60 semester hours equally

distributed among the four areas of a diversified major as set forth in

Section 13157.4 of the Code. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 13134) Another pro-

vision bars the assignment of a teacher with a special certificate to teach

any subject not authorized in the certificate. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section

13283)

These basic certification requirements thus allow some flexibility

in the assignment of teachers, if their consent is given, so as to permit

changes in the existing program without having to go out and hire new teachers

at a time when that might not be financially possible. 447
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Innovation within the program is also made possible by other

sections. An individual may be granted an "eminence certificate" to teach

in the public schools if he or she has achieved eminence in a field of

endeavor. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 13133) Under this provision the

school can hire for teaching in the schools people in the community who

qualify under the state board's regulations. (Title 5 Cal. Ad. Code,

Section 5924) Professionals and other experts in many fields might in this

way be brought into the schools. ,And,principals of schools when directed

by local boards can employ special lecturers before classes and assemblies.

(Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 13301 and 13302) Thus another way of incorporating

the resources of the community into the school program is provided.

All in all, departures from the legislatively prescribed program

are possible but generally such changes are under the control of the state

board. School districts in California are never really free of state control.

(4) Assignment of Pupils to Courses and Programs. As we saw

in Section II the legislature has created over a dozen categories of students.

Associated with many of these categories are specific legislatively imposed

procedural requirements dealing with the steps local districts must go through

in order to classify a student. Before turning to these specific provisions

it is worth noting that no general grant of authority has been given to school

districts to group and classify pupils. Thus, assuming the code is a

restrictive code, local districts apparently lack authority to establish

general tracking systems, apart from the special authorizations to establish

programs such as, for example, for the mentally retarded.

Each year school districts are expected to identify the children

who are non-English speaking or of limited English speaking ability with a

4
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view to providing at least the non-English speaking special services.

(Cal.'Educ. Code, Sections 5761.3 and 5761.4) In this area little in the

way of statutory guidance is provided as to how this should be accomplished.

The statute only provides definitions (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 5761.2):

(b) "Children of limited-English-speaking ability" are
defined as children who speak a language other than English

in their home environment and who are less capable of per-

forming school work in English than in their primary language.

(c) A "non-English-speaking child" is a child who com-

municates in his or her home language only. Such child is

unable to conduct basic conversations in English or take

advantage from classroom instruction in English.

(d) "Primary language" is a language other than English

which is the language which the child first learned or the

language which is spoken in the child's home environment.

Since these definitions leave much room for judgment it is up to the

district to make the fine distinctions which may sometimes be called for.

There are no provisions whereby a parent can challenge the exclusion of

his child from the programs of special assistance in English, but parental

permission is required for inclusion of the child in a special program.

(Cal. Educ. Code, Section 5761)

For purposes of the various federal grants dealing with compensatory

education, the legislature in California has provided its own definition of

a "disadvantaged minor"... (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 6452):

For purposes of this chapter, a "disadvantaged minor" is a

minor who is potentially academically able but scholastically

underachieving, and must compensate for inability to profit from

the normal educational program. He is a minor who:

(a) Is 3 years of age or more, but under 18 years of age and

has not graduated from high school.

(b) Is potentially capable of successfully completing a

regular educational program leading to graduation from the elementary

or secondary school in which he is enrolled or required to be enrolled.
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(c) Is, because of home and community environment, subject
to such language, cultural, economic, and like disadvantages as

will make improbable his completion of the regular program
leading to graduation without special efforts on the part of
school authorities, over, above, and, in addition to those
involved in providing the regular educational programs, directed
to the positive stimulation of his potential.

Again, however, no specific procedure is specified in the statute for

classifying pupils,as disadvantaged. The only limitation seems to be a

warning in Section 6451 which says that "Nothing in this chapter shall be

construed to sanction, perpetuate or promote the racial or ethnic segregation

of pupils in the public schools."

As we shall see momentarily there exists a special category of

disadvantaged minor. School districts it will be recalled may provide

programs for mentally gifted minors. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 6423) A

411 mentally gifted minor as defined by the code is a student who is in the top

2 percent of all students. (Cal. Educ Code, Section 6421) State board

regulations refine this definition by stipulating the kind of I.Q. and achievement

tests to be used. (Title 5 Cal. Ad. Code, Section 3821) A special category

of mentally gifted minor has also been provided for - "culturally disadvantaged

underachieving pupils." The statutory definition of this student is that he

or she is identified as having general intellectual capacity but for reasons

associated with cultural disadvantages has underachieved scholastically .

(Cal. Educ. Code, Section 6421(a)) While all other mentally gifted minors are

to be identified by achievement in schools, by standardized tests and the

judgements of school personnel, these methods are not to be the sole methods

used for identifying the culturally disadvantaged minor. (Cal. Educ. Code,

Section 6422) State regulations indicate the additional indices to be used.

The judgment is also to be based on a prediction that within a reasonable time
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and with appropriate curricular modifications the student will perform in

school at a level equivalent to that of other mentally gifted minors. This

prediction is to be made on the basis of the following evidence (Title 5

Cal. Ad. Code, Section 3822):

(1) Precocious development and maturation in the preschool

or primary period, or outstanding scholastic accomplishment at

any point in his school career.

(2) Unusual resourcefulness in coping with responsibilities,
opportunities, deprivations, problems, frustrations, obstacles,
lack of structure and direction, or overly structured settings.

(3) Outstanding achievements, skills or creative products.

(4) Scores at or above the 98th percentile on nonverbal
(performance) scores of individual intelligence tests approved by
the Superintendent of Public Instruction...

The local district superintendent has he ultimate responsibility
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of deciding which pupils will be eligible for the special program. He is

to be assisted by a committee made up of the school principal, a school

psychologist and others as may be designated. But before a student may

participate in the program written consent of the parent or guardian must

be on file with the district. (Title 5 Cal. Ad. Code, Sections 3820, 3831)

There are no provisions whereby a parent can challenge the refusal of a district

to label the child as mentally gifted. Nor are there any provisions touching

upon the required racial and ethnic composition of the group determined to

be mentally gifted.

One of the most sensitive tasks schools undertake in classifying

pupils is determining which pupils may be labeled as mentally retarded.

Because this is so sensitive an area, the California legislature has gone to

extra lengths to spell out the criteria and procedures to be used in labeling

children as retarded. The statute defines the r.entally retarded pupil as all
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pupils under 21 who because of retarded intellectual development as determined

by individual psychological examination are incapable of being educated

efficiently and profitably through ordinary classroom instruction. (Cal. Educ.

Code, Section 6901) Certain children are automatically excluded from this

category: those who score higher than two standard deviations below the norm

on an individual I.Q. test. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 6902.085) State

regulations add to the list of the type of students that may not be placed

in this category:

3441. The standards for individual evaluation set forth in

Section 3401 shall be met. In addition, the affirmative recom-

mendation of the local admission committee shall include a

determination that the minor comes within the following criteria

hereby required to be met.

(a) General. The minor does not come within the provisions

of Education Code Section 6902.

(b) Physical Condition. The minor is:

(1) Ambulatory to the extent and in such physical

condition that no undue risk to himself or hazard to

others is involved in his daily work and play activities;

(2) Capable of being trained in toilet habits so he

can develop control over his body functions.

(c) Mental, Emotional, and Social Development. The minor is:

(1) Able to communicate to the extent that he can make

his wants known and to understand simple directions;

(2) Developed socially to the extent that his behavior

does not endanger himself and the physical well being of

other members of the group;

(3) Emotionally stable to the extent that group stimu-

lation will not intensify his problems unduly, that he can

react to learning and/or training situations, and that his

presence is not inimical to the welfare of other children.

IIIA further potentially important constraint on creating a group of mentally

retarded students is found in the following, taken from Section 6902.06:
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The Legislature hereby finds and declares that there should

not be disproportionate enrollment of any socioeconomic, minority,

or ethnic group pupils in classes for the mentally retarded and

that the verbal portion of the intelligence tests which are

utilized by some schools for such placement tends to underestimate

the academic ability of such pupils.

Perhaps enforcement of this provision may be possible through a writ of

mandate. Constitutional attacks on disproportionate representation of the

races in such classes is also possible. (David L. Kirp, "Schools as Sorters:

The Constitutional and Policy Implications of Student Classification,"

121 U. P. A. L. Rev. 705,759 (1973).)

Beyond these negative prescriptions the statutes and regulations

require that certain affirmative steps be taken before a child may be labeled

as mentally retarded. The child must be given a verbal or nonverbal intelligence

test in the primary home language in which the child is most fluent. The

tests must be approved by the state board. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 6902.07)

The regulations further add that a child may not be classified as mentally

retarded if he scores on a nonverbal portion of a test with verbal and non-

verbal portions, higher than the maximum score used as a ceiling by the school

district in determining mental retardation. (Title 5 Cal. Ad. Code, Section

3401(a).) The child must also be given a complete psychological exam by a

school psychologist which is to include estimates of adaptive behavior. This

interview is to be in the language of the child's home, or with an interpreter

present. Apparently this individual psychological exam cannot be given

without permission of the parent and since a student cannot be classified as

retarded without the exam the parent can in effect stop of the classification

process at this point.

The information collected through the tests and examination plus

other background information then goes to an admission committee to be made
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up of an administrator, special education teacher, school nurse, and school

psychologist who examined the child. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 6902.05) The

child's parent can be represented by a physician, optometrist, psychologist,

social worker or teacher and may present additional materials to the com-

mittee. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 6902.055) The recommendation of the com-

mittee for placement is to be accompanied by a statement that in the pro-

fessional judgment of the committee the child can reasonably be expected to

benefit from such placement. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 6902.05) It should

be noted here that Section 6902.095 allows for, in exceptional circumstances,

for an admission committee to recommend placement in a special education class

of a child despite having scored higher than two standard deviations below the

norm. But this must be by unanimous agreement. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section

III
6902.095) But no pupil shall be placed in a special education class without

written consent of parent or guardian, which can be obtained only after a

full explanation is provided. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 6902.085)

"Educationally handicapped" pupils constitute another class of

pupils. These are children "of marked learning or behavior disorders, or

both," who as a result require special education programs. These disorders

are to be associated with a neurological handicap or emotional disturbance

and shall not be attributed to mental retardation. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section

6750) State Board regulations greatly expand upon this definition. (Title 5

Cal. Ad. Code, Section 3230) The procedures to be followed basically parallel

those to be followed in classifying pupils as mentally retarded. (Cal. Educ.

Code, Section 6755) Once again the parent can be represernted before the

admissions committee and must given written consent to have the child placed

in the special program for this sort of student. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section

6755.2, 6755.3)
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As for classifying pupils as habitually truant, in danger of

becOming habitually truant, in danger of becoming irregular in attendance,

insubordinate, or disorderly, for purposes of assigning them to "opportunity"

schools, classes or programs, this task has been left to the city superintendent

or board without any procedural regulations to get in the way.

Assigning pupils to a 24 hour elementary school is hedged with

more procedural requirements. There is an admission and discharge committee

which consists of a teacher, psychologist, nurse, social worker, principal,

attendance supervisor, licensed physician, probation department representative

and social welfare department representative. The criteria to be followed

are whether the parents did not exercise proper care, supervision or guidance,

or whether by reason of insubordinate conduct or refusal to obey school rules

the child is in need of special training, and discipline to prevent him or her

from becoming subject to the provisions of the law. (Cal. Educ. Code,

Sections 6706, 6708) A student can be assigned to such a school by the

superintendent of the district with consent of parents or by court order.

Then there is section 5801 quoted above which permits districts to

establish a separate course of study for students "who would profit more from

a course other than the regular course of study prescribed for the elementary

schools..." No other criteria or procedures are spelled out apparently leaving

the schools a free hand to push students out of regular classes if they so wish.

Another classification that may be used by the schools is that of

pupils who have learning handicaps or behavioral disorders, associated with

learning handicaps which have been identified and for whom specific educational

objectives have been formulated. The definition of these pupils continues as

follows (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 36300 Pocket Part):
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Such pupils shall have been enrolled or be eligible

for enrollment in existing special education provisions of

this code, except that pupils eligible for Miller-Unruch

basic reading programs and compensatory education programs

may be included whenever such pupils and funds are combined

in an overall supplementary education plan.

Thus it appears at first that this classification adds nothing to the

classifications already discussed. It is merely a way of lumping together

pupils who had been classified under other provisions of the code. Yet

in a separate provision special mention is made of a separate admissions

committee which is to be used in classifying pupils for purposes of this

special program. And it is said that pupils that fall into this program

shall remain in the regular classroom for at least one-half the day --

a requirement that does not apply, for example, to the mentally retarded.

(Cal. Educ. Code, Section 36200 Pocket Part) Hence it appears after all

that these provisions establish yet another classification of pupils, albeit

not very clearly defined.

While local districts have no general authority to classify

pupils they do seem to have been granted many opportunities to establish

a variety of special programs which when all taken together allOw for the

possibility of a general tracking or ability grouping system. Most evident

is -the authority to establish programs for children who are not doing too

well in school and programs for children who are exceptionally bright. What

is missing is specific authority to differentiate among those children that

do not tend to fall into these academic or behavioral extremes. it is

interesting to note that one section of the ,code suggests that schools may

in fact have the authority to create such distinctions within the program.

Section 7471 bars any indication on the graduation diploma that a student

was classified based upon intelligence or mental capacity. However, the
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section explicitly does not bar an indication that the student made high

grades or completed his course with honors. Thus the implication may be

found that districts do in fact classify their students not just in terms

of mental retardation versus mental giftedness. But this is not a necessary

implication from the section.

Finally we note Section 91 of the Code:

§ 91. Prohibited sex discrimination

(a) It is the policy of the state that elementary and secondary

school and community college classes and courses, including non-

academic and elective classes and courses be conducted, without

regard to the sex of the pupils enrolled in such classes and

courses.

(b) No school district shall prohibit any pupil from enrolling

in any class or course on the basis of the sex of the pupil,

except a class subject to Section 8506.

(c) No school district shall require pupils of one sex to en-

roll in a particular class or course, unless the same class or

course is also required of pupils of the opposite sex.

(d) No school counselor shall, on the basis of the sex of a

pupil, offer vocational or school program guidance to pupils of

one sex which is different from that offered to pupils of the

opposite sex or, in counseling students, differentiate career,

vocational or higher education opportunities on the basis of the

sex of the pupil counseled.

(e) Participation in a particular physical education activity

or sport, if required of pupils of one sex, shall be available

to pupils of each sex.

The reference in sub-part (b) to section 8506 of the code is a reference to a

provision permitted school districts to offer a sex education course.

The California legislature has been more careful with regard to

the problem of the classification of pupils than the legislatures of other

states.

Because of the concern on the part of the legislature with the
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correctness of any classification of an individual pupil and because the

highest state court has deemed education to be a fundamental interest, we

might reasonably expect the courts to review especially those classification

decisions in which the parent had no say whatsoever. For example, Section 5801

allows for considerably abuse of power and a decision pursuant to this

section to pull a child out of the regular course of study would seem likely

to be subject to judicial review in California. There is then in California

at least at this time a potential further check upon the discretion of local

districts.

(5) Neutrality and Political Indoctrination. California is

like the other states studied in that a daily pledge to the flag is required

in the schools as part of the usual school effort to promote attachment to

the nation. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 5211). The state board regulations

provide (Title 5 Cal. Ad. Code, Section 21):

The governing board of each school district shall require,

and provide for, the giving of appropriate instruction throughout

the school term and the holding of appropriate exercises or ether

activities in each school under its jurisdiction during the last

week of the annual school term of the school which shall emphasize

to the pupils of the school the meaning of the Flag of the United

States and the purpose, ideals, and freedoms for which it stands.

There shall be a daily pledge of allegiance to the Flag .of the,

United States in each public school, conducted in accordance

with regulations which shall be adopted by each governing board.

As for the basic course of study the statutory provisions require

the districts to provide instruction continuously through grades 1 through 6

in various kinds of political education. "Instruction shall provide a

foundation for understanding the history, resources, development, and,

government of California and the United States of America; the development..

of the American economic system including the role of the entrepreneur

and labor:...and contemporary issues." (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 85511c).)
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The contribution of various ethnic groups and women to the economic,

political and social development of California and the U.S. is to be studied

with particular emphasis on portraying the roles of these groups in con-

temporary society. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 8553) Similar requirements

are imposed upon the schools for grades 7 through 12 with the addition that

students obtain instruction in the American legal system, the operation of

the juvenile and adult criminal justice systems, and the rights and duties

of citizens under the criminal and civil law and the State and Federal

Constitutions. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 8571(b)) No student is allowed

to graduate without a course both in American history and American govern-

ment. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 8573) And section 9031 provides:

No teacher giving instruction in any school, or on any

property belonging to any agencies included in the public

school system, shall advocate or teach communism with the intent

to indoctrinate or to inculcate in the mind of any pupil a

preference for communism.

In !drohibiting the advocacy or teaching of communism with

the intent of indoctrinating or inculcating a preferencein the

mind of any pupil for such doctrine, the Legislature does not

intend to prevent the teaching of the facts about communism.

Rather, the Legislature intends to prevent the advocacy of, or

inculcation and indoctrination into, communism as is hereinafter

defined, for the purpose of undermining patriotism for, and the

belief in, the government of the United States and of this state.

For purposes of this section, communism is a political theory

that the presently existing form of government of the United States

or of this state should be changed, by force, violence, or other

unconstitutional means, to a totalitarian dictatorship which is

based on the principles of communism as expounded by Marx, Lenin,

and Stalin.

Supplementing the basic educational program are required celebrations

of certain people and anniversaries. February 15th is Susan B. Anthony Day

on which with suitable exercises attention is to be directed to the development

of the political and economic status of women in the U.S. March 5th is set
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aside to honor Crispus Attucks, the first black American martyr of the

Boston Massacre; on this day called "Black American Day" attention is

directed to the development of black people in the U.S. Schools are req0ired

to hold commorati/e exercises on or near the birth dates of Washington

and Lincoln. (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 5206, 5206.1, 5203) And section

5204 provides:

All public schools and educational institutions shall
include in the school work on or near the anniversary of

the adoption of the Constitution of the United States
exercises and instruction for pupils suitable to their ages
in the purpose, meaning, and importance of the Constitution
of the United States, including the Bill of Rights.

What is of note about these provisions is that while there is

much here which is similar to what was found in the other states, the overall

tone is markedly different. Here for the first time we find a stress upon

the Bill of Rights and the civic liberties of Americans. None of the other

states studied placed any emphasis upon this in their statutory provisions.

Second, the emphasis in these provisions upon recognizing the political

economic and social status and contributions of people other than the white

male is also of great significance. No other state studied had such require-
.

ments in its code. Third, California in sharp contrast to Florida and

Arizona does not insist that the "evils" of Communism be reviewed in the

class. In fact the legislature specifically permits instruction with regard

to the "facts" of communism. Fourth, the code also specifically requires

schools to provide instruction in contemporary issues. What this requirement

means in practice is hard to say but if this is coupled with the requirement

that the materials reflect accurately the role of various ethnic groups in

society, we have ample basis for concluding the code does not expect the
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pressing social and economic issues facing the society to be glossed over.

In short, the overall tone of the California code is markedly different from

that found in any other state. Here for the only time we encounter a code

which does not simply stress programs designed to develop uncritical at-

tachment to the nation. Here for the only time do we find a stress on

individual rights rather than just loyality to the nation. Here fed- the

first time communism can enter the school as a legitimate subject for study.

Whether in fact the spirit of these provisions prevails at the local district

level is a separate empirical question.

(6) Acculturation. California more than the other states

studied places stress upon a recognition of the diversity of the population

of the United States. The statutory provisions discussed immediately above

with regard to the political role and contribution of various ethnic groups

brings this out. Similarly Sections 9002, 9240, and 9243 quoted in connection

with the selection of textbook materials requires that these materials reflect

the ethnic diversity of California and the U.c. And when it comes to bilingual

instruction the legislature wrote (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 5761):

The primary goals of such programs shall be to develop
competence in two languages for all participating pupils, to

provide positive reinforcement of the self-image of participating

children, and to develop intergroup and intercultural awareness
among pupils, parents, and the staff in participating school

districts.

If there is anything surprising about this sentence and the whole of the

bilingual educational provisions it is the way in which biculturalism has been

played down. In fact, the sentence juct quoted is the only provision directed

to biculturalism in the act. Ove;a11 the stress in the act seems to be on

bilingualism alone. Vlet;)er the absence of an explicit grant of authority
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to make such programs also bicultural and whether the doctrine of preemption

would bar such an attempt raises an interesting question.

One approach to the problem would go as follows. This is a

restrictive code and local districts only have that authority which has

been granted to them. There is no specific authorization to offer a

,Sicultural education, hence the district lacks the authority. Even those

statutes requiring discussion of the contribution of women and certain

minority groups to development of the country do not authorize bicultural

education. But even if those statutes were read to offer such a program

of instruction, the more specific bilingual statutes can be read to overrule

those statutes, to in effect withdraw that implied authority, hence, once

again we conclude there is a lack of authority.

The alternative approach would be to say the authorization to

offer bilingualism must be read to include the power to offer a bicultural

program as bilingualism cannot effectively be offered without offering

a bicultural program. The legislature must have heen implying both, must

have included the one in the other. This is reinforced by the statutes

stressing the importance of showing the contribution of women and minority

groups to the development of the country.

Section 91 quoted in the section above dealing with pupil classifi-

cation serves as another barrier to some forms of acculturation, namely,

those which rest upon a requirement that, for example, girls take home economics

and boys take shop. Educational requirements based upon the sex of the

student are no longer permitted. Similarly exclusion from courses on the

basis of sex is now prohibited.

With this general outline of California policy in mind we turn to a
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discussion of three problems (i) Parents seeking to challenge the school's

acculturation policy so as to force the school to be neutral; (ii) Parents

seeking exemptions for their own children from specific courses; (iii) the

adoption of ethnic study programs in which students may voluntarily enroll.

(i) We are concerned here with non-constitutional challenges

to the schools' acculturation policies on the ground that they take sides

on the question of culture. A superficial examination of the provisions

Involved, Sections 8553, 8576, 9002, 9240, 9243, suggests that these pro-

visions should in no way prevent school districts, for example, from follow -

pg a course of study which emphasizes the white culture so long as the role

and contribution of other ethnic groups is taken up and so long as the course

of study does not adversely reflect upon persons because of their race, color,

creed, national origin, ancestry, sex or occupation. The authority of schools

in California deliberately to acculturate is underscored by Section 71 of

the Education Code:

English shall be the basic language of instruction in all

schools.

The governing board of any school district and any private

school may determine when and under what circumstances instruction

may be given bilingually.

It is the policy of the state to insure the mastery of English

by all pupils in the schools; provided that bilingual instruction

may be offered in those situations when such instruction is

educationally advantageous to the pupils. Bilingual instruction

is authorized to the extent that it does not interfere with the

systematic, sequential, and regular instruction of all pupils

in the English language.

Pupils who are proficient in English and who, by successful

completion of advanced courses in a foreign language or by other

means, have become fluent in that language may be instructed in

classes conducted in that foreign language.
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If we can reasonably assume that language is at the heart of a culture,

the policy of California is to stress acculturation in the English-speaking

culture. It would seem from this section that bilingual instruction is

largely to be provided to encourage ultimate language transfer. That is, the

theory appears to be that once the ch;ld has learned his own mother tongue

well, he will better be able to learn English. Thus the code seems to encourage

acculturation in the dominant English-language culture and the negative limi-

tations do not at first seem to get in the way.

However we should not underestimate the potential difficulties

these provisions can cause. It could be argued, that the requirement of an

accurate portrayal of the contribution of ethnic groups to the society might

require an introduction to white racism as an important part of what this

ethnic group has done for America. Yet the preclusion of any adverse reflec-

tion on persons because of their race would seem to bar such a discussion.

Hence we find that Sections 9240 and 9243 can be in conflict with each other.

Similarly if one were accurately to portray the contribution of both men and

women, the inevitable result would be a greater stress upon what men have done

since there are in fact more historical figures of importance who are men

rather than women. But does this fact then require further probing into the

problems of the subjugation of women in society? If this were done, would

this then in turn adversely reflect upon certain people, males, because of

their sex? And what about the requirement that the basic curriculum include

instruction in "contemporary issues"?

The tangle these issues raise is quite obvious. It becomes extremely

difficult to determine what in fact these provisions permit or require, or

make feasible or infeasible. For example, whether it is possible accurately

to portray a given culture and at the same time get people to accept that
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culture is an interesting question: presumably the schools would somehow

have to convince students that despite the warts the culture should be

embraced.

This kind of statutory confusion is just the sort of thing that

invites a judicial response yet this is an area in which it is so difficult

to formulate standards and principles that courts would not be inclined to

get involved. For example, how might a court interpret the requirement that

schools accurately portray the role and contribution of ethnic groups: When

is a portrayal accurate or inaccurate? And what if truth and adverse reflec-

tion conflict: which is to have priority under this statutory scheme? Or

can truth never amount to adverse reflection? Because the problems are so

difficult it seems unlikely any court would quickly get involved.

(ii) The case of Hardwick v. Board of School Trustees, 205 P. 49

III
(1921) is one of the few cases that deals with the problem of the right of

a parent to seek to exempt his child from a particular course required of the

child by the public schools. In that case the parent sought a writ of mandate

to have his child reinstated in school after the school district expelled

the student upon the refusal of the parent to let the child participate in

a course in which dancing was taught. The parent said the dancing lessons

were offensive to his "conscientious scruples and contrary to the religious

beliefs and principles" of his children. The school's demurrer was upheld

by the trial court but overturned on appeal. The court of appeal treated the

case not as "not necessarily one of religion." It was as much a queStion of

morals, said the court, and liberty of conscience, as well as the right of

parents to control the upbringing of their own children. These rights the

court characterized as natural and constitutional without specific reference
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to any constitutional provision of either the state or U.S. constitutions.

The court also noted that the views of the parents were assumed in this case

to-be reasonable:and related to matters on 1ihich parents should be heard
6

first.

Then-without saying so expressly the count proceeded with its

arialysi*,rem the .,ssumption that there might be-a justification for state

coercion'*of the child if it could be shown that graStIng the exemption would

unerimine discipline. The court found that no such problem would be created

in this case. Further the court found there were alternative ways in which

the school could go about encouraging bodily vigor, Hence it was concluded

that the exemption must be granted.

In dictum the court said the case was markedly different from

someone seeking an exemption from the required salute to the flag. The

overriding interest of the government and schools to promote loyality to the

country precluded any successful request for an exemption from this require-

ment.

Thus there does exist in California one old and apparently consti-

tutional decision requiring schools to grant exemptions to children who object

to certain subjects or courses. Perhaps a non-constitutional challenge might

also succeed today in California in light of the legislature's support of

parental choice on so many matters in the school program: it will be

recalled from the prior discussion that parents have the right to keep their

children out of bilingual instruction, instruction for the mentally gifted,

and certain other special education programs. Parents are also given the

option of keeping their children out of sex education classes and out of

classes dealing with venereal disease. (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 8506, 8507)
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Children must also be excused from health instruction and instruction in

family life if it conflicts with religious and/or moral beliefs. (Cal. Educ.

Code, Section 8701)

With this kind of legislative policy in the background parents

might have a basis for claiming an abuse of discretion if schools fail to

grant an exemption from courses or even portions of courses that are in

conflict with parental beliefs. Of course it is not likely the courts will

be rash in granting such exemptions as other interests have to be taken into

account: school discipline, and the interests of the child. Further, as

we noted in the study of New York, the more choice is given to parents, the

greater the chance parents may use their discretion to make discriminatory

choices, e.g., choices which involve the parents in avoiding courses because

of racial or other prejudices.

(iii) Ethnic Study Programs. Apparently California iaw presents

no bar to the establishment of special programs which emphasize the study

of a single culture, e.g., Spanish or Black culture, in which students may

voluntarily enroll even if the result is that only Spanish or black students

enter the given program. The establishment of such programs took place in

Berkeley, California and the main legal difficulties the programs encountered

were not with the state but with the Civil Rights Act of 1964. These programs

are now dissolved for administrative and financial reasons without there ever

having oeen a definitive resolution of the issues arising under theCivil

Rights Act or the U. S. Constitution. (See "Comments: Alternative Schools

for Minority Students: The Constitution, the Civil Rights Act and the

Berkeley Experiment," 61 Cal. L. Rev. 858 (1973).)
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In Section A of Part VI we assessed the scope of local district

authority in terms of the extent of state control over the local district.

We now turn to the extent to which other participants at the local level may

have control over the curriculum too. In some instances this control derives

from the local board and in other instances control, to the extent it exists,

serves as yet another check on the scope of local board discretion.

B. Superintendent and Principals

Local superintendents have been given by statute no specific duties

or responsibilities with regard to the curriculum. (Cal. Educ. Code, Sec-

tion 939) And no cases were found dealing with the possibility of the super-

intendent having standing in the courts to challenge the educational policy

of the board. Hence there was no basis found to conclude that the power of

the superintendent may serve as a check on the authority of the local district.

That is, there is no indication that control of the curriculum is in any sense

a jointly-shared authority.

Of course nothing precludes the board from delegating authority to

the superintendent with regard to the curriculum. In fact section 7 of the

Educational Code gives boards the authority to delegate powers. (Cal. Educ.

Codes, Sections 7, 931; also Ops. Atty. Gen. 72 (1967).)

Similarly, principals have been given by statute no right to

control the curricula but principals do have a duty to make certain reports

when directed by city or district superintendents. (Cal. Educ. Code, Sec-

tions 13563-13564) High school principals in particular have the duty under

Section 13567 annually to report to the state superintendent under oath with

regard to the textbooks then in use in the high school, the courses of study
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offered, the requirements for graduation and such other information as may

be required.

C. The Teacher

The statutory code gives the individual teacher no rights with

regard to controlling the school program but instead many duties. Section

13556 requires every teacher to enforce the course of study, use the legally

authorized textbooks and enforce the rules and regulations prescribed for

schools. Failure to comply can be the basis for dismissal and the loss of

a certificate. (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 13204, 13404, 13443 (d).) And

Section 9011 bars the use of supplementary materials in the class if dis-

approved by the school board.

But the obligations of the teacher do not end with this. Section

13556.5 provides:

Each teacher shall endeavor to impress upon the minds of

the pupils the principles of morality, truth, justice, patriotism,

and a true comprehension of the rights, duties, and dignity of

American citizenship, including kindness toward domestic pets

and the humane treatment of living creatures, to teach them to

avoid idleness, profanity, and falsehood, and to instruct them

in manners and morals and the principles of a free government.

This provision might be read in connection with Sections 12951-12953 which

prohibit employees in a school district from knowingly being members of the

Communist party. And Section 13165 requires an oath pledging support of the

Constitution. Section 9031 quoted above bars teachers from advocating or

teaching Communism with the intent to indoctrinate or to inculcate in the

mind of any pupil a preference for Communism. However, the teaching of facts

about Communism is not prohibited. Teachers are also specifically enjoined

from giving instruction which reflects adversely upon persons because of

their race, sex, color, creed, national origi1 or ancestry. (Cal. Educ. Code,

Section 9001)
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The only provision in the code suggesting that the indiOdual

teacher may have some rights with regard to the control of the curriculum

is Section 9462, which requires that boards shall provide for substantial

teacher involvement in selecting instructional materials.

These provisions reveal the kind of limitations on teachers in

the public schools. We can go one step further by taking note of Section

13443(d) which provides that probationary teachers may be refused reemploy-

ment for cause only, but the cause shall relate solely to the welfare of the

schools and the pupils. This provision would seem substantially to reduce

teacher control of curriculum within the class since it is unlikely that

when a board refuses to rehire a teacher because of what he or she taught

in the classroom, any court would conclude this did not relate to the

welfare of the pupils. Strangely enough this is exactly what happened

in Lindros v. Governing Board, 9 Cal. 3d 524, 510 P.2d 361, 108 Cal. Rptr.

185 (1973). In that case a teacher read to his English composition class

his own short story which closed with the words, "White-mother-fuckin-Pig."

For reading the story with these words the teacher was dismissed and the

court viewed the question as whether the cause was related to the welfare of

the pupils. The court found that the use of the words was not related to

the welfare of the pupils, hence not a basis for dismissal. The conclusion

was reached after the court noted the teacher's conduct, the absense of any

school rule on the subject, the use of such words in materials found inside

and outside the class, the nature of the creative writing class, the absence

of complaints, and the teacher's willingness to cooperate when asked not to

do what he had done. The dissent in the case said the majority opinion hd

emasculated the provisions of Section 1343. And it does seem hard to

that the local district's; decision was not based upon the welfare
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pupils. Presumably what really is at stake here are two factors not clearly

brought out: (1) differing conceptions of the welfare of the pupils, i.e.,

the court simply decided that the local district had abused its power by mis-

interpreting the welfare of the pupils; and (ii) the never raised constitu-

tional rights of the teacher to academic freedom. In any event, the point is

that it took a rather clever mode of reasoning to avoid the natural import of

the statute which would tend to restrict the freedom of teachers to introduce

their own materials into the classroom. ("Comments: The Scope of Judicial

Review of Probationary Teacher Dismissal in California:' Critique and Pro-

posal," 21 UCLA L. Rev. 1257 (1974).)

In the past other teachers have not been so lucky in the courts.

Thus in one case a teacher advocated that one candidate for elected office be

voted for rather than another. The court concluded that even absent statutory

authority to dismiss teachers for partisan comments, it could fire the teacher.

(Goldsmith v. Board of Education, 66 Cal. App. 157 (1924).) But in Adock v.

Board of Education of San Diego Unified School District, 10 Ca1.3d 60,

513 P.2d 900, 109 Cal. Rept. 676 (1973) the teacher avoided transferral from

his school despite open criticism at officially sponsored "Open Forums" of the

dress codes and the refusal of the administration to publish a second student

newspaper. It was found he had not dealt with these issues in class; had not

undermined authority in the school and had merely taken an officially spon-

sored opportunity to speak out. And finally we might note the cases have gone

both ways on whether schools can force teachers to shave off their beards.

(Akin v. Board of Education of Riverside Unified School District, 262 CA 161,

68 Cal. Rptr. 557 (1968) cert. den. 383 U.S. 1041 (1968), ( upholding power of

school); cf. Finot v. Pasadena City Board of Education, 58 Cal. Rptr. 520

(1967).
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These cases hardly represent a major recognition of academic freedom

on the part of teachers substantially to control the curriculbm in the schools.

At most we find that teachers may interject a personal note into the class-

room (a short story, a beard) without having to answer for it with their

jobs or by suffering a transfer out of the school. Hence, we conclude that

teachers do not in California, have any significant role as a matter of law

in the formation of school curriculum policy.

D. Unions

In California we find one of the more unusual statutes regarding

collective negotiatiOns. Section 13085 provides in part:

A public school employer . . . shall meet and confer with

representatives of employee organizations representing certified

employees upon request with regard to procedures relating to the

definition of educational objectives, the determination of the

content of courses and curricula, the selection of textbooks, and

other aspects of the instructional program to the extent such

matters are within the discretion of the public school employer

or govei4iing board under the law.

0

Several points about this provision are impbrtant to note. First,

the meet and confer process itself may very well turn into a process which

looks like "negotiations" but the result of the process may not be a contract

that binds the district on educational policy. One lower court has said that

the school board does not have authority to enter a binding agreement on

educational policy matters. (Hayes v. Association of Classroom Teachers,

76 L.R.R.M. 2140, 2144 (1970) quoted in "Comments, Teacher Collective Bar-

gaining -- Who Runs the Schools?" 2 Fordham Urban L. J. 505, 510 (1974).)

And a California Court of Appeals has said that agreements under this act

must be subject to change at the board's pleasure. (Grasko.v. Los Angeles,

31 Ca. App. 3d 290, 107 Cal. Rptr. 334 (Ct. App. 2d Dist. 1973).)
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Yet it is important that here, unlike the other states studied,

the union is given the right to demand that curriculum policy be placed

on the table. The statute limits the discussion to "procedures relating to"

curriculum policy, the distinction apparently being one of discussion of the

policy itself versus how the policy is to be formulated. Again, whether this

is a meaningful distinction in practice is hard to say. One study concluded

that as a practical matter what occurred in California under this provision

and what occurred in New York under the Taylor Act were almost identical.

That is, the same issues and the same.ageements were reached in both states

notwithstanding the differences in statutory language. Of course the big

difference between the t'io states is that in New York curriculum policy is

not a mandatory subject of negotiations. ( "Comments, Teacher Collective

Bargaining -- Who Runs the Schools?" 2 Fordham Urban L. J. 505, 558-559

III
(1974).

E. Parents

More than in other states, parents have been given statutory

rights to get involved in their child's edubation. The rights given to

parents are quite varied. We have already seen the extent to which parents

can become involved in the c14:sification of their children, e.g., they may

be represented at meetings of officials called to classify their child as

mentally retarded. Secondly, parents as we have seen have the right to bar

the placement of their child in a given program or course. Thus, parents

may stop the placement of their child in a sex education course or in a

bilingual program. We also outlined an early California case in which a

parent successfully resisted the school's requirement that his children take

dancing lessons. And there are yet other special edu;ational programs of a

more experimental nature that parents have been given rights with regard to--
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right of non-participation, right to challenge the assessments, right to

present information. (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 7000 et seq., 7022, 7022.1,

7022.2) Indeed, Section 10521 states in general terms that no pupil may be

required to participate in any special class or program unless the parent

is first apprised of the facts which make participation in the special

program necessary or desirable.

In addition to the rights of parents with regard to the special

placement of their pupils, parents also have a right of access to all written

records relating to their child. "No written material concerning his child

or ward shall be edited or withheld, and the parent or guardian shall be

entitled to read such material personally." (Cal. Educ. -Code, Section 10751,

10757) There are two rather extensive provisions dealing with the right of

parents to obtain the removal of information in the written records of his

child. (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections 10760, 10761) Since the written record

of a child can so greatly influence his placement and treatment in schools,

these rights of the parents can haVe an important bearing upon the kind of

educational program to which the child is exposed.

Separate provisions deal with the right of parents with regard to

the administration of a mental exam and mental treatment. (Cal. Educ. Code,

Sections 11801-11804; 58 Ops. Atty. Gen. 65 (1975).)

Parents can also seek to have their children excused from school

in order to participate in religious exercises or to receive moral and

religious instruction. (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 1086) This provision

in short requires schools to allow for released time if desired by a parent.

Beyond the chance of influencing the choice as to which kind of

educational program his own child may be exposed to, parents have a few

limited statutory rights to influence the overall direction of the edupational
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program in the schools. Section 9462 requires that district boards promote

the involvement of parents and other members of the community in selecting

instructional materials. Additionally several of the special programs that

involve grants call for parent involvement in a variety of ways. Bilingual

programs must establish a district-wide parent advisory committee in which

parents of participating students shall constitute more than a simple majority.

(Cal. Educ. Code 5763) Parents are given an even more extensive role in

early childhood education programs for children roughly between the ages Of

3 years and nine months to completion of 3rd grade. (Cal. Educ. Code, Sec-

tion 6445.01):

As used in this chapter, "parent participation" means the

parents taking an active part in the initial planning of early

childhood education programs and the implementation, evaluation,

and modification of the programs.

Parent participation shall be included in a manner which:

(a) Involves parents in the formal education of their chil-

dren directly in the classroom and through the decisionmaking

process of the California public school system.

(b) Maximizes the opportunity for teachers and parents to
cooperatively develop the learning process and its subject

matter. This opportunity shall be a continuous permanent process.

(c) Recognizes that the continuity between the early child-

hood education program and the home is essential.

And parents are to serve on advisory committees in connection with school

improvement and education for migrant children. (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections

6499.3, 6464.3)

Apart from the statutory rights given parents, what chances do

they have of shaping the educational program through the courts? No cases

were found dealing with the question of under what conditions parents might

obtain standing to challenge the school program. Presumably parents would
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Parents may seek tuition payments for private school for five classes

of handicapped youngsters: (1) educationally handicapped (i.e., those with learn-

ing disabilities or emotional handicaps); (2) physically handicapped; (3) mentally

retarded; (4) severely mentally retarded; and (5) multihandicapped. Educ.

Code, Section 6870, 6871.5) The criteria used in deciding whether to grant the

tuition include whether the state or the local district now provides appropriate

special educational services, whether such services could reasonably be provided

at reasonable cost, and/or if the available public services do not meet the needs

of the child. The decision of the local district may be appealed to the county

superintendent and, ultimately, to the state department of education. The follow-

ing criticisms have been made of. the California voucher system: (a) The standards

for eligibility and review are so unclear that similar children from different

districts may very well get different answers to their requests for tuition pay-

ments; (b) the amount of money spent on a child varies with the amount that the

state and school district would spend on the child if he were attending a public

special education program. Thus, children from wealthy school districts haVe more

spent on them than those from poorer districts; and since the reimbursement varies

by handicap, those children who would have relatively little spent on them if they

111
were in public school may be unable to purchase any educational services with the

voucher; (c) Private schools that accept these vouchers may charge whatever the

traffic may bear, and may refuse admission to children whose handicaps are acute;

(d) Parents are not informed of the availability of this money and are not repre-

sented at any stage of the decision-making processes. (David Kirp and Mark G. Yudof,

Educational Policy and the Law, (Berkeley, California,: McCutchan Publishing

Corporation, 1974), p. 717.)

Apart from the statutory rights given parents, what chances do they have

of shaping the educational program through the courts? No cases were found dealing

with the question of under what conditions parents might obtain standing to challenge

the school program. Presumably parents would
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have little difficulty obtaining standing in the courts to challenge that

part of the program which affected their children. As we shall see below,

the standing law with regard to taxpayers is fairly liberal in California,

hence if people who arguably are remotely affected by governmental policies

can obtain standing, then presumably parents can too. Whether the parent

would have any success on the merits of the case is of course a separate

question.

F. Pupils,

Pupils have no statutory rights to control the educational program

in general and to the extent they may be exempted specific course or program

this depends upon what their parents agree to (as discussed above) or upon

the discretion of the local district as in the case of excusing students

from physical education. (Cal.. Educ. Code, Section 8702, 8703) Indeed

Section 10609 stipulates that "all pupils shall comply with the regulations,

pursue the required course of study, and submit to the authority of the

teachers of the schools."

As for challenging the school program in the courts, no cases were

found dealing with the standing of the student to do so. But presumably a

student would have standing to challenge that part of the program which

affected him or her. The Civil Code, Section 42, recognizes that a minor

may enforce his right by civil action in the same manner as a person of full

age, except that a guardian must conduct the same. And the Civil Code in

Section 372 requires that a minor appear either by a guardian or guardian

ad litem. Thus this section seems to open the door to a minor seeking judicial

review of a program even if parents disagree with what the minor is attempting

to do.
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G. Taxpayers

Taxpayers as such have been given no direct authority over the

school program. Thus, we have to consider whether they might be able to

obtain standing to chalenge in the courts aspects of the program with which

they may disagree. Without d.scussing the point, a California court did let

a taxpayer seek a writ of mandate to stop a released-time program in the

school. (Gordon v. Board of Education of City of Los Angeles, 78 CA 2d 464,

178 P.2d 488 (1947).) But this was an Establishment Clause case and the

granting of standing may be unique to this problem. The test as to whether

a taxpayer gets standing today was stated by the California Supreme Court

in 1972 roughly as follows: The fundamental aspect of standing is that it

focuses on the party seeking to get his complaint before a court and not on

the issues he wishes to have adjudicated. If the party has enough at stake

to assure "vigorous prosecution of the case," then he may obtain standing.

In that case, taxpayers were granted standing to prevent the sale of vacated

streets. (Harman v. City and County of San Francisco, 7 Cal.3d 150, 496 P.2d

12, 101 Cal. Rptr. 880(2972) (in bank).)

Obviously a test of this sort produces no automatic results and

it is thus difficult to predict whether taxpayers would obtain standing in

any given case. Presumably, if the matter were of general public interest

such as the religion case cited above, taxpayers might be deemed sufficiently

interested as to be likely to present the case vigorously. For example,

taxpayer suits to enforce Sections 9002, 9240 and 9243 might very well be

accepted by the courts. These statutes touch upon matters of general societal

importance and it is not difficult to imagine that organized taxpayer groups

might be quite vigorous in pursuit of enforcement of these provisions.
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VII. Private Education

All children not specifically exempted according to certain statutory

provisions are subject to compulsory full-time education. (Cal. Educ. Code

12101) Among the children who are exempt are "children who are being instructed

in a private full-time day school by persons capable of teaching . . ."

The school must be taught in English and "shall offer instruction in the

several branches of study required to be taught in the public schools of the

state." (Cal. Educ. Code, Section 12154) In addition, there are two other

kinds of exemptions dealing with private instruction (Cal. Educ. Code, Sec-

tions 12154.5 and 12155):

§ 12154.5

Children who are mentally gifted and who are being instructed

in a private full-time day school by persons capable of teaching,

where all or part of the courses of instruction required to be

taught in the public schools of this state is taught in a foreign

language with not less than 50 percent of the total daily instruc-

tional time taught in the English language, shall be exempted.

The attendar-e of the pupils shall be kept pursuant to Section

12154.

§ 12155

Children not attending a private, full-time, day school and

who are being instructed in study and recitation for at least

three hours a day for 175 days each calendar year by a private

tutor or other person in the several branches of study required

to be taught in the public schools of this State and in the

English language shall be exempted. The tutor or other person

shall hold a valid State credential for the grade taught. The

instruction shall be offered between the hours of 8 o'clock a.m.,

and 4 o'clock p.m.

Students who violate these provisions may be deemed 'to be habitually truant

and are then subject to a variety of possible treatments. (Cal. Fduc. Code,

Section 12401 et sea., and Juvenile Court Law, Section 600, 725) Parents

who violate these provisions are subject to conviction on a misdemeanor and
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can be punished by a fine and imprisonment in the county jail. (Cal. Educ.

Code, Section 12452 and 12454) Neglect by the parent to provide proper

education can also result in removal of the child from the parent's custody.

(Juvenile Court Law, Section 726)

These provisions provide the basic framework for the regulation of

private education in the state. With regard to this provision we first note

the distinction drawn between attendance at a private school and instruction

by a tutor. Tutors must hold a state certificate but teachers in the private

school need only be persons capable of teaching. This di'stinction has caused

parents trouble who have attempted to teach their children at home. Such

forms of education have been called tutoring, hence have been deemed to fall

under the certification requirement, something the non-certificated parent

had hoped to avoid. (In Re Shinn, 195 CA 2d 165, 16 Cal. Rptr. 165 (1961).)

But whether the child goes to a tutor or to a private school, he

must be instructed in the several branches of study required to be taught

in the public schools. Again a distinction arises between the 'private school

and tutor. The private school need only "offer" the required instruction

but for a student to be legally instructed by a tutor, he must be instructed

in the several branches required in the public school. Thus, attending a

tutor means the student will end up with an education closer to that of the

public school than he would necessarily if he attends a private school.

Further, section 8573, which details the requirements for graduation (quoted

above) for all pupils, makes no reference to private schools but does make a

reference to public schools when it says students must among other things

meet the standards of proficiency prescribed by the governing board. It is

unclear whether this requirement is meant to apply to private schools, or to

tutoring.
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While it seems reasonably clear that children who are t4tored

must receive instruction in the common branches taught in the public schools,

and that those branches of study need only be offered in the private schools,

it is not clear to what extent the extensive educational code provisions

dealing with the basic program in the public schools applies to either tutoring

or private schools. That is, do the course content requirements apply as

spelled out with regard to social studies or is it enough that social studies

be taught or offered, as the case may be? Do the anti-discrimination require-

ments apply as well as the requirements regarding the depiction.of the role

and contribution of women and minority groups? None of this is clear from

the statutes.

In short, California, like the other states studied, has little

law on the books with regard to private educational efforts.
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STATE OF FLORIDA CURRICULUM LAW

Introduction

Florida school law has undergone significant change over the past

four years. The legislature has modified the relationships among the

participants in the educational system by adding new participants to the

system, parents and teacher unions; by giving new duties to the com-

missioner and department of education;laneby enhancing the political

power of the building principal, if not his formal legal authority.

The pattern of authority which has emerged from these

legislative changes is unlike the pattern found in any other state studied

as part of this project. It is a pattern which tends to emphasize the

monitoring-evaluation function of the state agencies, the broadening

of the range of particpants in the decision-making proqess at the local

level, and the enhancement of the authority and power of the school

building principal.

The participants in the Florida system are: the legislature,

governor and his cabinet which includes the commissioner of education,

the department of education, the courts, the local school districts which

are co-terminous with the counties of the state, superintendents, teachers,

the teachers' unions, parents, students and the local public. The exam-

ination of the authority of each of these participants in the system will

be taken up in the same order as in the other state reports.

I. The State Constitution

A. The State Responsibility

Article IX, Section 1 provides:

Adequate provision shall be made by law for a uniform system
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of free publicschools and for the establishment, maintenance and

operation of institutions of higher learning and other public education

programs that needs of the people may require.

No cases were found construing, this remzrkable provision which is

as far reaching as any provision found in any state constitution. The

words "adequate provision", "free public schools", "that needs of the

people may require" open the door to a variety of suits demanding of the

state that certain educational programs be provided or that they be

funded at a more adequate level than at present. For example, this

provision would appear to open the door to demands for a right to special

education, special English instruction for non-English speaking children,

and perhaps even compensatory education for students achieving below

grade level. Thus, unlike attacks based on the equal protection clause

which may not be successful in protecting against the equal distribution

of inadequate programs or in protecting against inequalities arising out

of political, fiscal and administrative decentralization (San Antonio

School District v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1 (1973).), this provision might

be available to protect against just such contingencies.

Existing legislation underscores the premises implied in Article IX,

Section 1. Thus, Section 229.011 of the Florida school law (FSL) states

responsibility for the
that/"efficient operation of all schools and adequate educational op-

portunities for all children is retained by the state." Section 228.04

says that the free public school system "shall be liberally maintained."

And Chapter 236, section 236.012, dea!ing with the financing of public

schools begins: "The intent of the legislature is:

(1) To guarantee to each student in the Florida public

system the availability of programs and services appropriate to his

educational needs which are substantially equal to those available to any

similar student notwithstanding geographic differences and varying local

economic efforts.
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These more general statements are backed up with such specific

requirements as a duty on the part of local school boards to provide for

an appropriate "program of special instruction, facilities, and services

for exceptional students ..." The statutes define "exceptional students"

as including (Section 228.041(1) (b): the educable mentally retarded,

the trainable mentally retarded, the speech impaired, the deaf and hard

of hearing, the blind and partially sighted, the crippled and other

health impaired, the emotionally disturbed and socially maladjusted, and

those with specific learning disabilities, and may include the gifted.

The newly adopted finance law of the state also is designed with the

educational needs of these exceptional children in mind. In simple terms

the statutes establish twenty six categories of students such as those

students in grades 1-3, those in grades 4-10, and the various kinds of

exceptional children. Each category of student is assigned a "cost

factor", hence a student in grades 4-10 is assigned the cost factor of

1.0, while a visually handicapped child is assigned a cost factor of 10.0.

In other words, a student in grades 4-10 is counted as 1 student but a

visually handicapped child is counted as 10 students. The district then

counts its students in each of these categories and multiplies the number

of students in the category by the appropriate cost factor. The product

of this multiplication is termed weighted full-time equivalant students.

Then the district multiplies the total weighted full-time equivalent

students by the base student cost for that year as established by the

legislature, e.g., $745 in 1974. That figure can be added to to take into

account the number of pupils that might be qualified for compensatory

education as defined by such criteria as low achievement test scores,
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socio-economic level, and low standard English comprehension level

(Chapter 74-227, Section 236.081 (2).)

Because different districts have different costs of living, each

year the legislature develops a list of cost-of-living factors for each

county and that factor is multiplied by the figure previously computed

in accordance with the steps in the preceding paragraph. To this figure

is added what the district is to receive from various categorical aid

programs, such as aid for bilingual programs. This final figure is the

total amount of money that will be available to the district. Some of

this money will be direct state aid and some of it will be made up from

local funds. How much of that total must be provided out of local funds

is determined by calculating the "required local effort." Without

describing how that figure is arrived at here, simply note that that

figure is subtracted from the large total previously calculated and what

remains will be supplied by the state.

To assure that the students with 1 different cost factors actually

receive the resources their presence in the district helped to generate

another provision in the code provides (Chap. 74-63, amending Section

237.34(3).):

By the 1976-77 fiscal year, eighty percent (80%) of current

operation funds of the Florida education finance program shall be expended

by basic program cost categories in each school that generates the funds

and by special program cost categories in the district that generates the

funds.

Thus the presence of exceptional children in a district brings more

money into the district and 80% of the money brought into the district

because of those exceptional children must be spent on them. An accounting

scheme established by the same statutory provision helps to assure that
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this will be done.

In sum, while Article IX, Section 1 of the Constitution has not been

construed by the courts as assuring each child a right to an adequately

supported program of the sort he needs, the legislature has taken steps in

this direction through the new finance and related laws. There may ot-

course still be problems under this scheme, since some exceptional children

still may not get the service they need. The district need only spend

80% of the money generated by the presence of those children on their

education and the legislation does not require that every exceptional

child be in a program for exceptional children; the legislation only

requires that there be programs for exceptional children. Finally. even

if a child is in the appropriate program, whether it be for exceptional

children or not, it is not necessarily the case that "adequate provision"

has been made for the child. Reliance upon Article IX, Section 1 to

obtain an improvement through the courts in the available educational

program may still be necessary.

Indeed the stage may now be set in Florida for an extensive effort

to improve the educational system through the courts. The theory behind

such an attack might take the following form: if the courts were to

understand that existing legislation were inspired by Article IX, Section 1,

the courts may be willing to find ways of "building on legislative foundations,

ways not necessarily contemplated or welcomed by the legislature."

(Frank I. Michelman, "In Pursuit of Constitutional Welfare Rights: One

view of Rawls' Theory of Justice," 121 U. Pa. L. Rev. 962, 1013 (1973).)

That is, once the legislature had acted to protect the constitutional

right of children to an education444aigly provided for and which
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meets their needs, the courts may take it upon themselves to perfect the

work of the legislature and to see to it that the, right upon which the

legislation is premised is more fully realized. Thus the courts might

inquire into the adequacy of the funding of these programs; might closely

examine the eligibility requirements and definitions as tl who is an

exceptional child; might strictly interpret the delegation authority

fa state officers and local officials to determine the eligibility require-

ments; might impose strict procedural due process requirements on the

programs; or might require substantial equality in expenditures among

the various categories of students "as a device for ensuring that at least

minimum acceptable level of service will be attained for all." (Michelman,

92. cit., p. 1013-1014.)

Whether in fact this future will be realized is another matter as

much depends upon the role Florida courts conceive for themselves in

relationship to the legislature. As will be discussed below, existing

evidence suggests that the Florida courts do.not relish the opportunity

of becoming involved in what they call policy making. In any event, the

conditions, because of recent legislative enactments, are now at least

partially ripe for a further and judicially inspired reform of Florida

education going beyond those changes briefly outlined in the Introduction

and in this section of the report.

B. Role Allocation

As was mentioned in the Introduction, changes in the pattern

of authority in the state recently have been made by the legislature. In

carrying out these reforms the legislature must work within the confines

of the state constitution which explicitly and implicitly addresses itself

to the question of role allocation.
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We have already seen that Article IX, Section 1 when interpreted to

imply a right to an education may have a bearing on the delegation of authority.

Other provisions which more directly address the question include Article IX,

Section 2 which provides:

The governor and the members of the cabinet shall con-

stitute a state board of education, which shall be a body corporate and

have supervision of the system of public education as is provided by law.

Article 4, Section 3 states "Mere shall be a cabinet composed of a

secretary of state, an attorney general, a comptroller, a treasurer, a

commissioner of agriculture and a commissioner of education..." That

same provision also provick4 "The commissioner of education [who is an

elected official shall supervise the public education system in the manner

prescribed by law."

Article IX, Section 4 provides:

(a) Each county shall constitute a school district;...

In each school district there shall be a school board composed of five or

more members chosen by vote of the electors for appropriately staggered

terms of four years, as provided by law.

(b) The school board shall operate, control and supervise

all free public schools within the school district and determine the rate

of school district taxes within the limits prescribed herein. Two or

more school districts may operate and finance joint 'educational programs.

Section 5 of the same article requires that there be a superintendent of

schools in each school district and that he be elected for a four year

term unless the district by reso ution or by special law provides for the

appointment of the superinten nt.

Finally Article 3, Section 1 provides that "The legislative power

of the state shall be vested in a legislature of the State of Florida...".

Hence, the legislature is the ultimate source of influence over the

educational system and as most observers of recent developments in Florida
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would say, this has in fact been the case. The recent changes in the

111
educational system outlined above are of legislative origin with strong

- _
support from the governor.

Put differently, while the Constitution provides the rough outlines

of the governing structure for the public system of education, it is the

responsibility of the legislature to fill in the details. But in filling

in the details the legislature must work with two possibly inconsistent

provisions. On the one hand, overall supervisory responsibility is placed

in the state board of education, and on the other hand each school board

is to operate, control, and supervise all the free public schools within

the districts. There are two ways in which these provisions might be

reconciled. First, they might be read to say that whatever the legislature

does in designing the governing structure of education, it must place

ultimate supervisory authority in the state board of education, and

only to the extent that the legislature and state board have not preempted

the field, may the local board exercise control and supervision. Under

this interpretation the Florida system might be highly centralized with

little discretion remaining at the local' level. Alternatively, the two

provisions might be read to require a sharing of authority and discretion

between the two levels of government, and a prohibition against the extensive

centralization that would be possible under the first interpretation. In

other words, the two provisions taken together require that however the

governing system is arranged it requires some significant degree of local

control. At this point, it might be noted that the question of which is the
o

correct interpretation is academic since the legislature has in fact assured local

boards of education of considerable discretion and the cabinet has not in
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fact attempted to exercise extensive control over the educational system.

But we do have one indication as to how the Florida courts might choose be-

tween the two interpretations, and that case points to the first interpre-

tation. In Arnold v. State, 190 So. 543 (1939) a challenge was brought to

a state board of education rule requiring county boards "To appoint all

school bus drivers, upon recommendation of the County Superintendent of

public instruction, and to select duly qualified drivers in whom parents

have confidence and a feeling of security for the safety and care of their

children." The challenge was brought by a person who had been recommended

for a bus driver's job by the superintendent but who had been turned down

by the board because they did not believe the parents would have confidence

in him. In seeking to get the job the petitioner argued, among other

things, that the statute granting the state board authority to issue this

regulation was unconstitutional in that it violated the doctrine against

the delegation of legislative power. (The Florida law on this doctrine

is explored below.) The statute pt:rsuant to which the state board

acted granted the state board authority to promulgate rules and regulations

necessary to establish a uniform system of free public schools. The court

said that such a broad grant of authority to the state board without any

further standards or limitations on the board's authority was consistent

with the Constitution. Hence, this case, while not directed specifically

to the question of how much decentralization there must be in the system,

is some indirect evidence of willingness of the courts to tolerate the

grant of considerable authority to the state board of education -- even

authority to regulate how bus drivers are to be hired. Additionally,

Article IX, Section 4(b) with its emphasis upon control of education by
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the county school board may by implication limit any legislative attempt to

410
decentralize the school districts below the county level -- a point that

may be important in light of the recent efforts (discussed below) to make

the school building principal more powerful. Similarly any attempts on

the part of the large county districts to decentralize themselves by

delegating authority to control the district may be constrained by this

same provision.

Another kind of obstacle the legislature must face in organizing the

educational system of the state is the Florida version of the delegation

doctrine. The discussion of this doctrine will take place in four parts:

(1) the doctrine as applied to legislative delegation of authority to

state officials; (ii) the doctrine as applied to the delegation to local

agencies of government; (iii) the doctrine as applied to the delegation of

authority to private groups; (iv) the doctrine as applied to the sub-delegation

of authority.

(i) Testiment to the vitality of the delegation doctrine in Florida

is found in the multitude of cases dealing with the question, a fact which

brought forth this comment in 1970 from the Supreme Court of Florida:

"Few questions are raised with more fervent consistency in constitutional

litigation involving administrative agencies than the first several factors.

First, if the delegation of authority is to stand it must be possible for

a court to determine if the actions of the official or agency, to which

authority has been delegated, is rationally related to the purposes

established by the legislature. If the legislative scheme is so indefinite

that almost anything the agency does might be deemed to be rationally

related to some purpose, then the function of judicial review becomes a

mere charade, and the legislation will not survive. The legislation must

4)I
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establish a "pattern" with which the rule or regulation must conform. If

a clear set of purposes is at least not established, then the legislation

will have in effect abdicated its responsibility to legislate. (North

Broward Hospital District v. Mizell, 148 So. 2d 1 (1962).) Thus, in

Arnold v. State, 2E. cit., the court upheld a delegation of authority to

the State Board of Education to promulgate rules and regulations because

the authority was circumscribed by the fact that it must be exercised

only to fulfill the purpose of bringing about the estabUshment of a

system of free public schools in the state. This example shows, of course,

that the purposes which limit the scope of the agency's authority need

not be stated with great specificity.

But the inquiry into the validity of the attempt to delegate

does not end with the application of this general test. The courts also

IIIask a series of other questions which affect the outcome of the deter-

mination: is the interest now subject to control by the agency an important

interest or even a right? If the state is attempting to regulate an

individual right, could the exercise of that right -- absent appropriate

state regulation -- lead to socially detrimental consequences. Could

the delegation of authority as a practical matter have been accomplished

with a great specification of the standards within which the discretion must be

exercised? Is this an area where uncontrolled agency discretion is

likely to result in unfairnes and favoritism?

These points can be briefly illustrated. In several cases the court's

decision to reject the claim of improper delegation was affected by

its belief that the interest affected was not a "right." Thus in one

case the authority of a hospital district was upheld on the ground, among
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others, that a physician had no constitutional right to practice in these

hospitals. (North Broward Hospital District, v. Mizell, 148 So. 2d 1,3 (1962).)

Similarly in an attack on an ordinance granting the municipal inspeciOr the

power to issue and transfer liquor licenses, the court said that there was

no inherent right to sell liquor.- (Paramenter v. Younan, 31 So 2d

387 (1947). And in Day v. City'of St. Augustine,

an attack on a statute which permitted the

city to erect a bridge and charge a toll was rejected on the ground among

others that the citizens of the city had no right to the use of the bridge

in the way they had a right of access to the city streets. However, the

recognition that the affected activity was a "right" seemed to help in

leading to the striking down of a statute delegating authority to the

Barbers' Sanitary Commission to prescribe and enforce rules and regulations

fixing minimum prices to be charged for barber services and the hours when

the barber shops may be operated. (Robbins v. Webb's Cut Rate Drug Co.,

16 So. 2d 121 (1943), rehearing denied 1944),.

While it is often not clear from the cases exactly how much weight

the courts place upon the nature of the interest affected bra regulatory

scheme, it is clear that the Florida courts are sympathetic to the argument

that the legislature could not have been more specific in the delegation of

authority. Thus in State Department of Citrus v. Griffin, 211. cit., the

court upheld the delegation of board authority to manipulate the supply

and demand for citrus on the ground that "only a general scheme of policy

can with advantage be laid down by the legislature." (p. 581) But in

Dickinson v. State, 227 So. 2d 36 (1969) the court struck down a scheme

for licensing cemeteries because it lacked sufficient standards opening
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the way to "unfairness and favoritism."

Obviously in simply raising the questions outlined above a Florida

court is not automatically led to an answer as to whether the challenged

legislation does constitute an improper delegation of authority. This

point is underscored by the surprisingly inconsistent results that have

been handed down. On the one hand, as might be expected the courts have

struck down regulatory schemes which merely gave power to an agency to

permit the transfer automobile transportation brokerage licenses when it

was in the "public interest" to do so. (Delta Truck Brokers v. King,

142 So. 2d 273 (1962).) In another case which provides a good contrast

with the state of the law in New York, the state Supreme Court struck down

a scheme of licensing "psychologists" on the ground that the legislature

failed to define the term psychologist, (Husband v. Cassel, 130 S. 2d 69 (1961).)

On the other hand, the Supreme Court has also struck down legislation which

was considerably more precise. In Mahon v. County of Sarasota, 177 So. 2d 665 (19

the Supreme Court struck down the Sarasota County Lot Clearing Act which

provided for the elimination, as nuisances, of accumulations of trash, refuse,

filth, garbage, unsanitary or other noxious matter, and of heavy, dense

or dank growths of weeds, grass, underbrush, palmettos, or other vegetation,

which constitutes a health, fire, or traffic hazard. Only those accumulations

of refuse or vegetation which are within 200 feet of a "structure" maybe found

to be a nuisance as a health or fire hazard; and to constitute a traffic

hazard, the vegetation must be more than two and one-half feet in height

and within fifty feet of an "intersection." Because the statute did not de-

fine the terms "structure" and "intersection" the law was struck down.
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Five years later in Flesch v. Metropolitan Dade County, 240 So. 2d 504 (1970)

a lot clearing ordinance was upheld which provided:

The existence of excessive accumulation or untended

growth of weeds, undergrowth or other dead or living plant

life upon any lot, tract or parcel of land, improved or

unimproved, within one hundred feet (100') of any improved

property within the unincorporated areas of this county

to the extent and in the manner that such lot, tract or

parcel of land is or may reasonably become infested or

inhabited by rodents, vermin or wild animals, or may

furnish a breeding place for mosquitoes, or threatens or

endangers the public health, safety or welfare, or may

reasonably cause disease, or adversely affects and impairs

the economic welfare of adjacent property, is hereby

prohibited and declared to be a public nuisance.

This court found that the ordinance was more specific than the law in

Mahon insofar as determining what is an improved piece of land is more

easily accomplished than determining what constitutes a structure. Also

this provision states more specifically under what conditions action may

be taken to clear the land.

The difficulties of determining when the courts will act to strike

down a law are made complicated again by Register v. Milam, 188 So. 2d 785 (1965).

There the court upheld a system for selecting apprentices to port pilots;

these apprentices in turn are the only people eligible to become port pilots

when vacancies occur. The court admitted that no criteria were specified

in the statute but said it was not convinced any criteria were needed.

"We find nothing fundamentally wrong in the choice by the pilots, or by

the pilot agreeing to have the understudy assigned, or apprenticed, to him,

of a person related to him or liked by him." (p. 787)

Given the nature of the doctrine against the delegation of legislative

authority as it has developed in Florida we can see that, for example, com-

pared to New York the Florida version of the doctrine has more bite. Florida
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courts will still seriously entertain the possibility that a statute does

improperly delegate legislative authority. At the same time, the courts

have not been consistent in their resistence to very general grants

of authority. Thus making predictions as to when a law will fall is

difficult. But we can see that because of the concern of the Florida

of
courts with regard to the delegation/authority to officials who may then

affect important personal rights of individuals, if education should come

to be deemed a constitutional right under the Florida Constitution, then

the courts may pursuant to their own delegation doctrine examine more

closely delegations of authority in the educational area. There is, in

other words, a potential for an even stronger judicial resistance to

delegations of authority in the education area than now exists.

(ii) Delegations of authority to local educational officials are

examined by the courts in light of the doctrines outlined above.

(Day v. City of St. Augustine, ELE. cit.) But here again judicial

scrutiny of such delegations of authority is likely to be more intensive

underneath Florida's own doctrine against delegation of authority as

education becomes to be viewed as an important personal right.

(iii) Few cases were found which would be helpful in illuminating

what the judicial reaction would be to a grant of authority to parents

to participate in the control of the curriculum of a given school building.

The bulk of the cases which touch upon the delegation of authority by

the legislature to private groups involve the incorporation in statutes

of standards promulgated by private associations -- standards which are to

be followed by state officials in exercising their discretion. The basic
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rule Which emerges from these cases is that such incorporation by

reference of standards promulgated by private associations is permitted

if the statute makes clear that the standards referred to those

in existence at the time the statute was passed and does not also include

all future standards the private association may issue. (Spencer v. Hunt,

147 So. 282 (1933); State v. Dee, 77 So. 2d 768 (1955).) (It might be noted,

however, that in education there exists one area where a private association

continues to enjoy extensive control over public policy -- control which has

not been challenged on the ground of an improper delegation of authority.

The Florida High School Activities Association, Inc. is a non-profit

association, the members of which are the principals of almost all

public and private high schools in the state. This organization controls

all inter-scholastic athletic activities in Florida. In order for high

school students to participate in inter-scholastic activities, the

principal must be a member of the association and the student must be in

compliance with its by-laws. That the association exercises public

authority was made clear in one case in which a student challenged the

rules on the ground he was deprived of due process of law. On appeal

from a dismissal of the complaint the district court of appeal ruled the

association's activities were state action and the complaint should not

be dismissed. (Lee v. Florida High School Activities Association, Inc.,

291 So. 2d (1974).)

The limitations imposed in the previously cited cases upon the in-

corporation of standards promulgated by private associations clearly suggests

that Florida courts would not accept a real delegation of authority to

private groups. This conclusion is underscored by State v. City of Tallahassee,
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177 So. 719 (1937) which struck down a city ordinance providing that no

license would be issued for a pool and billiard room unless, among other

things, the applicant obtained a petition with 100 signatures of taxpayers

including the owners of sixty percent of the property fronting on the

street where the pool parlor is to be located and also on the block adjoining

thereto on the north and south and/or the east and west of said block. The

court said the execution of a law "cannot be made to depend on the unbridled

discretion of a single individual or an unduly limited group of individuals."

(p. 721) Thus we are merely left with a bare hint of the thinking of the

court -- a hint which might be expanded upon in the following way. The

nature of the veto power granted to the owners of 41% of the property

fronting on the streets in question, the self-interested nature of this

group and its lack of accountability all point in the direction of the

likelihood of unfair treatment of the individual seeking the license.

This possibility coupled with recognition that the individual right at

stake is the carrying on of a lawful business, suggests that the delegation

of authority may not stand. (Also see Amada v. Town of Daytona Beach,

co7
181 So. 2d 722 (1966).)

It thus appears the Florida courts along with the courts of other

states such as New York and Arizona, would not lightly accept the delegation

of uncontrolled discretionary authority to parents. But the few existing

cases hardly constitute a strong basis upon which to predict judicial

reaction to all the possible ways in which parents might authoritatively

be given some authority to control the curriculum to which their children

are exposed. Perhaps the main obstacles to significant parental involve-

ment in the control of the public school curriculum remains Article IX, Sec-

tion 4.
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(iv) The allocation of authority within the state or a local district

may take place either by direct legislative action, or by the sub-delegation

of authority by those who were the original recipients of authority

from the legislature. A we have seen a challenge to delegation of

authority by the legislature raises an issue of the violation of Article III,

Section 1. Only the legislature itself can violate Article III, Section 1,

as only it has the legislative authority which may not be delegated. Hence,

the issues involved in a challenge to the sub-delegation of authority are

different from those we have been dealing with to this point. The first

question in a challenge to a sub-delegation of authority is (a) whether the

officer or agency sub-delegating the authority has been given the statutory

authority to delegate his/its discretionary authority. Then if it is

decided that authority to sub-delegate exists, we may have to ask whether

(b) this authority to sub-delegate is constitutional on its face. For

example, in the case of Florida if the state board of education had

statutory authority to delegate its authority; this may be a violation of

Article IX, Section 2. Similarly statutory authority of a county board

of education to delegate its authority may be a violation of Article IX,

Section 4. If the authority to sub-delegate is constitutional we may still

have to ask (c) whether the execution of the authority to sub-delegate was

carried out in accordance with the statute, and, if so, (d) whether the

execution of the authority has been carried out in accordance with such

provisions of the constitution as Article IX, Sections 2 and 4. Ad-

ditionally, sub-delegations of authority must survive the same tests which

are applied to delegations of authority by the state legislature. That is,

sub-delegations of authority must meet such requirements as that they be
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accompanied by express guidelines and standards. (City of Miami Beach v.

Fleetwood Hotel, Inc., 261 So. 2d 801 (1972).) The cases do not make clear

the constitutional source of this requirement. As a matter of logic the

source of the requirement could not be Article 3, Section 1 which vests all

legislative power in the state legislature because that provision applies to

the state legislature and not to subordinate units of government. In any

event it would make no sense to say a school district may not delegate

legislative power since Article 3, Section 1 prohibits the legislature

from giving the school district legislative power in the first place;

hence the school district presumably does not have the power to give away.

Thus the prohibition against sub-delegation without appropriate standards

may rest upon the same notion of due process i.e., the sub-delegation of

power without appropriate standards violates the due process rights of

individuals insofar as arbitrary power is given to a public official to

affect individual rights of liberty and property.

It might be noted that this series of questions is relevant whether

one is concerned with sub-delegation by state officials to elected or

appointed local officials, or with sub-delegations by local officials

(elected or appointed) to others within the local district who also may

be employees of the district, or private individuals or groups.

Turning to issue (a) it appears that a case of sub-delegation of

authority will not in all likelihood be disfavored in the Florida courts

on the ground that the official doing the delegating lacked the statutory

authority to delegate in the first place. As one court has said:

"It is the well settled rule in this state that if a statute imposes a

duty upon a public officer to accomplish a stated governmental purpose,
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it also confers by implication every particular power necessary or proper
--...

for complete exercise or performance of the duty that is not in violation

of law or public policy." (Peters v. Hansen, 157 So. 2d 103, 105 (1963).)

In saying this, the court upheld a contract between the county tax assessor

and a private company hired by the assessor to carry out some of his duties.

Then the court added "He has the implied power to employ persons to do work

of a clerical or ministerial nature, requiring no exercise of official

discretion, and involving no substantial rights of persons against whom

assessments are made, where such work is done under his supervision, or he

ratified or adopts it." (p. 105)

No cases were found discussing issues (b) and (c) and the cases dis-

cussing issue (d) tend to uphold the delegation of authority. In Blitch v:

City of °call, 195 So. 406 (1940) the court upheld the delegation, by the

city to the city manager of authority to issue permits which must be obtained

before any construction or repair work could be carried out within the city.

The central issue of the case was not, however, the fact that authority had

been delegated to the city manager but that in carrying out his delegated

duties he had to adhere to the specifications of the National Board of Fire

Underwriters, a private association. The court upheld the delegated

authority by interpreting the ordinance as incorporating only those

standards which had already been promulgated by the private association

at the time of the adoption of the ordinance. In Permenter v. Young,

31 So. 2d 387 (1947) an ordinance giving the Municipal Inspector authority

to refuse the issuance or transfer of liquor licenses was challenged on

the ground that it vested in the inspector arbitrary discretion. The case

never made clear whether this was a constitutional or statutory challenge
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or what provision of the state constitution the challenge or what provision

of the state constitution the challenge may have rested on. In any event,

the delegation was upheld on the ground that there was no inherent right to

sell intoxicating liquors and that there was always an appeal either to the

city council and/or the courts for a refusal to issue or transfer a license.

The court also added it was not necessary to prescribe a specific rule

of action when the discretion relates to matters within police regulation.

All in all the opinion, which relies heavily on quotations from American

Jurisprudence and McQuillian on Municipal Corporations, 2d. Ed., Revised,

is highly unsatisfactory and provides only a somewhat reliable guide as to

what Florida courts might do with a case involving a challenge to the

sub-delegation of authority.

One of the lot clear cases discussed above involved a local ordinance

under which the County Ma.lager was given authority to clear lots he deemed

to constitute a nuisance as defined by the ordinance. The ordinance was

upheld in an opinion which distinguished the Ordinance in question from a

more general statutory provision which had been struck down in a prior case.

(Discussed above.)

When we come to City of Miami Beach v. Fleetwood Hotel, Inc., 262 So.

2d 801 (1972), we find a case in which a sub-delegation of authority was

struck down. In that case authority was delegated by the city council to

a city rent agency to establish the maximum rents which may be charged.

The court struck down such provisions as the one which permitted the

agency to set aside any rent resulting from "illegality, irregularity, or

fraud" because they lacked sufficiently precise standards. The court wrote,

"However, when statutes delegate power with inadequate protection against
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unfairness or favoritism, and when such protection could easily have been

provided, the reviewing court should invalidate the legislation." (p. 806)

In sum, there is little Florida case law on the question of sub-delegation

of authority but what law there is suggests that the sub-delegation of

authority will be approved. There are probably however some outer limits

to what will be approved -- outer limits that are not well defined and

would not constrain the kinds of sub-delegations that one might expect to

take place within the educational system. Even if, for example, Florida

county boards of education were on their own volition to undertake to

decentralize their operations, it is unlikely they would do so in ways that

clearly violated Article IX, Section 4. The county boards might, for example,

delegate extensive authority to their princiOals to control the curriculum

in their building subject to ultimate approval by the board. This formula

would in all probability pass court scrutiny. Again, however, it is plausible

to assume that such a sub-delegation of authority would receive greater

scrutiny if the courts accepted Article IX, Section 1 as establishing a

right to an education. All in all, the doctrine surrounding the sub-

delegation of authority in Florida is not likely to affect in important

ways the allocation of authority to control- the school curriculum.

C. Individual Rights

While not explicitly dealing with the allocation of authority to

control the curriculum, those provisions of the Florida Constitution which

touch upon civil rights also could affect who may control the curriculum.

The relevant provisions from Article I are listed:

2. Basic rights

111
All natural persons are equal before the law and have inalienable
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rights, among which are the right to enjoy and defend life and liberty,

to pursue happiness, to be rewarded for industry, and to acquire, possess

and protect property; except that the ownership, inheritance, disposition

and possession of real property by aliens for citizenship may be regulated or

prohibited by law. No person shall be deprived of any right because of race

or religion.

3. Religious freedom

There shall be no law respecting the establishment of religion or

prohibiting or penalizing the free exercise thereof. Religious freedom shall

not justify practices inconsistent with public morals, peace, or safety. No

revenue of the state or any political subdivision or agency thereof shall

ever be taken from the public treasury directly or indirectly in aid of

any church, sect, or religious denomination or in aid of any sectarian

institution.

4. Freedom of speech and press

Every person may speak, write and publish his sentiments on all

subjects but shall be responsible for the abuse of that right. No law shall

be passed to restrain or abridge the liberty speech or of the press. In all

criminal prosecutions and civil actions for defamation the truth may be given

in evidence. If the matter charged as defamatory is true and was published

with good motives, the party shall be acquitted or exonerated.

5. Right to assemble

The people shall have the right peaceably to assemble, to instruct

their representatives, and to petition for redress of grievances.

6. Right to work

The right of persons to work shall not be denied or abridged on account

of membership or non-membership in any labor union or labor organization.

The right of employees, by and through a labor organization, to bargain

collectively shall not be denied or abridged. Public employees shall not
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shall aot have the right to strike.

A, 9. Due process

No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property without

due process of law, or be.twice put in jeopardy for the same offense, or

be compelled in any criminal matter to be a witness against himself.

Despite the potential of these provisions for affecting the authority

to control the curriculum in the public schools, e.g., Section 4 could

provide a basis for the academic freedom of the teacher, few cases were

found interpreting these provisions which were relevant to the problem

at hand. The few relevant cases dealt with the issue of religion in the

public schools. What these cases make clear is that but for the U.S.

Supreme Court, religious exercises as well as mandatory flag salute

exercises could be part of the public school program. Thus, for example,

the Florida Supreme Court in a decision which pre-dates West Virginia v.

319 U.S. 624 (1943),
Barnette,/upheld a requirement that students salute the flag despite religious

objections thereto. (Bleich v. Board of Public Instruction for Hillsborough

County, 190 So. 815 (1939).) And the Florida Supreme Court has approved

the recitation of zhe Lord's Prayer in schools and readings from the Bible

even after the Schempp decision had been issued by the U.S. Supreme Court.

(Chamberlin v. Dade County Board of Public Instruction, 160 So. 2d 97 (1964).)

This decision was, of course, reserved on appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court.

(Chamberlin v. Dade County, Board of Public Instruction, 377 U.S. 359 (1964).)

More recently the Attorney General of the State of Florida issued an opinion

stating that it was not contrary to opinions of the U.S. Supreme Court for

the School Board of Broward County to set aside time in opening exercises

for individual prayer and Bible reading or meditation. "However," the
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Attorney General wrote, "there does not seem to be any constitutional

prohibition against providing for a period of silent private recollection,

meditation or silent prayer to prepare oneself for the coming day. The

purpose of this period could well be for the student to collect his thoughts,

examine his goals and reevaluate his purpose in life so .that he may function

in an organized and directed manner throughout the day, or the student might

elect to use this silent period for whatever purpose, including private

prayer which fits his needs or desires." (Opinion of the Attorney General,

071-196 (1970.) (A comment on the validity of this conclusion is provided

in the New York review, where it was concluded that there is a strong

possibility that such arrangement may in fact be unconstitutional contrary

to the opinion of the Attorney General.) And it might be noted that

Section 233.062 of the Florida School Laws provides "The school board may

install in the public schools in the district a secular program of education

including but not limited to an objective study of the Bible and of religion."

Because of the lack of litigation based on the Florida "bill of rights"

we must conclude that these provisions do not today play an important role in

affecting the allocation of authority to control the curriculum in Florida.

To the extent individual rights speak to the question of the allocation of

authority, it must be those rights based in the U.S. Constitution.

II. Legislature

In this section we provide an overview of the educational system as

established by the legislature. The work of the legislature can be divided

up into four categories: (1) The further specification of the relationship

of the participants in the educational system; (2) The establishment of

administrative procedures according to which the system must operate;
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(3) Direct legislative control of the child's education by specification

!II in statutes of which children should receive which kind of educational

program; (4) The est lishment of compulsory education requirements.

(1) A starting point for understanding the Florida School Laws is

Section 229.011:

Public education is basically a function and responsibility

of the state. The responsibility for establishing such minimum

standards and regulations as shall tend to assure efficient

operation of all schools and adequate educational opportunities

for all 'children is retained by the state.

In keeping with this provision Section 229.053 provides:

The state board of education is the chief policy-making

'and coordinating body of put. c. education in Florida. It has

the general powers to determine, adopt or prescribe such

policies, rules, regulations, or standards as are required by

law or as it may find necessary for the improvement of the

state system of public education. Except as otherwise.

provided herein it may, as it shall find appropriate, delegate

its general powers to the commissioner of education or the

directors of the division of the department.

State board control is reinforced by Section 229.041:

All rules and regulations and minimum standards adopted

or prescribed by the state board in carrying out the provisions

of the school code shall, if not in conflict therewith, have the

full force and effect of law.

The commissioner of education who is an elected official is part of

the state board of education and serves as its secretary and executive

officer. (FS 229.012) The department of education is in effect the staff

and administrative arm of the state board.(FSL Section 229.75 and 229.76.)

And Section 230.03 provides with regard to the local districts:

The district school system shall be considered as a part

of the state system of public education. All actions of district

school officials shall be consistent and in harmony with state

laws and with the rules and regulations and minimum standards

of the state board. District school officials, however, shall

have the authority to prelvide additional educational opportunities,

as desired, which are authorized but not required by law.
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Taken together these statutes clearly imply a hierarchal arrangemt.nt

within the state with the state board of education being the superior

of the local districts. As will be seen in the next paragraphs and sections

of the paper the relationship is not quite so simple.

First of all, interviews suggested that the officals in the

department of education have not behaved as though they were the bosses of

the local districts and have in fact been sensitive to resistance from

local officials. There may be other factors which account for this but one

important factor is the political context in which state officials work.

Ultimate control and supervision of the educational system rests in the state

board, and it must be remembered the state board is made up entirely of

elected officials who are dependent upon the political support of the

people in the local communities. The state board, commissioner and the

department of educators are all constrained by this political reality.

Secondly, recent legislative reforms have changed the relationship

between the state and local educational agencies. The new textbook

selection law (discussed below) has made the local district a more

important participant in that process. The new state finance law has

removed much of the control over the raising of money from the local

district and placed it in the hands of the state legislature. Additionally,

as discussed above, the money is to be allocated within the district in

accordance with legislative priorities as stated in Section 237.34(3) as

amended by Chapter 74-36. A further effect of this provision will be to

place greater authority in the hands of building principals. The rule forces

the district to spend 80% of the money it got, for example, for having

handicapped school children in certain buildings, in those buildings

which have the handicapped kids. Thus the principal has a basis for going
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to the board to demand his legally sanctioned share of the state funds.

The new laws establishing an accountability mechanism have similar cen-

tralizing and decentralizing effects. Thus the state has been given new

powers to collect information on student achievement and on the distribution

of financial resources within school districts. (FSL Sections 229.57; 237.34

as amended by Chapter 74-227). Hence the state can now monitor the entire

educational system and can use this information to bring pressure to bear

to correct problems and abuses. But at the same time, the local district

has not been told how it must go about trying to improve student performance

on the objectives being measured by the state wide assessment program.

Discretion as to how these objectives can best be met is left in the hands

of the local professionals and boards.

In brief, while state-local relationships have never fully followed a

hierarchal pattern, the recent changes in the state law have modified the

picture even further. In its role as monitor of the system the state is in

a position to cajole and push but is not expected to mandate educational

the state

policy. At the same time/will not be able to long ignore the pressures

placed upon it rising from public disclosure of the information

collected by the state. Thus in a way the position of the state may have

been strengthened vis-a-vis the local district despite the fact that the

public rhetoric suggests that the state agencies should be moving away

from a role in which they mandate policy which the local districts are

to follow.

(2) The 1974 legislature also enacted a substantial revision of

the state's Administrative Procedure Act -- an act which establishes the

procedures all "agencies" in the state must follow in issuing, for example,
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rules and orders. "Agency" is defined to include the state board of

education, departmeht of education, as well as local schools district:

(Chapter 74-310, Section 120.52 (1).) Additionally the act provides for a

variety of mechanisms by which the rules and orders of these agencies might

be challenged before the agency in question or in the courts. Some of the

details of these provisions will be taken up below.

Of particular interest here is that the same act provides for con-

tinuous oversight by the legislature of the rule making activities of the

state board of education and department of education. A rule is defined as

"each agency statement of general applicability that implements, interprets,

or prescribes law or policy, or describes the organization, procedure, or

practice requirements of an agency and includes the amendment or repeal of

a rule. The term does not include internal management memoranda which do not

affect either the private interests of any person or any plan or procedure

important to the public, legal memoranda or opinions issued to an agency by

the attorney general or agency legal opinions prior to their use in connection

with the agency action or the preparation or modification of agency budgets,

contractural provisions reached as a result of collective bargaining, or

agricultural marketing orders under chapters 573 or 601." (Chapter 74-310,

Section 150.52 (13).)

Continuous oversight of the state level educational agencies is

provided for in the following way. A new section 11.60 was adopted to

create a standing joint committee of the legislature composed of six

members - three from.the house and three from the senate appointed by the

speaker of the house and president of the senate, respectively. At least

one of the house and senate members must be from the minority party.
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Subsection (2) of this same provision states the committee shall maintain

a continuous review of the statutory authority on which each administrative

rule is based and agencies must advise the committee whenever a court

significantly changes the authority of the agency. Beyond this Section

120.54(10) of the newly adopted Administrative Procedure Act, Chapter 74-310

provides that an agency proposing to adopt a rule (for these purposes the

term agency does not include school districts) must file with the joint

committee a copy of the rule, a detailed written statement of the facts

and circumstances justifying the proposed rule and the notice of the

proposed rule making required by another section. "The committee shall

examine the proposed rule and its accompanying material for the purpose of

determining whether the proposed rule is within the statutory authority on

which it is based, as a legislative check on legislative created authority.

If it disapproves the rule, the committee shall certify the fact to the

agency proposing the rule, together with a statement detailing with

articularity its objections to the proposed rule prior to the time the

rule becomes effective."

The agency may refuse to withdraw or modify the rule and still may

proceed toward adoption of the rule by following the additional

steps specified by the statute including filing the proposed rule with

the department of state along with the summary of hearings and the

detailed written statement of the facts and circumstances justifying the rule.

But also filed at the same time would be the statement of the joint com-

mittee disapproving the rule and this would become part of the public

record. The proposed rule becomes effective twenty days after filing or

on a later date as specified in the rule or as specified by a relevant statute.
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It would appear then that the joint committee's statement whether

approving or disapproving of the proposed rule would come to play an

important role in any subsequent challenges brought by parties affected by

the rule -- in challenges brought directly to the agency pursuant to

Sections 120.57 and 120.54(3) and 120.56 as well as in challenges brought

in the courts pursuant to those same provisions in addition to Section 120.68.

While none of these provisions specifies what weight is to be given to the

opinion of the joint committee, it would seem that the courts are not likely

to totally disregard this legislative interpretation of the enabling act

under which the agency is operating. Thus, the legislature has provided

for a continuing influence upon the actions of the state board of education

and department of education. The importance of the legislature in Florida

educational politics is once again underscored.

(3) Some of the reform efforts and a body of older laws represent

a different approach to control of education in the state than represented

by the new accountability thrust. The significance of many of these laws

is that they reflect direct legislative control of the child's education

rather than legislative role allocation. Thus, for example, the basic

provision controlling the curriculum inthe public schools provides:

(FSL Section 233.061) Required instruction.

Members of the instructional staff of the pubic schools,

subject to the rules and regulations of the state board and of the school

board, shall teach efficiently and faithfully, using the books and materials

required, following the prescribed courses of study, and employing approved

methods of instruction the following: The essentials of the United States

constitution, flag education, including proper flag display and flag salute,

the elements of civil government, the elementary principles of agriculture,

the true effects of all alcoholic and intoxicating liquors and beverages and

narcotics upon the human body and mind, kindness to animals, the history of the

state, conservation of natural resources, and such additional materials, sub-

jects, courses, or fields in such grades as may be prescribed by law or by

regulations of the state board and the school board in fulfilling the require-
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ments of law; provided, that state and district school officials shall furnish

and put into execution a system and method of teaching the true effects of

alcohol and narcotics on the human body and mind, provide the necessary text-

books, literature, equipment, and directions, see that such subjects are

efficiently taught by means of pictures, charts, oral instruction, and lectures

and other approved methods, and require such reports as are deeme0. necessary

to show the work which is being covered and the results being accomplished,

and provided further, that any child whose parent shall present to the school

principal a signed statement that the teaching of disease, its symptoms,

development and treatment, and the viewing of pictures or motion pictures of

such subjects conflict with the religious teachings of their church, shall be

exempt from such instruction, and no child so exempt shall be penalized by reason

of such exemption.
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Beyond these provisions, Section 230.23 (m) imposes on districts th

requirement that they provide for an appropriate program of special

, -
struction, facilities, and services for exceptional children, i.e.,

e

in-

the

handicapped and gifted children. And Section 230.23 (h) requires districts

to offer vocational schools, departments or classes. The department o

education has been directed to develop and implement regulations provi

for practical courses of direct job-related instruction in each school

district in the state. (233.068) This requirement is in addition to the

authority school districts already have, after obtaining approval from

the department of education, to operate area vocational-technical centers

(FSL Section 230.63.) And the legislature has also specifically required

that schools offer and children take two other courses:

233.064 Americanism vs. communism; required high school tour

f

ing

(1) The legislature of the state hereby finds it to be a fact tha

(a) The political ideology commonly known and referred to as

communism is in conflict with and contrary to the principles of

constitutional government of the United States as epitomized in its

national constitution,
(b) The successful exploitation and manipulation of youth student

groups throughout the world today are a major challenge which the free

world forces must meet and defeat, and
(c) The best method of meeting this challenge is to have the youth

of the state and nation thoroughly and completely informed as to the evil

dangers and fallacies of communism by giving them a thorough understanding

of the entire communist movement, including its history, doctrines,

objectives and techniques.
(2) The public high schools shall each teach a complete course of not

less than thirty hours, to all students enrolled in said public high

schools entitled "Americanism versus communism."

(3) The course shall provide adequate instruction in the history,

se. --

s,
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doctrines, objectives and techniques of communism and shall be for

the primary purpose of instilling in the minds of the students a greater

appreciation of democratic processes, freedom under law, and the will

to preserve that freedom.
(4) The course shall be one of orientation in comparative govern-

ments and shall emphasize the free-enterprise-competitive economy of

the United States as the one which produces higher wages, higher

standards of living, greater personal freedom and liberty than any

other system of economics on earth.
(5) The course shall lay particular emphasis upon the dangers

of communism, the ways to fight communism, the evils of communism,

the fallacies of communism, and the false doctrines of communism.

(6) The state textbook council and the department of education

shall take such action as may be necessary and appropriate to pre-

scribe suitable textbook and instructional material as provided by

state law, using as one of their guides the official reports of the

house committee on un-American activities and the senate internal

security sub-committee of the United States congress.
(7) No teacher or textual material assigned to this course shall

present communism as preferable to the system of constitutional

government and the free-enterprise-competitive economy indigenous to

the United States.
History. -- Sections 1-7, 9, ch. 61-77; Section 25, ch. 65-239;

Sections 15, 35, ch. 69-106.
Note. -- Formerly Section 230.23 (4) (1).
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Driver education must also be provided but students are not required to

enroll. (FSL Section 233.063) And Section 233.062 specifically authorizes

school districts to offer a program involving the objective study of the

Bible and of religion. Other provisions establish categorical grant

programs for support of reading, health education and courses on the

environment. (FSL 233.057; 233.067; 229.8055)

Another way of viewing the legislature's direct intervention into

the school program is to take note of the classification of pupils that

the legislature has established with regard to whom different state

minimum educational requirements are applicable. This list is as follows:

a. Students in Grades 1,2,3

b. Students in Grades 4 - 10

c. Students in Grades 11 and 12

d. Students Defined as Exceptional Children

1. educably mentally retarded

2. trainable mentally retarded

3. speech impaired

4. the deaf and hard of hearing

5. the blind and partially sighted

6. the crippled and other health impaired

7. the emotionally disturbed

8. socially maladjusted

9. learning disabilities

10. the gifted

11. hospital and home bound

e. Students with low achievement test scores, from families of a low

socio-economic background
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f. Students with low standard English comprehe

g. Students in vocational programs

h. Married students

i. Unmarried but pregnant

sion

j. Students who have previously had a child out of wedlock

k. Students whose physical, mental, or emotional condition is such

as to prevent their successful participation in re

education programs for exceptional children

1. Dependent children

m. Delinquent children

While the materials below will provide more details about

gular or special

most of these

classifications, some features of the laws establishing these classifications

need to be noted. As with Section 233.061 we have here direct co

the child's education by the legislature. Each category of child

ntrol of

is to be

given certain educational inputs -- but the specification of what is to be

provided is at best stated in general terms. The state board, commi ssioner,

department of education and local district are all left with consider

discretion in establishing the criteria as to which child belongs in wh

ble

ch

category. It is this very sort of delegated authority that Article IX,

Section 1 may lead a court, as discussed above, closely to scrutinize,

since the authority to classify children is the authority to determine whi

child will have access to which program.

(4) The categories "h" through "m" are found in the compulsory

education and neglect laws of Florida, the third major body of legislative

enactments. These laws specify the ages during which children must attend

school, what constitutes compliance with the attendance laws, and which

children may be placed in special classes or programs or exempted from

5 20
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school altogether. As in other states it is basically this body of

which regulates private educational efforts and specifies the duties of

parents with regard to the education of their children. A more detailed

discussion of these provisions is reserved for the last section of this

review.

III. State Board, Commissioner, Department of Education

A simple reading of the statutory provisions dealing with the duties

and responsibilities of the state board of education, the commissioner, and

the department of education reveals a pattern of authority running from the

board, to the commissioner to the department. But the relationship between

the Commissioner and the state board as reflected in the law is not quite

so simple. Interviews suggested that the nature of the relationship

between the Commissioner and the state board can vary depending on the

personalities involved. A strong commissioner with ideas of his own can

play a larger role, always subject to the ultimate control of the state

board, than a weak commissioner who is content not to push new educational

policy. There are several sources for this potential influence of the

commissioner. (1) The commissioner is an elected official in his own

right and, unlike, the New York State Commissioner is not subject to being

fired at will by the state board. (2) Some statutory provisions make clear

that it is the commissioner who has the primary responsibility for establish-

ing and operating a particular program. For example, a categorical aid

program designed to aid schools in improving the safety of their facilities

has been left to the commissioner to. operate. (FSL 232.255.) (3) As a

practical matter, because the commissioner,is involved full-time in educa-

tional affairs, and because he presumably has more accurate information

than other members on the state board with regard to educational matters,
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his opinion probably carries more weight at state board meetings.

These facts must be counterbalanced with the recognition that the

Governor, who is also a member of the board, has his own staff devoted

exclusively to educational affairs as do the committees of the legislature

dealing with education. Both these staffs cooperate and have their own

means of obtaining information about the operation of the educational

system. Hence the Governor and legislature can be with regard to information,

on an almost equal footing with the commissioner.

The most recent and important example of the ability of the legislature

and governor to cooperate on formulating educational policy in the face of

indifference or perhaps even hostility from the department of education and

commissioner, ;vs the creation in the summer of 1971 of the Governor's

Citizens' Committee on Education. The committee was appointed by, the

governor and funded by the legislature and given the task of surveying

almost every fundamental aspect of the education system in the state. The

report which emerged from the effort two years later touches upon school

finance, governance, the curriculum and program, teacher training, school

services, and the relationship of the school and community. Much of the

report has been enacted into law, most notably the recommendations with

regard to changing the system for financing the public schools. Other

important recommendations which have been enacted into law include a new

financial accounting system (discussed below); a requirement that each

school issue an annual report of progress to the parents; and the require-

ment that each district establish a parent advisory council. Notable

recommendations which have not been fully acted upon touch upon improving
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At any rate, what is clear from this recent experience is that

educational reform can suddenly overtake and even overwhelm the commissioner

and department of education. Since the issuance of the Citizens' report

a new commissioner of education has come to Tallahassee, who to most

observers seems more willing to take some initiative and to try to

exercise some of the potential power any commissioner enjoys. He will be

working, however, under the close scrutiny of the staffs of both the

governor and legislative committees concerned with education.

In sum, the formulation of educational policy in Tallahassee could be

importantly influenced by an active and astutue commissioner, but the recent

history has shown that if the commissioner is inactive,,control of policy

may simply be seized by the legislature and governor.

With this background in mind we propose to discuss several important

functions of the state board, commissioner, and department of education which

have a direct bearing upon the curriculum of the public schools: (A) State-

wide Assessment; (B) Accreditation; (C) Comprehensive Information and

Assessment System; (D) Textbook Selection; (E) State Regulation of Local

Districts.

A. State-Wide Assessment

Section 229.57 is entitled "The Educational Accountability Act of

1971 and provides:

(1) SHORT TITLE.--This section shall be known and may be

cited as The Educational Accountability Act of 1971."

(2) PURPOSES: INTENT.--The purposes of this section are to

provide for the implementation and further development educational assessment

procedures as required by § 9(1), chapter 70-399, Laws of Florida, and the

plan for educational assessment in Florida, developed by the commissioner of
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education pursuant to this chapter;

(a) To provide for the establishment of educational

accountability in the public educational system of Florida;

(b) To assure that education programs operated in the

public schools of Florida lead to the attainment of established objectives

for education;

(c) To provide information for accurate analysis of the

costs associated with public education programs; and

(d) To provide information for an analysis of the differential

effectiveness of instructional programs.

(3) Educational Accountability Program.--The commissioner of

education is directed to implement a program of educational accountability for

the operation and management of the public schools, which shall include the

following:

(a) Pursuant to subsection 229.053(2)(e) the commissioner,

with the approval of the state board of education, shall, no later than

November 1, 1972 and each year thereafter, establish major or ultimate, specific

uniform statewide educational objectives for each grade level and subject area,

including, but not limited to, reading, writing, and mathematics, in the public

schools.

(b) The commissioner shall develop and administer a uniform,

statewide system of assessment based in part on criterion-referenced tests and in

part on norm-referenced tests to determine periodically pupil status, pupil

progress, and the degree of achievement of established educational objectives.

Such system shall include procedures for assuring comparability where appropriate

between student erformance information collected and reported b this s stem

and national indicators of student performance.

(c) The commissioner shall make an annual public report of

the aforementioned assessment results. Such report shall include, but not be

limited to, a report of the assessment results by grade and subject area for

each school district and the state, with an analysis and recommendations con-

cerning the costs and differential effectiveness of instructional programs.

(d) The school board of each district shall by the 1973-74

school year make an annual public report of the aforementioned assessment

results which shall include pupil assessment by grade and subject area for

each school in the district. A copy of the district's public report shall be

filed with the commissioner of education.

(e) The commissioner, with approval of the state board of

education, shall by the 1973-74 school year, develop accreditation standards

based upon the attainment of the established educational objectives.
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(4) Implementation. - -This section shall apply to the subject area

of reading by the 1971-72 school year and the subject areas of writing and

mathematics by the 1972-73 school year. No other subject area shall be tested

until assessment in the subject areas of reading, writing, and mathematics has

been im lemented. Such im lementation shall include the testin' of all third

and sixth graders in the state by the 1974-75 school year and of all third

through sixth rade students b the 1975-76 school ear in the basic areas of

reading, writing and mathematics. An interpretation of such test in each

school shall be reported in the annual report of school progress.

I
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An understanding of how this law has been implemented begins with

a booklet entitled "Goals for Education in Florida" put out by the

Department of Education. The booklet lists ten goal "areas" the first of

which is Communication and Learning Skills, The first subsection in this

area provides (p. 6):

a. All students shall achieve a working knowledge of

reading, writing, speaking and arithmetic during the elementary
school years, accompanied by gradual progress into the broader
fields of mathematics, natural science, language arts and the
humanities.

The educational assessment to date touches upon only this one sub-goal.

The legislature recently made sure that this would be the case for some

time to come by amending section (4) of the act to read:

This section shall apply to the subject area of reading by

the 1971-72 school year and the subject areas of writing and mathematics

by the 1972-73 school year. No other subject area shall be tested until

assessment in the subject areas of reading, writing, and mathematics has

been implemented. Such implementation shall include the testing of all

third and sixth graders in the state by the 1974-75 school year and of all

third through sixth grade students by the 1975-76 school year in the

basic areas of reading, writing and mathematics. An interpretation of

such test in each school shall be reported in the annual report of school

progress.
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Since the law mandated that at least in part the assessment be carried

out with criterion-referenced tests, the first step was to develop a set of

objectives which were to be tested. This was done by contracting in 1971

with the Dade County Public Schools, Broward County Public Schools and

Florida State University for them to develop testable objectives in the

areas: mathematics, writing and reading, respectively. The work was

overseen by the department of education. An important consequence of this

initial involvement of school districts is that the claim could not be

made that the state was imposing objectives upon the local districts.

From the long lists of objectives developed under contract, it was

necessary to select objectives which were to be given priority in the

testing program. Once again local districts were involved; they were polled

to determine which objectives they considered to be the most important.

Committees in each district were to do the work of ranking and it was

recommended that each committee include teachers, administrators, curriculum

specialists, parents, students and other interested parties. The responses

from the districts were tabulated taking into account the size of the

districts in weighting their votes. From the ranked objectives the depart-

ment of education selected the objectives which would be tested. This set

of 530 objectives was given to the state board for approval. Since that

time,an effort has been made to , reduce the number of objectives to be

tested, thus for the 1973-74 assessment effort, for example, the number

of objectives per subject for the third grade was reduced from 160 to 82.

The process for reducing the number of objectives was also a cooperative effort

between the local districts and department of education.

It would be useful at this point to indicate the nature of these
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objectives. Under the general heading Decoding Skills, the first

objective in the sub-section entitled A. Vowels is as follows: Given an

example of a word containing the /a/ sound spelled a as in "baby," the

learner will identify words containing the /i/ sound. (Department of

Education, Division of Elementary and Secondary Education, "1573-74

Priority Objectives for Communication Skills (Reading and Writing) and

Mathematics in Florida, Grade 3.)

Test items were also developed to test each of the 530 objectives

in 1972-73 and the lesser number in subsequent years. Again the local

districts and university were involved. Their work was then submitted

to Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. for review and revision. This review

resulted not only in the development of the final test items but also the

identification of those objectives which could not be tested. The follow-

ing table shows the number of test items used for each subject and form.
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Table 1. Number of items used for each subject and form

Subject

Form
Total per
Subject1 2 3

Grade 3
Math 59 70 63 192

Reading 30 35 45 110

Writing 9 24 24 57

Total number
per form 98 129 132

Grade 6
Math 71 67 70 208

1 Reading 56 86 68 210

Writing 33 36 41 110

Total number
per form 160 189 179

Grade 9
Math 59 75 62 196

Reading 27 55 70 152

Writing 56 36 34 124

Total number
per form 142 166 166
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It might be noted here that Florida plans to develop and is in the process

of developing a bank of test items for each objective; hence stored on

magnetic tape will be up to ten test items per objective from which will

be selected a smaller number for use each year. That way, over a period

of years the likelihood of the same set of test items appearing on a given

test for testing a particular objective is very slight.

Putting that aside, it can already be seen that bits of information

to be collected with the tests was and does amount to an enormous quantity.

Hundreds of objectives to be tested with a total of 720 test items.

The problem of an enormous quantity of data is further compounded

when the size of the population to be tested is taken into account. in

1972-73 a sample of almost 55,000 students in grades three, six, and nine

participated in the assessment. In 1973-74 the figure jumped to 112,000

students. The 1974-75 assessment involved 360,000 pupils and the figure

will go even higher when the legislative mandate is carried out that every

student in grades three through six be assessed in 1975-76.

Even if not every student is tested with every test item used to

assess a given objective, and even if the number of objectives (and
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the bits of information to be collected each year is staggering. And then

if the results of one year is to be compared with the results of preceding

years, the amount of data to be analyzed in any given year simply become

overwhelming.

To make matters even worse there will be no way to provide a meaningful

analysis of these data insofar as relating student achievement to student

background factors -- the factors which all previous research has shown is

the most important explanatory variable for student achievement (James S.

Coleman, et al, Equality of Educational Opportunity, Washington, D. C.:

U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1966) This is so because

very limited demographic data are to be collected. Only the student's

age, sex, race, whether the student understands spoken English, is a special

education pupil or is a migrant student will be collected. There will be

no information on the family's income, parent's education, parents'

occupation, educational facilities-in the home -- books, television, etc.

(This information was not and will not be collected because it is deemed to

be too sensitive and obtaining such information from the children was con-

sidered not a reliable method of collection.) While information about the

schools in which the students are enrolled will be available through another

information collection system, discussed below, running correlations between this

information and student achievement would make no sense without also being

able to hold constant the demographic information the state is not collecting.

How then will the results of the testing be analyzed and reported?

What use can this information be put? What impact will it have upon the

curriculum of the public schools?
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The data will be reported each year by state, district and school

building. But comparisons between districts or school buildings will be

extremely difficult to make. This is so because of the format of the

reports, and the problems inherent in interpreting the data which are

reported. A sample of how state and district results are to be reported

follows: Everyone of the hundreds of objectives are listed in the table.

Next to each objective is listed data describing the state-wide results and

the data for the particular district being compared with the state averages.

The data reported for the state includes, first, percent of students,

state-wide, who achieved the objective. Apart from the problems of pro-

jecting from a sample population to the whole population the number of

students who would have achieved the objective if all students had been

tested, this percentage figure involves a normative judgment by professional

educators. It will be noted that each objective is tested with at least four

test items. How many test items have to be successfully completed in order

for a student taking the test to be deemed to have mastered the objective

is a determination made by professionals at the department of education.

Students are now being compared against what professional educators think

they should be able to do instead of simply against each other. One norm

has been substituted for another norm.

After the percent of students state-wide who achieved the objective

is listed, comes the standard error and then the "range for the state score"

which is a function of the standard error. Hence if the percent who achieved

the objective was 95.5, and the standard error was 0.3, then the range for the

score was between 95.0 and 96.1. In other words the actual percent of students

who achieved the objective probably fell between 95.0 and 96.1 with the best
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guess being the first figure of 95.5.

On that same line with the state data is the district data for the

same objective: percent who achieved in the district, standard error,

range for the district. The final figure for that objective is called

the "overlap of ranges." In this column is marked either nothing, i.e.,

the space is blank, or a plus (+) or a minus (-) appears. What these

signs do is to provide a guide to the extent to which the "range for the

state score" and the "range for the district" score overlap. Hence if the

state range is 95.0 to 96.1 and the district range is 93.2 and 97.2, there

is a clear and strong overlap of the two ranges. The state and the dis-

trict had as possible common percentages of achievement scores between

95 and 96.1, thus no difference in the achievement between the state and

district can be assumed: the column will remain blank. If the column is

marked with a plus then the strong possibility exists that the district had

a higher percent of achievement on that objective than the state and vice

versa if the column is marked with a minus.

These figures are repeated for every objective tested in the assessment.

And no overall final summary comparison is provided between the state-wide

results and district results. A district which wanted to compare itself

with the state would simply have to compare objective by objective. No

guides are provided as to whether, overall, the district is doing better

or worse than the state-wide student population. Thus if third grade

students in Dade County seemed to do worse on 22 reading objectives out of

the approximateiy 120 objectives tested, the district would have to decade

for itself whether overall it was doing better or worse than the state-wide

population. Aside from the problems of interpreting the data discussed
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objectives
below, the district would have to decide if the 22/on which the district

received a minus sign in the last column were very important or trivial

objectives. The reported results, thus are only a starting point for making

any kind of comparison.

Before turning to other problems of interpretation it might be noted

that
that comparison between school buildings and/the overall district performance

on each objective is reported in the same way as the comparison between

state-wide and district performance. Each objective is listed and next

to it is reported the same kind of figures now for the district as a whole

and the school building in question. Again no overall summary comparison is

made between the building performance and district-wide performance.

A final table provides a handy method for making comparisons between

school buildings and district results on each objective. Thus, down the far

left hand column is listed each school building in the district. Across

the top of the table the objectives are listed by identifying number. The

matrix which is formed thus gives one the opportunity to see how every building

did on objective 9C-21, reading down the columns, or by reading across the

table one can see how building no. 680901 did on objective 9C-21, 9C-22, etc.

The last figure in the vertical columns gives the district percent of

achievement for that objective. A plus, minus or blank next to the figure

for the school percent of achievement on a given objective provides the

same information as discussed above.

It is important now to note what the state itself says about how these

data are to be interpreted. As for using the data to compare between district

and state achievement, or between building and district achievement, the

state warns that in essence the comparisons simply cannot be made validly.
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There are, the state says, at least three reasons why the district or

building might be doing better, worse or the same as the state and district,

respectively. (Florida Department of Education "Guide to District and

School Assessment Results, 1973-74," pp. 2-3):

1. Instructional Priorities. The district or school may
have placed its primary emphasis on the development of certain
math skills, so scoring below the state in reading and writing
would be less significant, as long as the math scores show some
success in meeting the goals set for that area.

2. Instructional Schedules. A decision by the school to
schedule instruction in certain objectives in the latter part of
the school year -- after students have been assessed -- could
account for poor scores on those objectives.

3. Socio- economic Level. Some schools have a student
population that is comprised mainly of disadvantaged students,
causing their scores to be lower than those of schools with an
upper-class pupil population.

As if these problems were not sufficient to put any one off from using the

data for comparison purposes that state department adds the following (p. 7):

All too often there is a tendency to count the +'s and -'s
without analyzing the size or importance of the difference. A +

or - indicates that there is likely a statistical difference

between district and state performance, but it does not identify
"educational significance." Thus, a + beside a district score
of 57 when the state score is 51 does not mean that the district
is "doing well," nor does a - for a district score of 64 when the
state percentage is 71 mean that the district instructional

program is inadequate. Either interpretation might be valid,

based on an analysis by district personnel of their instructional
goals and programs, but the + and - do not provide that interpretation.

If the data cannot be used for making comparisons, what then is it useful

for The department of education offers the following suggestion. Each

district should set its own goals for each objective and the data from the

assessment program can show the district how the district as a whole or a

particular building is progressing toward that goal over the years. Thus

movement from a percent of achievement from 93.9 to 95.5 might indicate
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improvement in the achievement of that goal. But even using the data this

way involves significant problems. The department of education itself notes

that differences of less than five points should not concern the district as

such a difference might simply be caused by the different testing procedures

being used from year to year. (p. 9) Changes in the instructional schedule

can cause a change in the scores. Perhaps more important, changes in the

socio-economic make-up of a particular school building or the district as

a whole can be the cause. And it must be remembered that it was state

department professionals who determined how many test items must be successfully

completed in order for a given student to have been deemed to have scored "right" or

"wrong" on that objective. Hence, the district in even using these figures

is accepting the judgment of the department of education as to what should be

expected of students on a given objective a judgment which, if the district

examined it, might not be acceptable.

In brief it is not clear how the data can be used profitably by either

the state or local districts. It certainly is not clear that the legislature

has realized an educational accountability system when it enacted "The

Educational Accountability Act of 1971." In other words, it is doubtful

the information collected under this state-wide assessment system can be

legitimately used to hold any district or school building accountable for

its performance. There are too many ways in which the data can be attacked

and, in any event, the results are so cumbersome to use that they are simply

going to be reported out and then probably ignored or used incorrectly.

This last point needs some elaboration and brings us to the impact

this system will have upon the curriculum in the public schools. All those

interviewed in Florida agreed that the assessment effort already had and
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would continue to have an effect upon the curriculum in the public schools.

There are three possible ways this could be true. Either the local districts

are being very sophisticated in using the data by supplementing the informa-

tion they obtain from the state with data they have collected on student

background factors, with a careful judgment as to which objectives are most

important to that district, with a judgment as to how many test items must be

completed successfully in order to score the performance on the objective

right or wrong, and with information about the school programs to which the

students were exposed. If the districts are doing all this, then perhaps the

data might be used correctly, but there are no indications that any district

is doing any such thing. The second possibility is that the districts are

taking the data and using it to make decisions while ignoring all the pitfalls

in the use of the data outlined above. There is some indication that this

may be happening.

The third possibility seems to be the most important. Simply because

the state in cooperation with local districts has established a catalog

of objectives of the basic skills which are to be tested, the political

process at the local and state levels has begun to be concerned with student

achievement, with educational outputs instead of simply with inputs. And

more specifically, the testing system has focused professional and lay

attention upon the problem of student achievement in the basic skills. A

concern with such achievement was, of course, one of the reasons the whole

accountability system was put in place in the first place. But now that it

is in place, the system itself keeps that concern at the forefront of

public and professional attention.

Dade County has reacted to this "pressure" in the following way. It
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has gone one step beyond that state reports to create a "profile" of

each student showing how that student did on the assessment, on each

objective. The district itself has developed its own test items to check

up on its pupils between state assessments. Materials have been prepared

prepared
and are being/to teach toward those objectives, and teachers are being

encouraged to teach from these special packages of materials.

Others interviewed see the primary value of the assessment process

as establishing a concern with more rational management of the educational

system. At least now administrators are beginning to feel as though they

should operate the educational system in terms of output objectives and

a dialogue has been started on this problem. The issue of management by

objectives has been placed on the public political agenda. And most

commentators say that the general effect of the assessment is large,

massive and the most significant force in the state today for influencing

the curriculum.

B. Accreditation

Related to the assessment effort is the massive and complex state

established accreditation process. Authority for the department insisting

that schools go through an accreditation process is based on Section 229.802

which provides:

The department shall examine the school plant, personnel,

instruction, schools, methods of keeping accounts, records and
reports and other aspects of district school systems and educational

institutions; to make recommendations to the proper authorities
for needed changes and improvements; and to classify or accredit

schools or services on the basis of standards and regulations
prescribed by the state board.

Accreditation takes place in terms of three types of standards:

input standards, e.g., teacher-pupil ratios; process standards which specify
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action of the staff in implementing the educational program, e.g., The

program provides opportunitities for students to express ideas and feelings

through music; and product standards, e.g., students experiment with a

number of musical instruments, creating simple melodies of their own. The

three levels of compliance for each standard -- and there are hundreds of

these standards -- is specified, thus a district might be rated on a given

standard at level 1, 2, or 3. The standards were once again developed by

the department of education in collaboration with the local districts in

the state. The input standards are fairly specific and local districts

have no discretion in redefining these standards. The districts are simply

expected to evaluate themselves in terms of the standard as given. However,

the process and product standards are only loosely established by the state,

e.g., the state booklet lists the following standard: Space utilization has

been evaluated annually by use of an analysis chart and necessary adjustments

have been made. It is up to the district to recast this standard as suits

the districts desire, e.g., The principal will evaluate on an annual basis the

instructional spaces needed by the school. Compliance will be indicated by

90% of the classes being taught in spaces of sufficient size and design

to carry out the identified goals of each subject and service area. Product

standards are similarly for the district to define for itself. Furthermore,

a district in seeking its "grade" or "ranking" may choose to be evaluated

and to evaluate itself in terms of the input standard and either the process

standards or product standards. Hence any district might be rated only in

terms of two or the three standards. Twelve districts have chosen to be

accredited in terms of all three standards.

What is clear from this brief description of the accrediting arrangement
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is that almost no district can fail to be accredited and accreditated at

a high rating. First, the districts can choose between product and process

standard, and secondly each district can define for itself how tough a

version of the literally hundreds of standards it wants.to rate itself

against. It is possible for a district to establish such a low standard(s)

that it cannot fail to meet the standard(s).

The state assessment effort ties into the accreditation process in

the following way. Normally data for determining a school's accreditation

is collected through forms which the district must fill out for the state

annually, and through a self-assessment process coupled with a state

inspection every five years. Now with the availability of state assessment

data, these data will be used to determine if the district has met its own

product standards which it has set for itself. Thus, instead of the district

devising its own tests to determine if its own goals are being met, the

state assessment tests will be the basis for determining if the district

has met its own self-imposed objectives. Naturally since the state assess-

ment tests are directed to the objectives approved by the state board, the

district will in effect be forced to use those objectives as the basis of

its instructional program in the grades to be tested. But, to stress the

point again, while the state objectives are to be used, it is up to the

district to determine to what extent it wants its students to be successful

in achieving those objectives for accreditation purposes.

Finally, it might be noted that no state imposed consequences hinge

upon achieving a high or low ranking in the accreditation process. State

money is never increased or reduced depending on how a district comes out

in the accreditation process. In fact it would be possible for a district
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to refuse to go through the process, but no district has done so. Thus, it

is not entirely clear why the state department has mounted this complex,

massive, time consuming and expensive process. Local districts generally find

it an annoyance with which they must go along simply for fear of the bad

publicity that would accompany a refusal to comply.

The implications of this process for the school curriculum are subtle

and indirect. The entire effort reinforces the idea that educational planning

should take place in terms of measurable objectives -- objectives that compliance

with which can be determined in quantitative terms, punched out on punched

cards and run through a computer. Further, even though the state does not

impose specific process and product standards on the local districts; it does

provide very general versions of these standards that inevitably focus the

111
attention and shape the standards actually adopted by the district for its

self-evaluation effort. it is probably easier for many districts to work

from the standards laid out by the state in five booklets totaling about

260 pages of lists of standards. Hence the accreditation process is another

indirect and inefficient way in which the state shapes the curriculum of the

local districts.

C. Comprehensive Information and Assessment System

Another mechanism by which the state will be able to collect still

more information was established by Section 237.34 adopted in the 1973

legislative session. The provision provides:

By July 1, 1974, the commissioner shall develop plans for

the design and implementation of a comprehensive management information and

assessment system. These plans may be developed using contracted services.
Representative districts shall be involved to assure that individual dis-

trict management information and assessment systems provide output reports
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that are compatible with the require./ input needs of this system. By July 1,

1975, the system shall be in operation in each appropriate division of the

department, and a compatible system shall be in operation in each district.

The commissioner shall report on the progress of implementing the system to

the governor, the state board, and the legislature prior to the beginning

of the regular 1974 and 1975 legislative sessions. The state system and the

compatible district systems shall provide for at least the following:

(a) Determination of the management decisions which will

be made at each educational level and the information needed at each level;

however, the primary unit for information and assessment shall be the individual

school.

(b) Standarization of reporting definitions and terms.

(c) Procedure; for assuring the compatibility of manage-

ment objectives at the department, division, and district levels necessary

to implement public education policy.

(d) Procedures for assuring comparability between student

performance information collected and reported by this system and national

indicators of student performance.

(e) Compilations of relevant standardized fiscal,student,

program, personnel, facility, and community information in forms usable at

various management and policy-making levels.

(f) Integration of all present information components of

the appropriate divisions of the department into the comprehensive system,

which shall include, at least, such present educational information components

as accreditation, student assessment, school house facilities, and cost account-

ing.

(g) Procedures for collection and dissemination of collected

educational information required by other state agencies and federal agencies.

(h) Procedures for a continuous review of all components

of the information system to assure that information collected is necessary,

adequate, and reliable and that it is processed in an efficient manner.

(i) Wherever possible, a reduction in the number and com-

plexity of required reports, particularly at the school level.

(2) COST ACCOUNTING. -Each district shall account for expenditures

of all state, local and federal funds on a school-by-school and a district-

aggregate basis in accordance with standards established by the department or as

provided by law. The method used by each district when recording and reporting

cost data by program shall be reviewed and approved by the department in accordance

with regulations prescribed by the state board.

(3) COST REPORTING.--Each district shall report expenditures of

all funds on a school-by-school and on an aggregate-district basis in accordance
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with standards provided by the department. Definitions of program categories

and cost elements to be reported shall be prescribed by regulations of the

state board and shall include the programs set forth in §236.081(1)(c),

Florida Statutes. In the 1974-75 fiscal year each district shall report to

the department of education the percent and dollar amount of current operating

funds of the Florida education finance program exclusive of categorical program

funds and funds expended in the manner prescribed by Section 236.081(4) expended

by program cost categories that generate the funds. By the 1975-76 fiscal year,

an amount equal to at least seventy percent (70%) of current operation funds

of the Florida education finance program exclusive of categorical program funds

and funds expended in the manner prescribed by Section 236.081(4), Florida

Statutes, shall be expended by program cost categories in the district that

generates the funds and the school shall report similar expenditures and

percents for basic programs. By the 1976-77 fiscal year, eighty percent (80%)

of current operation funds of the Florida education finance program shall be

expended by basic program cost categories in each school that generates the

funds and by special program cost categories in the district that generates

the funds. A district by district accounting shall be made for all categorical

programs identified in §236.081(6), and such funds shall be expended for the

costs of the identified programs in accordance with regulations of the state

board. All districts, in cooperation with the department, shall plan mutually

compatible programs for the refinement of cost data and improvement of the

accounting and reporting system. The department shall report to the legis-

lature sixty (60) days prior to the opening of the regular 1975 and 1976

sessions on the status of district programs and the state's own program for

improvement of accounting and reporting of cost data on a statewide compatible

basis. The report shall include the anticipated degree of implementation in

the current fiscal year. The refinements and improvements identified in the

district's plan and the state plan shall be accomplished by July 4, 1976. Each

approved district plan and the state plan shall incorporate procedures or the

alternatives considered for minimizing the number and complexity of reports

from the school level.

The most significant result of this new act is that for the first time

the state will be able to obtain within-district comparisons of the amount of

money spent in each school building. This capability opens the door to

establishing primie facie cases of discrimination as well as providing the

state to determine the extent to which the statutory requirement that

"By the 1976-77 fiscal year, eighty percent (80%) of current operation funds

of the Florida educational finance program shall be expanded by basic program

cost categories in each school that generates the funds and by special program

cost categories in the district that generates the funds." (Chap. 74-227),

Section 237.34) Hence the importance of authority to collect information

cannot be understated: without this authority and the capacity to do so

the state would not be able to enforce its own priorities for how money
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should be spent on the school program. The legislature has made more

possible the realization of its own educational program goals.

(D) Textbook Selection

Florida requires state approval of textbook and other materials before it

may be used by local districts. This textbook selection process was recently

investigated by the state Senate Committee on Education when complaints

came to the legislature from local districts that the state consistently

ignored the suggestions of the local districts as to which books should be

approved by the state for local use even though many districts wanted the

books requested. The investigation revealed many abuses in the textbook

selection practices of the state. Secret non-public contracts were made.

The books selected were not learner verified and selections were made before

the price of the book was known. The agendas of the meetings of the state

textbook council were not published and notices of meetings were not being

sent, and at the meetings the agendas were ignored. Possible serious problems

of conflict of interest were uncovered. To make matters even more suspicious,

all records of the book selection process had been destroyed in violation

of Florida law that public records not be destroyed for at least two years.

(Interview with Jack Leppert, Staff Director, Senate Committee on Education.)

The investigatiod resulted in a revision of the textbook selection law.

The newly revised textbook selection law is designed to correct these

abuses, to make the process a more collaborative effort between the state

and local districts, to give the very large districts a greater voice in the

textbook selection process, and to provide certain guidelines as to which

book may not be selected. These points are illustrated below.

An important revision of the law so as to broaden its scope beyond
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textbooks, drops the term "textbook" and uses instead the

materials". The term "instructional materials" is defined

Section 233.07):

term "instructional

(Chapter 74-337,

For purposes of this chapter, instructional
defined as items that by design serve as a major t
in the instruction of a subject, course, or activit
may be available in bound, unbound, kit, or package

consist of hard or softback textbooks, consumables,
laboratories, slides, films and film strips, recordin
tives, and other commonly accepted instructional tool

terials are
of for assisting
y. These items
form, and may
learning
gs, manipula-

s.

Final selection of instructional materials rests in the department of

education which must choose from materials recommended to it by s tate

instructional materials councils. These councils in turn must con

recommendations of local district instructional materials council.

233.07 as amended by Chapter 74-337) The department of education,

instructional material councils and local council work with

imposed procedural and substantive requirements which are likely to a

sider the

(FSL

state

ffect

the choices ultimately made. Once the materials have been selected and

approved districts may still ignore the list, and purchase their own materials

but must do so with local funds; Section 233.34 permits only 25% of stat e funds

for instructional materials to be used for materials not on the state its t.

In brief, the basic constraint on local districts with regard to using onl Y

state approved materials is a financial constraint. (FSL 233.34 as amended

by Chapter 74-337).

We turn now to some of the details of the selection process insofar

as they bear upon the likely outcome of that process, that is, upon the

nature of the materials approved for purchase with state supplied funds.

The process begins with the appointment by the commissioner of a state
a

instructional materials council. The law provides "There shall be councils
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for the recommendation of instructional materials for the elementary and

secondary grades as may be necessary and recommended by the commissioner

of education ..." (FSL 233.07 (1) as amended by Chapter 74-337) Hence

there may be councils of elementary science, social studies, or even limited

to first grade reading, etc. The councils are to consist of nine members

serving staggered terms of three years, and shall be made up of four

classroom teachers, two lay persons, one school board member, and two

supervisors of teachers. No school district may have more than one repre-

sentative on a council.

These provisions dealing with the make-up of the councils are all new

revisions of the statute reflecting an attempt to assure wide participation

of many sorts of people with heavy emphasis upon local 'involvement in the

process.

In adopting recommendations perhaps the most important constraint

on the council is the requirement that the decision shall be based on the

"desires of the districts." (FSL 233.07 as amended by Chapter 74-337)

This provision is supplemented by the following (FSL 233.05(4)(F) as amended

by Chapter 74-337.):

When recommending instructional materials for use in the

schools each council shall have the recommendation of all

districts which submit evaluations on more than half the

materials submitted for adoption in that particular subject

area aggregated and presented to the members to aid them in

the selection process; provided, however that such aggregation

shall be weighted in accordance with the full time equivalent

student percentage of each district; and provided further, that,

that no instructional materials shall be evaluated or recommended

for adoption unless each of the district councils shall have been

loaned the specified number of samples.

What this provision does then is to enlarge the voice of the larger school

districts such as Dade County which are actively engaged,, with large
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evaluating curriculum materials. Thus, an

element of par*:cipation is a corded these large counties which they did

not enjoy before the law was revised. Further, the smaller and "less

sophisticated" and more rural counties may find that they will have imposed

upon them lists of materials which reflect the preferences of these larger

counties which are generally more active in the process of selecting

materials. This result is in keeping w ith the thinking of the drafters

of the new law who do not believe that some of the smaller county school

districts are fully competent to select cur riculum materials. In short,

the revised instructional materials selection

goals: greater local involvement while at the

law attempts to achieve two

same time avoiding the

consequences of letting some of the smaller, more

their own materials.

Other provisions which are to guide the state c

rural districts select

uncils include such a criterion

as that the books must "accurately portray the cultura

of our society, including men and women in professional,

and racial diversity

vocational and

executive roles, and the role and contributions of the ent

in the total development of Florida and the United States."

epreneur and labor

(FSL Section

233.09(4)(a) as amended by Chapter 74-337) This requirement can be coupled

with the restriction that "No instructional materials shall be recommended

by any council for use in the schools which, in its determination, contains

any matter reflecting unfairly upon persons because of their race, c olor,

creed, national origin, ancestry, sex, or occupation." The phrase "in its

determination", it might be noted, may preclude use of this provision as a

basis for challenging in the courts the selection, of state materials on th

ground, for example, of an unfair representation of people because of their
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sex. The statute seems to commit the decision on this question to the

discretion of the council and ultimately the department of educ

course, courts have been known to work around such restrictions

ation. Of

, hence

challenges to the adoption of certain books on the basis of this

restriction may nevertheless prove to be possible.

Another statutory guide requires that the council be satisfie

the materials are accurate, objective, and current and suited to th

and comprehension of pupils for which the materials were selected.

233.05(4)(e) as amended by Chapter 74-337.) This provision should b

in connection with Section 233.25 (3)(b) as amended by Chapter 74-337

That provision requires that the publisher submit "proof of the use of

learner verification and revision process during prepublication develop

and post-publication revision of the materials in question." The secti

goes on to define learner verification as the "empirical process of data

gathering and analysis by which a publisher of a curriculum material has

improved the instructional effectiveness of that product before it reaches

the market and then continues to gather data from learners in order to

improve the quality and reliability of that material during its full market

life." If such information is not provided, the section requires the

publisher must satisfy the council that it will gather and'use learner

verification data to revise the materials. The section continues to define

learner verification as including:

e needs

(Section

read

the

ment

n

...data gathered directly from learners and that data may

include the results of criterion-referenced and group-normed tests,

direct learner comments, or information gather from written

questionnaires from individual or small group interviews, and

not precluding the use of secondary data gathered from teachers,

supervisors, parents, and all appropriate participants and

observers of the teaching-learning process.
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There are many problems associated with this effort on the part of the state

to obtain cost-effective materials. First, because there are so many

variables which enter into whether and how much and how fast a student

learns (e.g., such background variables beyond the control of the schools

as family social-economic status; and such variables as the enthusiasm of

the teacher for his job), it is not clear that research will be able to

lead toward the development of materials which are scientifically proven

to be the cause of more effective learning by students than other materials.

Secondly, the statute is so general that almost any piece of inadequate

research might serve to meet the requirements of the statute. Third, it

is likely publishers will use methods of research which show off their

product to best advantage, as a result different publishers will use

different methods of establishing the worth of their materials. Hence it

is not at all clear that it will be possible to make comparisons between

the research results of one publisher and another. Fourth, undoubtedly

this requirement will drive up the cost of purchasing textbooks while not

providing the state with any clear benefits. Further, the larger publishers

will be able to mount seemingly large and impressive learner verification

projects which smaller publishers could not hope to mount. The law in

question thus stacks the odds against the smaller publisher getting his

materials accepted at a time when it is not at all clear that the product

of the smaller publisher is necessarily of lesser quality. In brief, there

are grave doubts that the learner verification requirement will provide the

instructional selection councils any better basis for selecting materials, but

it does seem clear this provision will drive up the cost of these materials.

Section 233.09 also provides that the state instructional materials
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council, in addition to relying upon statements of the publishers, may

conduct or cause to be conducted its own investigation as to the compliance

of the materials with the requirements of the other provisions of the law.

Those other privisions have been listed above but also include such further

criteria that the materials accurately portray man's place in ecological

systems, the need to protect the environment, and the effects on humans of

various stimulants, as well as controlled and dangerous substances. "1

it might be noted that a criterion for selection which was removed from

the statute books was one which forbade the selection of textbooks which

treat subjects in a partisan manner, or editorialize or propagandize com-

munistic philosophy or other principles inimical to the U.S. government,

and that books should be selected which provide students with the traditional

ideals and basic concepts of American Democracy. (FSL 2330.09 (5)(b) as

amended by Chapter 74-337).

As was noted, among the pieces of information the state instructional

materials councils must use are the recommendations from the district

instructional materials councils. What those local councils recommend

must be made part of the official and public record of the state council.

Indeed, all state council motions, votes, and summaries of debates are to

be placed in a public record available for public inspection and duplication.

The state council must file a public report with the department of education.

And all these materials are to be the product of meetings which have been

publically announced at least two weeks prior to convening and which are

open to the public. All in all the public nature of this proc-:ss will make

it even more difficult to ignore the recommendations of the local instructional

materials councils. (FSL Section 233.09(1), (2), (5).)
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The local instructional materials councils must also conform in

their make-up to certain statutory requirements. `If the council consists

of five people, two are to be lay persons and three must be teachers. If

the local council is made up of six or more people, at least one-third of

the membership must be lay people, and one-half teachers. Procedurally

the local councils may not deny any publisher or manufacturer time equal

to that time given any other publisher to present his product. The local

councils are to follow the same substantive guidelines as apply to the

state council, for example, that dealing with unfair representation of

people because of their race. And recommendations are to be made by

ranking the materials in order of preference. (FSL Section 233.09(3)(c),

as amended by Chapter 74-337.)

These procedures required of the local councils once again favor the

larger and more active school districts. Particularly the requirement

that once a local district has established a local council it may not

refuse any publisher a chance to present his materials. Obviously a re-

quirement of this sort forces the local district into a long, complicated

and time consuming evaluation process. Only the larger districts with

sufficient money and staff to engage in this kind of process would be

inclined even to start the process.

Once the local and state councils have decided, the department of

education asks for bids from the recommended publishers. Thus, in making

the final selection the department "shall give due consideration both to the

prices bid for furnishing books and to the report and recommendations of

the state instructional materials textbook council." (FSL 233.16(1).)

Once again a public report must be-filled.
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Most of the points outlined in this review of the state instructional

materials selection law are new to the statute books. It remains to be

seen what effect these laws actually have upon the politics of the selection

process, but it does seem that one effect that cannot be avoided is the greater

impact the larger, more prosperous and active county districts will have

upon the selection process. Once again then, we see a new statutory

revision which has shifted authority and power in the state. This time to

the local level and more specifically to local board level as opposed to the

principal at the building level. At the same time the law also expanded

the options at the local level in another way: By expanding the scope of

the act from just textbooks to instructional materials, the legislature

increased the number of items for which state aid could be given.

The next move on the part of districts such as Dade County is to seek an

amendment of that section of the law which permits only to 25% of the state

funds to be spent on items not approved by the state. The desire now is to

change that figure to 30% thereby further increasing local discretion. It

is ironical that, for example, Dade County would be one of the districts

pressing most strongly for such a change when the state textbook law is in

many ways already designed to give it a larger voice in the selection of

instructional materials than many other smaller counties.

(E) Regulating

A major function of the state board and department of education is

the regulation of the local districts through the issuance of regulations

which have the force of law. A regulation which has a direct impact upon

the curriculum of the public schools is 6A-l.95 which specifies the require-

ments for high school graduation. By specifying these graduation requirements
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the state in effect imposes certain duties upon the local districts to

provide these courses: language arts, mathematics, physical education,

science, social studies including American history and the Americanism vs.

Communism course. Additionally Regulation 6A-6.22 follows up on the

statutory requirement that Florida history be taught by specifying the

purposes as: (a) Developing proficiency in participatory citizenship;

(b) Learning about and considering contemporary and historical political,

economic and social development of the State of Florida; and (c) Applying

new knowledge about the affairs of the state in the context of community,

state, nation and world concerns. Another regulation details the content

of driver education course. (Regulation 6A-6.26) In a curious contrast, the

state regulations with regard to exceptional children specify nothing about the

programs to which they may or must be exposed but largely concentrate upon

111
further defining the different kinds of exceptional children and tackling

the problem of the procedures to be followed in classifying pupils.

(Regulations 6A-6.30ff)

Finally we might note two other ways in which the state can influence

the local program -- (i) through the operation of the various categorical

grant programs, e.g., environmental education grants and (ii) through issuing,

curriculum guides as an aid to the local districts. There was no indication that

either of these functions played a major role in shaping the educational

program in the public schools.

In,brief, themost important way the state board, commissioner and

department of education influence the educational program in the state

is through the operation of programs that indirectly affect that program

rather than by direct specification of courses to be taught or specification
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of the course content. The state's influence is most clearly seen in

establishing program priorities.

IV. Courts

Access to the courts is discussed at this point because an understanding

of the role the courts have played or might play in shaping Florida law is

important for the assessment of the scope of local board authority. What

the local boards may do is, in other words, importantly conditioned by what

the courts might do upon review of a challenged board action.

Access to the courts to redress grievances is specifically guaranteed

by the Florida Constitution, Article I, Section 21. A constitutional right

of judicial review of agency action, however, does not necessarily assure

complainants that the review will be vigorous and intense. Indeed the

Supreme Court of Florida has said that this provision does not contemplate

that the exercise of legislative or executive authority shall be subject

to judicial review only to a limited extent. (Nelson v. Lindsey, 10 So. 2d

131/133 (1942).) (The court said judicial review would only be available

to determine if there has been a violation of a constitutional right. Thus

it appears in Florida that one only has a constitutional right to seek

court review if the case involves a claimed violation of another right

protected by the constitution. As we shall see momentarily access to the

courts is nevertheless generally available for non-constitutional cases.)

Article 5 of the State Constitution establishes a Supreme Court,

District Courts of Appeal and Circuit Courts, all of which have constitutional

authority to issue such writs as mandamus, injunction, and prohibition.

(Florida Constitution, Article 5, Sections 4, 5, and 6.) Thus tnese common

law writs represent an important way for seeking review of the constitutionality
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of statutes, regulations, and specific actions as well as seeking review as

to whether a particular regulation or action was ultra vires, or whether

it represented an abuse of discretion.

Two other major vehicles for obtaining review are established by

statute: review pursuant to the declaratory judgment act and review pursuant

to the newly revised Administrative Procedure Act. (Chap. 74-310.)

Each of these "forms of action" will be briefly discussed. Pre-

liminarily we note that despite the many ways in which one might bring a

suit, Florida citizens, at least with regard to educational matters, have

not been very litigious. Few cases were found dealing with educational

legal issues or with the implications of Florida's adjective law for the role the

courts have or might play in the formulation of educational policy and the

111 distribution of authority.

A. Administrative Procedure Act

The new Administrative Procedure Act applies to both the state board

of education, department of education and

provisions excepted. The Act establishes

for reviewing rule making (which includes

local school districts, certain

that judicial review may be sought

statements of policy) "orders"

which are a final agency decision which does not have the effect of a rule,

and which is not one of the

sought: internal memoranda

important public interests;

exceptions to the act for which no review may be

which do not affect either private interests or

collective bargainingagreements; budgets; and

other internal communications. (Chapter 74-310, Sections 120.51(8), (13);

120.54; 120.56; 120.57; 120.68.)

Before examining the provisions of the ACT insofar as they guide the
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exercise of judicial power, it should be noted that the Act provides

individuals, whose substantial interests have been affected by agency

action, to seek review of the action before the agency itself. Two procedural

vehicles are provided for challenging an agency rule: Section 120.54 (3)

allows an affected person to seek an agency determination of a proposed

rule which does not relate exclusively to organization, practice or

procedure (those terms are not defined in the Act). The person seeking

review may claim the proposed rule is an invalid exercise of validly

delegated legislative authority or that the proposed rule is an exercise

of invalidly delegated legislative authority. Section 120.56 allows a

person substantially affected by a rule to seek a "declaratory statement"

as to the applicability of any statutory provision rule, or order of the

agency. Additionally, that person may seek an administrative determination

of the validity of any rule (no limitation is provided here as to the kind

of rule covered) on the same grounds as stated in Section 120.54(3). But

it is important to not that failure to proceed under either Section 120.54(3)

or 120.56, by the explicit terms of these provisions, does not constitute

a failure to exhaust administrative remedies.

Thus, parties substantially affected by the curriculum policies of the

state or local district are statutorily provided a mechanism for seeking

administrative review of those policies. Similarly a child aggrieved by

his placement in a particular course or program also apparently has the

right to seek formal administrative review of that decision. And the duty

upon the agency in responding to such petitions is considerable. Rules or

orders questioned pursuant to Section 120.56 force the agency to mount

proceedings in accordance with a complex set of rules set forth in Section

120.57.
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Section 120.57 establishes two basic types of proceedings: 7ormal and

informal. The formal proceeding is to be held before a hearing officer

appointed by the state department of administration. A transcript is to be

made; the parties involved may present evidence and cross-examine and the

hearing officer is to write a recommended order consisting of findings of

fact, conclusions of law, interpretation of administrative rules, and any

other information needed. The agency in its final order may not modify or

reject the findings of fact unless it determines from the complete record

that they were not based upon competent substantial evidence or the pro-

cedures involved in the hearing were faulty. The informal proceeding

need not be conducted before a hearing officer and no specific provision is

made for cross-examination of witnesses nor for a formal written final

order. However, Section 120.59 states that final orders in proceedings

which affect substantial interests shall be in writing or stated in the

record.

More specifically, Section 120.59 requires that the findings of fact

and conclusions of law be separately stated. Additionally, if the ultimate

findings of fact are stated in language which merely tracks the statutory

language, then the order must also include an explicit statement of fRe

underlying facts of record which support the findings.

Thus, before one goes to court the possibility of seeking review before

the agency itself is established. The impact of all these provisions upon

the local districts could be considerable. While the statute does not say

every request for administrative review of rules and orders must be granted

by the agency, certainly the requests of parties substantially affected must

be granted. The door has been opened to forcing public hearings on policies
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of both the state and local level educational agencies. And these. procedures

could be of immense importance for children who claim they have been mislabled

and misclassified, and placed in the wrong educational program.

Beyond this whether one goes to the-agency first or not, the Act provides

the opportunity for seeking judicial review in the District Court of Appeal.

Several provisions guide the exercise of judicial powers. On questions of

law the court must set aside modify or remand the agency action if it is

found that the agency has erroneously interpreted a provision of law and a

correct interpretation compels a particular action. If the agency action

was found to be "outside the range of discretion delegated to the agency by

law; to be inconsistent with an agency rule, an officially stated agency

policy, or a prior agency practice if deviation therefrom is not explained

by the agency; or to be otherwise in violation of a constitutional or

statutory provision" then the case shall be remanded to the agency. As for

reviewing any fact found by the agency, the court may not substitute its judgment

for that of the agency as to the weight of the evidence on any disputed fact, but

may set aside or remand the action if it is found that the agency's action

depends on any finding of fact that is not supported by ctapetent substantial

evidence in the record. But the court shall not substitute its judgment for

that of the agency on an issue of discretion. (Chapter 74-310, Section

120.68 (9), (10), (12).)

Taken together these provisions point toward a restrained exercise of

judicial power, and not toward strict scrutiny of agency action. In the

courts at least, then, it is not likely that parents and children will be

able to obtain much relief with regard to curricular and placement policies
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that involve disputed issues of social science and other facts of more

particular relevance to an individual child. The substantial evidence rule

embodied in the Act evokes the same kind of judicial deference to agency

determination of these matters as found in the federal statute. (cf. Tyll

van Geel, "The Right to be Taught Standard English: Exploring the Implica-

tions of Lau v. Nichols for Black Americans," 25 Syr. L. R. 863,899

(1974).) And the specific requirement in the Act that the court not

substitute its judgment on a matter of discretion will also restrain

judicial scrutiny. This will be especially true the more the courts view

educational decisions as a matter properly confined to the discretion of

experts who clearly know more about the matter than any court could.

B. Declaratory Judgment Act

The legislature has provided for another way of getting into court --

by seeking a declaratory judgment (Florida Civil Practice of Procedure

Chapter 86) The act permits a party to seek a declaration of his rights before

he has actually sustained an injury or breach of his rights. In pleading

he simply has to show whether he is entitled to a declaration of rights, not

whether the outcome of the case will be favorable to him. Issues of fact

would be handled as under any otl !I. action, e.g., if the matter is equitable

in nature the court tries the issues of fact. But a declaratory judgment

may not be sought that is based on disputed questions of fact alone. It

must also involve a question of law including challenges to the constitutionality

of statutes, ordinances, and administrative actions. (Henry P. Trawick, Jr.,

Florida Practice and Procedure, 1974 ed., (Atlanta, Ga.: The Harrison Co.

1974), pp. 615-619.)
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C. Common Law Writs

The state constitution establishes the authority of Florida courts to

issue a variety of common law writs including certiorari, mandamus, prohibition,

and injunction. (Florida Constitution, Article 5, Section 4, 5. and 6.)

Certiorari can be used to seek review of quasi-judicial decisions of adminis-

trative offices or agencies. (Henry P. Trawick, Jr., 22.. cit., p. 624)

For example, it would appear this would be the appropriate action to seek

review of a suspension of a pupil from school pursuant to a hearing held

at the district level. Mandamus is used when a party seeks to compel an

official to take an affirmative act, e.g., issue a certification to teach.

Prohibition is a remedy to prevent any action at all, as is the injunction.

All these forms of action may be vehicles for challenging the constitutionality

of a statute, regulation, ordinance or administrative action or inaction.

The cases are not particularly revealing as to the significance each

type of action might have with regard to the role of the court and the

significance of the type of action for the likely outcome of the suit. Only

some general comments about these writs are possible. First, it appears to make

no difference which writ is used if the case involves a constitutional

challenge. However the constitutional issue is raised, the courts end up

exercising a scope of review appropriate to all constitutional cases. More

specifically, the starting point in all such cases is the strong presumption

favoring the constitutionality of the legislation. A constitutionally

based challenge to curriculum policy or the placement of students will

meet the same judicial resistance.

In non-constitutional cases the type of action does make a difference.

Most clearly, courts are resistant to issuing a writ of mandamus unless the
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action to be compelled is only ministerial and the petitioner has established

a clear duty on the part of the official to perform this nondiscretionary

act. (Henry P. Trawick, Jr., sp.. cit., p. 632) Sometimes this point is

put in terms of the reasonableness of the refusal to act: if the official

refusal to act is arbitrary and unreasonable then he has a clear duty to act

and the court will so order it. (City of Miami Beach v. State ex rel. Lear,

175 So.537 (1937). But cases in which a mandamus is issued because the

refusal to act was deemed merely to be unreasonable are rare. In this last

cited case officials refused permission to establish a private school in a

particular part of town although public schools were permitted in that same

area. The court in a mode of analysis like that which would be used in an

equal protection case said the refusal to issue permission was arbitrary

and unreasonable and "has no relation to the public safety, health, morals,

comfort, or general welfare." Continuing it said (p. 539):

What objectional characteristic touching the comfort
or other general welfare of the surrounding community may
obtain as to a private school which would not probably obtain
in a greater degree as to public school has not been suggested,
and, we think, for the very good reason that none exists.

Since there are few specific statutes or regulations dealing with the

educational program or with how specific children should be handled by

the public schools, the writ of mandamus is not likely to prove to be a

very useful tool for tackling curriculum issues in Florida. Perhaps the

most important area that a mandamus might be used in is with regard to

"exceptional children." Section 230.23(4)(m) establishes that programs for

exceptional children must be provided by the local district -- usually a

matter of considerable expense to a district -- and failure to meet this

obligation may best be tackled by a mandamus. Similarly enforcement of
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the rule dealing with how state aid rust be allocated within the school

district, Section 237.34(3), might be accomplished with the use of a writ

of mandamus. Also the statutory requirements for how exceptional children

must be classified, which are supplemented by state regulations on the same

subject, might also be enforced through the same writ. (FSL Section 230.23(4)(m)

and Regulation 6A-6.331.) Ar..1 as more and more specific duties are imposed

by the legislature upon the state and local educational agencies, the writ

of mandamus may become more useful. But, for the most part, curricular issues

are likely to be viewed as discretionary matters with which the courts will

not interfere.

D. Appeals to the Department of Education

Teachers who have tenure and who have either been dismissed by a local

school board or returned to a non-tenured status may appeal such a decision

to the Department of Education through the commissioner of education,

(FSL Section 231.36(4).) This provides a means for a teacher who may have

been dismissed for reasons related to the curriculum, e.g., refusal of the

teacher to teach the prescribed curriculum, to seek a review of such a

decision. Indeed under the exhaustion of remedies doctrine aggrieved

teachers must exhaust this right of appeal before going to the courts.

(The Board of Public Instruction of Taylor County v. The State of Florida,

171 So.2d 209 (1964).)

E. Opinions of the Attorney General

In his capacity as chief legal officer of the state the Attorney General,

upon the request of school districts, will render opinions on legal issues of

both a constitutional and non-constitutional nature. This provides, at least

the local districts, an efficient and inexpensive method for obtaining somewhat

authoritative legal advice.
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V. Local Districts

A. School Boards

Florida school boards are fiscally independent, have been given basic

authority to control the curriculum within their districts subject to specific

legislative enactments dealing with the curriculum and state board regulations

(FSL Section 230.23(7).):

The school board, acting as a board, shall exercise all
powers and perform all duties listed below: ...

(7) Provide adequate instructional aids for all children
as follows in accordance with the requirements of chapter 233.

(a) Adopt courses of study for use in the schools of
the district; provided, that such courses shall comprise
materials needed to supplement minimum courses of study
prescribed by the state board for all schools.

This general authority must of course be read in connection with the more

411

specific directives embodied in Section 233.061 and 230.23(h) and (m),

discussed above, which deal with the general program as well as vocational

and special education.

In sum, Florida school districts are required to do the following:

a. Provide instruction in

i. essentials of U.S. Constitution
ii. elements of civil gcvernment
iii. elementary principles of agriculture
iv. true effects of alcoholic beverages and narcotics
v. kindness to animals
vi. the history of the state
vii. conservation of natural resources
viii. operation of the automobile
ix. evils, dangers and fallacies of communism
x. language arts
xi. mathematics
xii. physical education
xiii. science
xiv. American history or American history and government

b. Provide courses of studies for exceptional children

c. Provide schools, courses, classes in vocational education
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The details of how these requirements are to be filled in are left

111 to the local districts. But it must be remembered that in filling in the

details the districts must also take into account the assessment program,

accreditation, the requirements of the state aid program, and the constraint

imposed by the requirement that 75% of textbook aid be spent on state approved

instructional materials.

Beyond these constraints, some court cases and opinions of the attorney

general provide us with other guides as to the scope of local district

authority. Generally speaking if the authority is used in such a way to

expand upon educational opportunities, to provide a more varied and richer

_,

educational offering, then we can assume that the courts and attorney

general would agree with the district's actions. Thus the courts have

authorized expenditures for athletic facilities when the statutes did not

explicitly so authorize. (Taylor v. Board of Public Instruction of Lafayette

Co., 26 So.2d 181 (1946); Scott v. Board of Public Instruction of Alachua Co.,

35 So.2d 579 (1948); also see Opinion of the Attorney General 068-90,

August 5, 1958; and 041-624, October 27, 1941.)

It might be noted that when school districts have attempted to use

their authority to exclude students from educational programs then the Florida

courts have scrutinized the scope of the authority more closely. (This is

in keeping with the notion teat courts will more quickly strike down

delegated authority which affects individual rights.) Thus the Attorney

General has consistently advised local districts they did not have the

authority to exclude married students from the public schools. (Opinions

of the Attorney General 072-1 (172);. 059-187 (1959); 052-328 (1952).)

And the district court of appeal refused to construe liberally the authority
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of a local district to require certified nontenured teachers to take

and pass with a certain score the National Teachers' Examination as a

requirement for reappointment. (Board of Public Instruction of Dade County v.

Dade County Classroom Teachers' Association, 243 So.2d 210 (1970.)

With this background in mind the discussion turns to six issues

touching upon the scope of local district authority over the curriculum:

(1) Select-ion of courses; (2) Selection of methods of instruction; (3) Restraints

on curriculum innovation; (4) Authority to compel students into courses and

programs; (5) Neutrality and indoctrination; (6) Acculturation.

(1) Selection of Courses. As the previous paragraphs indicated

the basic public school program is determined by statute and regulation.

The question is what discretion is left to the local district in establishing

its program: The overall thrust of Florida policy today is to let the districts

develop their own programs. There are exceptions to thispolicy as when the

legislature recently enacted the "Free Enterprise and Consumer Education Act"

requiring students to take and schools to offer a course that fits the

following outline (Chapter 74-173, Section 1 (3).):

Acknowledging that the free enterprise or competitive
economic system exists as the prevailing economic system in
the United States, the program shall provide detailed instruction
in the day-to-day consumer activities of our society, which
instruction may include, but not be limited to, advertising,
appliances, banking, budgeting, credit, governmental agencies,
guarantees and warranties, home and apartment rental and
ownership, insurance, law, medicines, motor vehicles, pro-
fessional services, savings, securities, and taxes.

Despite this recent enactment the present policy is best reflected in a

recommendation of the citizen advisory committee appointed by the,governor

which recently recommended and got the massive change in the educational

finance law: (The Governor's Citizens' Committee on Education, Improving

Education in Florida, Tallahassee, Fla., March 15, 1973.)
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This policy "hands-off" policy is reflected in the recent repeal of many

state regulations. And to the extent regulations remain on the books they

provide only the most general guides to the local districts. Thus, for

example, one of the few regulations dealing with the content of specific

courses merely requires that instruction in the history and government of

Florida shall be for the purpose of developing proficiency in participatory

citizenship,of learning about and considering the contemporary and

historical political, economic and social development of the state and

for the purpose of applying new knowledge and skills in developing values

and judgments about the affairs of the state, nation and world. (Regula-

tion 6A-6.22)

The statutory code also reflects this sort of flexibility. Section

228.061 permits local districts to offer nursery schools, instruction in

applied arts and sciences; programs for rehabilitating atypical, dependent

and deliquent children; educational programs for adults; vocational training

for people regardless of age and "other types of instruction of a similar

nature." Additionallly rather than requiring courses in other subjects,

the state has followed the strategy of creating categorical aid

programs designed to provide assistance to districts that want to offer

these courses. Thus there is categorical aid available for programs

dealing with the environment, remedial reading, health, bilingual educa-

tion. (FSL Section 229.8055; 233.055; 233.067; 236.081(7) as amended by
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Chapter 74-227) And Section 233.062 gives districts the authority to offer

a secular program including but not liMited to an objective study of the

Bible.

As was the problem in Arizona, no case law was found that sheds any

light on how the courts might act if asked to review the action of a school

district in offering a particular course or offering a course in a certain

way. Presumably the standard of review would be in terms of the reasonable-

ness, or arbitrariness of the policy. If a district failed to offee a

program which had been mandated by state law, however, then a mandamus

might issue to force the district to fulfill its "ministerial" duty. But

in ordering the district to offer the program, for example, for exceptional

children? it is doubtful that the court would go beyond this requirement and

specify how or in what manner the duty ought to be fulfilled.

(2) Methods of Instruction. In our discussion of New York law

the possibility was raised of a court challenge to the efficacy of the methods

of instruction -- a challenge which raised the question of whether the

program was adequ.ately designed to promote student achievement. The

possibility of this challenge rested on the fact that the New York legislature

had in a variety of legislative enactments manifested a concern with

mounting programs from which "the students may benefit." Thus districts

presumably were to work in a decision-making context that forced consideration

with such issues and failure to meet the state's concern could be the basis,

we speculated, for a court suit.

The decision-making context in Florida is different. Neither the

legislature nor the state board has gone so far in any enactment to say that

the sort of course, class or program that the district must mount must be one
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from which the student may benefit. But the establishment of the state-wide

assessment program does move in that direction. To date the legislature has

required only that objectives and tests be established to assess the degree

of achievement of these objectives. (FSL 229.57 (3) as amended by

Chapter 74-205) And although neither the legislature nor state board has

directly mandated that any particular level of achievement should be reached,

the very step of establishing an assessment process based on measurable

objectives does put the state legislature on record as being concerned with

student achievement. Additionally the decision to provide extra state aid

that may come to a district because of enrolling large numbers of children

with low achievement scores, reflects the same legislative concern with

student achievement. (FSL 236.081 (2) as amended by Chapter 74-227.)

But while state policy, manifests a movement in the direction of

requiring districts to provide programs which are effective, the legislature

has not yet arrived at that point. Florida law is not yet at the point that

one could say the districts have a duty to provide effective programs.

Hence, it is doubtful that any suit seeking to require a district to provide

a more effective program wou'd succeed. As was stated in the section on the

courts, a writ of mandamus will only issue if the petitioner can establish

that the public official has a clear duty to perform the act demanded of

him.

Florida statutory law does provide a basis, however, for challenging

the selection of particular textbooks and other materials. It was noted in

the discussion of the state instructional materials selection law that both

the state educational department and local districts were to work within

certain substantive constraints as to which kinds of materials might be
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excepted for approval. For example, instructional materials which contained

matter reflecting "unfairly upon persons because of their race, color, creed,

national origin, ancestry, sex or occupation," were excluded. Because it-is

now legislative policy that books of this sort be excluded from use in the

public schools -- or at least may not be purchased with state funds -- the

possibility exists for a non-constitutional challenge to materials which

arguably transgress this limitation.

The main statutory obstacle to such a suit is the phrase in the statute

which says in effect that materials which transgress the above rule, in the

determination of the state or local council, may not be adopted. (Chapter

74-337, Section 233.09 (4)(e).) A court might read this provision as ousting

it of jurisdiction to consider the legality of the choice. Several points from

Florida law, however, suggest that the Florida courts may not read the

statute in that way. First, the constitution of the state establishes the

policy that aggrieved people must have access to the courts. It is at least

arguable that a reading of the statute which precluded judicial review would

transgress this section of the state constitution. Second, it is state

legislative policy that judicial review be available to people substantially

affected by the actions of statz, zind local officials. The newly revised

Administrative Procedure Act, discussed above, makes this eminently clear.

(Chapter 74-310). While it might be argued that the Section 233.09 specifically

exempts the selection of instructional materials from judicial review which would

normally be available under the Administrative Procedure Act, the phrasing

of the Section 233.09 is not strong enough to warrant such a conclusion.

If that is the result the legislature had wanted to achieve, it could have

done so in plain language. The phrase "in its determination" (which also

appears in sub-Section (a) of that same section) is probably meant simply to
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fix the responsibility of the councils to make an explicit determination on

IIIthis point. The phrase may also be a way of saying that deciding this issue

is a question for the councils and not for the department of education.

A third reason for thinking the courts would not read the phrase as

ousting them of jurisdiction is that it would be contrary to another body

of case law mentioned above. Florida courts and the attorney general have

been careful about broadly interpreting delegations of authority which may

be used in ways to affect important interests and rights of individuals.

It would be surprising then if they would now read this provision as

delegating to the councils unfettered authority to make a determination that

includes important value considerations and will lead to profound psychological

effects in the children who are exposed to the materials.

In sum, it would appear that the newly revised state instructional

Smaterials law does provide a basis for a court challenge seeking to bar the.

use of state funds for books which arguably violate the criteria for selection

listed in the statute. Whether those same statutory' provisions lay a basis

for challenging the selection of materials purchased with local funds is

another matter. At least the statute lays a premise that state policy pro-.

hibits, for example, racially discriminatory materials, and that a district

which purchased with its own funds such materials was abusing its discretion

if not violating a state statute.

(3) Constraints on Innovation. The topic of innovation is

closely related to the two previous topics -- course selection and methods

of instruction. To the extent the legislature and state board have specified

the courses to be offered and methods of instruction, to that extent innovation

is constrained. Of course there are other constraints such as the legislative
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determination as to what constitutes a school day, month, and year. In this

case a school day is defined ac: (228.041(11):

A school day for any group of pupils is that portion of

the day in which school is actually in session and shall com-
prise not less than five net hours excluding intermissions for

all grades above the third; not less than four net hours for the

first three grades; and not less than three net hours in kinder-

garten, or the equivalent as calculated on a weekly basis under

regulations of the state board. The minimum length of the school

day herein specified may be decreased under regulations of the

state board. However, senior high school students who lack three
credits or less shall be allowed to attend as a school day that

portion of the day necessary to earn needed credits.

The school month is to consist of twenty school days, and the school year of

a minimum of 180 school days or the equivalent. (FSL Section 228.041 (14), (17).)

Provisions such as these make it more difficult for local districts to offer

only three or four hours of schooling to elementary school children on the

theory that children do not need lengthy days of formal schooling in order

to achieve academically and that it is in fact better for them to spend less

time in the classroom. But as the provision quoted above indicates, permission

to shorten the school day could still be arranged if the state board so provides

in its regulation. Regulation 6A-1.953 provides this option. The school

district seeking to operate an experimental or innovative program involving

less than the statutorily defined minimum school day, must seek the permission

of the commissioner who may grant permission if the program "might contribute

to the improvement of the public school of Florida."

State board regulations also allow individual students to work out

educational programs for themselves which are different from the basic pro .an;

required for graduation from high school. Th.'s, some students may obtain

approval to graduate from high school in less than three years , grades
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10-12 iF they obtain early admission in a post-secondary institution.

(Regulation 6A-1,95(2).) Students might also graduate from high school not

only by passing certain courses and obtaining a certain amount of credit,

but also through "a student performance based promotional plan approved by the

school board and commissioner of education." Apparently this means that a

student may be tested to determine if he has mastered the materials normally

expected of high school students; if he proves he has achieved the objectives

he need not take a particular course or courses. (Regulation 6A-1.95(4).)

It is also possible for students to obtain credit toward graduation for

each 288 hours of successful employment pursuant to an agreement worked out

with the school district, parents and student. (Regulation 6A-1.95(3).)

Another provision opens the door to school programs operated outside

the school building itself. Thus section 232.022 provides in part that a

pupil may only be counted in attendance if he is actually present at school

or is away from school on a school day and engaged in an "educational

activity which constitutes a part of the school-approved instructional

program for the pupil." (See Attorney General Opinion, 56-290, 1956)

The state process for selecting instructional materials for which

state funds may bG spent obviously places an important constraint on

curriculum innovation. A recent amendment of the instructional materials

selection law, however, eased the constraint imposed by this law by

changing the term of adoption of these instructional materials from five to

four years. (FSL Section 233.17 as amended by Chapter 74-337.) And as

previously noted some possibility of innovation is allowed for by permitting

25% of the state funds to be used on materials not approved by the state.

(FSL Section 233.34 (2) as amended by Chapter 74-337.)

as
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The use of categorical grants as a supplement to regular state aid

both frees up the local district and constrains it. On the one hand, grants

for health education or environmental education open possibilities that the

district may not have been willing or able to fund absent specific state aid.

On the other hand, the regulations in connection with those grants constrain

the way the money can be used. Thus, in order to obtain money for a driver

education course the district must meet a series of requirements as to the

number of hours of actual driving experience a student must have and the

number of classroom hours of instruction that must be provided. (Regulation

6A-6.26.)

Another body of statutory provisions and regulations taken together

underscore the extent the state legislature is committed to educational

innovation. Section 230.23(4)(j) authorizes school districts to cooperate

with other governmental agencies or with nonprofit corporations for such joint

projects or activities as may be authorized by the state board's regulations.

Section 229.561 establishes a mechanism whereby local districts can obtain

state funds to operate experimental educational projects that may generate

useful information for'the improvement of educational practices. To this

end the statute specifically provides that the commissioner may waive any

state board regulation if the district can satisfactorily establish that the

regulation inhibits the success of the project. Section 229.801 authorizes

local districts in cooperation with the department of education to develop

and operate model projects of flexible staff organization.

The theme of allowing districts latitude in the development of their

programs is carried through into the laws dealing with teacher certification

and employment. Florida, in contrast with New York, appears to have given
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its districts a rather free hand in implementing its personnel policies.

First, there is no provision in the state constitution of Florida comparable

to the provision in the New York constitution requiring that criteria of

merit be used for filling all positions. Defining the jobs and job categories

and recommending minimum qualifications for jobs is the responsibility of the

Superintendent. (FSL Section 230.33 (7)(a).) And the board must act upon the

recommendations of the superintendent. (FSL 230.23 (7); 231.36 (4).) If the

board rejects a recommendation of the superintendent and instead hires another

person it must do so for good cause. Thus,, it would appear the boards of

education and the superintendents in Florida are fairly free in determining

what kind of personnel they will hire. Additional constraints arising out

of the certification of teachers will be taken up below.

Before turning to those points, however, it would be useful to

underscore the latitude allowed local boards in Florida by quoting from the

provision dealing with abolition of positions (FSL Section 231.36(5).):

Should the school board have to choose from among its

personnel who are continuing contracts (i.e., tenured) as to

which should be retained, among the criteria to be considered

shall be educational qualifications, efficiency, compatibility,

character, and capacity to meet the educational needs of the

community. Whenever a school board is required to or does
consolidate its school program at any given school center by

bringing together pupils theretofore assigned to separated

schools, the school board may determine on the basis of the

foregoing criteria from its own personnel, and any other

certificated teachers, which teachers shall be employed for

service at this school center, and any teacher no longer

needed may be dismissed. The decision shall not he controlled

by any previous contractual relationship. In the evaluation

of these factors the decision of the school board shall be final.

Undoubtedly this provision was written with the problem of school consolidation

as a result of desegregation orders in mind, a fact made most evident by the

final sentence which appears to be an attempt to oust the judiciary of any
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control over the decision of the school board. Whatever the original

purpose of the provision it still stands today and may be used when school

districts, faced with financial problems, must consolidate schools or

eliminate positions. Thus the provision provides local districts -- subject

to constitutional challenges -- with considerable flexibility in abolishing

positions, a flexibility often of use to the school board as it tries to

reshape its educational program.

The certification system can easily constrain the use to which school

districts put their personnel. For example, if a teacher certified in history

may not be used to teach art even though the district recognizes in that

teacher a particular gift as an art teacher, then that district is severely

constrained in the most effective use of its staff. In this respect, Florida,

compared to New York, gives its local districts a free hand, Although the

basic statutory rule is that no person may teach in the public schools unless

that person is certifLa, neither the statutes nor regulations require that

the district use that person only to teach courses for which they are

certified. (FSL Section 231.14) Certified teachers may be assigned full

time to teach courses they are certified for. Assigning teachers, however,

to courses which their certificate does not endorse them to teach, does

affect the accreditation of the district. The status standards used as

part of the accreditation process call for using teachers only to teach courses

for which they are certified. But as we have seen accreditation or the lack

thereof carries with it no specific penalities except to the extent it may

affect the prestige of the building or school district.

Beyond this problem, the statutes and regulations permit districts

to hire people not certified to teach. Section 231.15 provides in pertinent
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part: "However, the state board shall adopt regulations authorizing school

boards to employ selected noncertified personnel to provide instructional

services in the individual's field of speciality." State Board Regulation

6A-1.502 follows up on this requirement by establishing procedural require-

ments for districts to follow. In any event, because of this provision

districts may rather freely call upon and use people in the local community

with expert knowledge of skill to provide instructional services in their

field of expertise. Thus, a lawyer might be hired to teach a law course;

a plumber to teach plumbing.

In the area of vocational education the statutes once again carve

out an exception to the usual rule. Teachers and counselors in such programs

need not meet the same academic requirements imposed upon teachers of other

subjects. (FSL 233.068; 233.0681.)

We thus can conclude that within the broad framework established by the

statutes and state regulation discussed in the, previous sections, local

districts are relatively free of constraints affecting their ability to

adopt innovative programs.

(4) Classification of Pupils. The Florida statutory code hasleft

no room for doubt that school districts have the authority to classify pupils.

First, the legislature itself has classified pupils as discussed in Section II

above. Secondly, several sections refer to the power of the board and

superintendent to establish rules and regulations for admitting, classifying,

promoting, and graduating pupils. (FSL 230.23(6)(a); 230.33(8)(a).) No

cases were found construing the scope of this provision, or revealing what

might constitute an abuse of the provision or discussing what procedures

must be followed in exercising this authority.
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The most important qualification to the above authority appears in

section 290.29(4)(m)(4):

No student shall be given special instruction or services

until he is properly classified as an exceptional student. The

parent or guardian of an exceptional student placed or denied

placement in a program of special education shall be notified

promptly of such placement or impending placement or denial.

Such notice shall contain a statement informing the parent or

guardian that he is entitled to a review of the determination

and of the procedures for obtaining such review.

The State Board Regulations implement this provision by requiring that the

classification of pupils as exceptional be done by "competent evaluation

specialists" such as physicians, psychologists, audiologists and social

workers licensed to practice in Florida. Then a staff committee "utilizing

the process of reviewing diagnostic, evaluation, educational and social

data to recommend educational assignment of'exceptional children shall

recommend students who are eligible for special programs." These committees

are to be madeNup of instructional personnel, evaluation specialists, parents

and community agencies as may be appropriate. Once a child has been classi-

fied the parents are to be informed of the classification, the reasons there-

fore, and to be notified of their due process rights. A Parent may seek a re-

view of any placement or denial of a placement. At the review conference

the parent may present any factual information related to the classification and

may question school personnel about the placement. A decision in writing is

to be provided the parent in reasonable time and a final review by the school

board may be requested by the parent. The regulations do'not specify who is

to make the decision at the review conference, whether the parent may bring a

lawyer or other advocate, or expert witnesses. What sort of record must be

maintained is not specified. There is n) indication as to how frequently the

classification must be reviewed or whether the parent may seek review of the

Are
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classification periodically. in short there are many aspects of pupil classi-

fication procedures which are not covered by either the educational law or

regulations.

Section 120.57 of Chapter 74-310, the newly revised Administrative

Procedure Act, however, may importantly fill in the gaps. The first sentence

of this section states: "The provisions of this section shall apply in all

proceedings, in which the substantial interests of a party are determined by

an agency." The section goes on to say that "formal" proceedings are required

whenever there is a disputed issue of material fact. (The features of a

formal proceeding were discussed above in Section IV.A.) Since most questions

surrounding the classification of pupils involve'disputed issues of fact, it

appears a parent could force a school district to provide the formal proceeding

outlined in this statutory provision.

Whether or not a parent seeks review of the classification by the

school district, appeal to the courts is also possible under the Administrative

Procedure Act. The statutory constraints under which the court must work are

outlined above and indicate that only in the clearest case of misclassification

is review likely to result in a court over-turning the local district. decision.

Students who are not "exceptional" students are also, of course, subject

to the classification practices of the local district. Thus, the district

may establish tracks for slower and faster learners. No special procedural

protection is provided these students in the educational code or regulations.

Similarly, school districts have been given a free hand to shunt married students,

and unmarried students who are pregnant and students who previously had a child

out of wedlock into "a special class or program better suited to their special

needs." (FSL Section 232.01(2).)
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The district may establish separate schools, courses and classes for

"rehabilitating atypical, dependent, and delinquent children." (FSL Section

228.061(2).) The Florida statutory code does not specify who is an "atypical"

child. A dependent child is a child who (Juveniles, Section 39.01(10).:

(a) Has been abandoned by his parents or other custodians.

(b) For any reason, is destitute or homeless.

(c) Has not proper parental support, maintenance, care, or

guardianship.

(d) Because of the neglect of hjs parents or other custodians,

is deprived of education as required by law, or of

medical, psychiatric, psychological, or other care

necessary for his well being.

(e) Is living in a condition or environment such as to injure

him or endanger his welfare.

(f)

(g)

Is living in a home which, by reason of the neglect,

cruelty, depravity, or other adverse conditions of a

parent or other person in whose care the child may be,

is an unfit place for him.

Is surrendered to the division of family services or a

licensed child-placing agency for purposes of adoption.

A delinquent child is defined by the same section as a child who commits a

violation of law, regardless of where the violation occurs, except a child

who commits a juvenile traffic offense and whose case has not been trans-

ferred to the circuit court by the court having jurisdiction. Presumably

the school district may only clasiify a child as "dependent" or "deliquerit"

when a court has done so first. There is nothing in the statutory code

giving a school district the authority to so classify children. Presumably

until the courts act, the school district has the latitude to label the

child as "socially maladjusted" thus making the child one of the "exceptional

students" who are to be given the special safeguards discussed above. The
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regulations define a socially maladjusted child as (State Board of Education

Regulation 6A-6.301(7).):

...one who continuously exhibits behaviori that do not

meet minimum social standards of conduct required in the

regular schools and classrooms, whose behaviors are in

defiance of school personnel, disrupts the school program
and is antagonistic to other students andto the purpose

of the school.

What the standards of conduct are'to which the student must adhere is

within the power of the school board to define. (FSL 230.23(6)(c).)

In sum, Florida school boards use great discretion to control the

matching of student with program. Porida, like California, is unique in

providing for, through a variety of statutes and regulations, for pro-

cedural safeguards in classifying children as exceptional. The clear

recognition under the Administrative Procedure Act that all classification

decisions are subject to judicial review also sets Florida apart from such

states as New York where the legislature has not so forcefully made clear

that courts are to review these decisions of the experts exercising dis-

cretionary authority.

(5) Neutrality and Indoctrination. The Florida statutory code

has left no room for doubt that local districts are to attempt to indoctrinate

their students in the virtues of the free-enterprise-competitive economy of

the United States "as one which produces higher wages, higher standards of

living, greater personal freedom and liberty than any other system of economics

on earth." At the same time the required course of Americanism vs. Communism

is to thoroughly and completely inform students as to "the evils, dangers

and fallacies of communism by giving them a thorough understanding of the

entire communist movement, including its history, doctrines, objectives and

techniques." (FSL Section 233.064.) But interest in such indoctrinating
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efforts is lessening. An official in the department of education indicated

there was movement to seek the repeal of this provision and recent legislative

reforms indicate a movement away from a legislative policy requiring local

districts to politically indoctrinate their students.

For example, the recent revision of the instructional materials laws

removed the following passage from Section 233.09(5)(b):

No textbook which treats a subject in a partisan manner,

shall_be included in the list of suitable, usable, and desirable

textbooks, it being hereby declared that it is the legislative

intent that material in textbooks used in elementary and secondary

schools of this state shall not editorialize or propagandize

communistic philosophy or other principles inimical to our form

of constitutional government, and persons charged with the

selection of textbooks should use their best efforts to carry

out such legislative intent to effectuate the use of materials

which provide all students with the traditional ideals and basic

concepts of American democracy.

Some disenchantment with some of the problems of a free enterprise system is

reflected in the recently adopted consumer education course.

This course which is premised on the assumption that there exists a

"free enterprise or competitive economic' system" in the United States, is

designed primarily to educate students to cope as consumers with that system.

Thus, once again the thrust toward indoctrination into the virtues of the

existing political-economic system in the U.S. has been vitiated.

Beyond these statutory provisions there is law in Florida to

guide the local districts as to their authority to take a non-neistral stance

on issues of political philosophy and public affairs. No case law was un-

covered dealing with this problem just as no cases were found dealing with

the teachers' right to make personal statements on these matters in the class-

room. On this last point the statutes merely require teachers to teach the

essentials of the United States Constitution, flag education, including proper
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flag display and flag salute, the elements of civil government. (FSL

Section 231.09(1)(a).) And teachers are required to sign an oath that they

uphold the constitution. (FSL Section 231.17(1)(b).)

(6) Acculturation. Only one statutory passage has direct bearing

upon the authority of the schools to acculturate their students. That

section is the one permitting schools to establish special classes for

married students, pregnant students or students who have had children out of

wedlock. (FSL Section 232.01(c)(2).) This section implies that the school

districts may force these students into classes which separate them from

other students (they no longer will pose a threat of moral contamination)

and which then attempt to instruct them as to their errant ways and provide

them with information which may be helpful in coping with their new status

If a school district offers a health education course, by statute, a

parent has the right to seek an exemption for his child from that course

(FSL Section 233.067(10).):

Any child whose parent presents to the school principal

a signed statement that the teaching of disease and its

symptoms, development and treatment and the use of instructional

aids and materials of such subjects, conflicts with his religious

beliefs shall be exempt from such instruction. No child so exempt

shall be penalized by reason of such exemption.

The next sub-section also adds that when a district does offer a health

education program with state aid, that this does not mean the district may

be required by the state board to provide sex education as a specific area of

instruction. (FSL Section 233.067(10.)

Beyond these provisions the statutes impose upon the school and teachers

the duty to instruct as to the effects of alcoholic beverages and narcotics

and to instruct the students about the dignity and value of work, the dignity
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and value of all legitimate occupational pursuits. (FSL Section 231.09(1)(a);

233.061.)

The policy of the department of education is reflected in a booklet

entitled "A Rationale for Social Studies." In a section entitled "Values"

the booklet cautions that "Attempts to teach what ought to be will either

paralyze social studies with irresolvable conflict, or else move dangerously

close to totalitarian concepts of education." (p. 58) Are values to be ignored .

then, asks the booklet? The answer is no -- there is general agreement on

two values the basic worth of the individual- and the belief in rationality.

Besides the "objective, rational study of values and value differences are

essential to social studies." Thus the booklet suggests that the values of

other cultures and groups of people be studied objectively. And students

should explore openly and without fear all values and their probable con-

sequences.

In brief,there is little law in Florida on the authority of school dis-

tricts to acculturate their students in particular social values and customs.

If there is a particularly sensitive area of the school curriculum in Florida

it is those aspects of the curriculum which touch upon sexual behavior.

This is underscored by the explicit authority given to the districts to

separate the sexes in the various schools of the district. (FSL Section

230.23(6)(a).) Beyond these provisions no cases were found dealing with the

right of parents to exempt their child from a particular course, the right

of parents to seek a stop to school acculturation efforts or the authority

of the school district to offer ethnic study programs in which students may

voluntarily enroll.

Before turning to a discussion of the legal position of other participants --
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actual and potential -- at the local level, some preliminary comments are

necessary to place the preceding and following sections in perSpective.

Although the preceding section on the authority of the school board indicates

that within the broad constraints which shape the basic outline of the local

school program, local districts have considerable discretion to formulate

their own policies, several points need to be kept in mind to sharpen our

understanding of the limits of that discretion. First, the Administrative

Procedure Act in Florida provides a unique vehicle for seeking review of the

local policies. Secondly, as will become more evident below Florida has

imposed certain mechanisms of political accountability on its local districts:

Reporting requirements, and the establishment of parent advisory councils

either taken separately or in their cumulative impact provide a way of assuring

some political accountability, a way of imposing political constraints on the

local boards. Florida, more than, for example, New York has accepted the

political nature of public educati and attempted to regulate and shape the

political process. Third, the next body of materials discusses the problem

of various possible complainants obtaining standing in the courts to seek

review of local district policy.

*

B. Superintendent and Principal

There are several features of Florida law which can serve to make the

superintendent of schools a more influential figure in controlling the school

curriculum than he is in other states as New York. First, the state con-

stitution provides for the election of the local superintendent unless a

majority of the voters vote to make the office appointive. (Florida

Constitution, Article IX, Section 5; and see FSL Section 230.24 and 230.241.)
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If the voters do not exercise the option of making the position appointed,

then the elected Superintendent has as much right as the school board to

claim that he represents the will of the people. The fact that he was

elected in turn means he is not removable at will by the local board. If

the district exercises its option and appoints the superintendent, then the

board has more control: the superintendent does not enjoy tenure. (FSL

Section 230.321)

Whatever the arrangement for selection of the superintendent, Florida

statutory law establishes an unusual relationship between the bo.ird and

superintendent. As a general proposition the board is instructed to

"Cooperate with the superintendent at all times to the end that the district

school system may constantly be improved," (FSL Section 230.23(14)) whereas the

superintendent is instructed to "Cooperate with the school board in every

manner practicable to the end that the district school system may continuously

be improved." (FS Section 230.33(16) (Emphasis added).) Hence the statutes

might be read As imposing a greater duty of cooperation upon the board than it

does upon the superintendent.

Other more specific provisions underline the authority of the super-

intendent. The superintendent is given the authority to recommend the staffing

pattern to be employed in the school district and to recommend the individuals

to be appointed to the administrative, instructional and non-instructional

positions. (FSL Section 230.33(7).) For its part, the school board may

only reject the superintendent's nominations for "good cause." After

rejection of the third nomination for a given position for good cause, then

the board may proceed on its own motion to fill the position. (FSL Section

411
230.23(5)(c).) A similar but not identical provision applies to the appoint-
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ment of non-instructional personnel. (FSL Section 230.23(5)(b).) Clearly

these provisions give the superintendent a special opportunity to shape the

school program, a .task also giveg,to him by statute (FSL Section 230.33(9)(a):

Prepare and recommend for adoption, after consultation

with teachers and principals and after considering any sug-

gestions which may have been submitted by patrons of the

schools, courses of study for use in the schools of the district

needed to supplement those prescribed by the state board.

The few cases which bear upon these provisions involve the problem of

board rejection of the superintendent's nominations for teaching positions.

The cases are hardly revealing, simply tracking the language of the statute

to the effect that the board may reject nominations for good cause which must

be stated in writing. (See e.g., Adams v. State ex rel. Sutton, 69 So.2d 309

(1954); opp Atty. Gen. 061-136 (1961) and 065-108 (1965).)

Beyond the statutory provisions and the meager case law, we note that there

is a strong possibility that the superintendent in his own right might be able

to obtain standing in the courts to seek review of the constitutionality of

state statutes, regulations or even board directives. The case law reveals

that when an official is required by law to take action which he believes-

forces him to violate his oath of office to uphold the constitution, or

which forces him to take action which otherwise directly and personally

affects him or forces him to take actions which on their face appear uncon-

stitutional then he might obtain standing to challenge the requirement.

(State ex rel. Juvenal v. Neville, 167 So.650 (1936))

As for the principal, the legislature has recently attempted to enhance

the authority of the building principal. A new provision, which was added to

the code, is prefaced with a preamble stating that because of the increased

possibility of collective bargaining by teachers and because of the "alarming
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increase in litigation" directed at public school principals, it is necessary

clearly to establish the duties, rights, and authority of the principal.

Thus Chapter 74-315 enacts Section 231.085:

District school boards shall employ, through written

contract,] public school principals who shall supervise the

operation and management of the school or schools and property

as the board shall determine necessary. The principal shall

assume administrative responsibility and instructional leader-

ship, under the supervision of the superintendent, and in ac-

cordance with rules and regulations of the school board, for

the planning, management, operations and evaluation of the

educational program of the school to which he is assigned.

The principal shall submit recommendations to the superintendent

regarding the appointment, assignment, promotion, transfer, and

dismissal of all personnel assigned to the school....

This provision should be read in connection with the provisions set forth

above dealing with the authority of the superintendent and board over the

appointment of personnel and in particular Section 230.33(9)(a) requiring

the superintendent to consult with the principals over the school cur-

riculum. The power of the principal is further underscored by the provision

in the finance law requiring that by 1976-77 fiscal year eighty percent of

current operation funds from the state be expended by the basic program cost

categories in each school that generates the funds and by special program

cost categories in the district that generates the funds. (FSL Section

237.34(3) as amended by Chapter 74-227). This last provision gives the

principal a basis upon which to demand that his building be provided with a

certain level of funding: the principal is given a basis to fight for funds

and to plan well in advance as to the amount of money he might reasonably expect

for the forthcoming year.

1he legislative concern with increased decentralization of the school

.
district is also brought out in "The Educational Accountability Act of 1971,"

which establishes the statewide assessment program. The statute requires that
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that the assessment results be reported "by grade and subject area for each

school in the district." (FSL Section 229.57(3)(d).) Similarly Section 228.165

provides that "It is the intent of the legislature that the individual public

school should be the basic unit of accountability in Florida..." To that end

the section requires each to make an annual report of progress to be prepared

by the principal. It is the principal who must account to the,public, and

presumably it will increasingly become the principal to whom the public will

turn with its complaints about a given school. This increased pressure on

the principals may in turn prompt the principals to argue that if they are

to be made responsible for the school program, then they should be given

the authority to run that program. Thus the principals may become a force

for further decentralization of the school districts.

In sum, Florida more than other states studied in this project has

enhanced the power of the superintendent vis-a-vis the board and also taken

steps beyond those found inany of the other four states studied to enhance

the authority of the school principal.

C. Teachers

Nothing in the statutory code indicates teachers are to have control

over the school curriculum. Indeed Section 231.09(1)(a) specifically provides

that the teachers are to teach from the books and materials required, to

follow the prescribed courses of study, and to use the approved methods

of instruction when instructing in such areas as the essentials of the U.S.

constitution, and the elements of civil government. A subsection of this

same section also provides that teachers must:

Labor faithfully and earnestly for the advancement of

the pupils in their studies, deportment and morals, and

embrace every opportunity to inculcate, by precept and example,

the principles of truth, honesty and patriotism and the practice

of every Christian virtue.
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While it seems unlikely that a provision such as this could be the basis for

controlling a teacher's behavior, in one old case a teacher was dismissed

from his position because of public statements made in July of 1943 that

"he was not willing to aid the United States Government in the present war

declared against it by the Government of German', Japan, and Italy -- either

in the combatant or noncombatant branches of the Army or Navy or other military

forces of the United States Government," or otherwise aid the United States

in the present crisis. The court upheld the dismissal based upon the above

quoted provision reasoning that the teacher's conscientious objector position

was inconsistent with the requirement that he teach by example the virtue of

patriotism. (State ex. rel. Schweitzer v. Turner, 19 So.2d 832 (1944).)

Only a small number of cases were found that even touched upon the

issue of academic freedom in Florida, and the cases found are not terribly

illuminating. In Robinson v. University of Miami and Board of Public

Instruction of Dade County,'l09 So.2d 442 (1958) the plaintiff sought to be

reinstated in the internship program which was required for the issuance of

a certificate of teaching in secondary schools. Before the plaintiff could

begin his internship in a Dade County public school, the principal of the

school called the attention of the University (a private institution) to

a letter the plaintiff had published in a local newspaper dealing with

atheism. The principal suggested the University inquire into the letter

and the University determined that the plaintiff was "fanatical in his views

as to atheism and that he would seek to express them and impose them on

students whom he might teach..." (p. 443) In papers filed with the court the

plaintiff stated that he would not teach atheism, but that if he were asked

a question regarding it, he would answer according to his beliefs and that he
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would not be willing to limit his after-school activities with regard to

atheism. The court denied the request of the plaintiff to be reinstated in

the internship program. The court held that the university had sufficient

reason to refuse to let the student continue. The University need not place

its stamp of approval, said the court, upon a student whose fanatical ideas

if imposed on impressionable minds would be calculated to operate to their

detriment and injury. (p. 444).

In another case a teacher had in class been openly critical of the

superintendent and discussed in class his personal dealings with houses of

prostitution as well as masturbation to the extent of asking individual

students if they had ever masturbated and if they said they had not, accusing

them of lying. The school district denied him tenure but instead offered him

a one year contract on the condition he discuss only Biology in his classes.

The court denied the claim that the teacher's rights of free speech had been

violated. In discussing the issue the court focused only upon the political

comments made by the teacher saying that while a teacher may from time to

time go into matters other than the subject of that particular class and

that while the classroom may be the "marketplace of ideas" a teacher went too

far when he specifically criticizes a school official before a captive audience

of students. Such criticisms undermine the need "for meaningful school

administration." Further, he abused his discretion when he discussed the

sexual matters. (Moore v. School Board of Gulf County, Florida, 364 F.

Supp. 355 (N.D. Florida 1973).) A similar concern with in-class speech is

reflected in a decision of the Florida state courts. Thus in Pyle v..

Washington County School Board, 238 So.2d 121 (1970) a dismissal based on

the inability of the teacher to maintain discipline and for discussing sexual

5 9 0
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matters in the class was upheld. Thus, the legal climate in Florida does not

augur well for teacher's claiming academic freedom if their in-class comments

approach the sort of comments made by the teachers in the preceding cases.

But these cases can turn as much on precisely what the teacher said, the

age of the pupils and other details that making generalizations about Florida

law in this area is difficult.

As the more extensive discussions of standing below will substantiate,

there is little likelihood that a teacher as a teacher could obtain standing

in Florida courts to challenge a school's curriculum policy unless that

policy forced a teacher to choose, for example, between obeying the school

board and violating a statute or constitutional provision. (cf. Epperson v.

Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97 (1968).)

D. Unions

Until the 1974 legislature acted, Florida was without an extensive

statutory code governing collective negotiations between teachers and school

boards despite the fact teachers were guaranteed the right to bargain

collectively under the state constitution Article 1, Section 6. The new

provisions establish a framework including a definition of the scope of

negotiations which provides that negotiations must cover at a minimum the

terms and conditions of employment. (Chapter 74-100 enacting Section

447.001(14).) There is no further explication of the phrase "terms and

conditions of employment" and the Florida common law of collective negotiations

provides no clue as to what the phrase might mean. But judging by the develop-

ments in New York state it is unlikely that the curriculum of the schools

would be a subject on which the school would have to bargain if the union

chose to place the issue on the table.

5 91
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E. Parents

More than other states, Florida statutory law recognizes parents as

having an interest in the education of their children. Thus Section 230.22(b)

provides:

The school board shall establish a school advisory committee

or committees, but such school advisory committees shall not have

any of the powers and duties now reserved by law ,o the school

board. The school board shall develop a plan for establishing

each school advisory committee, which shall include parents and

students and be broadly representative of the community served by

the school. The functions of each school advisory committee,

including rules and regulations for its functioning, shall be

prescribed by the school board; however, each schoot,advisc.-y

committee shall participate with appropriate school Personnel

in the development of the annual report of school progress as

may otherwise be provided by law. Each board shall make an annual

evaluation of the effectiveness of each committee established and

shall submit its plan and a report of the annual evaluation to the

state department of education. The department shall review the

reports of annual evaluation to provide to the state board of

education and the legislature an annual appraisal as to the

effectiveness of school advisory committees and any other in-

formation deemed by the department to be appropriate.

Thus the provision requires that there be at least one advisory committee in

each school district; but it also encourages that in addition there be

advisory committees attached to each school. No authority is given to the

committee(s) except they are to participate in the writing of the annual

report of progress. The general weakness of the bill is a result of the

widespread opposition of school board members, superintendents and the PTA

to a tougher provision that would have guaranteed an optimum degree of parental

participation at the building level by specifying crucial advisory functions

for each council. (Staff of the Florida Senate Education Committee, "A

Report on School Advisory Committees," December 1, 1974.)

Data has now been collected on the implementation of this statutory

provision and it shows that 29 (43%) of the school districts adopted a plan
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involving advisory committees at each building whereas thirty eight (57%)

relied only on a district level committee. About 10,000 people are involved

in the committees most of which were appointed either by the principal at

the building level or by the school board at the district level. A sample

survey of participants revealed that about 15% of them were elected. In the

same sample survey, 69% felt the committees were representative; of those

who felt the committees were not representative of the committee, 45% wanted

more minorities represented. As for the functions of the council, only about

29% indicated that their council had been involved in curriculum changes,

but 62% thought their committees ought to be involved in curriculum changes.

In rating their experiences as a member on these advisory committees, the

predominant opinion was that a contribujon had been made but more could have

been done. About 56% of those from the district level committees felt this

way, as opposed to 49% from the school committees. The next most prevalent

opinion was that only a small contribution was made and major changes needed

to be made in the committees: 23% from the district committees felt this way

and 10.6% from the school level committees. Overwhelmingly, however, those

questioned said both the school board and principals were supportive of the

committees. (Ibid., Tables Ilar Ilb, V, Vi, and X.)

The interests of parents are also recognized in Florida by the require-

ment that each principal prepare an annual report of school progress which

is to include but not be limited to (FSL 228.165(3).):

a. Population data related to the school.

b. Results of assessment programs; including statewide
and district testing conducted at the school.

c. Fiscal and cost accounting information, when available,

on the school's program, including the budget of the school.

d. Summaries of the attitudes toward school held by students,

teachers, administrators, and parents.

e. Results of the school' -s effectiveness in achieving goals

established for the school.
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f. Plans and programs for school level professional

development.
g. Effectiveness of the school advisory committee, where

existing, and other parental organizations of the

school
h. Use of the school for community purposes and the use of

community facilities for school purposes.
i. Recommendations for school improvements during the

ensuing year.

The report is to be distributed by June 1 of each year to the parent or

guardian of a child attending that school and to other interested parties

upon request as determined by the school advisory committee.

The study of the parent advisory councils reported on the above also

asked the sample population about the annual report of school progresS.

Over 65% found the report useful and said it should be continued as is.

The next largest group found the report somewhat useful but wanted more

information on school problems, assessment of future needs, budget informa-

tion, counseling and other special services offered, faculty comparison on

turnover rates and salaries, how the committee recommendations were followed,

school activities, and school board activities. Respondents were also asked

whether as a result of the report parent contacts with the school went up

or down in frequency. 11% reported a large increase; 24% a light increase;

32% no change. No one indicated a decline and about 32% reported they did

not know. (Ibid., Tables VIII and IX.)

A main difficulty with the reports to date is the lack of uniformity

from building to building, partly a result of lack of guidance from the state:

The state board of education guidelines are no more specific than the statute

itself. And there has been general pressure from principal and superintendent

associations to reduce the length of the required report. (Department of

Education, Division of Elementary and Secondary Education, Bureau of Research
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and Information, "A Discussion of the Background of The Annual Report of

School Progress," November 1, 1973, p. 12.) The Senate Education Committee

is concerned with the problem of the uniformity and adequacy of the reports

but as yet has not worked out a solution. Until there is more uniformity

the quality of some reports will remain low and comparisons between buildings

based on the report: will not be possible.

Statutory law also requires that at regular intervals reports are to

be made by principals or teachers to parents informing them of the progress

being made by their children in their studies and "giving other needful

information." (FSL Section 230.23(11)(c))

In addition to all, these reports it will be recalled that the

statewide assessment program results in a variety of reports dealing with

the state, district and building levels of the school system. Taken together

this battery of reports is designed to inform the clients of the school

--system, as well as the general public, as to what the school system is doing,

thereby both stimulating public concern with the schools and making that

concern more informed. As will be discussed more fully momentarily, these

statutory provisions may lay a basis for individual parents to obtain

standing to seek more accurate and more complete information from the public

schools. Legislative action in this area may have provided an opening which

the judiciary may exploit by pushing the district fully to live up to its duty

to keep parents informed. A nascent notion of a "right to know" may have

been established by the statutes which in turn could mean more effective

public involvement in the formulation of curriculum policy.

Before turning to the standing question, one further statutory provision

should be mentioned, namely, the statutory right of parents of children who
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have been classified as "exceptional" to be informed of the classification,

and their right to seek a review of that classification. (FSL Section 230.23(4)(m)14

1

The Administrative Procedure Act spells out the formalities that have to be

followed in agency review of this sort. (Chapter 74-310, Section 120.57.)

(Other "weaker" provisions covering the procedures to be followed in reviewing

such placement decisions are included in the State Board regulations. (State

Board of Education Regulations, Section 6A-6.331.) Again, however, these

provisions taken together provide the parent with an opportunity to be

involved in the classification and placement of his child. Recognition of

these parental rights goes beyond the statutory provisions found in other

states such as New York, but not so far as California has gone,

The Florida law of standing, as will be detailed somewhat more fully

below, is in a state of confusion and perhaps change. What does seem to be

clear from the cases, however, is that of all the groups that may seek to

obtain standing, parents have as good a chance as any, but the courts have

been careful with regard to parents to make sure that their children are

directly affected by the policy being, challenged. Thus in Chamberlain v.

Dade County Board of Public Instruction, 143 So.2d, 21 (1963), vacated

374 U.S. 487 (1963), 160 So.2d 97 (1964), reversed 377 U.S. 402 (1964),

171 So.2d 535 (1965), the Florida Supreme Court granted parents of children

in elementary school and junior high school standing to challenge the daily

prayer and Bible readings but denied them standing to challenge baccalaureate

programs in senior high school or the taking of a religious census when there

was no evidence these children had been polled as part of the census. Parents

were also given standing in another case to challenge the distribution of

Bibles in the schools by the Gideon Society. The Court said the parents

have an "immediate and direct interest in their natural children's spiritual
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and religious development." (Brown v. Orange County Board of Public

Instruction, 128 So.2d 181, 182 (1960).)

On the basis of these cases then we are forced to conclude that

unless a curriculum policy directly affects the child, the chances of a

parent to obtain standing to challenge the policy whether on constitutional

or non-constitutional grounds appears in doubt. Hence a parent who wished

to challenge a course, class, program or instructional materials to which

his child was not exposed, might have difficulty obtaining judicial review.

F. Students

Students have been given no statutory rights to be involved in con-

trolling the educational program to which they are exposed, but at the same

time there is no doubt that students who are directly affected by a particular

course or program would have standing to seek review. (cf. State ex. rel.

Bleich v. Board of Public Instruction for Hillsborough County, 190 So.815

(1939.) The more difficult question is whether students could seek review

without consent of their parents. Unlike New York there is no case law to

suggest an answer as to how this question might be decided pursuant to the

statutory code which provides that a court may appoint a guardian ad litem

in any pending litigation when the interests of an incompetent (e.g., a

child) is adverse to that of his guardian. (Domestic Relations, Section 744.12.)

We have only one indirect piece of evidence on this point from a case dealing

with a school district attempt to promulgate regulations dealing with the

length of male students' hair. In reversing the dismissal of the complaint

brought by the student when he was excluded from school, the court characterized

the dispute as one between the school and the student's parents. While the

school wanted the hair cut short, the parent approved of the longer style and

5J7
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the court wrote "The question is whether the parent or the board is to control

.
with respect to a matter as to which both cannot prevail. Unless that board

can show some overriding necessity, this part of the child's nurture rests with

the parent." (Conyers v. Glenn, 243 So.2d 204 (1971.) The implication to be

drawn from the case is that the court views these "educational" matters to be

either in the control of the school or in the control of the parents, and that

if students have a right in these matters it is vis-a-vis the school but not

vis-a-vis their parents. Hence, given the predominant voice accorded parents

over their child's education -- subject only to the neglect and compulsory

education laws -- it seems doubtful Florida courts would exercise their

discretion and permit a suit by a child seeking review of a school district

policy with which the parent agreed.

In any event there is no indication that the judiciary would be willing

to intervene on many matters involving the curriculum and the student.

Indeed the evidence available points to the contrary conclusion. In Militana

v. University of Miami, 235 So.2d 162 (1970), a student sought an injunction

to compel the university to issue him a degree in medicine. The university

defended its dismissal of the student on academic grounds. The district

court of appeal upheld the decision of the trial court denying the injunction

and quoted with approval the language of the trial court that there is wide

discretion in the school authorities and that unless the school authorities

have acted in bad faith or arbitrarily, the courts will not interfere. (p. 164)

G. Taxpayers and Citizens

The cases dealing with taxpayer standing to seek review of governmental

policy appear divisible into three groups. First group of cases holds that

a taxpayer who has no interest in the suit which is distinguishable from the

interest of any other taxpayer, lacks standing to seek review. The plaintiff
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must must have arguably suffered a special injury differing from that suffered

by the public in general. Thus, in Guernsey v. Haley, 107 So.2d 184 (1958)

standing was denied to taxpayers who sought to block state officials from

removing from the John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art certain works of

art in violation of the will of John Ringling who bequeathed the'art works

to the State of Florida. A second, and smaller group of cases allows taxpayer

suits if the subject is of public concern.

(Southside Estates

Baptist Church v. Board of Trustees, 115 So.2d 607 (1959): also State ex. rel.

Hill v. Cone, 191 So.50 (1939) and Barrow v. Smith, 158 So.818 (1935).)

In the third category there are only one or two cases. Building on a Florida

State Supreme Court case granting standing to taxpayers in 3 constitutional

suit, a Florida District Court announced that the rule found in the first

category of cases was on its way out. The court also noted that the newly

revised state constitution assured each person access to the courts for the

redress of "any injury." (Article 1, Section 21). Having disposed of the

"special injury' requirement,the court proceeded to formulate a new set of

requirements for standing which were more in keeping with greater public access

to the courts. But at this point the court established several requirements

that muddle the picture. The court's immediate concern was whether a non-profit

citizens group had standing to seek review of governmental land policy affecting

Sand Key, a gulf-front island. The court said the central issue was whether

the organization had such a personal stake in the outcome as to ensure that

it would adequately and expediently represent the interest it asserts. For
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there to be such a personal stake the members of the organization must

have been or will be directly and personally aggrieved in some manner

relating to the scope of and interests represented and advanced by the organ-

ization. "Mere special interest in a public problem, or an assumed position

as spokesman or representative of the public thereto is not enough."

(Save Sand Key, Inc. v. United States Steel Corporation, 281 So.2d 572,

577 (1973).) Using these criteria the court found the organization did have

standing.

The conflicting sets of cases leave unclear the chances of taxpayerS

for obtaining standing to review school curriculum policy. The older cases,

of course, suggest standing would not be granted; and even the criteria laid

down in Save Sand Key leave open to considerable doubt the chances of a

taypayer's group obtaining standing. For the group to achieve standing its

members would have to be personally and directly affected by the school policy,

a condition that is not likely to be met unless the taxpayers were also

parents of children enrolled in the schools, in which case they could

obtain standing as parents. The cases which most strongly suggest the

possibility of obtaining standing are those in the second category, but these

cases are few in number and probably should be viewed as deviations from a

generally more conservative approach to taxpayer standing.

While taxpayers may not have access to the courts, unlike many other

states, taxpayers do have a better chance of influencing school officials

through the political process insofar as local superintendents may be

elected along with the boards, and insofar as the state board of education

is made up entirely of elected officials. Perhaps we can then say that the

policy of restricting the access of the taxpayer to the courts to seak review
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of public educational policy is in keeping with the policy of making the

411 formulation of policy as political as possible.

VI. Private Education

Florida law makes the mother and father jointly the natural guardians of

their own children and of their adopted children during minority. (Domestic

Relations, Section 744.13.) The educational duties of the parents are pre-,

scribed by the compulsory education and neglect laws. Of these two laws the

most important is the compulsory attendance law as the duties imposed by the

neglect law are defined in terms of the compulsory attendance law. Thus,

a "dependent child" is a child who, among other things, has because of the

neglect of his parents been deprived of education as required by law.

(Juveniles - Judicial Treatment, Section 39.01 (10)(d).) Also a delinquent

child can be one who because of irregular attendance, habitual truancy, or

persistent misconduct has become incorrigible and a menace to the school he

attends or should attend. (FSL Section 232.19(6)(b).)

Turning then to the compulsory education laws, children between the ages

of seven and sixteen are required to "attend school regularly during the

regular school term." with certain exceptions discussed below. The Super-

intendent of schools has the primary responsibility for enforcing this law

against both the parents and the child. The parents have the duty to make

sure their children attend school "as required by law" and children who do

not regularly attend school may be declared to be delinquent or a person in

need of supervision. (FSL Section 232.09. 232.19(6)(b).)

Before looking more closely at the duty of regular attendance, we note

that certain students are exempted from the compulsory schooling law. Married,

pregnant, or students who have had children out of wedlock are exempted from
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reoular attendance, but if they choose to attend, they are "entitled to the

same educational instruction or its equivalent as other students, but may be

assigned to a special class or program better suited to their special needs."

(FSL Section 232.01(2).) Also certain children because of physical, mental,

or emotional conditions may be exempted from attending school. (FSL Section

232.06(1).) Also certain children who live over a certain distance from schOol

and have no public transportation available can be exempted, as can children

over fourteen who obtain an employment exemption. (FSL Section 232.06 (2)

and (3).)

Those students who must attend school must do so "regularly" which is

defined as actual atterlanze during the school day at (FSL Section 232.02):

(1). A public school supported by public funds;

(2) A parochial or denominational school;

(3Y A private school supported in whole or in part by tuition

charges or by endowments or gifts; and

(4) At home with a private tutor who meets all requirements

prescribed by law and regulations of the state board for private tutors.

There have been only a couple of opinions dealing with the nature of

the obligation imposed upon parents and students by these provisions. State

regulations and one case uphold the notion that for private instruction in the

home to meet statutory requirements, the parent must have a teaching certificate.

(State Board of Education Regulations, 6A-1.951; T.A.F. v. Duval County,

273 So.2d 15 (1973).) In 1972 the Attorney General was asked whether students

attending tutorial services not provided in the home of the student and not

licensed as a private school were in compliance with the educational code.

It will be noted that tutoring in the home or attendance at a private school
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would satisfy the compulsory attendance law. Because the tutoring did not

take place in the home, the question became whether attendance at the tutoring

services constituted attendance at a private school. The Attorney General

did not answer that question saying that determination of this issue was up

to the district school board which has the power and authority to enforce

the school attendance provisions. The district was to obtain guidance from

Section 228.041 (5) defining the term school: "A school is an organization

of pupils for instructional purposes on an elementary, secondary, or other

public school level, approved under regulations of the state board."

(Opinion Attorney General, 072-90, 1972)

The difficulty with this analysis is that there is no indication that

the statutory definition of school was meant to refer to a private school.

Secondly, to interpret this definition as defining a private school would .

conflict with other provisions in the code insofar as this definition assumes

a school is not a school unless approved by the state board. Other parts

of the code indicate that the state does not have control over private schools

and they are not subject to state regulation. (Discussed below)

,Beyond these cases Florida case law to date has not yet determined

when tutoring in the home meets the statutory requirements. The only other

thing we know is that the state board regulations require that the tutor

"hold a valid Florida certificate to teach the subjects or grades in which

instruction is given." This provision obviously makes it difficult for a

parent to instruct his chi;jren at home beyond the elementary grades, since

no parent is likely to have a certificate for all the subjects that are taught

in the public high schools that a student must take. Indeed the certification

requirements imposed upon parents who tutor in the home are stiffer than the
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requirements imposed upon public school teachers. It will be recalled

that there is no statutory requirement that only teachers whose certificate

carries an endorsement to teach a particular subject may be assigned to

teach that subject. Hence, in the public schools a student may frequently

be exposed to teachers who are not certificated in the subject they are

teaching.

The points aside, it is important to note that there are no provisions

in the Florida code which address the question of the curriculum in the

private schools, hence what subjects a high school age student may be taught

in the home is not controlled by the state. For example, even a directly

mandated course such as Americanism v. Communism is a requirement that

applies only in the public schools. "(2) The public high schools shall

each teach a complete course of not less than thirty hours, to all students

enrolled in said public high schools entitled 'Americanism versus communism!"

(FSL Section 233.064(2).) Neither is there any provision in the Florida code

like that of the New York laws requiring that private schools provide a program

"substantially equivalent" to that of the public schools. Thus, the private

school curriculum basically goes unregulated in Florida.

This last point is underscored by an opinion of the Attorney General

in which he was apparently construing Section 229.802 which gives to the

department of education the authority to "classify or accredit schools"

pursuant to state board regulations. (Emphasis added.) He answered in the

negative the question whether the state board of education had authority

to prescribe standards for the classification and accreditation of non-

public schools. The Attorney General said he found "nothing in any of such

laws specifically granting to the state board of education" such authority.
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(Opinion, Attorney General, 066-12, 1966). However the Attorney General did

find that the state commissioner did have authority to accredit nonpublic

schools which voluntarily sought such accreditation. (Opinion Attorney General,

066-43, 1966). And the Department of Educationtoday provides for the

voluntary registration of private schools which involves filling out a one

page form asking only for basic information on the grades covered by the

school, the number of pupils in each grade, and number of teachers. If

schools choose not to regis.er the department has no information with regard

to them. In any event the state exercises no control over private schools

whether registered or not.
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NEW YORK STATE CURRICULUM LAW

Introduction

The law of New Yo =rk State has only a little to say about what should

be or may be the goals of either public or private education, or what

methods should be or may be used in teaching children. The law does have

a few things to say as to what subjects students should study between

the ages 6 and 16. And the law has a great deal to say about which

units -- individuals, private or governmental bodies -- should play what

kind of role, with what kind of powers vis-a-vis other units with regard to

determining the goals, methods and content of the school curriculum. A

study of the school curriculum law of New York State is, thus, largely

the study of prescribed structures, processes and of institutions, and

their designed relationships and the system they are intended to form.

The participants in the system are: the legislature (and Governor

as he must sign the bills passed by the legislature), the Board of

Regents, the Commissioner of Education, the courts, the local school

districts, superintendents, teachers, teachers' unions, parents, students,

private schools, and the local public in each district including interest

groups. The law which governs the powers, .duties and relationships among

these participants is found in the state constitution, statutes, court

opinions, regulations of the Board of Regents and Commissioner, the quasi-

judicial opinions of the Commissioner, opinions of the general counsel

for the department of education, and other more informal decrees and re-

quirements issued by the Regents and Commissioner.

The examination of this body of materials will be taken up in the

following order. Relevant sections of the New York Constitution will be
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introduced and commented upon, followed by an overview of the statutes

adopted by the state legislature. The State Constitution and legisla-

tion provides the general framework within which the Regents and Com-

missioner operate and an assessment of their authority. This last

section foreshadows what is to be said about the scope of authority

at the local district level since what the Regents and Commissioner

do directly affects the extent of local discretion. Before actually

turning to a discussion of the scope of local district authority, comment

is made upon the role of the courts in the system. When local district

authority is taken up, the discussion focuses both on the relationship

between the local board and the superintendent and on the authority of

both to control some very important details in curriculum policy. These

points take us to a discussion of the role of parents, teachers, unions,

and students (as well as others) in the formation of curriculum policy

at the local level. 'A separate section deals with the situation'in

New York City under the recently adopted decentralization law. A final

major section is devoted to private educational efforts.

I. New York State Constitution

This review of the state constitution is divided into two parts:

(A) State Responsibility and Role Allocation: (B) Individual Rights.

These two areas cannot be sharply distinguished since the constitutional

provisions dealing with individual rights also serve the function of

allocating roles between the public and private sector in addition to

the function of impoing negative limitations on governmental actions.
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A. The State's Responsibility and Role Allocation

Article 11, Section 1 provides:

The legislature shall provide for the maintenance

and support of a system of free common schools, wherein
all the children of the state may be educated.

This section makes education a state responsibility, without at

the same time either requiring or prohibiting the creation, of local

districts, the constitution requires that the basic legislative authority re-

main in the hands of the Senate and Assembly: Article Three, Section 1 provides:

The legislative power of this State shall be vested in the
Senate and Assembly.

Two other provisions make clear that at least some of the legislature's authority

must be delegated to a department of education headed by a Board of Regents and

a Commissioner'of Education.

Article 11, Section 2:

The corporation created in the year one thousand seven hundred
eighty-four, under the name of The Regents of the University of
the State of New York, is hereby continued under the name of
The University of the State of New York. It shall be governed
and its corporate powers, which may be increased, modified or
diminished by the legislature, shall be exercized by not less
than nine regents.

Article 5, Section 4:

...The head of the department of education shall be the Regents
of the University of the State of New York, who shall appoint and
at pleasure remove a commissioner of education to be the chief
administrative officer of the department...

Thus it appears the legislature may modify, but perhaps not eliminate, the

powers of the Board of Regents which in turn has been given general control

over the commissioner of education by its ability to remove him at pleasure.

Finally, by way of a general introduction Article 6 establishes the

judiciary and in effect assures the courts of the state (Court of Appeals, the

Appellate Division and the Supreme Court - in distending order of rank) with
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the jurisdiction to review administrative decisions. Generally speaking,

the legislature has greater control over the jurisdiction of the Court

of Appeals than over the two lower courts. As for the two lower courts,

the legislature may expand their jurisdiction but may not contract it,

thereby assuring these courts a significant role in the state system of

government especially through the ability to issue the equivalent of the

common law writs of mandamus, prohibition and certiorari. This brief

review of the constitutional provisions hardly exhausts the problems

involved in the allocation of roles to control education. There have been,

and still are, strong pressures within the state to include among the

decision makers controlling education a wider range of parties such as

parents and teachers. The state legislature, which has the basic respon-

sibility for allocating decision-making roles, has responded to these

pressures by creating local school districts, authorizing of collective

bargaining for teachers, and decentralizing the school system in the City of

New York. These pressures for wider discussion of roles with authority raise

issues of the limits on the legislature's power to delegate its authority

over education. The law in New York on this issue is both similar to and

different from the law in other states studied.

Four aspects of the delegation doctrine will be taken up:

(i.) delegation to Board of Regents and Commissioner; (ii) delegation to local

districts; (iii) delegation to private individuals and groups; and (iv)

the sub-delegation of authority.

(i) The grant of broad authority to such appointed officials as the

Board of Regents and Commissioner of Education constitutionally is made

possible by the prevailing doctrine on the delegation of such authority.
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The burden of establishing the impropriety of such a delegation rests with

the petitioner because of the doctrine in New YOrk State constitutional law

that statutes are presumed constitutional. The difficulty in overcoming

this presumption is strikingly illustrated in National Psychological Associa-

tion for Psychoanalysis Inc. v. University of State of New York, 8 N.Y.2d

197 (1960) appeal dismissed 365 U.S. 298 (1961) in which the Association

challenged the constitutionality of a state system for the certification of

psychologists. The statute prohibited anyone from holding himself out

to the public by any title or description of services incorporating the

words "psychological," "psychologist," or "psychology," except the Depart-

ment of Education was empowered to issue a certificate as psychologist

to a citizen of good moral character, at least 21, who paid a $40 fee,

"passes a satisfactory examination in psychology," has "received the

doctoral degree based on a program of studies whose content was primarily

psychological from an educational institution having a graduate program

registered by the department, or its substantial equivalent in both subject

matter and extent of training," and has had "at least two years of satisfactory

supervised experiences in rendering psychological services." (Education Law,

Section 7601 ff.)

The central challenge of the Association was that the statute failed to

define the term "psychologist", hence it unconstitutionally delegated legislative

power without accompanying standards to guide the exercise of discretion in the

granting or denying of a certificate. In answer to the challenge, the court

stated four related points: (1) The standards of fitness established by the
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legislature imbued the title "psychologist" with meaningful content. (p. 203)

(2) The State Board of Examiners by statute was to be made up of people

representing different aspects of the psychology profession, hence, by impli-

cation, the court seemed to be saying that whatever the definition used it

would not be the product of one branch of psychology. (p. 203-4) (3) The

people who are to define the term psychology are in a better position than the

legislature to define the term. (p. 204) (4) To say that the field may not

be regulated, said the court, because it is not subject to precise definition,

is an untenable argument: the state has an interest in regulating the field

and since the statute only invades the interests of the petitioner's to the

extent of prohibiting him from using the term psychologist, no further definition

of that term is constitutionally required or necessary. (p. 204-5). Peti-

tioner's may still engage in their practice without criminal penalties--they

merely may not call themselves psychologists.

The opinion is highly unsatisfactory for several reasons but the fact

that the court was willing to go these lengths to protect the state regulatory

scheme indicates the difficulty in attempting to overturn such delegations of

authority in New York. The first answer of the court is not correct: the

standards of fitness, e.g., pass a. satisfactory examination in psychology,

hardly further defines the term psychology as this standard of fitness itself

relies upon the term it is supposed to have defined. The other standards of

fitness suffer from the same drawback. Secondly, that the Board of Examiners

was to.be made up of people representative of the field of psychology also begs

the question since the question at stake here is the definition of psychology:

if that term cannot be defined, how can it be determined who is to serve on

the board. In any event, broad representation is no answer to the request for

a legislatively determined., definition. The third argument merely states that

the profession of psychology may be regulated so as to prevent people from
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improperly claiming they are psychologists but the legislature may turn the task

over to somebody else since they would have more competence. But the question

is, more competence to do what? Presumably to define the term psychologist- -

but why should a group of self-interested people who proclaim themselves to be

psychologists have any more competence to define a term that apparently is not

precisely defineable? If arbitrary definitions will have to suffice, it would

seem the legislature, with the advice of interested groups, could just is

easily arrive at a definition of the kind of person who may sell his services

as a psychologist. Finally, the last argument of the court may be the most im-

portant. The court seems to be saying that the petitioners have merely lost

their right to advertise themselves as upschologists"--an interest not impor-

tant enough to warrant protection, despite the fact the court recognized the

commerical value of the term. In sum, the court approved the legislature's

passing on of the problem of determining who may or may not use the term

psychologist to a board of self-interested individuals. A more obvious case of

legislative avoidance of responsibility ks hard to find. (Cf. Darweger v.

Staats, 267 N.Y. 290, 196 N.E. 61 (1935).)

In any event, what emerges from this and other cases is that even broad

delegations of authority to appointed boards will not be overturned if the

following factors are present in the case: (i) the subject is constitutionally

available to state regulation or control; (ii) the court believes it would in -

effect make impossible effective control of the subject if it prohibited the

legislature from turning the problem over to an agency and instead forced the

legislature to make the crucial policy decisions itself; and Oii) the affected

interests of the complaining party are not so important as to impell the court

to force the legislature more carefully to design its regulatory scheme. In

a word, the New York courts appear to have adopted a balancing approach in

settling the question of improper delegation: if the affected interests of
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the individual are not so fundamental as to deserve special protection

and the means adopted by the state for achieving a legitimate state objective

are, viewed as necessary, then the delegation will be upheld. (Paterson v.

University of State of New York, 14 N.Y.2d 432, 252 N.Y.S.2d 452, 201 N.E.2d

27 (1964); Chiropractic Association of New York, Inc., v. Hilleboe, 228

N.Y.S.2d 358, 16 A.D.2d 285, aff'd 12 N.Y.2d 109, 187 N.E.2d 756, 237

N.Y.S.2d 289 (1962); City of Utica v. Water Pollution Control Board,

5 N.Y.2d 164, 182 N.Y.S.2d 584 (1959).i

When the above listed factors are not present in a case, the petitioner

has a chance in striking down the delegated authority. Thus, in Packer

Collegiate Institute v. The University of the State of New York, 298 N.Y. 184,

81 N.E.2d 80 (1948), the petitioner successfully challenged a delegation of

authority to the Commissioner of Education to register private nursery,

kindergarten and elementary schools. A school which was not registered could

not be established or maintained. In striking the statute down for failing

to include sufficient standards to guide the Commissioner, the court stressed

this was not a "small or technical matter" as "Private schools have a con-

stitutional right to exist, and parents have a constitutional right to send

their children to such schools. (Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510

(1975). The Legislature under the police power, has a limited right to

regulate such schools in the public interest (Pierce v. Society of Sisters,

supra; Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923). Such being the fundamental law

of the subject, it would be intolerable for the Legislature to hand over to

any official or group of officials, an unlimited, unrestrained, undefined

power to make such regulations as he or they should desire, and to grant or

refuse licenses to such schools, depending on their compliance with such

regulations." (pp. 191-1g2.)
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Thus, in this case the delegation failed because it affected a con-

411
stitutional right to an extent greater than in the National Psychological

Association case. There the right to use the term "psychologist" was at stake

where as here the very right to operate a school or of a parent to control his

child's education was at stake--rights which had been given explicit protection

by the Supreme Court.

A related case sheds further light on the court's approach to problems

of delegation of authority. In Jokinen v. Allen, 15 Misc. 2d 124, 182 N.Y.S.2d

166 (1958), the authority of the Commissioner to provide for the voluntary

registration of private nursery and/or kindergarten schools was upheld. The

court said that Section 207 of the Education Law--the section confers on the

Board of Regents the power to "...exercise legislative functions..."--furnishes

the basis for the voluntary scheme of registration and the court must presume

Section 207 to be valid in the "absence of clear and convincing proof "to the

contrary, and may not pass upon its constitutionality when the issue has not

been raised by the pleadings." (N.Y.S.2d, p. 172) But this may-be an

anamolous decision insofar as we have here a court upholding a statute which

. grants to a state agency "legislative functions." Most courts when confronted

with a statute like this would probably have felt constrained to strike it

down, for if this statute is upheld, what is left of Article 111, Section

Yet it may also be possible that the court took the phrase "legislative

functions" not to mean "legislati.ve power" in the sense of the term used in

Article 111, Section 1, but simply to mean that the Regents had been delegated

consistent with the state constitution the basic policy-making responsibility

in the state system of education.

As will be detailed below, the legislature has taken advantage of the

generally lenient approach'of the courts to these questions of delegation to
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delegate enormous authority to both the Board of Regents and the Commissioner

of Education to control the public system of education. That authority has

seldom been challenged, but when it has, the courts have upheld the delegation.

(Board of Education, Union Free School District No. 1, Town of Bethlehem v.

Wilson, 303 N.Y. 107, 100 N.E. 2d 159 (1951); Board of Education, Union Free

School District No. 3, Town of Oyster Bay v. Allen, 6 A.D.2d 316, 177 N.Y.S.2d

316, 177 N.Y.S.2d 169 (1956) aff'd 6 N.Y.2d 871, 188 N.Y.S.2d 988 (19 ),

reargument denied 6 N.Y.2d 983, 191 N.Y-.S.2d 952 (1959); appeal dismissed

361 U.S. 535 (19 ); Gardner v. Ginther, 232 A.D.296, 250 N.Y.S. 176 (1991)

aff'd 257 N.Y. 578, 178 N.E. 802 (1931).) in these cases the delegation

to the Commissioner to re-draw district boundaries was upheld.

(ii) As noted-, Article 11, Section 1 neither requires nor prohibits the

legislature from establishing local school districts. The controlling pro-

vision is Article Three, Section One vesting legislative power in the Senate

and Assembly. This last provision has always been interpreted to permit the

establishment of local school districts and no case was found striking down

a grant of authority to a local school district as a violation of the implied

prohibition against the delegation of legislative power. We must turn to cases

dealing with the delegation of authority to municipalities and other units of

government to gain an understanding of state law on this point and here we find

a general reluctance on the part of the courts to strike down any grant of authori

as a violation of Article Three, Section 1. Thus in People ex. rel. Unger v.

Kennedy, 207 N.Y. 533, 101 N.E. 442 (1913), the constitutionality of a statute

which, on the one hand, created the County of Bronx, but on the other hand,

provided for submission to the voters in the borough of Bronx the question,

"Shall the territory within the borough of Bronx be erected into the county of

Bronx?" and that if it should appear that a majority of the votes cast on said
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question at said general election were against the erection of the county of

Bronx, then this act should (shall) be inoperative and void." A lower court

struck the law down as an unlawful delegation of legislative power on the

theory that the Legislature had in effect passed a law creating the new county

to take effect at once and then by theprovision just quoted provided for the

repeal of the law if a majority of voters did not approve the creation of the

new county. On appeal, the Court of Appeals reversed the Appellate Division

saying that despite the language of the statute, the statute did not in its

own terms provide for its own repeal nor was the act to be construed as

delegating to the voters the choice of whether the statute would become law.

Rather the proper view was that the statute was a law the moment the legis-

lature adopted it, and the voters merely were given the opportunity to

determine if it were to become operative. (p. 543) Further, the court stressed

the statute "under consideration is not one of state-wide operation, but it

only affects directly and substantially the people of a comparatively small

territory, and it was to the voters of this territory most affected that the

right was left to determine whether the act should become operative." (p. 543)

Thus the court was able to distinguish the case of Barto v. Himrod, 8 N.Y. 483

(1853) in which the Court of Appeals struck down a statute establishing free

schools throughout the state with the additional provision that "The electors

[of the state] shall determine by ballot at the annual election to be held in

November next whether this act shall or shall not become a law." (Emphasis

added.)

Perhaps what the court in Unger was trying to say, in other words, was

that the legislature in the Barto decision had truly abdicated its responsibility

in that an issue of state-wide concern, an issue truly of concern to the

legislature was not decided by the legislature when it could easily have been.
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Indeed the state constitution contemplates that legislative matters are

to be decided in a formal way by elected officials acting in public, and

not by plebiscite. The legislature had no need to resort to the plebiscite.

In the Unger case, however, the issue at stake was not a matter of state-

wide concern, and there was no existing local body which logically should

and could"have decided the question. It was only logical then that this

matter of local concern be submitted to the group most interested in the

issue.

. . .

The Kennedy case thus established the proposition now accepted in N.Y.

that the legislature may pass a statute the operation of which in particular

instances is dependent on or affected by a future contingency such as the vote

of the local populace affected by the law. The distinctions between this

proposition, the situation in Barto and the situation in which the electorate

can "repeal" the law have been drawn by the Court of Appeals without supporting

reasoning. But, perhaps the proposition which emerges from Kennedy gains a

stronger foothold if it is viewed as but a way of saying the legislature may

adopt an enabling or empowering act pursuant to which the legislature creates

a discretionary authority in a local constituency. Hence, as with all enabling

acts the agent under the Kennedy proposition is given the option whether or not

to take advantage of the power entrusted in it by the legislature. The legislature

in adopting a statute such as in Kennedy has adopted a complete law and com-

pletely adopted the law. A legislature need go no further in order to fulfill

its responsibility in making law. A law has been made when a power which did

not exist before has been created. For example, the legislature may permit

a local district to offer programs of instruction in which d language other

than English is the medium of instruction. Having done this, the legislature

need do no more - now it is up to the district to exercise its authority."
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Aside from the benefits usually associated with local, the practical

justification for such discretionary authority vested in local government is

simply "necessity": if the legislature were not able to vest subordinate

units of government with discretionary authority to make policy choices

affecting that local area, government might not be able to operate.

a
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(iii) If authority may be delegated to local groups, the issue arises

as to which local groups may be given authority either by the legislature or

the local district itself. (If the local district delegates authority to

a sub-population of the district this raises the additional question of the

authority of the local board to sub-delegate its powers. This question is

taken up in section (iv).) One way the issue has been discussed is in terms

of a prohibition against the delegation to private groups. But then we must

ask why is the delegation of authority to private groups improper? Professor

Frank I. Michelman suggests that what is at stake here is a problem of the

abuse of power. He argues that a delegation is termed a delegation to a

"private" group, so as to lead to the delegation being struck down, when the

delegation is subject to abuse: that is, we label a delegation as a delegation

to a private group (and thus impermissible) when the problem of abuse of that

power is sufficiently clear. To determine whether the problem of abuse exists

we need to probe two aspects of the delegation by asking two questions:

(1) What sort of authority is it that is being delegated. If exercised can

the authority harm individuals, coerce them or is it merely authority to

either confer or not confer a benefit? Does the authority touch upon interests

that are not trivial but of some importance to the individuals potentially

affected. (2) To what extent is the recipient group of the authority,

representative, disinterested, accountable and not so narrow with respect to

the subject matter of the authority that there is neither the sense that

members have some general dependency upon one another for pursuit of the

good life, nor the opportunity for trade and compromise that creates at

least the chance of everyone's benefiting from the common enterprise.

As Professor Michelman puts it, the resultant vector of these

two dimensions will be some kind of unfairness or exploitation vector.
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If the value is too great, the delegation will be invalidated and the

recipient of the authority will be called private. But the term "private"

then does not refer to any fixed universal set of identifying characteristics,

but to the unsuitability of this group as a recipient of this power.

The following examination of New York cases reveals that the

New York courts have arguably followed this line of analysis without having

articulated their approach as clearly as has -been done here. What we

learn from the cases is that (1) certain legislative powers are deemed to

be core powers because of their capacity to be abused, to injure people

and should not be delegated. (2) The authority granted appears less ominous

if it is not much greater than that already enjoyed by private citizens

generally. (3) Fear of abuse is lessened when some mechanism exists for

making the recipient of the power accountable to the public in general

or some disinterested body. (4) The possibility for abuse is also deemed

less if the delegated authority is checked and constrained by the actions

of a publicly accountable body. (5) There is less chance of abuse if the

delegation is accompanied by standards to guide the exercise of the

authority. (6) Similarly the chances for abuse are less if power is

shared by the recipient group and a publicly accountable body. (7) When

those subjected to the exercise of authority have either subjected them-

selves voluntarily and/or have interests which are not severely affected

by the involuntarily imposed constraint then the arrangement is viewed

with less suspicion.

As for the cases, we turn at the outset to four cases in which'

legislation was struck downNas unconstitutional. These cases set the outer

limits of judicial tolerance of governmental arrangements that are open
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to abuse -- open to the exercise of public authority for pr

In Fink v. Cole, the Court of Appeals struck down

ivate gain.

legislation

enses to

n capacities

which permitted a private racing association to issue the li

individuals which made them eligible for employment in certa.i

at the race track. The evil involved in these attempts to authorize a

private association to license race track employees was twofold

the court stressed that the officers of the association who has

. First,

the sole

discretion to issue licenses "are neither chosen by, nor responsi

the State Government. They are not sworn as public officers, nor

ble to

are they

removable as such." Secondly, the court noted that even if licensing

authority had been vested. in a public agency, it was flawed in that

authority was not guided by legislatively established standards. (F

the

ink v.

Cole, 302 N.Y. 216, 224-5 (1951); also see Murtha v. Monoqhan, 7 Misc

568, 169 N.Y.S.2d 137 (1957), aff'd 169 N.Y.S.2d 1010 (1957); aff'd

4 N.Y.2d 897, 174 N.Y.S.2d 648 (1958).)

The second case, Darweger v. Staats, 267 N.Y. 290 196 N.E. 61 (

. 2d

1935)

struck down a-state law which made applicable to intrastate business thos

codes, agreements, license, rule or regulation which had become binding

upon interstate business pursuant to the National Recovery Act, 48 U.S.

Stat. 195 (1933) [N.R.A] and which had been filed with the office of the

department of state in New York. Under N.R.A. industrial codes could be

drafted by the industry itself and would become binding on the industry

after presidential approval. In declaring the state law making these codes

applicable to intrastate business in New York, the court stressed the state

law was a "mere shell, leaving to National bodies or officials the power

to make the laws of New York." (p. 307) "The Legislature has declared an
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emergency in industry and left it for others beyond its power or control

to do the rest. It has not created or appointed any agency representing

the People of the State to form rules or regulations or to even determine

that price-fixing in the coal business is necessary." (p. 306)

In a third case the courts were asked to review a decision of the Un-

employment Insurance Appeal Board which held that Frank Fiol's voluntary

separation from his work with a steamship company after one round trip voyage

did not disqualify him for unemployment insurance even though he was offered

to continue his employment. Fiol refused the work in compliance with a union

rule which provided that in the case of men such as Fiol who were not full

members of the Seafarer's union and who obtained their employment through the

medium of the hiring hall operated by the union they could retain employment

for the duration of one round trip or sixty days, whichever was the longest.

Upon review in the courts, the issue was raised whether the Unemployment In-

surance Appeal Board felt legally bound to accept the union rule as good cause

for the voluntary relinquishment of employment, and if so, whether acceptance

of the rule constituted an unconstitutional delegation of legislative power to

the union. The Appellate Division wrote:

As we view the decision of the appeal board we do not find it held

itself bound, as a matter of law, to recognike any and all regulations

of the union. To the contrary we think it found that, under the cir-
cumstances and within the statute, claimant had good cause as a matter

of fact for relinquishing his employment. It held in effect, of course,

that the union's sixty-day rule was not unreasonable. This involved,

in our opinion, no unconstitutional delegation of legislative power.

(Matter of Fiol, 279 A.D. 963 111 N.Y.S.2d 288 (1952).) The Court of Appeals

reversed in a per curiam opinion, saying "...the mere fact of the existence

of such a union rule did not warrant the conclusion the claimant was excused

from continuing his employMent." The Appeal Board had to gd further and
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explicitly (not implicitly) determine if the claimant was justified in

complying with the union rule which involved the further inquiry as to

whether the rule--given the nature of the industry, the labor market and

other relevant considerations--was reasonable. "To hold otherwise would

be to allow the union to determine arbitrarily what constituted 'good cause'

for the claimant's leaving his job--a function which the Labor Law entrusted

to the referee and the Appeal Board (see Labor Law §623)" (Matter of Fiol,

305 N.Y. 264, 266 112 N.E.2d 281 (1953).)

Finally, in dictum in several other cases the courts have flatly said

that the taxing power may not be delegated to private parties, thereby imply-

ing a distinction between kinds of legislative authority some of which may

be more delegable than others. A core legislative power such as the power

to tax is most certainly absolutely not delegable. (Gautier v. Ditmar,

204 N.Y. 20 (1912); Cook v. Up-To-Date Silk Yarn.Dyeing Co., inc., 155

Misc. 435, 278 N.Y.S. 348 (1935).)

In the next set of cases the courts found that the delegation of

authority was not unconstitutional.

An old and interesting case is Fox v. Mohawk & Hudson Riv. Humane Soc.,

165 N.Y. 517 (1901) in which the Court of Appeals upheld a grant of authority

to the Humane Society to seize unlicensed dogs, and, if not redeemed within

forty-eight hours, to destroy or otherwise dispose of them at the discretion

of the society. The Court said "nor...do we think it represents a case of the

deivption of governmental power to a private corporation, as unlicensed dogs

have been so long subject to destruction by every person, the authority given

t' the officers or agents of the defendant to kill such dogs is neither greater

nor less than that conferred on other citizens."
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In 8200.Realty Corp. v. Lindsay, 27 N.Y.2d 124, 313 N.Y.S.2d 733 (1970)

New York City established a complex system for regulating rents and other

terms of leasing for one class of rental property. The scheme involved a Rent

Guidelines Board, the nine members of which were to be appointed by the Mayor

and paid by the city, no member of which could be an owner of real estate covered

by the rent control system or was an officer of a tenant's organization. This

Board was to estatiish guidelines for rent increases upon renewal leases or new

tenancies. Also to be created was a real estate stablization association made

up of landlords covered by the rent control system. Belonging to the asso-

ciation was voluntary but if a landlord did not join, his properties were

subject to regulation by the standard system of rent control operated entirely

by city agencies. The advantage of falling under, the new system of regulation

was that the restrictions on the raising of rents and on the other terms of

rental were less severe from the landlord's viewpoint. In order to be recognized

as the official association for participating in this scheme of regulation, the

group claiming to be that association had to gain approval from the Housing and

Development Administration. This agency would only give approval to the

association if it met certain criteria to assure its openness and fairness of

operation. Once established, the Association was. charged with itself "estab-

lishing" the Conciliation and Appeals Board: the Appeals Board was to be

appointed by the Mayor but the salaries of the members of the Appeals Board as

well as office expenses was to be paid by the Association. This Appeals Board

was to act upon complaints from tenants and upon appeals from owners claiming

hardship.
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The Court of Appeals upheld this scheme against the charge it involved

the improper delegation of legislative power to a private association on the

ground, "Certainly no 'legislative power' has been passed on under any possible

conception of that term." (p.132 ) The Court also wrote that "The right of

any member aggrieved by action of any association to have review before the

Conciliation and Appeals Board seems a sufficient answer to the suggestion that

the city has yielded a type of judicial power to the association." (p. 133)

Finally, the willingness of the court to uphold novel governmental arrange-

ments in which private parties play a role is underscored by the comment that

"...[F]air latitude should be allowed by the court to the legislative body to

generate new and imaginative mechanisms addressed to municipal problems."

(p. 132)

In this connection it is worth noting Bergman v. Lindsay, 25 N.Y.2d.

405 255 N.E.2d142 (1969) cert. den. 398 U.S. 955 (1970), in which it was

charged the Board of Estimate of New York City was malapportioned. Under

the city's Charter the Mayor is to prepare and submit to the Board of Estimate

and City Council, which is a body "vested with the legislative power of the

city" his operating budget for the fiscal year. Either the Board of Estimate

or the Council could alter the original budget by adding or eliminating items.

The Mayor in turn may veto the change but his veto may be overridden by a vote

of two-thirds of the Council and two-thirds of the Board of Estimate acting

together in identical terms. In upholding the way the Board of Estimate's

membership was apportioned, the Court of Appeals said among other things,

that the Board was an indigenous local governmental institution which

"neither fits fully into the role of a legislative body, nor has 'general
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powers over the entire geographic area' within" the meaning of that phrase

as used by the Supreme Court in its reapportionment cases.

Bergman is significant for showing the lengths to which the Court

of Appeals will go to avoid interfering with novel local governmental

arrangements. The Court of Appeals has refused to call the work of the

Board of Estimate legislative despite the fact that the budgetary process is

at the heart of most legislative work: the budget is the main vehicle

by which basic policy is established. When the Court of Appeals says

this work is not legislative it flies in the face of both common sense

and understanding.

In Lanza v. Wagner, 11 N.Y.2d 317, 229 N.Y.S.2d 380, 183 N.E.2d 670

(1962), state law established a panel whose job it was to nominate not less

than 18 names for possible appointment by the Mayor of New York City to

111
the city school Board. The nominating panel was to be made up entirely

of heads of private organizations interested in education. The Court of

Appeals upheld the delegation of authority to the panel for, among other

reasons, that the state constitution, Article IX. Section (9), overrode

Article 3, Section!. Article IX provides that certain local officers

(presumably including local school officials) may be elected or appointed

"as the legislature may direct." This last quoted clauL,e, the court argued,

gave the legislature special powers in this area to arrange for this kind

of appointment process. But beyond this the Court wrote: "In point of

fact, it is an exceedingly narrow and artificial view to emphasiie, as

the plaintiffs have, the 'private' character of the selection boards."

(p. 333) Presumably the Court was attempting to draw attention here to

411 the fact that the members of the board, while picked because they represented
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certain organizations and groups, would in their official capacity as

nominating panel view their job from a broader perspective than simple

self-interest. The nature of their role may by itself encourage a concern

with the public interest. In short, perhaps the court simply did not

sense a potential for abuse in this situation.

The Court in Lanza also stressed that the final decision as to who is

to be appointed to the board rests not with the nominating panel but with the

Mayor of the City: "Under the statute before us, it is the Mayor (or in cer-

tain contingencies, the Commissioner of Education) who has been given the

responsibility of making the actual appointments to the Board." (p. 332)

The per of the nominating panel in constraining the Mayor is, however,

strong as the panel need only suggest 18 names for the nine member board.

Thus, in effect, the Court of Appeals was up-holding an arrangement of shared

power over the selection of the school board. Willingness to approve arrange-

ments involving the sharing of power is also reflected in 8200 Realty Corp. v.

Lindsay, supra.

Sharing authority as a reason for approving delegations of authority

is closely tied to another reason for approving, namely, that the private body

is accountable to a public body for its actions and policies. The existence

of some mechancSm of accountability in 8200 Realty Corp. led the court to

distinguish that case from Fink v: Cole, the racing case discussed above.

Similarly, 8200 Realty Corp. is distinguishable from those other cases

on the ground that a public body--the Rent Guidelines Board-established standards

within which the Association had to work with regard to rents if not the other

terms of renting.
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Apparent delegations of authority have also been upheld on the ground

that those affected by the d.legation of authority submit themselves voluntarily.

Thus, in General Electric Co. v. Masters Inc., 307 N.Y. 229, 120 N.E.2d 802(1954)

appeal dismissed, Masters Inc., v. General Electric Co., 348 U.S. 892 (1954) the

Court of Appeals upheld the New York fair trade law on the grounds cited in

Old Dearborn D. Co. v. Seagram, 299 U.S. 183 (1936). There the Supreme Court up-

held the Illinois fair trade law which permitted a manufacturer to stipulate

o a buyer of his product the price at which buyer must resell the product. In

upholding the law against the challenge that the statute delegated to the

manufacturer legislative authority to fix prices, the Supreme Court stressed

the buyer did not have to buy the product of the manufacturer and that the

statute merely authorized the manufacturer to impose such a restriction on the

sale of his property. Similarly, the trial court in 8200 Realty Corp. upheld

the regulatory scheme on the ground, among others, that those affdcted by the

rulings of the Association were voluntary members who did not have to join the

Association and thereby become bound by its rulings. (8200 Realty Corp. v.

Lindsay, 60 Misc. 2d 248, 304 N.Y.S.2d 384 (1969).)

Yet another factor considered in these cases is the nature of the

interest affected. As was noted with regard to the cases in which the delegation

was struck down, the courts seem to weigh heavily substantial intrusions upon

In those cases
property rights. /when the delegation of authority has been upheld, the courts

have expressly, and by implication, noted that the interests affected are not

substantial. Thus in Fox v. Mohawk & Hudson River Humane-Society, supra., the

Court of Appeals noted that dog owners historically had but a "qualified
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property in dogs, cats and similar animals, and, in fact, there may be said

to be no property in them as against the police power of the state." (p. 521)

And in Szold v. Outlet Embroidery Supply Co., 274 N.Y. 271 8 N.E.2d 858 (1937)

motion gran. 275 N.Y. 542, 11 N.E.2d 741 appeal dism. 305 U.S. 623 (1938),

the Court of Appeals upheld a grant of authority to the medical society of the

county to recommend who may be authorized to provide medical service at

state expense in workmen's compensation cases. In responding to the argument

of the plaintiff that the delegation was not accompanied by sufficient

standards, the Court answered that charge by saying: "In application for

authorization, a duly licensed physician 'shall state his training and

qualifications' and shall agree to limit his professional activities under

the law 'to such medical care as his experience and training qualify him to

render.' He may 'present to the medical society or board evidences of

additional qualifications at any time subsequent to his original application.'

When an application is granted, such recommendation and authorization shall

specify the character of the medical care which such physician is qualified

and authorized to render.' " (p. 278-279) The court's reply is hardly a

satisfactory answer to the complaint that the medical society had not been

sufficiently constrained in the exercise of its power. But what the court

might have mentioned in defense of arrangement was that the medical

society could only recommend a physician -- the final decision was in the

hands of the State Industrial Commissioner and that if a doctor were not

recommended he could appeal to the Industrial Council of the Department of

Labor. Hence the medical society did not exercise power that was wholly

unchecked.
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The analysis of these cases provides a basis for a few comments upon

the possibilities of new arrangements to provide greater parental involve-

ment in the development of curriculum policy in the public schools. It

would appear that in New York many possible such arrangements might withstand

a court challenge. As long as the arrangements did not go as far in delegating

authority as in the first four cases analyzed above,,thereby transgressing

the outer limits of legislative discretion in establishing novel governmental

. . .

arrangements, the chances for success seem good. Thus, the Massachusetts law

which permits 20 parents with 20 children to obtain a new course in a school

may very well be struck down in New York insofar as it seems to place in their

hands unaccountable control over the curriculum. However, any arrangement in

which parents merely constrain the choices available to public officials (as

in Wagner v. Lanza) or share authority under a system of guidelines established

by the public officials (as in 8200 Realty Corp.) may very well survive court

scrutiny. Even an arrangement at the school building level in which parents

of children attending the school were given some bargaining rights with regard

to the curriculum might survive. Or mixed parent-school official boards with

fi al control over curriculum may be acceptable. Whatever the arrangement

for sharing power, if the power so shared is such that it is not permitted

excessively to constrain the children of unwilling parents thereby avoiding

treading on the rights of parents to control the education of their children,

the chances for surviving court review further increase. In sum, it should

not be too -difficult to devise arrangements for greater parental involvement

in the control of school curriculum which would be acceptable to the courts.

The cases analyzed above reveal the lengths the courts will go to avoid having

to interfere in novel governmental arrangements. To date, advantage has not

been taken of this permissive legal climate. As will be seen below, parental

rights in controlling the school curriculum in New York are negligible.
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(Iv) There are few precedents dealing with the question whether

local units of government or state agencies may sub-delegate their authority

absent express authorization to do so. The two cases which touch upon the"

question hold that express authorization to sub-delegate is necessary.

(People v. Dalton, 205 Misc. 689, 131 N.Y.S2d 355 (1954); Matter of Fiol,

2E. cit.) With regard to local school districts this doctrine poses no

significant problem as enabling acts give local boards the power to deter-

mine the duties of district employees and these provisions would seem to

be able authority on which to base a delegation of authority. (Education

Law § 1709(1), 1711(1), 1805, 2503, 2508, 2554(2); 2566.)

As a general proposition New York courts have held that the sub-

delegation of authority must be accompanied by sufficient standards to

guide the exercise of discretion. (City of Tonawanda v. Tonawanda Theater

Corp., 29 A.D.2d 217, 287 N.Y.S.2d 273 (1968). The basis for this holding

has never been made clear in the cases. Presumably the requirement involves

considerations of both statutory interpretation and constitutional law.

If adequate standards were not incorporated in the delegation of authority

it would be possible for a local governmental plenary body to in effect

give away its power, which it has no statutory authority to do. In addition,

the lack of adequate standards might invite arbitrary action by the officials

who have been given the authority placing those subject to the official in

the difficult position of not knowing what actions he may take with regard

to them. Those subject to the official are in effect without notice as to

the rules with which they must comply.

As it turns out, however, the standards need not be.stated with

great specificity. In a case involving the delegation of authority to
-
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zone, the court said it has generally been held that a standard meets

legal requirements if Lt only tells the zoning board that it must, for

example, allow for "adequate" light, air or water. (Schmitt v. Plonski,

215 N.Y.S.2d 170 (1961).)

Only one sub-delegation case was found dealing with the public

schools. In that case the Board of Education in New York authorized

principles to assign teachers to "reasonable amounts of extra curricular

duties beyond their responsibilities in the classroom. Principals were

also instructed to as far as practicable- make sure the assignments were

equitably distributed. Records of these assignments were to be kept by

the principal and if a teacher felt unfairly treated, he or she could appeal

to the assistant superintendent. The court found that these arrangements

provided adequate safeguards for the teachers. (Parrish v. Moss, 200 Misc.

375 106 N.Y.S.2d 577 (1951), ff'd 279 A.D. 608, 107 N.Y.S.2d 580 (1951).)

This case lends support to the conslusion the boards of education may dele-

gate authority to work out the basic educational program of the district

so long as the board has itself adopted an overriding policy which now

merely must be implemented. The policy statement might not even have to be

very detailed at all.

B. Individual Rights

Regardless of who must be given certain authority or who may be

given authority under the constitution there are certain restraints imposed

upon the exercise of that authority by the rights given to individuals by

the state's constitution. Most significant here is the emerging notion of

a right to an education under the New York Constitution. Article 11, Section 1

quoted above has been involved in two cases dealing with one aspect of the
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question of what sort of right to an education if any, exists under the

state constitution. First the section was interpreted not to bar the

establishment of separate schools for black and white children. (People

v. School Board, 161 N.Y. 598, 56 N.E. 81 (1900).) Second and more

recently, the provision was involved in two cases dealing with one aspect

of the question of what sort of right to an education, if any, exists under

the state constitution. Thus in Matter of Kirschner, 74 Misc. 2d 20,

334 N.Y.S.2d 164 (1973), a parent sued for an order directing the county to

pay the full cost of sending his child to a private school for handicapped

children. Under New York law when a school district is unable to provide

appropriate services for a phygically handicapped child, the parent can seek

reimbursement from appropriate units of government for the payment of the

costs of educating a child in a private school capable of providing the needed

services. In this case, the county balked at paying the full fees on the ground

the parent was financially able to pay for his child's education. The court

ruled, however, that to force the parent to contribute to the cost of educat-

ing his child would violate Article 11, Section 1 as well as the Equal Pro-

tection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. (Also see In Re Downey, 72 Misc.

2d 772, 340 N.Y.S.2d 687 (1973).) But the court limited its ruling to tuition

and transportation costs, thereby leaving the door open to the forced contri-

bution from parents for medical and maintenance expenses. Similarly In Re

Claire, 44 A.D. 2d 407, 355 N.Y.S.2d 399 (1974) the Appellate Division ruled

that there was no violation Article 11, Section 1, or a denial of equal

protection of the laws to require parents of physically handicapped children

to contribute toward the maintenance costs incurred by the child in a resi-

dential school. In a poorly articulated opinion, the court seemed to be
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saying that Article 11, Section 1 only assured instruction without cost

to the parent, not maintenance of the child. As for the equal protection

issue in the case, the court merely said "Since there is a rational basis

for differentiating between blind and deaf children and children with other

type handicaps, no invidious discrimination results (of Education Law

Articles, 85, 87, 88)." (p. 403) (Also see McMillan v. Board of Education

of State of New York, 430 F2d 1145 (1970).) It might be noted that the

court's willingness to let the legislature draw a distinction between the

blind and deaf reflects an accurate perception of the Supreme Court's

likely position on such an issue. Since the Court has refused to recognize

education as a fundamental interest -- except, perhaps, when a child wholly

has been denied an adequate education -- and since, the case does not involve

any racial elements, the rational basis equal protection test applies in

such situations. Under that test the state's classification scheme would

only be struck down if totally without rationality, and it is rare that

the courts ever find a legislatively determined classification to be wholly

irrational. (San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1

(1973); Jefferson v. Hackney, 406 U.S. 535 (1972).)

Because the use of Article 11, Section 1 has to date been limited to

determining the question of who must pay for a child's instruction and

maintenance, the efficacy of the provision as a vehicle for a broader attack

upon the educational system of the state remains untested. For example,

the article requires that state support be provided for schools where children

"may be educated." The quoted language arguably imposes upon the state an

obligation to provide effective education for all children--schools which

are merely custodial and fail to provide some undefined minimum of education
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may not satisfy the constitutional requirement. Although the intellectual

difficulties involved in mounting such an attack are not to be underestimated,

the existence of the Article should not be ignored since the Article apparently

permits a litigant to avoid the problems entailed in using an equal protec-

tion line of attack--problems such as the fact that an equal protection

clause does not necessarily protect children against an equal distribution

of inadequate services. Furthermore, overcoming the limitations of the

protection provided by Equal Protection clause has been accomplished before

in other states by reliance upon provisions of the state constitution. Thus

in New Jersey, the state system for financing education was struck down as

failing to meet the standard imposed by the state constitution that the

legislature provide for a "thorough and efficient" system of public educa-

tion. (Robinson v. Cahill, 62 N.J. 473, 303 A.2d 273 (1973).) Hence a

victory for financial reform was achieved in New Jersey despite the Supreme

Court's ruling in the Rodriguez decision declaring that Equal Protection

clause did not protect against inequalities in the amount of money spent

per pupil at the local level arising out of a state effort to bring about

fiscal, political and administrative decentralization. (San Antonio

Independent School District v. Rodriguez, op. cit.)

One final point: Since the language of the article is broad--"may be

educated"--the article provides little guidance for the legislature or anybody

else as to what the goals and methods of the educational program provided should

or may be. The article does pot by itself seem to require that an effective

general education be provided, as opposed to, for example, an effective vocational

education. What the substance of the educational program supported by the

state should be is not constitutionally settled. The only further guidance the

state constitution provides on this point is in Article 1, Section 3 dealing

with the free exercise of religion. (Discussed below.)
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Other provisions touching upon individual rights are:

Article 1, Section 3:

The free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession and worship,
without discrimination or preference, shall forever be allowed in this
state to all mankind; and no person shall be rendered incompetent to
be a witness on, account of his opinions on matters of religious belief;

but the liberty of conscience hereby secured shall not be so construed
as to excuse acts of licentiousness, or justify practices incondstent

with the peace or safety of this state.

Article 1, Section 8:

Every citizen may freely speak, write and publish his sentiments on
all subjects, being responsible foT the abuse of that right; and no law

shall be passed to restrain or abridge the liberty of speech or of the

press...

Article 11, Section 3:

Neither the state nor any subdivison thereof shall use its property

or credit or any public money, or authorize or permit either to be used,

directly or indirectly, in aid or maintenance, other than for exam-
ination or inspection, of any school or institution of learning wholly

or in part under the control or direction of any religious denomination,

or in which any denominational tenet or doctrine is taught, but the

legislature may provide for the transportation of children to and from

any school or institution of learning.

Probably because of the availability of the federal courts on issues related

to the above provisions, little state law of relevance to the control of the

curriculum has been developed. Further, state courts when confronted with

issues dealing with religion, speech, or equal protection tend to rely upon

the U.S. Constitution and the decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court. And the

more important decisions which have been rendered in the state courts have

been taken to the Supreme Court for final resolution. (Engle v. Vitale,
.

370 U.S.421 (1962); Zorach v. Clauson, 343 U.S.306 (1952); Board of

Education v. Allen, 392 U.S. 236 (1968); Walz v. Tax Commission of the City

of New York, 397 U.S.664 (1970).) Because of this situation the basic

discussion of issues of free speech, equal protection and religion will be

reserved for a separate essay on the U.S. Constitution and school curriculum.
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It might be noted here that in the past prior to the major Supreme Court-

opinions dealing with prayers in the schools the New York courts did permit

the reading from the Bible without note or comment under Article 11, Sec-

tion 3. (Lewis v. Board of Education of City of New York, 157 Misc. 520,

285 N.Y.S. 164 (1935), MOD. 247 A.D. 106, 286 N.Y.S. 174 (1936), rearg.

and motion den. 247 A.D. 873, 288 N.Y.S. 751, app. dism. 276 N.Y. 490,

12 N.E.2d 172 (1937). In Engle v. Vitale the state courts ruled that

a prayer composed by the Board of Regents could be used in the public schools

if provision were made to excuse those who did not wish to participate in the

recitation. Hence, prior to the major Supreme Court opinions on the subject

of prayers in school, New York courts did not prohibit the use of prayers or

the Bible. More recently, opinions and decisions from the department of

education have ruled that: (1) it is not permissible to open the school day

by saying "We will now have a minute of silence to acknowledge our Supreme

Being." (Op. Educ. Dept., 3 Educ. Dept. Rep. 255 (1964)); (2) the use of

passages from patriotic songs as prayers is not allowed. (Matter of Appeal of

Jurgen Worthing, 3 Educ. Dept. Rep. 7 (1963); Matter of Appeal of Miriam

Rubinstein, 2 Educ. Dept. Rep. 299 (1962)); (3) the study of Christmas and the

birth of Christ using just factual material is permitted as well as the pre-

sentation of plays depicting historical traditions and the display of a

Christmas tree. (Op. Educ. Dept., 3 Educ. Dept. Rep. 264 (1963.))

Recently in face of the strict prohibitions against prayers as such in

schools, the New York legislature has attempted to keep the door open just a

bit for the voluntary saying of prayers in the classroom by individual students.

Section 3029-a provides:

(1) In each public school classroom, the teacher in charge may, or
if so authorized or directed by the board of education by which he is
employed, shall, at the opening of school upon every school day, con-
duct a brief period of silent meditation with the participation of
all the pupils therein assembled.
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(2) The silent meditation authorized by subsection one of this act
is not intended to be, and shall be not conducted as, a religious
service or exercise, but may be considered as an opportunity for
silent meditation on a religious theme by those who are so disposed,
or a moment of silent reflection on the anticipated activities of

the day. As used in subdivision one of this section the term
'participation' shall be construed to permit seated participation
and not to require any pupil to stand.

In essence, at the discretion of the board or of an individual teacher,

time in the school day may be set aside, or, put differently, students may be

released from school strictures to pay attention to secular matters, for in- .

dividual contemplation of religious matters if the individual student so

chooses to use the time. The arrangement shares some of the features of the

constitutionally accepted practice of released time programs but differs in

several respects: first, the student does not leave the school grounds for his

religious observance and secondly, having been released he need not, in con-

trast with the case of released time programs, use the time for religious ob-

servance, or education. Indeed, the only required participation here is that

the studer's be silent; their minds may remain a "blank" or may be filled

with religious thoughts and sentiments. Those who wish to use the time for

religious purposes do so with school support to the extent that school dis-

ciplinary rules prevent the other students from interfering with the religious

meditator and school facilities are made available. Indeed, the non-religious

participants are to an extent forced to be silent witnesses to those who do

use the time for religious observance. Those who are silently praying may

subtly reveal this fact to their peers by the silent motion of lips and perhaps

even with the use of religious gestures such as genuflection, clasping of hands

in prayer-like ways; the making of the sign of the cross and the use of Rosary

beads. Because of all these many differences between the New York silent

meditation law and released time programs, it seems a plausible conclusion that
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if challenged this law would fall beneath the Supreme Court's standard

prohibiting the excessive entanglement of church and state. (Walz v.

Tax Commission of the City of N.Y., op. cit.; Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 0.S.

602 (1971); Committee for Public Education and Religious Liberty v. Nyquist,

413 U.S. 756 (1973).)

It might be noted here that New York State has had a long tradition of

attempting to aid private education. Despite Article 11, section 3, the

legislature has authorized the loan of textbooks to private schools and most

recently attempted to provide private schools with money for cutodial services,

and parents of students in private schools with tax deductions and even direct

grants toward payment of the tuition. While the Supreme Court approved the

textbook program the other efforts were struck down. (Board of Education

v. Allen, 22.. cit.; Committee for Public Education and Religious Liberty

411 v. Nyquist, op. cit.)

II. Legislature

Except to the extent Article 1, Sections Three, Eight and Nine (quoted

above) limit the legislature's control of the curriculum, there are no con-

straints in N.Y. law on the legislature's authority: in it rests the basic

authority to determine the purposes and methods of education. And the legis-

lature has exercised its authority in several ways: (1) It has prescribed

specific courses which must be taken by public and private school students;

(2) lt,has more by implication than by direct legislation established standards

to be followed by the public schools and private schools; (3) It has classified

students with each classification enjoying different rights and subject to

different treatment; and (4) It has allocated authority within the state among

various participants - -Board of Regents, Commissioner, courts, boards of

education, superintehdents, parents, students and others.
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......_ -

While the details of the legislature's handiwork will be revealed

throughou, this discussion of New York law, some general statements are

provided as a starting point.

First, the legislature has attempted to strike a compromise between the

views that education is exclusively a state versus a local concern. This is

made evident by the pattern in which authority has been allocated between state

and local officials: the legislature has given concurrent authority to control

the curriculum to, on the one hand, the Board of Regents and Commissioner, and,

on .the other hand, the local districts. No clear demarcation of authority be-

tween these parties is provided by the legislature, leaving it to the parti-

cipants themselves to work out, with the aid of the courts, their relationship.

Thus, to what extent the curriculum is controlled by the state or controlled

locally is left unresolved by the legislature.

As for controlling the substance of education--its purposes and

methods--the legislature has enacted several provisions which touch upon:

(1) General minimum curriculum requirements whether in the form of general

minimum standards or requirement that specific subject matters be taught

and/or taken by students; (2) Requirements and authorizations to provide for

special needs (vocational, handicapped and bilingual); (3) Anti-discrimination

requirements; (4) Compulsory education requirements (including neglect laws);

and (5) Requirements for teacher certification and the dismissal of teachers.

.Many of the laws regarding the specific content of the curriculum

directly impose duties upon the students and parents, whereas others are

directed to the Regents, the Commissioner and the local boards of education.

And some of the laws impose duties upon almost all the participants at the same

time. _With these laws the, legislature has assumed direct control of children's
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education itself, delegating nothing except the duty to execute its decision.

Hence the legislature has departed in these instances from its usual function

in merely allocating roles. Section 801 (1) of the Education Law provides

a good example:

In order to promote a spirit of patriotic and civic service and

obligation and to foster in the children of the state moral and in-
tellectual qualities which are essential in preparing to meet the
obligations of citizenship in peace or in war, the regents of the
University of the State of New York shall prescribe courses of in-
struction in patriotism and citizenship, to be maintained and followed

in all the schools of the state. The boards of education and trustees
of the several cities and school- districts of the state shall require
instruction to be given in such courses, by the teachers employed in

the schools therein. All pupils attending such schools, over the age
of eight years, shall attend upon such instruction.

Similar courses of instruction shall be prescribed and maintained in

private schools in the state, and all pupils in such schools over eight .

years of age shall attend upon such courses. If such courses are not

so established and maintained in a private school, attendance upon in-

struction in such school shall not be deemed substantially equivalent
to instruction given to pupils of like age in the public schools of the

city or district in which such pupils reside.

Section 801 continues with other course requirements in the "history, meaning,

significance and effect of the provisions of the consititution of the United

States, the amendments thereto, the declaration of independence, the consti-

tution of the state of New York and the amendments thereto,..." and then re-

quires the regents to determine the "subjects to be included in such courses

of instruction." The Commissioner of Education is to enforce these provisions

and "shall cause to,be inspected and supervise the instruction to be given in

such subjects."

A handful of provisions deal with instruction related to the use and

display of the flag, physical education, the nature of alcoholic drinks, drugs

and their effects, and highway safety involving both the automobile and bicyle.

More basic curriculum requirements, applicable to all children, are included in

Section 3204:
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3. Courses of study. a. (1) The course of study for the first eight

years of full time public day schools shall provide for instruction

in at least the twelve common school branches.of arithmetic, reading,

spelling, writing, the English language, geography, United States
history, civics, hygiene, physical training, the history of New York

state and science.

(2) The courses of study and of specialized training beyond the first

eight years of full time public day schools shall provide for instruc-

tion in at least the English language and its use, in civics, hygiene,

physical training, and American history including the principles of

government proclaimed in the Declaration of Independence and estab-

lished by the constitution of the United States.

Section 4602 imposes an additional duty upon boards of education:

The board of education of each school district shall provide secondary

school pupils and adults access to programs of occupational education,

commensurate with the interests and capabilities of those desiring and

having a need for preparatory training, retraining or upgrading for em-,

ployment, and develop realistic programs in accord with manpower needs

in existing and merging occupations for present and projected employ-

ment opportunities.

Other statutory provisions impose upon boards the requirement to provide

special classes for various kinds of handicapped pupils (Sections 4401). And

yet other provisions empower the power to provide a variety of kinds of course

offerings and services: special classes for underachievers; bilingual programs

for non-English speaking pupils; vocational and educational guidance services;

programs involving part-time school and part-time employment; courses in "com-

munism and its methods and its destructive effects;" and courses in the use of

firearms. (Education Law §809-a; §8204; §4404; §4605.)

Before leaving this brief sketch of the laws affecting school curriculum,

an important point should be brought out. The legislature, Regents and Com-

missioner have created separate categories of children with regard to whom

different state minimum educational requirements are applicable. The list is

as follows:

a. All elementary school children (1st - 8th grade)

b. High School Graauateiwho receive a Regents Diploma

c. High school graduates who receive a diploma, but not a

Regent's diploma
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d. Severe. categories of handicapped children:

i. physically handicapped

ii. emotionally handicapped

iii. educably mentally retarded

iv. trainable mentally retarded

v. the multiple handicapped

vi. children witimplearning problems

e. Underachievers

f. Students of limited English speaking ability

g. Children excluded from school as being non-educable

h. Students assigned to part-time day schools

i. Students in parental schools

j. Students assigned to special day schools or special classes
set apart in the regular public schools

k. Students in private schools, including nursery schools,
kindergartens, elementary and secondary schools

m. Students in publicly established industrial high schcpls

n. Students in orphan schools, Indian schools

The materials below provide more details about most of the classifications, but

it might be noted that the state having established a classification of students

piece-meal over the years has not adequately attended to the issue of the

relative equality of the instruction provided each of the students in these

classifications. For example, the law dealing with the handicapped requires

the school district "Where ten or more handicapped children who can be grouped

homogeneously in the same classroom for instructional purposes such board shall

establish such special classes as may be necessary to provide. instruction

adapted to the mental attainments and physical conditions of such children."

(Education Law §4404.) Them law does not make clear if this provision releases

the school board of the obligations imposed by Section 3204 quoted above.
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Neither are the statutory provisions entirely clear as to the obligation of a

school district with regard to delinquent students who have been assigned to

special day schodls or classes. A tangentially related opinion by the Com-

missioner of Education states that a student assigned to an ''adjustment" class

may not be deemed to have been suspended from school if the instruction in the

class is substantially equivalent to that provided in the regular classes.

Such criterion leaves much room for differences to occur. (Matter of House,

11 Educ. Dept. Rep. 215 (1972).)

The state legislature thus has created the outlines of what the educa-

tional program should look like. The details are to be filled in by the Regents,

the Commissioner and the local school districts. As can be seen from the

statutes, however, the legislatively determined outl4nes are so broad that im-

portant decisions have been delegated to other participants in the policy

making process.

III. Board of Regents and Commissioner

A. Board of Regents

The State Constitution gives the legislature considerable discretion as

to how much authority to invest in the Board of Regents. (Article 11, Section

2.) What the legislature has done is to grant the Regents authority stated in

the broadest of terms. Section 101 places the Regents in charge of The Uni-

versity of the State of New York, the corporate name for the education depart-

ment in the state government. The Regents are charged with "the general

management and supervision of all public schools and all of the educational

work of the state,..." (Education Law, Article 3, Section 101; Section 5,

Sections 201, 202.) In Section 207 the legislature provides: "Subject and in

conformity to the constitution and laws of the state, the regents shall

exercise legislative functions concerning the educational system of the state,

determine its educational policies, and, except as to the judicial functions of
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the commissioner of education, establish rules for carrying into effect the laws

and policies of the state, relating to education, and the functions, powers,

duties and trusts conferred or charges upon the university and the education

department." (Emphasis added.) Additionally, the legislature in §3204 after

providing for the courses of study for the first eight years of full time public

day schools, for high schools, for part time day schools, evening schools and

parental schools, added the following: "Changes in courses of study. The

state education department shall have power to alter the subjects of instruction

-

as prescribed in this section." Under one interpretation the "subjects of

instruction" refers to the very items listed in the statute itself, e.g., the

twelve common school branches of arithmetic, reading, etc. Thus, the Regents

are by the terms of the statute granted authority to modify the statute itself.

Under another interpretation we can take the word "alter" to mean to change

but not eliminate, by adding to, combining, or otherwise modifying while

retaining the essence, of the subjects of instruction specifically prescribed.

By reading "alter in this way we can ensure the constitutionality of the

statute. The main difficulty with this interpretation is that it seems

unlikely the legislature would use the term "alter" as a way of granting

only the power to add to the list of required subjects. Certainly power to

add to the list could have been delegated in language that more clearly

conveyed such an intent. By using the broader language of the statute *_ha

legislature leaves the impression that it did intend to allow alteration of

the list in the sense of allowing the department to both add and subtract

subjects of instruction from the list. Hence the possibility remains that

the law is an unconstitutional delegation of authority to modify the terms

of a statute.
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Other statutory provisions grant the Board of Regents other important

Section 208:

The regents may confer by diploma under their seal such honorary
degrees as they may deem proper, and may establish examinations as to
attainments in learning, and may award and confer suitable certificates,
diplomas and degrees on persons who satisfactorily meet the require-

ments prescribed.

Section 209:

The regents shall establish in the secondary institutions of the
university, examinations in studies furnishing a suitable standard of

.graduation therefrom and of admission to colleges, and certificates or
diplomas shall be conferred by the regents on students who satisfactorily

pass such examinations.

Any person shall be admitted to these examinations who shall conform
to the rules and pay the fees prescribed by the regents.

Section 210:

The regents may register domestic and foreign institutions in terms
of New York standards, and fix the value of degrees, diplomas and
certificates issued by institutions of other states or countries and
presented for entrance to schools, colleges and the professions in

this state.

Section 214:

The institutions of the university shall include all secondary and
higher educational institutions which are now or may hereafter be in-
corporated in this state, and such other libraries, museums, insti-
tutions, schools, organizations and agencies for education as may be
admitted to or incorporated by the university. The regents may exclude
from such membership any institution failing to comply with 'law or
with any rule of the university.

These provisions taken together provide a mechanism whereby the Regents

and the Commissioner may control the quality of the educational program offered

in the public schools. Sections 210 and 214 provide for the registration of pub-

lic schools or, as it is sometimes put, the admission of schools to the uni-

versity. . Regulation 3.30 of the Board of Regents provides:
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Secondary schools and academic departments of school districts in
the State of New York may upon proper application and after official
inspection be admitted to the'University by a vote of the Regents.
Such school shall afford not less than 175 days in each year of
approved academic instruction, equipment and teaching force, and may
hold Regents academic examinations in the subjects covered by their
approved courses of study for the grades for which they are admitted.

Regulation 3.31 then provides the requirements for an approved course of study,

and the provisions are more broadly stated than in the statutory code. For

example: "A high school (senior) shall maintain an approved four-year course

of study above the eighth grade and shall have approved apparatus and library.

Such term shall include the six-year high school, covering the work of grades

seven to twelve." (Reg. 3.31 (c).) Only when one turns to the Commissioner's

Regulations are the requirements for an approved course of study spelled out

in somewhat more detail than in the statutes. (Discussed more fully below.)

The penalty for not maintaining an approved course of study is that the

district may not receive any state aid. (Board of Regents, Reg. 3.35, 3.31;

Education Law §306) To assure that the approved course of study is being

carried out, the Regents have the authority to visit, inspect, examine into

any institution in the university and to require any reports the Board may

deem necessary. (Education Law, Art. 5, Section 215.) There are no indica-

tions the Regents exercise its power under Section 215.

The ability to control authority to control the granting of degrees is

the other major mechanism available for controlling the school curriculum.

Control of all degrees, Section 208, is coupled with the power to establish

Standardized tests as standards for graduation under Section 209. Regulation

6.4 establishes that:

Diplomas shall be granted only to pupils who meet the requirements

for graduation. Regents diplomas shall be granted to those students

meeting Regents requirements. School diplomas shall be granted to

those students completing prescribed special courses approved by the

Department of Education.
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What this means in practice is that while the local district issues all

diplomas, those students who meet certain requirements have affixed to

their diploma a "Regents Seal" indicating their completion of the require-

ments. In order to obtain this seal students must take a comprehensive

Regents examination in English and social studies, as well as complete a

sequence of three courses in any field, such as science. Those courses

must be courses which end with a Regents examination, which he must pass.

(The Regents prepare and grade the exams but the local districts administer

them.) In addition the student must earn more than the minimum number of

credits that it takes to graduate from high school, e.g., 18 credits instead

of only 16. An interesting twist here is that a student may fail the

so-called Regents course but nevertheless may receive credit for the course

if he passes the Regents exam. Similarly, a student can fail the exam but

still might get credit for the course. It is also possible for a student

to obtain the Regents seal by "testing out" of courses by simply taking the

Regents exam. Few students exercise this option.

Regents examinations are offered in roughly 20 subjects. Districts

must use the state-provided examination. A state syllabus Is available

which outlines the materials which need to be covered in a course in order

to prepare students for the exam. Hence, the Regents exams become a way of

the state controlling the curriculum in the local schools. There are dis-

putes, however, among educators as to the extent the syllabus-cum-examination

.does in fact tie the hands of the local district. The extent to which the

syllabus really does lead.to state prescription of the course content in

Regents courses depends upon the imagination of the teacher and the ability

of the students to absorb the basic minimum requirements of the syllabus

and yet take on even more work in the same course. Also in recent years
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in certain subjects, e.g., social studies, the examination has moved toward

the testing of reasoning and analytical ability and away from testing the

ability to memorize dates, names, places. As a result, the state syllabus

has lost importance for successful completion of these exams.

A state syllabus is available for almost all subjects at all grade

levels--they are issued by the curriculum departments in the department of

education--but unless a Regents exam is tied to the syllabus it merely rep-

resents a suggested course of study without any penalty for non-use. At the

same time, districts can get out -1,-om under the possible burdensome requirements

of the state syllabus which is tied to a Regents exam, by seeking approval of

their own locally developed courses and examination in lieu of the Regents exam.

(Board of Regents, Reg. 3.35 (b) .)

The Board of Regents assures the use of Regents examinations by pro-

viding in its regulations that no school district will receive state aid unless

it makes general use of the Regents examinations in the senior high school grades.

(Reg. 3.35 (a) (1).)

Students who do not receive a Regents diploma simply go through a pro-

gram which purportedly meets the minimum requirements established by the

legislature and department of education. But, as loose as the Regents control

is over the so-called Regent courses, the control over the details of the

non-Regents courses is even less.

All in all, one comes away from a reading of the statutes and the

regulations of the Regents with the opinion that the Regents have made a

minimum effort to carry out their curriculum responsibilities. Their regulations

are stated in the broadest terms and end by delegating the real work to the

Commissioner of Education:.
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The commissioner shall establish regulations governing the following:

(a) approved course of study in public schools;
(b) subject in which Regents examinations are given in such schools;
(c) the method of rating answer papers;
(d) the credits to be allowed for subjects in which Regents

examinations are not regularly offered.
(Reg. 8.4)

In addition, the Commissioner is to appoint the 15 member New York State

Examinations Board which is to develop the exams as well as the syllabuses cover-

ing the subjects of study in the elementary and secondary schools. (Reg. 8.1(b).)

One final matter is worthy of a little attention. New York has had a

history of concern with subversion in the public schools which culminated,in a

series of statutes included in the Civil Service Law, the Penal Code, and

Educational Law establishing a complicated internal security system. The sys-

tem included among other things a disclaimer oath, the establishment of lists

of subversive organizations, prohibitions against organizing or becoming a

member of certain organizations on the part of school employees, the loss of

one's job for treasonable or seditious utterances or acts. The Regents were

obliged to issue regulations implementing the security system which they did.

These laws and regulations were challenged in two cases. The first challenge

in Adler v. Board of Education, 342 U.S. 485 (1952) failed but when challenged

15 years later in Keyishian v. Board of Regents, 385 U.S. 589 (1967) the laws

were struck down due to vagueness and overbreadth in violation of the Fourteenth

and Fifst Amendments.

Even after Keyishian, the legislature persisted in its efforts to make

sure subversives did not teach in public schools, colleges and universities

of the state by prescribing another oath requiring the teacher to swear his

support of the constitutions of the State and Nation. (Education Law, §3002.)
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The statutes also provide a mechanism whereby textbooks in use in the

p.ublic schools can be challenged for containing seditious or disloyal matter,

or material favorable to the cause of any foreign country with which theynited

States may be at war. (Education Law, Section 704.) A commission made up of

the Commissioner of Education and two people to be appointed by the Board of

Regents are to hear the charges against the textbooks. Several challenges have

been brought but none have been successful. (See untitled decisions reported in

1 Educ. Dept. Rep. 837-844 (1955-56); and 2 Educ. Dept. Rep. 553 (1963).)

B. Commissioner of Education

The Commissioner of Education is removable at the pleasure of the

Board of Regents and subject to their general direction and control. (Edu-

cation Law, Section 301, 303). All the other provisions spelling out the

411
authority of the Commissioner must be read in light of this fact. That is,

despite the language in many of these provisions seemingly giving the

Commissioner independence from the Regents, he ultimately remains in their

control. With this in mind we review some of those sections. Section 310

gives the Commissioner certain judicial functions:

Any person conceiving himself aggrieved may appeal or petition to

the commissioner of education who is hereby authorized and required

to examine and decide the same: and the commissioner of education

may also institute such proceedings as are authorized under this

article and his decision in such appeals, petitions or proceedings

shall be final and conclusive, and not subject to question or review

in any place or court whatever. Such appeal or petition may be made

iff consequence of any action:

1. By any school district meeting.

2. By any district superintendent and other officers, in forming

or altering, or refusing to form or alter, any school district, or in

refusing to apportion any school moneys to any such district or part

of a district.

3. By a county treasurer or other distributing agent in refusing

to pay any such moneyi to any such district.
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4. By the trustees of any district in paying or refusing to pay

any teacher, or in refusing to admit any scholar gratuitously into

any school or on any other matter upon which they may or do officially

act.

5. By any trustees of any school library concerning such library,

or the books' therein, or the use of such, books.

6. By any district meeting in relation to the library or any

other matter pertaining to the affairs of the district.

7. By any other official act or decision of any officer, school

authorities, or meetings concerning any other matter under this

chaptei., or any other act pertaining to common schools.

These functions the Regents by statute may not regulate. (Article 5, Section

207.) [This statutory prohibition against the regulation by the Regents of

this function of the Commissioner may violate Article 5, Section 4, of the

state constitution.]

Although the statutory prohibition against the regulation by the Regents

of the Commissioner's judicial function is the clearest example of the apparent

independence the Commissioner seems to enjoy from the Regents, other provisions

also give him a certain independence. Section 308 provides:

The commissioner of education shall also have power and it shall be

his duty to cause to be instituted such proceedings or processes as

may be necessary to properly enforce and give effect to any provision

in this chapter or in any other general or, special law pertaining to

the school system of the state or any part thereof or to any school

district or city. He shall possess the power and authority to like-

wise enforce any rule or direction of the regents.

Similarly, Section 305 establishes the general powers and duties of the

Commissioner or chief executive officer with general supervision over all

the schools in the state. And in Section 4402 we find that with regard to

handicapped children the state department of education shall ". . . formulate

such rules and regulations pertaining to these physical and education needs

of such children as the commissioner of education shall deem to be in their

best interest."
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Beyond these general enabling provisions, various statutory provisions

touching upon curriculum (see p. 12 above) impose additional duties (and powers)

on the Commissioner (sometimes with and sometimes without a clause stating his

actions are subject to the approval of the Regents). It is how the Commissioner

has carried out some of the more important of these provisions the review now

turns.

Pursuant to the directions of the Board of Regents, the Commissioner has

issued regul6tions dealing with the requirements for approved courses of study

in the public schools. The regulations dealing with the first eight years of

schooling expand upon the list of courses in Section 3204(3)(a)(2) by adding

music and visual arts. The regulations dealing with an approved four-year high

school course of study are like the provisions of 3204(3)(a)(1) except that the

number of units for each subject are specified; that science must be taught in

the ninth year and that guidance and counseling programs shall be provided.

The regulation ends by saying: "These subjects shall constitute the 'constants'

or required subjects and shall be offered in accordance with the State

syllabuses." Hence it is through the syllabuses that detailed control is

attempted. Finally, these regulations also provide for the courses to be in-

cluded in a junior high school, a subject not covered by Section 3204.

(Reg. 100.1 (d).)

Section 100.2 of the regulations establishes 16 credits as the minimum

necessary for high school graduation. Districts are free to require more than

16 credits indicating the control of the curriculum has not been totally pre-

empted by the state. But while 16 credits might be sufficient to obtain a

"school diploma" apparently 18 credits are required for the so-called Regents

diploma. Also to obtain a Regents diploma it appears that the Commissioner

has determined that not only must the course of study be approved but the

high school must be registered with the University. (Reg. 103.2(2) and (b).)
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As for examinations in the public schools, the regulations of the Com-

missioner simply pr.ovide that "Examinations shall be given in subjects and

at times and places designated by the Commissioner." And, "Elementary and

secondary schools shall administer such examinations as are designated by the

Commissioner as necessary for proper supervision or evaluation of educational

programs." Pursuant to these regulations the Commissioner administers the

system of Regents examinations which, as mentioned above, can have and do

have in certain school districts which do not attempt to free themselves of

the restrictions, an important controlling effect on the content of Regents

courses.

Also required of school districts are the so-called PEP tests (Pupil

Evaluation and Perforinance). These are designed as student-body evaluation

devices not as tests to determine the performance of a particular student for

purposes of granting or withholding course credit. These tests do not have

any direct impact upon the curriculum of the school as they are intended to test

the basic minimum skills in reading and arithmetic that school districts are

already obliged to offer in the elementary grades. But the test results have

had a political impact in various districts as test results are reporte d in

the newspapers with the result that low or declining scores may prompt an out-

break of parental concern for the quality of the education provided in the

district. Individual Superintendents and Boards may also take advantage of the

tests to build within their own systems an accountability system for teachers.

Finally, the results of these tests have implications for the amount of state

aid a district may receive. A special aid program for urban districts having

a heavy concentration of "pupils with special educational needs associated

with poverty." The definition of "pupils with special educational needs" in-

corporates the'use of the test scores obtained on the PEP tests. Money re-

ceived under this program is to be used for the pupils with specIal educational
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needs according to regulations promulgated by the Commissioner. (Education

Law, Section 3602(10.) The Commissioner for his part has established that

before any urban aid is granted the districts must submit a district plan to

be approved by the Commissioner. The curricular emphasis to be taken in these

projects is upon the basic skills in "reading, mathematics and bilingual

processes." (Reg. 149.4 and 149.5.) Control of the curriculum is advanced

through economic incentives combined with ad hoc program approvals.

Other grant programs administered by the Commissioner which through

the use of economic incentives can affect the school program are those dealing

with special instruction for children with limited EngliSh speaking ability;

with pre-kindergartens for children in disadvantaged areas; with experimenta-

tion and innovation in improvement of instruction; with the elimination of

racial imbalance and improvement of integrated education; and for "umbrella

programs" which "means any one of the following school-community interaction

umbrella programs: curriculum and teacher growth, guidance, basic skills; com-

munications." (Regs. Parts 148, 153, 154.) The regulations with regard to

these programs are extremely general and provide no guidance as to what pro-

grams are going to be approved or how districts in fact might be constrained

by the policies of the Commissioner in seeking funds.

Through his power to issue regulations, the Commissioner has taken

additional steps to control the local school program: he has set minimum re-

quirements for programs dealing with handicapped children, non-English speaking

children; underachievers; and industrial high schools, and health and physical

educational training. However, these regulations deal only with the extent

to which the different classes for the various handicapped children as

defined by the regulations may include children of different ages, the size

of the classes (ranging between 10 and 18, depending on the type of student
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involved) and the kind of teaching certificate that must be held by the

instructor in these classes. What the actual program must be is left in

the hands of the local districts.

As for students who "underachieve" the regulations simply provide that

after suitable examinations to ascertain the physical, mental and social

causes of such failures, results of the examinations "shall be reviewed by

the school authorities in order to determine the best procedures to alleviate

or remove, in so far as possible, the causes of failure or 'under-achievement'

for each child." (Reg. 203.1(b)(3).) As for the non-English speaking pupil,

the regulations do not deal with the question of the nature of the program to

which the children should be exposed. They deal largely with definitions for

the purpose of determining the services for which reimbursement for teachers

410

will be allowed.

As for industrial high schools which might teach such courses as machine

shop, printing, automobile repair, dressmaking, plastering, tailoring, mechanical

drawing, certain chemistry courses and other courses, the schoca,district estab-

lishing such a high school must receive prior approval of the prograM from the

Commissioner. Certain minimum course offerings must be provided' i.ri English

,(four units), social studies (including American History) (three units), science

(one unit), health (one-half unit) and physical education.

(Reg. Part. 111.)

The most detailed specifications are reserved for the health and

physical education program including intramural and interschool sport programs.

The regulations on these programs alone run over six pages of small print.

Before turning to the Commissioner's judicial role, some concluding

comments are necessary to .place the foregoing discussion in perspective. As
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should be evident, the Commissioner has issued only the sketchiest of cur-

riculum requirements yet at the same time reserved to himself the authority

to approve or disapprove curriculum changes in the school. The overall policy

is summarized in the following paragraph:

Nothing herein contained, however, shall prevent a board of educa-

tion from making such curriculum adaptations as are necessary to meet

local needs and conducting such experimentation as may be approved by

the commissioner. This principle of flexibility shall.apply to every

area of the curriculum. Thi. exercise of initiative and responsibility

on the part of local school authorities in the administration of the

curriculum is encouraged. (Reg. 100.2(b).)

This statement coupled with the possibility of local districts substituting

their own syllabuses and exams for the Regent's syllabuses and exams underlines

that inter-governmental relations within the New York public school system

have been designed to encourage a cooperative effort between state and local

offic;als. On the one hand, the minimum requirements established by statute

and regulation do not preclude significant local initiative; even the state

testing program and the syllabuses do not necessarily restrict the local

district. On the other hand, an ultimate check or veto power remains in the

hands of the Commissioner; it is the "stick !ri the closet" that can be taken

out if necessary. The Commissioner supposedly gets his opportunity to veto a

curriculum change when the district voluntarily comes to him for approval.

That districts regular', leek out the Commissioner for approval of their cur-

riculum changes--other than substituting a local exam for the Regents exam- -

does not, however, appear to be the case. Hence, if the Commissioner is

going to override a district's curriculum decision he must actively supervise

the local districts, which he does not do, or wait until on aggrieved party

pursuant to Section 310 seeks review of a local district decision. This

latter approach may be most consistent with local control.
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To fully understand the impact the Commissioner may have upon the cur-

riculum policy of a local district when he acts pursuant to Section 310, it

is necessary to outline some of the general features of his judicial power

and how he has tended to use his authority. The cases with which the Com-

missioner is presented can be broken into several categories. Table 1 pro-

vides a statement of those categories as well as the Commissioner's response

to each type of case:

Table 1

Will Accept the Case Will Not Accept the Case .

Alleged Arbitrary Exercise
of Local Discretion

X

Unconstitutional exercise
of Discretion

X

Interpretation of state

statute .

X

Attack on Constitution-
ality of statute

.

X

Into which category a given case falls often is simply determined from the

face of the pleadings. The difficult problem is separating those cases which

should fall into the arbitrary exercise of discretion category from those that

belong in the interpretation-of-statute category. The importance of this

distinction affects the scope of the Commissioner's review of the case as well

as affecting (1) the question whether a court might also share original

jurisdiction over the case with the Commissioner and (2) the scope of a court

review of a decision rendered by the Commissioner. (These last two.points

will be taken up below.)

It is with regard to an attack upon the exercise of discretion that the

manner in which the Commisioner exercises his authority is most visible.

While the courts have regularly maintained that Section 310 as well as the Other
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provisions of the educational code give the Commissioner authority to sub-

stitute his judgment for that of a local district even if the the local dis-

trict judgment was not arbitrary or capricious, the Commissioner has regularly

maintained he will not overrule a local district unless their decision was

arbitrary and capricious. (Matter of Vetere v. Allen, 15 N.Y.2d 259

258 N.Y.S.2d 77, 206 N.E.2d 174 (1965), cert. den. 382 U.S. 825 (1965).

The result of this position in the curriculum area is that the Commissioner

has refused to interfere with the few curriculum decisions which have been

appealed to him. Thus, regardless of whether the issue was one of whether the

New York City school board could cancel a famous (notorious?) experimental

school program conducted in 1.5.201, or whether it involved the unwillingness

of a district to provide a student with support for access to certain

vocational courses offered at the County Vocational Education and Extension

Board, or'whether it involved a change in the organization of schools from

5-4-3 plan to a 4-4-4 plan, the Commissioner has refused to intervene. (Matter

of Talbot, 10 Ed. Dept. Rep. 83 (1970); Matter of Wvischard, 8 Ed. Dept. Rep.

116 (1968); Matter of Scism, 11 Ed. Dept. Rep. 172 (1972).)

The extent of the Commissioner's restraint can be accurately, gauged in

the case just cited in which a student sought from the district financial

support to pay the costs of taking an automobile repair course offered by the

county since such a course was not available at his regular school. The Com-

missioner refuT1 to intervene despite the fact that Section 4602 (quoted

above) requires school districts to make available to secondary pupils programs

of occupational education. Now this provision does not specifically require

that automobile repair be among the courses offered, hence the Commissioner
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1

could reasonably take the position he will not himself determine which

vocational courses are to be made available. Further, the Commissioner

may not have wanted to make a ruling on this matter in a Section 310

ft

proceeding. If he had wanted to require districts to make available,,

somehow, instruction in automobile repair, he may very well have preferred

to issue a regulation on the subject, thereby giving all districts advance

warning and allowing for a uniform set of exemptions on the ground of, e.g.,

small size or lack of demand.

In one case, however, the Commissioner did intervene on a curriculum

matter. The school district had set up an additional driver's education class

to accommodate an unusually large number of students who elected to take the

course. Mid-year the school cancelled the additional section and a student

appealed to the Commissioner, who ruled that having started the class the

district could not then abolish it in April. (Matter of the Appeal of John R.

Heath, 2 Educ. Dept. Rep. 468 (1963).)

In summary, as with the Board of Regents, there is a big difference be-

tween the scope of authority granted the Commissioner and the extent or its

exercise in the curriculum area. The Commissioner has issued only the most

general of regulations on school curriculum and been restrained in the

exercise of his judicial power.

IV. The Courts

,Because the courts are constitutionally established and are consti-

tutionally guaranteed a minimum jurisdiction which cannot be curtailed, but

can be expanded by the legislature, they enjoy a significant degree of inde-

pendent authority to shape educational law. (Article 6, SeCtions 1, 3, 4, 7;

Kagen v. Kagen, 21 N,Y.2a 532, 289 N.Y.S.2d 195, 236 N.E.2d 475 (1968).)
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The starting point for understanding the scope of the courts juris-

diction is the common law of jurisdiction which the State Constitution codified

as the minimum for the courts. The scope of the courts' jurisdiction has,

however, been expanded by legislation. Explicit expansion of direct importance

here was effected by section 3001 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules creating

the action for declaratory judgment by means of which review of local school

district as well as commissioner decisions can be obtained. Additionally,

Article 78 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules abolished the procedural dis-

tinctions between the old forms of action--mandamus, certiorari, prohibition- -

and supposedly maintained the substantive features of these actions as estab-

lished in the common law. (Gimprich v. Bd. of Educ. of City of New York,

306 N.Y. 401, 118 NE2nd 578 (1954).) However, in codifying the scope of ,

review available under these forms of action, and particularly the scope

of review under mandamus, the legislature appears to have opened the door

to an expanded review of local district and commissioner actions by the

court. Discussion of Section 3001 and Article 78 will be taken up below

after taking up the related question of the original and exclusive juris-

diction of the courts.

A. Original and Exclusive Jurisdiction

The question of original and exclusive jurisdiction arises when a

petitioner seeks review in the courts of an action of a local district

befofe seeking review before the Commissioner. A prominent judicially

created doctrine dealing with this issue is that the courts may not take

r

original jurisdiction when the case involves a pure question of the exercise

of discretion. (See Table 1 above.) The court should reject the case based on

the failure to exhaust administrative remedies. (Rynsky v. Kantro, 57 Misc.2d

924, 293 N.Y.S..2d 934 (1968).) [When a case involves the interpretation of a
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statute, the claim of an unconstitutional exercise of discretion, an

111
aggrieved party has a choice of forums: court and Commissioner. The

courts and the Commissioner share original jurisdiction.]

But theory and practice in determining original jurisdiction does not

always coincide. The courts have been willing to take cases which some might

argue according to the courts' own doctrines originally should have been

decided by the Commissioner. Thus courts have taken questions of the proper

exercise of discretion and handled them by dismissing the petitions for failure

to state grounds for relief (Van Husen v. Board of Education of City School

District of City of Schenectady, 26 A.D.2d 721, 271 N.Y.S.2d 898 (1966).);. by

denying the applications because "the directive comes within the familiar

rule that the courts will apply the presumption of reasonableness to the acts

of public officials taken for the general welfare." (Ackerman v. Rubin, 35

Misc. 2d 707, 231 N.Y.S.2d 112 (1962); and by granting summary judgment after

concluding that "The actions of these defendants in formulating and executing

this plan were neither arbitrary nor capricious, as these terms are defined

by law." (Etter v. Littwitz, 49 Misc. 2d 934, 268 N.Y.S.2d 885 (1966)

Aff'd 28 A.D.2d 825, 282 N.Y.S.2d 724 (1967); Rosenberg v. Board of F:u-

cation of City of New York, 196 Misc. 2d 542, 92 N.Y.S.2d 344 (1949).;;

by. dismissing the case on the merits after concluding that an appeal to the

Commissjoner would have been more appropriate and that the court lacked the

power to review the judgment of the school board unles the discretion was

abused. (Leeds v. Board of Education, Union Free Sch. Dist., 16 Misc. 2d 649,

190 N.Y.S.2d 126 (1959).) These cases involved the assignment of a mathematics

teacher to permanent study hall duty; the refusal of the school district to ad-

mit a precocious student to a two-'year special progress class instead of a three

year special progress class; the willingness of a school district to accept from
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a city school district a few black students as part of an Educational

Enrichment in Inter-Cultural Relations Program"; the selection by the

school district of the books Oliver Twist and The Merchant of Venice; the

adoption of a school district of an austerity budget.

A clear case reflecting judicial willingness to intrude upon the

Commissioner is the Scott v. Board of Education of Union Free School District

No. 17, Hicksville, 61 Misc. 2d 333, 305 N.Y.S.2d 601 (1969). In that case

the school had adopted a rule flatly prohibiting all girls from wearing

slacks. While schools have general authority to issue regulations, the

question was in this case whether this was a proper exercise of that authority

--was the rule arbitrary? This is precisely the kind of issue that ought to

have gone to the Commissioner first; nevertheless, the court heard and dis-

posed of the case.

Several conclusions with regard to the doctrine of exhaustion of

remedies are possible in light of the cases. (1) The doctrine is not good

law today because either (i) the courts themselves have, abandoned their own

doctrine, or (ii) the legislature has abolished the rule and in effect

expanded the court's jurisdiction when it adopted Article 78. There is some

indication that the passage of Article 78 was significant here insofar as

Section 7803 provides, among other things, that one of the issues on review

under the article can be the question of "abuse of discretion." (2) The

doctrine of exhaustion of remedies never-was the prevailing view in the

common law. One lower court has stated that this is the case. (In Re

Skipwith, 14 Misc. 2d. 235, 180 N.Y.S.2d 852 (1958).) In any event, while

the doctrine still appears on the scene it is used erratically and poses no

,

Ciear bar to access to the courts.
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New Yorkers as a result have two ways in which they might seek

review of the exercise of authority by local districts -- the courts and

the Commissioner. Additionally, the courts are available for reviewing

the actions of the Commissioner. Both the Commissioner and the courts are,

however, reluctant to impose their judgments upon those whom they are

reviewing. Review provides some protection but is hardly a sure-fire way

of achieving one's policy ends. This point will be brought out more clearly

below.

B. Scope of Review: Local Districts

Turning to a more specific discussion of scope of judicial review,

Section 3001, C.P.L.R. provides:

The supreme court may render a declaratory judgment having the
effect of a final judgment as to the rights and other legal relations
of the-parties to-a justifiable controversy whether or not further
relief is or could be claimed. If the court declines to render such

a judgment it shall state its grounds.

In New York the purpose of the declaratory judgment "is to serve some

practical end in quieting or stabilizing an uncertain or disputed jural

relation either as to present or prospective obligations and it may be re-

sorted to only when circumstances render it useful and necessary to accomplish

such ends." (Todd v. Board of Education of City of Syracuse, 272 A.D. 618,

620, 74 N.Y.S.2d 468, 470 (1947).) Hence in New York declaratory relief is

available to obtain court review of jural rights as to conflict which may

emerge.(Baer v. Kilmorgen, 14 MisC.2d 1015, 181 N.Y.S.2d 230 (1958).) and

to obtain court review of actions already taken (Board of Education of City of

Syracuse v. King, 280 A.D. , 458, 114 N.Y.S.2d (1952), app-31 denied 280 A.D.

1033, 117 N.Y.S.2d 674, appeal dismissed 304 N.Y. 973 ( ).)

*
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Most important for these purposes is the fact that declaratory judgments

primarily are designed to settle questions of law--statutory interpretation and

constitutional issues. (See cases cited above.) However, the presence of

issues of fact do not preclude actions for declaratory judgment. (Teperman v.

Amron, 7 A.D.2d 857, 182 N.Y.S.2d 763 (1959).)

If a party seeks review of a matter of discretion which is not interpreted

as a question of law and the court believes the action should be brought pur-

suant to Article 78, or vice versa, the petitioner is not thrown out of court

for having pursued the wrong form of action: The court merely continues with

the case as though it had been properly brought under Article 78. (See Section

103(c), C.P.L.R.; Strippoli v. Bickal, 21 A.D.2d 365, 250 N.Y.S.2d 969 (1964)

aff'd 16 N.Y.2d 652, 311 N.Y.S.2d 306 (1970).)

The availability of declaratory judgment used to be more important at

one point in time when it was thought that questions of the constitutionality

of a statute or administrative action could not be pursued under Article 78.

But now Article 78 has been interpreted to allow suits charging that a statute

has been unconstitutionally applied. Questions of the constitutionality of

the statute on its face still must be raised by an action for a declaratory

judgment. (Kovarsky v. Housing and Development Administration of City of New

York, 31 N.Y.2d 184, 286 N.E.2d 882 (1972).) And since Article 78 also clearly

applies to questions of administrative discretion, it is the more important

of the two available forms of action.

Article 78, Section 7803 provides:

The only questions that may be raised in a proceeding under this

article are:

(1) whether the body or officer failed to perform a duty enjoined

upon it by law; or

(2) whether the body or officer proceeded, is proceeding or is about

to proceed without or in excess of jurisdiction; or
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(3) whether a determination was made in violation of lawful pro-

cedure, was affected by an error or law or was arbitrary and

capricious or an abuse of discretion, including abuse of discretion

as to the measure or mode of penalty or discipline imposed; or

(4) whether a determination made as a result of a hearing held,
and at which evidence was taken, pursuant to direction by law is,

on the entire record, supported by substantial evidence.

These provisions define the scope of the court's review of a proceeding

brought against a public body. For these purposes the most important para-

graphs are (3) and (4), and of these, paragraph (3) is the most important.

Paragraph (3) defines the scope of review in proceedings brought to challenge

the exercise of discretion and within the paragraph the most important phrase

is: "or was arbitrary and capricious or an abuse of discretion."

Subsequent discussions mill bring about more sharply the meaning of the

phrase "arbitrary and capricious or an abuse of discretion" but it would be

useful here to show how this paragraph serves to define simultaneously the

authority of the court and the local school district. As previously

mentioned, Article 78 and Section 7803 in particular has been interpreted asl

merely codifying the common law definition of the scope of review. Under a

narrow interpretation of the common law, this provision only permits courts to

enforce a clear legal right by issuance of a mandamus directed to compel an

official to carry out a ministerial duty. (Gimprich, 22. cit.) More recently,

however, the courts have taken a more liberal view of their authority under

Article 78--a view more in keeping with the plain meaning of the words of the

statute--and have reviewed actions committed to the discretion of local school

districts. (See e.g., Matter of Mandle v. Brown, 5 N.Y.2d'51, 177 N.Y.S.2d

482 (1558).)

But even under this more liberal approach, the courts are bound by the

language of Article 78 which clearly allows court intervention only when the

actions of the local distrIct (or Commissioner) are "arbitrary and capricious,"
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or an "abuse of discretion." What these quoted phrases mean has not been cleanly

settled by the courts. The concept of "abuse of discretion" has been taken to 1

have the same meaning as "arbitrary and capricious." Thus the courts seem to

have read the conjunctive "or" used in the statute to mean "abuse of discretion"

is but an alternative and equivalent way of stating arbitrary and capricious.

[Such an interpretation was not necessary as the courts could have read "abuse

of discretion" to mean that while the action of the agency was neither arbitrary

or capricious, it did trample upon so heavily weighted values as to make the

action an abuse of the agency's authority.]

As for the term "arbitrary and capricious" the Court of Appeals in an

attempt to codify the interpretation of Section 7803 said in dictum: "The

arbitrary and capricious test chiefly 'relates to whether a particular action

should have been taken or is justified...ad whether the- administrative action

is without foundation in fact.' [Footnote omitted] Arbitrary. action is without

sound basis in reason and is generally taken without regard to the facts."

(In Pell v. Board of Education of Union Free School District No. 1 of Towns

of Scarsdale and Mamaroneck, 34 N.Y.2d 222, 356 N.Y.S.2d 833, 839 (1974).)

Article 78 was strangely interpreted to be a rationality test with an impli-

cation that mere disagreement with an administrative agency's policy may be

a sufficient basis to overturn the policy. However, other courts have said

that mere disagreement on the part of the court with the policy is not

a sufficient ground for overturning the policy: the court may not willy-nilly

substitute its policy preferences for the local districts. (White v. Board

of Education Union Free School District #3, 74 Misc. 2d 171, 344 N.Y.S.2d

564 (1973).)

It is the case that under paragraph (3) the trial courts may try issues

of fact de novo. This paragraph in contrast with paragraph (4) assumes no

"record" was made by the agency upon which it based its decision and by which

the court upon review is now bound. (Matter of Ellis v. \Allen, 4 A.D.2d 343,
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165 N.Y.S.2d 624 (1957); lona College v. ljyquist, 65 Misc.2d 329, 316 N.Y.S.2d

139 (1970); CF. Pell v. Board of Education of Union Free School District No. 1

of Town Scarsdale et al, 34 N.Y.2d 222, 356 N.Y.S.2d 833 (1974).)

Review of facts in the Appellate Division and in the Court of Appeals,

however, even under sub-paragraph (3) proceedings, is limited to determining

whether there was "substantial evidence." (Pell, supra. p. 839) But even

granting itself the authority to review facts in terms of whether there was

substantial_ evidence the Court of Appeals may have given itself more power than

the State Constitution allows as Article 6, Section 3 limits the power of the

Court of Appeals to the review of questions of law. Presumably determining if

an agency action was based on substantial evidence is tantamount to a question

of law.

Under sub-paragraph (4) of Section 7803, even the trial court is limited

to reviewing whether the agency action was backed by substantial evidence.

This sub-paragraph applies to agency decisions involving a hearing in which

evidence was taken pursuant to law. The hearing whiCh was required of the agency

may have been required by a statute or judicial determination that: constitutional

due process considerations required such a hearing. (Weinstein-Korn-Miller,

N.Y. Civil Prac., par. 7803.12 p. 78-56). In New York, judicially imposed

hearing requirements are found when agency action will affect a "property"

right as in a proceeding to revoke a license neL^ssary to conduct a business or

profession. (Hecht v. Monaghn, 307 N.Y. 461, 121 N.E.2d (1954).) But the

relevance of this provision for education is likely to increase as the

legislature increasingly requires a hearing to accompany such school actions as

the suspension of a student from school (for more than five days (Section

3214(6).))and as the courts increasingly impose due process requirements on

schools when they assign pupils to special classes such as those for the

mentally retarded. (Mills v. Board of Education, 348 F.Supp. 866 (D.D.C. 1972);
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Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children v. Commonwealth, 343 F.Supp. 279

(E.D. Pa. 1972).)

Decisions of the Commissioner do not fall within the terms of sub-paragraph

(4). (O'Brien v. Commissioner of Education, 4 N.Y.2d 140,

Beers v. Nyquist, 72 Misc.2d 210, the court said here the petitioner could not

obtain a formal hearing with an evidentiary record as a matter of right from

the Commissioner.) A suspension of a principal without pay after a hearing,

however, does come within the terms of paragraph (4). (Le Tarte v. Board of

Education of Lake Pleasant Central School District, 65 Misc.2d, 147, 316 N.Y.S.2d

(1970).)

As noted, under paragraph (4) the scope of review changes. Factual con-

clusions of the agency may be overturned if not supported by "substantial

evidence." (The Icg;slature appears to haVe intended the definition of sub-

",
stantial evidence to be taken from Stork Restaurant v. Boland, 282 N.Y. 256,

26 N.E.2d 247 (1940) which in turn relied on several cases decided by the U.S.

Supreme Court interpreting the National Labor Relations Act.) Hence, the stan-

dard of review seems to permit greater intervention than does the "arbitrary

and capricious sten ard" but in this case the court may not try de novo the

factual issues involved in the case: The court is bound by the record made by

the agency. in one sense the scope'of review is broadened and in another sense

restricted. Similarly, the scope of local district authority is affected in a

similar, but mirror image pattern.

C. Scope of Review: Commissioner

We turn now to a discussion of judicial supervision of decisions of the

Commissioner. The starting point for this discussion is the provision in

Section 310 which provides that the Commissioner's decisions "shall be final

and conclusive and not subject to question or review in any place or court

whatever." The courts have ignored this provision and said they will review
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decisions of the Commissioner to determine if they were arbitrary and

capricious, or in violation of statutory or. .constitutional law. (Matter of

Ross v. Wilson, 308 N.Y. 605, 127 N.E.2d 697 (1955); and Board of Ed. of

City of New York v. Ryquist, 31 N.Y.2d 468, 341 N.Y.S.2d 441, 293 N.E.2d

819 (1573).)

Although no cases were found dealing with judicial review of a

Commissioner decision directly affecting school curriculum, several other

cases tangentially related to the educational program in schools provide

an.insight into the relationships between local district, Commissioner and

the courts. In Matter of Board of Education of City of New York v. Allen,

6 N.Y.S.2d 127, 188 N.Y.S.2d 515, 160 N.E.2d 60 (1959), the school district

and a local college dismissed several faculty members who admitted having

been members of the Communist party but who denied present membership and

who refused to identify other school personnel as past or present members

of the party. Appeals were taken to the Commissioner of Education, who

enjoined the schools from seeking to enforce the law by asking teachers to

identify other teachers as past or present members in the Communist

party; refusal to answer these questions, the Commissioner ruled, was not a

proper basis For disciplinary action against the teachers. The schools

appealed to the courts and the Court of Appeals said that the issue involved

here was one of the proper exercise of discretion and school policy, not a

matter.if involving a statutorily imposed duty. The Feinberg law, the Court

said, did not specify what the proper mode of investigation should be and

thus the choice of method of investigation was a matter of policy. On policy

matters, the court said, the Commissioner was free to overrule the local

districts simply because he favored a different policy than that adopted by

the districts and in denying the schools this particular investigatory tool
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he neither acted arbitrarily nor
capriciously nor did he in effect repeal

the Feinberg law. In concluding the Court of Appeals wrote:

We would stress the fact that we are not passing upon the correct-
ness of the determination of the Commissioner nor are we holding that

members of the teaching profession in this State are exempt from citizen-
ship responsibilities imposed not only on all' other public servants, but

on individuals in private life as well. We are merely discharging our

judicial function of interpreting the legislative will. The lawmakers

have the right and power to prescribe the Commissioner's powers and to
circumscribe our scope of review of his determinations. (p. 142)

Other cases confirm the institutional relationships spelled out in the

previous case. In Matter of Vetere v. Allen, 15 N.Y.2d 259 (1965), Negro chil-

dren through their parents appealed to the Commissioner from a refusal of a

local district to alter the zonging areas for school attendance in order to

alleviate a heavy concentration of black students in one of the three elementary

schools of the district. The Commissioner ordered a reorganization of the

attendance areas and parents of white children affected by the order appealed

to the courts. The school district was named the respondent along with the

respondent along with the Commissioner. The Court of Appeals refused to over-

turn the Commissioner's decision writing;

The Commissioner's decision in this case rests squarely on his find-

ing of the inadequacy of such schools from the viewpoint of educational

soundness. Since this court had decided that the Commissioner, when a
similar policy judgment was made, may substitute his judgent for that
of the local board even where the action of the local board was not
arbitrary (fn omitted) the decision of the Commissioner in regard to

racial balance is conclusive.

'Disagreement with the sociological, psychological and educational
assumpticns relied on bythe Commissioner cannot be evaluated by this

court. Such arguments can only be heard in the Legislature which has

endowed the Commissioner with an all but absolute power, or by the

Board of Regents, who are elected by the Legislature and make public

policy in the field of education. (p. 267)

(Also see Board of Education of the City School District of the City of Mount

Vernon v. Allen, 32 A.D.2d 985, 301 N.Y.S.2d 764 (1969) on remand 60 Misc.2d

926, 304 N.Y.S.2d 410 (1969); Spitaleri v. yquist, 74 Misc.2d 811, 345 N.Y.S.2d

878 (1973).)
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While there are occasions when the courts will overrule a decision by

the Commissioner (Board of Ed. of City of New York v. Nyquist, 31 N.Y.2d 468,

341 N.Y.S.2d 441, 293 N.E.2d 819 (1973).), the previously discussed cases provide

a strong indication that a Commissioner's decision with regard to the school

curriculum is not likely to be overturned, unless so clearly in violation of

statutory law or the Constitution as to be virtually no disagreement on the

point.

V. Local Districts

A. Board of Education

While school districts are under the control of the state legislature

and Board of Regents the courts have given them the opportunity to attack

that control by recognizing the standing of school districts to challenge

state laws affecting them. In Board of Education v. Allen, 20 N.Y.2d 109,

228 N.E.2d 791, 281 N.Y.S.2d.799 (1967) affirmed 392 U.S. 236 (1968), school

districts were granted standing to challenge a state statute which required

the districts to purchase text books for loan to students in private schools.

In permitting the school board to challenge on the ground the law violated

prohibitions against. the establishment of religion the Court of Appeals wrote:

"Plaintiff Boards of Education have, as it seems to us, capacity to

sue. The cases holding that a public body has no standing to.challenge

a State statute restricting its governmental powers are not in print * * *.

The reasons for this conclusion are adequately stated in the opinion by

Special Term and in the concurring opinion at the Appellate Division.

These Boards of Education are not seeking to augment their powers by ob-

tai .ning an adjudication that a statute is unconstitutional which purports

to restrict their authority, but, instead, they are asking for a court

determination (in the form of a declaratory judgment) concerning whether

they are legally authorized to spend public money, for purposes purport-

ing to be authorized by this statute. If subdivision 3 of section 701

of the Education Law (as amd. by L.1965, ch. 320, and L.1966 ch. 795)

is unconstitutional insofar as it authorizes the purchase of textbooks

by school boards for loan to children enrolled in parochial schools,

then the school boards would exceed their powers in making such ex-

penditures. Upon the other hand, if that statute is valid, as the

State Commissioner of Education has ruled, any disobedient school board
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member becomes liable to removal from office (Education Law, §§ 306,
1706) and the Commissioner may withhold public moneys from any district
whose school board disobeys the Commissioner's directive implementing
the statute."

In another case, districts were implicitly given standing to challenge

the Commissioner's refusal to register a proposed new high school. (Carter

v. Allen, 25 N.Y.2d 7, 302 N.Y.S.2d 525, 250 N.E.2d 30 (1969).) Elsewhere

a district implicitly was given standing to challenge an order of the Commis-

sioner directing the district to reassign students in grades one through six

in order to overcome racial imbalance. (Board of Education of the City School

District of City of Mount Vernon v. Allen, 32 A.D.2d 985, 301 N.Y.S.2d 764,

on remand, 60 Misc. 2d 926, 304 N.Y.S.2d 410 (1969), with holding submission

of order, 64 Misc. 2d. 201, 314 N.Y.S.2d 550 (1970).) And in yet other cases,

districts implicitly were granted standing to challenge orders of the

Commissioner re-drawing district boundary lines. (Board of Education, Union

Free School District No. 1, Town of Bethlehem v. Wilson, 303 N.Y. 107,

100 N.E.2d 159; Board of Education, Union Free School District No. 3, Town

of Oyster Bay v. Allen, 6 A.D.2d 316, 177 N.Y.S.2d 169, aff'd 6 N.Y.2d 871,

188 N.Y.S.2d 988 (1959), reargument denied 6 N.Y.2d 983, 191 N.Y.S.2d 952

(1959) appeal dismissed 361 U.S. 535 (1960).)

School districts are also free from external cobstraints that might

be imposed by mulicipalities: even though certain of the large city school

districts are fiscally dependent upon the city with which their boundaries

coincide, boards of education, the courts have said, have not been made mere

departments of municipal government. (Education Law 2578 spells out the

nature of the fiscal dependence.) As to "strictly.educational or pedagogic"

matters, the courts have said the school district as a matter of statutory

interpretation must be free of municipal control. This is especially true

with regard to the expenditure of funds even though it is the responsibility

of the municipality in certain cities to raise the funds for education.
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Oivish v. Marshall, 281 N.Y. 170, 22 N.E.2d 327 (1939); Gunnison v. Board

of Education of City of New York, 176 N.Y. 11, 68 N.E. 106 (1903); Board

of Education of City of Syracuse v. King, 280 A.D. 458; 114 N.Y.S.2d 329

(1952), appeal denied 280 A.D. 1033, 117 N.Y.S.2d 674, appeal dismissed

304 N.Y. 973 (1953); and see Daniman v. Board of Education of City of New York,

306 N.Y. 532, 119 N.E.2d 373 (1954) reargument denied 307 N.Y. 806, 121

N.E.2d 629 (1954, appeal dismissed 348 U.S. 933 (1955), rehearing denied

352 U.S. 950 (1956), cert. denied, 352 U.S. 950 (1956); Sections 1601,

1701, 1804, 2502, 2551)

Occasionally, however, the courts have found that a matter which

appears to be "strictly educational" has been placed within the control of

the municipality, even indirectly. In Daniman v. Board of Education of

City of New York, op. cit., a group of teachers who were brought before a

U.S. Senate subcommittee refused to answer the question of whether he or

she was presently or had even been a member of the Communist party. Their

refusal was based upon a claim of the privilege against self - incrimination.

The Board of Education fired the teachers on the ground it was bound by

. a provision in the New York City Charter which required the dismissal of

any employee of the city who refused to answer the questions of any

legislative committee. In seeking reinstatement, one of the issues raised

by the teachers was whether this provision of the City Charter applied

to them even though their salaries were paid out of city funds and even

though the Legislature had declared that an employee of the city was "Any person

whose salary in whole or in part is paid out of the city treasury." The teachers

stressed that the courts traditionally had said in matters strictly educational

or pedagogic the Legislature had kept the schools free of municipal control.

The Court of Appeals wrote: "Petitioners are in reality asking us to take the
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words u;ed to frame concepts affecting the administration of education in

matters strictly educational and pedagogic and to enlarge and expand their

meaning so as to include something which transcends matters that are strictly

educational and pedagogic..." (p. 543). In short, the court said that in

this instance the legislature had determined that teachers were municipal

employees for these purposes and were controlled by the city charter, itself

a state statute. This was so even though arguably the question of whether

a teacher was a member of the Communist party was a matter of educational

concern insofar as the threat posed by Communists in the schools was that

they would use their position to indoctrinate their students.

The extent of the discretion in curriculum matters enjoyed by Boards of

Education is underscored by a brief recitation of the laws empowering the

boards to control curriculum: (1) Typically an enabling act gives the board

power "to prescribe the course of study" and "to prescribe the textbooks to be

used in the schools." (e.g., Education Law 1709); (2) More general provisions

provide: u-10 have in'all respects the superintendence, management and control

of the educational affairs of the district, and, therefore, shall have all the

powers necessary to exercise powers granted expressly or by implication

and to discharge duties imposed expressly or by implication by this chapter

or other statutes. (E.g., Education Law § 1709 (33).) (3) In addition

other sections require that certain courses be taught and certain programs

for handicapped children with special,needs be offered. (Education Law

Sections 801-806, 808-810, 4404) (4) Other provisions, while leaving the

decision whether or not to offer the program or course of study up to the

school distrct, prescribe the nature of that program if it is to be offered,

e.g., bilingual programs if offered, must impart knowledge of the history,

and culture associated with the mother tongue of the children. (Education
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Law Section 3204; also see 4605.) Finally, we have one curious provision

that does not fit the overall pattern. Section 4603 grants permission to

school districts to provide non-vocational practical arts courses or to try

out exploratory courses in industrial arts, home economics, business and

agriculture. Why this provision was necessary if districts have broad

implied authority as mentioned above is not clear. If the code is truly

permissive this grant is redundant. Only if we assume that the code is

restrictive would it seem necessary to add such a provision. Perhaps our

only explanation is that the section is an anomaly, or perhaps the section's

presence on the books is explained by the second part of the provision

which states that the courses listed in the first part shall be classified

as general education and not designated as trade, technical or occupational

courses. Hence the basic function of the provision is merely to instruct

the district as to how such courses are to be classified.

In interpreting school distfict authority courts have viewed the authority

of districts as permissive--that,is, the local districts,,pre not limited in their

authority only to those powers expressly granted in the statutes, but may

exercise those implied powers necessary to carry out the purposes of the districts

whether it be with regard to such questions as authority to hire an attorney

absent an explicit authorization to do so (Fleischmann v. Graves, 235 N.Y. 84

(1923); authority to hire people for positions in the school system not ex-

plicitly created by statute (Richter v. Board of Education, Hempstead, 71 Misc.

2d 571. 336 N.Y.S.2d 330 (1972); or authority to bargain with teachers over

matters not explicitly mentioned as subjects of negotiations (Board of Education

of Union Free School District, No. 3 of the Town of Huntington v. Association

Teachers of Huntington, Inc., 30 N.Y.2d 122 (1972). In the

last cited case, the Board of Education raised questions as to its own authority

to bargain and bind itself by contract on certain items. The Court of Appeals
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after concluding all the items were a "term and condition of employment"

hence covered by the state's collective negotiations act, turned to the

question of whether absent a statutory provision expressly authorizing the

board to provide for a particular term or condition of employment, it is pro-

hibited from doing-so. The Court of Appeals answered- by saying the state's

collective negotiations act which imposed upon the district the obligation to

negotiate over terns and conditions of employment could only be limited by ex-

press and definitive prohibitions barring the district from making such an

agreement. To rule otherwise, the Court said, would destroy collective

negotiations. "Public employers must, therefore, be presumed to possess the

broad powers needed to negotiate with employees as to all terms and conditions

of employment." (p. 130)

An important exception to the courts' willingnbss to interpret the

authority of local dis,tricts liberally is to be found in an Appellate Division

case dealing with the question of who has author'ty to determine a "tenure

area." In Baer v. Ny uist, 40 A.D.2d 925, 338 N.Y.S.2d 257 (1972) the petitioner

had served one year in the district as a teacher of general science and then,

at his own request, was assigned to social studies which he taught for over

two years. Petitioner was then informed he had not been granted tenure. He

appealed the decision to the Commissioner on the ground he had served in the

district for more than the three-year probationary period provided by statute

and, thus, had acquired tenure upon completion of his third year. The Board

argued it had established four tenure areas--English, Science, Mathematics,

and Social Studies--and that petitioner, because he transferred from Science

to Social Science, had not served three years in any tenure area. The Com-

missioner upheld the school district saying that tenure areas were established

by the local district and not by the Commissioner or the courts. /The Appellate

Division reversed the Commissioner. The court said that Education Law Section
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3012 merely creates the concept of tenure without reference to a tenure area

and that as interpreted by the Court of Appeals in Becker v. Board of

Education, 9 N.Y.2d 111 (1961), the notion of "area tenure" referred to

tenure at."certain grade levels--elementary, secondary, kindergarten,

industrial arts, etc., and also to certain specified subjects including

'physical education, music, art, and vocational subjects,'" (p.925-6) If

there is,a need for narrower tenure areas, the change may only be 'brought

about by legislation or by the Board of Regents acting pursuant to Section

207 of the Education Law.

The effect of the decision on local district discretion is not

sifnificant now that districts have been clearly warned that teachers who

have served a total of three years in the system ara eligible for tenure

even if they shifted between the tenure areas as defined by the board. In

fact the broad definition of-what constitutes a tenure area works to the

district's advantage in implementing its curriculum: teachers may be

involuntarily shifted around to suit the educational needs of the district

within these broad areas. (Discussed below.)

The troubling aspect of the decision is that it does not articulate .

why this power to define tenure areas is not one subject to school district

control. Indeed, one might have expected that the courts would grant local

districts the authority to determine tenure areas since the courts have

said the tenure statutes are in derrogation of the common law and must be

strictly construed. As a consequence, in the absence of the tenure law

the local districts would have had wide discretion over the hiring and firing

of teachers and the tenure law must be construed to minimize the impact

upon that wide discretion. But since the court ignored this line of reasoning,

we must search for other factors that compelled it in a different direction.
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Perhaps the point is that the court did strictly construe the tenure law

and read it as a clear 'legislative attempt to provide job security to

teachers. Even strictly construed, the law must be read to remove that

discretion from local districts which tends to undermine teachers' job

security. Local discretion on this matter would undermine the legislative

policy of providing Job security for teachers. In any event, the case

represents one of the few cases that tends to constrict rather than broaden

local district authority.

An important consequence of the generally liberal interpretation of

school board authority is that districts are given concurrent authority with

the Board of Regents and Commissioner over many aspects of educational policy.

Thus in the area of curriculum, the Board of Regents and Commissioner have

authority not only to promulgate minimum standards but also to specify the

precise nature of the courses to be offered. (Education Law Sections 800ff,

3204, 4401ff). At the same time, the local districts have authority to add

courses, fill in the details with regard to required courses, and impose more

stringent course requirements than those imposed by the state. In other words,

the doctrine of preemption has only limited applicability in the curriculum

area. The legislature we can say appears clearly not to have intended to

preempt control of the curriculum in contrast with the finding in the Baer v.

Nyquist case discussed above. That case might be read that with regard to

tenure the legislature has preempted the area, thereby ousting local districts

of any authority except to carry out the provisions of the statutes. The

distinction between the two areas may make some sense if explained the follow-

ing way. One reason for local control of education is to promote differences

between districts in the kind of educational program offered; if the preemption

doctrine were found to applicable to curriculum policy that would undermine
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local control. With regard to tenure, however, requirements of fair and

equal treatment of teachers point to the need for a uniform statewide policy

on the issue.

The discussion now turns to five issues touching upon the scope of local

district authority over the curriculum: (1) Selection of Courses. (2) Selec-

tion of Methods of instruction. (3) Restraints on Curriculum Innovation.

(4) Authority to Compel' Students into Courses and Programs. (5) Neutrality

and Indoctrination. (6) Accultration.

(1) Selection of. Courses. The state's minimum course requirements pro-

vide no real obstacle to local control over the curriculum. First, additional

courses beyond the minimum can be added, subject to the financial ability of the

school district. Second, districts can design their own Regents' courses by

substituting their own exams for the Regents' exams and courses upon approval

of the Commissioner and his Examinations Board. (Board of Regents, Reg. 3.35(b)

and 8.1.) And, as noted above, the Commissioner encourages and will allow

curriculum adaptations.

What is less clear is how far districts may go in adding courses to

the program without getting the prior approval of the Commissioner. For

example, may schools grant credit toward graduation for study and work done off

the school grounds either at a place of employment or Is part of a released time

program? (Released time programs are authorized by statute, Education Law

3210(2)(b). The Regulations limited the time away from school to one hour per

week per pupil. Reg. 108.1(e). Work-study programs are also permitted, Educa-

tion Law Section 4606.) As noted in the regulation quoted above, the Com-

missioner has reserved to himself the power of prior approval of curriculum

changes. This claim of the right of prior approval has not been challenged in

the courts and whether such a challenge would succeed is not clear from the
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cases. In Matter of Carter v. Allen, 25 N.Y.2d 7, 302 N.Y.S.2d 525, 250

N.E.2d 30 (1969), a school district challenged the refusal of the Commissioner

to register its proposed new high school. The Commissioner refused because

he said establishment of the high school would conflict with his plans for

district reorganization. The Court of Appeals overturned the Commissioner's

decision (and a related regulation) on the ground he had no express statutory

authority to refuse to register a high school for this reason. The Court

said the legislature had specifically spelled out all the ways the Commis-

sioner could try to promote compliance with approved plans for district

reorganization and the Commissioner could not add this tool to his toolbox.

Thus, the court seemed to 1); saying that since the legislature spelled out

in detail the tools. available to the Commissioner, it could not be presumed

the legislature intended to leave it to the Commissioner to devise new tools.

In the curriculum area, however, the legislature has not specifically

provided what the Commissioner and Board of Regents may or may not do. A

broad grant of authority has been given without more. Hence, a court might

conclude that the legislature did intend in this instance to leave it to

the CommiSsioner's discretion as to whether or not prior approval of

curriculum changes would be required. Another consideration points to the

opposite conclusion: since the legislative grant of authority to local

districts is so broad, it suggests the legislature did not contemplate as

close control of local districts as the Commissioner seeks. it would seem

that the right of the Commissioner to disapprove curriculum after-the-fact

would be more consistent with a statutory scheme that places great weight upon

the value of local control.
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Only if courses are controversial, however, are school districts likely

to be challenged as to the propriety of adding a course to a school program.

A search has turned up no New York cases in which a course was challenged,

hence, we can only speculate as to the likely outcome of sucn a challenge. [A

'discussion of the likely outcome of a challenge based on constitutional grounds,

e.g.,- First Amendment, will be reserved for the section on the Constitution.]

For reasons which follow, it seems unlikely any petitioner could succeed with

a non-constitutional attack except in the most bizarreof circumstances.

First, the standard of review employed by the courts and the Commissioner- -

was the district action arbitrary and capricious--places on the petitioner the

burden of coming forward with the evidence. (Matter of Appeal of Lee A. Reed,

1 Educ. Dept. Rep. 488 (1960).) Secondly, the board need not have acted per-

fectly rationally, it need only not have been so irrational as to have acted

arbitrarily and capriciously or abused its discretion. Thus the standard makes

it unlikely either court or Commissioner will find a district has acted im-

properly.

The way in which the standard of review favors the school district emerges

more clearly once we realize the district is free to explain or justify its

selection of courses in light of any educational objective that does not violate

constitutional proscriptions. For example, if a district decides to include

basket weaving in the curriculum it could easily reply by way of justification

that the course was designed to serve the purpose of bringing the students

in touch with the technology of an older America. There is no reason to

suppose that either a court or the Commissioner would disallow, such a goal on

the part of the school district. For a court to do so would involve it in im-

posing its own conception of the proper goals of education upon the school

district as the district could argue in support of this goal that it was chosen
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'n light of the larger goal of producing educated citizens. It would he ex-

tremely difficult without simply imposing its own education philosophy for a

court to say that the original objective of bringing students in touch with

the technology of an older America did not serve the larger goal of producing-

educated citizens. (Cf. John Hart Ely, "Legislative and Administrative

Motivation in Constitutional Law," 79 Yale L.J., 1207'(1970).)

If the petitioner were to attack the basketweaving course on the theory

it dtd not in fact contribute to the school district's own goal, it is doubt-

ful he would have much success with this strategy either. Indeed, how could

the petitioner refute the claim that learning basket weaving did contribute to

bringing students in touch with the technology of an older America? And the

position of the petitioner would become even more untenable if the school dis-

trict were to argue that the ultimate goal to which the basketweaving course

was directed was "the education of children." Given this broad goal there is

no way the court or Commissioner could apply a standard of rationality and con-

clude the course failed to be related to the objective and the district acted

irrationally.

What really would be at stake here would be a claim on the part of the

petitioner that another course, e.g., history of science and technology, would

to a greater extent contribute to the goal. While the court and Commissioner

might agree, they could not deny that basketweaving also did contribute to

achieving the goal. The standard of review does not require, however, that a

local district choose the course most closely related to the objective. In

reality, the only way the court or Commissioner could overrule the district

would be to impose an alternative conception of what an educated person is
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upon the district. This sort of decision is not, however, what the Commis-

sioner's own self-imposed standard of review permits. Hence, the only kind

of course that would be struck down on non- constitutional grounds is one

so utterly frivolous--without any redeeming social value?--that everybody

would agree it has no relationship to the function of schools as a place

where children "may be educated." A course which instructs children, who

already know how to count, how to go about counting blades of grass in a

park might fall within such a category. Such a course would neither instruct

nor delight - would involve children in nothing anybody would call a

worth-while activity under any kind of standard. [There is a- related issue

here of the power of the school district to compel a particular child to

take a particular course or program. This question will be taken up in

detail below.]

Another serious problem arises when a district refuses to offer a course

a student would like to take. But a challenge for failing to offer a course

can also be easily met by a district. Schools have limited resources and can-

not offer every possible course students may wish offered and when challenged

on its unwillingness to offer, for example, Sanskrit while it does offer

modern French, a district could simply reply'that its concept of the educated

person includes knowledge of French but not of Sanskrit. There is no way the

court or Commissioner could say such a choice was arbitrary and capricious

or an abuse of discretion unless it was prepared to substitute its judgment

for the district's. (See Matter of Feldheim, 8 Educ. Dept. Rep. 136 (1969) in

which the Commissioner refused to force the school district to implement a

plan the district had proposed for consideration involving the admission to

grades kindergarten throug two of disadvantaged children from nearby areas of

New York City.)
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There is one area where a challenge to the school dis trict for failure

to offer a course--other than failure to offer a course required by statute--

may have a chance of success: bilingual education. Section 3204(2) as recently

amended requires that English be the language of instruction "except that for

,a period of three years, which period may be extended by the Comm

respect to individual pupils, upon applications therefor by the a

issioner with

ppropriate

school authorities, to a period not in excess of six years, from the date of

enrollment- in school, pupils who, by reason of foreign birth,. antes

otherwise, experience difficulty in reading and understanding -Engli

try.or

sh, may,

in the discretion of the board of education, board of trustees or trustee, be

instructed in all subjects in their native language and in English...
11 (Laws

of New York 1974, Chapter 1052). Another section added to 3204 in 1970 which

empowers the board to determine if bilingual instruction is necessary dds

that boards shall develop the capacity to offer bilingual-bicultural programs.

(Education Law, 3204 (2)(a).)

The statute thus leaves unsettled the issue of whether boards mus

merely are empowered to provide bilingual education. But if we turn to a

statutory provision we find that once again the language is permissive:

Section 4404(7):

The board of education of each union free, central or city school

district in which there are ten or more non-English speaking children

may establish such special classes as may be necessary to provide in-

struction adapted to such children under rules to be established by

the commissioner of education.

t or

other

Thus it appears N.Y. districts are not required to provide bilingual instruc-

tion.

If a district does not offer a bilingual program or any other form of

special instruction to provide non-English speaking students with assistance

to learn English, a case might be made based on Article 11, Section 1 of the
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State Constitution that these students are being denied- their right to an

education. Students who cannot speak or understand Engliih and who are pro-

vided instruction only in English may be considered effectively denied a pub-

lic education in violation of the obligation of the legislature to provide

-free common schools in which children "may be educated." (Also see Lau v.

Nichols, 39 L. Ed. 2d .1 (1974) for another approach to this, issue under the

Civil Rights Act of 1964; and Aspira of New York, Inc., v. Board of Education

of the City of New York, 58 F.R.D.62 (S.D.N.Y. 1973).)

(2) Selection of Methods of instruction. Neither the statutes, Regents

nor Commissioner's regulations, nor the, official syllabuses for courses

issued by the department of education mandate any particular method of instruc-

tion, set of materials or textbooks. A choice on these matters is within the

scope of school district authority and challenges to the school must be based

on a charge the choice was arbitrary and capricious. In other words, the com-

plaint must charge that the methods selected do not in fact serve the ends of

the district and do not benefit the students.

The courts may be more receptive to such an attack_than one which raises

questions as to the legitimacy of an entire course. An attack of this sort

only questions the efficacy of the means of instruction in a given course and ,

raises a question of fact--does the method of instruction in fact achieve its

purposes and benefit the child? -- rather than question of the choice among al-

ternative aims or purposes of education. But because even this question

of fact is itself not easily resoltied--a given program may have many different

and unmeasurable effects claimed for it by the district--we cannot expect

swift and frequent judicial intervention. Intervention is only likely to occur

in the clearest cases of program failure, e.g., provision of mere custodial

care for the mentally retarded when it is known that some kind of care would
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be of benefit to the children. (Cf. Wyatt v. Strickney, 984 F.Supp. 387

(M.D. Ala. 1972), enforcing 325 F.Supp. 781 (M.D. Ala. 1971) in which under

the Due Process clause of the U. S. Constitution it was ordered that mentally

retarded people could not be deprived of their liberty without the provision

of something more than custodial care. If the compulsory attendance laws

coupled with a virtual public monopoly on the provision of schooling are

deemed to create conditions functionally equivalent to the involuntary

institutionalization found in Wyatt, then perhaps we have the basis for a

due process challenge to public school programs which are really non-programs

for the mentally retarded child. Government must choose between treating

children and letting them go.)

The conclusion that courts* may be receptive to such a line of attack

is based not so much upon a review of how courts have interpreted the standard

of review embodied in Article 78, but upon the fact that a concern with the

effectiveness of methods of instruction is established state policy. Through-

out the s tatutory code one can find references to the legislative concern

with adequate instructional methods. Section 404(4) provides:

The board of education of each school district shall cause suitable

__examinations to be made to ascertain the physical, mental and social

__causes of such failures or 'under-achievement' of every pupil in a

public school, not attending a special class, who has failed continuous-

ly in his studies or is listed as an .'under-achiever.' Such examinations

shall be made in such manner and at such times as shall be established

by the commissioner of education, to determine if such a child is

incapable of benefiting through ordinary classroom instruction, and

whether such child may be expected to profit from special educational

facilities. The commissioner of education shall prescribe such reason-

able rules and regulations as he may deem necessary to carry out the

provisions of this paragraph. (Emphasis added.)

In the provisions dealing with the handicapped, districts are expected

to provide services "adapted to the mental attainments and physical conditions .

of such children." (Section 4404(2)(a).) Other sections also contain refer-

ences to the same concern: If it can be shown that a pupil cannot benefit
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from instruction he may be exempted from the compulsory education laws al-

together. (Section 3208(2).) And yet other provisions, discussed at some length

below, provide that parents of certain kinds of handicapped children may obtain

state support for private education if the local district in which the student

-resides does nct provide services which may benefit'the child.

Further support is provided by an examination of the Commissioner's

regulations. The regulations provide that the school program must be or-

ganized to take into consideration the Individual interests and abilities of

students (Reg. 100.1(b)(d)). As for high schools the regulations provide:

(c) The efficiency of instruction, the acquired habits of thought
and study, the general intellectual and moral level of the school are
paramount facets in determining its standing. Only schools which rank
high in these qualities, as shown through competent, sympathetic in-
spection, as well as through the provision that is made for meeting
individual pupil and group needs, should be considered eligible for
full high school grade.

(d) A sufficient number of qualified teachers must be provided to
care adequately for all instruction offered. An approved high school

shall have a salary schedule which is sufficient to secure teachers
with proper qualifications.

These provisions suggest that, while New York state has not explicitly

established that districts must reach a minimum level of achievement with their

students, the legislature has gone beyond merely requiring that districts need

only provide the minimum course offerings. The district concern for pupils

must be more active and arguably must adhere to the following criteria:

( -1) Districts must make a bona fide effort to identify the background factors

which bar effective student utilization of school services and facilities and

must make an effort to develop individualized instruction; (2) The district

must assure the instruction being offered is adequate in light of existing

knowledge and can reasonably be expected to be of benefit to the student; (3)

The district must assure that the programs are adequately staffed and funded.
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(4) And the school must continuously upgrade the diagnosis of the students and

make constant efforts to assure that the program is suited to that student's

particular needs and abilities.

In sum, at least in New York, because of the standard of review imposed

upon the courts by the legislature and the legislative concern with the effective-

ness of public instruction, a basis seems to exist for seeking judicial review of

the efficacy of school instruction. There is no guarantee of success, but

New York law does offer possibilities that are not available in the other

states studied except California.

The discussion has been dealing broadly with methods of instruction,

and now turns to a specific subject, textbook selection. School districts

have been given general authority to select textbooks. (e.g., Education Law

§1705 (4).) All districts are subject, however, to the requirements cf Section

704 which prohibits books that "contain any matter or statements of any kind

which are seditious in character, disloyal to the United States or favorable

to the cause of any foreign country with which the United States may be at war."

A commission has been established by this section consisting of the Commissioner

of Education and two people chosen by the Regents to examine textbooks in the

subjects of civics, economics, English, history, language, and literature

which have been challenged under the standard just quoted. If the challenge

is upheld the school district may no longer use the book, and any contract for

the purchase of the book become void. A criminal penalty attaches to the

violation of these provisions. (Section 705)

Official complaints have only been brought in a handful of cases and in

each instance the textbook commission upheld the school district. The law it-

self and the challenges to the law seem largely to stem from the period when

the Cold War was at its coldest. (Opinions cited above.)
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Challenges to school textbook policy have also been brought to the

courts. In Rosenberg v. Board of Education of City of New York, 196 Misc. 542,

92 N.Y.S.2d 344 (1949), petitioners challenged the use of Oliver Twist by

Charles Dickens and The Merchant of Venice by William Shakespeare in the

secondary schools because the two books tended to "engender hatred of thi

Jew as a person and as a race." in response the Board explained that in

the use of the books the school district required teachers to explain to

pupils that the characters described were not typical of any nation or

'race and are not to be regarded as reflecting discredit on any race or

national group. The Court' dismissed the petition finding no abuse of

discretion. The school district, it was found, "acted in good faith

without malice or prejudice."

Ekcept where a book has been maliciously written for the apparent
purpose of promoting and fomenting a bigoted and intolerant hatred
against a particular racial or religious group, public interest in a
free and democratic society does not warrant or encourage the sup-
pression of any book at the whim of any unduly sensitive person or
group of persons, merely because a character described in such book

as belonging to a particular race or religion is portrayed in a

derogatory or offensive manner. The necessity for the suppression
of such a book must clearly depend upon the intent and motive whiCh
has actuated the author in maing such a portrayal.

The last quoted sentence of course makes little sense as a standard for court

review of school district book selection since it is impossible to determine

the intent and motive with which authors limned their characterizations.

Assessments of that sort are the subject of endless unresolved disputes among

literary scholars. Besides, while a book might have been written for an

offensive purpose, the way the book is used in the school would seem to make

the difference as to whether the author's intent is carried out. Similarly, the

mis-use of'well-intentioned books can lead to the service of educational ends

never dreamed of by a book's author.
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But the court does appear to be on the right track when it chooses

to tackle the problem in the case as one of the motivation of the school

district. One could argue in a non-constitutional challenge under Article 78

to the selection of books which had been motivated by a desire to belittle

Jews that this was not a sound educational objective, hence the decision

was arbitrary and capricious. Indeed, an educational program with such an

element runs counter to what the schools in New York are all about if we

take seriously the New York legislature's concern with an educational program

which may be of benefit to the children. Further, any such educational

program would affect interests of the children which are recognized by the

Constitution. The belittling of the Jews does move the schools into the

position of seeming to give support to all non-Jewish religions; it does

chill the willingness of Jewish children to express their religiosity as

Jews; does present these children with materials that at best provide

negative reinforcement for their religion and culture while giving other

non-Jewish children positive reinforcement--clearly unequal treatment of the

two groups. Finally, we would have in such a situation, government forcing

a captive audience to listen to offensive materials, thereby' invading the

minds and personalities of these children in a way that seems to trample on

their legitimate desire not to hear and their rights of privacy. Any program

intended to do all these things could hardly be called "educational" in

the normal use of the term, and seems basically inconsistent with the purposes

of the educational system as established by the legislature in New York.

Another case in the Second Circuit Court of Appeals touches upon the

problem on the other side of the Rosenberg coin, namely, the refusal of a school

district to use a specific book. In this case., Presidents Council, District 25

v. Community School Board No. 25, 457 F.2d 289 (2 Cir. 1972) the local Board
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at first ordered all copies of Down These Mean Streets by Piri Thomas removed

from all junior high school libraries and then changed the order to provide that

the book could be kept at those schools which previously had the book in their

libraries but it would only be available on a loan basis to the parents of the

children attending the schools. if the parents then wanted to loan the book to

the children, that was their business. The book, the Court noted, recounted

the story of a Puerto Rican youth growing upin Spanish Harlem in New York City

and was replete with criminal violence, sex, normal and perverse, episodes of

drug shooting, and four and twelve letter obsenities. The plaintiffs, an

organization of past and present presidents of various parent and parent-teacher

associations claimed the Board's decision violated their First Amendment

rights, as well as those of teachers, parents, librarians and children,

but the Court disagreed. The book could still be discussed in the classrooms

and any impact on First Amendment rights of parents, teachers, students or

librarians was at best "miniscule." Besides, the Court noted, selection of

books was a matter the judiciary had just as well stay away from and to

intrude here and bar the district from controlling the use of the book after.

it once had been openly available on the shelves in the library would create

a right of tenure for books merely by having been shelved.

Finally, in Matter of Daniel Kornblum, 70 State Dept. Repts. 19 (1949),

the publishers of a magazine entitled "The Nation" sought review before the

Commissioner of the .decision of the Board of Education of the City of New Yo'rk

to.discontinue listing the publication as approved for purchase by high school

libraries. The petitioner's argument was not that the board had abused its

discretion in excluding this particular publication, but that the board did

not have the authority to promulgate an exclusive list of periodicals approved

for high school libraries. The Commissioner ruled against the publisher
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saying school boards had a duty to establish some mechanism of screening which

magazines would be available in its libraries. And certain)), the Commissioner

was correct in this conclusion. School districts have not been required

by law to subscribe to every magazine which is published, henCe some selec-

tion is necessary, and permissable.

After so concluding the Commissioner continued:

Nor can a board's refusal to subscribe for a given periodical,
whether or not it has previously subscribed for it, be properly regarded
as an infringement of constitutional guarantees. The principle of
freedom of the press applies to the right of publication; it does not
impose on boards of education, which stand in loco parentis, any more
than it imposes on parents, an obligation to purchase or accept any
particular publication for the children in their charge. In the ab-

sence of specific statutory requirements, the principles of due process

and of equal protection of the law similarly do not place upon a board
of education an obligation to purchase or accept a particular publication.

(p. 20)

Undoubtedly the Commissioner is correct that boards of education do have

the authority to establish lists of acceptable publications, but the Commis-

sioner may have spoken without sufficient analysis when he said that the

First and Fourteenth Amendment afford a publisher no protection against the ex-.

elusion of his publication from the school libraries. For example, the

magazine in question appeared to be a Catholic publication; if the district

continued to accept a Protestant publication but discontinued the Catholic pub-

licatiori a student could claim denial of Equal Protection of the law. insofar

as he as a Catholic was denied access to Catholic publications while the

Protestant students were given access to Protestant publications. (Cf. Jackson

v. Godwin, 400 F.2d 529 (5 cir. 1968).) The publisher and student might claim

in addition that such a policy amounted to an abuse of dis'cretion, since the

motivation behind such a policy would appear to be anti-Catholic. That is,

the selection of publications by the school was arbitrary, being based on

non-educational considerations.
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(3) Constraints on Innovation. There are few obvious constraints on

the authority of school districts either to add or to refuse to add courses to

the school program. Having decided to make changes in the program, however,

a district does face a variety of other constraints. With regard to the simple

matter of changing textbooks, Section 702 provides:

When a text-book shall have been designated for use in a school dis-

trict or city as provided in subdivision one of section seven hundred

one, it shall not be lawful to supersede such textbook by any other book

within a period of five years from the time of such designation, except

upon a three-fourths vote of the board of education, tfustees or such

body or officers as performs the-function of such board.

For these purposes a textbook is defined as a book or "book substitute, which

shall include hard covered or paperback books, work books, or manuals which a

pupil is required to use as a text, or a text-substitute" in a class or proir'am.

(Chapter 44, Laws of New York, 1974.) This broad definition of a textbook

clearly inhibits school district flexibility in changing its program.

The ability to innovate is also importantly affected by the degree to

which school districts have authority to control staffing patterns. First, the

authority of school districts to abolish positions has been recognized in

statutes and cases. (Beers, v. Nyquist, 72 Misc.2d 210, 338 N.Y.S.2d 745 (1972).

Also see Section 2585(2) and (3).) This fact gives the districts a certain

amount of flexibility: by eliminating old programs and teaching positions re-

sources can be released to mount new programs.

Districts also have the authority to create new positions which may have

attached to them unusual qualifications. In Council of Supervisory Associations

Associations of Public Schools of City of New York v. Board of Ed. of City of

New York, 23 N.Y.2d 458, 297 N.Y.S.2d 547, 245 N.E.2d 204 (1969), remittur

111 amended, 24 N.Y.2d 1029, 302 N.Y.S.2d 850, 250 N.E.2d 251 (1969), the school

board created a new job category, "Principal, Demonstration Elementary School"
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and made three temporary appointments pending the final development of relevant

criteria to be tested in a competitive examination for purposes of permanently

filling the positions. The background to the creation of these positions was

as follows: according to all standardized tests of basic skills, traditional

public school teaching had not succeeded with the consequence many Negro and

Puerto Rican children remained in poverty; the alienation of these communities

increased and demands were raised to change the teaching methods in the public'

schools. Experimentation was needed and pursuant to a recently passed statute

encouraging New York City to develop programs with greater community parti-

cipation, the city district established several demonstration projectsbased 4

on a concept of decentralization and parental and community involvement. With

the.approval of the Commissioner, the Board created the new job category to

be filled from a special eligible list which would consist of names of people

who had taken a special exam yet to be designed. Meanwhile, the positions were

temporarily filled but the successful candidates' names were not taken from the

regular eligible list used for filling principalships in the district. The

creation of the positio
-ns

as well as the appointments were challenged as an

a
abuse of discretion, N violation of the anti-race discrimination provisions of

the New York Constitution, and as a violation of Article 5, Section 6 of the

State Constitution which requires the use of criteria of merit for filling

civil service positions. The Court of Appeals dismissed the petition.

As for the issue of abuse of discretion, the Court noted that the dis-

trict had decided that these demonstration projects required a principal to

run a more community-centered school than had ever been run before, hence the

need for a new job category and the justification for not using persons on the

present eligible list who had not been examined for this added experience.

Besides, the temporary appointees each held state certification to be a principal.
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As to the charge of racial discrimination, the court said race.was not

the basis for the appointments. The men picked for the jobs each had demon-

strated experience of community involvement and participation with the ethnic

group with regard to which there was an educational problem. The criteria used

was objective, measureable, and relevant to the nature of the demonstration pro-

jees. Me court refused to anticipate what criteria would be used for making

permanent appointments. Finally, as to the need for a competitive approach to

civil service appointments, the court said the argument "answers itself." In

final comments, the court noted "If no new position could ever be created, the

civil service would be frozen into immobility; and If temporary appointments

could not be made, progress would be impeded...The experimentation which is the

basis of this proceeding may not solve the problem. But it is not being solved

by rigid adherence to past techniques. The Legislature and the responsible

education officers of the State and city have seen experimentation as a

possibility of improving the education of children in slum areas. This

court ought to give it a reasonable chance of success." .(pp. 468-69)

Antell v. Board of Education of City of New York, 21 Misc. 2d 119,

195, N.Y.S.2d 959 (1959) aff'd 10 A.D.2d 699, 199 N.Y.S.2d 428 (1960),

raises a related problem. Sixteen teachers who were about to complete

five years of teaching complained of a sudden change in the eligibility require-

ments for the license of assistant principal. The new requirements provided

that two of the five years of teaching must have been in schools classified by

the superintendent as presenting unusually difficult problems of instruction,

guidance and administration. The teachers attacked the rule as arbitrary and

capricious arguing it merely represented an effort by the district to assure a

supply of teachers to these difficult schools. Without citing evidence,

the court said the district did not need the change in order to obtain
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teachers for these special schools, hence the court accepted the school dis-

trict's explanation that the requirements was added to assure that people who

took over positions of leadership in the system had "reasonable knowledge of

both the clinical and academic phases" of the problems in the schools.

Teaching certificates pose another potential restraint on curriculum

innovation: districts are prohibited from employing or authorizing to teach

any person who does not hold a teacher's certificate (Section 3001), the

issuance of which is under the control and regulation of the Commissioner.

Section 3006(4), however, provides that the Commissioner may issue:

A temporary certificate to a school district upon the request of
the school authorities of the school district, and under such rules
as the regents shall establish, which shall authorize such school
authorities temporarily to employ persons having unusual qualifica-
tions in specific subjects, as visiting lecturers, provided they
have been licensed pursuant to subdivision five of this section, so
as to supplement the regular programs of teaching of such specific
subjects.

Under this provision a lawyer might be hired as a visiting lecturer to teach

in the public schools. The door is open a small crack for school districts to

make use of the human resources in the community in order to supplement the

regular school program. (See Regs. 80.33(c) and (d).) And section 4606 also

provides districts wit h,authority to make use of community resources by estab-

lishing part-time school and part-time employment programs for students over 15

years of age, the so-called work-study programs.

As for school district flexibility in the use of the regular teaching

staff, several provisions of the Commissioner's Regulations give the boards

some assurance on this score. Provision 80.2(d) provides: "A superintendent

of schools, with the approval of the Commissioner of Education, may assign a

teacher to teach a subject not covered by his license for a period not to ex-

ceed five classroom hours a week." The validity of this regulation has been

brought into question in a lower court case. (Jacobson v. Board of Education
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of New York City, 177 Misc. 809,31 NYS2d 725 (1941), modified 365 A.D. 837,

37 N.Y.S.2d 647, appeal denied 265 A.D. 935, 39 N.Y.S.2d 416 (1942) ; and see

Sokolove v. Board of Education of the City of New York, 176 Misc. 1016, 29

N.Y.S.2d 581 (1941).) There the court struck down as unconstitutional the

assignment of teachers to teach Spanish who were not specifically licensed in

Spanish. The school district argued its policy was merely an extension of the

above quoted regulation even though in this case permission had not been sought

from the Commissioner. The court said that the regulation was not before it

in this case, but that if it were it also would be unconstitutional insofar as

it violated Article 5, Section 6 which requires all appointments be "made

according to merit and fitness to be ascertained, so far as practicable, by

examinations, which so far as practicable, shall be competitive." (p. 811-812)

But it may not be necessary for a school district to resort to the

above regulation in order to make the most effective use of the available

teaching staff. For example in the case of Matter of Appeal of Chester Gusick

(4 Educ. Dept. Rep. 57 (1964).) a licensed health education teacher was

assigned to lecture on driver education five periods a week without the prior

approval of the Commissioner. The teacher appealed the assignment to the Com-

missioner who sustained the board on the grounds that (a) driver education merely

represented an extension of the subject matter of a regular health curriculum

and (b) the teacher was not required to take any additional courses in order to

be able to teach the topic.

Additional flexibility is provided under Regulation 80.2(h) which allows

a school district to employ a certified teacher "for any teaching assignmenefor

a period of five years when the teacher is involved in an experiment concerned

with organization changes that alters the definition of the elementary, junior

or senior high school. The assignment can also be renewed for an additional

five years with approval of the Commissioner.
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Teachers also may be assigned to certain non-teaching duties which are

related to the educational function of the school such as directing plays and

being placed in charge of extra-curricular activities. (Parrish v. Moss, 200

Mi!..c. 375, 106 N.Y.S.2d 577 (1951) aff'd 279 A.D. 608, 107 N.Y.S.2d 580 (1951).)

In one case, a mathematics teacherwasassigned full time to study hall duty and

the courts upheld the board's action. (Van Heusen v. Board of Education of City

of Schenectady, 26 A.D.2d 721, 271 N.Y.S.2d 898 (1966).)

(4) Assignment of Pupils to Courses, and Programs. The authority of

districts to devise special programs for different children has been discussed

above and now we turn to the authority of districts to compel students into

and to exclude students from programs. The discussion begins with the school

district's authority over the handicapped.

The most specific laws dealing with ability grouping are to be found

in the set of statutory provisions directed to the education of the handicapped,'

delinquents, and under-achievers. Local districts are obligated when 8 or

more , depending on the handicap, pupils or delinquent pupils are enrolled in

the system to provide them with special classes so as to "provide instruction

adapted to the mental attainments and physical conditions of such children."

. (Section 404(2)(a).) (Other arrangements are to be made for handicapped stu-

dents if there are less than ten. If there are less than ten delinquent students

the statute requires no special action by the district.) The Commissioner's

regulations define a "special class" as a "class containing handicapped chil-

dren who have been grouped together because of similar educational needs for

the purpose of being provided a program of special education under the direction

of a specially trained teacher." (Reg. 200.1(d).) Other provisions of the

regulations establish further specifications for different kinds of special

classes for children with different handicaps and other problems.
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The degree to which handicapped children my be separated from the

regular school program is touched upon in Reg. 200.3(a)(2):

Where the handicapping condition does not preclude functional parti-
cipation in activities with non-handicapped children special classes
shall be located in public school buildings where there are clasSes of
regular grade children of similar chronological ages in order to pro-
mote integration of handicapped children into regular school activities.
Adequate classroom space, facilities and equipment shall be provided
for each special class.

A "position paper" from the Board of Regents adds this comment:

The quality of many publicly operated or supported educational pro-
grams is related to the degree to which children with handicapping con-
ditions are grouped or otherwise combined effectively with other chil-
dren in the mainstream of our schools and society. These children

deserve opportunities to share educational experiences with children
in regular classes in groupings for physical education and music, in
cafeteria and assembly, and in other ways and places throughout the

everyday school program. Social exchange with other students in the
school is vital to aid such children to establish and maintain healthy

self-esteem. Opportunities for interaction with the total school en-

vironment should be accorded a very high priority in planning for
handicapped children. (Position Paper #20, The Education of Children
with Handicapping Conditions, Statement of Policy and Proposed Action
by the Regents of the University of State of New York, p. 6-7.)

Despite these statements, the reality of the situation is that handicapped chil-

dren in special classes are largely separated from the mainstream either by

being isolated in special classes located in rooms removed from the regular

classroom arrangements or in special schools devoted to the education of the

handicapped. Local districts are rather free of any meaningful state control

in carrying out these programs.. Indeed, a recent case demonstrated that dis-

tricts are lax about fulfilling their duties toward the handicapped. In that

case, the Commissioner ordered a stop to practices that denied 24,000 handi-

capped pupils the services to which they were entitled. For example, some of
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these students had been simply "excused" for medical reasons from the require-

ments of the compulsory education laws and others were illegally given home

instruction exclusively. (In Re Reid, Commissioner Decision #8742, 11/26/73).)

But the extent of school board authority with regard to grouping stu-

dents homogenously is extended by the fact that the districts have both wide

and largely unsupervised discretion as to which student will be assigned to,

which instructional group. First, with regard to the handicapped, while school

districts have certain duties toward the handicapped they "have no duty to

obtain parental permission before assigning a student to a special class.

(Opinion of Counsel, #45, 1 Educ. Dept. Rep. 744 (1951).) indeed, neither

statutes nor regulations require districts even to consult with a parent before

assigning a pupil to a special class. The only obligation on the part of the

district with regard to assigning a pupil to a special class is that:

Each school district shall provide for each handicapped child a

physical examination consistent with the provisions of section 904 of

the Education Law, an individual psychological examination by an

approved psychologist, social history, and other suitable examinations

and evaluations as necessary to ascertain the physical, mental and

emotional factors which contribute to the handicapping condition.
Any other mateiral pertinent to the child's learning characteristics

shall be reviewed and evaluated. (Reg. 200.2(A).)

Thereafter a special committee consisting of a qualified school psychologist,

a teacher or administrator of special education, a school physician and others

are to review and evaluate at least annually the status of each handicapped

pupil apparently with a view only to making an annual report to the Commis-

sioner. (Reg. 200.2(b).) A later section indicates that each child is to be

re-examined at least once every three years, apparently for the purpose of
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determining the appropriateness of his placement in the special class.

(Reg. 20.2(B)(3).) Although neither the statute nor the regulations say any-

thing about how a parent might challenge the fact that his child has been

placed into a special class, we can assume an appeal lies first to the Superin-

tendent and then most certainly to the Commissioner. At such hearings it would

appear that parents can bring their own experts to testify. (Madera v. Board of

Education of City of New York, 386 F.2d 778 (2 Cir. 1967), cert. denied 390

U.S. 1028 (1968).) In any event, a parent must be allowed to see his child's

permanent record to see the evidence upon which the district based its decision

to assign their child to a special class. (Van Allen v. McCleary, 27 Misc.2d 81,

211 N.Y.S.2d 501 (1961).) An appeal to the courts is also certainly possible

after having exhausted one's administrative remedies by seeking review from

the Commissioner. (Realty v. Caine, 16 A.D.2d 976, 230 N.Y.S.2d 453 (1962))

A parent may not be concerned only with the inclusion of his child in a

special class; he might also be concerned about the refusal of the district to

admit his child to such a class. On this point, the regulations provide:

(Reg. 200.3(3) and (4).)

(3) A Pupil shall not be excluded from special classes in public

school programs unless:

(i) It is determined after appropriate evaluation, which may in-

clude a reasonable opportunity to be observed in the classroom,

that said pupil has insufficient mental development, physical
maturation, social maturity or emotional stablish to benefit from

the program offered by such classes.

(4) Upon request by the parent or guardian of an exempted pupil re-
consideration concerning the admission or non-admission of the child
shall be entertained by school authorities at least once a year.

Note, this regulation apparently refers to children who are excluded from both

,the special classes as well, as the regular classes: if the child has insufficient
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mental development to benefit from the special classes the presumption of the

regulation must be that he also cannot benefit from regular classes. In other

words, the child has been "exempted" from the compulsory education laws pur-

suant to Education Law, Section 3208, and has been given an involuntary medical

discharge from any form of formal schooling. At this point, a conflict arises

between the Regulation 101.5(2) which is designed to implement Education Law

Section 3208 and the above quoted regulation. Regulation 101.5(2) contemplates

the possibility a student can be excluded for severe mental retardation for up

to two years without being re-examined and then after that point, the exclusion

can be made permanent with the approval of the Commissioner. The above quoted

regulation contemplates re-examination at least once a year. In any event,

temporary exclusion from school can be appealed to the Commissioner. (Matter

of Lee A. Reed, 1 Educ. Dep. Rep. 488 (1960).)

The authority of school districts to assign delinquent pupils to special

day schools or classes is somewhat different from the authority over the Nandi-

capped. A school delinquent is a student who Is habitually truant, irregular

in attendance, insubordinate or disorderly. (Section 3214(1).) Subsection 5

of the statute also provides:

After reasonable notice to a school delinquent and to the person
in parental relation to him and an opportunity for them to be heard, a
public school official, as hereinafter provided, may, with the consent
in writing of the person in parental relation to the school delinquent,

order him to attend a special day school, or to attend upon instruction
under confinement, at a parental school or elsewhere, as hereinbefore

provided, for a period not exceeding two years but in no case after the
minor reaches the maximum age of required attendance upon instruction.

If a parent does not give consent the school may proceed against the parent

in court for violating the duty upon parents to "cause such minor to attend

upon instruction." (Section 3214(5)(c)(1); and 3212(2)(b).) If the court

finds that the parent has not violated Section 3212, "a proceeding shall be

brought against the minor for the violation of part one of this article."

The reference to "part one" is a general reference to all the sections of part
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one dezling with the duty of minors to attend some school. For both parent and

child a violation of these provisions is punishable for the first offense by a

fine not exceeding ten dollars or ten days imprisonment; a second offense is

punishable by a fine not exceeding fifty dollars or by imprisonment not ex-

ceeding thirty days or by both a fine and imprisonment. (Section 3233.) Any

attempt by a district to short-cut these procedures can result in the district's

rulings being overruled. (Watkins v. State of New York, 60 Misc. 2d 653, 303

N.Y.S.2d 760 (1969).)

Other procedures are applicable for the suspension of students from

school for five days and yet other procedures for suspensions for more than five

days. (Education Law, Section 3214(b).) The Commissioner has said that a stu-

dent placed in a special class or school may not be deemed to have been suspended

from school if the education offered in the special class or school is sub-

stantially equivalent to that in regular classes. (Matter of House, 11 Educ.

Dept. Rep. 215 (1972).) At the same time, Section 4404(6) provides that boards

of education shall establish special classes for delinquent children as may be

necessary to provide "instruction adapted to the capabilities of such children

under rules to be established by the commissioner of education." The Commis-

sioner has not promulgated any regulations, and it would seem that Section 4404

permits the district to provide a quality of education substantially different

from that available in the regular schools by permitting boards of education to

estimate the "capabilities" of delinquent children differently from the non-

delinquent.

Moving beyond handicapped and delinquent children, there is also

statutory language granting districts the authority to establish classification

schemes applicable to all other students. Education Law, Section 1709(3)

provides that the union free school districts are empowered to prescribe the

course of study "by which the pupils of the school shall be graded and
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and classified." Boards of central school districts are given the same powers as

union free school districts. (Education Law, Section 1804(1).) City school

districts are given the power to "regulate the admission of pupils and their

transfer from one class, or grade to another as their scholarship shall

warrant..." (Education Law, Section 2503(4)(d).) The large city school districts

are given power to establish "schools for physically or mentally handicapped

or delinquent children or such other schools or classes as such board shall deem

necessary to meet the needs and demands of the city." (Education Law, Section

2554(9)J Thus there appears to be ample authority for school districts to

establish ability groups and' tracking systeths.

This last conclusion obtains indirect support from several cases. One

court in dicta wrote "After a child is admitted to a public school, the board

of education has power to provide rules and regulations for promotion from grade

to grade, based not on age, but on training, knowledge and ability." (isquith

"v. Levitt, 285 A.D. 833, 137 N.Y.S.2d 497 (1955).) In Ackerman v. Rubin

sixth grade student eligible to enter Junior High school was denied placement

in a special progress class which compressed three years work into two years

and was instead placed in a three year special-progress class employing an en-

riched curriculum. The school board's reason for the placement of the student

was that he was too young for placement in the accelerated program and that the

extra year of study would serve to help him develop emotionally and socially;

the district admitted his academic qualifications would otherwise have made

him eligible for the accelerated program. The court upheld the school district

saying that the school district in adopting these regulations "acted in the

best interests of his son and all other school children." (35 Misc. 2d 707,

231 N.Y.S.2d 112, 114 (1962).) And in Matter of Woodward, 10 Educ. Dept. Rep..

188 (1971)), parents appealed to the Commissioner the decision of the local

district to deny their children entrance to a special public school of dance
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and music. The Commissioner found that the students had been evaluated by pro-

fessional dance and music teachers and the refusal to admit the pupils was not

the result of prejudice or arbitrariness.

These cases raised directly the authority of the district to assign par-

ticular pupils to particular kinds of schools or classes yet both opinions rested

on the assumption that such classifications were proper and within the scope of

school district authority. These cases taken together with the law of the handi-

capped, however, do in the aggregate support a conclusion that school districts

have ample authority to establish and enforce with considerable unsupervised

discretion pupil classification schemes. Indeed, it was necessary for the

legislature to pass a specific piece of legislation in order to assure parents

and students who felt that a school's health and hygiene Course conflicted

with their religious beliefs that the students could be exempted from the course.

Subject to rules and regulations of the board of regents, a pupil
may, consistent with the requirements of public education and public

health, be excused from such study of health and hygience as conflict
with the religion of his parents or guardian. Such conflict must be

certified by a proper representative of their religion as defined by

section two of the religious corporation law.

Absent this legislation it was possible under New York law for school to compel

students of the Christian Science Church into courses in which health practices

were taught which conflicted with the teachings of the religion.

Today the only other state law which regulates the power of the districts

to assign students to classes and programs is the recently passed anti-sex

discrimination law (Education Law, Section 3201-a.)

Notwithstanding any general, special, local law or rule or regula-
tion of the education department to the contrary, no person shall be

refused admission into or be excluded from any course of instruction
offered in the state public and high school systems by reason of that

person's sex. No person shall be disqualified from state public and

high school athletic teams, by reason of that person's sex, except
pursuant to regulations promulgated by the state commissioner of

education.

The Commissioner's regulations provide:
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'hale, and female pupil§ may participate on the same teams in inter-

school athletic competition under the following conditions:

(i) There shall be no mixed competition in the following sports:
baseball, basketball, field hockey, football, ice hockey, lacrosse,

soccer, softball, speedball, team handball, and wrestling.

(ii) In schools that provide separate competition for male and
female pupils in interschool athletic competition in a specific sport,
the principal or the chief executive officer of the school may, in
exceptional cases, permit a female pupil to participate on a male team
in sports other than those set forth in subparagraph (i) above.

(iii) In schools that do not provide separate competition for
male and female pupils'in interschool athletic competition in a specific
sport, no pupil shall be excluded from such competition, except in the
sports set forth in subparagraph (i)- above, solely by reason of his or
her sex.

In discussing the involuntary assignment of pupils to classes and the

refusal of schools to assign pupils to courses, mention has been made of the

possibility of seeking an appeal before the Commissioner and the courts. The

section now turns to a discussion of court review of these school decisions.

The most likely challenge to a decision assigning a pupil to a course or program

is one claiming the action was arbitrary and capricious. But challenges on these

grounds have not met with much success. (Realy v. Caine, 16 A.D.2d 976, 230

N.YS.2d 453 (1962).) More success might be achieved if the petitioner could

bring the case under paragraph (4) of Section 7803; under that provision the

district's decision must be based upon "substantial evidence." To bring the

case within paragraph (4) however,--petitioners first must obtain a court ruling

that these classification decisions must only be made after a hearing and a

decision based on a record. Thus the long term strategy must be one of getting

the courts to require school districts prior to classifying a student to hold

a hearing if requested by the student and/or his parents. Whether New York

courts would rule in favor of imposing a hearing requirement is not clear from

the precedent. On the one hand, the courts have refused to write into the law

dealing with the dismissal of probationary teachers any right on the part of
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the teacher to have a hearing prior to dismissal. (Pinto v. Wynstra, 22 A.D.2d

914, 255 N.Y.S.2d 536 (1964); but see Boards of Regents v. Roth, 408 U.S. 564

(1972) in which the possibility was held out that probationary teachers must

be afforded procedural due process when the district fails to renew their

contract under circumstances in which state law and policy seemed to give the

teacher an expectancy of re-employment for the next year.)

On the other hand, the Court of Appeals has required that a person

merely alleged to be a drug addict and who is not shown to pose an immediate

threat to society or himself, may not be temporarily detained pending a medical

examination under the Narcotic Control Act of 1966, which provides for the com-

pulsory treatment of addicts, without notice and an opportunity to be heard.

(Matter of James, 22 N.Y.2d 545, 293 N.Y.S.2d 531 (1968).) Similarly in other

cases involving mental patients, the Court of Appeals has been willing to read

procedural safeguards into the state statutes to save the laws from being struck

down. (In Re Buttonow, 23 N.Y.2d 385, 297 N.Y.S.2d 97, 244 N.E.2d 677 (1968).)

But in all these cases the courts said that the precise procedural steps that

must be taken are not invariably fixed with regard to all cases and must be

tailored to fit the conflicting policy considerations involved in the situation.

Thus, whether in the opinion of New York courts student classifications in

schools which do not entail long term permanent involuntary incarceration

but do entail the imposition of a stigma and the isolation of pupils from

other pupils differently classified raise a sufficient threat to student rights

to outbalance the interest of schools in avoiding cumbersome procedures is -ot

clear. Hence we cannot be sure what procedural steps might be imposed by

the New York courts on schools when it comes to classification decisions.

Failing success in the New York courts, students may want to try to achieve

a favorable ruling in the federal courts. (See David Kirp, "Schools as Sorters:
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The Constitutional and Policy Implications of Student Classification,"

121 U. Pa. L. Rev., 705 (1973); and David Kirp, William Buss, and Peter

Kuriloff, "Legal Reform of Special Education: Empirical Studies and Pro-

cedural Proposals, 62 Cal. L. Rev., 40 (1574).)

Finally, yet another approach may be successful In restraining school

district authority to assign pupils to particular programs and classes. A

parent might argue that a school policy of assigning pupils without parental

involvement in the decision is an abuse of discretion insofar as the policy

unnecessarily impinges upon another value the legislature of the state has deemed

worthy of protection: the rights of parents to control the education of their

children. To support such an argument the petitioner would have to show both

the nature and degree of the impact cf the school's policy and the fact that the

legislature has made it state policy to advance parental control of a child's

education.

(5) Neutrality and Political Indoctrination. Neutrality and indoc-

trination are terms not easily defined. For these purposes, neutrality simply

means not taking sides on an issue. The term is used in connection with the

question of whether schools officially in instructing pupils may take sides on

issues of political philosophy and public policy. Used in this way, the issue

of neutrality is connected with indoctrination. No one definition of the term

indoctrination will be used here, but there is a family of definitions which

have been suggested by philosophers to which reference is made:

a. Indoctrination occurs when a person teaches with the intention
that the pupil believes regardless of the evidence.

b. The object of indoctrination is to impart unshakable beliefs;
the beliefs must constitute doctrines and the doctrines must

either be false or not known to be true.

.c. Indoctrination occurs when peoples' minds are closed to what is

uncertain. Uncertainties are taught as certain and the person

who has been indoctrinated thinks he holds a rational belief.
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(Taken from I.A. Snook, "The Concept of Indoctrination," VIII Studies in

Philosophy of Education 52 (1973).)

More generally it is said indoctrination involves methods that are non-

rational: the giving of reasons and appealing to reasons is not involved.

The relationship between the terms neutrality and indoctrination should

now be clearer. If school districts are permitted to take sides on issues,

then the door to indoctrination has been opened regardless of whether one uses

a definition that emphasizes the means, ends or the nature of the content to

be imparted. (A review of the definitions presented above will reveal that

these definitions place the emphasis in different ways upon the three elements

of means, ends, and content to be imparted.) it should be noted, however, that

taking sides on an issue does not necessarily mean the schools will attempt to

indoctrinate their pupils. The two terms are not synonymous.

With this brief introduction to the terms we turn to a discussion of

the authority of local districts to depart from a posture of strict neutrality.

New York school districts receive conflicting directions from the state on being

neutral. On occasion districts are told that the correct educational philosophy

requires "that whatever the subject of instruction may be involved, the teacher

must present the entire range of information available in relation to such

subject." (Matter of Charles James, 10 Educ. Dept. Rep. 58, 63 (1970).)

Despite such statements, however, the predominant message that school districts

receive from the legislature and department of education is that they are not

to be neutral. The statutes require that courses in patriotism and citizenship

are to be offered and are to be taken as well as courses of instruction in

"the history, meaning, significance and effect of the provisions of the consti-

tution of the United States, the amendments thereto, the declaration of in-

dependence, the constitution of the state of New York and the amendments

thereto." At the same time, another provision provides: The courses of
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study beyond the first year of full time public day schools may provide a

program for a course in communism and its methods and its destructive

effects" (Education Law, Section 3204(3)(a)(3).)

And when one examines the course syllabuses issued by the department of

education, the same taking of sides is evident.

The guide for Social Studies in the 4-6 grade states in the intro-

duction:

This program also places paramount importance on the building of
attitudes which support the American way of life. Throughout the 13
years of school, the basic aims and ideals of American society are high-

lighted to build an emotional as well as intellectual commitment to the
principals [sic] for which we stand as a Nation. The program seeks to

develop a deep and abiding patriotism based on knowledge and appreciation
of our heritage, the-freedoms that we enjoy, and the sacrifices made by
many peoples over the years to gain and to defend these freedoms. (The

University of New York, State Education Department, Bureau of Elementary
Curriculum Development, Social Studies 4-6, 1969, p.v.

The curriculum guides in social studies and American History for high school

years are less overtly chauvinistic. The introduction to the eighth grade

syllabus on American history quotes the first sentence of the second paragraph

of the Declaration of independence and then adds:

This is an appropriate time for pupils to learn, or recall, these
words and then to follow the story of how Americans have striven, often
in the face of temporary failure and delay, to make the words a reality.
From the story he should develop an appreciation of the progress that
has been made, a knowledge, acquired without undue cynicism, of the
unfinished tasks that lie ahead, and a sense of his own responsibility

to carry out these tasks. p. 66 (Social Studies, Tentative Syllabus,

Grade 7: Our Cultural Heritage, Grade 8: United States History, 1965)

The up-beat posture of this syllabui is nicely illustrated in the syllabus on

American History for the 11th grade in which the social function of public

education as an institution to equalize opportunity is taken up. The questions
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and the points raised point to the ideal function the schools are to serve with

no discussion of the extent to which the ideal has not been carried out. On

some potentially controversial topics, however, the syllabuses note that the

topic is controversial and then provide the teacher with quotations and other

materials dealing with both sides of the issue. (Section on Pacifism in

American Society in American Civilization in Historic Perspective, Part I, A

Guide for Teaching Social Studies - Grade 11, The University of the State of New

York, The State Education Department, Bureau of Secondary Curriculum Development,

Albany, 1970, p. 47.) On yet other issues while providing materials reflecting

both sides of the question, a syllabus through the questions suggested for use

in the clasA may bias the discussion in one direction. For example, in dealing

with Senator Joseph McCarthy the syllabus suggests the following kinds of

questions:

To what extent did Senator McCarthy use his Congressional immunity
to make accusations and employ techniques which would be ordinarily
unacceptable and unavailable to the average citizen?

In what ways did McCarthy abuse the very American principles he
claimed to be protecting by his investigations?

To what extent were McCarthy's investigating techniques a fugda-
.mental assault on an individual's civil rights?

Is there any evidence that motives- other than a desire 0 expose
Communists might have been behind McCarthy's exposes?

The list of questions continues with others of a similar nature.- (Ibid., p. 1

108.)

Thus the curriculum guides decidedly are not neutral in the elementary

grades while in the high school years they can either be unrealistically

idealistic or one sided and critical. If there is a consistent and principled

policy with regard to the proper role of the public schools in dealing with

these matters, it is not evident in the official syllabuses.

The question of the neutrality or non-neutrality of the course materials

used by a local school district has not been litigated in New York, but during
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the height of public unrest over the war in Vietnam, the issue of school

district neutrality was raised in the courts when school districts attempted

to accommodate themselves to various kinds of political activities directed

against the government's war policy. The state courts and the Commissioner

made clear that school districts are not required to give positive support

to a teacher's protest activities by granting that teacher a day of personal

leave with pay in order to participate in Vietnam Moratorium Day, October 15,

1969, despite the teacher's claim of a First Amendment Right to be excused.

(In Matter of Turmel, 9 Educ. Dept. Rep. 192 (1970).) What we do not learn

from the case is whether the local district was legally free to grant the

day's leave with pay if it so chose, or whether the district was legally

required or legally permitted to grant the leave without pay.

In Lapolla v. Dullaghan, 63 Misc. 2d 157, 313 N.YS.2d 435 (1970), the

court was asked to resolve a dispute as to the authority of a public high school

to lower its flag to half mast at the request of students in order to express

sorrow and sympathy at the death of four students at Kent State University at

the hands of the National 'Guard and to memorialize the 40,000 Americans who had

lost their lives in Vietnam. The court ruled the district was bound by its own

regulations which required the flag to be flown at full staff on all days with

certain exceptions none of which covered this situation. Continuing, the court

noted that to lower the flag in sympathy of the Kent State students (no

mention was made of the 40,000 dead soldiers) would amount to the expression of

a "political concept."

The flag should not be a vehicle for the expression of political,
social or economic philosophy. Nothing in past custom and usage, or
existing statute and regulations authorizes the school district or the
President of the Board of Education either on its own motion or at the
request of students or faculty to lower the flag to half staff to re-
flect approval or disapproval of the popular cause of the day, no
matter how valid the cause or who is involved in promulgating it. If

the flag were to be lowered to half mast every time an interest group
brought pressure to bear on a Board, the children in the schools and
the community at large would be witness to our flag being raised and
lowered on an ad hoc basis, perhaps several times a year.
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In Nistad v. Board of Education of the City of New York, 61 Misc. 2d 60,

304 NYS2d 971 (1969), the school board announced that teachers and pupils who

wished to participate in programs on a day political groups had declared as

Vietnam War Moratorium Day they would be permitted to do so without penalty.

Students would be excused from school and participating teachers were to charge

the day against the number of days allowed them to be excused from school for

personal business. A student and his mother sought in court to have the school

to hold classes as usual on the day, October 15, 1969, and the court agreed to

issue the order. The court's decision was based on two central points. First,

it held that the case came within the strictures of West Virginia Board of

Education v. Barnett, 319 U.S. 624 (1943), in that the school policy in effect

forced students and teachers to declare themselves either in favor or opposed

to the government's policy on Vietnam. Those who remained in school would be

interpreted to be in support of the policy and those who did not attend would

be interpreted as opposed to the policy. Forcing people in this way to "speak"

out on an issue was beyond the power of the board. Secondly, the court said

the board's power may not be used to support, influence or condone contro-

versial matters or moral issues. In support of this proposition, the court

cited Engel v. Vitale, 370 U.S. 421 (1962), a cae in which students were com-

pelled in New York schools to recite a prayer composed by the Board of Regents.

Thus the court's second point appears to be a different way of stating the

first point, namely, that the schools may not coerce students and teachers into

expressing a belief on a controversial issue of public policy. But the court

also seems to have suggested that the problem was one of--without using the

phrasepolitical entanglement. (Cf. Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602 (1971).)

To permit the district to excuse pupils to participate in political rallies

is to allow the board (a) to pick and choose the issues on which students will

be excused and (b) to lead to the possibility that next year under a different
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board, students would be excused to participate in activities in support of the

war policies. Thus, the school district might become the focus of conflicting

political demands on the part of students to be released from school.

There are several problems with the decision. First, the school's

policy no more compelled a student to speak his beliefs than do the released time

programs authorized by the state and held to be not unconstitutional by the

or the decision in West Virginia v. Barnett, supra.
Supreme Court / (Zorach v. Clauson, 343 U.S. 306- (1954.) Indeed, no actual

speech was required of any student. At best, the speech involved was symbolic

In any event, a student who remained in school but who disagreed with the

government's Vietnam policy could easily have both remained in school and ex-

pressed his viewpoint (or avoided a misinterpretation of his viewpoint) by

wearing a black armband, a form of protest permitted by the Supreme Court in

the Tinker case decided in February 1969, about one half year prior to the

decision in this case. (Tinker v. Des Moines School District, 393 U.S. 503

(1969).) (Teachers may have been in a different position. Discussed below.)

0

Secondly, the entanglement problem is no more severe than with regard

to the released time programs. It is true that in a subsequent year another

board might excuse students to participate in political activities on the other

side of the same issue, but the same problem arises with regard to released

time programs: a student may seek to be released from public school for non-

religious but philosophical observances and education. The possibilities of

such future entanglements did not stay courts from approving released time.

Third, if the court is taken at its word that school authority may

not be used to support, influence,or condone on matters of this nature, it is

hard to see how the school could raise within its courses any opportunity even

to discuss or think about controversial public issues. Indeed, releasing the

students from school for these purposes may be less of an entanglement than

attempting to include discwssion of these pressing problems in the schools.
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But perhaps this court would bar such discussions within the classroom

also.

Finally, the specter the court raises of continued pressure on the board

of education to release students for participation in this or that political

activity seems unrealistic. The Vietnam War was one of those special issues

which did inflame the general public and frequent recurrence of an equivalent

situation is not likely.

In both the New York cases considered above the courts seem concerned

with the schools' taking a stand--purposefully taking a stand--in support of a

position on the Vietnam War contrary to the then existing policy of the national

government. Thus, implicit in the courts' opinions was the following pro-

position: Nothing that the public school says or does shall have as its pur-

pose, or an avoidable feature or effect of its manner of achieving its purpose,

the manifesting of approval or disapproval of any citizen's political,or policy

viewpoint. (Adapted from a principle state in Nicholas, Wolterstoff, "Neutrality

and Impartiality," in Theodore R. Sizer, ed., Religion and Public Education

(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1967), p. 3, 16.) As suggested in the

previous paragraphs, however, it can be argued that the schools in question did

not violate this principle in either lowering the flag or in releasing the

students. But assuming that this is the principle accepted by the courts, schools

do intentionally violate that principle when they attempt to build "attitudes

which support the American way of life." And it seems unlikely that any student

and his parent arguing something like a "no establishment of a parti'....ular

political viewpoint" would have much success challenging this kind of pro-American

curriculum. In response to such a suit the courts are likely to respond that

the purpose of such programs is one of the legitimate functions of the public

schools in New York, and, to persue this purpose is not an abuse of discretion.

In other words, in the context of this kind of suit the courts would be tempted
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to disavow the principle stated above which they apparently embraced when they

perceived the school's posture to be antithicai to the policies of the

government.

But perhaps the seeming inconsistency into which we might expect the

courts to be pushed can be resolved by the making of a somewhat arbitrary dis-

tinction. We might say the above principle has no application to subject

matter which deals with fundamental issues of political philosophy, e.g.,

democracy versus totalitarianism; and socialism versus free enterprise, treated

with a broad brush. But the principle does apply to sub-issues which may spin-

off from these major topics--issues with which the government Aces deal day-to-

day and year-to-year, e.g., socialized medicine, welfare reform, foreign policy.

Hence we might anticipate that petitioners who sought to stop a school program

which supported the government's policy in Vietnam might have a chance of

success just as did those petitioners in the previous cases who attacked school

programs which allegedly were against the government's policy. On these more

specific topics a school district might abuse its discretion by intentionally

taking a stand.

There is one further difficulty with this line of analysis. As

noted in a previous section, the courts generally rely upon the language in

Article 78 establishing as the standard of review the standard of arbitrari-

ness and capriciousness. Analyzing school district action in those terms

leads the courts into an assessment of the action's rationality--a mode of

analysis we have seen above is not entirely suitable to assessing school

curriculum policy. (See Section V.A.1 above.) If courts were to concentrate

their review upon the narrow question of whether the means selected were

411 related to the school's purposes, the possibility of a non-neutral curriculum
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surviving court review would be enhanced. Professor Frank I. Michelman

suggested a different line of attack. He suggests that the attack ought

to be leveled at the legislature's act of delegating authority to local

districts to incorporate some deliberate, systematic, political bias. into

the school curriculum. Whether such a bias should be part of the school

program, it might be argued, is such a fundamental policy choice that it is

"legislative" in nature and may not be delegated by the legislature.

The question of an individual teacher intentionally taking a stand on a

specific issue currently being debated in the country raises other problems. The.

Tinker case only had dealt with students expressing their viewpoint on the Viet-.

nam War; as of the time of the two previous New York cases, the issue of an -in-

dividual teacher taking such a position had not been decided either by the

Supreme Court or other courts having jursidiction in New York.

One teacher on November 14, 1969, and on December 12,.1969, did test

the legal waters by wearing a black armband in class even after being warned not

to do so; he was dismissed from the school. Charles James appealed to the

Commissioner who upheld the dismissal. The Commissioner said the teacher's

actions were contrary to "sound educational policies," violated the policy of

the department of education which required school officials to be neutral in

dealing with "Moratorium Days" and provided this statement of sound policy:

(Matter of*Charles James, 10 Educ. Dept. Rep. 58, 63 (1970).)

It is a matter of fundamental educational policy that whatever sub-
ject of instruction may,be involved, the teacher must present the en-
tire range of information available in relation to such subject. If

the subject matter involves conflicting opinion, theories or schools
of thought, the teacher must present a fair summary of the entire
range of opinion that the student may have complete access to all
facets and phases of the subject. Petitioner in this case, in wear-
ing the black armband in his classroom, was presenting only one point
of view on an important public issue on which a wide range of deeply
held opinion and conviction exists.

(It might be noted that the New York Court of Appeals has held it to be im-

proper for a teacher to wear religious garb in the classroom and in that con-

nection wrote: 721
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So, also, it would be manifestly proper to prohibit the wearing of
badges calculated on particular occasions to constitute cause of offense
to a considerable number of pupils, as, for example, the display of
orange ribbons in a public school in a Roman Catholic community on the
12th of July.

See O'Connor v. Hendrick, 184 N.Y. 421, 429, 77 N.E. 612 (1906).)

Charles James after losing before the Commissioner, took his case to

federal court. The opinion in Second Circuit Court of Appeals case was written

by Judge Kaufman who subsequently also wrote the opinion in Russo v. Central

School District No. 1, 469 F.2d 623 (2 Cir. 1972) cert. denied 41 U.S. L.W.

3554 (1973).) In the Russo case a teacher was dismissed because she disobeyed

her board's regulation which required that she participate with her homeroom

class in the daily pledge to the flag; instead she merely stood silently in the

classroom while the other homeroom teacher did participate in the salute. The

Second Circuit handled the Russo case and the James case, James v. Board of

Education, 461 F.2d 566 (2 Cir.) cert. denied, 409 U.S. 1042 (1972) in a

similar manner. Both cases, the court noted, involved activities that had been

given constitutional protection when engaged in by pupils: armbands were pro-

tected in Tinker, supra, and a refusal to salute the flag protected in West

Virginia Board of Education v. Barnett, supra. Also in Russo and James, the

Second Circuit disposed of any question that the district could control the

claimed freedom of speech on the ground of the disruptive impact of the speech

since Judge Kaufman found there was no disruption as a result of what the

teachers did. (James, p. 572, Russo, p. 633.) Thus the central issue in both

cases became whether the school could control the teachers as part of its

general right to control the school curriculum. (James, p. 573, Russo, p.532)

Could the school because of this basic authority impose greater limits on the

speech of teachers--which arguably has a greater impact upon the curriculum

than similar exercises of speech by pupils--then the schools may impose on

students? (James p. 571, Russo, p. 631.) Ad for the school's authority to control

the courts said: 72,2
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...[A] principle function of all elementary and secondary education
is indoctrinative--whether it be to teach the ABC's of multiplication

tables to transmit the basic values of the community. (James, p. 573.)

It is a proper, and appropriate function of our educational system
to instill in young minds a healthy respect for the symbols of our

national government. School officials, therefore, may enforce regu-

lations whose purpose is to give effect to this legitimate state

aim. (Russo, p. 632.)

But in neither case could the inquiry rest at this point. In both cases

the court said the next question was whether the regulation enforcing the school

curriculum policies was drawn narrowly as possible to achieve the social in-

terests which justify It without unduly restricting protected speech greater

than is necessary to protect those interests. (James, p. 574, Russo, p. 532.)

In both cases the Second Circuit concluded that the schools had gone

too far. While school districts do have authority to prevent teachers from

undertaking an effort in "unrelenting indoctrination" and thereby to protect

pupils from "such dogmatism," in neither case did the court find that tie

teachers had attempted to proselytize the students. (James, p. 573-4; Russo,

p. 633.) Judge Kaufman also found that neither teacher's activities interfered

with the schools own program. The armband in the James case did not distract

from his teaching of poetry and in Russo, the class continued to recite the

pledge under the direction of another teacher. (James, p. 574-5; Russo, p. 633.)

Finally, in both cases the court took notice of the fact that the students were

of high schooI age, 11th and 10th grade in James and Russo respectively, and

to keep these students isolated from conflict was neither good educational

policy nor, in any event possible. It would be foolhardy to shield our chil-

dren from political debate and issues until the eve of their first venture

into the voting booth. SC000ls must play a central role in preparing their

students to think and analyze and to recognize the demagogue.' Under the cir-

cumstances present here, there was greater danger that the school, by power of
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example, would appear to the students to be sanctioning the very 'pall of

orthodoxy,' condemned in Keyishan, which chokes freedom of dissent. (James,

p. 574.)

To this point the discussion has dealt with neutrality and issues,re-
f

lated to that question, but the opinions of Judge Kaufman provide a handy way

to lead into the question of indoctrination by the schools. The dicta in the

opinions indicates that in the view of the Second Circuit Court of Appeals

school boards properly may merely not be non-neutral but also may indoctrine

pupils. As part of their authority to engage in a policy of indoctrination,

school districts may regulate any attempts on the part of individual teachers

to themselves indoctrinate the pupils with regard to doctrines the school board

disagrees with. If there is to be indoctrination in the schools, the boards

of education may be in sole charge of the effort. What Judge Kaufman did not

say, because it was not directly relevant to the problem with which he was

faced, was that the school board itself is subject to the control of the state

legislature and Commissioner, a point that should now be so obvious that it

need not have been repeated except for the fact that it lays the baSis for the

following comments.

Do local school districts in New York have the authority to indoctrin-

ate their students? The answer is most certainly 'yes' with regard to the use

of such methods of indoctrination as a pledge to the flag. Section 802(1)

provides:

It shall be the duty of the commissioner of education to prepare,
for the use of the public schools of the state, a program providing
for a salute to the flag and a daily pledge of allegiance to the
flag, for instruction in its correct use and display and such other
pitriotic exercises as may be deemed by him to be expedient, under
such regulations and instructions as may best meet the varied re-
quirements of the different grades in such schools.

Pursuant to such authorization, schools required students to take part in

a daily pledge to the flag in People ex. rel. Fish v. Sandstrom, 279 N.Y.

724
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523, (1939) over religious objections. This case, of course, is no 1onger

good law in light of the later Supreme Court decision in West Virginia

Board of Education.v. Barnett, 319 U.S. 624 (1943).

Since the SLipreme Court's decision in Barnett, the state's poll

flag salutes has changed somewhat. After simply taking note of eastern

State

cy on

federal district court decision in which a preliminary injunction was gr

New York

anted

barring a school district from excluding from a classroom a student who refused

to stand during the pledge to the flag, a circular from the department of

tion stated that it continued to be New York policy that all public school

the state hold a daily pledge ceremony. (Circular from Herbert J. Johnson

educa-

s in

Deputy Commissioner for Elementary and Secondary Education, University of t

State of New York, to School District Administrators, January 30, 1970.) L

that year on June 22, 1970, the Commissioner issued an opinion in an appeal

a student who sought to have the Commissioner order the district to allow he

he

ate r

by

r

to remain seated in the classroom during the pledge. The Commissioner upheld

the school's policy of giving the student a choice of standing silently or

leaving the room. In reaching this conclusion, the Commissioner said the prob

In the case was one of harmonizing the rights of the petitioner not to parti-

cipate in the flag with the rights of the other students not to be disturbed

as they participated. Here he found the school's policy properly harmonized

those rights whereas "Petitioner in this case has shown a callous disregard

for the interests of her classmates who wish to participate in a meaningful

ceremony (In Matter of Bielenberg, 9 Educ. Dept. Rep. 196 (1970).) And in an

undated pamphlet, Guidelines for Students Rights and Responsibilities, issued

by the State Education Department it is said that a student "who chooses not

to participate may either stand and remain respectfully silent or leave the

classroom during the rendering of the salute or pledge." [Citing Matter of
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Beilenberg, supra. and Richards v. Board of Education, Union Free SChool District,

411

No. 17 U.S.D.C., E.D.N.Y., July 10, 1970.] The pamphlet inexplicitly omitted

citing Frain v. Baron, 307 F. Supp. 27 (E.D.N.Y. 1969) which granted a preliminary

injunction barring enforcement of the same rule. And in a later case the Com-

missioner once again implicitly upheld the rule in striking down another school

regulation which provided that: "...students who hold a sincere conviction

giving rise to of conscientious objection to the Pledge of Allegiance shall

establish this fact with a written statement indicating the reason and rationale

for such convictions. These written statements shall be signed by the student

and his parent or those in parental relationship to him and shall be submitted

to the principal of the school. The Commissioner wrote that: "petitioners

are of sufficient age to make their own judgments in matters of conscience.

While parents have a right to be informed by school authorities when their

children make such a serious decision as the one involved here, parental con-

sent cannot be made prerequisite to the student's right to make such a decision

on pain of suspension." (Matter of Bustin, 10 Educ. Dept. Rep. 168, 169 (1971).)

Subsequent to the Commissioner's establishment of a consistent policy

upholding rules not permitting a student to remain seated during the pledge,

the Second Circuit struck down such a rule in Goetz v. Ansel], 477 F.2d 636

(2 Cir. 1973) as a violation of the student's First Amendment rights. The

Court noted that the act of standing was itself part of the pledge. New York

State Regulation, the court pointed out, requires that someone pledging the

flag to stand and the court quoted a three judge district court which said

that standing "is no less a gesture of acceptance and respect than is the

salute or utterance of the words of allegiance." Continuing, the Second

Circuit said to exclude from the classroom one who refuses either to stand

111
and pledge or to simply stand, reasonably may be viewed as having the effect of

punishing non-participation. Neither may the school in this case bar the
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student from remaining seated in the class on the.ground of the disruptive

effect of the action. There was no evidence of disruption and, in fact, a poll

taken by the student of his classmates indicated they were not disturbed. In

dictum, the court added that if there were disruption shown it would not

hesitate to hold the student was not to be protected.

In addition to the daily pledge, state policy requires that schools ob-

serve Flag Day, June 14 (Commissioner's Regulations, 108.6) and required that

students be indoctrinated to accept the following: (Reg. 108.7)

Instruction concerning the flag as a symbol of American life
should not be limited to the observance of Flag Day. Before leaving
the elemer iry school each child should come to think of himself as
a 'maker o the flag' and each pupil who passes through the secondary
school should be guided in sober thought as to the meaning of
'liberty and justice for all.'

Beyond these regulations do school districts have authority to engage

in indoctrination? The issue has not been tested in courts but it would seem

in light of the discussion above on authority to control methods of instruction

that districts may use indoctrination. Materials for instruction could be

selected that totally exclude any kind of rational discussion. Rote memoriza-

tion of non-neutral doctrines about the American past and present could be

required. Tests could be constructed that called for repetition of the

officially accepted dogma rather than for analysis of issues and problems.

Requirements could be imposed for participation in various kinds of patriotic

ceremonies in connection with the anniversary of the birth of major figures in

American history. Patriotic displays could be prominantly set up in the

school buildings. Outside speakers on patriotic themes could be invited to

the schools. The possibilities for a genuine effort at indoctrination are

clearly available to the local districts. The only indications we have that

such practices might be stopped comes from such statements as the quote from

the Commissioner set out above from the James case.
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Perhaps only if indoctrination methods become so heavy handed that they

override other valued interests also protected and fostered by the state might

a successful attack be brought in the courts. For example, if it could be

shown that the indoctrination had gone so far as to be tantamount to brain-

washing then it might be argued that the schools are no longer "educating" a

function imposed upon them by the state constitution. Such an argument is

not easily mounted, however, as neither the term brainwashing nor educating

have a precise meaning so that a court could determine when one activity began

and the other left off.

(6) Acculturation. It is common for schools to attempt to acculturate

their students with regard to: the proper sex roles in family and society,

the proper attitude toward time, competition, cooperation, fate, achievement,

work, authority, punctuality and even nudity (an issue which arises in athletic

programs). Additionally schools attempt to inculcate notions of good taste in

dress, hair style; to instill proper habits in eating, health care and to

promote the correct view with regard to dating, marriage and sex. These

efforts at acculturation can take the form of coercive school rules as, for

example, school dress codes. No comments will be made here on these rules

since much of that ground has been covered by Stephen R. Goldstein in "The

Scope and Sources of School Board Authority to Regulate Student Conduct and

Status: A Nonconstitutional Analysis," 117 U. Pa. L. Rev. 373 (1969). But
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IIIin this article Professor Goldstein draws a distinction between coercive

rules and courses:

There are other considerations involved, however, in cases where a
school board adopts coercive rules of conduct in order to instill
societal values in its pupils. Certainly, instilling such values is
an accepted part of the educational function, and may include not
only the presentation of information, but also a certain degree of
doctrination. (fn. omitted) Yet, there is still a difference, for .

example, between conducting a course in "Marriage and Family Living," in
which the dangers of teenage marriage are discussed and even inveighed
against, and excluding married students from school or from extra-
curricular activities as a means of inducing the other pupils to be-
lieve that teenage marriage is undesirable. The former is the
traditional mode of education through instruction, or indoctrination
by persuasion; the latter is an attempt to instruct or indoctrinate
students by imposing sanctions on pupils who violate those rules em-
boyding the values sought to be imparted--valuei often, in an area of
delicately balanced legislative judgments.. Moreover, the parents who
disagree with the indoctrination can counter-indoctrinate at home;
but parents whose children have been coerced into following a course
of conduct, or who have been penalized for their actions, cannot
counter so readily.

Of course, in deciding whether a "Marriage and Family Living"
course should be taught, and what its content should be if it is
taught, school authorities cannot escape making delicate value judg-

ments. This may, indeed, be a partial explanation of the prevalence
of elected school boards in this country. Yet the value judgments in-
volved in such decisions are of different dimensions than those in-
volved in punishing student action that does not conform to a value
system prescribed by a school board. Forced conformity to a social

value system is the function of the representative, general legislature.
Although we usually elect our school boards, as we do our state
legislatures and municipal governments, we do not elect them to per-

form this general legislative function. Moreover--to return to the
example of teenage marriage--the legislature has adopted a statutory
scheme that, within limits, leaves the question to private decision
making by the students and their parents. The imposition of sanctions
by a school board is an invasion of this legislatively sanctioned,
private decision-making scheme. (pp. 391-3)

Several points Professor Golstein makes here are worth emphasizing. As

for courses designed to acculturate students he argues it has traditionally

been the function of local boards of education to make the policy judgment as
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to the values to be instilled. By implication, he asserts, these value

choices are properly a subject of majority rule thus the prevailing local cul-

ture may impose its values upon the minority through the use of these non-

coercive courses. Local districts need not and do not follow a rule of cul-

tural neutrality such as might be analogous to the political neutrality prin-

ciple stated in the previous section. When a district chooses to acculturate

students through the use of courses it has chosen a traditional and non-

coercive method of acculturation which does not significantly impinge upon'the

parents' own efforts to acculturate the child. Finally, there is a strong

suggestion in the paragraphs that acculturation by the means of courses may be

Immune from any successful non-constitutional challenge in the courts.

Two points with regard to this analysis need to be made: (a) courses

which acculturate may not be as non-coercive as is implied by Professor

Goldstein, and (b) further analysis is.warranted on the question of whether

a successful non-constitutional challenge might be mounted in the courts
(a)

against these attempts at acculturation. /Courses which attempt to acculturate

can use coercive methods when students are required to repeat in class the

accepted cultural line on a given subject and when their papers and examinations

are graded in terms of the accepted cultural answer. Indeed wrong answers on

teacher prepared tests and on standardized tests can result in the student

being labled as dumb and that label in turn can itself result in a change in

teacher attitudes toward the pupil and even placement of the pupil in lower

or slower tracks and ability groups. Further, the acculturation efforts of

the school are likely to be pervasive--running through every course and book

the student is expected to take and read. The pressures are subtle and not

easily avoided. Finally, the pressures imposed upon the student may result

in the student being caught between two opposing and coercive farces: school

versus family and community.
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(b) While Professor Golstein may be correct in his implication that a

successful challenge in the courts to such acculturation efforts may not be

forthcoming, the reasons for this prediction need to be assessed. The

analysis will focus on three kinds Of problems: (i) parents seeking to

challenge the schools acculturation policy so as to force the school to be

neutral; (ii) parents seeking exemptions for their own children from specific

courses; (iii) the adoption of ethnic study programs in which students may

voluntarily enroll.

(1) In the previous section we saw that New York courts were willing to

strike down school board actions that were not neutral with regard to the

government's policy on Vietnam. The question here is whether a school which

deliberately attempts to acculturate its students would also be deemed to have

acted beyond its powers. In approaching this question, the courts as in the

previous Vietnam Moritorium day cases would not concentrate upon the impact

of non-neutrality upon individual students in the school, but rather would

concentrate upon the more abstract question of scope of authority and the

power of the district. The question is whether the legislature intended to

grant authority to acculturate to local districts? The question is fairly

obvious: it is doubtful any court would conclude that local New York districts

did not have the power to acculturate their pupils in the dominant "white"

culture of the nation. Attempts at such acculturation have been so long a

tradition in New York schools that if the legislature thought this was an

improper activity there would have been ample time to make legislative dis-

approval a matter of law. In any event, New York courts historically have

interpreted school district enabling acts liberally. (See p. 68.)

It is also clear from the statutes that schools have the authority to

provide students of limited English-speaking ability with courses designed
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"to impart to students a knowledge of the history and culture associated with

their languages." (Education Law, Section 3204(2-a)(b).) While it us usually

assumed that, for example, Spanish-speaking students will voluntarily enroll

in such courses, it might also be safely assumed that schools would have

authority to compel these students to take these courses in their own culture.

If challenged that such a requirement was an abuse of discretion or arbitrary

and capricious, schools could argue that these courses are necessary to en-

hance the student's capability to learn to read and write in his native tongue

and that learning to read and write in his native tongue is, in turn, an im-

portant prerequisite for being able to learn English later in his educational

career. Research, the school could suggest, shows that students who have

mastered their mother tongue are better able to learn a second language.
+.,

(Vera P. John and Vivian M. Horner, Early Childhood Bilingual Education

Modern Language Association of America, 1971, pp. 165-173.)

A more difficult question is whether a district whose board was dominated

by, say, Puerto Ricans, would be permitted by New York courts not only to _

acculturate the Puerto Rican students in Spanish culture but black as well as

white students. Or could a white dominated board have the authority to require

white students to be acculturated in black or Spanish culture? Logic would

suggest that if school boards have the authority to acculturate minority pupils

in white culture, they also have the authority to Introduce white students to

minority culture and each minority to the culture of other minorities.

(ii) But perhaps the approach that would be taken to these problems would

not be in terms of the power or authority of the district, but would raise the

issue of the right of the parent to obtain an exemption for his child from a

particular course or courses. New York courts, however, have not as yet, as

in other states, established a common law doctrine that permits parents to
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obtain an exemption for their children from courses the parents claim are

hostile to their beliefs. (cf. Hardwick v. Board of Trustees, 54 Cal.

App. 696, 205 P. 49 (1921).)

In assessing what courts might do with such a request we need tom

consider the multiplicity of factors a court might weigh and balance in

reaching a decision. First, on the side of parent, is the interest of the

parent in controlling the education of the child. New York has, to a limited

extent, given statutory protection to this parental right. (Education Law,

Section 3204(1); Family Court Act 232.) Second, Education Law Section 3201

prohibits a school district from excluding a child from school on account

of race, creed, or national origin. Arguably this provision also prohibits

programs which effectively exclude a child from school such as when a school

imposes upon a child a course of study sufficiently different in cultural

values from his home culture (which is closely associated with his nationality)

that he becomes confused and uncertain and retreats into a defensive silence

and alienation.

Silent: Students

(eds.), Functions
Press, 1972).
Third, at least s

(cf. Robert V. Dumont, Jr., "Learning English and How to Be
in Sioux and Cherokee Classrooms," in Courtney B. Cazden eta
of Language in the Classroom. (New York: Teachers College

tudents of "limited English speaking ability" have an affirma-

tive interest protected by the state in receiving instruction as to their own

culture and history. Section 3204(2-a) requires school boards to provide

these children with such instruction if bilingual programs are offered.

,...

Finally, it might be argued that children have an interest in personal inviol-

ability and integrity. The ir'rest is not to be "invaded" by an educational

program so that personal values are undermined, the student's personality

restructured. (John Rawls, A Theory of Justice, p. 250.) Arguably

constitutional law has taken steps toward the recognition of such a

right in West Virginia v. Barnett, supra., if the case is read as giving

1.
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protection to the child's personal integrity. Similarly, the constitutional

doctrine of "privacy" in its many manifestations is a way of attempting to pro-

tect individual values from intrusion by government. (Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113

(1973): Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965).) And New York in

Section 3204(2-a), discussed immediately above, also seems to point toward a

legislative concern with buttressing and affirming to an extent the home cul-

ture and values of the child--a concern quite in opposition to a desire to

change the child's culturally-based values.

Given that these interests arguably are protected by New York law, the
by

court would continue with its analysis/determining the extent to which the

school's program did have a significant impact upon the child seeking the

exemption. Here the petitioner would begin to run into trouble. It will not

be easy to demonstrate that the school's program deprives the parent of his

control over the child's education; that the program effectively excludes the

child from school or is so overbearing as to invade the child's personality.

Probably only in the most extreme cases of acculturation would a court feel

secure in agreeing with the complaining parent.

But while the court's inquiry might stop at this point, it is also worth

while to'examine the school's interests. Schools traditionally have adopted

1
as an Important purpose the acculturation of children. The reasons behind

such a policy include a reduction in cultural and social cleavages and

thus improvement of the possibilities for making democratic forms of

government work. Next, it might be argued that it is the very function

of education to intrude upon the individual student, to "violate" him

and force him to re-examine his own life, values, standards, and goals.

An additional factor which a court could not ignore is the state
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policy of vesting considerable authority in local districts to determine

which child will be enrolled in which course or program. The extent to which

the legislature has given local districts such power helps a court to determine

the extent to which the legislature has placed a heavy weight upon the right of

the parent to control his child's education. Next a court could not ignore the

fact that recognizing a right of parents to seek exemptions from

courses, may be a partial step in granting "state authority" to a parent to

make discriminatory choices. Thus, parents who could obtain an exemption for

the child could boycott classes instructing in White or black or Spanish culture.

(Cf. Reitman v. Mulkey, 387 U.S. 369 (1967); San Francisco Unified District v.

Johnson, 3 Ca1.2d 937, 92 Cal. Reptr. 309, 479 P.2d 669, cert. denied 401 U.S.

1012 (1970.) And in exercizing this 'state power" it might also be asserted

parents would be violating Section 3201 prohibiting the exclusion of children

from the public schools on account of race, creed, color or national origin.

In any event, in allowing a reallocation of authority from school to parent

(and court), the court would be forced to assess the risks entailed in making

the new allocation. Not only would the grant of an exemption permit minority

students to avoid courses designed to acculturate him, it might also open the

door for white students to seek to avoid programs designed to introduce them

to minority cultures. Social cleavage may not only be left unaffected, but

might be exacerbated as children openly refuse contact with other cultures.

School districts could also argue in support of forced acculturation, whether

it be of minority students into the majority culture or vice versa, that it is

necessary for the smooth operation of the school itself. Unless the students

in the majority and minority learn about, even adopt and accept some aspects

of the culture of groups of whom they are not a part, the internal tensions

and conflicts within the schools may so persist that the other educational

goals of the school are placed into jeopardy. Indeed a school might argue
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that absent some imposed acculturation the tensions and conflict in the school

may be such that the school cannot even guarantee the safety of the pupils in

the school. The school's "host function," apart from its educational function,

requires that the effort be made. And while these are difficult assertions

conclusively to establish, it seems unlikely a court would quickly dismiss such

claims as unsupported.

Any court reviewing these issues must take into account its own role

defined by Article 78. As discussed above, the 'arbitrary and capricious'

standard of review discourages a court from intervening in a school district's

curriculum policy. A greater scope of review might be afforded under the "abuse

of discretion" standard, but this standard has usually been interpreted by the

courts as merely a restatement of the arbitrary and capricious standard.

Finally, courts contemplating the wisdom of recognizing a right to

obtain exemptions from school courses must ask whether the subject is judicially

manageable. Will like cases be treated alike? Will principles or a line of

consistent precedent emerge which can guide the interested parties--school
...,.......,.,.,..,..

districts and parents? Can some of the central factual questions raised by

the approach be answered by the courts, e.g., the impact of school's program

upon the child, and the risk incurred if exemptions are granted. Are the

values to be balanced sufficiently commensurate that the trade-off can and

should be left to the legislative process? Can guidance on weighting the

values be obtained from the legislature and from consideration of the society's

traditions so that the court does not have to rely only upon its own intuition?

In a word, can courts contribute anything to the resolution of these disputes

and conflicts beyond simply injecting another participant in the struggle

with per to affect the outcome?
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The answers New York courts are likely to give to the above list of

questions is such that they would conclude judicial intervention is no

warranted: as previously discussed, New York courts have been restrained in

the exercise of their reviewing powers.

(iii) A third issue is whether New York schools may establish courses or

sets of courses black students voluntarily take, the central purpose of which

is to acculturate these students in black culture and history. Here a dis-

tinction is to be drawn between compensatory education programs whose purpose

is to provide remedial assistance in reading, writing, and arithmetic. To

provide effective programs of that sort, it has not been shown to be necessary

also to provide students with black culture and history, hence the two kinds

of course offerings are conceptually and practically distinct.

These courses in black studies, besides including a heavy concentration

on black culture and history, also may provide a "black perspective" on his-

torical and current events, that is, an analysis of American history and politics

that is more critical than that usually found in public schools. Typically, it

is also assumed that such courses need to be taught by black teachers. And

while students may not be explicitly excluded from such courses, it is possible

that over time the course, because of its content and the teacher's race, may

gain a reputation as a course for-blacks-only. (cf. The discussion of Black

House, an alternative public school, in "Cc;maints: Alternative Schools for

Minority Students: The Constitution, The Civil Rights Act and the Berkeley

Experiment," 61 Cal. L. Rev. 858 (1973) [Hereafter cited as Comment.].)

While New York school districts have been explicitly empowered to pro-

vide bicultural courses for students of 'limited English speaking ability," it

is doubtful that this section (Education Law, Section 3204(2-a)) was intended

411 to apply to black students, even if they speak a variety of English termed

Black English.
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There also exists an explicit statutory prohibition against

excluding any child from public school on account of race, creed, color

or national origin. (Education Law, Section 3201.) Hence, the issue

arises whether--in a non-constitutional analysis of the problem--this

provision bars the offering of such courses as described above?

One reply might be that since we are talking of a course or set of

courses, the statute does not even apply as it prohibits exclusion from "any

public school" and a course or program is not the equivalent of a public school.

In any event, white students are not absolutely excluded from a school but only

arguably excluded from part of a school and thus are not otherwise denied an

integregated education. Neither are black students assured a totally segregated

education.

Assuming, however, that the statute is not so limited, the next argument

might be that no student has been excluded from any course by any state action.

Simply as a matter of free choice, only black students have enrolled in the

course(s). An argument of this sort may be upheld if there are noother

indicia suggesting lack of free choice in the.situation, e.g., a history of

racial conflict and the separation of the races in that school district and in

that building. (In the constitutional context free choice is arguably permitted

even if it results in segregated schools in school districts that were once

segregated by law if the dual school system has been completely dismantled.

$ee the discussion in Comment, p. 885.)

Finally, a court might be willing to interpret Section 3201 to permit

the existence of these courses if this limited segregation can be justified in

terms of the educational benefits accruing to the black students. In other

words, even assuming the school subtly accepts and does not counteract the

"blacks -only" reputation of the course(s), there may be a justification which
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would lead a court to let them remain in place despite the use of race as an

unspoken criteria for admission. One indication that the courts might be

willing to accept such an interpretation of Section 3201 is the fact that in other

cases that section has been held not to bar voluntary affirmative steps to

achieve improved racial balance in the schools: race may be a basis for

assigning pupils to schools when the purpose Is integration. (Balaban v. Rubin,

14 N.Y.2d 193, 250 N.Y.S.2d 281, 199 N.E.2d 375 (1964), cert. denied 379 U.S.

881 (1964); Van Blerkom v. Donovan, 15 N.Y.2d 399, 259 N.Y.S.2d 825, 207 N.E.2d

503 (1965); Vetere v. Mitchell, 15 N.Y.2d 259, 258 N.Y.S.2d 77, 206 N.E.2d 174

(1965), cert. denied 382 Y.S. 825 (1965); Steinberg v. Donovan, 45 Misc.2d

432, 257 N.Y.S.2d 306 (1965); Katalinic v. City of Syracuse, 44 Misc.2d 734,

254 N.Y.S.2d 960 (1964).)

If integration is an acceptable purpose for justifying excluding some

pupils from schools on account of race, perhaps other purposes might also be

acceptable justifications for taking race into account. For example, a school

district might attempt to establish that the course does in fact achieve its

purpose of acculturating black students in black culture and as a result en-

hances black self-confidence and pride and ultimately school achievement.

Further, the school might also attempt to prove that this purpose could not be

achieved if white students were enrolled in the course. In this form, the

argument would be an attempt to meet a test analogous to one found in consti-

tutional law: that the course served a compelling purpose and that it was

necessary to achieve that purpose that white students not be affirmatively
states

injected into the course. (This test / the burden the state must meet when

the strict scrutiny standard of review is employed/by a court in Equal Pro-

tection cases arising under the Fourteenth Amendment. See e.g., San Antonio

Independent School District v. Rodriquez, 411 U.S. 1 (1973).)
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This argument coupled with the limited nature of the racial exclusion and

its limited duration--one or two courses for part of each day--may be persuasive.

A major difficulty with the argument is establishing that it is necessary for

the course to be primarily for blacks in order for the course to achieve its

objectives and that its objectives are compelling. With regard to either point

the school district would not be able to rest on an entirely solid social

science base. As a result, the case would be a close one and more likely

to be decided against the district given the probable inherent reluctance

of courts to place their imprimature on any form of segregation.

Before turning to a discussion of the legal position of other partici-

pants--actual and potential--at the local district level some preliminary com-

ments are necessary to place the material in perspective. While much of the

following material assess the statutorily created authority of these partici-

pants, a persistent theme throughout the next pages is the standing of these

participants to seek review in the courts and before the Commissioner of local

district curriculum policy. As will be shown, in the courts occasionally

have been fairly liberal in granting a variety of petitioners standing to

seek review; the Commissioner has been somewhat less liberal. But despite the

willingness to extend judicial power by developing a liberal doctrine of

standing, the courts, it should be recalled, are not as aggressive in

exercising review once they have undertaken to decide the case. Thus, in

giving recognition to the courts' occasionally liberal standing doctrine it

should be remembered that the petitioner is still not assured of success on

the merits of curriculum. As discussed in the previous section, the courts

are not prone to intervene to overturn a school curriculum decision.

* * * * * * * * * *
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B. Superintendent and Principals

The smallest school districts in the state lack authority to hire a

superintendent of schools; the next largest districts are given permission to

hire a superintendent (Sections 1604, 1711); and the small and large city school

districts are required to hire a superintendent (Sections 2503(5) and 2554(2)).

In all instances when a superintendent may or must be appointed, his duties are

specified by statute. Among the specified duties is the duty to prepare the

content of each course of study to be submitted to the board for approval and

to recommend suitable textbooks. (Education Law, Section 1711, 2508, 2566.)

Thus, superintendents are given the initiative to formulate local district cur-

riculum policy, subject to the final approval of the board. This minimum role

the superintendent must play appears to reflect a decision on the part of the

legislature that local school districts are to be jointly operated by a publicly

elected board and a professional administrator.

-__------

At the same time the statute makes clear that there is a maximum role

which the superintendent may play: he has no authority to give final approval

to either the basic curriculum policy of the school nor the selection of text-

books (a term which includes more than just the actual books used in the school).

But the range of discretion potentially left to the superintendent is still

considerable as he may be given the full responsibility of formulating a pro-

posed policy subject only to formal board approval. Also, since final approval

does not rest with the superintendent, the board in delegating authority to the

superintendent need not specify standards according to which he must work.

The superintendent's independence from the board is underscored by cases

which recognize him as an aggrieved person within the meaning of Section 310.

Thus, in People v. Finely, 211 N.Y. 51, 105 N.E. 109 (1914), the superintendent

was given standing to appeal to the Commissioner to reverse orders of the board
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of education to place 3000 teachers on the list of those eligible to teach. The

superintendent claimed these teachers received their licenses years prior to the

board's order and were not competent to teach. The Court in granting the

superintendent standing to appeal to the Commissioner (and by implication

standing to appeal to the court itself over whether he had standing before the

Commissioner) said: (p. 58-59)

...it seems to us that it would be almost absurd from any practical
standpoint to say that the superintendent of public schools in the city
of New York is not interested in.the decision of the board of education
and was not aggrieved by it if it was erroneous. Without attempting to

differentiate the powers and .duties conferred upon him and upon the
board of education, it is sufficient to say that under the statutes and
regulations governing that subject, he is entrusted with large powers
and charged with very responsible duties in the government and adminis-
tration of the public schools, and is largely and vitally interested in
having them properly administered. Without passing on that question at

all, it is perfectly evident that if the board of education, as claimed
by him, has improperly placed on the eligible list from which certain
teachers are to be drawn three thousand persons who are not entitled to
be there, many of whom are incompetent to discharge the duties which
would be assigned to them, the administration of the schools will be

substantially interfered with and the successful discharge of his
duties and the exercise of his powers will be impeded and he is ag-
grieved and interested in having this decision reviewed.

(Also see People v. Draper, 78 Misc. 329, 138 N.Y.S. 351 (1912).)

A treatise on New York civil procedure flatly states "A public officer can

maintain such a proceeding [mandamus in a court to enforce a public right or to

compel the performance of a public duty] in his official capacity where he has

an interest in such capacity in the subject matter of the proceeding."

(Carmody-Waite 2d, Vol. 24, Section 145:260 p. 58, Lawyers Co-operative Pub-

lishing Co., Rochester, N.Y. (1968).)

The law on standing and the statutorily defined role of the superin-

tendent all point to a certain independence for the superintendent. In con-

trast, the principals enjoy no special status in the law: their duties and

powers are entirely subject to board control. (See, e.g., Education Law,

Section 2503(5).) The courts have made clear, however, that important
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discretionary duties may be delegated to principals even without accompanying

detailed standards. (Parrish v. Moss, 2E. cit.) (See Section i.A.(N) above;)

C. The Teacher

Everything said to this point should suggest that the teacher does not

necessarily enjoy any authority whatsoever in the formulation of curriculum

policy. Whether the teacher is granted such authority--barring for the moment

claims of academic freedom--is itself a decision within the discretion of the

board of education. Absent such a grant, the extent of control over the teacher

is emphasized in Worley v. Allen, 12 A.D. 2d 411, 212 N.Y.S.2d 23 (1961). There

James Worley, a tenured and "competent and perhaps inspired, teacher of English"

and chairman of the high school English department, was ordered by the assistant

principal of the high school, pursuant to school board policy, to file his

"lesson plans" in advance for two-week periods. The plans were to include the

program and materials for the next two weeks. The district explained the policy

was "to insure to the administrators that teachers were in fact continuously

preplanning their classroom instructions, to inform the administrators on the

general nature of this lesson preplanning, to .enable the administrators to

assist teachers in their lesson preplanning, and to have lesson outlines avail-

able to substitute teachers." Upon refusing to file the lesson plans, Worley

was dismissed. The Commissioner upheld the board and Worley appealed to the

courts, which in turn upheld the board's rule as a reasonable exercise of the

board's authority to control the curriculum. "Even in the case of highly talented

teachers, educational authorities would normally be expected to have the power

to see they perform their jobs; are in regular and prompt attendance; carry out

the authorized syllabus, and teach specified areas of the subject matter. This

is a minimal necessary power for any functioning school administration."

Continuing, the court observed that "There is some loss of academic freedom in
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all organized education...And when the school becomes the common enterprise of

more than one teacher, the discipline and direction usual to common enterprises
4

are felt as the need of the school, too."

The lack of legally protected discretion on the part of the teacher is

further reinforced by what indications there are as to the status of the doc-

trine of "academic freedom" in New York. While no New York state or federal

court cases were found which dealt directly with claims of academic freedom, the

armband and flag salute cases discussed above shed some light on the Second

Circuit's view of academic freedom in public secondary schools. Despite the

protection granted in those cases it is doubtful the cases lend themselves to

much expansion beyond the facts of the cases themselves. In both cases the

court stressed that the teacher's exercise of free speech did not interfere with

the regular school program which was to be under the complete control of the

school board. If there was to be indoctrination in the schools, the school board

was the agency to define its purposes, content and methods. Thus the cases

represent only a protection of a teacher's right to make a personal *statement

about one issue and not necessarily protection of a right to control the content

of the school curriculum. At best the case; might permit the teacher to make

a non-intrusive personal statement about his beliefs as to a topic prescribed

by the board of education. Finally, the cases do not address themselves to the

issue of whether only political speech is to be protected or whether a similar

protection is to be extended to a teacher's espousal of such matters as the

theory of evolution. If non-political speech is to be protected, presumably

the protection extends no further than the protection to be given political

speech; but the protection may not go as far as that given political speech since

political speech may enjoy a special position in constitutional doctrine.

Given the extensive control a school board has over what the teacher

must teach, it thus also appears unlikely that a teacher could obtain standing
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as a teacher (as opposed to standing as a citizen or taxpayer--discussed below)

to seek review in the courts of the district's curriculum policy. Unless the

curriculum policy of the district directly affected the teacher in such a way

that he was "aggrieved," a simple concern with the wisdom of the policy would

probably be insufficient to achieve standing. (See for example, Semple v.

Miller, 38 A.D.2d 174, 327 N.Y.S.2d 929 (1972) in which the court denied standing

to state employees to challenge the closing of a state school in which they

worked.) Standing, however, might be recognized if districts policy were to

force the teacher to choose between obeying the school board and violating a

statute or constitutional provision, e.g., requiring the teacher to give in-

struction about the Bible that is not purely objective. (Epperson v. Arkansas,

393 U.S. 97 (1968).)

Obtaining standing before the Commissioner appears to be no easier task.

Only if the action of which the teacher complains directly affects the teacher

is standing likely to be granted. Thus in one case a court decided that

teachers who did not claim to represent the Communist Party were not to be

deemed aggrieved persons for purposes of complaining about a school policy which

proscribed the Communist Party as a subversive organization. (Adler v. Wilson,

203 Misc. 456, 123 N.Y.S.2d 806, aff'd 123 N.Y.S.2d 655 (1953).)

D. Teachers' Union

The Taylor Act (Civil Service Law, Article 14) assures teachers of the right

to negotiate collectively their terms and conditions of employment. (Sections

200, 203.) Section 201(4) further provides:

The term "terms and conditions of employment" means salaries, wages,

hours and other terms and conditions of employment, provided, however,

that such term shall not include any benefits provided by or to be pro-

vided by a public retirement system, or payments to a fund or insurer

to provide an income for retirees, or payment to retLree§ or their

beneficiaries, no such retirement benefits shall be negotiated pursuant

to this article, and any benefits so negotiated shall be void.
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Since the scope of negotiations is not precisely defined, the question arises

whether (1) districts may, if they wish, negotiate with unions over school cur-

riculum policy and (2) whether districts must negotiate, if requested to do so by

a teachers' union, the district's curriculum policy. The first question has not

been explicitly addressed by the courts or the Public Employment Relations Board

(,PERB, established by the Taylor Act) but the Court of Appeals has said that a

district may negotiate with regard to any subject if not expressly prohibited:

(Board of Education of Union Free SChool District No 3 of the Town of Huntington

v. Associated Teachers of Huntington, 30 N.Y.2d 122 (1972).) The second question

is more controversial, and roughly speaking the courts and PERB have answered

''no."

The following issues have been excluded by PERB as a mandatory topics

of negotiations: employment of subject specialists so as to assure students'a

minimum amount of instruction in art, music, science and physical education;

involvement of teachers in curriculum development; the role of guidance counselors;

and the decision by the district to furnish speech therapy services through a

contract with an outside center for speech disorders. (See Hearing Officers'

Decisions in Yorktown Faculty v. Yorktown Central School District, 7 PERB 4509

(1974), and Union Free School District No. 14, Town of Hempstead v. Hewlett-

Woodmere Faculty Association, 6 PERB 1520 (1973).)

Also excluded as a mandatory subject are such issues as the abolition of

140 teaching positions, or about 20% of the professional staff. With regard to

the last item the Board stated:

A public employer exists to provide certain services to its con-

stituents, be it police protection, sanitation or, as in the case of the

employer herein, education. Of necessity, the public employer, acting

through its executive or legislative body, must determine the manner

and means by which such services are to be rendered and the extent

thereof, subject to the approval or disapproval of the public so served,

as manifested in the electoral process. Decisions of a public employer

with respect to the carrying out of its mission, such as a decision to
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eliminate or curtail a service, are matters that a public employer

should not be compelled to negotiate with its employees. Here there

must be noted a substantial difference between private employers and

public employers, for the latter 'owe a very special obligation to

the public not owed by private employers...' (fn. omitted)

City School District of the City of New Rochelle v. New Rochelle Federation of

Teachers, Local #280, AFT, AFL -CIO, 4 PERB 3709, 3706 (1971).

The Appellate Division has upheld a decision of the board that class size

need not be a subject of negotiations:

Mandatory negotiation of numerical .class size would necessarily in-

volve mandatory, determinations of the number of classes, and ultimately

it would constitute negotiation of capital construction. This is not

to preclude the negotiation of the impact of the board's determination

of numerical class size must be a permissive item on the part of a board

of education.

West Irondequoit Teachers Association v. Helsby, 42 A.D.2d 808, 346 N.Y.S.2d

418,. 419 (1973). But with this quote the court left open the possibility of

indirect union control of curriculum policy. While curriculum policy and

matters directly related to the ability of the board to control the policy are

not the mandatory subjects of negotiations, the impact of board decisions upon

working conditions is a mandatory subject of negotiations. Thus, if a board

unilaterally decides that class size should be 100, it still must negotiate the

question of work load, that is, the number of teachers to be assigned to the

class. Similarly the massive budgetary cuts and the reduction of 140 teaching

positions in New Rochelle could be made unilaterally but the implications of

these decisions upon the work load of the remaining teachers had to be col-

lectively negotiated.

Despite the fact boards are not under any legal requirement to negotiate

curriculum policy, some New York unions have managed to get school districts to

do so. In New York City the union negotiated and obtained agreements on the

establishment of special schools and programs of compensatory education as well

as agreement on disciplinary policy. (See Section on New York City below.)
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Other districts have agreed that teachers are to play a special role in planning

and advising on basic educational policies, curriculum revision, and program

evaluation. (Board of Education of the School District of the City of Niagara

Falls, New York v. Niagara Falls Teachers' Association, 4 PERB 6628 (1970).)

To date the question of what item is a matter of management prerogative ,

and what is a "term or condition of employment," has been settled case-by-case.

In reaching their decisions, neither PERB nor the courts have offered any guide-

lines for deciding what item belongs in which category. What appears, however,

to be the underlying policy is the following: those items which directly affect

(and this is always a question of degree) the nature, quality and quantity of

the service being provided by the public schools, that is those matters have

the most direct bearing upon the experiences of children in the schools, are

not mandatory topics of negotiations; in contrast, those items or those aspects

411
of general policy which most directly affect whether an individual will become

and remain a teacher in a given school system--especially if the item can be

quantified in terms of money, and/or time--are mandatory topics of negotiation.

If this distinction is roughly accurate what it points to is an attempt by

PERB and the courts to strike a balance between the rights of the public as

represented by the board to maintain democratic control over those matters that

are most clearly a question of public policy, e.g., purposes and methods of

education, while recognizing the rights of the employees to attempt to in-

fluence those factors which serve to induce them to become and remain employees

of the schools.

E. Parents

The rights of parents to influence the curriculum of the school, beyond

411

the general right of participating in the electoral politics of the district,

can be divided into two categories: (i) Rights to obtain a remedy which affects

only the parent's child, and (ii) rights to obtain a remedy which affects other

children in the school.
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(i) The more important of the parental rights fall in the first category

and include the chance to appeal decisions of the school to assign their chil-

dren to specific courses and programs. As we have seen, the chance to appeal

does not necessarily assume any likelihood of prevailing--neither the Commis-

sioner nor the courts as discussed above are eager to intervene with regard to

such assignments of pupils. Parent's also have the right, under Education Law

Section 3210 and Commissioner regulation to obtain the release of their chil-

dren for one hour a week for religious education and exercises. And they may

seek to have their children excused from health and hygiene courses on religious

grounds. (Education Law, Section 3204(5).)

Parents of physically handicapped children (which includes children with

brain damage whether congenital or the result of an accident) have an important

additional means of assuring the provision of adequate services for their chil-

dren. Under Section 232 of the Family Court Act parents of such children may

seek an order from the Family Court charging the county (or a proper subdivision

thereof) with the costs of providing private educational services for the child

when the child is in need of "special educational training, including trans-

portation, tuition or maintenance, and, except'for children with retarded mental

development, home teaching and scholarships..." Courts in construing this

provision have stated that the term "special educational training" means that

the parent is to obtain a court order for money for private education only if

there is no public facility available to meet the child's needs. (Matter of

Richard C, 75 Misc. 2d 517, 348 N.Y.S.2d, 42 (1373).) Thus in seeking public

funds for private educational services, parents in effect mount a collateral

attack upon the adequacy for their child of existing public services.

The issue is joined when the county or other unit of government that

might be charged with the cost of providing the private education resists and

argues adequate public services are available. When this occurs, the family
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court is forced both to assess the educational needs of the child and the

adequacy of the available public services. The courts are thus thrown into the

position of being educational experts who must decide what is the appropriate

educational service for a given child.

In several cases this task has been simplified by the unusual features

of the case. In Matter of Peter H., 66 Misc. 2d 1097, 323 N.Y.S.2d 302 (1971),

petitioner's son had been enrolled for three and a half years in a public special

education class and had made no educational progress during the entire time.

Subsequently he was withdrawn and placed in a private special educational

school where he had "made remarkable progress at school, [had] gained a great

deal of self-confidence and now is much happier with himself." (p. 1099)

Petitioner sued for the payment of $1600 of the tuition (the State department

of education had under Section 4407 of the Educational Law already agreed to pay

for $2000 of the $3600 tuition). The County resisted the claim in the ground

that special educational services of the type needed by the child were about to

be offered starting in the fall of 1971 by the City of Mt. Vernon Board of

Education. The court decided to award the petitioner's claim saying it was

favorably impressed with the progress the child had made in the private school

and that it "cannot permit his entire future to be jeopardizeo by gambling on

a special educational system that has yet to prove itself." (p. 1099)

In Matter of Hilary M, 73 Misc. 2d 513, 342 N.Y.S.2d 12 (1972), Hilary

had been attending private school for three years and had been obtaining late

aid pursuant to Section 4407 as a result of a recommendation to the state by

the District Superintendent of schools of the First Supervisory District of

Erie County. The district superintendent refused to approve a similar applica-

tion for funds for the 1970-71 school year. The evidence indicated that 15

year old Hilary had made good progress in reading in the private school, that

the private school could offer him extra-curricular activities which the public
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program could not and that the private school provided him with 24-hour closely

regulated care. The public officials argued the extra-curricular activities

were not needed in this case, that the child could function in the public classes

and that at the minimum he would not be harmed by the public classes. In reply

the parents, as well as two court-appointed experts, said that Hilary needed the

24 hour care, and that the situation in the public school would be anxiety

producing for him since he would be forced to mix with normal children'when out-

side his special classes. The court granted the parent's request for the money

on the grounds that the public officials had not clearly established that either

Hilary had so improved in the private school he could now handle the public

school situation or that the public school services had so improved since

Hilary started in private school that he should be transferred.

The courts' decisions in the above cases were made easier by the fact

that either the child had attended the public school and made no progress and/

or attended the private school and made great educational progress. A more

difficult problem. is presented for the court when the child has had no ex-

perience with either .a public or private facility. Thus in Metter of Richard

C., 75 Misc. 2d 517, 348 N.Y.S.2d 42 (1973), Richard, who had been adjudicated

a juvenile delinquent several times, was released from Wassic State School

and his parents sought public money to support his attendance at a private school.

The city of New York resisted on the ground that if the petition were granted

every juvenile delinquent would qualify for Phillips Exeter Academy or the

Choate School." (p. 521) The court, however, granted the claim, apparently

because the state school officials testified that Richard needed a residential

facility and had only been released upon the understanding that he would attend

such a facility.

Thus, to date, some of the more difficult issues that could arise under

these statutory provisions have not yet reached the courts. For example, may
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a parent of a physically handicapped child obtain money for private services if

he has been enrolled in a public program, has made some progress but, say, not

as much as similar children located in private facilities? Does a claim for

public money lie only if the public services are totally ineffective? What if

the child has been enrolled in a public program, has made no progress from the

time he entered and there is no evidence to show that the available private

schools could in fact do any better? May the parent obtain state support on the

mere hope the private facilities may do a better job? Or must the parent first

enroll the child in the private school on the gamble he will make progress, then

once progress has been proven, seek public support through the courts? What

happens if the public schools argue that placement in the public school program

in which the handicapped child mixes with normal children is better psycho-

logically than separation in a special private program, whereas the parents and

their experts argue the child emotionally must remain separated from normal

children? In all these cases the court's problem is exceedingly difficult.

Having granted parents of blind, deaf, and physically handicapped chil-

dren the opportunity to demand that public schools provide adequate services

or that public money be provided for the support of a private education, the

question arises as to whether parents of other children--the mentally retarded,

"slow learners," emotionally disturbed, the exceptionally intelligent, and even

the normal child-- may not also claim equal treatment and the same opportunity

to find suitable educational services. In other words, does the possibility

exist that parents of other children successfully may mount an equql protec-

tion challenge to the state's denial to them of the rights granted exclusively

to parents of physically handicapped children? Such a challenge would have

to contend with the rational basis equal protection test pursuant to which

a legislative classification is not to be struck down unless wholly irrational.
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(Jefferson v. Hackney, 406 U.S. 535 (1972); San Antonio Independent School

IIIDistrict v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1 (1973).) Under such a doctrine it is

likely that the legislature could assert in a successful deFense that there

are rationally based distinctions between on the one hand, the blind, deaf

and physically handicapped and mentally damaged children and, on the other

hand, mentally retarded or educationally disadvantaged children. For

example, it might be asserted that while we have some knowledge as to how

to educate the physically handicapped, our knowledge as to how to educate

the educationally disadvantaged is considerably less. We should wait until

we know more about educating the educationally disadvantaged before recog-

nizing legally based claims for an adequate education. Indeed we already

have seen in McInnis v. Shapiro, 293 F. Supp. 327 (N.D. Ill. 1968), aff'd

sub nom. McInnis v. Ogilvie, 394 U.S. 322 (1969) that the courts have turned

down a claim that education constitutionally must be provided in accordance

with need. And the state might argue it at least has taken a partial step

toward assisting other kinds of handicapped children in Section 4407

pursuant to which the Commissioner may authorize state payment of up to

$2000 of educational expenses in a private facility for any kind of handi-

capped child for whom there are no adequate public facilities. Of course

the provision of $2000 still does not provide for completely equal treatment,

as normal children enrolled in the public schools get the full cost of their

education paid by the state whereas the $2000 may represent only part of the

tuition at a private school. (See MacMillian v. Board of Education of State

of New York, 430 F.2d 1145 (2 Cir. 1970).)

Perhaps a more fruitful approach for those not given any tuition or

only partial tuition to private schools would come through an attack based

on Article 11, Section 1 of the State Constitution which requires the state

to provide for the maintenance and support of a system of free common schools
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wherein all children may be educated. The phrase "wherein all children

Tabe educated" (emphasis added) seems to suggest that all children, regard-

less of special needs, must be provided programs pursuant to which they have

a reasonable chance of being educated. But the term "common schools" (emphasis

added) suggests that the schools to be established by the state need not

develop programs for the uncommon child. :;owever, the term may most naturally

be read simply to mean belonging equally to all, i.e., a place where all

children may go. Hence the provision might be read to require the state to

provide schools open to all where all may be educated. A program that is not

suited to the needs of certain children, then, is hardly a program that

satisfies the constitutional requirement that it be a school where all may

be educated. It would seem either the school program has to be changed or

tuition payments have to be provided to cover the full costs of a private

education suited to the needs of the child.

(ii) Parents are frequently interested in obtaining a change in school

policy which will affect other children besides their own. One way a parent can

act on this general concern is to seek judicial review of the policy. The

threshhold difficulty a parent faces, however (apart from the issues of scope

of review and the substance of the question raised), is the issue of standing.

On the one hand, in Zorach v. Clauson, 303 N.Y. 161, 100 N.E.2d 463, aff'd 343

U.S. 309 (1952) parents have been given standing to challenge a released time'

program under which students, could, if the parents so requested, be released for

no more than one hour a week to attend religious exercises and education at

private facilities located off the school grounds. In that case, the parents

who challenged the practice--which the courts found not to be violation of either

state or federal constitutional provisions prohibiting the establishment of

religion--were not directly affected by the policy. In Engle v. Vitale,
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18 Misc.2d 659, 191 N.Y.S.2d 45 (1959), aff'd 11 A.D.2d 340, 206 N.Y.S.2d 183

III
(1960), aff'd 10 N.Y.2d 174, 218 N.Y.S.2d 659, 176 N.E.2d 579 (1961), cert gran

368 U.S. 924 (1961), rev. 370 U.S. 421 (1962), parents also were given standing

to challenge on constitutional grounds the use in the schools of a state-

drafted prayer.

There is a difficulty, however, in placing too much reliance upon

these Establishment Clause cases for establishing the proposition that parents

can obtain standing to challenge on constitutional grounds curriculum policy

which affects all children in the school. The Establishment Clause is

unusual in that it explicitly defines a public or political injury so that

everyone has been wronged in their capacity as citizen. Although no one has

been wronged any more or less than any other person, the grant of standing

to parents in these cases is given because citizens are given a unique

IIIconstitutional protection in this one instance. Standing to raise an Estab-

lishment Clause challenge may be a unique feature under the Constitution;

standing to challenge state action under other provisions of the U. S. Consti-

tution is not so easily obtained. (United,States v. Richardson, 41 L. Ed.2d

678 (1974); Schlesinger v. Reservists to Stop the War, 41 L. Ed.2d 706 (1974);

Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U.S. 727 (1972); Flast v. Cohen, 392 U.S. 83 (1968).)

Having said this we should recognize the taxpayers, as will be

discussed below, have been having an increasingly easy time in New York

courts in obtaininj standing, especially with regard to challenges under the
4

state constitution. Thus, it maybe that parents would have as easy a time

in New York courts if they were seeking to overturn policy based on a pro-

viL:on of the state constitution. It would also seem parents would have

little difficulty in obtaining standing to seek review of school policies

pursuant to Article 78 out as the next case shows, the task may be more

difficult than first appears to be the case.
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Parents have had trouble obtaining standing to educational policy

on non-constitutional grounds. In Oliver v. Donovan, 32 A.D.2d 1036,

303 N.Y.S.2d 779 (1969), parents of children enrolled in Public School 27

sought a petition to compel the superintendent of schools to exercise

"informed discretion" to determine whether disciplinary hearings ought to be

brought against the principal of School 27. The parents charged the principal

with seventeen specifications of misconduct and incompetence. As to some of

the charges related to educational decisions made by the principal the court

ruled the parents had ro standing. "However, the remainder of the allegations

indicate that respondent Cooney [the principal] has tolerated and condoned,

physical abuse of students and has failed to take action against an allegedly

'alcoholic' school employee whose conduct is a continuing hazard to the health

and safety of the children of the school. No fewer than seven assaults against

children by school officials are alleged including several requiring medical

care and attention. it is contended that Miss Cooney, as principal of the

school has failed and refused to take disciplinary action against the school

employees responsible and has accepted patently inadequate explanations of their

conduct in complete vindication of their behavior." With regard to these questions

the court concluded the parents did have standing:

It is our view that this presents a judicially cognizable injury.

Petition has the duty to send her children to the public schools and

the concomitant right to expect that they will not be subject to physical

abuse and danger at the hands of the very school officials to whom

petitioner has entrusted her children. (citations omitted.) However,

parents do not enjoy a general power of supervision over the school

authorities. Complaints pertaining solely to matters within the ad-

ministrative expertise of the educational officials involved are not

judicial cognizable. Proper avenues of appeal are available and the

parent is constrained to employ them. (cf. Education Law Sec. 310).

On the other hand, where, as here, the parent alleges that her children

are daily being exposed to conditions which threaten their health,

safety, and welfare, a very different situation prevails. It is un-

necessary for petitioner to allege that any of her children have been

assaulted. In fact, it is the presence of impending or threatened
injury which is the very basis of standing to sue.
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Having said this, the court nevertheless dismissed the complaint Wthout

prejudice because it failed_to meet the degree of specificity required in

pleadings under Article 78.

There are several ways the distinction drawn by the court might

be characterized and explained. The court might merely have been drawing

a distinction between claims of injuries to legally protected interest of

the complaining individual (or his child), e.g., a right to be free of

negligently provided facilities and services, and other claims such as those

arising under the Establishment Clause. Second, the court might have been

drawing a distinction that rested ultimately on an understanding of the

limits of its own competence. Courts can easily, and have for some time,

been able to decide when school facilities and services have been provided

negligently so that the health and welfare of the child is in danger.

These kinds of decisions are not nearly-as difficult to settle as whether

purely educational decisions have been reached competently and without negli-

gence. Because of their felt lack of expertise, courts are reluctant to

review the schools' carrying out of their educational function as opposed to

what might be called the "host function," thus 'the courts have drawn a dis-

tinction and granted standing only in cases involving a challenge to a

school's handling of its host function. (The term "host function" is from

Stephen Goldstein, "The Scope and Sources of School Board Authority to Regu-

late Student Conduct and Status: A Nonconstitutional Analysis," 117 U. Pa.

L. Rev. 373 (1969). For a discussion of suing schools for negligence and

fraud in providing the educational program see Stephan D. Sugarmzn,

"Accountability Through the Courts," 82 School Review 233 (1974).)

Parents have had little trouble obtaining standing before the Commis-
/

sioner to seek review of general school policies with a view to obtaining a
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change in the policy as it affects all children in the school. (Matter of Scism,

11 Ed. Dept. Rep. 172 (1972).)

Parents have in the past tried other avenues of attacking school policy.

Thus, parents in the case In Re Skipwith 14 Misc., 2d 325, 180 N.Y.S.2d 852

(1958), refused to send their children to two junior high schools and prosecution

of the parents was sought by the school district on the ground of neglect. The

parents asserted by way of defence that both schools which were nearly all black

were educationally inferior to other schools of the city which were nearly all

white. The condition of inferiority the parents said violated the Equal Pro-

tection Clause and that for the court to force the parents to send the chil-

dren to these schools would be a further violation of the Clause. The court

agreed with the defense saying that to find the parents in neglect, then to

remove the children from the parents' custody and to fine and imprison the

parents for violating the compulsory education law would mean one arm of the

State--the Court--was blindly enforcing the unconstitutional denial of rights

by another arm of the State--the Board of Education. "These parents have the

constitutionally guaranteed right to elect no education for their children

rather than to subject them to discriminatorily inferior education." (p. 873.)

This conclusion rested upon ;.1 finding by the court that while the segregation

of the pupils was not the product of state action, nevertheless, the separation

of the races "creates factors inimical to the full and equal educational oppor-

tunities" and a finding that state action was the cause of the unequal quality

of the teaching staff available in these schools as compared to the schools

85% or more white. In the two junior high schools in question, as well as in

other junior high schools in which the student population was 85% or more

non-white, the teaching staff was typically made up of fewer licensed tcachers,

and more substitute teachers. Specifically the court found that in one of the
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junior high schools of 85 teaching positions there ware 43 academic vacancies

filled by substitutes, a percentage higher than found in the predominantly white

schools. Despite efforts by the district to correct these problems, the dis-

crepancy remained because under a school district policy teachers were allowed

to choose their assignments. The court ruled that the teachers could choose

their own assignment was no excuse for the board as it must be held responsible

for the choice of its agents.

The opinion forces the same choice on government that the Wyatt case

discussed above did. (See Section V.A.1.) Government must choose between

compelling a child to go to school and offering the child what is consti-

tutionally defined as an acceptable education, and letting him go. Thus two

courts have said that government may not incarcerate non-criminals without

411

providing them with something of positive benefit: simply because getting

these people- -the mentally retarded and children--out of the way may be con-

venient for the rest' of the pupulation but this is not sufficient justification

for such an invasion of individual rights. Both courts are speaking in the

grand tradition, which holds that society cannot sacrifice the rights of

some for the benefit of others.

But while this aspect of the decision makes sense, the Court's approach

to the definition of what constitutes an inferior education leaves something

to be desired. Second, the court rests the definition of an inferior educa-

tion upon the single measure of the number of regular licensed teachers versus

the number of substitutes in the school. It is not at all certain that this

one figure is either a proxy measure for a truly important factor contributing

to an inferior achievement score or that substitute teachers themselves are

a cause of lower achievement scores. Third, the board did argue it was

attempting to compensate for some of the problems in the schools by adding
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two remedial teachers to the school. This, and perhaps other efforts to be

made in the future, might overcome any detrimental effects of relying upon

substitute teachers; but by using the one measure of quality the court fore-

closed the use of these techniques for improving the program, and thereby

reduced the flexibility of the school board to meet the problem. Fourth, to

recognize the withdrawal of the students from all schooling as a technique

for combating inferior schools may result in innumerable parents doing the

same thing with the result of producing innumerable suits all relitigating

the same question if authorities insist on taking each parent into court.

Finally, the school district might simply choose not to prosecute parents

who withdraw their children from school thereby leaving the children without

a school, and avoiding any judicial review of the parental complaint. (Com-

ments here heavily based on Kirp, "The °oor, The Schools, and Equal Protec-

tion," 38 Marv. Ed. Rev. 635, 654 (Fall 1968).)

An ironical footnote to Skipwith is the case of People ex. rel. Williams

v. Shanker, 58 Misc. 2d 147, 295 N.Y.S.2d 10 (1968). in that case

parents whose children had been excluded from the public schools because of a

teachers' strike sought enforcement of the compulsory attendance law against the

union. The court found that the parents had no standing to bring the suit as

Section 3234 of the education law empowered only the Commissioner and boards of

education to enforce the law. What the court might also have mentioned is that

strikes by teachers in New York are illegal and that the legislature has es-

tablished procedures and institutions for handling an illegal strike. (Civil

Service Law, Article 14.)

F. Students

Students, like their parents have bee'n given no specific right as students,

to participate in control of school curriculum. Indeed, since most elementary

and secondary students are below voting age they do not even enjoy the general
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rights of citizens to influence school policy with their vote. But students are

not without any rights. Most importantly, like their parents, it appears that

under New York law students may at the discretion of the courts seek a review

in the courts of their assignment to a particular course or program even without

parental consent to such a claim for review. While Section 321 of the Civil

Practice Law and Rules bar minors from prosecuting an action in person or by an

attorney, Section 1201 of Article 12 provides:

Unless the court appoints a guardian ad litem, an infant shall appear

by guardian of his property or, if there is no guardian, by a parent or,

if the parents are separated, by the parent or other relative having

legal custody, and a person judicially declared to be incompetent shall

appear by the committee of his property. A person shall appear by a
guardian ad litem if he is an infant and has no such guardian or parent,
or if he is an infant or person judicially declared to be incompetent
and the court so directs because of a conflict of interest or for other
cause, or if he is .an adult defendant incapable of,adequate4 pro-
tecting his rights.

And Section 1202 provides that the court may appoint a guardian ad litem upon its

own initiative or upon the motion of an infant, if he is more tharfourteen, a

relative, friend, or any other party to the action ir a motion has not been made

under the preceding paragraphs within ten days after completion of service. T us,

while the law does not permit an infant to appear in court without assistance of

an adult, the infant may be allowed to appear without his parents' consent if the

court on its own initiative appoints a guardian ad litem or upon the motion of

the people mentioned in 1202.

The cases which have arisen involving these provisions have largely dealt

with wills, estates, and torts. But one recent case throws light on the extreme

breadth of the provisions and the real possibilities of a student obtaining stand-

ing in the courts without his parent's consent. In Byrn v. New York City Health

and Hospital Corporation, 38 A.D. 2d 316, 329 N.Y.S.2d 722 (1972) the issue was
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raised of the constitutionality of the recently adopted state law on abortion.

Subdivision 3 of Section 125.05 of the Penal law provided that an abortional act

is justifiably committed upon a female with her consent by a duly licensed

physician acting (a) under a reasonable belief that such is necessary to preserve

her life or (b) within 24 weeks after the commencement of her pregnancy. The

lower court granted a motion of Robert M. Byrn to be appointed guardian ad litem

for the infant "Roe" and all similarly situated members of a class of unborn

-Infants of less than 24 weeks gestation scheduled for abortion in public hospitals

under the operation and control of the defendant. The.lower court also granted

a preliminary injunction pending trial on the grounds the guardian had established

a strong likelihood he would ultimately prevail on the merits. In 'reversing the

Appellate Division concluded that the law was constitutional and the preliminary

injunction s:iould be denied. Before reaching that question, however, the

Appellate Division decided the issue of the propriety of appointing the guardian

ad litem. The court held the appointment was proper when made. (p. 323) In

reaching this conclusion the court discussed several issues having to do with

whether the case was a proper case for a class action, laches, and whether all

necessary parties were before the court. Those questions will not be discussed

here. As for the narrower issue of the interpretation of Section 1201 and the

appointment of a guardian ad litem, the court first disposed of the argument that,

the fetus was not a "person" with rights to which a guardian can protect. This

argument the court said went to the merits of the case and in an extraordinary

case of this sort the court was not going to try the merits before the appoint-

ment of a representative with standing to seek injunctive relief. (p. 322).
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As for the appointment of the guardian without notice to the prospective mothers

and putative fathers the court said: (p. 322)

.14

There is, however, a manifest conflict of interest between the

mother and the fetus about to be terminated. The father's consent to

the abortion is not required under the statute and the reasonable in-

ference is that he is either in accord with the mother's wishes or,

at least, not effectively opposed. A court is not required to wait

for the natural guardians to appeal before appointing a guardian ad

litem if to do so would constitute e danger to the infant's interests.

This case thus makes clear that when the courts deem it is in the interest

of the child to appoint a guardian ad litem to prosecute a case which the parent

is opposed to the child prosecuting, the courts will do so. Hence, a student

has no guaranteed access to the courts but it is within the courts' discretion to

provide such access. To this extent students may have an important way of influ-

encing the decisions of schools as to their placement in particular courses,

programs or schools.

The only real support students have for a claim to be involved in cur-

riculum policy is to be found in the pamphlet published by the State Education

Department entitled, "Guidelines for Students Rights and Responsibilities." At

the outset of the text the following statement is made: (p. 5)

Increasingly school authorities recognize the importance of student

participation in determining the nature of their education and are pro-

viding channels through which students can substantially contribute to

determining which courses are taught, the content of the courses, and

methods of evaluating both the courses and their own performance.

Obviously the degree of involvement is a function of age, grade,

maturity, and sophistication of students on one hand and the level and

complexities of courses on the other. However, even if the student at

a particular point is not skilled in content or curriculum design, he is

the customer and consumer, and his opinions as to impact or probable

impact of courses, course material and procedures can be extremely

important and deserve careful analysis and full consideration.

One constructive means of involving students in the planning and

evaluation of curriculum and instruction is a faculty-student curt.; um

committee composed of student, faculty, administrative, and board of

appointed representatives. Such a group could review existing cur-

riculum offerings and explore possible changes and additions on an annual

or other regularly established basis.
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only advisory, however, and is likely only to have an effect with

those districts already inclined to involve students in curriculum planning.

No cases were found discussing whether students could obtain standing

before the Commissioner if their parents did not join in the attempt to seek re-

view of a school policy. Presumably the generally more conservative policy of

the Commissioner with regard to granting standing points in the direction of a

denial of standing to students in such a situation. (See discussion below on

Taxpayers and Citizens.)

G. Taxpayers and Citizens

Other than having the opportunity to participate in the electoral politics

of the school district, taxpayers and citizens have few claims to authority over

the school curriculum. One vehicle available for the "community" officially to

influence curriculum decision-making is through advisory committees required to

be established in connection with approved occupational educational programs and

the receipt of extra state-aid pursuant to three categorical grant programs.

The grant programs provide money for educating pupils of limited English speaking

ability, and pupils with special educational needs associated with poverty, and

for the establishment of school-community interaction programs which should in-

volve development of exemplary programs and projects designed to demonstrate ways

of making a substantial contribution to the solution of critical educational

programs. (Education Law, Section 4601, 3602; L. 1971, ch. 708, Section 2; L.

1973, ch. 720; Commissioner's regulations Parts 149, 153, 154.) In all the

grant programs and the occupational education program the advisory committees

are to advise with regard to planning, operating and evaluating of che programs.

The membership of these advisory groups varies: the bilingual programs are to

be advised by people living within the community "having particular knowledge or
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experience relating to the educational needs of pupils of limited English speak-

ing abilitV1;(Reg. 154.4); the umbrella projects are to involve interested citizens

and groups, community school boards, community superintendents and school dis-

trict staff (Reg. 153.3(b)(9); the programs directed.to educational problems

associated with poverty are to involve citizens, parents, pupils and groups

within the community (Reg. 149.5(a)(9)). The advisory council in occupational

education must consist of at least ten members familiar with the vocational

needs and problems of management in the area, with occupational education, with

manpower needs, the educational needs of the physically and mentally handicapped,

and with the needs of the population to be served. (Educational Law, Section

4601(1).)

Beyond taking part in the electoral politics of the district and parti-

cipating on the advisory groups established by statute and Commissioner regulation,

citizens and taxpayers may attempt to seek review of a school district action or

inaction in the courts. The New York law of standing is relatively liberal. A

member of the public may obtain standing even when he is not directly and per-

sonally aggrieved if he raises an issue which is of interest to the whole com-

munity. (Andersen v. Rice, 277 N.Y. 271 (1938); see Carmody-Wait, 2d, Vol. 24,

Lawyers Co-operative Publishing Co., Rochester, N.Y. (1968) Section 145:255 and

cases cited herein.) in.Egan v. Moore, 36 Misc. 2d 967, 235 N.Y.S.2d 995, reversed

onother grounds, 20 A.D.2d 150, 245 N.Y.S.2d 622 (1963), a private citizen was

granted standing to seek to stop the State University of the State of New York,

Buffalo, permitting a ranking member of the Communist party, Herbert Aptheker,

to speak at the University. When the Appellate Division reversed the decision

to bar Aptheker, the court did so on the merits without reference to the question

of standing explicitly decided by the lower court.
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In Riesner v. Young, 198 Misc. 624, 100 N.Y.S.2d 488 (1950) a citizen

and taxpayer was given standing to challenge the eligibility list for ele-

Inentar,s44400l principals on the ground that the names had been placed on

the list on the basis of a field test and appraisal of record which was not

competitive, hence in violation of the state Constitution, Article V, Section

6, which requires civil service appointments to be based as far as practicable

upon competitive examinations. (Also see Andersen v. Rice, 277 N.Y. 271

(1938).)

However, in Baer v. Kolmorgen, 14 Misc.2d 1015, 181 N.Y.S.2d 230*(1958),

taxpayers were not allowed to bring suit to challenge the erection of a nativity

scene on school property. A parent in the school was given standing to seek a,

declaratory judgment.

Taxpayers in New York city seem to have obtained from the courts a basis

for standing generally denied to taxpayers in any other school district. While

in most cases taxpayers have been denied the use of General Municipal Law 51 to

challenge school acts (the law grants taxpayers the right to challenge the waste

of money by municipalities), on the grounds that a school district is not a

municipality within the meaning of the state (Schnepel v. Board of Education of

City of Rochester, 89 N.Y.S.2d 793, 195 Misc. 371, aff'd 94 N.Y.S.2d 838, 276

A.D. 943, appeal denied 96 N.Y.S.2d 309, 276 A.D. 1053, aff'd 302 N.Y. 94, N.E.2d

615)1951); but see, Stein v. Brown, 125 Misc. 692, 211 N.Y.S. 822

(1925), the Court of Appeals has given taxpayers in New York city the right to

use the statute to gain access to the courts. (Lewis v. Board of Education of

City of New York, 258 N.Y. 117, 179 N.E. 315 (1932).1 The decision

apparently was no accident for in a subsequent case, Lederman v. Board of Education

of City of New York, 95 N.Y.S.2d 466, 196 Misc. 873, reversed 96 N.Y.S.2d 466,

276 A.D. 527, aff'd 301 N.Y. 476, 95, N.E.2d 806, aff'd Adler v. Board of,Education

of City of New York, 342 U.S. 485 (1952), taxpayers were given standing to
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challenge the state's Feinberg and related laws designed to keep Communists off

the public payroll. (Civil Service Law, Section 12-a(c); Educational Law,

Section 3022) The question of standing was explicitly decided by the trial

court in favor of taxpayers in that case and against the teachers with regard to

whom the law was directed. (At the time of the trial no teacher had yet been re-

fused employment because of his beliefs.) When the Appellate. Division reversed

the decision of the trial court which overturned the law on constitutional

grounds, it, as neither did any of the subsequent courts reviewing the case, in-

cluding the Supreme Court, made no reference to the issue of standing. (The

Adler case was ultimately in effect overruled by the Supreme Court in Keyishian,

t

t

92.. cit.)

Why taxpayers in New York City are permitted to sue under General Municipal

Law 51 while other taxpayers are not is not clear. In the original case extending

the statute to New York City taxpayers (Lewis y. Board of Education 'of City of

New York, supra), the Court of Appeals laid stress upon the facts that the school

district was fiscally dependent upon the municipality, that the funds of the dis-

trict are in the custody of the municipality, and that appointments to the Board

are made by city officials. But a basic case denying the extension of the same

statute to other districts involved the school district of Rochester which also

was fiscally dependent upon the city. Perhaps the fact that the members of the

board were not appointed by city officials made the difference. In any event,

since the time of Lewis and Lederman decisions, the governing relations in New

York City have undergone a drastic change as a result of the adoption of the

new decentralization law. (See discussion of law below.) While the entire sys-

tem remains fiscally dependent and the city board members are today still

appointed, every community board, which enjoys considerably autonomy, is elected

locally. Whether these developments undermine the decisions giving New York

City taxpayers standing under Section 51 is not clear.
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Finally we need to take note of an important recent decision which

overruled a line of precedent which had held taxpayers lacked standing to

challenge the constitutionality of enactments of the state legislature.

(St. Clair v. Yonkers Raceways, 13 N.Y.2d 72 (1963); Matter of Donohue v.

Cornelius, 17 N.Y.2d 390 (1966); Posner v. Rockefeller, 26 N.Y.2d 970 (1970).)

In Boryszewski v. Bridges, Docket No. 266 (Slip Opinion) the Court of Appeals

decided it was necessary to bring in line the doctrine of standing as it

applied to challenges to actions of local government and the doctrine of

standing as it had developed with regard to challenges to enactments of the

legislature. The court said in liberalizing the standing doctrine that it

made little sense to exclude taxpayers from the courts when every effort was

being made to encourage taxpayer involvement in government. (Ironically,

denying taxpayers standing might be the better way to get taxpayer involve-

ment in the political process.) And the court said it should no longer exclude

the very people who were most likely to want to invoke the courts' powers.

From all these cases we may conclude that taxpayers apparently will

have no trouble in obtaining standing to challenge state or local policy on

educational matters if the challenge is based on a provision of the state

constitution. We have also seen in one case, Egan v. Moore, 22: cit., that

a taxpayer was given standing in a non-constitutional case to challenge a

decision of a state university. How generous courts will be in the future

in granting standing in non-constitutional cases dealing with the school

curriculum, however, remains to be seen. We have seen that parents have had

trouble in obtaining standing in such non-constitutional cases and presum-

ably the task would be even tougher for the ordinary taxpayer or citizen

who can claim no unique injury which differentiates him from anybody else.

At least the parent can claini an injury which sets him apart from all other

taxpayers if not from all other parents.
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In contrast to the success taxpayers and voters have had in gaining

access to the courts, individual\ttaxpayers, voters, and taxpayer associations

have had no success in gaining access to the Commissioner. Over the years

the Commissioner has consistently denied these petitioners standing as an

"aggrieved" party within the meaning of Section 310 when they raise issues

with regard to which they as taxpayers or voters have no nexus. The Commis-

sioner has not been willing to open his offices to those taxpayers and

voters who simply want to raise an issue of public importance which does not

directly affect them as taxpayers or voters. (Matter of Donovan, 72 St.

Dept. File No. 5670 (1952); Matter of Lebanon Valley Taxpayers Association,

74 St. Dept. 6 (1953); Matter of New York State School Nurse-Teacher Asso-

ciation, 4 Educ. Dept. Rep. 142 (1965).) The Commissioner has not explained

his policy, an effort we might have expected of him in light of the liberal

standing law of the courts.

VI. New York City

In 1969 in the aftermath of a brulsing controversy over the Ocean Hill-

Brownsville Demonstration Project, the state legislature adopted a school de-

centralization law for New York City that provided far less local control over

education than the proponents of decentralization sought. Nevertheless, as

drafted the law creates the potential for "community control" within a complex

federal framework. The formal arrangements in New York thus are sufficiently dif-

ferent from the prevailing pattern of the state that a statement describing the

arrangements with emphasis on the control of curriculum is warranted.

All the state laws substantially controlling curriculum in the schoolS,

Section 3204, remain in effect but to the existing instit'itions for the

control of curriculum the legislature has added new internal arrangements for

New York City. At the city-wide level the Chancellor, who is to be hired by the

city board, has the power and duty to: (Education Law, Section 2590)

(8) Promulgate minimum edcuational standards and curriculum re-
quirements for all schools and programs throughout the city district,_,
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and to examine and evaluate periodically all such schools and programs
with respect to

(i) maintenance of such educational standards and curriculum
requirements and

(ii) evaluation of the educational effectiveness of such
schools and programs; in a manner not inconsistent with the policy
of the city Board.

The policies established by the Chancellor must be approved by the city board.

(Education Law, Section 2590-G.) Beyond these general powers over curriculum

the Chancellor is required to control and opdrate (i) academic and vocational

senior high schools until such time as they may be transferred to appropriate

community boards; (ii) all specialized senior high schools; (iii) all special

education programs and services conducted pursuant to the chapter prior to the

effective data of the article; (iv) any city-wide programs which regularly pro-

vide services to a substantial number of persons from more than one community-

district (but community districts may offer similar services within the district).

Additionally, the Chancellor can start new schools of the type just listed sub-

ject to certain requirements of consultation with the community boards.

(Education Law, Section 2590-h(1) and (2).) Presumably these program respon-

!Abilities of the Chancellor are subject to the control of the city board as it

is given the power to "determine all policies of the city district " (Education

Law, Section 2590-g.)-

Community districts, which are to be governed by a community board and a

superintendent, are given the following powers and duties: (Education Law,

Section 2590-e.)

Each community board shall have all the powers and duties, vested by
law in, or duly delegated to, the local school board districts and the
board of education of the city district on the effective date of this
article, not inconsistent with the provisions of this article and the
policies established by the city board, with respect to the control and
operation of all pre-kindergarten, nursery, elementary, intermediate and
junior high schools and programs in connection therewith in the community

district. The foregoing shall not be limited by the enumeration of the
following, each community board shall have the power and duty to:
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(3) determine matters relating to the instruction of students,
including the selection of textbooks and other instructional materials;
provided, however, that such textbooks and other instructional
materials shall first have been approved by the chancellor.

And Section 2590-i(14)(d) gives community boards the authority:

(d) in the case of special funds allocated to the city district on
a formula basis, to submit proposal to the chancellor for a review as to
form only and prompt transmittal to the funding agency; provided, how-
ever, that in the case of such special funds community boards shall not
be considered local educational agencies; and provided further that the
total amount of such proposals submitted by any community board shall not
exceed the amount of an apportionment made by the chancellor on the basis
of a formula determined by the city board, after considering the re-
commendations of the chancellor and after consultation with community
boards and the mayor, which formula reflects the same educational and
economic factors as the formula for apportionment of such special funds
to the city district;....

Further, each community is to receive its non-categorical funds according to an

objective formula established annually by the city board but once having obtained

its money the community boards are to make changes in the allocation of its own

budget without prior approval of the city board or chancellor under general rules

established by the city wide administration. (Education Law, Section 2590-i(8).)

As noted, basic control at the community board level over curriculum

is vested in the community board which in turn may delegate such administrative

and ministerial powers as appropriate to the superintendent, who in turn may

delegate his powers and duties to subordinate officers and employees. Education

Law, Section 2590-f(1)(b).) This explicit authorization to sub-delegate is a

unique feature of the decentralization law which does not appear in the enabling

acts of the other school districts in the state. Apparently the provision is

designed to help assure the possibility of further administrative decentrali-

zation of the New York school system.

Finally, in an important departure from arrangements for ele internal

governance of other school districts in the state, section 2590-d provides:
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Each community board shall adopt and may amend by-laws, including but

111
not limited to the following requirements:

(1) that there shall be a parents' association or a parent-teachers'

association in each school under its jurisdiction;

(2) that the board, the community superintendent and the principal
of each school shall have regular communications with all parents'

associations and parent-teachers' associations within the community

distritt to the end that such associations are provided with full
factual information pertaining to matters of pupil achievement, in-

cluding but not limited to: annual reading scores, comparison of the

achievement of pupils in comparable grades and schools, as well as the

record of achievement of the same children as they progress through the
school; provided, however, Oat such record and scores shall not be dis-
closed in a manner which will identify individual pupils.

The Chancellor is also given the power and duty to "Establish a parents' asso-

ciation or a parent-teachers' association in each school under its jurisdiction to

the extent practicable." (Education Law, Section 2590-h(15).) In addition to

these provisions, community involvement is mandated by Sections 2590-e(11) and

2590- (i)(2) which call for public hearings prior to submitting to the Chancellor

proposals for construction, remodeling or enlargements of buildings and prior to

submitting a proposed budget.

It was inevitable that parents' associations and parent-teachers' asso-

ciations having been established by law would seek pursuant to these provisions

standing in the courts and before the Commissioner--an achievement other such

groups had not been able to achieve. (See above.) But to date these groups have

been successful only to the extent that they may seek to enforce in the courts or

before the Commissioner the rights explicitly granted them in the decentralization

law. They may not in other words, obtain standing to seek review in areas in

which they have no statutorily defined role. (Parents Association of Public

School 222k v. Community School Board of Local School District, 66 Misc. 2d 21,

111
319 N.Y.S.2d 864 (1971); Matter of P.T.A. of Samuel J. Tilden High School, 12 Educ.

Dept. Rep. 177 (1973).) Also by way of dictum in Parents Association of Public
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School 222k the court said the association did have standing to seek the con-

struction and enforcement of Section 2590-e and any by-laws of the board dealing

with the association's role in school affairs. (p. 25) The Commissioner also

appears Willing to extend the right to obtain standing for similar purposes to

parent and teacher associations attached to schools run, not by a community

school district, but by the city school board despite the fact that no statutory

provisions grants these organizations any rights whatsoever. (Matter of P.T.A.

of Samuel J. Tilden High School, 12 Educ. Dept. Rep. 177 (1973).)

Section 2590-1 gives the Chancellor authority to enforce all applicable

provisions of law, by-laws, rules or regulations, directives and agreements.

Hence this section gives the Chancellor the authority to enforce the minimum cur-

riculum requirements established by himself and the city board. The Chancellor

may,enforce his orders by supersession of the community board with respect to

those powers and duties of the local board deemed necessary to ensure compliance

with the order and by suspension or removal of the community board. The

community board or any suspended or removed member may appeal to the city

board. (Education Law Section 2590-1)

Under Section 2590-g(10), the city board is to act as an appeal board to

hear such appeals as the "commissioner of education, shall, by regulation determine.'

The Commissioner's regulations establish that the board shall hear appeals with

regard to orders of the Chancellor pursuant to Section 2590-1. (Commissioner Reg.

113.2.) And Section 113.25 of the regulations permits an appeal to the Commis-

sioner by any party aggrieved brthe final determination of the city board.
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[What the statutory scheme does not explicitly determine is when "an

aggrieved person" complaining of an action taken by a community board must seek

first a determination of the issue by the Chancellor, and then the city board

acting as an appeal board before going to the Commissioner, and courts. Presum-

ably on some issues the internal system of appeals must be exhausted prior to an

appeal either to the Commissioner or the courts. in other cases perhaps an appeal

might be taken directly to the Commissioner because the Chancellor and city board

lack the authority to deal with the problem. And in yet other cases an appeal to

the courts first is warranted because neither the Chancellor, city board, or

Commissioner have the authority to deal with the issue.]

As was stated at the outset, the new decentralization law created the

potential of community control; the extent to which that potential would be realized

depended upon whether the Chancellor and city board were willing to exercise

restraint in the use of the authority they were given under the law. The studies

to date indicate a mixed picture. On the one hand, a survey of community board

members and parents indicated they experienced few conflicts with the central

board and Chancellor over curriculum or "indicated that these conflicts were

less pronounced than those in personnel and budget." (Marilyn Gittell, et. al.,

School Boards and School Policy: An Evaluation of Decentralization in New York

City (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1973), p. 80.) On the other hand, an

article critical of the Chancelor and school board, while agreeing that the Chan-

cellor and city board have not used their authority to set minimum education stan-

dards in,a way effectively to control local curriculum (indeed, minimum standards

have been set only for health and drug abuse education courses), pointed out

several ways in which the Chancellor and board have hampered complete local con-

trol. (Michael A. Rebell, "New York's School Decentralization Law: Two and a
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Half Years Later," 2 J. of Law and Education 1, 8 (1973).) First, the city board

has continued the practice of establishing an approved textbook list from which

community boards are to choose, as well as allowing schools and districts to re-

commend for approval to the Chancellor other books and materials. The city board

bases its claim of a right to carry out this policy upon the provision quoted

above, which gives the community districts the authority to select textbooks

which "shall have first been approved by the chancellor." The Rebell article

argues this arrangement "inverts the statutory scheme which clearly implies that

textbooks should be chosen in the first instance by, the community boards, subject

to the approval of the Chancellor." (p. 8)

Until the practice was stopped by a New York state court, the city board

also mandated that the community districts use a substantial portion of the funds

they received from Title I
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965

for the continuation of certain programs which had been established prior to the

decentralization law. The court barred the central administration from continuing

this requirement basing its decision on an interpretation of Section 2590-i(14)(d)

which, quoted in full above, provides that the city district may review programs

funded by such grants "as to form only." (Community School Board, District 3 v.

Board of Education, 66 Misc. 2d 739, 321 N.Y.S.2d 949 (1971) aff'd 38 A.D.2d

1932 (1st Dept. 1972).)

Of importance to note in connection with the use of Title I funds, for

programs that pre-dated decentralization, the largest portion was devoted to the

More Effective Schools [MES] program. Under this program a number of elementary

schools in the ghetto were given the extra Title I funds so as to provide smaller

classes, small group instruction, extra equipment and a full-time staff of social
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service professionals. This program was established as part of a collective

agreement with the United Federation of Teachers [UFT] and the court opinion in

effect said the city board (which is the agency under law with which the UFT is

to bargain) couldimot contract away control over these federal grants. The Rebell

article also points out that the City Corporation Counsel had said the agreement

on MES was not binding on the city as the provision appeared in the preamble of

the contract and not in the body and that educational innovation and experi-

mentation were matters about which the city board could not legally negotiate.

(p. 10, note 25 citing Op. Corp. Counsel #107317, July 1971.)

As has previously been discussed, the Taylor Act by itself does not pre-
..

clude a school board from negotiating curriculum policy, hence it is not entirely

clear that the opinion of the Corporation Counsel is correct if we consider only

the Taylor Act. But the decentralization law may have in effect wrought a change

in the Taylor Act provisions on the scope of negotiations, so that the city board

is not merely not required to negotiaite riculum policy but it also is not

permitted to do so. If the city board were permitted to negotiate detailed

curriculum policy with the UFT, thereby withdrawing effective control of cur-

riculum from the local boards, it could in this way totally subvert the intent

of the decentralization law. At best it would appear that the decentralization

law permits the city board to negotiate only minimum educational standards, a

matter explicitly within the control of the city board. What exactly "minimum

educational standards" are is not clear but presumably the phrase refers to

general rules and criteria (1) that are applicable to all the community districts;

and (2) that still leave room for the exercise of discretion by the community

boards. These formal criteria of what a minimum standard is then provide the

parameters of city board authority to negotiate with the UFT over curriculum

policy.
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The third way in which the city board has limited the local community dis-

tricts has been by retaining "all available curriculum research funds for the

numerous central bureaus which pre-dated decentralization." (p. 15.) As a

consequence of this policy, the community districts are without funds with which

to carry out research on curriculum innovation.

It might also be noted that the reviews undertaken of the implementation

of the decentralization law reveals that the community districts are in fact

operating a multiplicity of experimental and innovative educational programs.

But many of these programs pre-date decentralization; there is no indication

that these innovative programs have affected the basic educational program of the

districts touching the large bulk of the children; and all standardized test scores

indicate that the achievement level of the students continues to be low.

(Gittel, off. cit; and Melvin Zimet, Decentralization and School Effectiveness

(New York: Teacher's College College Press, 1973).) The obstacles to wide-

spread and more effective changes appear, however, to be factors other than lack

of community authority and interference from the city board and Chancellor.

(Zimet, p. 117.)

Has decentralization meant an increase in community involvement in educa-

tional planning and what has been the effect of Section 2590-d quoted above? One

assessemnt by Marilyn Gittel and several associates discerned three types of

community boards - change-agent boards, active boards and status quo boards. Only

two boards were placed in the change-agent category and these two boards also did

make efforts to involve parent associations and the community in decision-making.

As for one of the boards, the repot states that parent associations and PTAs
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became a "fulcrum" in the decision-making process on several issues including cur-

riculum development. (p. 108) Six boards were placed in the active category.

Among these districts the report indicates differences in the kind and degree of

community involvement ranging from merely full implementation of the hearing re-

quirements imposed by statute to consultation to program innovation as a direct

result of parental involvement in the schools. Twenty-three districts were placed

in the status quo category. Many of these districts are governed by boards

dominated by whites with the result they are unrepresentative of either the dis-

trict population as a whole or the school Population. The result is frequent

hostility between board and community and little community involvement in the

schools. Even when a predominantly white board governs a predominantly white dis-

trict the extent of community involvement was found to negligible.

Another study of specifically Community District #7 noted as to community

involvement that the parents' association and PTA were most useful as training

grounds for community leaders and board members but it seemed to suggest more

influence was exercised on the board by organized interest groups. The central

way in which the community was represented was through the diverse membership on

the board. This fact lead to severe conflict within the board on ethnically

sensitive issues, e.g., bilingual education which the Puerto Ricans cared about

while the blacks wer; indifferent or hostile. Largely informal mechanisms kept

the board in touch with the various ethnic and organized interest groups. Also

much of the work of the board was done in executive session and out of view of

the community. At the school building level efforts had been made even to get

parents involved in textbook selection but the report concludes progress has been

slow. All in all the report finds a substantial shift of power away from the

professional staff to the community board and the community, but the central

board remains a dominant factor. (Zimet)
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Both studies summarized here are impressionistic and make no effort to

use a quantified measure of community involvement, influence or power. As a con-

sequence one comes away from both studies with the impression that the question of

the degree of community involvement has not yet been fully dealt with. At best we

can say at this time that in some districts because of factors not well identified

or measured it does appear decentralization has resulted in significant new com-

munity involvement.

The most significant development appears, however, to be the creation of

the community boards of education themselves. These boards are elected according

to an election system called "proportional representation" which in theory is

designed to assure that all reasonably sized groups will be assured of some

representation on the board in contrast to the typical at -large election system

under which a majority of the voters can control every seat on a school board.

(Section 2590-c(6).) The reviews of the decentralization law indicate that the

proportional representation system has only been partially effective in achieving

its purposes. Many districts have elected boards with an ethnic-racial make-up

rather different from the district. (The failure of the boards to be represen-

tative seems to be the product both of voter apathy, deliberate voter refusal to

become involved in the elections, and efforts by the UFT to elect its own can-

didates to the boards. In the May 1973 election the UFT backed candidates in

19 of the districts and saw 93 of 171 seats in the districts filled with union-

backed candidates. (New York Times, May 8, 1973).) In other districts the board

has become a focus of conflict because it was representative of the conflicting

ethnic groups within the district. (See commonets on District #7 above.)

In sum, decentralization does not appear to have "brought the community

into the school" or the "school into the communi.ty" but has created a new in-

110 stitution--the community board--through which conflicting values may be resolved.

To date the nature of the process spawned by the establishment of the boards is

consistent with the kinds of political processes found in other school districts.
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The community boards seem to function about as well as other school boards and

if there has been more visible and he,ted controversy in some districts, that seems

to be a logical outcome of the sheer heterogeniety of some of the districts. The

boards have not on the whole reversed the general pattern of American politics

of rather low political participation by vast bulk of 'the citizenry. Hence in the

long run it seems doubtful that decentralization in New York will significantly

change the usual relationship found in most school districts between the com-

munity and the professional staff. That usual relationship might be summarized as

professional staff control over most of the details of school policy, ,perhaps as

well as over some of the "medium" range policy decisions, with the general com-

munity values and mores providing the outer constraints which shape the long-term

policy of the schools.

Similarly, the studies to date do not indicate that the decentralization

effort has resulted in vast changes in curriculum policy. This fact is consistent

with the continued aNd important role of the professionals who largely remain the

same people who worked in the system prior to decentralization. Perhaps in the

long term as turnover occurs in the professional staff, and professionals who

shire backgrounds, interests and goals more closely with the community they serve

come into place, we shall see an evolution in the methods of instruction and the,

nature of the materials used if not the goals of the educational program. The

goals of improving the basic skillsin reading and arithmetic are likely to

remain unchanged.

VII. Private Education

A. Parents and State: Standards.

The number and different kinds of statutes regulating the parent's

guardianship of the child is large: neglect laws; compulsory education laws;

abuse laws; support laws; criminal laws; welfare laws; and custody laws. For
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these purposes, attention will be paid to the compulsory education laws and

neglect laws as these are the most central to the question of state regulation

of the parent's educational efforts.

Section 3205(1)(a) of the Education Law requires minors with certain

exceptions from six to sixteen to attend upon full time instruction.

Section 3204(1) permits the child to attend at a public school "or elsewhere."

Taken together Sections 3204(2) and 3210(2) require the child attending other

than a public school to "attend ,for at least as many hours, and within the

hours specified therefor" and require the instruction to be substantially

equivalent "to the instruction given to minors of like age and attainment at

the public schools of the city or district where the minor resides."

(As noted below the mechanisms for enforcing these standards are weak and

do not include any sort of mandatory licensing for private schools.)

The parent pursuant to Section 3212 (b) and (d) "shall cause such

minor to attend upon instruction as hereinbefore required..." and "shall

furnish proof that a minor who is not attending upon instruction at a public

or parochial school in the city or district where the person in parental

relation resides is attending upon required instruction elsewhere. Failure

to furnish such proof shall be presumptive evidence that the minor is not

attending." To whom proof must be furnished is not clearly established but

presumably it is to the public school district in which the parent resides,

since Section 3234 charges the local school districts with the enforcement

of the compulsory attendance laws:

The commissioner of education shall supervise the enforcement

of part one of this article and he may withhold one-half of all public

school moneys from any city or district, which, in his judgment,

willfully omits and refuses to enforce the provisions of part one

of this article, after due notice, so often and so long as such

willful omission and refusal shall, in his judgment occur or continue.
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Other provisions authorize local districts to hire supervisors of attendance,

attendance teachers and attendance officers. As for the duties of these "truant

. officers," Section 3212 almost with tongue in cheek provides: "To the end

that children shall not suffer through unnecessary failure to attend school for

any cause whatsoever, it shall be the duty of each attendance teacher and each

attendance supervis)r to secure for every child his right to educational

opportunities which will enable him to develop his fullest potentialities for

- _ .

education, physical, social and spiritual growth as an individual and to provide

for the school adjustment of any non-attendant child in cooperation with school

authorities, special school services and community social agencies." A parent

who is in violation of these laws is subject to a small fine or short prison

term. (Education Law:Section 3233.)

The neglect laws offer two definitions of a neglected child. Section 312

defines a neglected child as a male less than sixteen or female less than eighteen

whose parent does not adequately supply the child with, among other things,

education. Section 1012 defines a neglected child as a child less than eighteen

(1) whose physical, mental or emotional condition has been impaired
or is in imminent danger of becoming impaired as a result of the failure
of his parent or other person legally responsible for his care to exer-
cise a minimum degree of care.

(A) in supplying the child with...education in accordance with
the provisions of part one of article sixty-five of the education law
[the provisions outlined in the preceding paragraph of the text above]

If a child has been determined to be neglected the court has wide discretion in

fashioning an order to suit the needs of the case, including removal of the child

from the parent's custody.

Whereas the Family Court Act provisions cited immediately above do not make

neglect a crime, Section 260.10 of the Penal law does create the crime of "en-

dangering the welfare of a child" which a person is guilty of when

(2) Being a parent, guardian or other person legally charged with the
care or custody of a male child less than sixteen years old or of a
female child less than eighteen years old, he fails or refuses to exer-
cise reasonable diligence in the control of such child to prevent him
from becoming a "neglected child,"...as [this] term [is] defined in
articles three and seven of the family court act.
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This brief statutory review reveals the overlap among the provisions: a

violation of the compulsory attendance laws also amounts to a violation of the

neglect laws. However, a violation of the neglect laws can occur without a

violation of the compulsory attendance laws even in situations related to the

education of a child as when a parent is charged with neglect because of his own

..

"immoral" behavior. Thus in Matter of Anonymous, 38 Misc. 2d 411,

(1962) the court found the children had been neglected because the mother,

separated from the father, had on several occasions entertained male companions

for large parts of the day, and overnight, in the presence of her five children.

In reaching a conclusion of neglect, the court provided this analysis of the law:

Statutes often define in general terms. Decisional law particularizes

and refers to a given set of facts. The statutory definition of neglect

therefore, being in general terms, has resulted In a dearth of cases re-

ported; and the tendency has been to leave'it to the Judge in a particular

case to make his own decision as to whether or not there is neglect,

based upon the particular and unique set of facts in the case at bar.

It therefore has- devolved upon the courts to establish the moral sstan-

dards to be followed by person to whom is entrusted the care and custody

of children. And never has there been a greater need for the courts to

maintain a high level of moral conduct than exists today. This' court

intends to give more than lip service to the principle that the fabric

of society is composed of the family unit and when the family unit is

damaged, the fabric of society suffers. Our courts will continue to

insist upon a high level of moral conduct on the part of custodians

of children, and will never succumb to the "Hollywood" type,of morality

so popular today, which seems to condone and encourage the dropping of

our moral guard. We have not yet reached the point where, when parents

who have tired -.of each other's company, may be free to seek other com-

panionship with complete disregard of the moral examples they are setting

for their children. This is the crux of the case at bar. (p. 412)

The contrast to the reaction of Judge Marcus L. Filley in the previous case,

by Judge Ralph E. Cory writing in In Re T, 64 Misc. 2d 28, 314 N.Y.S.2d 480 (1970),

could not be greater. In the case of T, the mother was charged with neglect for

a variety of reasons (promiscuity, drug use, excessive drinking), but the court

found that eithe'r the testimony against the mother was not creditable or that

what she did, did not amount to neglect ("There is no proof that the mother had

an excessive drinking problem, although there was some evidence that she drank
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beer to excess, but far from conclusive to show it resulted in neglect of her

children." (p. 1+86.) Judge Cory also observed:

A mother does not have to be an expert in the care and bringing up of

children. She is not required to be a Dr. Spock. She is not required

to be a professional nurse. She is not required to be the neatest house-.

keeper in the world. The mother's conduct may not have been perfect, and

she exhibited a flair for a semi-hippie life. Who is going to judge the

mores of the community today?...

These cases demonstrate that the neglect laws insofar as they permit state

intervention on behalf of a child because of the "moral" education he is re-

ceiving are not well defined and leave the courts with enormous discretion to

determine when there has been neglect.

The standard for making a judgment under the compulsory education laws (and

thus also under the-neglect) laws is somewhat more specific insofar as a reference

point is made to the public school program in the district in which the child

410
lives. The interpretation of the standard-the education must be substantially

equivalent to that in the public schools--becomes an issue in two types of cases:

(i) those cases in which the parents have educated the child at home; (ii) those

cases in which the child has been enrolled in a private school often under the

control of a religious organization. In both kinds of cases, the burden of proof

of compliance with the compulsory education law rests with the parent.

In the first class of cases the parents have generally avoided conviction

for several reasons. The courts have not required that the parent who educates

hips child at home have a teaching certificate. (People v. Turner, 227 A.D. 317

98 N.Y.S.2d 886 (1950).) At the same time the courts appear not to have examined

too closely the actual extent to which home education was "substantially

equivalent" to the education offered in the local public districts in which the

children resided: the facts outlined in the opinions are at best sketchy suggesting
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the courts have looked only at the number of hours of instruction and the text-

books used but not each of these factors is looked at in each case. (In Re

Meyers, 119 N.Y.S.2d 98 (1953); People v. Turner, 227 A.D. 317 98 N.Y.S.2d

886 (1950).) Only in one case were the pupils tested to determine their

level of achievement. (Matter of Walker v. Foster, 69 Misc. 2d 400 330 N.Y.S.2d

8 (1972).)

Those parents involved in the second class of cases, all decided prior to

Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972) have been less successful. In People v.

Donner, 199 Misc. 643, 99 N.Y.S.2d 830, aff'd 278 A.D.. 704, 103 N.Y.S.2d 3757 (1951),

aff'd 302 N.Y. 857, 100 N.E.2d 48 (1951) appeal dismissed, 342 U.S. 884 (1951),

the children were enrolled in a private school devoted exclusively to the study

of Jewish Law, the Talmud and the Bible. The court concluded the children

were not receiving an education substantially equivalent to that available in

the public schools and ruled that despite the claim of religious liberty the

secular law must prevail. To let a religious claim prevail would open the door,

the court reasoned, to claims for all kinds of exemptions by any number of pos-

sible religious groups. Similarly, in Auster v. Weberman, 198 Misc. 1055,

100 N.Y.S.2d 60 (195), aff'd 278 A.D. 656, 102 N.Y.S.2d 418 (1951), aff'd

302 N.Y. 855, 100 N.E. 47 (1951), appeal dismissed 342 U.S. 884, aff'd 278

A.D. 784, 104 N.Y.S.2d 65 (1951), the court ordered the father who had custody

of the children to comply with the compulsory attendance law or lose custody

of the children to the mother of the children. The father, as in the prior

case, had enrolled the children in a Jewish parochial school. And in Matter

of Currence, 42 Misc. 2d 418 248 N.Y.S.2d 251 (1963), the mother removed

the child each week from the public schools from Wednesday afternoon through

Thursday morning, the sabbath of the religious sect to which the mother belonged.
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During that period the child attended a denominational school which had not been

licensed or approved by the public authorities. With no further analysis, the

court concluded the child was neglected.

Of importance in these cases was the fact that the children involved were

of elementary school age and the courts, without saying so, had balanced the

interests of the state in assuring elementary aged children of a basic secular

education against -the parental claims of religious freedom. As to analyzing the

risks involved in granting an exemption, however, either the opinions are silent

or they dwell upon an exaggerated parade of horribles including the fall of the

rule of law in the face of claims of exemptions by every imaginable religious sect.

Given these facts, it is unlikely even in a post-Yoder world that these decisions

would come out differently.

There are several possible explanations for the generally different out-

comes between the two classes of cases. First, it may very well be that the parents

who were instructing their children at home actually did provide an education

substantially equivalent to that which was offered in the public schools whereas

the religious schools for religious reasons deliberately avoided providing such

equivalent instruction. Secondly, the parents who kept their children at home

often did so for reasons, which if adopted by other parents, did not threaten

either the educational system or the system of laws. For example, in one case

the parent instructed the. child at home because no transportation to school was

provided by the schools, the parent had no way herself to take the child to school

and it was too dangerous for the child to walk by herself.. (In Re Conlin, 130

N.Y.S.2d 811 (1950.) In contrast, in the cases involving private

religiously oriented schools, exemptions from the compulsory education laws were

which

being sought for reasons,/if accepted LI, the court, threatened to become a basis

for many other claims for exemptions. Finally, in the home instruction cases,

the courts seem simply to have been sympathetic to the problems of parents in-

volved.in the case, whereas the courts in the private school cases evinced no

sympathy for the parents' viewpoint or position. 786
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B. Parents: Right to Aid

Parents of certain handicapped children under various provisions of the

Education Law have the right to seek financial support for their children in

private schools. Several of these provisions have been previously discussed.

(See above discussion of Family Court Act, Section 232; Education Law, Section 4407.)

Mention should also be made of Education Law, Section 912 which provides in part:

The voters and/or the trustees or board of education of a school dis-
trict, shall provide resident children who attend schools other than pub-
lic with all or any of the health and welfare services and facilities,

including but not limited to health, surgical, medical, dental and
therapeutic care and treatment, and corrective aids and appliances, authorized
by law and now granted or hereafter made available by such voters and/or
trustees or board of education for or to children in the public schools
inso far as these services and facilities may be requested by the authorities
of the schools other than public....

Despite the language in the statute stating that such services must be requested

by the private school, several cases have recognized the claim of parents seeking

enforcement of the section. In Cornelia v. Board of Education, 36 A.D.2d 576,

317 N.Y.S.2d 785, aff'd 29 N.Y.2d 586, 324 N.Y.S.2d 314, 272 N.E.2d 896 (1971),

the public district was ordered to provide the child a course in speech therapy.

And in Greve v. Board of Education of Union Free School District No. 27, 72 Misc.

2d 791, 339 NY.S.2d 697 (1973), the services of an itinerant teacher who

"provide[d] instruction in auditory trdning, speech reading, language and speech

development and supportive education or tutorial assistance in curriculum areas

indicated by the individual needs of each student," were ordered to be provided

to Micheal Greve. The court construed the term "therapeutic" as used in the

section to include services given in an "effort to mitigate the effects of the

deprivation and to permit them [handicapped children] to lead a life which

resembles that led by a physically normal child..." (p. 701). Thus the court

rejected the claim of the school district that only services directed to correct-
In

ing an underlying medical defect must be provided. /any event the court pointed

out the statute says there shall be provided "the health and welfare services
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and facilities, including but not limited to health, surgical, medical and

therapeutic care and treatment..." (Emphasis in the original.) (p. 702)

This provision of the Education Law can be seen as part of the general

effort of the legislature to assure all children of an adequate education defined

in terms of the quality of the education provided by the local public school

district in which the child resides. Put differently, the legislature has

attempted to implement the standard to which it holds the private school by

requiring the public system to make these limited services

C. Private Schools: Mechanisms of Regulation

Prior to the Packer Institute decision discussed above, private schools

were regulated under mandatory licensing requirements. Since that law was

struck down for failure to incoporate sufficient standards, the regulation of

private schools has been undertaken in four ways. First, Section 3234 places

the burden of enforcing the compulsory education laws upon the local public school

districts, hence the superintendent of these districts has the responsibility of

determining if private schools are providing instruction which is substantially

equivalent to that available in the public schools. In practice, however, these

inspections are seldom made and if done so is a most cursory manner. Also, on

request the state department will aid in any equivalency appraisal.

If a local school superintendent rules that the program of a private school

is not meeting the substantially equivalent standard, an appeal may be taken to

the Commissioner and then to the courts. The review by the courts will be based

upon the arbitrary and capricious standard, thus the chances of obtaining a

reversal of the Commissioner are slight. (Green Valley School v. Nyqpist, 72

Misc. 2d 889, 340 N.Y.S.2d 234 (1971).)_ Of interest here is the_question of the
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standing of the sr.hool to seek review. Under one argument the school lacks

standing as a determination that the education provided is not substantially

equivalent affects not the school but the children and parents who thereby

become vulnerable to prosecution under the compulsory education laws. On the

other hand, the result of such a ruling may have the effect of driving the

school out of business if the school does not change its program and parents

remove their children from the school. In these circumstances the school is

very much affected and may be given standing. These matters were not discussed

in the Green Valley case since when the school appealed to the Commissioner

his decision was that he did not have to reach the issue of whether the program

met the substantially equivalent standard as the school was an out-of-state

corporation which had not obtained authority in the first place to operate

in the state. The court sustained the Commissioner's conclusion.

Secondly, in order to meet the standard of substantial equivalence, pd-
.,

vate schools must offer those courses which consist of the basic school program

for all students in the state-set forth in Section 3204, the Commissioner's

regulations as Well as those courses specifically required of public and private

schools, such as the study of the United States and New York State constitutions.

(Education Law, Section 801; Commissioner's Regulations Part 100.)

Thirdly, private schools which are foreign coporations not organized

under the laws of the State of New York may not conduct business in the state

unless authorized by the Commissioner. (Not-for-Profit Coi-popation Law, Section

1301, and 404; Green Valley School v. Nyquist, op. cit.
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Fourthly, a private school which wishes to incorporate in the state must

receive its charter from the Board of Regents. (Education Law, Section 216.)

Once the school has been incorporated it becomes one of the institutions of the

University (Education Law, Section 214) and becomes subject to the control and

regulation of the Board of Regents. (Education Law, Sections 209, 210, 215.)

There is no indication that the Board of Regents undertakes any sort of systematic

regulatory effort.

Finally, private schools may voluntarily register with the Board of Regents.

(Board of Regents Regulations, Sections 3.23, 3.30, Part 13.) Registration brings

with it both some benefits and some obligations. The obligations include having

to file an annual report and the seeking of re-registration every five years.

To become registered the school must satisfy all the minimum requirements for

New York schools but obtaining accreditation from the regional accrediting

association is often taken as sufficient proof of compliance. The benefits to

the school include bring able to hold itself out as "registered," being able to

offer Regents examinations and a Regents diploma. (For more information contact,

Appleton A. Mason, Executive Director, New York Association of Independent

Schools, (518) 463-0240.)

At one point the department of education attempted to circumvent the fact

that it could not compel private schools to register by placing obstacles in the

path of children attempting to enter public school from unregistered kindergartens.

Public school officials were given the discretion as to whether to place

in the first grade or kindergarten a child from an unregistered kindergarten

even if that kindergarten were offering a program substantially equivalent to

that offered in registered non-public schools and the public school kindergarten.

Children from private, but registered kindergartens, were to be placed in the

first grade. A court in Jokinen v. Allen, 15 Misc. 2d 124, 182 N.Y.S.2d 166

(1958), struck the regulation down as a violation of the Equal Protection Clause.
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D. Parent Against Parent: Standard

Conflict between parents over the education of their children reaches

the courts in the following ways: Suits by one parent to enforce an ante-nuptial

agreement in which the parents as part of their divorce agreed to the proper

educational program for the children. (Ramon v. Ramon, 34 N.Y.S.2d 100 (1942);

Ex Parte Kananack, 272 A.D. 783 69 N.Y.S.2d 889 (1947); Martin v. Martin,

308 N.Y. 136, 123 N.E.2d 812 (1954); Paolella v. Phillips, 209 N.Y.S.2d 165

(1960).) Such agreements are binding upon the parents and will be enforced

by the courts. Secondly, the conflict may surface when one parent seeks to

obtain custody of the child from the other parent on grounds that the child

is being educated in violation of the compulsory attendance laws. (Matter of

Weberman, 100 N.Y.S.2d 60, 198 Misc. 1055, aff'd 102 N.Y.S.2d 418, 278 A.D.

656 (1951); aff'd 100 N.E.2d 47, 302 N.Y. 855 (1951), App. dis. 342 U.S. 884 (1951),

aff'd 104 N.Y.S.2d 65, 278 A.D. 784 (1951).) Finally, the issue may be raised

when one parent sues the other for continuation of support payments for the

child's education or for an increase in payments. The most difficult support

cases arise when the mother seeks to provide the child with a private education

ora college education while the father resists having to pay support for such

an education program. (Borden v. Borden, 130 N.Y.S.2d 831 (1954); MacFadden v.

MacFadden, 17 N.Y.S.2d 118, 173 Misc. 85, rev. 263 A.D. 844, 33 N.Y.S.2d 815

(1942); Herbert v. Herbert, 98 N.Y.S.2d 846 (1950). Generally speaking the

courts do not oblige the father to support the provision of private schooling

or college, but the results can vary from case to case depending upon the

income of the father and the particular needs of the children.
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1

While courts have been and are willing to deal with parental conflicts

over a child's education in these situations, the general rule for New York courts

is that they will not intervene into the internal affairs of families that have

not yet dissolved. This proposition was established by the Court of Appeals

only after two lower courts had intervened in a case marked by an unusual conflict

between the parents. Blanche Sisson, the mother of eight year old Beverly brought

suit alleging that Beverly was a neglected child. Mrs. Sisson, who was an invalid

and bedridden, alleged that her husband, Howard, with whom she lived in a common

home, had for some time now been bringing Beverly up within a religious sect,

Megiddo. Without the mother's consent, the father had taken Beverly from the

home for weekends devoted to religious activities as well as for longer periods of

time. The child was expected to dress in dresses with longer sleeves and hemlines

than the prevailing fashion, was not permitted to listen to the radio, and was re-

quired to commit over five hundred biblical verses and other texts to memory.

As a result of the training the mother alleged the child had become estranged from

her mother, even telling Mrs. Sisson at one point that the person who first taught

her the Megiddo religion was "her mother."

The case first went to Children's Court which found that pursuant to the

neglect statute then in effect the child was not neglected. (Matter of Sisson,

152 Misc. 806, 274 N.Y.S. 857 (1934).) Next the mother tried the

Supreme Court and there the court ordered that exclusive custody and control of

the child be awarded to the mother on the ground this was in the best interests of

the child. (

On appeal, the Appellate Division modified the order to assure equal and joint

custody of the child by both parents, hence Howard Sisson was prevented from

taking Beverly out of town to the Megiddo Mission without consent of the mother

nor to take the child from the home for more than two hours at a time and then
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only after personal notice to the mother of the intended absence and of the pur-

pose and destination of the proposed excursion. (People ex. Rel. Sisson v. Sisson,

246 A.D. 151,

On appeal the Court of Appeals reversed the Appellate Division and wrote:

(People ex. Rel. Sisson v. Sisson, 271 N.Y. 285, 287 (1536))

The court cannot regulate by its processes the internal affairs of the

home. Dispute between parents when it does not involve anything immoral

or harmful to the welfare of the child is beyond the reach of the law.

The vast majority of matters concerning the upbringing of children must
be left to the conscience, patience and self restraint of father and

mother. No end of difficulties would arise should judges try to tell

parents how to bring up their children. Only when moral, mental and
physical conditions are so bad as seriously to affect the health or
morals of children should the courts be called upon to act.

The decision of the Court of Appeals is too brief to be fully satisfactory.

We are told that the facts of this case do not warrant court intrusion and are pro-

vided a standard for mudicial review of these problems so general as not to be

helpful, namely court Intervention is permitted only when the parental dispute

seriously affects the health or morals of the children. The most useful informa-

tion which the standard provides is that New York courts are, unless the case in-

volves extreme danger to the child, not to be available for settling family dis-

putes over the religious education of a child.

F. Child Against Parent

New York law gives to the parents extensive control over a child and his

education. First, parents are deemed to be the guardian of their children. Second,

the compulsory education laws directly impose upon the child a duty to attend upon

full time instruction. .(Education Law, Section 3205(1)(a).) In turn it is the

duty of the parent to assure that the child is in compliance with this provision.

411 (Education Law, Section 3212.) A child who does not comply with the law and his

parents' instructions is subject to several other provisions. First, he may be

declared a "school delinquent" and with parental consent.can be placed in special
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schools or classes for school delinquents. (Education Laws, Section 3214.)

Additionally, the Family Court on the motion of the parent may declare the child

to be a "person in need of supervision" [P.I.N.S.] if he violates the compulsory

attendance laws, is incorrigible, ungovernable or habitually disobedient and

beyond the lawful control of parent or other lawful authority. (Family Court Act,

Section 712.) If a child is labeled as a P.I.N.S. the Family Court has wide dis-

cretion in framing an appropriate order including confining the student to a state

institution. Even the penal code permits a considerable use of physical force:

(Penal Law, 35.10.)

The use of physical force upon another person which would otherwise con-
stitute an offense is justifiable and not criminal under any of the follow-
ing circumstances:

(1) A parent, guardian or other person entrusted with the care and super-
vision of a minor or an incompetent person, and a teacher or other person
entrusted with the care and supervision of a minor for a special purpose,
may use physical force, but not deadly physical force, upon such minor or
incompetent person when to the extent that he reasonably believes it
necessary to maintain discipline or to promote the welfare of such minor
or incompetent person.

Finally, in a recent case the Court of Appeals gave parents yet another

method by which to exercise control over their college age children. For reasons

that pre-dated the case in the Court of Appeals, Mary Roe, a 20 year old University

student, was under the control of a court appointed guardian while her college ex-

penses were being paid by her father, a prominent New York attorney, John Doe.

Mary Roe attended college in Louisville, but contrary to her father's prior in-

structions and without his knowledge moved out of the college dormitory to take up

residence with a female classmate in an off-campus apartment. When the father

learned of the deception he cut off all further support. Continuing to ignore her

father's demands, Mary sold the automobile her father gave her and lived off the

proceeds of the sale.
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Suit for continuation of the educational support payments was brought by

Mary's guardian against the father. The Court of Appeals in denying the claim for

support said: "The father has the right, in the absence of caprise, misconduct

or neglect, to require that the daughter conform to his reasonable demands.

Should she disagree, and at her age that is surely her prerogative, she may elect

not to comply; but in so doing, she subjects herself to her father's lawful wrath.

Where, as here, she abandons her home, she forfeits her right to support." (Roe

v. Doe, 29 N.Y.2d 188, 194, 324 N.Y.S.2d 71, 272 N.E.2d 567 (1971).) To hold

otherwise would be to allow, at least in the case before us, a minor of-

employable age to. deliberately flout the legitimate mandates of her father

while requiring that the latter support her in her decision to place herself

beyond his effective control." (p, 193)

In sum, New York law provides the parent with an extensive arsenal for con-

trolling his child from.birth through college. During the period in which the child

is of compulsory school attendance age (6-16), the parents' control is backed-up .

with a variety of coercive state laws. Once the child is employable, after 16,

thus beyond the compulsory attendance laws, the ability to cut off support becomes

0

possible. In other words, nothing in Roe v. Doe suggests that the decision is only

applicable to 20 year old students in college: parents of 16 year old children who

drop out of school and are employable and effectively emancipate themselves from

their parents also may not be able to claim support fromIheir parents, despite

the requirements of Domestic Relations Law, Section 32 which makes a parent liable

for support until a Child is 21.
1

This last point is underscored by a New York policy to draw a distinction

between parental duties toward a child under 16 and a child over 16. Criminal

responsibility for support ceases when a child becomes 16. Penal Law, Section 260.5;

also parents under New-York law are required to contribute the support of a minor
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under 16 institutionalized following a determination and order of the Family Court

adjudging the child "delinquent or a person in, need of supervision. (Family Court

Act, Section 233) A parent is not required by law to contribute to the support

of wayward minors, age 16-21, or youthful offenders, age 16-19 who may be in-

carcerated. (Penal Law, Section 913) Also once a child is beyond the compulsory

attendance.age of 16,only under special circumstances does a parent incur any

further obligation t'o,assure he attends upon some, instruction. (Education Law,

Sections 3206, and 3212-.)

l
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VIII. Summary and Conclusions

This concluding section is divided into three parts: (A) The Public

Schools Generally; (B) New York City; and (C) Private Education.

A. The Public Schools

The state constitution. and legislation place only broad substantive

restraints and guidelines upon the ,state and local officials who control the

curriculum in the public schools. In,fact, the provisions in the state con-

stitution touching upon the free exercise and establishment of religion, as

interpreted in the past by New York courts do not impinge upon administrative

discretion. Article 11, Section 1 may only prbvide in the future a basis for

`doctrines assuring pupils of a minimally adequate education. Legislatively

adopted provisions are more significant insofar as they establish alternative

minimum program requirements for different classifications of pupils. In this

respect particularly the legislature has given the state the role of assuring

that the educational needs of certain groups of pupils are attended to, such

as the handicapped and non:English speaking. Taken together, these legislative

provisions suggest an overall state policy of assuring children an education

from which they'may benefit. The substantive requirements imposed upon local

districts by the Board of Regents and Commissioner, are somewhat more precise

and operationalized as a result of the Regents' examinations and. syllabuses;

these requiremehts somewhat further constrain local district discretion. Other

provisions like those affecting the administration of personnel policy also

constrain but leave the local district substantially free'tosinnovate and im-

provise. Districts largely may determine the content of the courses they must

offer, may provide additional courses, may select the methods of instruction

and adopt a program of instruction which is not neutral insofar as it is

supportive of the United States, and the present President and his policies,

or a prevailing local culture.
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The most important participants in the formation of curriculum policy are

the local school boards, who are assisted by a superintendent and other employees.

These local boards, because of the at-large elections systems used in the state,

are dominated by "majority factions" to the exclusion of influence of "minority

Junctions." (James Madison,

Because elections at the local district level are staggered, however, Lt is

possible that at different elections different majorities may influence the

outcome of the elections: thus when one set of board seats is up for

election at one time, the converging political forces may lead to the election

of one kind of board member whereas a different convergence of forces leads to

another kind of board member being elected at another time. Because the terms

are staggered, it meaos different groups may obtain representation on the board

at different ejections with the result during that period that the terms of

the different board members overlap; several groups may have representation

simultaneously. But even under this system it has been difficult for even

large minority groups to obtain representation on school boards.

These arrangements, particularly the emphasis upon local controt and the

legislature's emphasis upon classifying pupils for purposes of providing them

different kinds of education, results in a compromise between a state-wide

uniform education for all children and individualized instruction tailored to

the interests and needs of each child. By creating broad classifications of

pupils subject to differential treatment, a step toward individualized in-

struction has taken place. And by placing the basic control of the education

of, for example, non-English speaking pupils, in the discretion of the local

districts a further variety is made possible since non-English speaking pupils

may be treated to a different program in different districts. All children

of a given classification in a given district may be exposed to the same
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curriculum, hence the variation between pupils is of two sorts: between types

of children within a district and between school districts.

Assuring 'ariety between school districts itself represents another

kind of compromise between state-wide majoritarian control over education and

letting each identifiable group control the education of its children. By

organizing the control of education in terms of geographic units, some recog-

nition is given to group interests in controlling educational policy to the

extent district boundary lines coincide with location of identifiable groups.

However, to the extent these boundary lines include within the area more than

one identifiable group, to that extent control of policy is given to an over-

riding majority or a majority made up of minorities which have reached an

understanding. (See Alexander Bickle, The Supreme Court and The Idea of

Progress, p.

At the same time, school boards are subject to several different kinds

of devices to provide a check and constraints on this potential for variety.

The Commissioner on his own motion may establish policies constraining and

directing local district policy. Unions may attempt to press for concessions

on curriculum policy, but, since curriculum policy is not a mandatory topic of

negotiations, the board may refuse. Yet because the impact upon working con-

ditions of a given curriculum policy is a mandatory topic of negotiations, unions

do have an opportunity indirectly to affect curriculum policy. Parents, students,

individual teachers, taxpayers, citizens and interest group organizations have

no-special rights to control school curriculum except through the political

process.. If those attempts fail, and a conflict exists between these groups

and the school board, resort to the Commissioner and the courts is possible.

Although the Commissioner has it in his power to establish a broad

definition of who has standing to appeal to him and to impose his own conception
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of the proper policy upon the local district, he has generally refused to do

either. His definition of who has standing to seek review limits review only

to those who have been in fact directly affected by the local board's policy.

And the standard of review adopted by the Commissioner is the same standard of

review imposed by statutes upon the courts--a standard of review the courts

have said is not binding upon the Commissioner.

The courts for their part have been constitutionally assured a minimum

jurisdiction to review both the Commissioner and local districts. The legis-

lature in attempting to rationalize and simplify the minimum jursidiction

granted the courts, opened the door to a judicial determination that its juris-

diction has been expanded. The courts have taken the opportunity aggressively,

to assert jurisdiction both over the Commissioner and the local districts. As

part of this general expansion of judicial power, the courts have been fairly

liberal in granting standing to sue to a variety of possible litigants--parents,

teachers, taxpayers and perhaps even students sueing without parental consent.

But while the courts have been aggressive in seeking to expand their juris-

diction they have been more restrained in the exercise of their review powers.

In particular the courts, as has the Commissioner, refrained from intervening

on matters directly or indirectly involving school curriculum policy. Local

districts have been given unfettered discretion to control their curriculum:

they are not forced to work under sharply defined and harshly imposed

judicially developed principles. The districts are left free to experiment.

Thus, the control of curriculum policy is today open to significant

political influence in the broad sense of the term political. (Political

considerations are probably an important part of the restraint exercised by the

Board of Regents and Commissioner and perhaps even the courts whose judges

are elected.) Since local boards are free of detailed legislative
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constraints,detailed directions from the Board of Regents and Commissioner, and

judicially forged principles, the way is open for majoritarian process to have

their sway at the local district level. In the realm of curriculum policy at

least, there seem to exist no anti-majoritarian devices to protect groups and

individuals with policy views on curriculum which run counter to the view of

the majority on the school board. Curriculum appears to be one of the few

areas in which notions of individual rights have not led to the establishment

judicially imposed principles or procedural mechanisms, or electoral devices

designed to balance the interests of the majority and the minority.

But there is potential for significant change in the existing arrange-

ments. First, in terms of the allocation of roles, the system could be more,

centralized if the Board of Regents and Commissioner more vigorously exercised

their authority. At the same time, the system could be more decentralized if

the local districts were willing to involve more parties in decision-making.

Districts could negotiate curriculum policy with the unions. They could

delegate more authority to parents and individual teachers and they could in-

volve students in the formation of curriculum policy. All these possibilities

exist within the existing legal framework without a change in any statute.

Changes could also be realized through a series of court suits seeking:

to assure students of a minimally adequate education; to force the provision

of such programs as bilingual education; to challenge the use of curriculum

materials on motivational grounds; to assure students some modicum of procedural

due process before being assigned to particular courses and programs; to pro-

duce greater parental involvement in the assignment of pupils to courses and

programs on a theory based on the parents rights to control his child's

education; and to stop heavy handed indoctrination efforts; as well as to

stop departures: from observing neutrality in the presentation of current issues

of public policy.
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Whether such suits would be successful in New York depends upon several

factors including a willingness by the courts to infer important values not now

explicitly stated in either the New York constitution or the statutes of the

state. But inferring such values is a traditional judicial function. Next,

the courts would have to be willing to develop approaches to judicial review

that rely less heavily upon determining if the local action was without

rationality, i.e., whether the policy in fact contributed tothe proposed end.

The courts would have to examine the motivation of the districts in certain

instances (John Hart Ely, 522. cit.) and adopt a mode of review which asks

-whether the local policy sweeps too braodly, or unnecessarily impinges upon

those important values inferred by the court from the State Constitution and

legislation. If the local policy fails this test, it might be struck down as

an abuse of discretion, an improper weighting of the contending values.

Finally, the courts would have to be willing to examine more closely the

factual basis upon which school policies are based. This might be done even

under the "substantial evidence" standard as that standard for reviewing facts

does not support judicial acquiescence in whatever an agency may do. Even the

minimum quantum of judicial review suggested by the substantial evidence test

does require the agency to come forward with some proof of the facts upon which

it relied. A mere claim of educational, expertise should not be sufficient to

pass court muster. Finally, since many of the suits suggested above are based

on a non-constitutional theory, courts would have to recognize the difference

between their role when analyzing the constitutionality of a law versus the

degree to which discretion has been abused. The constitution of the state and

nation provide the minimum levels of protection which must be afforded certain

values. A state is free to provide a greater degree of protection to those

same values, and to the extent it can be inferred from state policies that
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certain values, e.g., rights of parents to control their child's education,

or neutrality in the presentation of current issues of public policy, have been

given greater protection by the state, to that extent court review should be

more vigorous. Judicial review in non-constitutional cases does not have to be

as restrained as in constitutional cases.

B. New York City

The federated system of New York City represents one kind of innovation

in governance that does attempt to take into account the problem of majority and

minority interests. "Three devices are embodied in the decentralization law

which address the problem. First, the use of proportional representation is a

step in the direction of trying to assure broad representation on the community

boards. As was indicated because of a variety of political factors, the sys-

tem has not always worked. But at least proportional representation opens the

door to the board somewhat wider than do at-large elections. Secondly, the

presumed active role of the city-wide chancellor and city-wide board in cur-

riculum policy also provides a checking device on the local boards. Dis-

gruntled parents can seek a review from the chancellor and board on curriculum

matters and because of the statutorily imposed duties with regard to curriculum

these officials cannot easily avoid their responsibility by simply saying the

problem is one committed to local control. Finally, the decentralization law

took one small step toward greater parental involvement in the decision-making

processes of the community districts by requiring the community boards to

establish certain parental groups to which the boards must report. Here again a

door is open for even those parents who constitute a minority viewpoint to

obtain access to school politics. None of these arrangements guarantees that

any and all groups will achieve at least some of their curriculum policy goals,

but they do improve the odds.
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C. Private Education

The two central problems in state regulation of private educational

effort is the question of standards and mechanisms of regulation. The dilemma

the state faces is one of assuring that children are receiving an adequate

education, defining what an adequate education is, and finding mechanism for

implementing the standard without at the same time trampling upon the rights

of parents to control the education of their child or eliminating the oppor-

tunities for experimentation and flexibility that are among the most important

advantages of private educational efforts. New York has struck the balance in

a peculiar way. On the one hand, it has adopted a standard which, if fully

implemented, could easily trample upon parental rights and stamp out experi-

mentation and diversity. The standard--that private education must be sub-

stantially equivalent to the educational efforts made in the local public

school district in which the child lives--permits diversity only to the extent

public school programs differ from place to place. But since public school

programs are in substantial respects alike, imposition of the standard would

lead to a similar sameness in private education efforts. At the same time,

by forcing parents to provide an education substantially equivalent to that

in the nearby public schools drastically restricts the freedom of the parent to

control his child's education. What saves the system from realizing such a

result is the mechanism of enforcement, namely, voluntary registration with

the state department and supervision of private educational efforts by the

local public school system. Since the public school systems are neither well

equipped nor inclined strictly to enforce the standard, private schools are

importantly left free of constraint.

State regulation of private efforts has not worked out quite so happily

for the parent under the neglect laws. As discussed above the neglect laws
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are so vague that they permit drastically different sets of standards to be

applied by family court judges. The result is both a potential for a severe

imposition of alien values upon a parent by a hard-nosed judge and for all

principles of formal justice to be violated as like cases get drastically dif-

ferent treatment from court to court.

Internal family disputes over the education of the child go largely un-

supervised by the courts or the state legislature unless the problem becomes

so severe as to amount to a problem of neglect.

Finally; it might be noted that this review of New York curriculum law

has revealed several possible ways in which parents might seek through courts

suits state funds for the support of their children in private schools.

Emerging notions of a right to a "free" education based on Article 11, Section I

provide one means of attack, as well as do equal protection arguments. These

suits also provide an indirect method for calling into question the adequacy

of the existing public school programs.
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I. Constitution*

Our discussion ok tow the Massachusetts Constitution bears on

curriculum is relatively short. There have been no-right-to-education

decisions drawing on the Massachusetts Constitution as a source of

authority. In addition, because Massachusetts courts have narrowly

construed both state and federal constitutional guarantees of individual

rights in the public school context, Massachusetts litigants have in-

creasingly turned to federal forms, where, obviously, their presentIent

of claims enphasize federally created rights.

For example, the First Circuit Court of Appeals held, in Richards

v. Thurston, 424 F. 2d 1281 (1st Cir. 1970), that the expulsion of a

student for violating a school grooming regulation was an unlawful de-

privation of liberty; the court rejected the opposite conclusion reached

by the Supreme Judicial Court five years earlier in Leonard v. School

Committee of Attleboro, (349 Mass. 704, 212 N.E. 2d 468 (1965) , a case

with substantially the same facts.)1 There is a long line of cases in

which the Supreme Judicial Court has upheld the expulsion and suspension

of school children. That pattern of decision can be seen as a paring

down of the dimensions of any state-created right to education, or as

a statenent that enforcenent of conventional values is an appropriate

part of the educational process. However, we think it can best be under-

stood as the applications of the Court's long-standing rule of non-

interference (absent the most egregious violations of law) in the "dis-

cretionary" decisions of local school officials. Consequently, our

In Massachusetts, the highest state court is the Supreme judicial

Court; the legislature is the General Court.
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review of these cases is reserved for Section 5, dealing with the

authority of local districts.

The remaining topic in state constitutional law, as it affects

school curriculum, is authority allocation. The constitution imposes

on the legislature the duty fe maintain public schools.2 By its failure

to mention any substantive guidelines, or to create any coordinate in-

stitutions for supervising public education, the document vests plenary

authority in the legislature to shape the public school curriculum. The

legislature has, in turn, delegated most of its curriculum policy-making

per to school committees. It has created a statewide education agency,

but one with little control over instruction. Unlike the situation in

states with constitutionally established state education agencies, or

with constitutionally prescribed patterns for textbook selection or

other forms of currictaum control, in Massachusetts the legislature

theoretirnlly could go to extremes. It could abolish, or it could greatly

increase the authority of e =ther local school committees or state

education agencies.

While the original constitutional allocation of authority to the

legislature is relatively straightforward, the lawfulness of delegations

of that authority by the legislature, and of subsequent sub-delegations

by its delegatees, can involve difficult legal questions. The issues

have state constitutional stature, because a major source of delegation

doctrine is the Massachusetts Constitution, Part I, Article 30, which

declares the separation of governmental powers in the judiciary", execu-

tive, and the legislature, and, which forbids any department from exercising

the powers of the other. Also important is the general grant of law-making

authority to the legislature which is embodied in Part II, Chapter 2,
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section 2, Article 4. This grant impliedly prohibits some kinds of

II/ delegations of the granted powers. For example, it has been held that

the General Court can not delegate to anyone its powers. of appropriation.

"'CITA Legislature cannot delegate' its law-making
per or any per explicitly reposed in it'
Attorney General v. Brissenden, 271 Mass. 172, 180,

171 N.E. 82." In re Opinion of the Justices, 302
Miss. 605, 19 N.E 2d 807 (1939).

Of course, there are exceptions to this broad anti-delegation rule

-- otherwise executive and administrative agencies could not effectively

carry out legislative policies. Thus, it is said that the legislature

can delegate to an officer the working out of the "details" of a defined

policy. Opinion of the Justices, 328 Mass. 674, 105 N.E. 2d (1953).

And cities and towns may make regulations pertaining to a limited class

of natters of "purely local interest.'

The adoption by Massachusetts of constitutional home rule complicates

the status oflmaisipalitesas delegatees of legislative pcwer.3 A

delegation doctrine attack on a statutory grant to a municipality can

be blunted either by showing that the Home Rule Anendnent itself con-

stituted a grant of the powers in question, or showing that the amendment

authorized the legislature to delegate powers of the kind in question

to the municipality. The relevance of this hove rule arrangement to

authority-over curriculum is the absence of any analogous situation in

regard to public schools. That is, there is no constitutional provision

for school oomnittee "home rule" nor any grant of constitutional authority

to state education agencies. Consequently, delegation attacks on legis-

lative grants to education agencies must be net heac17on. Also, a del-

egation such as from a school committee to an experimentally created
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school governing board, is clearly a sub-c7Plegation. By comparison, if

a municipality vested some of its constitutionally derived authority in

-- say -- a congunity corporation, that would be an original delegation.

(0f;_course if the municipality vested statutorily derived pavers in that

corporation, there would be a sub-delegation, analogous to the situation

with the school committee.)

The issue that mainly concerns us in this area, is the lawfulness

of delegating the authority to control curriculum to private persons.

For example, what curriculum decisions can be ceded to teachers under

the terns of collective bargaining agreements? Or to the parent-teacher

governing boards of pUblic alternative schools'r4 Mese questions can

be brought to an unusually sharp legal focus in Massachusetts because

of a statutory and a state constitutional provision. First, M.G.L.A.

c. 71, sec. 13 provides!

"In every public high school having not less than
one hundred and fifty pupils, any course not included
in the regular curriculum shall be taught if the parents
or guardians of not less than twenty pupils request in
writing the teaching thereof, and if there is an enroll-
ment of not less than twenty pupils . . . "

Is this a lawful delegation of curriculum control to parents? The

answer depends, of course, an how this brief and vague provision would

be interpreted by the courts. A standardless duty to offer "any"

course is suspect.

Second, Anendment 46, sec. 2, of the Massachusetts Constitution

prohibits public financial aid to any institution of learning,

"Which is not publicly owned and under the exclusive
control, order, and superintendence of public
officers or public agents. . . ."

This restriction presents a delegation problem in other guise. For

example, take the question of the legality of an arrangement whereby a

* 111;s Ockh.dt w<LS avvIev.cted 1q -7.S p ir-ovje. For
4i-kkotvAt Goose -1. C 4e t .ft-tX cd WI 0,



school committee funds a public alternative school having a parent-

teacher governing board. The school committee delegates to the board

the authority to veto the hiring decisions of the principal, and to

establish guidelines for the course of study in the school (provided

the guidelines are not inconsistent with basic school committee policies).

Are would probably begin a delegation analysis with the premise that the

board is a "private" group, and then focus one's scrutiny on the nature

of the powers exercised, the scope of discretion, and the specific

characteristics of the group, before finally deciding whether the board

could lawfully exercise the above-named powers.

Faced with a challenge based on the Eighteenth Anendment, however,

one would proceed differently. Since the applicability.of the prohibi-

tion depends on whether the board is "private," one would want to reserve

decision on whether to classify the board a "private" entity, pending

a close examination of the nature of the powers it exercises in the

operation of the school. Under the language of the anendment, finding

the board to be "private" is not a premise but a conclusion.

However, even finding that the board was "private" would not dictate

the ultimate conclusion that funding the school violated the constitution.

One could argue that participation by this admittedly private body in

governing the school did not erode the school committee's position as

the exerciser of "exclusive control" over the alternative school.

Whether one applies delegation doctrine or the restriction of the

anendnent, the underlying issues are the same. The applicable legal

principles, to the extent they have been developed, are to be found in

the delegation cases. Let us turn, then, to an examination of those

cases and doctrines. The framework that was developed in the examination

of Arizona delegation law is also useful for marshelling the Massachusetts
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decisitzs. This is not to say that the substantive law of the two states

is the sane -- in fact, there are marked differences. For example, the

Supreme Judicial Court has ruled unconstitutional on delegation grounds

provisions of fair trade laws similar to ones, that the Arizona Supreme

Court has upheld.

A. The Nature of the Power

The closest the Supreme Judicial Court has come to drawing a bright

line between delegable and non-delegable powers has been to say that the

police powers of the commonwealth cannot be delegated to private persons.

For example, the Court rendered an advisory opinion on the constitutionality

of a bill authorizing cities and towns to make certain contracts with

private corporations. Under these agreements, the corporations would

agree to undertake specified land redevelopment projects. In return,

the runicipalities agreed to excuse the redeveloped sites from the

application of ordinances or regulations emoted subsequent to the agree -

went; also the bill would exempt said properties from the effect of sub-

sequently enacted statutes. At the outset, the Court noted the difficulty

of distinguishing between "general" governmental powers, and certain "core"

police powers which could never be delegated.

"It is hard to draw precisely the line of de-
marcation between (a) those contracts binding upon
the Commonwealth which preclude future legislative
change impairing their obligation without the pay-
ment of compensation, and (b) contracts which in-
validly purport to bind the Commonwealth not to
exercise its police pacer. The opinions already
cited give general indication of where the dividing

line lies." 168 N.E. 2d at 873.

So far as the bill in question was concerned, the Court concluded that

the "core" powers with respect to which the state and municipalities
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could not be bound, included health and safety regulation, changes in

governmental structure that involve regulation of the project, and other

"legislative regulation within the strict or
'narrower signification' of the police per . . . "

168 N.E. 2d at 874

On the other hand, the Court said taxation was one example of those pavers

which could be subjected to prospective limitations, if the restraint Was

for a reasonable tine. Thus, an agreement not to raise the property

tax rate on the project site for five years would probably satisfy

delegation criteria.

The scarcity of delegation cases makes it difficult to cite concrete

examples. TheSupreme Judicial Court advised against a bill that would

have provided that upon the petition of 70% of the barbers in a locality,

the board of health could set particular days and hours for doing

business. The delegation question presented by this case was a very

narrow one, however. The Court had previously held, on substantive due

process grounds, that the state (through the board of health, acting on

its own initiative) could not regulate barbers' hours. Thus, the precise

holding was that the state could not cure its lack of constitutional

authority to regulate barbers by an arrangement which gave barbers an

opportunity to participate in the regulation.

The Court was particularly concerned with the institutional un-

accountability of the barbers to the general public, and the danger that

the majority of barbers would use state per to gain economic advantage

over the minority.

"There is no discernible connection with public health
or safety in a provision which makes a trade agreement
a condition precedent to board action. The result

would be economic tyranny." Opinion of the Justices,
337 Mass. 796, 151 N.E. 2d 631, 633 (1958).
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Another case involving economic rights is Corning Glass Works v.

Arm & Hope, Inc. of Danvers, 73 A.S. 575, 294 N.E. 2d 354 (1973). The

Court struck down the non-signer provision of Massachusetts' fair trade

law. The defendant bought Corning products in Rhode Island, without

signing any price agreement, and sold the goods in Massachusetts at prices

below the "fair trading price" stated in the agreement between his seller

and Corning. Under the statutory provision, the non-signer defendant

was bound to the minimum sales price stated in the agreement.

The Court grounded its holding on the theory that to put the courts

at the disposal of Corning for the purpose of enjoining the defendant

from selling gOods at certain prices would amount to an unconstitutional

delegation to Corning of legislative power because:

1) There was no participation by any public board or

111 officer in Corning's price-setting,

2) There was no stated policy or standard to control Corning's

decision-making,

3) There was no provision for notice, hearing, or judicial

review of the price-fixing.

In other words, Corning could not be permitted to make decisions binding

on a retailer and on the general public when it was accountable to neither.5

A partial delegation of zoning powers was upheld in Trunper v.

Quincy, 358 Mass. 311, 264 N.E. 2d 689 (1970). An ordinance providing

that whenever 20% of the landcwners directly affected by a proposed zoning

change petitioned the city council in protest, the council had to ruster

a 75% majority to enact the change. The arrangement gave a limited veto

power to a 20% minority of affected landaaners; and, of course, the

petitioners might constitute an even smaller minority of all of the

electors in the city.



EL Scope of Discretion

The Truirper case, discussed above, shows the Supreme Judicial Court

relying on what we called, in our Arizona chapter, the "advisory role"

theory. That is, the Court stated that the voting scheme for changing

zoning ordinances was really no delegation at all. The governing body

still had complete authority_to change an ordinance; the arrangement

was merely a special irethod for giving weight to certain kinds of grievances.

"[The Legislature has rightly exercised its discretion
in predetermining the precise degree of extra diligence
those citizens will be guaranteed." 264 N.E.2d at 690.

In Corning, the Court mentioned two other theories that involved

the scope of discretion. It pointed out that there were no standards

for Corning's price-setting, and it noted that there were no procedural

safeguards in the process.

Though the advisory opinion regarding regulation of barbers' hours

was less explicit, there too one can find concern about lack of standards

and lack of procedural safeguards. The Court never reached the question

whether reserving the final regulatory decision for the board of health,

a public body, would prevent the vesting of overly broad discretion in

private persons, since it had already held that the board itself lacked

constitutional authority to carry out this kind of regulation.

Finally, in its advisory opinion on the land redevelopment bill,

the Court formulated standards governing that delegation. It limited

both in terms of kind and duration, the sort of authority which could

be delegated through public land development contracts.

C. Nature of the Delegatee

The Supreme Judicial Court's most unequivocal rejections of delegation

schemes involved delegatees with very obvious economic self-interests --
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the barbers and the Corning manufacturing company. On the other side

of the ledger, the court sustained the zoning ordinance in Tramper, where

a plenary governmental body was deeply involved in the final decision-

making, even though persons probably motivated by strong private interests

(landowners) were given a privileged role in the decision- making process.

The intermediate case is the advisory opinion on land redevelopment

contracts. The proposed bill was based on the premise that the energies

of persons working for their private profit could be channeled into

creating plolic benefits that government alone could not easily achieve.

The Court did not challenge this premiSe-, but did state some guidelines

designed to prevent private interests from acquiring powers unnecessary

for the accomplishment of the bill's constitutional purposes.

Finally, we should note an opinion in which the Court focused on

accountability probleffs. it had been proposed that the legislature

authorize a private historical society to "expend [public money] for

clerical and other assistance" in connection with the official comuemora-

tion of historical events. Opinion of the Justices, 337 Mass. 777, 150

N.E. 2d 693 (1958). The Court emphasized two factors:

a) The named group was a voluntary, unofficial group. Its

election and membership was not governed by any state laws.

b) The group was not ACCOUNTABLE to any department of govern-

ment. Yet it would be accorded authority to spend money for an activity

which is supposed to be of general benefit to the public.

D. Delegation -- Conclusion

As we have found in other states, delegation doctrine.cannot be

summed up in concise statements of rules. Rather, the Supreme Judicial
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Court has weighed several variables in deciding each case. Unlike some

courts, however, the SJC has not pretended that it is merely applying

clearly applicable verbal formulas. Rather, depending on the circumr

stances of any particular case, the Court's reasoning has shown traces

of a variety of theories which take into account a) the kind of rower

exercised, b) the scope of discretion (advisory role; standards; pro-

cedural safeguards), and c) the nature of the delegatee.

In addition to noting the Court's tendency to carefully tailor its

analysis to the issues presented in each case, we can fairly make two

other generalizations. First, the Court is especially suspicious of

authority delegations to persons with clearly self-interested economic

motives. Second, the Court demands a showing of political accountability

by the delegatee. Again, the Court will accept various forms of account-

ability -- via standards, administrative safeguards, political safeguards

-- but there is a threshold that must be satisfied. It is hard to define

the threshold, but it appears to demand a relatively close coincidence

between the scope of the interests affected lathe delegated powers, and

the identity of the persons participating in the exercise of those powers.

Also, Thumper shows the Court's willingness to permit weighted participa-

tion, so long as the general standards for accountability and fairness

are satisfied.

We think that the Massachusetts statute'which requires that a high

school provide any course which is requested by twenty petitioning parents

is an unconstitutional delegation of authority to private persons, if

it is given a literal interpretation. To take an extreme example, a

rash of parent-initiated courses could put such demands on local resources

as to prevent the school conmittee from carrying out

1\4 G. L, c, ) sec. ti3.
4.11.4.1,4
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which they had formulated on behalf of the majority of the electors in

Othe city. Also, one can imagine this statute being used to implement

a minority perspective on a subject already being taught. For example,

the statute does not address the problem of resolving a dispute between

parents who have petitioned for a course in energy conservation, and a

principal who maintains that the subject is already "adequately" covered

in an existing science course.

The statute could, however, be brought into conformity with delega-

tion doctrine. The privileged position given parents as opposed to other

school electors is not unconstitutional, mr. se, given the approval of

the voting scheme in Trumper. It would only be necessary to clarify that

the curriculum petition procedure could not be used to defeat basic

curriculum policies which had been formulated within accountable insti-

1, tuticnal arrangements.

Similarly, the alternative school governing board arrangement could

easily be brought into conformity with delegation doctrine. The various

solutions might entail setting of standards by the school committee,

creation of procedural safeguards, reliance on the advisory role theory

(i.e. that the board is in an advisory position vis-a-vis the school

committee). Moreover, conformity with the Eighteenth Amendment could

be based on either of these theories: a) that the procedural safeguards

and institutional arrangements turned the board into a "public" entity

for the purposes of the amendment; or b) that the board was a "private"

entity, but its authority was so circumscribed that the school committee

could still be said to be in "exclusive control" of the school.

Probably the most difficult area for applying delegation doctrine

is in the area of collectively bargained contracts which have terms
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relating to curriculum. To a great extent, we have a problem of delega-

tion to persons with private interests in salary and in

working conditions. On the other hand, school officials may believe

that delegation of some kinds of authority to teachers may improve the

quality of instruction. This problem of the simultaneous convergence and

divergence of public and private interests was also presented in the

advisory opinion on land redevelopment the facts were very different.

However, on the basis of the analysis in that case, one would expect

the Court, if confronted with a teacher union contract vase, to examine

the terns of the contract to determine which ones involved "core" policy

natters, and which involved more peripheral governmental responsibilities

which might, for suitable purposes, be shared with private persons under

a contractual agreement for a limited period of time.
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II. Legislature

A. Introduction and Summary

The Massachusetts Constitution gives no details about the structure

and management of the public schools, leaving cosign decisions to the

legislature. What the legislature has done with its discretionary

authority must be viewed not only functionally but also historically.

As will be more fully set forth in our section on district authority,

the local school committees long enjoyed an all but sanctified status,

which nnant that curriculum control was almost entirely in their hands.

This situation began to change in 1965, a year that saw the issuance of

the Willis-Harrington Report, the reorganization of the state education

agencies, and the passage of the Racial Imbalance Act.

The Willis-Harrington Report exposed serious failures and many

embarrassing anachronisms in public school instruction. The legislature

responded by re-organizing the state education agencies and giving them

new powers. In the decade since the report, several laws have been

passed mandating particular instructional services, and establishing

complex authority relationships among state agencies, school committees,

parents, teachers, and other actors. School committee autonomy over

curriculum and other school affairs has been modified.

The new authority pattern is both more centralized and more de-

centralized. Cn the one hand, the state board of education has been
sjewerca

authorized to formulate and enforcvtandards for curriculum,

and specific ones for special education and bilingual education; it

has been given explicit power to require reporting of information by

school oonmdttees; it can cut off state funding to districts in non-

compliance with state law and board regulations; it can establish a
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limited number of experimental school systems independent of the school

committees which would otherwise have territorial jurisdiction over them.

On the other hand, the legislature has created a student seat cn

the Board; it has established or permitted the Board to establish

citizen advisory committees to participate in the policy formation pro-

cess for several curriculum related areas; it has given teachers a role

in developing, and applying criteria for teacher certification; it has

.0%icke-0-.5

given parentsAthe right to initiate courses in the high schools; it has

create(' procedures through which parents can challenge educational place-

ments their children. The common denominator of these chan es is

the erosion of school conudttee dominance. Local decisions that were

once immune to challenge by state officials or by parents, students,

and teachers, are nad being shared with these parties.

Notgithstanding these changes, Massachusetts still is the most "de-

centralized" state in our study. There is no state textbook selection;

no state agency with general authority to review local decisions; no

state-prescribed course of study beyond a few typical statutory provi-

sions requiring instruction in history, civics, health, and the like.

But the complexities introduced by the legislation of the last decade

demonstrate the inaptness of relying on the unqualified term, "de-

centralized." The degree of curriculum centralization can depend on

what program or what child you are talking about. A child who has

learning difficulties or who is a non-English speaker is entitled to

have educational services conforming to state regulations provided for

him by the local district. A high school student in a parent-initiated

course partakes of a mixture of state centralization, and radical de-

centralization -- by state law, ad hoc groups of parents were given the
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right to displace some of the school committee's authority to decide

what courses to offer. But the methods used in the normal classroom,

the textbooks that the student brings hone from school, are determined

by the school committee without state intervention. No state officer,

for example, could prevent a' Massachusetts school committee from pur-

chasing the social science curriculum, Man: A Course of Study.

B. Institutional Framework

Under the Education Code, each municipality must maintain public

schools. The schools in each town 'are governed by elected school com-

mittees. The committees have general control over the curriculum, and

they enjoy fiscal autonomy. The municipality must appropriate monies

sufficient to cover all "necessary" expenses in the budget submitted by

the committee. The courts have held that it is almost entirely a

matter of committee discretion to decide what items are "necessary."

Election procedures and organization of school committees is ordinarily

provided for in municipal charters.

At the state level, the chief educational policyTmaking body for

elementary and secondary education is the Massachusetts Board of Educa-

tion.* It consists of,

"the chairman of the student advisory council [an

elected representative of Massachusetts high school
students] established under this section, the
chancellor of the board of higher education and the

director of research of the advisory council on
education, ex officiis, and eleven other members,
residents of the ccamonwealth, to be appointed by the

governor, one of whom shall be a nerber of a labor

organization affiliated with the State Labor Council

AFL-CIO and at least two of whom shall be women. [The

chancellor and director of research have no votes.]"

c. 15, §1E.

*State law also establishes the post of Secretary of Education who is a

member of the governor's cabinet. The Secretary has no strong statutory

powers for controlling the Board of Education. M.G.L.A. C. VIA Sec. 1,2,14.
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The administrative arm of the Board is the Department of Education, and

the Board appoints a Conudssicner of Education to be its chief executive

officer. The Board appoints the Commissioner by a two-thirds vote, and

thereafter may remove him by a majority vote. Mese agencies are in-

sulated from direct electoral pressure (with the possible exception of

the student neither, who could conceivably be removed from his post by

constituents). The governor appoints the other voting members, with-

out any procedure for legislative approval. The only limitations on

the governor are the statutory requirenents that he pick at least two

women and an appropriate labor representative. There are no standards

regarding the professional or lay status of appointees. Then, of course,

the Commissioner is appointed by these appointees. Anticipating our

findings about the narrow scope of authority of these officials -- as

compared to their counterparts in other states -- it can be said that

this institutional arrangement supports the generalization that state

education agencies with the least authority over curriculum are also

likely to be least subject to direct political control through electoral

processes.

The Massachusetts Advisory Council on Education (YACE), whose

director of research is a non-voting limber of the Board, was created

in the 1965 reorganization. A nine-nenber body, its function is to

support research and study into problems in public education in the

state. MACE has already sponsored several thorough and provocative re-

ports. The Willis-Harrington Report exposed not only many problems in

Massachusetts public schools, but also a shocking degree of ignorance

about the existence of these problems. MACE is one of the features of

the reorganization which points to a legislative definition of a major
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role for the state agencies in ferreting out information about the

schools, analyzing it, and making recommendations. For example, the

board was newly authorized to,

"collect and maintain information from any public
school system in the cormunwealth relevant to its
work or requested of it by the advisory council
on education." [emphasis added] M.G.L.A. c. 15, §1G.

C. Statutorily Mandated Instruction

The legislature's general curriculum mandate appears in M.G.L.A.

c. 71, §1:

"Every town shall maintain, for at least the
nurrber of days required by the board of education

. . . a sufficient number of schools for the in-
struction of all children who may legally attend a
public school therein. . . . Such schools shall be
taught by teachers of competent ability and good
morals, and shall give instruction and training id

ortho2yapti, reading, writing, the English langua4a'

and grammar, 22:2ipheoa, arithnetic, drawing, maisic,

the history and constitution of the United States,
the duties of citizenship, physiology and hygiene,
physical education, and good behavior." Cer's.,..sls .0L14

This list is amplified by other statutory provisions. The in-

tended content of civics instruction is described a little more fully

in c. 71, §2.

"In all public elementary and high schools
American history and civics, including the con-
stitution of the United States, the declaration
of independence and the bill of rights, and in

. . . high schools the constitution of the
commonwealth and local history and government,
shall be taught as required subjects for the
purpose of promoting civic service and a greater
knowledge thereof, and of fitting the pupils,
morally and intellectually, for the duties of

citize p."

The theme of moral education is picked up in c. 71, §30, which provides,

in part:
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"[I]nstructors of youth shall exert their best
endeavors to impress on the minds of children and
youth committed to their care and instruction the
principles of piety and justice and a sacred regard
for truth, love of their country, humanity and
universal benevolence, sdbriety, industry and
frugality, chastity, moderation and terrperance, and
those other virtues upon which a republican oon-
struction is founded . . . "

This section is more like an inspirational speech than a course syllabus.

And there is something in it for everyone. For example, in a dispute

about a teacher presenting materials critical of United States foreign

policy, the teacher might say he was imbuing "a sacred regard for truth,"

by presenting unpopular opinions or unpleasant facts, while the critic

might complain about the failure to imbue "love of country."

Military drill and gymnastics are required in c. 71, §3, with a

religious exenption allowed from the drill. Pursuant to c. 71, §1A,

each classroom day is to begin with a period of "silent meditation."

The Attorney General has founde complementary provision for "voluntary

prayer" .(c. 71, §1B) is unconstitutional.

Requiring school committees to offer these subjects in no way de-

tracts from local authority to offer instruction in other subjects. In

other words, Massachusetts is one of those states with a permissive E27

sumption in favor of the local control of curriculum. After the above-

quoted enumeration of subjects in c. 71, Sl, that .section continues:

"Such other subjects as the school committee considers
expedient may be taught in the public schools."

For high schools, there is a similar grant of discretion to offer courses

considered "expedient," in section 4.

"Every town [of specified size, unless exempted
by the board] shall . . . maintain a high school,
adequately equipped, which shall be kept' by a
principal and such assistants as may be needed, of
competent ability and good morals, who shall give
instruction in such subjects as the school committee

considers'expedlent." [enphasis added]
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In Massachusetts, this legislative intent to permit the school

committees to go beyond the legislatively prescribed subjects and offer

other courses at their discretion, is unusually clear. First, the

grant of authority is contradicted neither by laws giving state officials

authority to prescribe additional courses (which could result in the

pre-emption of local discretion by the state prescription of a total

curriculum) nor by provisions impliedly giving state officials power to

prohibit certain kinds of instruction. Second, local curriculum authority

is not put in doubt by a set of specific statutory permissions for local

course offerings which by their very nature imply that relevant subjects

could not have otherwise been offered.

At first glance, c. 71, §13D, Driver Education, might seem at odds

with this point.

"Motor vehicle driving education may be incorporated
as a phase of the safety education program in high

schools of the comonwealth."

It authorizes the high schools to give a subject that one would assume

they already had the power to offer by virtue of §4. However, when

this statute was enacted, in 1948, it was probably far from obvious to

most school committees that the pre automobile age legislature which

spoke of "expedient" courses, would have considered this one of them.

Undoubtedly, there are also questions about the status of equipment

purchases as a "necessary" expenditure in the school committee budget.

In 1954, the legislature decided to standardize driver training -- a

logical step, given statewide regulation of automobiles and driving.

Also, questions about charging of tuition for night courses were laid

to rest:

"The content of driver education courses shall be

established by the commissioner of education in collab-

oration with the registrar of motor. vehicles.
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[Evening courses may be given.]. School committees
may fix reasonable fees for tuition in such evening

courses or may provide that no fee shall be charged."

The inportant new develcpment in the area of direct legislative

control of curriculum is the passage of the Special Education Act
1
and

the Transitional Bi-lingual Education Act.
2

These laws in no way con-

trovert the general premise of permissive local control of curriculum.

Rather, they are examples of legislative action to pre -ertpt some

aspects of curriculum in areas of particular state-wide concern. Each

of these statutes imposes a duty on the local school committee to provide

certain services. Of course, we have already seen how the legislature

had mandated subjects previously. But these new laws are distinguishable.

What is strikingly different about the pest -1965 curriculum laws

is that they not only require a certain kind of instruction to be given --

they specifically give the state education agency the per and duty to

regulate the content of the instruction. Moreover, compliance efforts

forced many localities to restructure their instructional programs and

to reallocate resources. Exceptional children had to be given instruc-

tion appropriate to their needs, but also had to be separated from normal

classroom activities as little as possible. Children who spoke Spanish,

and little or no English, had to be given programs in transitional bi-

lingual education, definedas:

"a full-time program of instruction (1) in all those

courses or subjects which a child is required by law

to receive and which are required by the child's

school committee which shall be given in the native

language of the children of limited English-speaking
ability who are enrolled in the program and also in

English, (2) in the reading and writing of the native

language of the children of limited English-speaking

ability who are enrolled in the program and in the

oral comprehension, speaking, reading and writing of

English, and (3) in the history and culture of the

country, territory or geographic area which is the

native land of the parents of children of limited
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English-speaking ability who are enrolled in the
program and in the history and culture of the

United States." M.G.L.A. c. 71A, §1.

Also, in both the Bilingual Act and the Special Education Act, there

are extensive due process procedures created for the benefit of parents

who believe their children have been inpraperfy placed in, or placed

out, of one of the special programs. Although it can be said that these

laws are exceptional acts of state pre-emption uthich do not alter the

basic premise of basic local control of curriculum, it is also true, as

a practical matter, that a fez more pre- enptions of this dimension would

cut dawn much local discretion.

There is little indication, however, of a trend towards further

reallocation of curriculum authority to state agencies. In fact, although

the 1965 reorganization included a provision which could have been the

basis of an enlarged state role, the clause has never been inplemented,

and apparently has been forgotten by both state officials and legislators.

It reads:

"The board shall establish minimum educational
standards for all courses which public schools
require their students to take."
M.G.L.A. c. 15, 71G

The story of the failure to enact any regulations under this provision

is told in Section III.

The degree of legislative control of the details of curriculum in

Massachusetts appears to vary depending on the student population that

is involved. The Transitional Bi-lingual Education Act, the Special

Education Act, and the Racial Imbalance Act of 1965 (mentioned here for

the first time) demonstrate the willingness of the legislature to force-

fully intervene in local school affairs on behalf of students who cannot

be expected to be represented adequately in the local majoritarian
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process of school committee politics. The education of the "normal"

child, who is not an obvious victim of benign neglect or intentional

discrimination, is still predominantly in the school committee's hands.

Although the legislature has shon its interest in mainstream educational

reform by its passage of several laws furthering experimentation and

innovation3 it has not favored direct intervention. Rather, it has

tried to improve the quality'of local debate by gathering, analyzing

and publicizing informatics. Basically, the Board is an adjunct to the

local curriculum determining process. With its specialized research

tools it can develop information with which parents and school officials

can evaluate local instructional approaches, and can consider alternatives

that have been tried elsewhere.

D. Miscellaneous Authority Allocations

By several relatively minor enactments, the legislature has widened

rbeyond , usual range in other stateso the scope of persons who can

participate in curriculum decision making

We already noted that a high school student sits on the Board of

Education. Behind that representative is a regional council of student

advisory committees, and each high school has its own advisory committee.

M.G.L.A. c. 71, §38M provides:

"School committees of cities, trams and regional
school districts shall meet at least once every other
month, during the months school is in session, with a
student advisory coranittee to consist of five members

to be composed of students elected by the student body
of the high school or high schools in each city, town,

or regional school district."

Parents have a right to an unusual form of participation in shaping

high school curriculum to suit their particular child's interests,
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,whichthrough c. 71, §13, which provides:

"In every public high school having not less than
one hundred and fifty pupils, any course not included

in the reqular shall be taught if the parents

or guardians of not less than twenty pupils request in
writing the teaching thereof and if there is an enroll-

ment of not less than twenty pupils, provided said request

is made and said enrolleRnt is completed before the
preceding August first and provided a qualified teacher
is available to teach said course. The teaching of any

course as provided by this section may be discontinued

if enrollment of pupils falls below ten." [emphasis added]

This statute is fraught with ambiguity, and gives little indication of

how parent-school official disputes arising under it should be resolved.

The legislature surely doesn't mean absolutely "any" course can be

initiated this way. By "any course", we presume the legislature meant

any course that the school committee itself would have had authority to

offer. The more difficult phrase is, "not included in the regular

curriculum.': If the school committee says that the subject matter of

the requested course is already covered in a given course, does that

end the petition? Or is the presumption in favor of the parental

"finding" that the subject is not already covered?

Or to take another problem, when is a teacher "unavailable"? If

a qualified person is on the high school faculty but assigned by the

principal to teach other courses, is he "unavailable"? If there is no

qualified teacher on the staff of the particular school, must the prin-

cipal make some effort to find an appropriate instructor elsewhere in

the system, or must he advertise the position? What if the parents have

found someone not on the faculty who is clearly qualified to teach that

course, but the person does not have teaching credentials -- could this

111

statute be construed to be independent authority to hire the person,

notwithstanding the credential requirements in other statutes?
t,4

c 51-ct. u'L, t.,.) c& s. vit c cl i .2 ho ill 4-0 p `de
vhd ,c1-4t d , (I 'r<t Ct:t log,
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The statute is obviously intended to give parents authority under

some circumstances to substitute their judgement for that of school

officials about their child's curriculum. In fact, the legislature

amended the provision in 1973, closing a loophole which could have been

used by officials to discourage enrollment in §13 courses by failing to

accredit them. The amendment added the following senteno?

"Such courses as may be taught under this section
shall be given the same academic credit necessary for
a high school diploma as is given to similar courses
taught in said public high school, provided that the
school comittee shall make a determination as to the
credit equivalency of such course prior to its being
offered." [emphasis added] St. 1973, c. 111.

By the same token, it would be hard to believe that the legislature

gave groups of parents the power to ride roughshod over good faith, non-

discriminatory efforts by school officials to marshall their resources to

satisfy the needs of the school population as a whole. Should expensive

books and equipment be purchased for a course that may only be given once?

How match staff tine can be spared to develop new courses from scratch?

One can hypothesize a situation in which the parents of high achieving

middle class children petition for an exotic new course, when school

officials think that the manpower needed to develop it would be better

spent at rern3diating severe basic educational problems of other, low-

adhieving students. A mechanical application of the statute would take

this decision outside of the broad-based policy-making process of the

school committee. One can imagine a battle of §13 petitions arising in

a factionalized educational community.

The history of this statute gives support to a narrowing of the

scope of its intended delegation of curriculum authority. Between 1935

and 1949, several laws were enacted in almost exactly the same form, ex-

cept that instead of applying to "any course," thes6 specifically involved
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foreign languages -- Italian,
4
Polish,

5
Lithuanian,

6
and "any modern

language. "7 These provisions all were repealed when the present statute

was enacted in 1972. This evolution supports the arguirent that the right

conferred is one to petition only for a course which is clearly and con-

ventionally defined. That is, the petition procedure may not be used

as a vehicle for challenging, say, the school committee's decision about

the appropriate content of a physics or social studies course.

This discussion of the statute has been confined to understanding

legislative intent. One should note, however, that this provision also

poses a problem of possibly unlawful delegation of authority to a private

group. See Section I. Ltfl:,! at II,

The last of the legislature's relatively novel participatory

mechanisms is its creation of issue-oriented citizen advisory boards,

and its authorization of the Board to use the advisory board structure

at its discretion. For example,

"The board shall appoint advisory committees in the
areas of vocational education and special education,

and may appoint advisory committees for each of its
divisions and for each other curriculum area. The board

shall appoint an advisory board for the training of
deaf children in the public schools . . . " C. sec. 1G.

One sees a similar emphasis on citizen partication through special,

rather than general institutional frameworks, in the legislature's

structuring of the Office of Children, which it created in 1972. (M.G.L.A.

c. 28A; St. 1972, c. 785). The Office is designed to be a child advocacy

arm of the state, and to be informed of and responsive to the needs of

its constituents. As stated in the statute, one of its goals is,

"to assure parents a decisive role in the planning,
operation, and evaluation of programs which aid

families in the care of children." c. atA, §1(2)
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The Office is not directly involved with the management of public schools,

but it does deal with day care centers, foster care, placement agencies,

and practically every other kind of service for children. The citizen

participation goal is meant to be achieved via numerous local councils,

and a statewide advisory council.
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III. State Agencies

A recent report by the Massachusetts advisory Council on Education

(MACE) stated:

"Massachusetts communities will not accept a state con-
trolled school system except under duress, and willl
resist moves seen as being in that direction. . . "

This prediction proved true during the implementation of the Special

Education Act during 1973-1975, when one of the most frequently raised

criticisms of the Act was that it was an unprecedented intrusion in

local affairs. Being ordered to provide specific courses in conformity

with state regulations -- largely at local expense -- cut against the

grain. State aid was supposed to take the sting out of the financial

demands of the act, but when the legislature failed to appropriate the

amount of money the act's proponents had said would be provided, state

"take-over" appeared even more imminent and insidious.

Similarly, when the Governor and the Board announced plans for a

statewide educational assessment project, the idea was strongly criticized

by persons who anticipated its use as a tool for establishing instruc-

tional priorities at the Board rather than in local communities. Foremost

amonj the critics were teacher groups.
2

Undoubtedly, they feared that

assessment would become a method for credentialing or setting the

salaries of teachers based on tested student performance.

A general state take-over shows no signs of materializing. The

Board's legal powers to intervene in local programs has stayed limited

to specific areas in which the legislature has found emergency situations

which were not likely to be cured by voluntary local action -- e.g. the

plight of exceptional children who were without services and of normal
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children who had wrongly been labeled exceptional and removed from normal

program; the plight of non-English speaking students; the plight of

non-whites in racially inbalanced schools. When it cones to the bulk

of curriculum, however, the Board's influence must be exercised through

persuasion and financial inducements.

The basic pattern of authority in Massachusetts is decentralization,

with the school ccunEttee as the key unit for policy making. The

committees have a permissive presunption working in their favor in so

far as doubts about their statutory payer to rake curriculum policy is

concerned. State agency powers, on the other hand, are enumerated, not

residual. There is a restrictive presumption as regards purported state

agency authority.

In this section we will briefly describe the organization of state

education agencies, and then examine the six major functions of the role

of these agencies. As we see them, these purposes and functions are:

a) informaticn gathering and planning (herein, of the assessaent pro-

gram) ; b) providing support for school committees and liaisons between

localities and federal goverment; c) promoting innovation (herein, of

the Massachusetts Experimental Schools Project); d) protecting minority

interests (herein, of the Racial Imbalance Act) e) setting minimum

curriculum standards (herein, of why they have never been promulgated);

f) enforcing the school laws.

As noted in Section II, the present organization of state education

agencies consists of the pre-19654 rWith modifications that are designed

to give the state agencies sufficient authority to deal effectively witY

the deficiencies in the Massachusetts public schools that were revea'

by the Willi Harrington Report. One commentator summarized the r

findings as follows:
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"fOities are performing poorly when measured by such
'objective' criteria as reading ability, verbal and
nonverbal skills, dropout and attendance levels and
the proportion of children entering colleges or high
quality training programs and it found an absence of
strong and innovative leadership among the educational
officials, on the state and local level, who are
charged with governing the cities' schools...(T)he
Commission recommended...a restructuring of institur.
-dons at the state level in order to uplift the
quality of education, increase leadership capabilities
and strengthen state-local relationships. The
Massachusetts legislature responded by greatly ex-
panding the powers of the Department of Education to
deal with elementary and secondary education." [footnotes omitted]

Among the most notable amendments were those that a) gave the Board

unequivocal authority to obtain a wide range of information from school

committees; b) created a general power to sanction districts in non-

conformity with law or regulation by withholding state aid; c) mandated

the promulgation of minimum curriculum standards; d) created MACE;

e) authorized experimental schools projects.

The ultimate policy-making body is the Board, which has eleven

members appointed by the Governor, a student representative, and two

non-voting ex- officio members. The Board appoints the Commissioner by

a two-thirds vote (and he can be removed by a majority vote). The

Commissioner, in turn, nominates for Board approval a person to serve

as Deputy Commissioner. The Commissioner is the executive head of the

Department of Education. The 1965 Act required the Board to create

five divisions within the Department, and subsequent laws have added two

more divisions, the new departments reflecting the legislature's priority

concern with particular curriculum areas -- special education and

occupational training. The divisions are: curriculum and instruction;

administration and personnel; research and development; school facilities

and related services; state and federal assistance; occupational education;

special education.
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The Commissioner lacks an independent political base, and is not

subject to the tension of being legally bound to follow Board policy but

politically obliged to support the perhaps contrary policies the advocacy

of which was responsible for his election. Since there is no fundamental

institutional dichotomy between the Board, on the one side, and the

Commissioner and Department, on the other, we will henceforth use the

term "Board" as a shorthand reference to this triad of state bodies.

We turn nova to our examination of the Board's legally defined role.

A. Information gild Planning Center

Perhaps the oldest concept of the Board's function is that it should

be a clearinghouse for information about educational issues in the state.

This idea is currently reflected in the following provisions in M.G.L.A.

c. 15, §1G.

"The purposes of the board shall be to support,
serve and plan general education in the public schools . . .

"The board shall be a communication and information
canter serving all public schools in the commonwealth. . .

"The board shall provide centralized, state-wide,
long-range planning service for public schools. . . "

Elsewhere in this section, the Board is granted authority to use

specific means to carry out this function.

"!The board may collect and maintain information from
any public school system in the commonwealth relevent to

its work or requested of it by the advisory council on

educaticn."

*

"The board and commissioner of education may seek
relevant information from other states and institutions

and from departments, divisions, authorities, and agencies

within the commonwealth."
* * *
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"The board nay employ, from tine to tine, such .

consultants and experts as the oonmissioner may recommend
to study specific matters of concern to the department."

The authority of the Board to obtain information from school

committees enjoyed an unusual (for Massachusetts) degree of judicial

protection even before the 1965 Act. In 1964, the Commissioner sent

out racial census forms, and the New Bedford School Conmittee refused io c.o. e

them. The form had not been included in the annual return which the

committee was explicitly required to fill out, and the incident occurred

before the passage of the Racial Imbalance Act, which specifically re-

quired the taking of racial censuses. Nevertheless, the Supreme Judicial

Court (SJC) held that the form must be filled out, and failure to do

such would be a condition activating the Board's sanctioning powers.

It was said that several statutory provisions, construed together,

established the intent of the legislature to confer wide information-

gathering powers on the Commissioner:

"t.Je have no doubt (a) that the commissioner has power
to require relevant, unsworn information, reasonably
required by him, to be filed by local school authorities
separately from the annual return, or (b) that the

production of such separate information may be enforced
Ilmandam

4
us..." (.emphasis added)

The Court implied that the oonndssioner could have made the census part

of the formal annual report, if he had stated that intention and re-

quired sworn statements. That would have activated his power to with-

hold state aid in event of noncompliance. No doubt was left about the

reasonableness of seeking the information at issue:

"We take judicial notice...that information about the
racial composition of student bodies may be of value5

to the educatiolij department's work..."

The Board's most ambitious information gathering project has been

the Massachusetts Educational Assessment Program. In his budget message
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endorsing the program, Governor Sargent pictured it as an aggressive

evaluation that would put local school officials on the spot, and stir

up grass-roots pressures for changes.

"A major initiative next year will be a $400,000
educational assessment program. The Department
of DduCation will utilize various national educe-
ticnal testing and evaluation organizations to
initiate a comprehensive program to measure
educational results....

(I)t will give parents the data to measure
how well their school systems are doing in
educating children... (and) will give parents the

tools they need to hold local administrators
accountable. More than additional staff and
regulations coming from Boston, this program has
the capacity to use the democratic process to
force needed improvements in Massachusetts
education."

6
[emphasis added]

The first phase of the program, was carried out in 1974-75. The

Board has issued eight interesting booklets reporting the results. The

evaluators used a methodology which was intentionally designed to pre-

vent the findings from being used to put particular districts, schools,

administrators or teachers on the spot.

"The testing, data recording and analysis procedures
contained controls which guarantee that no data
can be obtained that identifies particular students,

schools, or school districts."
Summary and Policy Implications, 1974-1975,
Massachusetts Educational Assessment program,
Massachusetts Department of Education, p. 1.

The actual testing was in these areas: reading, mathematics,

decision-making (on a population of 18,000 nine and seventeen year old

pupils in 338 schools); occupational knowledge and occupational atti-

tudes (only the seventeen year olds in the population). Also, 17,000

Massachusetts citizens were surveyed to determine what they thought

about the state's educational goals and performance. Many useful com-

parisons are made with the data -- exclusive of ones that would require
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identification of particular students, schools, districts. For example,

it was found that Massachusetts nine-year-olds led the naticn in critical

reading skills, but that the state's seventeen-year-olds failed to main-

tain that degree of pre-eminence. Or, to take an example from the value'

testing, it is reported:

"Differences in values among different socioeconomic
groups were examined. The findings suggest that the
higher a student's socioeconomic class, the greater the
student's tendency to feel he controls his actions and
to dm/ won such values as Delay of Gratification,
Stability of Commitment, and Responsibility in Task

Performance. Lower class students, cri the other hand,

are more concerned with basic economic security and are
more worried about the potential hardships of others.

"Responses of students from four kinds of communities

were also compared. . . . (R)espondents from Residential

Suburbs place a relatively stronger emphasis on using
persc'ial resources . . . than do other resbendents.
This findina documents the value of having programs in
which suburban and urban students are brought together."

laphasis added) Summary, supra, pp. 4-5.

The assessment reports raise many provocative questions about curriculum

reform. However, unlike testing programs in other states that also

have been called "assessment," this one cannot be used to give merit

ratings to particular schools, administrators, and teachers. Nor is it

structured in a way that creates a direct incentive for instruction to

be tailored so as to "teach for the test". Obviously, the tests are

intended to influence curriculum reforms, but only through the mediation

of local officials who are persuaded, not coerced, by inferences made

from the results. The evolution of the assessment program into its

present form is perfectly consistent with the generally decentralized

pattern of curriculum authority in. Massachusetts.
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EL Support for Localities, Liaison with Federal Goverment

There is increasing recognition that localities do not, have sufficient

resources to solve many major problems. A recent study by MACE concluded

that school committees are overburdened with tasks that they are ill

equipped to perform.? Local superintendents are in the same position.

A superintendent's staff support does not compare to that of a manager

in the private sector with similar responsibilities. (The study notes

a trend for superintendents to see themselves more as adrisors than an

executives.) The thrust of the study's recomendation is to take off

the backs of the committees those tasks which can be dealt with more

rationally, effectively and economically on an interdistrict or state-

wide basis. Collective bargaining is the prime example -- notwithstanding

the Massachusetts tradition of giving school committees absolute school

committee control over fixing teacher's salaries.

Some provisions which speak to this problem are found in c. 71, §1G.

"The board nay provide such necessary services
to local public schools as are beyond their capacity
to support separately."

*

"The board shall provide a common center for the
development, evaluation, and adaptation of educational
innovations for public schools."

* * *

"The board . . . shall be the planning and approving
authority for federal programs to be undertaken in the
commamgealth."

*

"The board shall delineate and locate such other
supporting services so as to improve the operation
of all public schools and the quality of their
educational programs."

3



Also, under the Racial Imbalance Act, M.G.L.A. c. 15, §1F, upon a

determination of racial imbalance the board must give the school district

involved technircal assistance in developing a plan to remedy the situation.

C. Encouraging Innovation

Under M.G.L.A. c. 40, §4E, school districts may enter into agree-

ments to jointly conduct model educational programs, subject to the

approval of the Commissioner. The Board has an affirmative duty to

work towards innovation under c. 15, §1F:

"The board shall provide a common center for the
development, evaluation, and adaptation of
educational innovations for public schools."

Also under this section, the board is authorized to establish,

"no mare than three experimental school projects
for the development of educational innovations."

The procedure for planning and establishing such systems also appears

in that section. Under this authority, the Board established the

Massachusetts Experiment,51 School System (MX.S.S.), its organization

is unique to Massachusetts. M.E.S.S. grew to include three schools

offering instruction from E-12. It is a cross between a magnet school,

(its intended multi-racial target population was supposed to be drawn

from several municipalities, a goal that was not achieved) and a

community controlled school (because of the school-level mechanisms for

parent participation in governance. The M.E.S.S. governing board was

directly responsible to the state. An argumentative evaluation of M.E.S.S.,

as of Spring, 1974, is set out in the margin.8
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D. Protection of Minorities

This goal is not stated in the enumeration of Board purposes in

c. 15, §1G, but it is clearly implied by the Racial Imbalance Act, and

the Transitional Bi-lingual Education Act, and the Special Education Act.

Although these laws are structured to encourage state-local cooperation

to solve the problems they are directed at, they also give the Board

authority to act forcefully and to apply sanctions when necessary. In

particular, state attempts at enforcing the Racial Imbalance Act led to

a stream of litigation before the Supreme Judicial Court. The Court

tried, but failed, to maintain the sane low profile it had kept in almost

all previous education agencies, by defering to administrative discretion.
9

The irreconcilable collision between two educational agencies forced it

to adapt its doctrines of administrative review to rationalize decision

of the cases. In the final part of this section, we examine the legal

principles regarding state-local relations that emerged from this

litigation.

The Racial Imbalance Act was amended -- really, watered down -- in

July, 1974. (St. 1974, c. 636). Under the new law, a school committee

did not cone under a duty to eliminate imbalance as soon as such im-

balance was determined. Rather, only if individual parents requested

transfers for their children out of unbalanced and into balance; schools,

and if these individual requests could not be satisfied by ad hoc trans--
fers, was it necessary to devise a general plan of balancing. Also,

there was a beefing up of subsidies for local programs that reduced im-

balance, included full reimbursement for transportation costs, substantial

411 reinburserent for establishing magnet schools (which is a direct inter-

section of curriculum policy and desegregation issues), and a $500.00

per child bounty on transfers that reduced imbalance. Finally, the
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Board was newly precluded from ordering localities to carry out

specific student transfer plans.

The amendment raised the question of the continuing validity of

previously court-affirmed orders of the Board. In School Committee of

Springfield v. Board of Education, :519 Re:24 H27 sJ.c+.11A55.(1974)

the Supreme Judicial Court held that the prior balancing orders remained

in effect. It did not decide the question whether the legislature had

intended to nullify orders issued under the previous law, stating that

even if the legislature had so intended, the amendment was ao tanto

unconstitutional under the Fourteenth Amendment, Reitman v. Mulkey,

387 U.S. 369 (1967).

Meanwhile, the Boston imbalance controversy was superceded by

Morgan v. Uennigan, 379 F.Supp. 410 (1974) in which a federal court

determined that the Boston School Committee had practiced de jure segre-

gation. Although the amendment of the law apparently will not change

the situations in Springfield and Boston, it has potential for limiting

the remediation of racial imbalances that can develop elsewhere, in the

future. The state law reaches situations not covered by Fourteenth

Amendment doctrine, since its duties are made applicable upon merely a

finding of de facto segregation. (Conversely, de jure discrimination

in assignment of black pupils which does not result in any school situa-

tions with a majority non-white population would create liability under

the Fourteenth Amendment but not under the Imbalance Act.)

E. Minim= Standards

The potentially most important new provision in the 1965 reorgani-

zation was this addition to c. 15, §1G:
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"The board shall establish minimum educational
standards for all courses which public schools re-
quire their students to take." (emphasis addea--

In the decade since this enactment, minimum standards have not promulgated.

On the face of it, this looks like a situation where the Board may have

buckled under to local resistance to the ideal of state curriculum con-

trol. The actual history of the failure of the Board to approve

minimum standards is quite different from what one would expect. HCW-

ever, it may be appropriate to transfer one's suspicions about Board

reluctance to step out of its traditional bounds, despite its statutory

duty, to explain the continuing failure to set standards. The assess-

ment project might be seen as a means for accomplishing many of the

objectives of minimum standards, without acting in a coercive manner.

Before telling the story of the one concerted attempt to comply

with this provision, one should note that_ even as stated, the law falls

far short of giving the Board per to prescribe subjects and courses

of study. The minimum standards only attack required courses -- i.e.

those mandated directly by statute or made a mandatory part of the

currieulumby the school committees. Moreover, the term "minimum" leaves

no doubt that the legislature did not intend any substantial interference

in the details of selecting instructional goals, methods, and materials.

The MissingiMininal Standardsi°

When we asked the Department for its minimum curriculum standards

we were told that none existed. The same scene had been played several

years earlier, when Neil Sullivan, beginning his work as Commissioner,

asked to see the standards and was told the same answer. Sullivan

appointed staff member Dr. Lawrence Bongiovanni to the job of supervising
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the drafting of standards for submission to the Board for approval.

The proje,:t had three stages. First, Bongiovanni net with super-

intendents, principals, department head, and teachers -- about 250 in

all to get a general idea of what the standards might be and how they

night function. Interestingly, Bongiovanni did not seek out represen-

tatives of parents and students 'Hutt italt-) 4uf sayx he vcre_vo^
<4, I....A el, F s-e aVti(

institutionalized participation of these groups, he would naturally

include them in an opinion survey. Since the Willis-Harrington Report

had prompted the standards clause, it was a source of sone ideas. For

exanple, its repeated cirticism that many schools were using outdated

curriculum guides and materials is reflected in a drafted standard re-

quiring current copyright dates in textbooks. It should be noted that

some kinds of standard setting had already been mandated under other

Sstatutory provisions:

"minimum length for a school day and the minimum
number of days in t school year."

"appointment of professional personnel in the public

schools."

"Maximum pupil - teacher ratios. . . "

M.G.L.A. c. 15, 51F

In the second phase, regulations were drafted and circulated and

public hearings were held. Then modifications were made in response to

comments at hearings and other criticism that were communicated to the

Department. The position paper was a Novenber 1969 draft. Its standards

were content descriptive. They Covered not only academic subject matters,

but also the quality and availability of auxiliary services -- library

and media facilities; health; pupil counseling; special education; extra-

curricular activities; and free summer school for all students. Also,
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the Music standards provided for instrumental and choral training. In

general, the academic requirements were modern and informed, but not

heavily demanding -- which is, of course, appropriate for "minimums."

Particular care was taken with science, a subject not statutorily man-

dated -- a non-textbook, laboratory approach was stressed. Schools were

encouraged to have foreign language electives for elementary school

pupils. Health education mentions "family living," but not sex education.'

The reading standards emphasize individualization, and remedial programs

in the elementary schools.

In the criticism phase, three main concerns emerged. First, some

perscns advocated the setting of tine requirements for instruction.

(The Willis-Harrington Report stated only that the curriculum guides in

a large number of schools called for only thirteen minutes of math in-

struction each day -- while many children elsewhere in the commonwealth

were getting four tines that much math training.) This suggestion was

rejected, however, escept for the designation of 120 minutes of physical

education instruction each week.

Second, officials in districts with programs that far exceeded the

minimum rcquirerrents in many areas were afraid that the state standards

would be used as a springboard for economizing cut-backs. To some ex-

tent, Bongiavenni alleviated that concern by working up plans to follow

up the minimum standards with a separate document featuring reccumenda-

tions of highest quality curriculums, and commending those schools in

which those standards were being achieved.

Third, officials in districts falling below the standards in iar

portant respects, but without any prospects for raising the money to do

the necessary upgrading, anticipated be..ix caught in a squeeze between



raised expectation and limited resources. There was no easy answer to

that problem. However, in his position as supervisor of federal aid

grants, Bongiovanni was able to give some assurances that the state

could channel sore extra funds to the hard-pressed districts.

The third phase is an anti-cl4max. The Board considered the

regulations and rejected them. The reason, apparently, was that several

'Tethers did not want a set of descriptive standards, but behavioral ob-

jectives. Ironically, of the roily cricicisrs and suggestions Bongiovanni

had received during the development of the final draft, the behavioral

approach was hardly rentioned, if at all.

Thus, there are no state-wide curriculum standards in Massachusetts.

The Department does develop curriculums, for exarple, a consumer educa-

tion curriculum was recently published, but they are strictly advisory.

Moreover, full-fledged curriculum development projects in the Department

may decline in number in the future, because the Department itself is

decentralizing. Under the Regionalization Plan,
11

the Department is

decentralizing its staff assignment, and creating regional office teams.

a,1-)ject area specialists, as they are assigned to regional offices, will

be increasingly called upon to serve as generalists. One of the con-

sequences of the regionalization may be increased reliance on local

curriculum innovation, but greater and more flexible support of local

efforts through the availability of regional tears working closely with

the communities in their areas of responsibility.

F. Enforcing th# School Laws

The general sanctioning powers of the Board are stated in M.G.L.A.

c. 15, §1G.
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"The board may withhold state and federal funds
from school committees which fail-to comply with the
provisions of law relative to the operation of the
public schools or any regulation of said board
authorized in this section."

"The board shall see to it that all school
committees comply with all laws relating to the
operation of the public sdhools and in the event
of noncompliance the commissioner of education
shall refer all such cases to the attorney general
of the commonwealth for appropriate action to
obtain compliance:" [emphasis added]

The Board came eyeball to eyeball with the Springfield and Boston

school committees in its attempts to enforce the Racial Imbalance Act.

It was a difficult context for testing the sanctioning powers of the

Board, because it was not a simple natter to determine what acts or

failures to act constituted noncompliance with the law. The courts

were not eager to decide whether school committee balancing plans which

purported to satisfy the statute were, in fact, sufficient. And even

when non-compliance was determined, withholding of state funds was found

to be a last resort means for forcing compliance. By the time of the

last in the series of cases reviewed below, however, the court clearly

stated that the last resort was almost at hand.

The operation of the Racial Imbalance Act (prior to the 1974 amend-

ment) may be briefly described as follows.
12

It declares the state's

policy of encouraging school committees to prevent and eliminate racial

imbalance in the public schools. School committees must submit

sufficient information to the State Board of Education to enable it to

determine the racial composition of the schools in every district. When-

ever the Board determines that a school has greater than fifty per cent

non-white pupils, it notifies the appropriate committee in writing.

After notification, the committee rust develop a plan for eliminating
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the imbalance, and file the plan with the Board. If the Board con-

siZers the plan inadequate under the Act, it is supposed to submit

recommendations for changes. The recommendations must be specific,

and they must be accompanied by an offer of technical assistance.

at this point lad suits may arise. The committee may reject the

Board's reconmendaticns, and seek a judicial determination that they

are not in accordance with the Act. The statute lays out a formal

standard for reviewing Board action:

"(a) in excess of the statutory authority or
jurisdiction of the board, or (b) based upon an
error of law, or (c) arbitrary or capricious, an

abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in

accordance with law..."

The committee might, cn the other hand, submit a revised plan, which

the Board rejects. The Board can then petition the court to order the

ccauittee to implement the board. plan. The Board also has a self-help

remedy. It may cause state aid payments to be withheld from a committee

"which does not shcw progress within a reasonable
time in eliminating racial imbalance...
( g-6hasis added)

Thus far, the Board has found it harder to defend,aid cut-offs under

the "reasonable tine" standard, than to defend the revisions it has

imposed cn local desegregation plans. In each of two cases15 the Court

simultaneously ordered the Board to release withheld funds and enjoined

the school committee to implement the Board's plan for their district.
16

With that background, it is possible to summarize the legal ground-

rules that have emerged from the state-local conflict. One set of

rulings tends to strengthen the legal position of the school committee:

a) The Board :rust accept the school committee's imbalance plan if

it reasonably appears to be designed to achieve racial balance (and
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carplies with other statutory requitements.)17'

b) When reviewing a local plan, the Board is bound by factual

determinations of the committee, if based on substantial evidence.
18

c) The Board must consult with the local school committee (not

just the local education department) about all significant issues in

state/local negotiaticns.19 If the Board, without consulting the cour

mittee, revokes its approval of a city plan, and takes action based on

the revocation, that action is "arbitrary.
.20

d) The Board's recommendations must be specific, and its technical

assistance must be substantive -- more than a series of demands. Failure

to meet these standards is a basis for finding an action "arbitzary.
.21

e) The basis for the Board's orders must be clearly present .!r. the

Imbalance Act. A Board order based cn its opinion that a plait violates

the Equal Protection Clause of the United States Constitution is an

action in excess of its jurisdiction.22

These rulings are generally to the Board's advantage:

a) By virtue of the Board's position as enforcer of the Act, its

finding that a local desegregation plan is inadequate as a matter of

law is entitled to great weight.
23

b) If the Board (correctly) concludes that even if a local plan's

factual assumptions are correct, its implementation would fail to satisfy

the Act, then it need not address the question whether those assumptions

were supported by substantial evidence.24

c) Once a city's plan is found to be inadequate as a matter of law,

then the Board's plan becomes the basic agenda. It is binding on the

school committee if based on substantial evidence.25
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d) Five years of racial imbalance is enough.26

These rules establish a coherent legal regime that captures much

of the spirit of traditional school law doctrine without undermining

the intent of the legislature. A school committee that reads the stat-

ute intelligently and acts in good faith, has ample opportunity to

formulate its own mode of complying with the desegregation mandate. It

can.pool its technical resources with those of the state to design a

plan which takes local needs into account as much as possible. If, for

example, desegregation seems to require new school construction, the

school committee can integrate that necessity into a long-range program

of building and reorganization aimed at achieving a whole range of

community goals. Throughout the desegregation cases, the Supreme Judi-

cial Court emphasized that the statute was designed to foster a coopera-

tive effort to solve racial problems in the public school system.

"We...envisioned a situation in which both sides
would come forward with renewed and sincere
efforts to fulfill the mandate of the statute.
The hearing process would then have provided an
opportunity for 'that measure of cooperation
which citizens have the right to expect from
State and city agencies working in the same field.'"

27

But the legislature also contemplated that attaining racial balance

would require selective use of pressures and sanctions. This, too, is

taken into account in the decisions. The tipping point in the local/

state balance is reached if the school committee submits an unlawful plan

Or makes no substantial progress in correcting imbalances over a period

of years. Then the presumptions of validity shift to the side of the

Board of Education. Subsequent non-compliance is a signal for the Board

to train its fiscal cannons on the intransigent committee. The actions



of the Boston School Committee demonstrated the value of a state admin-

istrative remedy. Despite its usuaiteluctance to get involved with the

details of desegregation, the Court, in BostonIII, went so far as to

encourage the Board to use its sanctioning powers in the future:

"If theZmaittee sincerely 'desires the correction
of perceived defects its task is not One of litiga-

tion but of consultation and persuasion....without
the delay inherent in further footless resort to
the courts."

"If the Committee fails to cooperate, the Board has
the power to withhold the certification of State
aid for the Boston Schools, and to notify the School
Building Assistance Commission to, withhold approval28

of school construction projects."
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IV. Courts

A. Introduction & Summary

In order to successfully appeal to the courts an official decision-

affecting public school curriculum, a person must overcome three obstacles.

First, he must find a legal theory that gives the court authority to re-

view the decision in dispute. Second, he must show that he is a proper

party to invoke that jurisdiction -- i.e. that he has standing. Finally,

he must persuade the court that the official action was unlawful.

In Massachusetts, the first obstacle is relatively manageable. Only

a limited class of school disputeg are covered by special statutory re-

view procedures -- namely, thoc- J.nvolving dismissals of teachers, and

those growing out of some phases of applying the Racial Iibalance Act.

110
This section is primarily devoted to the state judicial review action under

which the bulk of curriculum - related cases are brought. In Massachusetts,

the Declaratory Judgment Act and the Administrative Procedure Act are the

most important ones.
to

Both of these laws are un:'.form acts
A
which state court decisions

have given important secondary meanings. The Supreme Judicial Court

has been relatively generous in allowing declaratory actions to be

brought. With the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), one might say

that the Court has been moderate to liberal. Lest these labels be taken

for mare than they are worth, one should be especially aware of the

Court's tendency to carefully analyze, the purposes behind the statutory/

administrative scheme within which the dispute is set, in deciding whether

the legislature intended for judicial review to occur in the instant

situation. This is preferable to the literalist approach of some courts
*

which apply the review act without much sensitivity to the particular
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legal context ofthe underlying dispute. Thus, the stronger the litigant's

41,
case on the merits of the applicable law, the more likely it is that the

court will find that the legislature would not have contemplated such

a case escaping judicial review.

Massachusetts standing doctrine is far from harsh, but also far from

clear. A major issue is the standards under which a party who alleged

no private harm different from that suffered by the public generally can

seek judicial review of official action cn behalf of allegedly violated

public rights.

The difficult problem is not getting a court hearing but winning

it. Massachusetts courts are extremely deferential to administrative

decisicn-making, and perhaps no area better illustrates that generaliza-

tion than review of school committee decisions. The scope of judicial

review by state courts is extremely narraa. This has been true even in

cases presenting serious federal constitutional claims. Consequently,

the challengers of school officials have increasingly turned to the

federal courts. These courts have not hesitated to adjudicate the cases,

as shown by their reluctance to apply the abstention doctrine. The

decisional pattern, meanwhile, is mixed. Where the plaintiff's claim

is based on dUe'process, the First Circuit has been quite willing to

find rational connections between official actions and legitimate educa-

tional goals, thereby absolving the decision in question from the

charge of arbitrariness and capriciousness. On the other hand, the

circuit has been much harder on officials who have been challenged by

substantive due process and free speech claims.

B. Standing

A state's standing doctrine determines what minimum relationships

must exist between a party, and an act which he alleges is unlawful,
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before a court will permit him to adjudicate his contention of illegality.

The standard formula is that the party must state some legally cognizable

injury to him, personally, if the court is to listen to his claim.

The Supreme Judicial Court has given legal cognizance to a relatively

broad spectrum of interests. Also, it has interpreted the Mandamus Act

so as to allow private persons to bring suit to vindicate purely public

rights. One should not be surprised if Massachusetts standing rules are

more liberal than federal constitutional doctrines -- the state courts

are not subject to a'provision parallel to the Article III "case and

controversy" requirement. In fact, the Massachusetts Constitution creates

jurisdiction for the Supreme Judicial Court to render advisory opinions.

This jurisdiction is frequently invoked.

Just because a person is not barred from raising an issue by state

111 constitutional doctrine does not assure that he is a proper party. If

his claim is based on state statutory law, then he must have statutory

standing, and that may depend on whether the administrative procedure

act, the mandamus act, or the declaratory judgment act is applicable.

Standing under the declaratory judgment act requires a showing of an

actual and justiciable controversy -- the Massachusetts rules pretty

closely track federal rules for standing in declaratory actions. There

are no arduous standing restrictions on bringing mandamus actions; the

other requisites of this action, however, are very difficult to satisfy.

Finally, the standing requireMents of the APA are typicalcS64 ofits

kind. There are, for example, no potentially difficult technical ob-

stacles of the kind noted under Arizona's Judicial Review Act.

There are no notable trends in the way the Supreme Judicial Court

applies federal standing doctrines to cases presenting federal constitutional
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claims. Theoretically, the Court could interpret Massachasetts standing

doctrine so as to allow a plaintiff to press a federal claim in state

court, even though the federal courts would lack jurisdiction over the

case because the party failed to satisfy the Article III case and con-

troversy requirement.) In a recent First Amendment case, the Supreme

Judicial Court showed that it had no intention of expanding on the

federal limitations on a party's standing to challenge a statute which

has been constitutionally applied to him, on the ground that it could

conceivably be applied unconstitutionally to other persons in situations

not before the court. Commonwealth v. La Fella, 74 A.S. 83, 306 N.E.

2d 813 (1974). See also, Goguen v. Smith, 471 F.2d 88 (1972); Paddock

v. Town of Brookline, 347 Mass. 230, 197 N.E. 2d 321 (1964).

411
A few points need to be made about standing of litigants in school

disputes. School committees have been held to have standing to sue a

variety of parties, and to raise a variety of legal issues in proceedings to

which they are parties. However, there may be sorre question about a

school committee's standing to raise the *issue of the constitutionality

of a statute which is being applied in a case affecting it. When a

statute was passed which in effect reversed a taking by eminent domain,

(the laa described the land that was purportedly taken for school purposes,

and ordered the committee to reccnvey it to the previous owners) it was

held, in an action for declaratory relief, that the committee did have

standing to challenge the constitutionality of the statute. Wachusett

Regional School District Committee v. Erickson, 353 Mass. 77, 228 N.E.

2d 62, modified; 354 Mass. 768, 238 N.B. 2d 369 (1967). Similarly, in

a declaratory action brought by a school committee during the Imbalance

Act litigation, it was held that the school committee could raise
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constitutional questions. The court noted, however, that the other party

had not challenged the committee's standing. School Committee of Boston

v. Board of Education, 352 Mass. 793, 227 N.E. 2d 729, appeal dismissed

389 U.S. 572 (1961). There was a contrary holding in a 1955 case. As

defendant in a mandamus action to compel it to provide transportation

for pupils attending private elementary schools, a committee tried to

cfiallenge the constitutionality of the transportation statute, but the

court rebuffed it on standing grounds*. Quinn v. School Committee of

Plymouth, 332 Mass. 410, 125 N.E. 2d 410 (1955). In noting that the

committee had no person>or property right involved in the decision, the

court appeared to be applying the restrictive doctrine of taxpayer standing

laid down in Frothingham v. Mellon, 262 U.S. 447 (1923). That is, the

school committee could not raise an issue that taxpayers as individnals

could not raise. In light of the impliatoverruling of Mellon subsequently,

in Flast v. Cohen, 392 U.S. 83 (1968), and in light of Erickson, it is

unlikely that Quinn still has any vitality.

Student standing has rarely been litigated. In most cases it is

clear that the child stands to sustain injury to legally cognizable

interests -- liberty, property, reputation, educational opportunity.

The recent decision in Goss v. Lopez, 43 U.S. 4181 (1975) reaffirms the

substantiality of the student's interest involved in what is done to him

in the public schools. (It was held that suspension from school for less

than ten days was an interest sufficient to bring into play the protectiom

of the Due Process Clause.) Also, the United States District Corut,

District of Massachusetts, took a liberal approach to standing require-

ments in a case involving a student's claim of First Anendment protection.

In Antonelli v. Hammond, 308 F.Supp. 1329 (1970), a student who resigned

as editor-in-chief of a student newspaper, largely out of unwillingness
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to submit issues to a faculty advisory for approval, was held to have

standing to seek adjudication of the constitutionality of the advisory

procedure. It was also noted that the plaintiff had a substantial

prospect of being re-elected to the editorship.

This survey of Massachusetts standing doctrine needs some amplifi-

cation as to the interaction of the general doctrine and the above re-

ferred to "exception" for mandamus actions. The leading case on this

question is Kaplan v. Boaker, 333 Mass. 455, 131 N.E. 2d 372 (1956).

The legislature had established a commission to investigate communist

and subversive activities and had ordered it to report to the legislature

the names of any individuals about whom the commission had received

credible evidence that they had engaged in such activities. Several

lawyers, none of whom alleged that they had been investigated or other-

wise privately affected by the commission's activities, sought a writ

of mandamus compelling the commission to refrain from making any such

reports. They alleged that such reporting violated provisions of the

state and federal constitutions.

The Court recited the general principle that only persons in danger

of suffering legal harm can invoke the court's jurisdiction to pass upon

the validity of legislative acts. (Footnote 1 of the opinion cites approx-

imately twenty Massachusetts cases for authority.) The Court then noted

a partially countervailing principle, namely,

"that where a public officer owes a specific duty
to the public to perform some act or service not
due the government as such or to administer some
law for the public benefit which he is refusing
or failing to perform or administer any member of

the public may compel by mandamus the performance
of the duty required by law." (emphasis added]

131 N.E. 2d at 375. (Another twenty or so cases

are cited for this doctrine)
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However,

"Sorre of the cases add . . . that no other method of

enforcement be available." 131 N.E.2d at 375.

The Court held that the petitioners failed to cone under this

mandamus exception for allowing enforcement by anyone of public rights.

Because the cornissioners reported to the legislature, it was found that

they owed

"no duties directly to the public of which the public
has the right to demand performance." 131 N.E. 2d at 372.

Of course this "reason" is merely a conclusion, since by the rule stated

above, whether or not the public has a right to demand performance de-

pends on whether there is a "specific duty" to the public.,

One can only guess that the Court was trying to avoid a confrontation

with the legislature on an extremely sensitive issue. Kaplan left the

law in an easily naninulable form -- if a court wanted to open its door

to litigants pressing a public right, it would announce that the right

in question was directly owed to the public; to close its doors it needed

only to announce that the public right was either too insubstantial or

too indirect. We can only hope that the next time the :curt deals with

this issue it will announce a rule which gives litigants more guidance.
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C. Declaratory Judgments

Generally speaking, the declaratory action is a residual action,

one to which a litigant may turn when he lacks a specific statutory pro-

cedure for vindicating his rights. There are, of course, some limitations

to its use, but the Massachusetts courts have applied them no more

stringently than is necessary to further clear legislative policies

(e.g. those favoring initial administrative rather than judicial adjudi-

cations of some classes of disputes.) Massachusetts has adopted the

Uniform Declaratory Judgments Act, which is codified as c. 231A, sec. 1

et.m. The Act, by its own terns is "remedial", that is, "additional"

to other procedures for declaratory relief. The Supreme Judicial Court

has said that it is to be "liberally construed." Woods v. State Ed. of

Parole, 351 Mass. 556, 222 N.B. 2d 882 (1967).

The SJC will not easily find that another statute was intended to

preclude, in a given situation, judicial review under c. 231A. For

example, in Westland Housing Corporation v. Commissioner of Insurance,

225 N.E. 2d 782 (1967), the SJC held that plaintiffs who failed to satisfy

the jurisdictional requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act could

nevertheless secure judicial review of agency regulations under the

Declaratory Judgment Act. Also, Westland illustrates i:he SJC's willing-

ness to carefully examine the statutory policies involved in the inter-

action of the declaratory action and other laws, and to base its, holding

on a conclusion about these policies. By comparison, the approach of

the Arizona Supreme Court to such problems is extremely literalist.

The fundamental limitation on the availability of declaratory actions

is the "actual controversy" requirement.2 There must be a real dispute
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between the parties who have antagonistic claims which will almost cer-

tainly lead to litigation in the near future. It is not necessary, how-

ever, for it to be alleged that a legal right has yet been breached for

declaratory relief to be proper. To the contrary -- one of the purposes

of the act is to minimize the antagonistic actions of the parties and to

siirplify the adjudication of the dispute, by declaring legal rights before

drastic actions are taken. For example, in School Committee of Cambridge

v. Superintendent of Schools of Cambridge, 320 Mass. 516, 70 N.E. 2d 298

(1946), the question was whether or not the superintendent and assistant

superintendent were holding their positions at the discretion of the school

committee (serving "at discretion" amounts to having tenure). The relevant

statute was unclear on the point whether prior service in other administra-

tive positions in the school district counted towards the years of experience

required to be tenured in their present positions. The Court said that

this was a proper situation for giving declaratory relief. It was un-

necessary for the plaintiff school connEttee to purport to not rehire the

defendants, or otherwise to precipitate a more antagonistic situation.

Court review was possible prior to such acts which might harm educational

administration in the district.

In Povey v. School Committee of Medford, 333 Mass. 70, 127 N.E. 2d

925 (1955), the SJC dismissed a petition for declaratory relief. The local

school superintendent had recommended one person for appointment to a prin-

cipalship, but the school committee gave the post to a different person --

who happened to be the brother-in-law of a school committee member. It

was alleged that the appointee was not qualified for the post. The Court

said that the plaintiffs, who were taxpayers, did not have enough special

interest in the controversy to bring a declaratory action. The Court also
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noted that the plaintiffs had alleged no violations of law by the defen-
.

dants, only a bad faith act. Under those conditions, a suit would be no

more. than harrassrent. Presumably, the Court's idea of a proper plaintiff

would be one who claimed that the committee's action violated his contract

rights. In light of the SJC's other decisions in this area, Povey is

properly confined to its facts, i.e.,a situation where no specific sta-

tutory or contract right is in the case, but where there is, instead, a

controversy but no right.

Another potential obstacle to maintaining a declaratory action is

the limitation on its use where a statute makes another renedy exclusive.

The other reredy may be a special action for judicial review with its own

set of requirenents; or it may be an exclusive administrative remedy; or

it nay be an administrative remedy which must be exhausted prior to applying

for court review. The Suprere Judicial Court surnazized the general rule

and an exception to it in its opinion in Westland, supra:

'Ordinarily declaratory relief is not available to
bypass an administrative remedy, even if the administra-

tive .
remedy is no longer available because it had not been

pursued within the tine prescribed. But '[i]n certain ex-
cepticnal instances this court has upheld the granting of
declaratory relief in the discretion of the court,' even
where a statute purports to make adndnistrative rowdies
exclusive." (citations omitted) 225 N.E. 2d at 788.

The exception will apply in cases of hardship to the declaratory

plaintiff. For example, in Westland the plaintiff first became aware of

a decision made by the Commissioner of Insurance several years later,

when that decision was applied to its activities. Although the statute

under which the decision was made had a provision giving parties to the

proceeding a right to judicial review for a limited tine, it was held

that the law was designed,
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"to permit review by . . . parties to the proceedings

. . . or [persons] who were' at least on notice that

their interests might be affected." Temphasis added]
225 N.E. 2d at 788.

Since the plaintiff fit neither description, it was allowed to pursue its

declaratory action.

Again, we can note a sharp contrast between the approaches of the

Massachusetts and Arizona courts, even though the declaratory action

statutes are identicat4n the two states. It will be recalled that in

A c izovta. Cow, s vt of tA wre kov- -kAre

Vu Jo nes 1 Ar.-4 183, 33.0 P. NUS' 61/1),
the plaintiff was barred from challenging

an administratively wade fact-finding which was several years old and

arguably outdated, but was given as the continuing basis for agency poli-

cies affecting the plaintiff. The cases could perhaps be distinguished

on technical grounds, e.g. that the Arizona plaintiffs hadn't properly

put the question of declaratory relief at issue, so that the court didn't

directly confront it, the Massachusetts court probably would have con-

sidered this a hardship case and allowed the plaintiff to.pursiie a de-

claratory action. The Arizona court's analysis, by comparison, never went

beyond verbal analysis to probe the policies of the relevant statutes and

the questions of fairness and efficiency in the administrative and judicial

processes.

Westland is also notable because it settles an important question

about the interaction of the APA and the DJA. Section 14 of the APA pro-

vides for judicial review of final decisions of agencis in adjudicatory

proceeding; in section 1, an adjudicatory proceeding is defined as one

which is required b law to be held for the purpose of deciding the legal

rights of persons. The plaintiffs in Westland had asserted that a

"hearing" held by the Commissioner was a reviewable'adjudicatory proceeding.
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However, the court found that this "hearing" was not required by law to

be held, therefore it did not satisfy the definition in APA section 1,

and plaintiffs had no right to review under section 14.

The question was whether plaintiffs, having failed to establish re-

viewability under APA section 14, could nonetheless pursue a declaratory

action. APA section 7, provides:

"Unless an exclusive node of review is provided by
law, judicial review of any regulation may be had
through petition for declaratory relief in the
manner and to the extent provided under . . . [the DJA]."

[emphasis added]

The Court had already found that the Commissioner's action was not an

"adjudicatory proceeding" as defined in APA sec 1(1); it was also clear

that the action did not satisfy the act's definition of "regulation," as

found in sec. 1(5). Was the purpose of the legislature in passing section

7 to preclude judicial review under the WA of an administrative action

which neither fit the technical definition "adjudication" nor "regulation"?

The court's answer was, Nb. It said:

"We believe that the purpose of sec. 7 is to negate
an inferenc,which might otherwise be drawn from
sec. 14, that only a 'final decision of any agency
in an adjudicatory proceeding' may be judicially .

reviewed." 225 N.E. 2d at 787.

In other words, as it appears in sec. 14, "regulation" does not have the

technical meaning set, out in sec. 1(5) -- the purpose of the latter de-

finition is to determine when the special hearing requirements of sec. 2

attach -- but loosely refer to a range of agency actions which are not

adjudications. Of course, all of these loosely defined "regulations" are

not automatically reviewable under the DJA, since that act has its own

requirements that must be met. But when an agency action of this kind is

410 involved, the APA in no way limits the opportunity for relief by a

declaratory action.
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Since a fairly strong argument could be made for an opposite holding

on this question, the court's decision must be taken as a recognition of

a state policy strongly favoring declaratory actions. The argum ent that

another statute precludes declaratory relief will be rejected unless such

intention is clearly expressed.

The final obstacle the plaintiff seeking declaratory relief must

overcome is convincing the trial court that such a remedy is appropriate.

Itlhas been uniformly held that even when a party has standing to bring

a declaratory action, and subsequently shows that his legal interests are

threatened with interference, the trial court has substantial discretion

in deciding whether to grant declaratory relief. Boston Safe Deposit and

Trust Co. v. Dean, 72 A.S. 393, 279 N.E. 2d 902 (1973). National Shaamut

410
Bank of Boston v. Morey, 320 Mass. 492(70 N.E. 2d 316 (1947). The court

may consider whether a declaration of rights at the instant stage of the

controversy would put an end to the entire controversy or a major part

of it.

Should plaintiffs seek declaratory relief in a federal court, this

policy against piecemeal adjudication will be reflected in the doctrines

of comity and exhaustion of state remedies. In City of Chicopee v.

Sullivan, 379 F.Supp. 569 (1974), two municipalities brought suit toga part

of the state school aid distribution formula declared unconstitutional.

At the same tine, they were bringing suit in state court for a money judg-

ment representing aid that had allegedly been unlawfully denied to them.

The court found that the plaintiffs had split their cause of action between

iew
state and federal courts in order to circumventofederal court's lack of

jursidiction to award money judgments against state treasuries (by the

Eleventh Amendment). It was held that under-those circumstances, since
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the state courts could ajdudicate all of the issues in the dispute while

the federal court could only consider some of them, it was proper for the

federal court to decline to decide the case.

Obviously, the plaintiffs in Chicopee premised their litigation

tactics on the assumption that a federal court would be more likely to

declare a state statute unconstitutional than a state court would be.

As we noted elsewhere in Sections I &lay of this report, Massachusetts

plaintiffs are increasingly turning to federal courts to adjudicate

alleged deprivations of individual rights. Although there are no juris-

dictional problems with a federal court awarding a money judgment against

a local school district, a prayer for relief which takes the form of a

levy on the state treasury is barred by the Eleventh Anendment.3 If a

separate action is being brought in state court for the financial relief,

then, under Chicopee, it is proper for the federal court to decline juris-

diction under the comity doctrine.

The practical question for litigators is how long after instituting

a federal declaratory action must they wait to bring suit in state courts,

in order to satisfy the federal court that comity does not require a dis-

missal. Furthermore, what would be the res judicata effect of a declaratory

decision of a federal district court or court of appeals, on a state

court? That is, in a subsequent state court. action for money damages,

would the state court consider itself bound by-a lower federal court's

declaration of unconstitutionality? Should it be relevant that the

litigants apparently structured their litigation to take advantage of the

seeming friendliness of federal courts to federal claims, and at the same

411 time to avoid the Eleventh Amendment obstacles to obtaining monetary

relief in federal court?
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D. Administrative Procedure Act

A person aggrieved by administrative action affecting school

curriculum might be able to obtain judicial review under the Massachusetts

Administrative Procedure Act (M.G.L.A. 30A, sec. 1, et. seq.) There are

three major issues here. First, decisions of what officials are reviewable

under the APA? State Board of Education decisions which otherwise satisfy

the act (i.e. they are either "adjudications" or promulgations of "regula-

tions") are definitely reviewable. However, since most curriculum decisions

are made locally, the more interesting question is whether the APA applies

to actions taken by school committees or under their authority. In

most cases, it does not.

Secondly, all persons "aggrieved" by final agency decisions have

standing under the act. However, the kind and degree of interest which

must be shown for a person to be "aggrieved" seems to depend on several

factors -- the case lad can be reduced to no simple formula.

The third question involves the interaction of the APA, with other

statutes, and with other doctrines dealing with judicial review. By its

an terms, the APA does not apply when a different statute makes another

form of revied exclusive.4 Our question, however, is directed at the

opposite question, that is, when will a court dismiss an action for review

based on another jurisdictional statute because it finds that the APA is

the exclusive method for obtaining review of that action? The most important

situations involve declaratory actions, mandamus, and federal comity problems.

We already explained in our declaratory judgment section that under Westford,

the applicability of the APA is no bar to maintaining a declaratory action.

The situation under the mandamus statute is otherwise, since that law requires

that no other practical relief be available before a writ will issue.
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Similarly, the U.S. District Court for the District of MassaChusetts seems

inclined towards abstaining when there appears to be an opportunity for

judicial review under the APA which the plaintiffs did not try to use.

We now turn to a more detailed analysis of these issues. We have found

no cases directly Yielding that school ccadtttee "adjudicatory proceedings"

or "regulations" are reviewable under the APA. Technically, the question

is whether a school committee is ever an "agency", as defined in section

1(2) of the act.

"(2) 'Agency' includes any department, board, commission,
division or authority of the state government, or sub-
division of any of the foregoing, or official of the
state government, authorized by law to make regulations
or to conduct adjudicatory proceedings, but does not
include . . . . "

It has been held that neither a municipality nor the office of a city fire

oommissicner qualifies. Brignoli v. City of Boston, 73 A.S.A. 426, 297

N.E. 2d 512 (1973). Nor is a city Rent Control Board--though it aces its

existence to a state enabling act ---a state agency under the APA. Mayo v.

Boston Rent Control Administrator, 74 A.S. 1109, 314 N.E. 2d 118 (1974).

There is, however, a peculiar federal, case which appears to interpret

the APA as 'generally applicable to school cone dttee decisions. In Flaherty

V. Conners, 319 F. Supp. 1284 (1970), a suit waF brought against the Boston

i)dkoil fi
School CommitteeA

of a retarded child, charging that hd had been unlawfully

suspended from special education classes. The court decided that it should

abstain from deciding the suit (which involved several federal and state

claims) because the plaintiff had not exhausted his state remedies.

"[E]ven assuming the fact that the school committee
refused to adhere to the procedures provided for after
plaintiff had properly requested a formal hearing, then
redress for plaintiff's grievances clearly seems to be

provided for under the State Administrative Procedure
Act, Mass. Gen. Laws, c. 30A, sec. 14, which offers appeals

from,administrative decisions to the state courts and,

ultimately, to the Supreme Judicial Court." [enphasis added]

319 F. Supp. at 1286.
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The opinion gives no authority for the proposition that the APA applies

generally to the "administrative decisions" of school committees. Indeed,

there is no such authority. However, the court had a fairly sound reason

for finding the APA applicable to the particular school committee decision

involved in Flaherty and this finding could have been supported by a more

narrowly drawn interpretation of the APA. A Massachusetts statute specifi-

cally required that

"a school comittee shall not permanently exclude a
pupil from the public schools for alleged misconduct
without first giving him and his parent or guardian
an opportunity to be heard." c. 76, sec. 17.

Apparently,the court's theory was that if such a hearing was held, it would

be reviewable under the APA; and if the school committee refused to hold

one then that decision would similarly be reviewable. The way this theory

can be reconciled with the absence of any authority designating school

committees, generally, as being "agencies" under the act, is to say that

the committee must be deemed to be a state agent ..nSofar as it had a

specific statutory duty to hold an expulsion hearing. This proposition

would be consistent with the theory that when school committees are acting

under the authority of general statutory grants of authority, they are to

be considered local entities not subject to the APA.

This theorizing illustrates the chameleon-like legal status of local

public school bodies under state law. For some purposes they maybe treated

as plenary local governmental bodies; for others they are considered local

agencies; and for others still they might be deemed state agencies. We

think that this conceptual fleyibility, if rationally and non-discriminatorily

410
applied, can be beneficial. There is a constant tension between state and

local control of public schools. Legislatures should be dole to make fine

adjustments in this system and experiment with different arrangements
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without having to make drastic revisions in the basic legal framework. For

example, if we assure that the legislature passed the expulsion-hearing pro-

vision involved in Flaherty because it was especially concerned with procedural

regularity and with the protection of students against local abuse, then the

rule which we have drawn cut of Flaherty accomplishes these ends while keeping

the alteration of local authority at a minimum. That is, by deeming school

committees to be state agencies insofar as expulsion hearings are concerned,

the court has made available to persons aggrieved by this particular class

of decisions -- for which the legislature has_expressed special concern -- a

thorough procedure for judicial review.

On the second major issue of this section, APA standing, the root of

authority is G.L. c. 30A sec. 14, which provides, in part:

"Except so far as any provision of law expressly
precludes judicial review, pa person . . . aggrieved

by a final decision of any agency in an adjudicatory

proceeding . . . shall be entitled to a judicial

review thereof . . . " [emphasis added]

The reasons most frequently given for denying standing under this section

are -- the plaintiff is not "aggrieved;" even if the plaintiff is "aggrieved,"

review is precluded by another statute; the decision sought to be reviewed

is not an "adjudicatory proceeding" (School Committee of Springfield v. Board

of Education, 311 N.E. 2d 64 (1974)). Since deciding the standing issue often

involves interpreting and relating both the APA and some other statutory

scheme, courts can use a variety of theories for their holdings. A court

might find that under a particular statute there is no express intention to

preclude judicial review generally, but still find that the legislature in

passing that statute did not intend for the claimant in this case to be pro,-

tested any more than the public generally, and therefore he is not aggrieved

and has no standing.
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For example, in Shaker Comminity, Inc. v. State Racing Commission, 346

Mass. 213, 190 N.E. 2(4897 (1963), a person\vho Owned land contiguous to the

Hancock Raceway sought judicial review of a State Racing Commission decision

awarding certain racing dates to Hancock. The Supreme Judicial Court held

that the petitioner did not have enough interest in the decision to be a

person aggrieved by the decision.
5

The holding was based on an interpreta-

tion of the statute establishing the commission, the court concluding that

it was not the legislative purpose to give all persons with land abutting

racetracks the right to obtain judicial review of Commission decisions. The

Court stated, however, that in general, section 14 of the APA should not be

narrowly construed, and that there could be circumstances under which a local

government, the Attorney General, or others could obtain review of the

111

Commission decisions. In other words, this was not a case of a statute which

"expressly precludes judicial review."

Thus, by the analysis in Shaker, one must examine the statute under

which the administrative action was taken with two thoughts in mind. Does

that statute expressly preclude judicial review? Did the legislative drafts-

men contemplate suits by persons such as the instant plaintiff? In light

of the statement in Shaker that section 14 should not be narrowly construed,

once a party has made a prima facie showing that he is a proper party, the

burden of proof should be on the person who disputes that party's standing.

Even is a person is suitably aggrieved by agency action, his petition

for review will be dismissed if it is untimely. The typical mistake is

failure to exhaust administrative remedies (see, e.g. Electronics Corp. v.

City Council 348 Mass. 569, 204 N.E. 2d 707 (1965); St. Luke's Hospital v.

111 Labor Relations Commission, 320 Mass. 467, 70 N.E. 2d 10 (1946)). For

example, in Worcester I.T.I. Instructors Ass'n v. Labor Relations Commission,

357 Mass. 118, 256 N.E. 2d 287 (1970), it was held that a teacher's union
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petition to review a decision of the Labor Relations Commission which had

ordered a representation election, was premature. The Court said that

ordinarily a certification decision was not a "final decision"; the Lmion's

proper course of action was to institute an unfair labor practice proceeding.

Then the entire proceeding, including certification, would be reviewable.

The third major issue in this section is the preclusion of other fours

of review because of the availability of the APA action. We have just noted

that an action brought in state court under the APA may be dismissed if the

petitioner has not exhausted state administrative remedies. Analogously,

if an action is brought in federal court, it may be dismissed under the

abstention doctrine if the petitioner has failed to exhaust state administra-

tive or judicial remedies. Thus, in Flaherty, supra, it was held that the

court should abstain because they had not yet availed themselves of APA re-

view. (ticwever, for reasons of "judicial economics" the court, which had

held a full evidentiary hearing, made findings of fact on the merits of the

petitioner's claim. It said the ruling was "without prejudice" to plaintiffs'

availing themselves of their administrative and state judicial remedies.)
6

Massachusetts courts are also prone to dismiss mandamus actions brought

by petitioners who would have had standing to bring APA actions. A pre-

requisite to issuance of a writ is a showing that no other adequate relief

is available. In Cleary v. Licensing Conanission of Cambridge, 345 Mass. 257,

186 N.E. 2d 815 (1962), this rule was given as the grounds for barring a

mandamus petition, even though the adequacy of the supposedly available

alternative reredies was very questionable.?
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Extraordinary Remedies

Mandamus and certiorari are two actions that may occasionally

be used to review actions of school officials. They are called "extraordi-

nary remedies" because of the infrequency with which one can qualify to invoke

them. The relatively easy availability of review by declaratory actions and

the state administrative procedure act diminishes the incentive to use these

writs.

Mandamus
9 lies to review an alleged failure to perform a ministerial

duty. The petitioner must shcrw that he has no adequate legal remedies. As

we noted in our discussion of the hPA, the Supreme Judicial Court has denied

the writ because there supposedly existed alternative remedies, even though

said remedies were very hypothetical and probably impractical. Cleary, supra.

Also, the criteria for determining when a person has standing to bring a

mandamus action to redress wrongs to the public, are still unclear. In

Nickols v. Commissioners of Middlesex County, 341 Mass. 13, 166 N.E. 2d 911

(1960), a group of citizens sought to prevent a county government from de-

spoiling a pond and woodlands, allegedly in violation of a restriction in

the deed under width the county acquired the lands. In that situation, the

Court found:

"The petitioners have standing as citizens by
mandamus to 'enforce a public duty of interest to
citizens generally.' [citations omitted)"
166 N.E. 2d at 916.

The certiorari action
10

can be brought to correct the decision of a

tribunal inferior to the court in which the petition is made. ahe tribunal

must have been acting in a judicial or quasi-judicial capacity. There must

be no other statutory or common lad remedies available. It has been held

that a vote of a school committee to approve the qualifications of and to
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appoint an applicant to a position in a high school was an administrative

act, not reached by nor within the reach of a writ of certiorari, even

though the school ccumittee's action purported to be an applicaticn of a

committee rule to a particular situation. Good v. School Committee of

Cairbridge, 354 Mass. 759, 236 N.E. 2d 87 (1968).
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F. Scope of Review

1. State Courts

Massachusetts courts have adopted a

"philosophy of granting administrators quite wide
discretion, electing not to interfere with the
administrative process unless clear illegality or
prejudice to a party can be shown."
Cowin, 13 Annual Survey of Massachusetts Law 175.

There is probably no stronger manifestation of this deferential attitude

than in decisions reviewing school committee actions. See e.g. Leonard v.

School Committee of Attleboro, 349 Mass. 704, 212 N.E. 2d 468 (1965). We

reserve our main discussion of the school committee cases for Section V, on

local districts, since the rule of deference is one of the cornerstones of

Massachusetts-style decentralization.

The most important, explicit)rule on scope of review is APA, section

14(8). It stats that the court may grant relief if it is found that the

agency decisi is:

(a) In violation of constitutional provisions; or

(b) In excess of the statutory authority or jurisdiction

of the agency; or

(c) Based upon an error of law; or

(d) Made upon unlawful procedure; or

(e) Unsupported by substantial evidence; or

(f) Unwarranted by facts found by the court on the record

as submitted or as amplified under paragraph (7) of

this section, in those instances where the court is

constitutionally required to make independent findings

of fact; or

(g) Arbitrary or capricious, an abuse of discretion, or

otherwise not in accordance with law.
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The court shall make the foregoing determinations
upon consideration of the entire record, or such por-

tions of the record as maySe7Cited by the parties.
[emphasis added]

The court shall give due weight to the experience,
technical conpetence, and specialized knowledge of
the agency, as well as to the discretionary authority
conferred upon it."

The most commonly referred to standard is that the court will uphold any

decision based on substantial evidence in the whole record. The court must

not substitute its judg meat for that of the agency, if a reasonable person

could have arrived at the agency's decision after considering the evidence.

EVen in cases where the APA standards are not directly applicable, the

court's review is usually imbued with these concepts. One example of this

is judicial review of school committee decisions in declaratory actions or

mandamus actions. Another example is review of State Board of Education

decisions pursuant to the 1965 Racial Imbalance Act. The Act contains its

own standards for judicial review, which are actually a summary statement

;Z.

of the APA provisions quoted above. Thus, when the courts were called wan

to review a BOard decision which approved a plan for complying with the

racial imbalance laws in the city of Springfield, it was held that the ques-

tion for decision was not whether the court believed the plan net safety and

neighborhood reguirements, but whether there was substantial evidence before

the Board to support its conclusion that these requisites were satisfied.

School Committee of Springfield v. Board of Education, 311 N.E. 2d 69 (1974).

It should be noted that a court's aggressiveness vis-a-vis an agency

may be greatly influenced by whether the grounds for challenging the agency

action is one of those enumerated in Subsections a-d (of sec. 14(8)), or one

of those named subsections In e-g. The first four grounds involve pre-

dominantly.legal issues, where the court's competence is ordinarily superior
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.13
to that of the agency's, and it would therefore be proper to substitute

the court's legal judgnent for the agency's. The doctrine of deference has

grcwn out of the more frequently litigated question of the lawfulness of

agency fact-finding under the last three grounds.

Another variable in scope of review is the extent to which courts

develop the record on which their decisions are based. To begin with, when

a decision is purportely based on an agency hearing, the court must, upon

the petitioner's request, order the agency to file the record of the hearing.

of Lawrence, v. State Board of Education, 357 Mass. 200, 257 N.E. 2d 461

(1970). Some statutory schem=es provide for de novo court review. In the

education context, a tenured teacher who has been discharged by a school

committee has a right to a de novo adjudication in superior court.N" So

far as APA cases are concerned, the taking of additional evidence is governed

by section 14(7), This provision gives the court substantial discretion for

the introduction of new evidence. The agency, not the court, actually takes

th e e vide n ce . 15

2. Federal Courts

a.) Abstention

One dimension of federal court review of the actions of school officials,

is that a federal district court might abstain from deciding a case that

presents both federal and state law claims. Abstention is a judicially

created doctrine which allows for the exercise of relatively wide discretion

by the district court, provided the court applies the criteria of the Pullman

doctrine. Also, it was affirmed in England v. Louisiana Medical Examiners,

375 U.S. 411 (1964), that one has a right to have federal claims adjudicated

in a federal forum. Consequently, a federal court which abstains also retains

jurisdiction pending the outcome of a substituted state court suit brought
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by the plaintiff. If the plaintiff states in the record of the state court

proceeding that he reserves his right to have his federal claims decided by

a federal court, then if he loses on his state claims he can return to the

federal court which originally abstained for a hearing on his federal claims.

The First Circuit has held that abstention is appropriate when there

are no state cases to guide the federal court on state law, or when the

chances are good that a state court interpretation of state law will obviate

decision of the federal question in the case. It is relevant to this

determination that there is a pending state court proceeding where there is

a substantial possibility that relief will be granted. Steele v. Haley, 451

F. 2d 1105 (1st Cir. 1971).) On the other hand, abstention is not appropriate

when the only possible grounds for granting the relief requested would be

constitutional or where a state court interpretation could not dispose of

the basic constitutional claim.31

The ultimate right to a hearing in federal court was noted recently in

a school context in Drown v. Portsmouth School District, 451 F. 2d 1106 (1st

Cir. 1971), "Oman II". Ms. Dram was a nontenured school teacher who was

discharged,, allegedly for the reason that her superiors disliked her innova-

tive and unconventional teaching methods. School officials stated that Ms.

Drown was "uncooperative, disregarding schedules and not accepting direction."

After finding that the dismissal was in compliance with state law, the

court went on to consider whether the dismissal violated plaintiff's due

process rights.

"[T]he hoard's [reasons] for dismissal stand

unshaken, and the district court properly dis-

missed the complaint.
In so holding, we nonetheless recognize that

where a teacher makes a plausible claim that her

collateral constitutional rights have been

violated, she is entitled to a hearing in federal

court despite the existence of another and other-

wise nonarbitrary reason.'! 451F. 2d at 1109.
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In another teacher dismissal case, Wishart v. McDonald, 500 F.2d 1110

(1st Cir. 1974), it was stated that a federal court should not abstain, even

if the decision of a federal question could be avoided by a state court's

narrowing of the meaning of a state law that is alleged to be unconstitution-

ally vague, when the highest state court had been presented with an opportunity

to make such an interpretation but had failed to do so.

b.) Standards of review in federal courts

This is not the place to go into a wide-ranging review of all of the

constitutional doctrines which could be used to challenge the actions of

school officials. However, we think it useful to note the procedural due

process standards with which decision-making by Massachusetts school officials

must comply.

In Drown v. Portsmouth . School District, 435 F.2d 1182 (1st Cir. 1970),

"Drawn I", it was held that even a ncntenured teacher has so substantial an

interest in her nonretention that a school board must provide 'a written ex-

planation, with scare detail, of the reasons for nonretention, and must pro-

vide access to evaluation reports in the teacher's personnel file. After

Drown I, the Portsnouth (New Hanpshire) board supplied the plaintiff with

reasons for dismissal, and the plaintiff appealed to the federal courts on

the grounds that to fire her for those reasons was arbitrary and capricious.

In Drown II, the First Circuit articulated the due process standards

of review, as follows:

"(A) reason may be arbitrary or capricious in any

of three ways. Even in view of the broad scope of a

school board's discretion, a reason may be unrelated

to the educational process or to working relationships

within the educational institution. . . .

Or a reason may be arbitrary in that it is trivial

Finally, a reason may be aribtraxy or capricious

in that it is wholly unsupported by a basis in uncon-

tested fact either in the statement of reasons itself

or in the teacher's file." 451 F. 2d at 1108.
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Under this standard, the court held that the dismissal of R. Drown

was not arbitrary and capricious. Ms. Drown admitted that members of her

department found her uncooperative because of her choice of curriculum and

classroom procedures, but she claimed that was not a valid reason for dis-

missal. The court disagreed:

"[N]on-re eaal of a teacher for being 'too innovative

and unconventional' would be proper under the wide dis-

cretion accorded the school board [citing Drown I], even

if a court or another board would think it wiser to have

innovative but 'uncooperative' teachers rather than bland

but 'cooperative' ones." 451 F. 2d at 1109.

Curiously, the court noted that the plaintiff had not made any claim on the

First Amendment. That appears to be a hint that the court would have been

willing to find that some kinds of innovative teaching can be constitutionally

protected speech.

Drown involved federal court review of a school board's dismissal of

. a teacher for clearly job-related conduct. It was not arbitrary or capricious,

the court found, to fire a teacher whose innovative teaching efforts caused

staff friction. Wishart v. McDonald, 500 F. 2d 1110 (1st Cir. 1974), added

an issue that was not in Drown -- what kind of out-of-school behavior by a

teacher could rationally be considered grounds for dismissal because of its

potential threat to in-school operations.

The plaintiff teacher's principal had rated him an excellent teacher

about the time when plaintiff began to engage in unusual activities outside

his home. On several occasions he played with a mannequin in his yard,

dressing and undressing it in women's clothes and touching it lewdly. Wis-

hart's psychiatrist gave uncontradIcted testimony that Wishart had a per-

il,
sonality disorder, but stated that it should have no effect on his classroom

performance (as indeed it had not so far). The Superintendent viewed this

b4.!..Lavior one night himself, and concluded that it called for Wishart's
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dismissal. The District Court, on.review, ruled that the firing decision

was sufficiently rational to be upheld, and the Court of Appeals affirmed.

The District Court indicated; however, that the Superintendent's decision

was on the borderline of acceptability under due process standards.

"[T]here was a basis, if somewhat meager, for
McDonald's belief that the conduct had, or certainly
would in the future, gain a degree of notoriety Which

would damage plaintiff's effectiveness as a teacher

in the school system and his working relationships
within the educational process. It cannot be said

that the school committee acted arbitrarily or
capriciously in sharing in that opinion . . . "

[emphasis added] 367 F. Supp. at 535, quoted
approvingly in 500 F. 2d at 1113.

The court emphasized that although Wishaxt's objectionable behavior

took place on his property or at it edge, he had conducted himself in a

way that he knew or should have known that he would be observed and become

a mtLr publag Given the court's muted' thei

cogency of the Superintendent's judgment, this may 4.ave been the deciding

factor. The casting aside of privacy has also seemed to be a deciding factor

in cases in two other jurisdictions, Acanfora v. Board of Education, 491

F. 2d 498 (4th Cir. 1974); Pettit v. State Board of Education, 10 Cal. 3d

29, 513 P. 2d 889 (1973); Moser v. State Board of Education,-22 Cal. App.

3d 988, 101 Cal. Rptr. 86 (1972) 22

In these few situations where the federal courts have reviewed school

officials' actions under the Due Process Clause, although local school

decisions have not nearly attained the untouchable status they have generally

enjoyed in the state courts, the results have lined up generally in favor

of school board defendants. One should not forget, however, the sharficcn-

trast between the First Circuit's striking down of a grooming.regulation in
and tile sudtlinioy &f AA

Richards v. Thuxnston, 424 F. 2d 1281 (1970) _gubstantially similar rule,

by the Supreme Judicial Court in Leonard v. School
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Committee of Attleboro, 349 Mass. 704, 212 N.E. 2d 468 (1965). The "hint"

about possible First Amendment liability rights which we noted in Drown,

plus the decision of Richards on substantive due process grounds, indicate

that the courts of the First Circuit will be more demanding in their review

of school officials under those theories than under general due process for

arbitrary and capricious actions.



V. Local Districts

1. School Congittees

The school committee is the locus of curriculum- making authority. As

we have seen, the powers of the Board and Department are very limited.

(They have taken the initiative in some areas where they have been given

specific statutory duties, e.g. racial balancing, special education.) It

is up to the school committee to flesh out the legislature's general curric-

ulum directives. Other local actors -- administrators, teachers, parents,

unions, students -- enjoy specified rights which may sometimes block or re-

direct school committee curriculum policies. For example, under certain cir-

cumstances the Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission, a court, or an

cew cc...4watee ae.c,itsv%3

arbitrator( a group of twenty parents, or five percent of the student

body, can initiate a high school course which the school committee would not

otherwise have offered.
2 But while it may be stymied in particulars of.

execution, the school committee's curriculum policy- making position is

supreme.

The committee's authority to prescribe curriculum policy is matched by

its degree of fiscal autonomy. When the committee adopts a, budget of expen-

ditures "necessary" for local education, the nunicipality is required by law

to appropriate the budgeted funds and levy whatever taxes are needed to raise

the money.
3 If the municipality balks at this, a court may not only order

compliance, but may also fine the municipality in an amount equalling 25%

of the deficiency in appropriations, the fine to be turned over to the school

committee for educational purposes. (Boston municipal and school affairs

are governed by special laws, and financing is one of the areas where these

enactments depart from the general laws. The main differences are noted in

the margin.4) The state's policy f school committee financial autonomy
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was renewed recently in the passage of the public employees collective bar-

gaining law. In the case of any public employer except a school committee,

when it has reached agreement with its employees, that agreement does not

become final until the contract has been submitted to the proper legislative

body and that body has appropr=iated funds to implement the terns of the

agreenent.
5

Despite its dominant position, the Massachusetts school committee has

not escaped national trends that are affecting local school officials every-

where. The Special Education Act and the Transitional Ei-Lingual Education

Act have forced school committees to give high priority to educational ser-

vices that they would not have provided, if left to themselves, or would have

offered in terms different from those mandated by statute and state

regulation. The Racial Inbalance Act, and, in Boston, federal court orders,

havc also substituted state and national standards for local policies of

pupil assignirent. The federal courts have applied much more demanding

standards of rationality and respect for constitutionally protected conduct

in suits against school committees than state courts had been willing to

establish and enforce. In 1970 the First Circuit ruled that the expulsion

of a student pursuant to a grooming regulation violated his, constitutional

rights; in an almost identical case five years previously, the Supreme

Judicial Court had upheld a school committee's action.
6

One can also con-

trast a Supreme Judicial Court holding in 1970; that a prcbationaxy teacher

had no constitutional right to a hearing before being dismissed, with a

First Circuit's decision in the sane year, which also said that no hearing

was needed, but did find a due process right to a written statement, in some

111 detail, of the reasons for the firing.7 The federal courts have also been

more receptive to free speech claims against school officials than have

state courts.
8
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The premises of school committee supremacy have been eroding. In a

small, homogeneous, nineteenth century community, the elected school committee

had the legitimacy and resources to perform with substantial fairness and

efficiency the function of providing educational services. The model doesn't

hold up as well when individual rights to speech, liberty, privacy, and pro-

cedurally fair treatment, have expanded greatly in scope. The growth of

cities haS reduced the intimacy of participation in school committee

decision - making. In Boston, for example, the school committee has been in-

transigent and hostile towards the expressed interests of a substantial

minority of its constituents.9

On the other hand, the broad authority of the school committees over

curriculum provides the flexibility that is necessary for educational innova-

tion. The possibilities for locally initiated experiments with new school

governing structures, new teaching methods and materials, are virtually

limitless. The committee only needs the energy and determination to tackle

the practical problems of innovation, and to stay within the boundaries of

delegation doctrine, equal protection requirements, state financing require-

ments and the like. An important factor which varies fram community to

community is the extent to which collective bargaining agreements reduce

committee prerogatives. For example, the proposed salary scale and teacher

selection and dismissal procedures for a public alternative school might

conflict with terms in a contract with the local teachers union. Or, at the

least, the committee has a statutory duty to meet and consult with the union

about "any" terms and conditions of employment, and to negotiate in good

faith.
10 The union might take such an opportunity to take a hard line on

any aspects of the experiment that threatened its interests. We know of

cases oatacie Massachusetts in which union demands have destroyed the

financial viability of experimental schools, or eliminated provisions in
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their charters which were central to their objectives,. Of course, teacher

unions may use their prerogatives to urge school connittees to initiate

new, quality programs that it would not otherwise have attempted. Our ini-

tial menticn of negative examples is due to the context here, i.e. a discussion

of school committee authority.

In the balance of this section we set out the basic statutory framework

for school committee authority. Then we examine the state decision law under

0.1 GEL

these statutes, to show that the unifying principle for these cases was--the

school ccamittee can do no wrong.

A. Statutory' Framework

To some extent, the constitution and powers of a school committee may

depend on the kind of city charter under which its municipality is operating.

The most extreme set of variations is found in the Boston city charter, which

is discussed supra, at WC , n y . The basic authorizing section is M.G.L.A.

c. 71, §37:

"It [the school committee] shall have general

charge of all the public schools,-including the

evening schools and high schools, and of vocational

schools and departments when not otherwise provided

for."

The form of election of committee members and the committee's procedures

are subject to prescription by either city charter or internal school .com-

mittee action, the options available in any particular case depending on the

form of municipal government. For example, in cities with letter forms of

government, A, B, C, D, E, and F, it is specificially provided,

"The school committee shall consist of the mayor,

who shall be the chairman, and six:members elected at

large." M.G.L.A. c. 43, §31.

It is also provided that the school committees of cities with those charters,

"shall make all reasonable rules and regulations, con-

sistent with law, for the management of the public
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schools of the city and for conducting the business

of the cownittee." c. 43, §33.

Aside from the few statutory curriculum mandates discussed in Section

II, there are few other provisions dealing directly with curriculum. Most

of the statutory lea on school district authority deals with management of

finances, relationships between school districts and other public bodies,

and the rights of professional employees. As we have noted earlier in this

chapter, Massachusetts has a permissive presumption in favor of school ccar

mittee authority. Thus, com=mittees can formulate and implement curriculum

policy in any wanner which does not contradict and is not inconsistent with

state law or policy.

B. The Massachusetts Tradition of School Committee Supremacy

Massachusetts decisional law bearing on disputes over the education of

-4.1i1;-'-zn has bc.en shaix:c1 by the tension tween two funclaireilLal

The Constitution of the Co- maTgealth of Massachusetts, Chapter V, Section

II, states, in part:

"(I)t shall be the dr'y of the legislatures and
magistrates, in all future periods of this
comwonwealth, to cherish the interests of
literature and the sciences...; especially the
university at Cambridge, public schools and
grammar schools in the towns..."

But the state's obligation to foster quality public education had to be

balanced against the equally cherished values of individualism and, local

democracy.

"The eminence of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial
Court...is in large measure due to its...understanding
of the durable values long prized in this community...
Here abides the ancient faith in the right of men to
choose their own associates, make their agn arrange-
ments, govern themselves and thus grog in responsibility
without much in the way of either hindrance or help
from the state."
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Early in its history, the Court concluded that the local school committee

was the institution prinarily entrusted with balancing the educational

interests of individuals and the state. The result was a virtual sanctifica-

tion of committee actions. Any decision having the slightest connection to

educational policy, became immune to judicial review. The aggrieved citizen

was left to seek a remedy through the local political process.

The case law basis of school committee authority is examined below.

Section (1) describes the power of school conmittees vis-a-vis individual

parents and pupils. The prerogatives of committees in dealings with

municipal officials are analyzed in (2).

(1). Telling kids where to go: e>qpulsion and compulsory attendance

School conmittecs have been able to expel pupils for any "educational"

411
purpose, unless it could be proved that they had acted in bad faith. The

Supreme Judicial Court has upheld expulsiens for tardiness, for minor acts

of misbehavior, for failing to salute the flag, for refusing (on a doctor's

advice) to be vaccinated against smallpox, for having a reputation of un-

chastity, and for wearing long hair.13 Because of statutory changes14 and

sdosequent federal constitutional rulings, school cemmittees would lose these

cases to y. But as recently as 1965, in George Leonard v. School Committee

of Attleboro
15

the Court specifically affirned the principle of school com-

mittee discretion on which this body of cases rests.

High school officials had expelled George Leonard, "a conscientious,

well behaved, and properly dressed student." George was an accomplished

professional musician, whose "image as a performer (iasJ in part based on

his hair style." This style, hoe:evert:was said to violate a school regula-

tion against "extreue haircuts."
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The Court acknowledged the gravity of expulsion.

"Few rights axe of more imbortance to our youthm
than the right to attend our public schools."

But it said that this right was outweighted by the Massachusetts tradition

of school committee discretion, and cited several cases decided between

1839 and 1934, in support of that point. George had also asserted cohstitur-

tional claims. The Court disposed of them in one sentence.

"The constitutional. points suggested in the
plaintiff's brief require no discussion."

Five years later, the First Circuit rejected that conclusion in Richards

v. Thurston,
18

a case "containing similar facts." The federal court strictly

scrutinized assertion by officials of discretion in an area of educational

policy.

"(S)uch compelled conformity to conventional
standards of appearance (does not) seem a jus-19

pA.rf n ilia educational process."

In the absence of a legitimate state purpose, the Fourteenth Amendment pro-

tected "such uniquely personal aspects of one's life as the length of one's

hair."

Leonard did not reach the question whether an expulsion which was

justified as a discretionary school committee action eneed the state's

educational obligations to the student.

The Attorney General spoke to that point in 1938.20 A school committee

had inquired whether it could expel a pupil who would not salute the flag.

The Attorney General replied that it was an "appropriate disciplinary

measure". He added, however, that the expulsion would not terminate the

responsibility of a child's parents to comply with compulsory attendance

laws. If they could not afford private school tuition, he reasoned, then

it would be the duty of the Commonwealth to see that educational facilities
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were furnished. Thus, he implied that localities have a lesser obligation

than the state to provide educational services. In the exercise of their

discretionary powers they could contravene the policy of the commonwealth

by excluding a student for reasons insufficient to terminate the state's

duty to him. As legal entities, municipal governments and local boards are

creatures of the state; the Attorney General's flag salute opinion demon-

strated that under Massachusetts school laa, the tail may wag the dog.

In some ways, a school committee's discretion to carpel school attendance

is even broader than the expulsion parer. The compulsory attendance law

requires:

"Every child...shall...attend a public day school
...or some other day school approved la the school
committee, during the entire time the public
schools are in session...; but such attendance ,hall
not be required...of a child who is being otherw
instructed in a manner approved in advance by th
surxerintenclnnt of the' schr)o) conniftr,g...For 4-11e

purposes of this section, school committees shall
approve a private school only...when satisfied that
such instruction equals in thoroughness and efficiency,
and in the progress nude therein21that in the public
schools in the sane to-...7n.. ."

(emphasis added)

Although it looks like attendance laws in most other states, in the Massachu-

setts conLext this statute gives local officials an unusual degree of control

over students and parents22

There are three sources of this power, and they have cumulative effect.

First, are the "approved" clauses. There is no uniform state standard for

measuring the quality of private instruction. Thus, local authorities are

entrusted with three judgments -- evaluation of the local school program;

evaluation of the alternative program; comparison of the two. Furthermore,

a parent wishing to utilize a program not already examined and approved by

the comittce must wait for advance approval. If the committee rejects the
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plans for a new school or for a course of home instruction, that program

will never have a chance to prove itself in operation -- Unless, that is,

parents are willing to risk prosecution and certain conviction.23

The parent is further hemmed in by the absence of any channel for

administrative relief. Unlike many other states, such as Nam Ytlik,
24

Massachusetts education law does not have a general procedure for appealing

the decisions of local authorities to state officials. Even if there were

some form of appeal, it is hard to imagine the committee or superintendent

being reversed, since they would have to be treated as expextS in their

judging of the quality of their own schools, the standard they axe told to

apply to the alternative program.

The last nail in the procedural coffin is foreclosure of effective

judicial review. In Commonwealth v. Renfrew,
25

parents prosecuted under

this statute pleaded as an affirmative defense that they had given their

child substantially equivalent instruction to that available in the public

schools. In most states, they would have had the opportunity to prove their

26
contention. Not in Massachusetts. They were charged with failure to ob-

tain advance approval; showing that their child received excellent instruc-

tion was not relevant to their guilt or innocence. There was noway for the

parents to,put the substance of their dispute with the committee before a

judge or jury, The Attorney General is in accord with this analysis:

"(Renfrew) has withdrawn from the parent all dis-
cretion to raise his child without a public educatior27

or one approved by the school -committee."

(2). Fiscal autonomy of local school committees

In Edwin Leonard v. School Committee of Springfd,
28

the city's

mayor and several of its taxpayers sought to enjoin the school committee
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from using moneys appropriated for summer schools, kindergartens, and other

budget items, to suppleuent the funds appropriated for teachers' salaries.

The Municipal Indebtedness Act of 1913 prohibited any department of a city

from incurring liabilities in excess of the appropriations approved by the

mayor and city council for ara item. The mayor had rejected salary increases

recommended by the committee, but the school officials carried through their

recommendation anyway, with the help of money taken from the other budget

items.

The Court held that the Indebtedness Act did not apply to a school coin

mittee intermingling funds to further educational policies. In this case,

the cormittee's obligation to select and contract with teachers carried with

it the implied authority to fix their corpensation. al route to this con-

clusion, the Court reviewed the fundanental sources of school ccwrittee

authority:

"The policy of the Commonwealth from early tines
has been to establish a board elected directly by
the people separate from other governing boards of-
the several nmnicipalities and to place the control
of the public schools within the jurisdiction of
that body unhampered as to the details of administra7
tion and not by other board or 29

tribunal as to acts performed in good faith."
Tgphasis added)

The holding of Edwin Leonard is echoed in several Massachusetts statutes

which exempt school officials from centralized purchasing and accounting re-
.

quirenent0) School committees, for exanple, are the final judges of the

quality of instructional materials. Their choices cannot be overruled by a

state or municipal purchasing agent, and they may -- for quality reasons --

accept a competitive contract bid which is not the lowest one. On the other

hand, the school canxittee is treated like other departments when contracts
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are "of a commercial nature as distinct from those traditionally under...

control Of the school committee. "31

The general principles stated in Edwin Leonard, however, need to be

qualified. Zs noted by the Court at the end of its opinion, the Springfield

School Committee did not try to spend more than the total appropriations for

school purposes. Thus, there was no analysis of the power of a school comr

nittee, relative to other govarnnental agencies and to taxpayers, to decide

haw much to spend for the public schools.

The answers to such questions are derived from the interaction of

statutory and case law, and fiscal practice. State law provided that

"Every city and town shall annually provide an amount
of money sufficient for the support of the public32
schools as reqared. by this chapter."
[emphasis added]

Upon petition by appropriate parties,
3 3

a superior court judge can determine

whether there is a deficiency: and may order city officials to provide a sum

equal to the deficiency plus twenty- -five per cent of it.

The trick is applying the term, "sufficient." Scre provisions in the

chapter mandate programs that would be easily missed if not funded. But as

to optional school services, and the many gradations of quality within the

mandated ones, the Supreme Judicial Court has consistently held that

"sufficient" is what a school committee says it is. When the city council

of Brockton cut the school budget, petitioning citizens succeeded in having

the funds restored.

"All subjects taught in the public schools of Brockton
are required to be taught therein by G.L. (Ter. Ed.)
c. 71, or are subjects that the school comfuittee deem

expedient to have taught. The city is not exerpted...

from maintaining a high school... The superintendent...
and all teachers...were serving...in accordance with
G.L. (Ter. Ed.) c. 71, secs. 38, 41, and 59. All other

employees...are under civil service.

*
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"(The laws) give the school committee the sole and
absolute right to fix the salaries of thoseleachers."34
[emphasis added]

The Court decided that it could not look closely at the committee's estimates,

because in order to preserve its constitutionality, the deficiency statute

must be seen:

"not as an attempt to confer upon the courts any
executive or legislative poder to determine the
reasonableness of any such estimate, but only as
providing the means of corpelling appropriatiom35
in accordance wherewith."

In pay. City. of Newton,
36 the Court compelled the city to apprppriate

$1,100 the committee had budgeted for three of its renters to attend a con-

venticn of the National School Boards Association in San Francisco.

"Within a wide limit 'necessary' mans reasonably
deemed by the committee to bear a relation to its37

statutory randate."
[emphasis addedl

In a dictum, it was suggested that the appropriating body could only exclude

"patently illegal items."38

In Carroll v. City of lIalden, 320 N.E. 2d 843 Mass. App. 1974), a

ten-taxpayers suit was brought under §34 to compel the city to appropriate

$7,000 that had been budgeted by the school connittee for a feasibility study

of a community schools program. She Court said that since loan of school

facilities for the use of ccmtunity school prograns, and the partial funding

of such projects in the school corrittee budget, was provided for in DI.G.1,71,.

c. 71, §71, the committee must have the implied authority to expend money

to study possible involvement with such programs. The Court was applying

the Day formula of finding a relationship' between the expenditure, and the

committee's statutory mandate.

The Carroll opinion included a brief historical summary of the relation-

ship between the policy - making and fiscal aspects of school cimmittee autonomy.
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The passage is worth quoting, both for the information it contains, and as

a demonstration of continuing judicial regard for school committee autonomy

well after the post-1965 legislative activism in local school affairs.

"Prior to St. 1826, c. 143, §5, which inaugurated the
school committee system, the duty to appropriate money
for public schools and to rake educational policy at
the local level was lodged in the town meeting. With

the advent of the school committee system, the duty to

appropriate remained in the town meeting but the right
to neke educational policy gradually shifted to the

school committee. In the ensuing century and a half, a

strong tradition of school committee autonomy has developed

supported by judicial decision. [citations omitted] G.L.

c. 71, §34, irolicitly recognizes that the committee's

autonomy in matters pertinent to the management of public

schools can be preserved only if the local legislative
body is barred from exercising financial veto power."
320 N.E. 2d at 846-7.

Pronouncements of school committee autonomy are always rade in the con-

text of disputes between the committees and other local actors -- although

there is much tradition, there is no authority to stand in the way of

legislative modificaticn of school committee prerogatives. That is, school

committees have no inherent authority analogous to the state constitutional

powers of Massachusetts cities with home rule charters. However, because

of the tradition of local autonomy, the courts usually give the committees

the benefit of any doubt, in construing legislative intent. School committees

are primarily to be held accountable to their constituencies through the

political porcess.

"The standard remedy against an extravagent or
otherwise misguided school committee is simply

to turn the limiters out of office as their terms

expire." Bell v. North Reading, 1973 Mass. Adv.

Sh. 679, 684, 295 N.B. 2d 894, 898 (1973).
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2.. Superintendents, Principals, Supervisors

These administrative personnel have an important role in shaping

curriculum, because school committees rely on them for developing policy

alternatives and executing policies. Hcwever, they do not have legally

protected roles as curriculum makers except indirectly -- through job

security rights that can make them difficult to get rid of even if they do

not please the school committee in all respects.

The main features of the jab rights of these personnel are the

folloing.
39 Principals and other supervisors becom tenured after three

years of service. Once tenured, they can only be dismissed for "inefficiency,

incapacity, unbecoming conduct, insubordination or other good cause." There

is a right to notice and hearing on the charges, and to a trial de novo in

superior n,-.111,-+ A c.,--1^1-41,4-nr,e7^...4...... attain tenure by operation 4.1o.vv.

However, a superintendent enployed under a contract has, during the tire of

his contract, the same procedural rights as the tenured employees.

Teachers

Teachers have no affirmatively stated legal authority to shape curricu-

lum. They are, however, more intimately involved with executing curriculum

than any other persons in the school system. Their jab security rights in-

directly create a sphere of protected conduct. They can follow their best

judgment up to the point where their actions would be legal grounds for

sanctions against them.

Teachers also can be protected by individually or collectively bar-

gained contracts. Moreover some of their actions may be immune from control

by constitutionally protected free-speech or personal liberty.



The procedural rights of teachers are contained in c. 71, §§41

et seq. The legislature has repeatedly amended these sections to make them

current with court decisions interpreting the Due Process Clause. For

example, in 1970 the First Circuit held that a non-tenured teacher who was

up for dismissal had aright to a written statement Of reasons for the pro-

posed action. In 1972, the legislature amended c. 71; §42, to give a non-

tenured teacher (who has been on the job at least ninety days) the right to

fifteen days advance notice before a motion for her dismissal can be acted

on. Upon request, she is entitled to a written statement of reasons, and

a full-dress hearing. The tenured teacher must be given thilty days notice

of a motion for dismissal, and the committee can only dismiss' the person ear

played at discretion for "inefficiency, incapacity, conduct unbecoming a

teacher or superintendent, insubordination or other good cause." The dis-

miqsal of any teacher or superintendent, regardless of tenure or 1-4P rzyic7i-enr,,

of a contract, must be by a two-thirds vote of the school committee. There

are separate procedural rights in the case of suspension, and others still

pertaining to salary reductions, de novo appeals, and re-iaburserent of

litigation costs to persons who successfully overturn their dismissals.
40

The main issue that remains open to judicial decision is what kinds of

teacher condwt are job-related, and/or constitutionally protected. A pro-

bationary teacher cannot be fired for conduct which is not job- related,

because such action is arbitrary and capricious; a tenured teacher cannot

be fired on those grounds for the additional reason that such a dismissal

violates the good cause clause of §42. The standards are not necessarily

co-extensive -- the courts might decide that there are grounds for dismissal

which are not arbitrary and capricious but which nevertheless fail to satisfy

the statutory standard of good cause.
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There are not, as yet, many cases in point. Wishart v. McDonald, 500

F. 2d 1110 (1st Cir. 1974) involved the dismissal of a tenured teacher after

he began to engage in abnormal behavior outside his hare. (Case discussed

supra, at 76.7?) It was held that the statutory standard, "conduct un-

becoming a teacher" was not unconstitutionally vague. The Court found that

the dismissal was valid, although just barely so. In Dram II (Drown v.

Portsmouth School District, 451 F. 2d 1106 (1st Cir. 1971), it was held that

a non-tenured teacher's dismissal on the grounds that her innovative teacher

methods caused friction in the staff, was nor arbitrary and capricious. It

would be interesting to see if the Court would have found that the sane set

of facts satisfied the statutory standard in the good cause provisian.41

At the end of its opinion in Drown II, the First Circuit hinted that

if a First Amendment claim had been pleaded it might have viewed the matter

differently. The First Circuit and the Massachusetts District Court for

the District of Massachusetts have been cagey on this First Amendment ques-

tion for some time. In the two years prior to Drown II, four cases were

decided which presented First Amendment issuos, but which were decided on

due process grounds (with the exception of Keefe, infra, which rested on

both grounds). The decisions we refer to are:

Keefe v. Geanako, 418 F. 2d 359 (1st Cir. 1969).

(teacher makes optional assignment to read
article by Robert J. Liftcn which includes
analysis of psychological implications of
use of term "motherfucker")

Mailloux v:Z122y

Kiley I -- 323 F. Supp. 1387 (D. Mass. 1971)

Kiley II -- 436 F. 2d 565 (1st Cir. 1971)

Kiley III -- 448 F. 2d 1242 (1st Cir. 1971)

(In discussion of social mores in the use of

language, teacher chalks "fuck" on blackboard.)
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Lucia v. Duggan, 303 F. Supp. 112 (D. Mass. 1969).

(teacher dismissed because he did not shave

off beard as requested by superintendent and

school committee)

Dunham v. Crosby, 435 F. 2d 1177 (1st Cir. 1970)

(appeal from D. Maine).

(English teacher list of themes for interpretating
Romeo and Juliet included speculation about
influence of sex drives.)

The cases do not tell us what a teacher may discuss in class, and how

much freedom he must have in choosing his appearance, when school officials

pass explicit rules (e.g. banning beards, prohibiting the use of sore words

and discussion of sore topics) and accord the teacher all appropriate pro-

cedural safeguards in the process of dismissing him.

"At present we see no substitute for a case-by-case
inquiry into whether the legitimate interests of
the authorities are demonstrably sufficient to
circumscribe a teacher's speech. Here, however,

in weighing the findings belay we confess that we

are not of one mind as to whether plaintiff's

conduct fell within the protection of the First

Amendment." Kiley III, at 1243.

The fullest analysis of what constituted protected speech by a teacher

was in Keefe. There, the analysis of the facts stressed a) the serious content

of the disputed article --

"We need no supporting affidavits to find it

scholarly, thoughtful and thought- provoking." at 361.

and b) the socially acceptable "message" of the passages including the con-

troversiallanguage --

"If it raised the concept of incest, it was not
to suggest it, but to condemn it." at 361.

and c) the maturity of the audience --

"If the answer were that the students [high school
seniors] must be protected from such exposure,
[to quotation of a dirty word for educational pur-
posed) we would fear for their future." at 361.
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111
in its analysis of the interests at stake, the court turned its back to

parents who thought the use of the term in school shocking:

"With the greatest of respect to such parents
[who are, in good faith, offended) their sen-
sibilities are not the full measure of what is

proper education." at 362.

Whileaccepting the conclusion of the district court in Parker v. Board of

Education, 237 F. Supp. 222 (D. Md. 1965), later history omitted, that

"some measure of public regulation of classroom
speech is inherent in every provision of public

education,"

it distinguished the holding of,that case on its facts, and insisted that

permitting regulation of the kind of speech involved in the instant case

would

4

"[demean) any proper concept of education. The

general chilling effect of permitting such rigorous
censorship is even more serious." at 362.

Teacher Unions

To what extent can teacher unions exert control over curriculum?

There are three kinds of rules which bear on this question. One must con-

sider the right of school committees to contract with teachers; the right

of teachers to collectively bargain with their employers, (and the correla-

tive duty, of the committees); and the state constitutional limitations on

delegation of legislative powers, which could be a barrier to arrangements

otherwise agreeable to the committees and unions.

The school committees have, historically, enjoyed considerable dis-

cretion in their dealings with employees.

"The power of school ccradttees to 'contract with
the teachers of the public schools' and to engage
in collective bargaining for the purpose of setting
'wages, hours, and other conditions of employment' is

fixed by statute.4' The complete and exclusive nature
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of the authority to contract has been long
established in our case law. [citations omitted)"

Fitchburg Teachers Assin v. School Comm. of

Fitchburg, 271 N.. 2d 646 (1971). [enphasis added]

The bargaining rights of teachers are rooted in M.G.L.A. c. 150E
43

which

also contains the crucial, ambiguous term: "other terms and conditions of

employment. tt 4 4 Section 8 of the Act authorized the parties to include a

binding arbitration clause in a collectively bargained contract.

The stage is set for a variety of disputes. For example, union repre-

sentatives nay put curriculum-related topics on the negotiating table under

Section 6, saying they are terms or conditions of employment, and the com-

mittee may refuse to negotiate, denying that they are mandatory subjects of

bargaining. When these disputes arise, will the courts (or the Massachusetts

Labor Comission) give the committees any significant discretion to decide

what item are mandatory topics of negotiations, and which are not? On the

one hand, there is the apparent intention of the legislature to pre-empt

the field of labor relations in the public sector with this act, which would

lead one to think that statewide uniformity on the definition of terns and

conditions of employment would be called for. On the other hand, the school

committees have traditionally been given deference in their construction of

statutory standards. (For example, the provision in c. 71, §34, that

municipalities appropriate funds to cover all expenses the school committee

considers "necessary" for the maintenance of public schools. See supra, at

cip.) Our thinking is that this tradition will give way to the interest

of statewide uniformity. However, even that solution leaves open the ques-

tion of which

_potential bargaining issues arguably affecting employment conditions
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of teachers are not covered by the phrase "terms and conditions", be-

cause they are too closely tied to curriculum policy making. (Sorg issues

that can arise are: class size, teaching materials, faculty-intitated courses,

guidelines for experimental schools, student classification and placement.)

Turning to another problem, a mutually agreeable contractual arrangement

may violate the Separation of Powers article of the Massachusetts constitution.

We noted in our discussion of constitutional delegation doctrine, supra, at

2i-/S- , that the Massachusetts courts have been especially concerned with

the involveiTent of any "core" legislative function, and with the forms of

accountability in any particular delegation of authority. An especially

difficult problem would be raised by a conflict between a collective bar-

gaining agreenent setting a course of study in a high school, and a parent-

or student-initiated demand for a course (pursuant to c. 71, §13). The first

question would be the constitutionality of the three delegations -- to

teachers, to parents, to students. Secaadly, assuming all constitutional

obstacles were cleared, would the contract or would the parent/student

petitions prevail?

5. Parents

Since 1970, the legislature has been turning parents into a force to

be reckoned with in the area of curriculum control. We have already men-

tioned Dr. Bongiovanni's remark, in discussing his part in the formulation

of draf7 minimum curriculum standards in 1969, that he did not really

consider sTecially seeking out parent and student viewpoints at that time,

but that if he had the job to do over again in 1974 he would have auto-

matically included parents and students among the groups whose opinions were

to be sounded. The most important laws that have increased parental authority
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are the provisions for advisory councils, for Office of Children councils,

for due process procedures regarding student classification in the Special

Education Act, and for parent-initiated high school courses. These enact-

ments signified the erosion of the former legislative premise that pa tints

exercised sufficient control over curriculum through their participation in

school cammittee politics.

The legislature's current penchant for creating advisory boards was

noted supra, at 28. Especially important is c. /5 sec.* , which

provides in part,

"The board shall appoint advisory committees
in the areas of vocational education and special
education-, and may appoint advisory committees for
each of its divisions and for each other curriculum

area."

Also, the Office of Children, with its local councils and statewide advisory

council ac

"to assure parents a decisive role in the
planning, operation, and evaluation of programs
which aid families in the care of Children."

c. 28A, sec. 1(2)

In 1975, the legislature passed a local option law authorizing the for-

mation of e-): education advisory committees. Since school committees almost

surely had authority to create advisory committees on curriculum matters

before this statute was passed, the enactment is mainly effective as a pre-

2matica. That is, henceforth any district which wants to have a sex educa-

tion advisory committee must adopt the statutorily mandated institutional

form for that body,-. This provision reserves a majority of the seats on the

committee for parents of local school children. The full text of the pro-

II/

vision is as follows (M.G.L.A. c. 71, sec. 38(0), added by Acts 1975, c.

371):
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"In any city, town or regional school district which
accepts this sect:_cn, the school committee shall meet
at least once every other_ with an advisory com-
mittee which shall advise said school committee con-
cerning reading, visual aid and all other material
pertaining to sex education. Said committee shall con-

sist of eleven members, one of whom shall he a physician
and seven of whom shall be p_apnts of children attending
a school of such city, town or regional school district.

The school committee in June of each year shall appoint

said committee." [emphasis added]

The Special Education Act provides for two kinds of1;rental participa-

tion -- advisory committees and due process procedures. The purpose of

these mechanisms was explained in Acts 1972, c. 766, sec. 1, which stated,

in pertinent part:

"Recognizing, finally, that present inadequacies
and inequities in the provision of special education
services to children with special needs have resulted
largely from a lack of significant ,p.tent and lay in-
volvement in overseeing, evaluating and operating
special education programs, this act is designed to
build such involvement through the creation of regional
and state advisory committees with significant powers
and by specifying an accountable procedure for evaluating
each child's special needs thoroughly before placement in

a program and periodically thereafter."

Extensive accountability procedures are set forth in DI.G.L.A. c. 71B, sec. 3

(Acts 1972, c. 766, sec. 11). On the one hand, no school age child with

special needs can be refused admission to public school by a school committee

without the prior written approval of the Department, and if such consent

is given the child is still entitled to an alternative form of education

approved by the Department. On the other hand, no child can be placed in a

special education program without a referral, consultation with parents,

evaluation, and periodic re-evaluations, and parental consent. If, after

exhaustion of all of the administrative procedures in c. 71B, sec. 3, the

parent still does not approve of the placements recommended by the school

committees or appropriate state official, a court order must be obtained



to override the parent's opinion. If school officials recontnd a special

placement, but the parent wants its child in a regular education program, then,

"the department and the local school committee
shall provide the child with the educational program

Chosen by the parents . . . except where such place-

ment would seriously endanger the health or safety
of the child or substantially disrupt the program for
other students. In such circumstances the local
committee may proceed to the superior court with
jurisdictia over the residence of the child to mike

such showing. Said court upon such showing shall be

authorized to place the child in an appropriate
educaticn program."

If the situation is reversed -- the parents want aspecial placement but the

school committee wants to keep the child in the regular program -- then the

matter is referred to the state advisory committee on special education. If

the parents reject the determination of the committee,

"they [school officials] my proceed to the superior
court with jurisdiction over the residence of the
child and said court shall be authorized to order the

placement of the child in an appropriate education

program."

Finally, there is a paragraph buried in this lenghty section which

should be pointed out. Section 3 contains this paragraph:

"No parent or guardian of any child placed in a
special education program shall be required to per-
form duties not required of a parent or guardian of

a child in a regular program."

Cases have been publicized, though it is hard to knaa how frequently they

have occurred, of situations in which parents were practically unable to

avail themselves of formal rights to educational services for their children

because the school put on them sone of the burden of taking care of a Child's

special handicap. For example,a parent whose child was incontinent was re-

quired by the school to come to the school several times daily to change the

child's diapers, at great inconvenience and expense to the parent. Section 3
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is not a blanket form of protection for parents, since there is no setting

of a limitation on what burdens might be placed on parents with children in

"regular" programs. It does, however,

on parents who have taken advantage of

for their children.

The most dramatic allocation of curriculum-determining power to parents

is contained in M.G.L.A. c. 71, sec. 13, already mentioned several times and

quoted in full in the following section. This is the provision that allows

twenty parents, in a high school with an enrollment no less than 150 students,

to petition for the offering of "any" course not already in the high school's

curriculum. We have already discussed thelquestion whether this statute is an

unconstitutional delegation of policy - making authority to private persons,

and we have suggested narrowing constructions which Right save the statute

from this state constitutional infirmity. See supra at 11 and at

prevent the placing of added burdens

their rights to obtain special services

Students

The change in the status of students in public school affairs in

Massachusetts is even more dramatic than the increased authority of parents.

There are statutorily mandated student advisory committees in every school

district. A student, selected by other students, sits on the State Board of

Education as a voting member. High school students can initiate courses in

their schools. Finally, the legislature has dramatically broken with a more

than century-old state law tradition of broad school committee discretion in

controlling student conduct, by enacting a local option law codifying student

"rights and responsibilities."

First, as to the political representation of students, student advisory

committees are mandated by M.G.L.A. c. 71, sec. 38M:
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"School committees of cities, towns and regional
school districts shall meet at least once every month,
during the 'Tenths school is in session, with a student
advisory committee to consist of five rembers to be
corposed of students elected by the student boozy of the
high school or high schools in each city, town or

regional school district."

In 1974, the legislature directed the Coraissicner to appoint an election

procedure corrittee, with no less than three-fourths of its seats to be

held by public secondary school students.

"Said committee shall establish procedures for the
election of members to student advisory comittees in
secondary schools . . . Said election procedures

need not be uniform for all schools." Acts 1974, c. 92.

The local student advisory comittees elect representatives to regional'

councils, and the regional councils elect the student who sits on the Board.

M.G.IeA. c. 15 sec. 1r t 0..uk. (2.- 71 5.c, WA,

Second, there is the right of high school students to initiate courses

in their schools, if they have the hacking of 5% of the student body. This

right was created by a June 1975 ameneaent to M.G.L.A. c. 71, sec. 13, which

had already provided for parent-initiated high school courses. We have dis-

cussed the possible infirmity in this statute as an unconstitutional delega-

tion to private persons of policy-making powers, and we have suggested inter-

pretations of the law that could save it from invalidation. See supra at 11

and at 26). At this point, we will quote this unique law in full, A amended

Rost recently by Acts 1975, c. 305 (June 1975).

"In every public high school having not less than
one hundred and fifty pupils, any course not included

in the regular curriculum shall be taught if the araf_nts

or guardians of not less than twenty pupils or of a number

of pupils equivalent to five per pupil

in the high school, whichever is less, request in

writing the teaching thereof, provided said request is

wade and said enrollent is completed before the proceeding

August first and provided a qualified teacher is available
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to teach said course. The teaching of any course
as provided by this section may be discontinued if

the enrollment of pupils falls below ten. Such

courses as may be taught under this section shall
be given the sane academic credit necessary for a
high school, provided that the school committee shall
nake a determination as to the credit equiValency
of such course prior to its being offered."
[emphasis added]

j

Third, the "rights and responsibilities" of high school students are

defined in c. 71, secs. 82-86, added by Acts 1974, c. 670. These

provisions, which are quoted in full below, protect student expression, both

verbal and symbolic; student dress and personal appearance; and student

decisions about marriage and pregnancy. The statutory standards axe har-

monious with (and for the most part more far-reaching than) federal court

decisions in the District of Massachusetts and the First Circuit which have

strt32 down unconstitutional attcnpts to regulate student conduct. E.G.

Antone311 v. Hammond, 308 F. Supp. 1329 (D. Mass. 1970), (speech); Ordvay.

v. Hargraves, 232 F. Supp. 1155 (D. Mass. 1971),(pregnancy); Richards v.

Thurston, 424 F. 2d 1281 (1st Cir. 1970), (grooming); Pierce v. School Com-

mittee of New Bedford, 322 F. Supp. 957 (D. Mass. 1971). Another innovation

of the new law is that it potentially involves the State Board of Education

in standard-setting for local disciplinary actions by authorizing the Board

to adopt guidelines for inplczrentation of the new sections. School committees

"shall" adopt guidelines consistent with the Board regulations (presuming

the Board chooses to make such regulations)) Also, students have a right

to have their views about appropriate fulcs heard and considered by the school

committees prior to the adoption of said rules.

As we have noted, this new law on student rights is a local option

statute. Section 86 provides:
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"The provisions of sections eighty-one to eighty-five.
inclusive, shall apply only to cities and towns which

accept the same."

The enactment surely indicates what principles regarding student conduct the IT11444)

would follow if it were a school cogaittee. But the law-makers stopped

short of imposing their will on the school committees. Of course, it is

not the school committees, but the Eal4Eiyal governgents which decide whether

to adopt tue student rights cede. Thus, while the state has not dictated a

student bill of rights to the localities, it has taken the decision as to

whether the school cormittc) will be the primary rule-maker in this area

out of the hands of the school committees and put it in the hands of munici-

pal government. The sage thing was done with respect to sex education

advisory committees under N.G.L.A. c. 71, sec. 38(0), noted in our preceding

section. In the case of the student rights enactments, however, the new pro-

visions are unlikely to be construed to have a pre-emptive effect. The

legislature cannot be presumed to have intended that in any township not

accepting the law the school committee would have no authority to regulate

,student conduct.

The rights and responsibilities of students arelts follows:

"Section 82. The right of students to freedom of
.c2zpression in the public schools of the comgonwealth
shall not be abridged, provided that such right shall
not cause any disruption or disorder within the school.

Freedom of expression shall include without limitation,
the rights and responsibilities or students, collectively
and individually, (a) to express their views through
speech and symbols, (b) to write, publish and disseminate

their views, (c) to assemble peaceably on school property

for the purpose of expressing their opinions. Any
assembly planned by students during regularly scheduled
-hours shall be held only at a time and place approved in

advance by the school principal or his designee.
No expression made by students in the exercise of such

rights shall be deemed to be an expression of school policy

and no school officials shall be held responsible in any

civil or criminal action for any expression made or
published by the students.

.t
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For the purposes of this section and sections
eighty-three to eighty-five, inclusive, the word
student shall mean any person attending a public
secondary school in the commonwealth. The word
school official shall mean any member or employee

of the local school committee.

Section 83. School officials shall not abridge
the rights of students as to personal dress and
appearance except if such officials determine that

such personal dress and appearance violate reasonable
standards of health, safety and cleanliness.

Section 84. 1 student shall be suscended,,exr
pelled, or otherwise disciplined on account of
marriage, pregnancy, parenthood or for conduct
which is not ccnnected with any schcoi- sponsored
activities; provided, hcwever, that in the case of

a pregnant student, the school committee may re-
quire that the student be under the supervision of

a physician.

Secticn 85. The board of education may adopt
guidelines to implement the provisions of sections
eighty-two to eighty-four, inclusive. School corn
mittees shall adopt rules and regulations consistent
with guidelines of the board of education and the
provisions of sections eighty-two to eighty-four, in-

clusive. The rules and regulations to be made by
school officials shall be established only after
notice to public school students and after a public
hearing at which students' views, shall be presented
and shall be taken into consideration by such officials.
Said rules and regulations shall proVide that, not=
withstanding the existence of the rights and respon-
sibilities described in the the preceding sections,
school committees or school officials may take necessary

action in cases of emergency. Students may petition

for a hearing, to be held as soon as practicable after

such emergency, as to whether such rules and regulations
shall be revoked or modified." [emphasis added]

Taxpayers

Taxpayers are not accorded any special status in the control of

school affairs, with the exception of the creation of a special taxpayers

suit in M.G.L.A. c. 71, sec. 34. It will be remembered that this is the
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statutory basis of school committee fiscal autonomy. It requires municipal-

ities to appropriate all the funds which the school conmittee deems necessary

for the conduct of, public education. That section provides, in part:

"Upon petition to the superior court, sitting in
equity, against a city or town, brought by ten or more
taxable inhabitants thereof, or by the mayor or a city,

or by the attorney general, alleging that the amount

necessary in such city or town for the support of public

schools as aforesaid has not been included in the annual
budget appropriations for said year, Said court may deter-
mine the amount of the deficiency, if any, and may order
such city . . . to provide a sun of money equal to such
deficiency, together with a sum equal to twenty-five per

cent ther,lof." [emphasis added]
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VI. Private Education

There is no direct regulation of private education in Massachusetts.

The primary rode of indirect regulaticn is through enforcerent, or threat

of enforcement, of the compulsory attendance law. We have already discussed

this statute at sone length in our section on local districts, supra at
in

.

The topic was brought up there, raner than reserving it for this part of

the chapter, because the broad discretion it bestowed on school committees

illustrated the thene of that section the Massachusetts tradition of

school oam.Pcbee "supremacy." It was noted that parents who do not send their

children to public school must s::bicit them to a course of instruction that

is deemed by the school committee to be substantially equivalent to the public

school curriculum. Not only is the school comittee left to its own judgment

in making the comparisen, but also the burden is on parents to obtain advance

approval of the course of study they contemplate.

Another way inVhich the compulsory attendance law can act es an in-

direct regulator of private education, is when it is used as a standard in

civil proceedings regarding the custody of a child, or charges of child

neglect. For eYample, in Colcoy.v. Colopy, 203 N.E. 2d 546 (1964), the

Supreme Judicial. Court upheld a probate judge's decree giving to the husband

of a separated couple custody of their five children. The mother lived in

a religious center where,

"the children have no normal family life,
slight contact with the outside world, and

go to the center's religious school which

has not been adequately investigated by
public authorities." 203 N.E. 2d at 547.

Private, profit-making correspondence schools are regulated by the

Commissioner of Education under M.G.L.A. c. 75C. The Attorney General's
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Office and the Federal Trade Coandssion can also get involved if they are

presented with charges of deceptive advertising or fraud. In March and

April of 1974, the Boston Globe published a series of extrerely detailed,

thoroughly researched, and sharply pointed articles revealing many abuses

in the private profit-naking vocational school business. The newspaper's

investigation revealed widespread use of false advertising and high pressure

tactics, and low quality instruction in nest of these schools.
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DOODNOTES :
I. Constitution

1See also, Antonelli v. Hammond, 308 F.Supp. 1329 (1970), where it

was held that the inposition of editorial control on a campus newspaper

by administrators at a state university violated the First Amendment.

2Constitution, Chapter 5, Section 2:

"[I]t shall be the duty of legislatures and
magistrates, in all future periods of this
conronwealth, to cherish the interests of
literature and the sciences, and all seminaries

of them; especially the university at
Cambridge, public schools and grammar schools

in the towns:" [emphasis added]

3 Constitution, Amendments, Article II as amended by
Art. LXXXIX, ratified November I966.
(The "Home Rule Amendment")

4
There has been much e)perimentation by Massachusetts, school

couvittees with the alternative school concept. See, Kaleidoscope 8,

(Massachusetts Department of Education, Fall 1973), a publication of

the State Department of Education, for a capsulized description of 18

such schools. Adso, a public alternative school system was established

under td:e exi_erin- w-ital schools systers enabling provision which is part

of c. 15, sec. 1G. Its community controloriented governing
structure was responsible directly to the State Board, which totally

funded the project.

5The Court also held that Corning retained no property right in the

goods after their sale and resale by virtue of its c'nership of a trade-

mark. The Arizona Supreme Court reached the opposite conclusion in

8agr's Drua Center Inc. v. U.S. Time Corp., 101 Ariz. 392, 420 P. 2d 177

(1966).
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pomms: 11. Legislature

1M.G.L.A. c. 71B.
2M.G.L.A. c. 71A.
3SeE.,, Section 111(c).

4Forrnr c. 17, §13A.

jForrrer c. 17, §13C.

6Forrn9r c. 17, §13E.

7Forner c. 17, §13B.
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122YETEs1 : III. State Agencies

1Modernizing School Governance for Equality and Diversity (1972),
at 79.

2
G. Hottlegan, "The Accountability Movegent," 52 Massachusetts

Teacher No. 4, 8 (Jan. 1974).

3L. Notin, "Equal Educational Opportunity: The Emerging Role of the
State Board of Education," Boston U.L. Rev. 211, 212-213.

4Schcol Cc nittee of New Bedford v. Commissioner of Education,
349 Mass. 410, .40C N.E. 2d 814, 817 (1965).

5
208 N.E. 2d at 818.

6
Governor Sargent, FY 75 Budget: Sugzary of Programs, at 124.

7
Modernizing School Governance, supra.

8
The folloging evaluation of NI.B.S.S. is an excerpt from A. Block,

"A Proposal for Funding Public Alternatirp qchonls in Massachusetts, "
unpublished thesis, Harvard Law School, 1974, pp. 52-55.
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The Massachusetts Experiuental School System
1

is made up of three

schools spanning grades E-12, located in the Dorchester-Roxbury communi-

ties of Boston. Created, funded and supervised by the state, it is seen

as a floating alternative sd,00l district drawing students from a fat-

flung territorial base.
2

No one involved in the project wants the state

to get into the business of running school systems.
3

The legislature

permitted the establishment of

"no Fore than three experimental school projects4for the
development of educational innovations. . .

M.E.S.S. is supposed to be a laboratory, a model, and a disseminator.

M.E.S.S. is both a success and a failure. It has failed to measure

up to its original objectives the state has paid a large bill for

five years and still has not gotten showcase schools in return. A six-

person evaluation team (e pointed by the Board with the advice of the

system's governing board), concluded in April 1973:

"The impact on outside agencies.5. . is almost non-

existent at the moment."

So nude for dissemthation. This lack of impact and outreach even ex-

tended to the curriculum.

"Use of commality and greater Boston resources
6

are traditional and short-lived."

Mbreover, the system's student population is a far cry from the racial,

ethnic, income, geographical mix which was provided for in the original

plan.

Though neither a showcase, nor a service center for other school

systems, M.E.S.S. has improved educational opportunity in the Dorchester-

Radbuiy area. The evaluation team's basic conclusion was this:

"The Massachusetts Experimental School System, although

beset by problems many not of its own raking, is offering

a 29271fLpt educational alternative to Boston Area public

schools. Difficulties are acknowledged openly and honestly
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by the staff and refinements and modifications are

continuously7made. The direction is clearly ahead

and up." (emphasis added)

Isn't this a sufficient reason for continuing the public funding of

M.E.S.S.? For public funding, yes; for complete state support, no.

Categorical state grants are reant to be high-powered dollars, neeting

needs that are beyond the weans of localities. T,;hy should the Depart-

ment of Education use hundreds of thousands of dollars to pay the

salaries of the system's teachers and administrators when the experi-

ment's contributions as a change agent are still hypothetical? The sane

money could be used to sLpport a variety of interdistrict services, such

as teacher centers. So long as everyone involved in the experirent has

a space program mentality that the way to it prove (educational) tech-

nology is to concentrate resources in centralized research and develcprent

prdjects and then export tLe hardware every tire the systems suporters

sit down with public officials to negotiate refunding, they will have to

promise the mon. For exzr7ple, the evaluators propose that the system

be given a separate grant to set up an "advisory service" for helping

other school systems. No reason is given why such a service should be

set up in ccnjunction with M.E.S.S., as opposed to some other school or

none at all; such an extra expenditure needs strong justification since

the state is already paying for a large administrative and teaching staff.

If the state did create the advisory service, and three years later it did

not produce much, the experiment's credibility would be destroyed.

The dialogue is pushed into th treacherous paths because the

premises are wrong. If five years of state funding have created a

conpctent alternative educational center, there is something worth saving.

The proper question is not "Should the state gamble more money on
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producing an educational she case ?" but "What is the appropriate rethod

for public funding of a su,:essful independent school?" the Public

Alternative School System offers an answer:

a) The districts in whidh the students reside should pay

the basic costs of the system, on a per capita basis.8

b) The state should pay the incremental costs arising from

the unconventional purposes of the system, including:

1. Transportation expenSes for bringing in children

from many commnities.

2. Operating costs associated with testing of new

techniques (e.g. extra floor space; high teacher/

student ratio).
1'

3. Planning and evaluation expenses for experimental programs.

4. Compensation for lost economies of scale to districts

which "lose" substantial numbers of pupils. (Another

way to achieve this is to define the per capita transfer

in (a) as the marginal cost per child, rather than the

average cost.)

5. Cost of outreach services.

This formula puts the state back into the position of supplying only

high-pmered dollars. It only pays the incremental costs of innovations.

The money that the Department of Education has spent for basic funding

at M,E.S.S. over the last five years could have paid the incremental

costs of several similar programs.

Who could =plain if the General Court funded M.R.S.S. in this way?

Parents and children participate by choice and they axe represented in

922
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their school's "unit Board" and in tne system-wide governing-board.

Localities are held harmless against financial loss. The experimental

system's leddership would still have to justify the experiment's cost

before the state, but they would not have to promise and produce a

sE221-school; only a good alternative school -- which is hard enough to

achieve.
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roorNoms (M.E.S.S.) (These are footnotes to the long text of
footnote t)

1The planning group and original governing board was known as

C.C.E.D.

2The Continuation Proposal (Sept. 1, 1972-June 30, 1975), divides
Rmthurv, Dorchester, Mattanan, Janaica Plain, the South End, Boston,
Carrbridge, Somerville, Medford, and Brookline into four "target

ommunities."

The system, however, has fallen short of attracting the kind of

integrated student body it sought. See A Report to the Massachusetts
State Board of Education on An Evaluation of the Massachusetts Experimental

School System (E. Clinchy, dhrm. of evaluation team, April 1973), at

6-7. (hereinafter referred to as Clinchy Report).

3 "The State Departrent, whatever its considerable virtues may be,
is an organization that simply is not set up or in any way equipped to

operate an on-going school system, especially an experimental system

whose main requirement is that it have the fle2ibility to devise

different, unusual and as yet untried ways of doing things." Clinchy

Report, at 3.

4M.G.L.A. ch. 15, sec. 1G, ¶6.

5 C rity
at 60.

6
Id., at 46.

7
Id., at 34.

8This idea was also brought up by the evaluators, Id., at 5.

Footnotes to main text resume on next page.
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Footnotes to text (continued)

Sit noted the limits imposed on the judiciary by the separation

of powers provision of the Massachusetts Constitution, stressing that

the primory duty to correct racial imbalance rested with the executive.

On one occasion the Court reversed the decree of a trial judge who

becalm "too involved" in the details of desegregation. 287 N.E. 2d

338, 347, 348.

1 ()This narrative is primarily based on a May 28, 1974, interview

with Dr. Lawrence Bongiovanni of the Departm ent of Education, who was

in charge of the Department's efforts to draft minimum curriculum

standards for Board approval. Sone points are amplified by converse:-

ticns with local administrators, and by information from newspaper

articles.

11See Regionalization, "phase I," Massachusetts Departrent of

Education.

12See M.G.L.A. ch. 71, secs. 37C and 37D; ch. 15, secs. 1I and

13M.-G.L.A. ch. 15, sec. 1J.

14M.G.L.?!.
ch.

15rhe cases analyzed below are:
Cormittee of Springfield v. Board of Education,

287 N.E. 2d 438 (1972), (hereinafter Springfield).

..ch p1 committee of Boston v. Board of Education,

292 N.E. 2d 338 (1973), (hereinafter Boston I).

School Committee of Boston v. Board of Education,
292 N.E. 2d 870 (1973), (hereinafter Boston -II).

zohool..Conntittee. of Boston v. Board of. Education,

302 N.E. 2d 916 (1973), Olereinafter*B6Ston'ITI).

16Springfield; Boston I.

17Springfield, at 455.

18
E.

19.
at 451-2, 456.

20Boston I, at 344.

21
Id., at 345; Springfield, at 451.

15, 1T.

22
Springfield,

23Springfield,

24
Boston III,

at 449.

at 465.

at 920-921. 925

13.



Footnotes to text (continued)

25
Boston III, at 919, -21:

2
6
Springfield, at 451.

27
Boston III, at 919.

28
Id., at 924.

926
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FCCY.IVCITE.5 Courts

The U.S. Supreme Court would not have jurisdiction on an appeal from
the SJC, to review its determination of the federal question. The state
court's determination would stand as an uncertain precedent.

2M.G.L.A. c. 231A, sec. 1.

3
Ede1man v. Jordan 415 U.S. 651 (1974).

c. 30A, sec. 14, "Except so far as any provision of law
expressly precludes judicial review. . . "

5
See also, South Shore Nat. Dank v. Board of Bank Incorporation, 351

Malts. 363, 220 N.E. 2d 899 (1966), economic injury in itself not sufficient
to confer standing to challenge administrative action.

6
Several First Circuit abstention decisions are noted or discussed infra,

in our section on scope of review.

77ho
inadequacy of the other remedies is argued in 1963 Annual Survey

of Massachusetts Law 131-135.

Compare this situation to Arizona, where mandamus is conthonly used to

challenge exclusions of children from school. There, the prerequisites to

using the other actions are much stricter.

10

N
See , e.g

347 Mass. 264,

t 2

M. G. L. A.

c. 249, sec. 5.

c. 249, sec. 4.

Martin v. Director of the Division of Employment Security,

197 N.E. 2d 594 (1964).

c. 15, sec. IJ.

1
3
13ut agency interpretations of the statutes under which they operate

may be given great wieght when the lau is intertwined with complex policy

questions.

11-E. c. 71, sec. 42.

Section 14(7) provides:

"If application is made to the court for leave to present

additional evidence, and it is shown to the satisfaction

of the court that the additional evidence is material to

the issues in the case, and that there was good reason

for failure to present it in the proceeding before the

agency, the court may order that the additional evidence

be taken before the agency upon such conditions as the

court deems proper. The agency may modify its findings

and decision by reason of such additional evidence, and

shall file with the reviewing court . . . the additional

evidence, together with any modified or new findings or

decision."

16Railroad Commission of Texas v. Pullman Co., 312 U.S. 496 (1941).
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13Reed v. Board of Election
Canrissioners, 459 F. 2d- 121 (1st Cir. 1972);

Druker v. Sullivan, 453 F. 2d 1272 (1st Cir. 1972).

leCastro v. Beecher, 459 F. 2d 725 (1st Cir. 1972).

lqWulp v. Corcoran, 454 F. 2d 826 (1st Cir. 1972).

20
A hearing was not required; the court pointed out that the written

eNplanaticn
requirerent was an extremly slight

inconvenience for the board,

considering the
substantiality of the teacher's interest.

For due process analysis applied to school disputes by the U.S. Dis-

trict Court,
Flassachusetts, see Hasson v.

Boothbv, 318 F. Supp. 1183 (1970),

students suspended from athletic tears;
Pierce -Vc Sthool

Committee of Ni e

Bedford, 322 F. Supp. 957 (1971); student expelled from school.

Xt See, K. Ostrander, "The Teacher's Duty to Privacy," 57 Phi Delta

Kappan 20 (SepteMber 1975).
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POWN=: V. Local Districts

"Under a public employees collective bargaining act enacted in 1973,

c. 150E, §8, an arbitrator might re-instate a teacher who was

fired because she assigned books and lessons the school committee thought

in bad taste.

c. 71, §13, as amended by Acts 1975, c. 305.

3ii.G.L.A. c. 71, §34.

4 he School Committee of Boston has fiscal autonomy insofar as planning

and funding capital improvements is concerned. Its actions, however, Rust

be approved by a four-fifths vote. Acts, 1936, c. 224, as amended by Acts,

1963, c. 786, §2. The conmittee ray adopt a budget for other school pur-

poses which is not in excess of a figure calculated by the city auditor

according to a statutory formula, one which limits the range of yearly in-

creases. Even this budget may be rejected by the mayor, but the veto can

be overriden by a four-fifths vote. Sections 2B, 3. These funding cate-

gories and procedures restrict committee discretion much more than the

generally worded 534 of c. 71. Also the ten-taxpayer suit of §34 does not

apply to Boston. Pirrone v. Boston, 305 N.E. 2d 96 (S.J.Ct. Mass. 1973).

However, when there is consensus arong the three maid:anstitutions of local

government, the funding possibilities are more open-ended:

"Nothing in this section shall prevent the mayor,
on request of the schcol committee, from recommending

and the city council from passing additional

appropriatic:s for school purposes." Acts, 1936, stpra, §2(c)

Some other peculiarities of school governance in Boston are:

The Boston City Charter does not permit the City Council to make insti-

tutional changes in the school committee, as it can make in other city

departments. Also, the committee's rule-making powers are not subject to

review by any local governmental body. Acts 1948, c. 452. Another

peculiarity in the Boston arrangement is that the committee is required to

elect a superintendent for a six year term (subject to removal for cause)

and it can only appoint to lesser administrative positions persons who have

been nominated by the superintendent. Acts,1906, c. 231, §1 as amended by

Acts, 1965, c. 208, §1.

5
Acts 1973, c. 1078, §2; M.G.L.A. c. 150E, § 6.

6Pidhards v. Thurston, 424 F. 2d 1281 (1st Cir. 1970); Leonard v. S.C.

of Attleboro, 349 Mass. 704, 212 N.E. 2d 468 (1965).

7Anne DeCanio et. al. v. School Conrrittee of Boston, 358 Mass. 116,

260 N.E. 2d 676 (1970),appeal dismissed and cert. denied (for lack of juris-

diction) 401 U.S. 929 (1971); Dram v. Portsmouth School District, 435 P. 2d

1182 (1st Cir. 1970).
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8Antonelli v. Harrond, 208 F. Stapp. 1329 (D. Class. 1970), Keefe.. v.

Geanako, 418 F. 2d 359 (1st Cir. 1969).

9A
suit has been filed in federal court charging that the at-large

system of election of corrmittec-1 rerioe.rs violates the Fourteenth Arcend.rrent

because it excludes black prople from equal participation in the election

process. The standard of proof the plaintiffs will have to net in this

case is probably that of White v. Pegester, 412 U.S. 7 5 5 (197 3).

10
M.G.L.A. c. 150E, § 6.

11
In Parts 5 and 6 of this section, dealing with the roles of parents

and students, we discuss the mast recent statutory trends which counter the
tradition of school oorc'ittee autonomy. The most striking new laws are

-ni those providing for parent and student-initiated courses, clue process pro-
.7.:ducation placerrents, student rights, and sex education ad-

visory cormittees. The latir.-.Nr two are local option statutes, but are still
significant indicatiorzcof the changing points of view of the legislatures.

All of these statutes have sere pre-enptive effect, though to widely varying

degrees.
12
Porrerantz v. Clark, 101 F. Strop. 341, 346 (D. Mass. 1951).

13
P,ussell V. Inhabitants of IryTinfiE.A.c., 116 Yfass. 367 (1874); Hodgkins

v. Inhabitants of Peo13-.)ort., 105 Mass. 475 (1870); Nicholls v. Mayor and

School Caurittee of Lvm, 297 Vass. 65, 7 N.E. 2d 578 (11.937) ; Harrrond v.

ilude Park, 195 Mass. 29, 80 N.E. 650 (1907); Sheriran v. Inhabitants or
Charlestain, 62 Mass. 160 (1850); Leonard v. School. Comittee of 1.ttleboro,

349 Mass. 704; 212 N.E. 2d 468 (1965) .

14See
especially infra, at /0g. , for a discussicp of Acts

1974, c. 670, mending c. 71 by adding §§8286, "Rights and
Responsibilities of Students,"

15349
Mass. 704, 212 N.E. 2d 468 (1965).

16
212 N.B. 2d 468, 470.

17
Id., at 473.

1842
4 F. 2d 12 81 (First Cir. 1970) .

19
Id., at 1286.

20Atty. Gen. Op., Jan. 21, 1938, p. 36.

2Lm.
.G.L.A. ch. 76, sec. 1.
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22Conpare qpirrlortv. Washington, 124 P. 2d 910 (S.C. Washington 1912)

and Rice v. Corerronwealth, 49 S.E. 2d 342 (S. C.O.A. Virginia 1948), with

Courronwealth v. Renfrew infra (note 25).

23If there is no dispute as to whether or not they had obtained the

committee's permission.

2A
Ilew York Education Law, secs. 310, 311, 2590-g(10)(Mainney 1970).

25332 Mass. 492, 129 N.E. 2d 109 (1955).

26
Even in the State of Washington, which also has an "approved in

advance clause", under Counort, supra (note 22).

27
Atty. Gen. Op., Feb. 10, 1964, p. 185.

28241 Mass. 325, 135 N.E. 459 (1922).

29241 Mass. 325, 329; See also Wulff v. Wakefield, 221 Mass. 427, 109

N.B. 358 (1915) (committee control oi;gi-Padministrative details").

30See infra, at 133-135.

31School Cnittee of Salem v. Gavin, 333 Mass. 632, 132 N.E. 2d 396

(1956).

32M.G.L.A. ch. 71, sec. 34.

33Ten taxable inhabitants, the mayor, or the attorney general.

34Hayes v. City of Brockton, 313 Mass. 641, 48 N.E. 2d 683, 686 (1943).

35
Id.

36148 Mass. 518, 174 N.E. 2d 426 (1961).

37174 N.E. 2d 426, 427.

38Id., at 429.

39M.G.L.A. c. 71, §§42 et. seq., as mended by Acts 1975, c. 199, and

c. 337.

40
c. 71, §§42D, 43, 43A, 43B.

41fl federal court's decision of that issue would have to be under its

pendant jurisdiction over a properly presented state claim.

42M.G.L.A. c. 71, §38, and c. 149, §1781, at that titre.

43Added by Acts 1973, c. 1078.

44c. 150E, §§ 2, 6. 931



Conclusions and Recommendations

1. TheState Constitution

1. The courts in several of the states studied, California, New York,

and Arizona, have moved toward the recognition of a right to an education

based upon the constitutions in those states. This legal development may have

a profound impact in those states:

a. A recognized right to an education may affect the kind of educa-

tion that must be provided by the public schools. For example, a right to an

education might imply a right to a minimally adequate education as measured by

some standard of student achievement. The right might also be interpreted as

a

assuring students/certain minimal level of services and facilities. The right

might function to encourage judicial suspicion of inequalities in educational

achievement or in the provision of educational services. These inequalities

having become suspect, the state would have the burden of justifying them.

For example, in both California and New York the courts have begun to tackle

the problem of the unequal provision of services: in California the whole state

system of educational finance was struck down, whereas in New York the courts

have looked closely at the provision of services to handicapped pupils. In

Arizona the courts have said the accident of personally being without funds

may not bar access to basic educational materials.

b. A recognized right to an education may affect the courts in inter-

preting the extent to which authority has been delegated to state and local

officials. Courts which recognize such a right might, for example, narrowly

interpret the authority of local officials to exclude students from certain

programs or the courts might require that certain procedures be followed before
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2

the student is excluded, or the courts might be quicker to declare that a

school district has abused its discretion.

c. A recognized right to an education may have the related effect

of increasing the courts' willingness to require educational officials to

take affirmative steps. Most courts tend to restrict themselves either to

imposing only negative limitations on officials or ordering them to take

affirmative action only if the duty involved is ministerial. Recognition of

a right to an education may lessen this sort of judicial restraint and lead

the courts into a more active role in educational affairs.

2. We found state constitutions deal only in the most general terms with, the

allocation of authority. The constitutions in establishing the state board of

education and/or the chief state school officer do so without specification in

detail of their constitutional duties. Only one state Constitution, Florida's,

required as a matter of constitutional law the establishment of local educational

districts. As a result of the sparse text of these state constitutions, wide

discretion was left to the state legislatures to shape the educational system

of the states, to create roles and allocate authority. A further implication

is that the state constitutions did not importantly stand in the way of innovative

arrangements for the governance of education in the state. And for the most part

legislatures have not taken advantage of the leeway afforded them -- the overall

pattern of organization found in the states studied conforming in general outline

to that pattern found in many other states throughou't the nation. California is

the one exception to this rule insofar as the legislature has adopted special

enabling acts to permit the operation of a voucher system and a system of

"alternative schools" upon approval by the state. (Cal. Educ. Code, Sections

31175 et. seq.; S.B. 445) In establishing these options the legislature had
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to detign carefully these new organizational structures to make them conform

with state constitutional provisions prohibiting the transfer of authority over any

part of the public school system to any body other than the Public School System, and

prohibiting the appropriation of state money to any school not under the exclusive

control of the officers of the public schools. (Cal. State Const. Article IX,

Section 8) A similar provision in the constitution of Massachusetts has had

the effect of forcing a sharp and rigid dicotomy between public and private

schools.

3. A related finding is that while the delegation doctrine remains alive

in several stater..., e.g., Florida, it does not seem to pose an insuperable

bar to significant decentralization of the educational system in the states

nor to the creation of innovative forms for governing public education. Even

in states in which the doctrine occasionally springs to life to claim a statute

as a victim, legislatures can avoid this fate for their handiwork by drafting

the legislation to take into account the objections courts have raised in the

and.

past/which led them to strike legislation down under the delegation doctrine.

But it was found that despite the leeway provided by the state constitutions

little advantage was taken by the state legislatures. The one state that

might be termed an exception to this rule is Massachusetts with its law pro-

viding for, in high schools of over 150 pupils, the right of twenty parents

or 5% of the student body to petition and demand a local district for the

establishment of a new course of their choosing. Also, we saw in Florida and

New York tentative steps taken toward greater parental involvement in school

decision-making: in Florida each district is required to establish at least

at the county level a parent advisory group and in New York City local boards

are required to recognize parental advisory groups. These groups are without

of

actual power, hence do not run afoul/the doctrine against the delegation of
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authority to private groups.

4.State constitutional provisions prohibiting the establishment of

religion have played no important historical role in shaping education in the

states studied except, as noted above, in Massachusetts. The U.S. Con-

stitution's First Amendment has been a more important influence having been

the basis on which the recitation of prayers and the reading from the Bible

has been prohibited. The U.S. Constitution, however, permits released time

programs, just as do the state constitutions. State constitutions, in the

hands of state courts generally have been interpreted to allow more in the

way of religion into the schools than the U.S. Constitution.

5. State constitutional provisions dealing with such civil rights as

free speech, due process and equal protection have played a negligible role

in either allocating roles or defining the scope of official authority. The

major exception to this rule is to be found in California where California's

equal protection clause was the basis for the decision striking down the

educational finance system of the state. That exception aside, it has been

the Bill of Rights plus the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution which

has played the greater role in shaping the allocation of authority over the

curriculum in the states.

6. In sum, legislatures have been left considerable discretion by the

state constitutions studied to allocate authority to control the public school

curriculum. Only in the nascent concept of a right to an education do we see-

a potential for state constitutional doctrine playing a larger role in con-

straining legislative discretion.
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II. Role Allocation by the State Legislature: State Local Relations

7. In carrying out their responsibility to allocate roles in the system

for controlling school curriculum the state legislatures have established

the following separable roles and powers:

a. Authority to establish minimum standards for the school program.

The standards might be stated in input terms (e.g., this course must be taught)

or output terms (e.g., students should achieve level X in reading by the

eighth grade.) State boards are frequently given the authority to establish

minimum standards. Usually this authority is interpreted to mean the power to

establish certain minimum input requirements, and usually this authority extends

to all courses that must or may be offered by the public schools. In Massa-

chusetts, however, the state board was given authority to establish standards

only for courses which local districts require their students to take. Pre-

sumably these courses include those which by state statute students are required

to take as well as those courses the local district in its discretion has re-

quired its students to take. The state board, however, is not permitted to

establish standards for electives. In Arizona a state statute directly requires

that students, before graduating to junior high school, must be able to read at

ai certain level. (See section II of the study of Arizona.) No state board was
4

clearly given authority to order the provision of new courses not demanded by

the legislature. For their part local boards of education typically are per-

mitted to establish minimum standards which are higher than the minimum standards

promulgated by the state board. Usually it is only the local boards which

establish minimum output standards. However, there is a tendency to move away

from this pattern as state boards become increasingly interested in seeking

authority from the legislature to promulgate output standards toward which
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localities must strive. Note that many of the roles outlined below could be

included under this more general authority to promulgate minimum standards.

b. Authority to establish educational priorities. Typically the

legislature establishes its own educational priorities by mandating which

courses must be offered and taken in the public and private schools of the

state. State boards can influence the establishment of priorities by adding

additional minimum requirements to those promulgated by the legislature, e.g.,

specifying the minimum number of hours that must be offered in a given subject.

As state boards obtain authority to establish output goals as part of a more

general grant of authority to assesse students in the state with standardized

tests, they also gain additional de facto authority to establish educational

priorities. But, for the most part, the establishment of educational

priorities is left importantly to local districts. In Massachusetts the state

board is attempting to influence the establishment of these priorities by local

districts by gathering information from students and citizens as to their

expectations vis-a-vis the schools. The results of this educational survey

are then published to inform decision-makert, as to what their constituencies want

from the schools.

c. Authority to veto the offering of a particular course or program.

Local districts generally have the power to initiate or propose new courses and

programs, but state boards, chief state school officers and/or departments of

education may be given the authority to review and veto the proposed course or

program. Sometimes this authority is expressly granted;- sometimes

this authority is simply claimed by the state agency; and sometimes the authority

is part of a larger grant of authority to the chief state school officer to act

in a quasi-judicial capacity when complaints are brought to him by persons
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aggrieved by local district actions.

IIId. Authority to select educational materials. At one extreme we

find that this authority has been given only to the local districts. At the

other extreme we find states in which this authority is shared by state and

local officials; which agency, state or local, has the larger role can vary

from state to state. Under the shared arrangement one state agency

usually has the authority to select basic textbook and other instructional

materials,as well as, perhaps, even some of the so-called supplemental materials.

Local districts are then left with the authority to select additional supplemental

materials which may not be substituted for the basic texts selected by the state.

Under some arrangements, as in Florida, the local district has additional leeway

to obtain the materials it wants by foregoing state support for these materials.

The option is sometimes provided to districts to seek specific ad hoc approval

III
of books not on the approved list. And in most states the state agencies are

required to select a minimum number of books for a given subject and/or class

so as to assure a range of choice for the districts. In Arizona the state must

select between three and five texts per grade/course/subjectThe range is

greater in California. What is not clear from these statutes is the extent

to which these requirements obligate the state to place on the approved list

books and materials that represent a true variety of viewpoints and approaches.

In Arizona local districts face a separate problem. If the state approves a

certain item, it falls into the capital budget which is not limited in size by

state law; that budget can be expanded indefinitely without seeking voter approval.

If a textbook is not approved by the state, it fails into operations budget which

is limited in size by state law; the limitation can only be lifted upon voter

approval. Since most districts have reached the limitation on the operating budget,
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they prefer to place as many items as possible in the capital budget to avoid

seeking voter approval for large tax increases. State approval then becomes

important for another reason. Finally, whatever agency has authority to

select materials, the states differ in the extent to which substantive limita-

tions are imposed limitations dealing with such matters as the selection

of subversive materials or materials with a discriminatory message.

e. Authority to determine the content of particular courses. The

general grants of authority to state boards to establish minimum standards

opens the door to the exercise of authority to determine the content of

specific courses. States generally have not taken the legislature up on this

opportunity; but in a couple of notable instances in Arizona the state board

did try to prescribe course details but these efforts were beaten back.

Typically states limit their exercise of this authority to determining the

content of physical education and driver education courses. Hence, for the

most part this authority has been left to the local districts. California is

notable for the extent to which the legislature itself has spelled out the

content,.of some of the social studies courses in state statutes.

f. Authority to specify anti-discrimination prohibitions bearing

on course content. Presumably both state and local officials have such

authority in all states, even though it is not exercised. In most states the

promulgation of such restrictions has been undertaken only the state legislature.

g. Authority to establish elective courses. State legislatures have

occasionally required that a course be offered without requiring that students

take the course. State boards generally do not have authority to order the

provision of a new course. This basic authority is in the hands of the local

district, which after meeting the basic statutory requirements as to what must
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be offered, may determine what additional courses will be made available.

Whether these courses are to be elective or required courses takes us to the

question of authority to establish graduation requirements.

h. Authority to establish high school graduation requirements.

It is not common for the state legislature to establish high school graduation

requirements in any detail; typically these requirements are implied from the

statutory requirements as to which courses must be taken by students. Arizona

has, however, established minimum reading requirements before a student may

graduate to junior high school. And the California legislature has explicitly

established minimum graduation requirements. Additionally, state boards of

education have the authority to establish these requirements. And local

districts may attach additional requirements to the minimum requirements

estatdished by the legislature and/or state board. Presumably there is some

limit to the number of additional requirements local boards may attach but

this question was not litigated in any of the states studied.

i. Authority to determine the general amount of exposure to school

that is required of each student. Here again the basic authority is exercised

by the state legislature which establishes the compulsory education requirements,

the minimum length of the school year, month, week, and day. State boards

play a minor role in this area as do local districts as both tend to conform'

to the minimums established by the legislature rather than adding on additional

requirements. In any event, if a local district attempted to extend the com-

pulsory education requirements a serious question of slate preemption would

arise.

j. Authority to enforce curriculum requirements. State boards, the

chief state school officer and the departments of education usually are given
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the btask of enforcing the curriculum requirements imposed by statute and

state regulation. In several states county superintendents have been given

the authority to enforce curriculum requirements. Local boards -in turn have

the authority to enforce curriculum requirements against their employees.

k. Authority to determine and enforce curriculum in private schools.

Typically it is the state legislature which established certain minimum

curriculum requirements which private schools must also follow. In some states,

in effect, control over the private school curriculum has been delegated to

local boards of education insofar as the curriculum in the private schools

must be "substantially equivalent" to that available in the public schools.

In these states local officials have the authority to determine if the private

schools are meeting the required standards. If they are not, the method for

enforcing the requirements is to bring a charge against those parents of

children in private schools who are failing to meet the compulsory attendance

requirements of the state.

1. Authority to determine the political Has of a course or program.

The state legislature often places a thumb on the scale by prohibiting the

advocacy of communism in the public schools, by imposing the requirement that

schools offer a pro-American or pro-U.S. Constitution viewpoint, by a requirement

that instruction in the evils of communism and the benefits of the free enterprise
6

system be given. State boards have not gotten deeply involved in this area

except in Arizona where there was a strong effort on the part of state officials

to enforce a particular political viewpoint and shape the bias of history courses.

Typically the choice of political bias is left to the local district. The range

of choice open to the local district, however, has been narrowed by the state

statutes just discussed. Hence we might conclude the choice has been reduced
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to choosing among viewpoints generally taken to be acceptable.

m. Authority to choose the method of instruction. If there is one

area of the school curriculum that seems to have been left entirely in the

hands of the local district, that is the choice over methods of instruction

(excluding the question of the selection of instructional materials.) Only

in Arizona did we find a concerted effort on the part of state officials to

try to control instructional methods; in that case a group came close to

imposing as a criteria for the selection of reading materials that all materials

rely upon the phonics approach to the teaching of reading. This instance apart,

districts typically are left with the choice of choosing between such methods as

critical thinking and rote memorization. They may choose the form of grading

system they will use; they may choose to teach the old or new math; they may

choose between various methods of instructing in reading. To what extent the

superintendent, principals and teachers get involved in these decisions will

vary from school district to school district. Courts might be asked in the

future to examine the methods chosen by local districts but it is unlikely

court intervention, if it occurs at all, will be very extensive.

n. Authority to decide whether to indoctrinate pupils. This

authority seems to be but part of the larger question of authority to choose

the method of instruction. (Some may quarrel with this last statement because

of their definition of "indoctrination.") But again the choice seems to have

been left to the local district. Here, however, it is more likely that there

are limits not yet articulated and defined which a district ought to be wary of

transgressing. Occasionally state agencies will say local districts must be

politically neutral, hence there is a suggestion that state authorkies may

limit the extent to which local districts may indoctrinate.
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o. Authority to acculturate pupils. There seems little doubt that

local districts have been left the authority to decide how to and whether to

acculturate their pupils in the dominant culture of the community. For a

long time !t has been assumed local districts could impose the dominant white

culture on minority pupils. Now new questions have arisen: how far may boards

in the political control of minorities use their power to impose their culture

on minority and white students? May boards in the control of whites impose

their culture on minorities? May whites require white students to become

familiar with minority cultures? These questions have been left to the

political processes, but we may anticipate future cautious attempts to deal

with them legally.

p. Authority to establish pupil classification schemes. In all

the states studied, the legislature has played an important role in establishing

a wide variety of pupil classifications. Typically the legislature has

established schemes in terms of special educational needs and/or minority

status. What the legislatures have usually left to the local boards is the

establishment of classifications among pupils that exhibit no special needs

except that they fall within the normal ranges for achievement and aptitude.

That is, local districts have the authority to establish ability grouping

and tracking systems for the so-called "normal" pupils. Authority to establish

such pupil classification schemes carries with it the further implied authority

to provide a differentiated education for different pupils.

q. Authority to classify the individual pupil. The state legislature

in several of the states studied, along with granting local districts authority

to classify individual pupils, established certain procedures which must be

followed. Extensive procedural schemes are to be found in California and
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and Massachusetts. This authority to decide which program an individual

studeht should be placed in might be viewed as one of those "administrative

details" which has been left to the local districts for determination.

r. Authority to grant pupils exemptions from courses and programs.

The most far reaching exemption is that which exempts a child from school

altogether. The legislatures in all states have provided for this by

authorizing local districts to exempt pupils against the will of their

parents from the public schools on the theory these pupils will not benefit

from the public school program. Such exemptions must be carried out in

accordance with the procedural requirements set forth in the statutes.

Legislatures also have required local districts to exempt pupils from certain

courses if the pupils and their parents seek such exemptions on religious

grounds, e.g., exemptions must be granted from certain health and sex

education courses. Beyond this, exemptions can be granted in certain states

to pupils who "test out" of a course, i.e., show they have mastered the

material in the course by taking a test. This sort of exemption is not

widely used by the states studied and is limited, when available, only to

certain courses. None of the states studied allowed pupils to "test out" of

high school. Only in California was judicial precedent found for the propo-

sition that a school must grant an exemption, in the absence of a statute on

the question, to a pupil for a required course if the parent objects to the

course.

s. Authority to evaluate the school program. Local districts

have the implied authority to evaluate their own program. The new development

is state laws requiring state agencies to establish state-wide testing pro-
(

grams. The adequacy of these programs for actually evaluating the school

program is in doubt, but steps have been taken toward actual evaluation of
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the entire public school program. Whether these early steps will actually

develop into an effective evaluation system remains to be seen.

t. Authority to accredit schools. Whether it is called accredi-

tation or not, state departments of education are the agency which have

been given the authority to accredit individual schools in the state. Private

associations are also involved in accrediting schools and in Florida the

private association and the state department cooperate in the accreditation

of the schools. Little of consequence seems to hinge on the accreditation

process,.

u. Authority to review actions of state and local agencies. In

all states the courts are available to review the actions of the state and

local agencies. There are differences between the states, however, as to

the likelihood of a complainant obtaining relief from the courts. In New York

the commissioner of education has been given by statute quasi-judicial authority

to review complaints of aggrieved persons. His decisions pursuant to this

power are in turn reviewable in the courts, but court relief is not easily

obtained. in several of the states declaratory legal advice may be obtained

from the State Attorney General. Such advice plays a big role in Arizona;

schools in California and Florida also rely on this free legal service. In

many instances the advice obtained has a direct bearing on authority to

control the school curriculum.

8. With regard to many of the roles listed above, teachers and unions

may also share some authority. Usually, however, this authority is not

derived from a state statute, but is sub-delegated to the teacher by the

school board or is obtained through bargaining at the bargaining table.

Teachers and unions do not have a secure legal foothold with regard to

control of the school curriculum. The same comment might be made with regard
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to parents, students and taxpayers--except to the extent they may exercise

influence through their ability to vote for state and local officials.

9. One of the purposes of the study was to gain a greater understanding

of the meaning of the terms "centralized" and "decentralized." States were

selected which represented examples of highly centralized and decentralized

systems as well as mixed systems. One pc!;-sc that was learned in coming to

terms with such labels is that one has to analyze a state's laws in terms of

the allocation of roles discussed in point number 7. The allocation of those

roles are the factors which determine whether one or the other label is

appropriate. Thus, one might say that the more these roles are assigned to

the state authorities, the more the state is centralized, and vice versa.

Moreover, a given role can be analyzed in terms of whether it is held exclu-

sively or is shared by the agency in whose hands we have said it rests.

of the

Thus, a state agency might play many/roles listed above, but in each case

that role may be shared with the local boards. Or, the agency might enjoy

a small number of roles which it holds exclusively while all the others are

exclusively held by the local district. The patterns of course can be

quite diverse. Thus, labeling a state as centralized or decentralized must

be done 14th great caution and sophistication. This is a problem political

scientists must face when attempting to study the politics of states they

want to label as centralized or decentralized.

10. A further insight is that even states we might want to label as

decentralized are passing legislation which establishes state and local

relations with regard to a particular program that are more centralized than

anything heretofore existent in the state. For example, legislation dealing

with handicapped and non-English speaking pupils usually rehects a

state-local relationship that is more centralized than prior relationships
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secure through its own actions its commitment to a right to an education, courts

will be willing to take the legislature at its word with the result they may

impose increasingly strict procedural requirements on school administrative

efforts to deny or curtail a student's enjoyment of that legislatively created

right. And as the legislatures create more special programs with tangled, vaguely

written and potentially discriminatory elements in them, the morethe courts

will be called upon to clean up, interpret, and correct the work of the

legislatures.

59. This prospect for increased court activity is not without its problems

insofar as the state court opinions we have reviewed -- especially the lower

state court opinions -- are often themselves examples of how the law should

not be written. These courts often render unclear, confused, and inarticulate

opinions which leave as many problems in their wake as they clear up. That

in itself is likely to spawn more suits and more paper.

60. One possible solution to some of the inadequacies in the handiwork of

the courts, as well as a way of assisting the courts with their workload, is

the adoption of an administrative procedure act applicable to local schools and

the state educational agencies. Florida has adopted such a law. It provides

for administrative hearings as a preliminary way of resolving many possible policy

decisions. Perhaps implementation of such procedures would lead to settlement

of the dispute or at least establish a sufficiently sound record that the

courts' work would be facilitated.

VIII. Concluding Observations

If there is any central message to be derived from the five studies, it

is that control of the school curriculum is shifting -- even in the so-called
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decentralized states -- away from the local board of education, but that this

shift has not presaged an increase in parental authority to control the curriculum.

The shift has been to the state legislature, to state agencies and to an extent

to teachers' unions. In the long term increased authority will naturally be

exercised by the courts as well. Perhaps the most important of these develop-

ments has been the extent to which the state legislatures have become involved

in legislating the school curriculum: new courses have been ordered to be

taught and taken; an enormous system for classifying pupils has developed under

legislative guidance; fi:lance and budgeting laws have been drafted in such a

way that they touch upon and affect local control of the curriculum (see

Flori_a and Arizona studies); the legislatures have attached anti-discrimination

requirements to the selection of instructional materials; state laws increasingly

areembodying references to output standards; the legislatures have adopted

state-wide testing programs which have implications for the curriculum in the

school.;; and the legislatures in several states have moved toward the use of

the categorical grant-in-aid device to control the school program. Even in a

state such as Massachusetts which is markedly decentralized, the legislature

has imposed a mandatory requirement that local districts provide bilingual

instruction to those pupils eligible for such programs. All these developments,

of course, have been piled on top of the older.statutes imposing yet other

requirements on the local districts.

These restrictions on the discretion of the local board of education are,

however,, only the beginning of the story. There is an already vast body of

cases interpreting the U.S. Constitution which has a bearing on the control

of the curriculum. (See for example the following: Tyll van Geel "Con-

stitutional and Philosophical Perspectives on Political Education in the
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Public Schools," (a report written under this contract from N.I.E.); Tyll van

Geel, "The Right to Be Taught Standard English: Exploring the Implication

of Lau v. Nichols for Black Americans," 25 Syracuse L. Rev. 863 (1974);

David L. Kirp, "Schools as Sorters: The Constitutional and Policy Implications

of Students Classification," 121 U. Pa. L. Rev. 705 (1973).) These developments

touch upon such issues as religion in the. public schools; the teaching of

Darwinism; flag salutes; the barring of certain subjects from the curriculum

by law; fairness in the presentation of materials in school; the classification

of pupils; academic freedom of teachers; the exclusion of certain books from

the school by school boards; free speech of students and the school as a market

place of ideas; sex discrimination!in schools in the assignment of students to

courses and the exclusion of students from courses; the testing of pupils; the

provision of special programs for black students only; and the progision of

bilingual-bicultural education.

Beyond these constitutional developments the Civil Rights At of 1964

has recently been interpreted to require the provision of special English

language instruction to those pupils who are excluded from effective partici-

pation in the school program by reason of the fact they lack the requisite

English-language skills to understand the all-English school curriculum.

(See Tyll van Geel, "The Right to Be Taught Standard English: Exploring the

Implication of Lau v. Nichols for Black Americans," 25 Syracuse L. Rev. 863

(1974).) And while the Department of Health, Education and Welfare has re-

cently declined to interpret the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to attach to problems

of racially and sexually discriminatory curriculum materials, the possibilities

of an extension of the Act to this area has not been forever foreclosed.

Beyond this the various federal grants-in-aid have thei- own special impact
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upon the school curriculum -- especially Title I of the Elementary and

III
Secondary Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. § 241).

In short, the public school curriculum has become the subject of an

enormous body of law and it does not appear that the growth in the law in

this area is going soon to abate.

In striking contrast to the increased number of laws and regulations

within which the local school board must operate, the private schools in these

states as a legal and practical matter are virtually left-alone. Private

schools in these states do not have to register; in reality to even undergo

periodic inspections. In a state like Florida state officials know virtually

nothing about the private schools of the state and in New York where there is

presumably a mechanism for controlling these schools, it is, as a practical

matter, unused. (Private schools that wish to incorporate in the states must,

111 of course, comply with incorporation requirements; out of state corporations

that wish to do business in the state also must comply with state laws; and

commercial schools tend to be subject to greater state regulation.)

What accounts for this strikingly different treatment of public schools

and private schools is not easily uncovered and goes beyond the scope of this

study. However, some final comments on this point are in order. First, perhapS

it is fear that to regulate private scho-i3 would raise complex constitutional

issues, especially with regard to the rights of free speech and free exercise of

religion as protected by the First Amendment. Second, the smaller number of

private school students and private schools compared to the number of public

schools and public school students may have led policy makers to conclude that

real regulation of the private schools is not worth the costs. Third, perhaps

410
it is felt the "free market" nature of the private school system is su6, as to
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cure any problems that might exist: if parents do not like what a private

school is doing they need only withdraw their child, send him or her to

another private school or to the public schools. Fourth, there have been

few, if any exposgs of non-commercial private schools revealing any sort of

a problem that needs to be corrected -- any kind of wide-spread fraud, for

example. (Commercial vocational schools were the subject of an expose in

Massachusetts by the Boston Globe in the spring of 1974.) Fifth, the increasingly,

wide-spread notion that children have a right to an education, i.e,, a claim

against the state for a minimally adequate education, has impelled the

legislature to make sure that this right is realized and that local boards

of education out of indifference, an excessive zeal for minimal spending or

malice, not short change certain groups of pupils. This last point is buttressed

by the wide-spread bad publicity to which the public schools have been exposed:

this publicity has revealed that many local boards have not fulfilled the

notion of a right to an education. Thus we might say that in the long term

the most profound development that has affected and will continue to affect con-

trol of the school curriculum is the growing recognition of a right to a

minimally adequate education. This belief often not explicitly articulated --

has led legislatures to seize the initiative with regard to the school program,

to increase their own control of that program. But it'has not led them to

conclude that, for example, parents ought to be significantly involved in for-

mulating that program. In other words, in reaching toward a way for better

realizing the right to an education, legislatures have tended to concentrate

on reforming the substance of the curriculum and not the processes by which

curriculum is formulated. As we have seen, state constitutions do not stand

in the way of reforming the processes by which curriculum is formed, hence
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this sort of strategy remains available for legislatures to try. Whether such

a strategy will in fact be attempted, however, seems doubtful in an intellectual

climate in which most everybody concentrates upon end results (student achieve-

ment) to the neglect of processes of decision-making.
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established by the legislature. Within a given state one can find different

kinds of state-local relationships with regard to different kinds of children--

mentally and physically handicapped; non-English speaking; vocational students;

elementary school pupils; and high school pupils. As a general proposition

we might say that one is more likely to find increased state control the

more the student is likely to be neglected by the local district and/or the

more the state thinks that a program must meet certain minimum standards, as with

the case of eler,:fitary school pupils.

11. Further,ve conclude a state may be centralized in two different

senses. In one sense, a state is centralized if the legislature itself has

taken on several of the roles outlined under item number seven. Under this

scheme, other things being equal, the state agencies may have few roles to

carry out, but the local district may be given the basic role in the system

subject to the constraints of the state legislature. A state might also be

termed to be centralized when many roles have been given by the legislature

to the state agencies; these roles the state agencies may share with the localities

or hold exclusively.

12. States which we may want to label as centralized in the second

sense of the term tend to reflect the following features. In those states

the legislature and/or state constitution has given to state agencies the

authority to select educational materials for the local districts; to

establish minimum standards for the school program; to veto courses proposed

by the local districts; and/or to have quasi-judicial authority to review
4

complaints with regard to the%local districts. Additionally, the newly

created authority to establish 'state-wide testing and evaluation has increased

the authority of state agencies. States which have most of-the4e features

are Arizona and California. 'Florida's state agencies exercise some of these
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roles--textbook selection and setting of minimum standards. In New York

the Board of Regents has "legislative" authority over the system and the

commissioner enjoys quasi-judicial powers. To what extent these powers have

been exercised in the states is a separable issue.

13. (a) It was also found that even in the states we may wish.to

label as centralized in the second sense of the term, total centralization

has not taken place. Local districts share in most of the roles given to

the state agencies but there are many roles given exclusively to the local

districts, subject only to the constraints of the state legislation under

which they operate. Furthermore, even when the state agencies have been

given as important a role as the selection of instructional materials,

that law is often designed in a way to discourage total state control. For

example, in Florida local districts are to have an important influence on

the books ultimately selected by the state agency. In California, the state

agencies are expected to select a range of books to assure some choice at

the local level.

asa

Provisions exist for seeking

exemptions from state statutory and regulatory requirements. And in California

several statutory provisions open the door to the local district simply

ignoring state statutory and regulatory requirements with regard to certain

children; the legislature deliberately seems to have allowed the local

districts a free hand with certain classifications of students.

(b) However, even in those states we might wish to charac-

terize as decentralized, total decentralization has not taken place. If

decentralization can mean that in their sphere of operations the local districts

are independent of the state, are not subject to state constraint, intervention

or review, then we must conclude that decentralization even in this limited
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sense has not taken place. In all the states the potential for state review

remains; the threat of preemption always exists; and in many instances the

local districts are subject to direct control by the states.

(c) In short, all the states studied were mixed systems and

the differences were matters of degree and style. Local control over curriculum

in some pure sense of the term was not found to exist; but neither was state

control predominant.

14. If there is a central difference between those states we might

call "centralized" in the second sense of the term it is that the authority

grante&to the state agencies leaves open the possibility of exploitation by

groups which may "capture" these agencies. Centralized authority makes it

possible for a group which gains control of the state agencies to read the

law for all it is worth in order to put its imprint on the content of

state regulation and to increase the scope of state agency control. The

studies of Arizona and California show that these legally sanctioned oppor-

tunities do not go neglected. However, attempts to extract the maximum

possible authority from the existing laws generally have been unsuccessful

because they have been opposed by powerful counter reactions. Centralization

seems to generate cycles of more or less state influence over the curriculum.

The state politics of education with regard to the curriculum tends to be

less tumultuous in the more decentralized states. Conflict in these states

is more or less permanently confined to and isolated in the local districts.

However, we cannot say that one general pattern of conflict management is

superior to the other--such an evaluation depends upon many factors. Some

of these factors are discussed in the context of specific problems in the

Arizona chapter under the politics of textbook selection and the case u, the

,implementation of the curriculum package called "Man: A Course of Study."
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15. Except for the occasional attempt to impose a particular political

or moral point of view upon the localities or to impose, as occurred in

Arizona, a particular theory of the teaching of reading, state agencies

with curricular authority have not attempted fully to exercise that

authority. Most importantly, the state agencies have not attempted to

exercise their authority to mandate minimum educational requirements. States

vigorous
have confined the/exercise of these powers to driver education and physical

education. Even the minimum requirements promulgated by the states with

regard to the education of the handicapped are very minimal. Thus, if the

power to establish minimum educational standards today were withdrawn from

the states studied, it is clear that the impact upon the operation of the

educational system would be minimal. It can be concluded that state agencies

tend to have more formal authority than they generally exercise with regard

to the content of the school program.

16. State agency impact on the curriculum occurs largely other than

through rule making. The most direct impact occurs in those states in which

instructional materials are selected at the state level. Next, on occasion

those state agencies with the power of prior approval of courses proposed by

the local district, will veto those courses, e.g., in California the state

department has refused to let local districts substitute band for physical

education as a credit toward graduation. Influence is exercised through the

control of the various grant-in-aid programs that have been established by

the state legislature. Indications here are that influence comes through the

ability to decide who will get a grant and in negotiating with grantees over

aspects of their proposals. In New York, influence is exerted through the

control of the content of the so-called Regents' examinations which students

take in order to obtain "Regents' Credit" toward obtaining a "Regents' Seal"
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on their graduation diploma. In those states like Florida and California

which have moved toward state-wide assessment of pupils for purposes of

program evaluation, state influence over the curriculum can occur through

the selection of the test items used in the tests, and through determination

of what constitutes a satisfactory achievement of an objective. (Determina-

tion of actual objectives to be tested has been apolitical process which

the state agencies have not dominated.) And in New York, on

occasion, the commissioner in his quasi-judicial capacity has the opportunity

to rule on a question involving the local curriculum. Here' again, however,

restraint on the part of the commissioner has resulted in a minimal state

impact on the curriculum.

17. What state influence over the curriculum means in reality is that

the state laws establish a framework within which a constant colloquy takes

place between state and local agencies. Consultation over the approval of

courses; the selection of materials; the granting credit for this or that

experience obtained outside of the regular school program; the selection of

materials; the categorization of materials as "basic" or "supplemental";

the reasonableness of 'not doing this or doing that; and the design of

programs funded by state grants in aid are among the subjects of that colloquy.

How much of an impact the state agencies have depends upon other factors

beyond the laws: the attitude of state officials; the size of the state

agency budgets; the efficiency with which state agencies operate; and the

ratio of state agency personnel to the number of school districts in the

state.

18. Also of importance is whether or not the state board and/or

the chief state school officer are elected officials. The fact of being
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elected can cut two ways: on the one hand, such officials may feel

constrained because of the need to appeal to a diverse state audience;

on the other hand, elected officials may feel they represent one constitu-

ency, one point of view which they Will then try to impose upon the rest of

the state. This latter phenomenon was most clearly illustrated by the tenure

of Superintendent Max Rafferty in California. In Florida the chief state

school officer is elected, but traditionally the person occupying that role

is viewed as an educational statesman and is expected to be above politics,

i.e., he is largely an inactive figure. The picture in Massachusetts with

the establishment of a Secretary of Education along with a chief state school

officer, in the more traditional sense of the termf presents a confusing pic-

ture. The Secretary of Education, because of his close ties to the Governor,

is probably the more political of the two officers.

19. If in reality there appears to be less centralization in the second

sense than meets the eye, the extent of centralization in the first sense

(see item 11 above) has been an increasingly important phenomenon. California

represents the high water mark of centralization in this sense of the term.

In that state, the legislature has been very active in spelling out what

courses must be offered and/or taken. Indeed, the legislature has been

sufficiently active in spelling out the basic educational program of the

state it would be surprising if there was mtch room left in the school year,

month, week or day to add many additional course offerings. And, if anythil3,

there has been a tendency upon the part of all state legislatures to add to

the list of courses that must be offered and/or taken. We also discovered

that in both Florida and California the legislature has inserted itself in

new ways into the policy-making processes of the state agencies.
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20. It was not possible to determine any overall clear and consistent

theory which explained why authority was allocated as it was in a given

state. The general impression left by the five studies is that the allocation

of authority between state agencies and local districts proceeds on an ad hoc

basis and is influenced by the political pressures that happen to prevail

at the time the legislation was under consideration. Despite this lack of

a clear theory which one, through inductive analysis, can uncover in the

legislation, some comments about what seems to lie behind the allocations of

authority in the states are warranted. Basically, it might be said that

all states are committed to local control of the program offered in the public

schools. This is made clear by the fact that no state was found in which

total control of the school program was taken over either by the legislature

or delegated to state agencies. Some states such as Massachusetts have

maintained their commitment to local control more than others. To the extent

the states have departed from local control and delegated authority to state

agencies, or controlled the program directly through state legislation, the

reasons appear to be multiple. First, some matters were considered so

fundamental that it was deemed important that no district be allowed the

option of not offering these courses, e.g., all districts must teach Engl'sh,

arithmetic, American history. Second, to protect children and parents

against the "lazy" district state officials were given the power to promulgate

minimum standards. (Minimum standards can become maximum standards as well.)

Third, to allow for the possibility,that a given district may act irrationally

or wastefully, state agencies were given the authority to veto proposed

courses before the local district could actually offer them. Fourth, authority

to select educational materials was given over to state agencies in three

states--partly because of distrust of the competence of the local districts,

partly to assure some degree of uniformity in the state-wide educational

program, and in part because large purchases of materials by the state would
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be less costly than several smaller purchases by the local districts, and

in part because the state can exercise such economic power in the textbook

market it can actually bargain with textbook manufacturers over the content

of the textbooks thereby further enhancing state control over the school

curriculum. Fifth, state agencies were given specific authority with regard

to certain programs designed for minority and handicapped students because

these students traditionally have been neglected at the local level. Sixth,

state agencies occasionally were given the authority and duty to.specify the

content of particular courses because the legislature has determined there

is an urgent social problem and it wants to make sure it will be dealt with

in the public schools--a problem that would require constant up-dating of

course content so it would be impractical to legislate by statute the content

of that course. Seventh, state agencies were given authority to administer

certain grants-in-aid because it was felt local districts cannot be trusted

to use the grants for achieving the purposes the state legislature had in

mind.

21. All the above may be good reasons for giving authority to state

officials but as the study of Arizona in particular demonstrates there are

dangers in giving extensive authority to state officials: namely, the

authority can be captured by a group with a strong ideological or theoretical

commitment. State authority may be used to cut into the basic state commitment

to local control. Thus, a legislature which wants to maintain local control

of ideology and bias and the choice of theories of the curriculum, must be

careful in drafting laws which oive authority to state agencies. The legis-

lature must be alert to proposed statutory language and to suggested insti-

tutional arrangements which could become the means for accomplishing unintended

extensions of state agency control. The legislature which wishes to achieve
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its purposes yet retain local control over matters of ideology and academic

theory must carefully constrain and define the authority of the state agencies,

and/or design the processes for selecting state officials so as to guarantee

the people who come into power'will represent diverse points of view.

22. It is clear from the study that the states have evolved a variety

of ways through a variety of mechanisms fo'r shaping the colloquy between

state and local agencies. The quasi-judicial powers of the commissioner

in New York represents one device by which policy can be made on a case-by-

case basis. Once a clear rule emerges from the cases, then it can be

annunciated as a rule and imposed case by case. Florida has adopted an

administrative procedure act which applies to schools and it provides another

framework for relating the participants to each other. Arizona, California

and Florida have all adopted procedures for statewide selection of instruc-

tional materials but each state has designed the selection processes differently.

California has provided for prior approval by the state board before local

districts may adopt new courses. Florida has through its new educational

finance law placed additional constraints on the localities with regard to

how state aid may be used for mounting the educational program. The use

of state grants-in-aid provide yet a different framework for state-local

relations. What seems clear is that some of these devices are more prone

to abuse than others absent careful design of their structure. For example,

the quasi-judicial powers of the New York Commissioner if not exercised with

restraint (as past commissioners have done) could lead to overweaning

state control. Similarly, designing of the state textbook selection law

needs to be done carefully if state control, to an extent not desired or

anticipated, is to be avoided. The Arizona law, for example, has allowed

for such abuse and before being amended Florida permitted abuse too. (It
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might also be noted that these state-wide textbook selection procerss need

to be designed in ways so as to avoid conflict of interest difficulties,

and ex parte communications which in turn can lead to corrupt practices.)

23. One way of constraining the exercise of state power would be

through the careful design of the institutions at the state level. New York

provides one example: both the state board and the commissioner have been

given enormous formal power, but perhaps because both are appointed and

tied to the legislature through the appointment process (the legislature

appoints the Board of Regents and the board in turn appoints the commissioner,

who is removable at the will of the board) these agencies have not exercised

their full power. They apparently feel constrained by the legislature; and

perhaps because they are appointed rather than elected feel some reluctance

to impose their own will upon the local districts. Massachusetts and Florida

represent other examples of institutional design at the state level that

seem not to have led to the kind of turmoil and grabs for power that occurred

in Arizona and California. It is important to note, however, that in both

Arizona and California the attempts to impose particular viewpoints on the

localities fell short of their goals but left a lasting imprint.. If the

systems in those states are, thus, to be faulted, it is for establishing

arrangements which tempt people to seek more power when it appears this is

not what is desired in the state. This sort of conflict is simply a waste

of energy; it would have been better if the conflict had never occurred.

III. Role Allocation by the State Legislature: Relations Within the

Local District

24. If local board control of the curriculum ever existed in some

significant sense of the phrase, that day has passed for all the reasons

discussed above and for the reasons to be discussed below. Local boards
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are increasingly being constrained by legislative enactments; by new powers

given to state agencies and by steps taken by the legislature to make sure

local boards involve new participants in the decision-making process.

Additionally, as more legislation with regard to the curriculum is placed

on the statute books, the possibilities of obtaining court review and

intervention in school affairs increases.

25. The most significant development with regard to the broadening

of the participants in the curriculum decision-making process at the local

level is the recognition given in state law to the teachers' union.

California law is the most explicit in granting teachers the right to

consult and confer with school boards over procedures for establishing the

school program. The law of the other states with regard to which subjects

which are mandatory topics of negotiation tend only to refer to "terms and

conditions of employment" but unions are placing steady pressure on local

boards to negotiate such items as class size, student discipline, the

classification of pupils, the hiring of subject specialists and procedures

for the establishment of the school program. .Obviously, the more teachers
in

win in the legislature,/ the courts or at the bargaining table, the right

to bargain over curriculum, the less discretion there will be in the local

board to decide these matters. And, boards of education may be tempted in

a period of tight finances to bargain away items dealing with the curriculum

in order to gain concessions on salaries and fringe benefits.

26. As individuals, neither principals nor teachers have been given

special statutory authority with regard to the curriculum. To the extent

these employees of the system do play a role in decisions on the curriculum

it must be as a result of the delegation of authority by the school boards.

or.
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27. Su.Derintendents in two of the states we studied do enjoy a special

statutorily created role with regard to decisions on the curriculum. In

New York, in the larger districts the superintendent by statute has the

responsibility of recommending policy on the curriculum to the school board.

And in Florida, because the local superintendent is an elected official .

and because the state statutes structure an unusual one-sided relationship

between him and the local board, the superintendent as a practical matter

probably has considerable control over the school curriculum. Chances are,

however, that in all the other states the local boards delegate considerable

authority to the superintendent to take the initiative in the formation of

curriculum policy subject to the ultimate approval of the local board.

28. It is a fair general proposition that parents and students in the

states we studied have been given no statutorily based authority with regard

to formulation of general school curriculum policy. The kinds of involvement

the legislatures have established by statute for parents has either been

limited to participation on advisory boards or to participation in procedures

initiated to establish how that parent's child should be classified. But

even with regard to involvement in the classification of children

only California and Massachusetts took a meaningful step toward parental

involvement. And even then these states limited the parental rights to the

and
contexts of special / bilingual education. Florida recognizes the right of

parents to protest a decision by schools not to provide special educational

services to the child. None of the states recognized by statute a parental

right to be involved in the classification process when it involved the

placement of a normal child in an ability group or track. The major exception

to this general pattern of exclusion of the parent from the curricular
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decision-making process is the Massachusetts law which permIts, in high
4.7

schools enrolling over 150 pupils, twenty parents or 5% of the student body

to petition the local board for the institution of a course. With regard

to that provision, it might be noted that real danger exists that active

parents and students could abuse that opportunity, thereby forcing upon the

schools a major shift in the expenditure of funds. A handful of parents

could have a significant impact on the school budget and program. As a

result, a question exists as to whether this law is not susceptible to being

struck down under the doctrine prohibiting the delegation of public authority

to private groups. Thus, while a law such as this is an interesting way of

trying to assure the responsiveness of the school district to the demands

of parents and students for new programs and courses, it would seem safeguards
into

need to be built / the law to prevent its abuse. The study of Massachusetts

suggests ways of narrowing the meaning of the law to preserve its consti-

tutionality.

29. Parents and students are thus relegated to seeking involvement in

curricular decision making by using various methods of political participation

or by turning to the courts. As will be discussed below, the possibilities

of obtaining an effective voice through the courts are today slim, but perhaps

will improve in the future.

30. It was found that the possibilities for local districts of carrying

on innovative programs even in the face of considerable state involvement in

curricular decision making are real and cannot be said to be non-existent.

State laws and state regulations do not provide school districts an excuse

to avoid programs which depart from traditional patterns. In many cases,

mounting such a program will engage the local district in a colloquy with

state officials over the program as a result of the authority of state officials
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to grant waivers with regard to certain laws and regulations, to grant

permission to use non-certificated experts from the community, to review

and give approval to programs and to the granting of credit toward graduation.

But these entanglements with state officials need not result in the program

never being introduced or adopted. If anything needs to be done in this

area, it is to dispel the myth, which the local educators attempt to rely on

to avoid considering new ideas, that state law and regulation stands

insurmountably in the way of changes in the local program. Even in states

that use state-wide adoption of instructional materials, the laws are drafted

to allow for some maneuvering by the local districts.

31. In the long term, the slow movement toward the use of output

measures in education may prove to be a significant factor in shaping the

behavior of local school officials. The adoption of state-wide testing

programs and the Florida and California movement toward the use of only

learner verified instructional materials, and the concern of several state

legislatures that only programs from which the students "may benefit" be

adopted, are all manifestations of this trend. The impact of this movement

already can be seen--local districts are shifting their attention and priorities

to those programs in which students are tested by the state. Whether more or

less innovation and experimentation will take place in those programs as a

result of the testing is less clear. One might speculate that given a goal

toward which to move, local districts might indulge in considerable experi-

mentation to find the key that will produce the desired results. Another

scenario would have the local districts reverting to rather conservative

teaching methods, e.g., teaching to the test with rote memory work, simply

in order to produce good results on the test. Probably both approaches will

be used and which approach is used will depend on such legally exogenous
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variables as the social-economic background of the pupils and the district's

population as a whole.

IV. Role Allocation by the State Legislature: General Comments

32. Legislatures seem to have a penchant for drafting vague and

confusing statutory codes which leave open numerous questions with regard

to the scope of authority of the agency to which authority has been delegated.

As a result, describing the actual legal relationship between the various

participants in the decision-making process has required a considerable

amount of legal analysis and speculation. Only in New York have many of

these issues been taken to the courts for resolution. In the other states

occasionally a question of this sort is taken to the attorney general of the

state for his opinibn. After that, the disputes that inevitably must arise

necessarily must have been resolved between the parties themselves through

informal political processes. The colloquy which state law forces the

agencies of government into must include a discussion of their legal rela-

tionships, thus part of the cut and thrust of educational politics involves

a legal debate with threats of legal action part of the arsenal of each of

the parties.

33. Many of these confusions in the law seem unnecessary insofar as

language can be more precisely used to spell out legal authority and rela-

tionships. Legislatures ought to take more care in the drafting of their

statutes as in the long term this would result in a more efficient use of

educational resources; less time and money would be wasted on trying to

settle a legal dispute that could have been settled once and for all at the

earlier stage of legislative adoption of the statutory code.
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V. Thn Content of the School Program

34. The legislatures in all the states studied have adopted a very

similar approach to actual specification of the curriculum itself. There

are several parts to the approach: first, the legislatures have said that

children must be exposed to a certain quantum of schooling as measured in

years, months, and days. Secondly, fhe legislatures have said that during

that time the schools must offer and the students must sit through certain

courses," and/or be taught certain "subjects." Thus the curriculum is

legally describable in terms of such units as time, courses and subjects.

This legal conceptualization of the curriculum imposes itself on thinking

and constrains new ways of thinking about what school should be doing.

35. There is a great similarity in the basic program students must

follow in all the states studied. If there are significant variations

they tend to occur in the area of socia' tudies. While all students are

expected to study American history, the students in Arizona and Florida are

expected to learn about the evils of communism and the benefits of the

capitalistic system. In New York, students must study. the benefits of the

U.S. and State Constitutions. Massachusetts has little to say on this

subject, whereas California provides a rather extensive list of specific

items that must be covered in the social studies curriculum. Additionally,

California requires that the social studies curriculum not adversely reflect

on any minority group or women and that it accurately represent the contri-

butions of both these groups to the history of the state and nation.

36. State legislation does not for the most part deal with such

requirements as music, the fine arts, and the performing arts. These matters

are left to the discretion of the local districts. California is the exception.

37. Increasingly statutory codes are being filled with requirements

that courses be offered and under taken with regard to particularly pressing
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social problems: drugs, alcohol, conservation and the environment, fire safety,

road safety and the like. These programs seem to reflect a faith on the part

of the legislature that these social issues can be tackled through education;

that the money and time spent on these topics are worth the benefits. An

evaluation of this assumption might be of use in deciding if these require-

ments ought to remain in place and if additional requirements ought to be added.

38. There is a tendency on the part. of legislatures to provide for more

legislative control over the content of the elementary school curriculum than

the high school curriculum.

39. One of the most striking features of the handiwork of the legisla-

tures is the extent to which by statute the children of the states have been

classified for purposes of providing different programs and courses of

studies. As many as a dozen different classifications can be found in the

statutory codes, with possibilities of further refinement taking place at

the local district level. The legal question which arises with regard to

these classifications is whether the classifications do truly mark off

students who are different from each Other and whether the benefits accruing

the students included in one classification (hence excluded

from another) outweigh the harm that can result from being stigmatized, and

from being givema watered down program "suited to the student's capabilities."

A related problem is the lack of adequate procedural protections and the lack

of parental involvement in the decision to classify pupils. Further, there

are inadequate protections to make sure that once a student is classified

that the subject of his classification be re-opened periodically to make

sure his original classification is still appropriate. It is important that

legislation deal with many of these matters as there are strong possibilities
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that the. Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses of the 14th Amendment of

the U.S. Constitution will not provide the protection that students need.

40. Considerable leeway is left to local districts to indoctrinate

pupils politically. To the extent such political bias is not considered

to be a proper part of the school curriculum, it would seem to be advisable

on the part of state legislatures to adopt provisions which assure that a

fair approach is taken in political education courses. Perhaps adoption of

a rule equivalent -- but tailored for use in the public schools -- to the

fairness doctrine imposed on the electronic media would be appropriate.

(See the separate essay, "Constitutional and Philosophical Perspectives on

Political Education-in the Public Schools," by Tyll van Geel, which is part

of this project.)

41. The problem of discriminatory instructional materials has been

tackled by several of the legislatures studied. While such legislation is

Clearly warranted, there are problems with the statutory language. In many

cases it is vague, self-contradictory and, as a result, almost impossible

to enforce. No penalties are attached to the violation of these anti-dis-

crimination prohibitions and no procedures are established for challenging

instructional materials as being in violation of these provisions. These

provisions in the statutory code need to be re-drafted.

42. The anti-discrimination requirements may collide with other new

legislation which stresses the provision of bicultural education as part

of efforts to provide non-English speaking pupils a bilingual education.

Many of the cultures in the United States, for example, reflect rather

traditional sex roles and a truly bicultural education would presumably

reflect these social-sexual mores. However, the prohibitions against dis-
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criminatory materials and the affirmative requirements that the contribution

of women to the history of the country be accurately portrayed may conflict with

the requirements of a bicultural education. Legislatures need to give some

thought to this issue.

43. As a general proposition special legislation to protect the mentally

and physically handicapped and the non-English speaking pupil tends to be poorly

and confusingly drafted. For example, in New York the statutes dealing with

the handicapped are so confusingly written that the courts literally have

been unable to determine what the legislature intended. An important

point of confusion arises in connection with the question of who is to share

in the cost of educating the handicapped child. The code in Arizona with

regard to bilingual-bicultural education is a mass of confusions and problems.

New York's own code on bilingual education leaves it unclear whether such a

program must be offered) if there are non-English speaking pupils enrolled in

the schools or whether the choice is within the discretion of the local district.

Once again legislatures should take greater care in drafting new laws and in

relating them to the existing educational code.

44. There is a considerable variance in the protection provided the

handicapped and non-English speaking pupils in the states studied.

Massachusetts has required districts in that state to offer a bilingual

program to non-English speaking pupils whereas in Florida the statutory

code is rather unclear as to the local districts responsibilities. Similarly

the protection of the handicapped varies from state to state. Since these

children often tend to be slighted by local districts -- because of the

cost involved in educating them -- state legislatures ought to take greater

pains in drafting legislation to assure these children of an adequate education.
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is

45. The requirement in California and Florida/that only materials which

have been learner verified should be re-examined. It is doubtful that these

provisions, as drlfted, can be enforced or that any benefits will accrue from

enforcement of the provisions. At the same time strict enforcement undoubtedly

will increase the costs of the materials to the state and school districts.

(Members of Harvard Graduate School of Education Seminar, "Quality Control

for Instructional Materials" Legislative Mandates of Learner Verification and

Implications for Public Education," 12 Marv. J. on Leg. 511 (1975)

in

46. Increasingly state legislatures are incorporating/the educational

codes phrases which suggest they arc_ moving toward the imposition of output

criteria upon the local districts. Thus, for example, local districts have

been told they must mount programs from which children may benefit; they

must provide a program which permits development to the maximum potential;

or they must offer programs which must ameliorate the handicapping condition;

or the programs must be designed to H t the needs of the pupils; or they

must prevent reading disabilities. And, with the adoption (5/f state-wide

testing programs educational objectives are.being defined in order that they

may be tested. In short, a glacial-like movement away from purely input

oriented educational codes has begun. While there is much to be said about

adopting output criteria, there are problems with what the legislatures have

done to date. Often the criteria within a single educational code conflict

or at least are not the same. The California code represents this sort of

problem. Further, the criteria are not well defined, hence it becomes unclear

as to whether they add anything to the statutes except confusion. Perhaps they

open the door to state agency intervention to enforce a standard of its own

choosing. The standards tend to make promises to the ear but break them to
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the heart -- that is, they seem to impose duties upon local districts which

ultimately are unenforceable through the courts. And these standards are

imposed on top of an educational code which stresses the provision of educa-

tional inputs. Thus, the obligations of local districts are becoming increasingly

unclear. If this sort of haphazard legislation continues, considerably confusion

could result when it might have been avoided. One need only look at the

problems New Jersey faces in trying to define its Constitutional provision

requiring the legislature to provide a "thorough and efficient" system of

education to appreciate some of the difficulties these general phrases can

cause. (Paul L. Tractenberg, "Robinson v. Cahill: The 'Thorough and

Efficient' Clause," 38 Law and Contemporary Problems 312 (1974).) There is

no reason for the legislature to promote such problems by badly drafting

legislation.

47. The emerging notion of a right to an education, as mentioned above

(Item number 1), may develop in such a way as to have implications for the

content of the school curriculum. If such a notion should fully develop

that could convert curriculum law from a duty based system of law (local

districts have th'... duty to provide and students have a duty to take...) to

a goal based and perhaps even a right based system of law. A goal based

system is one in which the law points toward the achievement of some objective

such as a minimum level of student learning. A right based system would

mean that students had a claim against the school system and the district

would have the duty of meeting that claim. Stated differently, it would

count in favor of a decision on the curriculum, that the decision was likely

to advance or protect the educational interests of the child; it would count

against the decision that it would retard or endanger those interests. And
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since rights tend over time to expand in meaning, we would be placing, in time,

our public school system in a very different posture than it now is in.

48. At one time the school curriculum was considered to be a matter

wholly committed to the discretion of elected and appointed officials -- a

matter not controlled by legal rules and doctrines. If there were any area

of school administration that might be said to be the freest of legal re-

strictions, it was the control of the school curriculum. Now all that is

changing as increasingly the legislatures lay down law upon law with regard

to the school program. The slow accretion of the law has transformed the domain

of curriculum law from one that is simple to one that has become quite complex.

And as the concern with discrimination in curriculum materials, concern with

the protection of special groups of children, and with fairness in the pre-

sentation of materials continues, the area will become increasingly compLex

and difficult. Perhaps the ultimate in legal problems will occur if and when

the notion of a right to a minimally adequate education is adopted as part of our

laws. We will then be thrust into such difficult questions as assessing the

adequacy of particular programs with regard to student achievement.

49. An overview of the substantive provisions of curriculum law in the

states studied reveals Ahat this law rests on a variety of rather different

approaches to education. The older statutory provisions stress equal oppor-

tunity -- the provision of similar opportunities to learn for all students,

e.g., all students must be offered and take a course in American history. More

recently we have seen a movement toward legislative imposition of output

criteria on the local districts. Under this approach schools must be concerned

with whether in fact children learn, not merely if they have been given the

opportunity learn. In any event, both these approaches tend to view the child
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in traditional liberal terms -- all children are the same regardless of race,

culture or social background insofar as they are creatures capable of learning,

or achievement. Distinctions based on race, alienage, culture or ethnicity

are arbitrary and irrelevant and, if used, would be the height of irrationality.

Now, however, with the development of the concern for bilingual-bicultural

education and compensatory education, legislation has been placed on the

books which runs counter to the overall thrust of curriculum law. Now students

are to be classified in terms of their,ethnic and cultural backgrounds. These

differences have become relevant. The conflict between these approaches has

not yet become severe but there is one point with regard to which there is

an immediate problem: bilingual-bicultural approaches to education can lead

to within school segregation of pupils. Furthermore, there is the additional

question of whether non-minority students may, must, or should be placed in

bilingual-bicultural programs. These kinds of issues may find their way into

the courts.

VI. Control of the Curriculum in Private Schools

50. Perhaps the most surprising finding is that private schools in the

states reviewed are virtually free of any meaningful state regulation. (This

statement does not apply to commercial schools such as those offering to train

people to be beauticians or to private higher education schools offering post-

secondary degrees.) State regulation in these states, at its most rigorous,

tends to be limited to requirements such as that found in New York -- the pro-

gram in private schools must be substantially equivalent to that in the public

schools of the area. But while this provision could have a significant impact

on the private schools, the mechanism for enforcing the provision is such that

the requirement largely goes unenforced: local superintendents have the
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responsibility of investigating private schools and then prosecuting parents

under the compulsory education law who send their children to private schools

which violate the standard.. Local officials are noticeably reluctant to

carry out this role, especially with regard to the Catholic parochial schools.

In any event, the extent of state regulation is even less in the other states

we reviewed.

51. Several state legislatures have made it more difficult to teach the

child in the home then to send him to private schools. State regulations on

"tutoring" tend to be more demanding than with regard to an educational effort

which can be deemed to be a "school." This kind of unequal treatment of the

two forms of private education may raise constitutional problems.

52. It was not found that the neglect laws shed any light on the state's

understanding of what constitutes an adequate education. Most states simply

have defined the parental duty to provide a child with an education to mean

satisfying the compulsory education requirements of the state.

53. New York and California provide parents of certain handicapped

children the opportunity to obtain financial support to send their children to

private school if it is determined that a suitable educational program is not

available in the public schools. While these provisions in concept make a

great deal of sense the design of these statutory schemes is flawed in several

respects. The standards for granting or denying the request for tuition are

unclear, and in California there are arbitrary limitations for different children

on the amount of money available for an individual child with resulting in-

equalities. In New York the statutory scheme is drafted in such a confusing

way it is almost impossible to determine which unit of government must pay out

the tuition. These New York provisions opened the door to collateral attacks

upon the adequacy of the public school program. Such suits in the future may
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pose difficult problems for the courts. Only the California code addresses

itself in a cursory way to the minimum standards the private schools must meet.

This is a problem that warrants more attention.

VII. State Courts and the Curriculum

54. The variety of functions the state courts have and can play in the

area of curriculum is surprisingly large:

a. Determination of such constitutional issues as challenges to

legislation on the basis of the delegatiOn and preemption doctrines.

b. Determination of the scope of authority delegated to educational

agencies.

c. Settling claims that educational agencies violated somebody's

civil .rights.

d. Settling claims that the educational agency abused its discretion,

that it acted arbitrarily and capriciously.

e. Interpreting statutes so as to resolve, if possible, apparent

conflicts in statutory provisions.

55. Definition of the courts' functions is controlled in part by the

state constitutions; in part by legislation; and in part by the courts them-

selves as they evolve doctrines to guide their own jurisdiction and the

exercise of their powers. Not all state legislatures, however, have adopted

legislation bearing upon the courts' jurisdiction and scope of their authority.

When legislatures such as in New York have attempted to shape the work of the

courts they have largely attempted to codify the common law of the subject.

But the codification has tended to do more than simply place in a statute

standards to be found in the cases. The codification has served -to choose

among competing trends in the common law and to clarify points that the cases
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left unclear. It thus seems on balance to have been a useful development

for legislatures to enact legislation with regard to the jurisdiction of the

courts and their scope of review.

56. Given the general functions of the courts, the courts may be called

upon to adjudicate the following sorts of questions:

a. The constitutionality of delegations of authority to state and

local boards of education.

b. Alleged violations of.the civil rights of individuals.

c. Allocations of authority between state agencies; between state

agencies and local boards; between local boards and local employees; between

local boards and parents and students.

d. The exercise of discretion by local boards with regard to such

non-constitutional questions as: selection of courses; teaching methods; class-

ification of pupils; political indoctrination; the acculturation of pupils;

discriminatory educational materials; the failure to provide certain educational

services; the granting upon parental requests exemptions for pupils from re-

quired courses; claims of academic freedom based on interpretations of state

statutes; the establishment of special teaching and administrative posts with

special qualifications attached; the assignment of teachers to teaching

responsibilities; the imposition of curriculum related requirements on local-

districts by the state agencies; and the subjects which are mandatory subjects

of negotiations.

e. The interpretation and meaning of such new requirements as the

requirements barring materials from the public schools which adversely reflect

on minorities and women.

f. Cases leading toward and touching upon the concept of a right to

an education.
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5). Although courts potentially could play an enormous role in affecting

curriculum law, to date that potential has not been realized in most of the

states we studied. (New York is an exception: New Yorkers appear to be more

litigious than the citizens of other states and either as a result, or as a

cause, courts have played a larger role in shaping curriculum law in New York

than in other states.) Courts have been loath to move too quickly into the

areas outlined in item 56(d) above. This reluctance is manifested by adherence

to standards of review which discourage court intervention and in continued

adherence to the older common law understanding of the proper function and use

of the writ of mandamus. Rules of standing, however, do show signs of becoming

more liberal and the courts seem to have played down such doctrines as the

requirement of exhaustion of administrative remedies.

53. The long term prospects for increased judicial involvement in the

formation of curriculum law, however, are of a different character. if we

can assume that each new piece of legislation changes or adds to the legal

problems that may arise and be taken to the courts, then we can expect in-

creased court involvement with the increase in legislative activity. The

new anti-discrimination requirements will invite court activity and involve-

ment. As the legislatures increasingly require the provision of courses

"from which students may benefit," premises are being laid for tackling the

adequacy of the school program on non-constitutional grounds. As notions

of a right to an education ripen in the hands of the courts, and as legis-

latures increasingly seem to pass legislation which may fairly be read to be

a legislative effort to fulfill that right, courts will be encouraged to read

these statutory provisions for all they are worth so as to extend their

benefits to as wide an audience as possible. And as the legislature makes more
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